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Preface

As computer science enters the new millennium, methods and languages for
reasoning with constraints have come to play an important role, with both the-
oretical advances and practical applications. Constraints have emerged as the
basis of a representational and computational paradigm that draws from many
disciplines and can be brought to bear on many problem domains, including arti-
ficial intelligence, databases, and combinatorial optimization. The conference is
concerned with all aspects of computing with constraints including algorithms,
applications, environments, languages, models and systems.

The Sixth International Conference on Principles and Practice of Constraint
Programming (CP2000) continues to provide an international forum for pre-
senting and discussing state-of-the-art research and applications involving con-
straints. After a few annual workshops, CP’95 took place in Cassis, France; CP’96
in Cambridge, USA; CP’97 in Schloss Hagenberg, Austria; CP’98 in Pisa, Italy
and CP’99 in Alexandria, USA. This year the conference is held in Singapore,
from 18 through 21 September 2000.

This volume comprises the papers that were accepted for presentation at
CP2000. From the 101 papers that were submitted, 31 papers were accepted for
presentation in the plenary session and 13 papers were selected as posters and
have a short version (five pages) in this volume. All papers were subjected to
rigorous review three program committee members (or their designated review-
ers) refereed each paper. Decisions were reached following discussions among
reviewers and, in some instances, by e-mail consultation of the entire program
committee. I believe the reader will find these articles to be of the highest quality,
representing a significant contribution to the field.

Apart from the presentation of the technical papers and posters, we are very
pleased to have three distinguished invited speakers: Alan Mackworth (Univer-
sity of British Columbia), David McAllester (AT&T Labs Research) and Alan
Borning (University of Washington). The program included four tutorials pre-
sented by (1) George Gottlob and Francesco Scarello, (2) Thom Fruehwirth, (3)
Michela Milano and (4) Joao Marques-Silva. The technical program was followed
by five post-conference workshops on a variety of topics.

Last, but certainly not least, much is owed to the organizational skills of
the CP2000 General Chairman Roland Yap. We are also indebted to Martin
Henz, the Publicity Chair, and Toby Walsh, the Workshops and Tutorials Chair.
Finally, I would like to thank Hong Zhao who was instrumental in setting up
and running the web-based conference software and to Mario Espinoza for his
dedicated help in assembling this volume.

Irvine, June 2000 Rina Dechter
Program Chair

CP2000
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Constraint-Based Agents:

The ABC’s of CBA’s

Alan K. Mackworth

Laboratory for Computational Intelligence, Department of Computer Science
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1Z4, Canada

mack@cs.ubc.ca

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/spider/mack

Abstract. The Constraint-Based Agent (CBA) framework is a set of
tools for designing, simulating, building, verifying, optimizing, learning
and debugging controllers for agents embedded in an active environment.
The agent and the environment are modelled symmetrically as, possibly
hybrid, dynamical systems in Constraint Nets, as developed by Zhang
and Mackworth. This paper is a tutorial overview of the development
and application of the CBA framework, emphasizing the important spe-
cial case where the agent is an online constraint-satisfying device. Here
it is often possible to verify complex agents as obeying real-time tem-
poral constraint specifications and, sometimes, to synthesize controllers
automatically. The CBA framework demonstrates the power of viewing
constraint programming as the creation of online constraint-solvers in
dynamic environments.

1 Introduction

Constraint programming has evolved several powerful frameworks for building
problem-solvers as constraint-satisfying devices. Primarily, these devices are off-
line problem-solvers. For example, the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)
paradigm has evolved and matured over the last twenty-five years. The algo-
rithms developed in the CSP paradigm were made more available and more
useful when they were incorporated into the Constraint Programming (CP) lan-
guage paradigms. Despite this success, however, a major challenge still facing
the constraint research community is to develop useful theoretical and practical
tools for the constraint-based design of embedded intelligent systems. Many ap-
plications require us to develop online constraint-satisfying systems that function
in a dynamic, coupled environment [6]. An archetypal example of an application
in this class is the design of controllers for sensory-based robots [13,10,7]. If we
examine this problem we see that almost all the tools developed to date in the
CSP and CP paradigms are inadequate for the task, despite the superficial at-
traction of the constraint-based approach. The fundamental difficulty is that, for
the most part, the CSP and CP paradigms still presume a disembodied, offline
model of computation.

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 1–10, 2000.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2000



2 Alan K. Mackworth

Consider an agent coupled to its active environment as shown in Figure 1.
Each is an open dynamic system in its own right, acting on, and reacting to, the
other. The coupled pair form a closed system that evolves over time.

AGENT

ENVIRONMENT 

ActionsReactions

Fig. 1. An agent interacting with its environment

To deal with such embedded applications, we must radically shift our per-
spective on constraint satisfaction from the offline model in which a solution is
a function of pre-given static inputs to an online model where a solution is a
temporal trace of values, a transduction of the input trace over time. Values in
the input trace may depend on earlier values in the output trace. In fact, the
input trace for the agent is itself a mapping of its output trace, representing the
dynamics of the environment, as shown in Figure 1.

Intelligent systems embedded as controllers in real or virtual systems must
be designed in an online model based on various time structures: continuous, dis-
crete and event-based. The requisite online computations, or transductions, are
to be performed over various type structures including continuous and discrete
domains. These hybrid systems require new models of computation, constraint
satisfaction and constraint programming. To this end, we have defined constraint
satisfaction as a dynamic system process that approaches asymptotically the so-
lution set of the given, possibly time-varying, constraints [12]. Under this view,
constraint programming is the creation of a dynamic system with the required
property.

In this paper I present a tutorial overview of our approach, called Constraint-
Based Agents (CBA), the ABC’s of CBA’s, if you like. The CBA model consists,
at its simplest, of a symmetrical coupling of an agent and its active environment.
As we’ll see later, we say the agent is constraint-based if its behaviour satisfies
a specification in a constraint-based temporal logic.

2 Agents in the World

The most obvious artificial agents in the world are robots. But the CBA approach
applies equally to embedded devices, pure software agents and natural animate
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agents. There are many ways of using a CBA model, including the embedded
mode, simulation mode, verification mode, optimization mode, learning mode
and design mode [8, p. 449]. The agent design problem is formidable, regardless
of whether the agent is designed or modified by a human, by nature (evolution),
by another agent (bootstrapping), or by itself (learning). An agent is, typically, a
hybrid intelligent system, consisting of a controller coupled to its body as shown
in Figure 2.

ENVIRONMENT 

BODY

ActionsReactions

CONTROLLER

ConstraintsReports

AGENT

Fig. 2. The structure of a constraint-based agent system

The controller and the body both consist of discrete-time, continuous-time
or event-driven components operating over discrete or continuous domains. The
controller has perceptual subsystems that can (partially) observe, or infer, the
state of the body and, through it, the state of the environment.

Parenthetically, the ‘body’ of an agent is simply the direct interface of the
agent to its environment. The body executes actions in the environment, senses
the state of the environment, which may well cause state changes in the body,
and reports to the controller. In the case of a robotic agent the body consists
of one or more physical systems but in the case of an embedded software agent,
the body is simply the software module that directly interfaces to the virtual or
physical environment. Control theorists typically call the body the ‘plant’. Some
models do not differentiate between the body and the environment; we prefer to
make that differentiation, based on the distinction between what is directly, and
what is indirectly, controlled.

Agent design methodologies are evolving dialectically [4]. The symbolic meth-
ods of ‘Good Old Fashioned Artificial Intelligence and Robotics’ (GOFAIR) con-
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stitute the original thesis. The antithesis is reactive ‘Insect AI’ and control the-
ory. The emerging synthesis, Situated Agents, has promise, but needs formal
rigor and practical tools [9,3,2,4,13,7].

In 1992, I proposed robot soccer as a grand challenge problem [4] since it
has the task characteristics that force us to confront the fundamental issues of
agent design in a practical way for a perceptual, collaborative, real-time task
with clear performance criteria. At the same time, I described the first system
for playing robot soccer. Since then it has been a very productive testbed both
for our laboratory [1,10,5,16,18,17,20] and for many other groups around the
world, stimulating research toward the goal of building perceptual agents.

3 The Constraint Net Model

The Constraint Net (CN) model [14] was developed by Ying Zhang and Mack-
worth as a model for building hybrid intelligent systems as Situated Agents.
In CN, an agent system is modelled formally as a symmetrical coupling of an
agent with its environment. Even though an agent system is, typically, a hybrid
dynamic system, its CN model is unitary. Most other agent and robot design
methodologies use hybrid models of hybrid systems, awkwardly combining off-
line computational models of high-level perception, reasoning and planning with
online models of low-level sensing and control.

CN is a model for agent systems software implemented as modules with I/O
ports. A module performs a transduction from its input traces to its output
traces, subject to the principle of causality: an output value at any time can
depend only on the input values before, or at, that time. The model has a formal
semantics based on the least fixpoint of sets of equations [14]. In applying it to an
agent operating in a given environment, one separately specifies the behaviour
of the agent body, the agent control program, and the environment. The total
system can then be shown to have various properties, such as safety and liveness,
based on provable properties of its subsystems. This approach allows one to
specify and verify models of embedded control systems. Our goal is to develop it
as a practical tool for building real, complex, sensor-based agents. It can be seen
as a formal development of Brooks’ subsumption architecture [2] that enhances
its reliability, modularity and scalability while avoiding the limitations of the
augmented finite state machine approach, combining proactivity with reactivity.

An agent situated in an environment can be modelled as three machines:
the agent body, the agent controller and the environment, as shown above in
Figure 2. Each can be modelled separately as a dynamical system by specifying
a CN with input and output ports. The agent is modelled as a CN consisting
of a coupling of its body CN and its controller CN by identifying corresponding
input and output ports. Similarly the agent CN is coupled to the environment
CN to form a closed agent-environment CN, as shown above in Figure 1

The CN model is realized as an online dataflow-like distributed programming
language with a formal algebraic denotational semantics and a specification lan-
guage, a real-time temporal logic, that allows the designer to specify and prove
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properties of the situated agent by proving them of the agent-environment CN.
We have shown how to specify, design, verify and implement systems for a robot
that can track other robots [11], a robot that can escape from mazes and a two-
handed robot that assembles objects [13], an elevator system [19] and a car-like
robot that can plan and execute paths under non-holonomic constraints [16].

Although CN can carry out traditional symbolic computation online, such as
solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems and path planning, notice that much
of the symbolic reasoning and theorem-proving may be outside the agent, in the
mind of the designer, for controller synthesis and verification. GOFAIR does not
make this distinction, assuming that such symbolic reasoning occurs explicitly
in, and only in, the mind of the agent.

The question “Will the agent do the right thing?” [13] is answered positively
if we can:

1. model the coupled agent system at a suitable level of abstraction,
2. specify the required global properties of the system’s evolution, and
3. verify that the model satisfies the specification.

In CN the modelling language and the specification language are totally dis-
tinct since they have very different requirements. The modelling language is a
generalized dynamical system language. Two versions of the specification lan-
guage, Timed Linear Temporal Logic [16] and Timed ∀-automata [12], have been
developed with appropriate theorem-proving and model-checking techniques for
verifying systems. In [8, Chapter 12] we describe how to build a situated robot
controller using CN as realized in a logic program.

4 Constraint-Satisfying Agents

Many agents can be designed as online constraint-satisfying devices [12,15,16].
A robot in this restricted scheme can be verified more easily. Moreover, given a
constraint-based specification and a model of the body and the environment, au-
tomatic synthesis of a correct constraint-satisfying controller sometimes becomes
feasible, as shown for a simple goal-scoring robot in [16].

As a simple example, in Figure 2 suppose the CONTROLLER is a thermo-
stat turning on or off a furnace, the BODY, that is heating the ENVIRON-
MENT. The goal of the system is to make the temperature of of the ENVI-
RONMENT, TE, equal to a desired temperature, TD. In other words the CON-
TROLLER of the AGENT is trying to solve the constraint TE(t) = TD(t). One
version of CONTROLLER correctness is established if we can prove that the
(thermal) dynamics of the coupled AGENT-ENVIRONMENT system satisfy
the temporal logic formula ✸✷|TE − TD| < ε where ✸ can be read as ‘eventu-
ally’ and ✷ can be read as ‘always’. In other words, the system will, no matter
how it is disturbed, eventually enter, and remain within, an ε-neighborhood of
the solution manifold of the constraint. A less restrictive form of correctness
corresponds to the specification ✷✸|TE − TD| < ε which is to say that the sys-
tem will always return, asymptotically, to the constraint solution manifold if it
should happen to leave it.
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A constraint is simply a relation on the phase space of the agent system, which
is the product of the controller, body and environment spaces. A controller is
defined to be constraint-satisfying if it, repeatedly, eventually drives the system
into an ε-neighborhood of the constraint using a constraint satisfaction method
such as gradient descent or a symbolic technique.

ENVIRONMENT 

BODY

ActionsReactions

AGENT

CONTROLLER-1

CONTROLLER-2

CONTROLLER-n

 ...                 ... 

Fig. 3. A hierarchical agent controller

A constraint-satisfying controller may be hierarchical with several layers of
controller above the body, as shown in Figure 3. In this case, each layer must
satisfy the constraints, defined on its state variables, appropriate to the layer,
as, typically, set by the layer above. The layers below each layer present to that
layer as a virtual agent body, in a suitably abstract state space [16,17]. The
lower layers are, typically, reactive and synchronous (or in continuous time) on
continuous state spaces; the upper layers are more deliberative and asynchronous
(or event-triggered) in symbolic, discrete spaces.

A typical layer in a hierarchical controller is shown in Figure 4.
Each layer has two external inputs: the trace of constraint requests coming

from above ConstraintsIn (CI) and the reports coming from below ReportsIn
(RI). Its two outputs are its reports to the level above ReportsOut (RO) and
its constraint requests to the level below ConstraintsOut (CO). These traces
arise from causal transductions of the external inputs:
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EMBEDDED
CONSTRAINT

SOLVER

ConstraintsOutReportsIn

ConstraintsInReportsOut RO

RI

CI

CO

Fig. 4. A layer in a constraint-based controller

CO = Ct(CI, RI) (1)
RO = Rt(CI, RI) (2)

If the constraint-solver can be represented as a state-based solver then the
layer may be represented as shown in Figure 5.

EMBEDDED
CONSTRAINT

SOLVER

ConstraintsOutReportsIn

ConstraintsInReportsOut RO

RI

CI

CO

SOSI
StateOutStateIn

Fig. 5. A layer with state in a constraint-based controller

Here, for simplicity, a discrete-time state-based layer is shown. It produces an
extra output StateOut (SO) that is consumed as an extra input StateIn (SI)
after a unit delay (∆). In this case the behaviour of the layer may be represented
by computing the values of the three outputs as transliterations (functions) of
the current values of the three inputs:

co(t) = cf (ci(t), ri(t), si(t)) (3)
ro(t) = rf (ci(t), ri(t), si(t)) (4)
so(t) = sf (ci(t), ri(t), si(t)) (5)

si(t+ 1) = so(t) (6)
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5 Robot Soccer Players

The CBA framework has also been motivated, developed and tested by ap-
plication to the challenge of designing, building and verifying controllers with
perceptual systems for robot soccer players with both off-board and on-board
vision systems.

In the Dynamo (Dynamics and Mobile Robots) project in our laboratory, we
have experimented, since 1991, with multiple mobile robots under visual con-
trol. The Dynamite testbed consists of a fleet of radio-controlled vehicles that
receive commands from a remote computer. Using our custom hardware and a
distributed MIMD environment, vision programs are able to monitor the po-
sition and orientation of each robot at 60 Hz; planning and control programs
generate and send motor commands at the same rate. This approach allows
umbilical-free behaviour and very rapid, lightweight fully autonomous robots.
Using this testbed we have demonstrated various robot tasks [1], including play-
ing soccer [10] using a 2-layer deliberative/reactive controller architecture.

One of the Dynamo robots, Spinoza, is a self-contained robot consisting of
an RWI base with an RGB camera on a pan-tilt platform mounted as its head
and a trinocular stereo camera in its base. As a illustration of these ideas, con-
sider the task for Spinoza of repeatedly finding, tracking, chasing and kicking a
soccer ball, using the pan-tilt camera. After locating the moving ball Spinoza is
required to track it, move to within striking distance of the ball and strike it.
The available motor commands control the orientation of the base, the forward
movement of the base, and the pan and tilt angles of the camera. The parameters
can be controlled in various relative/absolute position modes or rate mode. The
available rate of pan substantially exceeds the rate of base rotation. A hierar-
chical constraint-based active-vision controller, using prioritized constraints and
constraint arbiters, can be specified for Spinoza that will, repeatedly, achieve
and maintain (or re-achieve) the desired goal subject to safety conditions such
as staying inside the soccer field, avoiding obstacles and not accelerating too
quickly. If the dynamics of Spinoza and the ball are adequately modelled by the
designer then this constraint-based vision system will be guaranteed to achieve
its specification.

Yu Zhang and Mackworth have extended these ideas to build three-layer
constraint-satisfying controllers for a complete soccer team [20]. The controllers
for our softbot soccer team, UBC Dynamo98, are modelled in CN and imple-
mented in Java, using the Java Beans architecture [17]. They control the soccer
players’ bodies in the Soccer Server developed by Noda Itsuki for RoboCup.
These experiments provide evidence that the constraint-based CN approach is a
clean and practical design framework for perceptual robots.

6 Conclusions

The Constraint-Based Agent approach is a framework for the specification, de-
sign, analysis, implementation and validation of artificial and natural agent sys-
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tems. It requires a new model of online and embedded computation for Con-
straint Programming, Constraint Nets.
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Extended Abstract

Constraints have been used in interactive graphical applications since Sketchpad
in the early 60’s [8]. Constraints in this domain, as in others, provide a declarative
way for the user to specify what is desired rather than how to achieve it. Two
particular features of this domain, however, stem from interactivity: the need to
handle state and change properly as a graphical figure is manipulated, and the
need for efficient incremental algorithms for satisfying the constraints to preserve
interactive response.

In the talk I will first describe Cassowary [2,6], an algorithm for satisfying
sets of linear equality and inequality constraints. Cassowary is a version of the
simplex algorithm that incrementally solves hierarchies of hard and soft con-
straints [5], with special treatment of the edit and stay constraints that can be
used to express the semantics of editing and updating a graphical figure. Two
important properties of Cassowary are that it is very efficient (the constraint
solving time is normally dominated by the graphics refresh time), and that it
handles simultaneous equations, simultaneous inequalities, and over- and under-
constrained systems without difficulty. The Cassowary toolkit is freely available
under the GNU Library General Public License, and has been used for a number
of applications, including those mentioned below and others.

I will then describe several recent applications. One application is constraint-
based web layout [3]. Here, we extend the Cascading Style Sheet standard [7]
to include constraints. For example, we can constrain two columns in a table to
have the same width, and to be at least 10 times as wide as the gutter between
them, or constrain a heading font to be 2 points larger than the body font.
These constraints can be preferences as well as requirements, and can come
from the viewer as well as the page author. (For example, the viewer might
insist on a minimum of 12 point font sizes, or a particular browser width.) The
final appearance of the web page is thus the result of an arbitration between the
desires of the author and viewer, where this arbitration is performed by solving
the combined set of constraints.

A second application is the Scheme Constraints Window Manager [4]. This
window manager allows users to express their intentions using both direct ma-
nipulation and with persistent constraints, e.g. that one window be always to the
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left of another and of the same height. A number of other features support the
ready use of constraints in the window manager, including a graphical toolbar
for applying constraints, a recorder for defining new compound constraints using
a simple programming-by-demonstration technique, and a graphical constraint
investigator for visually display the current set of constraints when desired.

Finally, a third application extends the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) stan-
dard for the web [1] to allow constraints on the positions of graphical elements.
SVG is an important advance over including bitmap images in web pages, since
the image is resolution-independent. However, the internal geometry of an SVG
image is fixed. Constraint Scalable Vector Graphics generalizes SVG, so that a
given illustration can be resized and reformatted appropriately for the available
space, while still satisfying its constraints. In addition, constraints on a read-only
“time” variable provide a simple animation facility.

Papers and source code are available from our web site at
www.cs.washington.edu/research/constraints

This research has been funded in part by U.S. National Science Foundation
Grant No. IIS-9975990.
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1 Overview

A variety of authors have argued that bottom-up logic programs provide a
clear presentation of a wide variety of algorithms, e.g.,[6,4,5,2,3]. Recently meta-
complexity theorems have been given that allow, in many cases, the running
time of a bottom-up logic program to be determined by inspection [1]. This
talk abstract presents the fundamental meta-complexity theorem. New meta-
compleixty theorems useful for optimization algorithms were presented in the
talk.

A bottom-up logic program is a set of inference rules. To give theorems about
inference rules in general, we formally define an inference rule to be a first order
Horn clause, i.e. a first order formula of the form A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An → C where C
and each Ai is a first order atom, i.e., a predicate applied to first order terms.
First order Horn clauses form a Turing complete model of computation and can
be used in practice as a general purpose programming language. The atoms A1,
. . ., An are called the antecedents of the rule and the atom C is called the
conclusion.

There are two basic ways to view a set of inference rules as an algorithm —
the backward chaining approach taken in traditional Prolog interpreters and the
forward chaining, or bottom-up approach common in deductive databases [6,5,2].
Meta-complexity analysis derives from the bottom-up approach. As a simple
example consider the rule P (x, y) ∧ P (y, z) → P (x, z) which states that the
binary predicate P is transitive. Let D be a set of assertions of the form P (c, d)
where c and d are constant symbols. More generally we will use the term assertion
to mean a ground atom, i.e., an atom not containing variable, and use the term
database to mean a set of assertions. For any set R of inference rules and any
database D we let R(D) denote the set of assertions that can be proved in the
obvious way from assertions in D using rules in R. If R consists of the above
rule for transitivity, and D consists of assertions of the form P (c, d), then R(D)
is simply the transitive closure of D. In the bottom-up view a rule set R is taken
to be an algorithm for computing output R(D) from input D. A rule set will be
called terminating if for every finite database D we have that R(D) is finite.

Here we are interested in methods for quickly determining the running time
of a rule set R, i.e., the time required to compute R(D) from D. For exam-
ple, consider the following “algorithm” for computing the transitive closure of
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a predicate EDGE defined by the bottom-up rules EDGE(x, y) → PATH(x, y) and
EDGE(x, y)∧PATH(y, z)→ PATH(x, z). If the input graph contains e edges this al-
gorithm runs in O(en) time — significantly better than O(n3) for sparse graphs.
Note that the O(en) running time can not be derived by simply counting the
number of variables in any single rule.

The fundamental theorem states that, for any terminating rule set R, the
database R(D) can be computed in time proportional to the number of assertions
in D plus the number of “prefix firings” of the rules in R — the number of
derivable ground instances of prefixes of rule antecedents. This theorem holds
for arbitrary terminating rule sets, no matter how complex the antecedents or
how many antecedents rules have. The fundamental meta-complexity theorem
immediately implies the O(en) running time of the sparse transitive closure
algorithm given above — there are e ways of instantiating the first antecedent
and, for given values of x and y, at most n ways of instantiating z. For this simple
rule set the O(en) running time may seem obvious, but the meta-complexity
theorem can be used in many more complex rule sets where a completely rigorous
treatment of the running time would be otherwise tedious.

2 The Fundamental Theorem

A ground substitution is a mapping from a finite set of variables to ground terms.
Here we consider only ground substitutions. If σ is a ground substitution defined
on all the variables occurring in a term t then σ(t) is defined in the standard way
as the result of replacing each variable by its image under σ. We also assume that
all expressions — both terms and atoms — are represented as interned dag data
structures. This means that the same term is always represented by the same
pointer to memory so that equality testing is a unit time operation. Furthermore,
we assume that hash table operations take unit time so that for any substitution
σ defined (only) on x and y we can compute (the pointer representing) σ(f(x, y))
in unit time. Note that interned expressions support indexing. For example, given
a binary predicate P we can index all assertions of the form P (t, w) so that the
data structure representing t points to a list of all terms w such that P (t, w) has
been asserted and, conversely, all terms w point to a list of all terms t such that
P (t, w) has been asserted.

We will say that a database E is closed under a rule set R if R(E) = E.
It would seem that determining closedness would be easier than computing the
closure in cases where we are not yet closed. The meta-complexity theorem states,
in essence, that the closure can be computed quickly — it can be computed in
the time needed to merely check the closedness of the final result. Consider a
rule A1∧ . . .∧An → C. To check that a database E is closed under this rule one
can compute all ground substitutions σ such that σ(A1), . . . σ(An) are all in E
and then check that σ(C) is also in E. To find all such substitutions we can first
match the pattern A1 against assertions in the database to get all substitutions
σ1 such that σ1(A1) ∈ D. Then given σi such that σi(A1), . . ., σi(Ai) are all
in E we can match σi(Ai+1) against the assertions in the database to get all
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extensions σi+1 such that σi+1(A1), . . ., σi+1(Ai+1) are in E. Each substitution
σi determines a “prefix firing” of the rule as defined below.

Definition 1. We define a prefix firing of a rule A1, . . . , An → C in a rule
set R under database E to be a ground instance B1, . . . , Bi of an initial se-
quence A1, . . . , Ai, i ≤ n, such that B1, . . ., Bn are all contained in D. We
let PR(E) be the set of all prefix firings of rules in R for database E.

Note that the rule P (x, y) ∧ P (y, z) ∧ R(z) → P (x, z) might have a large
number of firings for the first two antecedents while having no firings of all three
antecedents. The simple algorithm outlined above for checking that E is closed
under R requires at least |PR(E)| steps of computation. As outlined above, the
closure check algorithm would actually require more time because each step of
extending σi to σi+1 involves iterating over the entire database. The following
theorem states that for any terminating rule set R we can compute R(D) in time
proportional to |D| (the number of distinct assertions in D) plus |PR(R(D))| (the
number of prefix firings).

Theorem 1 (McAllester1). For any terminating rule set R there exists an
algorithm for mapping D to R(D) which runs in O(|D|+ |PR(R(D))|) time.

Before proving theorem 1 we consider a simple application. Consider the
algorithm for context free parsing shown in figure 1. The grammar is given in
Chomsky normal form and consists of a set of assertions of the form X →
a and X → Y Z. The input sting is represented as a “lisp list” of the form
CONS(a1, CONS(a2, . . . CONS(an, NIL))) and the input string is specified by
an assertion of the form INPUT(s). Let g be the number of productions in the
grammar and let n be the length of the input string. These rules terminate and
theorem 1 immediately implies that this algorithm runs in O(gn3) time. Note
that there is a rule with six variables — three string index variables and three
grammar nonterminal variables.

We now give a proof of theorem 1. First, we say that a rule has unbound
variables if some variable in the conclusion of the rule does not appear in any
antecedent of the rule. Suppose that R contains an rule with unbound variables
and consider a D such that R(D) contains an instance of the antecedents of that
rule. Since an unbound variable in the conclusion can be instantiated with any
term, we must have that R(D) is infinite. Therefore, if R is terminating, then
no rule in R with unbound variables can ever be used in computing R(D). So,
if R is terminating, then R is equivalent (as a mapping from input database to
output database) to the subset of R consisting of just the rules without unbound
variables. So we can assume without loss of generality that no rule in R has
unbound variables.
1 The theorem proved in [1] is stated slightly differently — rather than consider
an arbitrary terminating rule set the theorem presented there requires that every
variable in the conclusion of a rule appear in some antecendent of that rule. However,
the proofs of these two variants of the theorem are essentially identicle.
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U → a
INPUT(CONS(a, j))

PARSES(U, CONS(a, j), j)

INPUT(CONS(X, Y))

INPUT(Y)

A→ BC
PARSES(B, i, j)
PARSES(C, j, k)

PARSES(A, i, k)

Fig. 1. The Cocke-Kasimi-Younger (CKY) parsing algorithm. PARSES(u, i, j)
means that the substring from i to j parses as nonterminal u.

Given that no rule has unbound variables, the proof is based on a source to
source transformation of the given program. We note that each of the following
source to source transformations on inference rules preserve the quantity |D|+
|PR(R(D))| (as a function of D) up to a multiplicative constant. In the second
transformation note that there must be at least one element of D or Pr(R(D))
for each assertion in R(D). Hence adding any rule with only a single antecedent
and with a fresh predicate in the conclusion at most doubles the value of |D|+
|PR(R(D))|. The second transformation can then be done in two steps — first
we add the new rule and then replace the antecedent in the existing rule. A
similar analysis holds for the third transformation.

A1, A2, A3, . . . An → C ⇒
A1, A2 → P (x1, . . . , xn), P (x1, . . . , xn), A3, . . . , An → C

where x1, . . . , xn are all free variables in A1 and A2.

A1, . . . , P (t1, . . . , tn), . . . , An → C ⇒
P (t1, . . . , tn)→ Q(x1, . . . , xm), A1, . . . , Q(x1, . . . , xm), . . . , An → C

where at least one of ti is a non-variable and x1, . . . , xm are all the free variables
in t1, . . . , tn.

P (x1, . . . , xn), Q(y1, . . . , ym)→ C ⇒
P (x1, . . . , xn)→ P ′(f(z1, . . . , zk), g(w1, . . . wh))

Q(y1, . . . , yn)→ Q′(g(w1, . . . , wh), u(v1, . . . vj))

P ′(x, y), Q′(y, z)→ R(x, y, z)

R(f(x1, . . . , xn), g(w1, . . . , wh), u(v1, . . . , vm))→ C
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where z1, . . . , zk are those variables among the xis which are not among
the yis; w1, . . . , wh are those variables that occur both in the xis and yis;
and v1, . . . vi are those variables among the yis that are not among the xis.

These transformations allow us to assume without loss of generality that the
only multiple antecedent rules are of the form P (x, y), Q(y, z) → R(x, y, z).
For each such multiple antecedent rule we create an index such that for each y
we can enumerate the values of x such that P (x, y) has been asserted and also
enumerate the values of z such that Q(y, z) has been asserted. When a new
assertion of the form P (x, y) or Q(y, z) is derived we can now iterate over the
possible values of the missing variable in time proportional to the number of
such values.
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Abstract. A general approach to specify the propagation and simpli-
fication process of constraints consists of applying rules over these con-
straints. In this paper, we propose a method for generating propagation
rules for constraints over finite domains defined extensionally by e.g. a
truth table or their tuples. Using our algorithm, the user has the possibil-
ity to specify the admissible syntactic forms of the rules. The generated
rules will be implemented as rules of the language Constraint Handling
Rules (CHR).
Furthermore, we show that our approach performs well on various ex-
amples, including Boolean constraints, three valued logic, Allen’s quali-
tative approach to temporal logic and qualitative spatial reasoning with
the Region Connection Calculus.

1 Introduction

Rule-based formalisms are ubiquitous in computer science, and even more so in
constraint reasoning and programming. In constraint reasoning, algorithms are
often specified using inference rules, rewrite rules, sequents, or first-order axioms
written as implications. Advanced programming languages like ELAN [9] and
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [8] allow to implement constraint solvers in a
rule-based formalism. This approach makes it easy to modify a solver or build a
solver over a new domain. Furthermore, it is easy to reason about and analyze
a constraint solver.

A difficulty that arises frequently when writing a constraint solver is to de-
termine the constraint propagation algorithm. In [6] a first step has been done to
solve finite constraint satisfaction problems by means of automatically generated
constraint propagation algorithms. In this paper, we continue this line of work.

A constraint over a finite domain can be defined extensionally by a truth
table or equivalently by all the tuples of the constraint. For example, let c1 be
a constraint defined by the following truth table:1
� The research reported in this paper has been supported by the Bavarian-French
Hochschulzentrum.

1 The following two examples are taken from [17].
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c1 X1 X2 X3

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1

The constraint c1 can also be represented by its tuples {(0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)}.
The approach we have taken is to develop an automatic method to generate

general rules defining some properties of constraints given their extensional def-
inition. Using our method inspired by techniques used in the field of knowledge
discovery the user has the possibility to specify the form of the rules she/he
wants to generate. The method allows any kind of constraints in the left hand
side of rules and in their right hand side as well.

For the constraint c1 our algorithm described in Section 2 generates the
following single rule, if the user specifies that the right hand side of the rules
may consist of a conjunction of equality constraints:

c1(X1, X2, X3) → X1=X2 ∧ X3=1

For a constraint c2 defined by its tuples {(0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0)},
our algorithm can generate the following rule provided the user specifies the
right hand side of the rule to be the logical disjunction, defined by the ternary
constraint or (whose last argument is the disjunction of the first and second):

c2(X1, X2, X3) → or(X2, X3, X2).

Note that this rule expresses only a necessary property of c2 but not a def-
inition that is equivalent to c2. In the previous example, the right hand side of
the rule happened to be also sufficient for c1.

The generated rules are implemented as rules of the language Constraint
Handling Rules [8].

Related Work

In the pioneering paper [6], K. Apt and E. Monfroy proposed two algorithms:
One generates the so-called inclusion rules ensuring arc-consistency, whereas the
second one generates propagation rules ensuring a weaker notion of local consis-
tency, rule consistency. In contrast to our approach, the user has no possibility
to affect the form of the generated rules.

Let C be an atomic constraint. The algorithm presented in [6] generates
propagation rules of the following form

X1=v1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xk=vk → Y �=v,
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where X1, . . . , Xk are some variables occurring in C, and v1, . . . vk, v are
elements of the domain associated to variables of C, and Y is a variable occurring
in C but not in X1, . . . , Xk.

For the constraint c1(X1, X2, X3) defined above the following propagation
rules are generated by the algorithm presented in [6]:

true → X3 �=0
X1=1 → X2 �=0
X1=0 → X2 �=1
X2=1 → X1 �=0
X2=0 → X1 �=1

true denotes an empty left hand side, i.e. there is no further assignment of
variables.

The algorithm presented in [17] is a combination of the one described in [6]
and unification in finite algebra [16]. Similar to [6] the user has here no possibility
to specify the form of the rules. The rules generated by this algorithm have the
following form:

X1=v1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xk=vk → B,

where now v1, . . . vk are either elements of the domain or free constants to
represent symbolically any element of the domain as used in unification in fi-
nite algebra [10]. B is a conjunction of equality constraints and membership
constraints (e.g. X ∈ D).

With the notion of free constants, equality between variables in the right-
hand side of rules can be deduced. For the constraint c1(X1, X2, X3), the algo-
rithm presented in [17] generates the following rules:

true → X1∈{0, 1} ∧ X2∈{0, 1} ∧ X3=1
X1=x1 → X2=x1 ∧ X3=1
X2=x2 → X1=x2 ∧ X3=1

In contrast to the algorithms presented in [6] and [17] our algorithm leads to
a more compact and more expressive set of rules. With the rules generated by the
algorithm presented in [6], one propagates from c1(X1, X2, X3) that X3=1. With
our generated rule we also propagate that X1=X2. This can also be deduced
from the rules generated by the algorithm presented in [17]. However, for the
constraint c2 our algorithm can also generate the following rule

c2(X1, X1, X3) → X1=1 ∧ X3=0
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Using this rule, one can deduce from c2(X1, X1, X3) that X1=1 ∧ X3=0.
This cannot be deduced neither by the algorithm presented in [6] nor by the one
presented in [17].2

Furthermore, we will show that in contrast to the algorithms presented in [6]
and [17] our algorithm is able to generate rules with a conjunction of constraints
in the left hand side of the rules which is an essential feature for non-trivial
constraint handling.

Our approach is orthogonal to the work in Inductive Logic Programming [12]
(ILP), where one is interested to find out logical clauses from examples rather
than general rules that are useful for constraint solving. Nevertheless, our method
is inspired by techniques used in this field.

Organization of the Paper

In section 2, we present our algorithm for the generation of propagation rules
and give some soundness, correctness and termination results. In Section 3, we
give more examples for the use of our algorithm. Finally, we conclude with a
summary and directions for future work.

2 Generation of Propagation Rules

In this section, we describe the algorithm, RuleMiner, for generating prop-
agation rules.

2.1 Class of Generated Rules

We call an atomic formula with a constraint symbol an atomic constraint. An
inconsistent atomic constraint is represented by false.

A constraint over a set of atomic constraints A is a finite subset of A. A
constraint C ⊆ A is interpreted as the conjunction of the atomic constraints
in C. The set of all constraints over A, i.e. the set of all non-empty finite subsets
of A, is noted L(A). The set of variables appearing in A is denoted by V ar(A).

Let CT be a constraint theory defining a constraint C and let σ be a ground
substitution. σ is a solution of C if and only if CT |= σ(C).

A propagation rule is a rule of the form C1 ⇒ C2, where C1 and C2 are
constraints. C1 is called the left hand side (lhs) and C2 the right hand side (rhs)
of the rule.

Definition 1. Let Alhs and Arhs be two sets of atomic constraints not con-
taining false3. The set of propagation rules over 〈Alhs,Arhs〉 is the set of all
rules of the form C1 ⇒ C2, where C1 ∈ L(Alhs) and C2 ∈ L(Arhs) ∪ {{false}}
and C1 ∩C2 = ∅. A failure rule is a propagation rule of the form C1 ⇒ {false}.
2 Personal communication with E. Monfroy, Email, March 2000.
3 false will be used as a particular rhs for the rules.
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Definition 2. A propagation rule C1 ⇒ C2 is valid if and only if for any ground
substitution σ, if σ is a solution of C1 then σ is a solution of C2. The rule
C1 ⇒ {false} is valid if and only if C1 has no solution.

Since the number of valid rules may become quite large, we considered that
the rules that are in some sense the most general will be the most interesting to
build a solver. We consider only a syntactical notion of rule generality which is
inspired by the notion of structural covering used in association rule mining [18].

Definition 3. Let R and R′ be two sets of propagation rules. R′ is a lhs-cover
of R if and only if for all (C1 ⇒ C2) ∈ R there exists (C′1 ⇒ C′2) ∈ R′, such
that C′1 ⊆ C1 and C2 ⊆ C′2.

Note that this is a form of subsumption in the ground case and that if R′ is
a lhs-cover of R, then every rule in R is logically entailed in CT by some rule
in R′.
Example 1. Let and be a ternary constraint defining the Boolean conjunction.
{{and(X,Y, Z), X=0} ⇒ {Z=0}} is a lhs-cover of {{and(X,Y, Z), X=0} ⇒
{Z=0}, {and(X,Y, Z), X=0, Y=0} ⇒ {Z=0}}.

The algorithm RuleMiner generates a lhs-cover of the set of valid propa-
gation rules over 〈Alhs,Arhs〉. However, many lhs are of little interest to build
solvers based on propagation rules. We used a syntactic bias to restrict the gen-
eration to a particular set of rules called relevant propagation rules.

Definition 4. Let Baselhs be a set of atomic constraints. A set of atomic con-
straints A is an interesting pattern wrt. Baselhs if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied:

1. Baselhs ⊆ A.
2. the graph defined by the relation joinA is connected, where joinA is a binary

relation that holds for pairs of atomic constraints in A that share at least one
variable, i.e., joinA = {〈c1, c2〉 | c1 ∈ A, c2 ∈ A, V ar({c1})∩V ar({c2}) �= ∅}.

Definition 5. The set of relevant propagation rules over 〈Baselhs,Alhs,Arhs〉
is the set of propagation rules over 〈Alhs,Arhs〉 without the rules with a left
hand side that is not an interesting pattern wrt. Baselhs and without the rules
of the form C1 ⇒ C2, where C1 ∈ L(Alhs) and C2 ∈ L(Arhs) and C1 has no
solution.

Note that the second restriction ensures that propagation rules with an in-
consistent lhs and with a rhs different from false are not relevant.

Example 2. Assume we want to generate interaction rules between the Boolean
operations conjunction (and) and negation (neg), then Baselhs has the following
form {and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B)}.
{and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B), A=X, B=Y } ⇒ {Z=0} is then a relevant prop-
agation rule, while the rule {and(X,Y, Z), Y=1} ⇒ {Z=X} and the rule
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{and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B), X=0} ⇒ {Z=0} are not. However, it should be
noticed that the first one will be relevant for the constraint and alone (i.e., when
Baselhs = {and(X,Y, Z)}).

The generation algorithm will discard any rule which is not a relevant prop-
agation rule over a given 〈Baselhs,Alhs,Arhs〉. We present in Section 2.3 addi-
tional simplifications of the set of rules generated to remove some redundancies.

2.2 The RuleMiner Algorithm

Principle Using RuleMiner the user has the possibility to specify the admis-
sible syntactic forms of the rules. The user determines the constraint for which
rules have to be generated (i.e. Baselhs) and chooses the candidate constraints to
form conjunctions together with Baselhs in the left hand side (noted Candlhs).
Usually, these candidate constraints are simply equality constraints. For the right
hand side of the rules the user specifies also the form of candidate constraints
she/he wants to see there (noted Candrhs). Finally, the user determines the se-
mantics of the constraint Baselhs by means of its extensional definition (noted
SolBaselhs) which must be finite, and provides the semantics of the candidate
constraints Candlhs and Candrhs by two constraint theories CTlhs and CTrhs,
respectively. Furthermore, we assume that the constraints defined by CTlhs and
CTrhs are handled by an appropriate constraint solver.

To compute the propagation rules the algorithm generates each possible lhs
constraint (noted Clhs) and for each determines the corresponding rhs constraint
(noted Crhs).

For each lhs Clhs the corresponding rhs Crhs is computed in the following
way:

1. if Clhs has no solution then Crhs = {false} and we have the failure rule
Clhs ⇒ {false}.

2. if Clhs has at least one solution then Crhs is the set of all atomic constraints
that are candidates for the rhs part and are true for all solutions of Clhs.
If Crhs is not empty we have the rule Clhs ⇒ Crhs.

During the exploration of the search space, the algorithm uses two main
pruning strategies:

1. (Pruning1) if a rule Clhs ⇒ {false} is generated then there is no need to
consider any superset of Clhs to form other rule lhs.

2. (Pruning2) if a rule Clhs ⇒ Crhs is generated then there is no need to
consider any C such that Clhs ⊂ C and C ∩Crhs �= ∅ to form other rule lhs.

The condition C ∩Crhs �= ∅ in the strategy Pruning2 is needed to reduce the
number of the propagation rules generated, as shown in the following example.

Example 3. After generating the relevant propagation rule of example 2:
{and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B), A=X, B=Y } ⇒ {Z=0}, the possible lhs
{and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B), A=X, B=Y, B=1, Z=0} is not considered using
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Pruning2, while {and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B), A=X, B=Y, B=1} remains a lhs
candidate and may lead to the following rule
{and(X,Y, Z), neg(A,B), A=X, B=Y, B=1} ⇒ {Z=0, A=0, X=0, Y=1}.

These pruning strategies are much more efficient if during the enumeration
of all possible rule lhs, a given lhs is considered before any of its supersets. So
a specific ordering for this enumeration is imposed in the algorithm. Moreover,
this ordering allows to discover early covering rules avoiding then the generation
of many uninteresting covered rules.

To simplify the presentation of the algorithm we consider that all possible
lhs are stored in a list L and that unnecessary lhs candidates are simply removed
from this list. For efficiency reasons the concrete implementation is not based
on a list but on a tree containing lhs candidates on its nodes. More details are
given in Section 2.4.

We now give an abstract description of the RuleMiner algorithm. The al-
gorithm is given in Figure 1. It takes as input:

– Baselhs: a constraint that must be included in any lhs of the rules.
– SolBaselhs: the finite set of ground substitutions that are solutions of
Baselhs. Note that this defines the constraint Baselhs extensionally.

– Candlhs: a finite set of atomic constraints that are candidates to form lhs of
the rules such that V ar(Candlhs) ⊆ V ar(Baselhs).

– Candrhs: a finite set of atomic constraints that are candidates to form rhs
of the rules such that V ar(Candrhs) ⊆ V ar(Baselhs).

– CTlhs: a constraint theory defining Candlhs.
– CTrhs: a constraint theory defining Candrhs.

And it produces the following output: a lhs-cover of the valid relevant prop-
agation rules over 〈Baselhs, Candlhs, Candrhs〉

We require the constraint theories CTlhs and CTrhs to be ground complete
for 〈Candlhs, SolBaselhs〉 and 〈Candrhs, SolBaselhs〉, respectively4.

Definition 6. Let CT be a constraint theory, let Γ be a set of ground substi-
tutions and A be a set of atomic constraints. CT is ground complete for 〈A, Γ 〉
if and only if for every c ∈ A and for any substitution σ ∈ Γ we have either
CT |= σ(c) or CT |= ¬σ(c).

In RuleMiner the list L of possible lhs is initialized to be a finite list. Each
iteration of the while loop removes at least one element in L. This ensures the
following property.

Theorem 1 (Termination). The algorithm RuleMiner terminates and
yields a finite set of propagation rules.

The following results establish soundness and correctness of the algorithm.
4 Note that this restriction is very weak, since the property holds for almost all useful
classes of constraint theories.
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begin

Let R be an empty set of rules.
Let L be a list containing the elements of L(Baselhs ∪ Candlhs) in any order.

Remove from L any element which is not an interesting pattern wrt. Baselhs.
Order L with any total ordering compatible with the subset partial ordering
(i.e., for all C1 in L if C2 is after C1 in L then C2 �⊂ C1).

while L is not empty do
Let Clhs be the first element of L.
Remove from L its first element.

if for all σ ∈ SolBaselhs we have
CTlhs |= ¬σ(Clhs \Baselhs) then

add the failure rule (Clhs ⇒ {false}) to R
and remove from L each element C such that Clhs ⊂ C.

else
compute Crhs the rule rhs, defined by
Crhs = {c|c ∈ (Candrhs \ Candlhs) and for all σ ∈ SolBaselhs

when CTlhs |= σ(Clhs \ Baselhs) we have CTrhs |= σ(c)}.
if Crhs is not empty then

add the rule (Clhs ⇒ Crhs) to R
and remove from L each element C such that

Clhs ⊂ C and C ∩ Crhs �= ∅.
endif

endif
endwhile

output R

end

Fig. 1. The RuleMiner Algorithm

Theorem 2 (Soundness). RuleMiner computes valid relevant propagation
rules over 〈Baselhs, Candlhs, Candrhs〉.
Proof. (Sketch) All Clhs considered are interesting pattern wrt. Baselhs, thus
only relevant rules can be generated. Let C′lhs = Clhs \ Baselhs. A rule of the
form Clhs ⇒ {false} can be generated only if all solutions of Baselhs are not
solutions of C′lhs. So any rule Clhs ⇒ {false} generated is valid. A rule of the
form Clhs ⇒ Crhs, where Crhs �= {false} can be generated only if all solutions
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of Baselhs that are solutions of C′lhs, are also solutions of all atomic constraints
in Crhs. Hence all generated rules of the form Clhs ⇒ Crhs are valid.

��
Theorem 3 (Correctness). RuleMiner computes a lhs-cover of the valid rel-
evant propagation rules over 〈Baselhs, Candlhs, Candrhs〉 when V ar(Candlhs) ⊆
V ar(Baselhs) and V ar(Candrhs) ⊆ V ar(Baselhs).

Proof. (Sketch) First, we do not consider the two pruning strategies Pruning1
and Pruning2. Then the algorithm enumerates all possible rule lhs that are in-
teresting pattern wrt. Baselhs. So it generates all valid relevant failure rules.
Moreover for any valid relevant rule of the form C1 ⇒ C2, where C2 �= {false}
the algorithm consider C1 as a candidate lhs. Then it computes Crhs contain-
ing all atomic constraints c such that all solutions of C1 are solutions of c.
Thus C2 ⊆ Crhs. So if we do not consider the two pruning strategies Pruning1
and Pruning2 the algorithm output a lhs-cover of the valid relevant propagation
rules.

Now we show that the two pruning criteria are safe.
(Pruning1) When a rule of the form C1 ⇒ {false} is generated all candidate

lhs Clhs ⊃ C1 are discarded. However since C1 ⇒ {false} is valid, C1 has no
solution, and thus any Clhs ⊃ C1 have no solution too, and can only leads to a
rule of the form Clhs ⇒ {false} which will be lhs-covered by C1 ⇒ {false}.

(Pruning2) When a rule of the form C1 ⇒ C2, where C2 �= {false} is gener-
ated all candidates lhs Clhs such that C1 ⊂ Clhs and Clhs∩C2 �= ∅ are discarded.

The key idea of the safety of this pruning criterion is the following:
Consider a Clhs discarded and any valid relevant rule of the form Clhs ⇒ C3,

where V ar(C3) ⊆ V ar(Clhs). There is another lhs candidate C′lhs = Clhs \ C2

that has not been discarded, such that C1 ⊆ C′lhs. Any ground substitution σ
solution of C′lhs is a solution of C1 and thus of C2 because C1 ⇒ C2 is valid.
Then σ is a solution of Clhs and also of C3 since Clhs ⇒ C3 is valid. Hence the
candidate C′lhs will generate a rule C′lhs ⇒ C4 with C3 ⊆ C4 that lhs-covers
rule Clhs ⇒ C3. ��

For convenience, we introduce the following notation. Let c be a con-
straint symbol of arity 2 and D1 and D2 be two sets of terms. We define
atomic(c,D1, D2) as the set of all atomic constraints built from c over D1×D2.
More precisely, atomic(c,D1, D2) = {c(α, β) | α ∈ D1 and β ∈ D2}.

IfBaselhs consists of an atomic constraint and if we allow equality constraints
(between a variable and a constant) in lhs and disequality constraints (between
a variable and a constant) in rhs, then we can easily see that the class of rules
generated by RuleMiner corresponds to the class of rules defined in [6]. Then
according to Theorem 3 the rules generated enforce the same kind of consistency.
So we have the following property:

Theorem 4. Let C(X1, . . . , Xn) be an atomic constraint and let v1, . . . , vk be
elements of the domain associated to X1, . . . , Xn, where the three following
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conditions are satisfied:

Baselhs = {C(X1, . . . , Xn)}
Candlhs = atomic(=, {X1, . . . , Xn}, {v1, . . . , vk})
Candrhs = atomic(�=, {X1, . . . , Xn}, {v1, . . . , vk})

then the propagation rules generated by RuleMiner enforce rule consistency,
i.e. the local consistency notion presented in [6] which is equivalent to arc con-
sistency for unary and binary domains.

2.3 Rule Simplification

Even though RuleMiner computes a lhs-cover of the valid relevant propagation
rules over 〈Baselhs, Candlhs, Candrhs〉, this cover may contain some kind of
redundancies.

Example 4. RuleMiner as presented in Figure 1 can produce the following rule
{and(X,Y, Z), Z=1} ⇒ {X=Y, X=Z, Y=Z, X=1, Y=1}. If we have already
a solver to handle equality constraints, then this rule can be simplified into
{and(X,Y, 1)} ⇒ {X=1, Y=1}.
On another input RuleMiner can produce the following rules for the logi-
cal operation exclusive-or (xor): {xor(X,Y, Z), X=Y } ⇒ {Z=0} and the rule
{xor(X,Y, Z), X=0, Y=0} ⇒ {Z=0}. The second rule cannot propagate new
atomic constraints wrt. the first rule, and thus can be discarded.

We use an ad-hoc technique to simplify the rule lhs and rhs, and to suppress
some redundant rules. This process does not lead to a precisely defined canonical
representation of the rules generated, but in practice (see Section 3) it produces
small and readable sets of rules.

This simplification technique is incorporated in RuleMiner and performed
during the generation of the rules. For clarity reasons it is presented apart from
the algorithm given in Figure 1. The simplification principle is as follows:

– For each rule generated by the algorithm of Figure 1 the equality con-
straints appearing in the lhs are transformed into substitutions that are
applied to the lhs and the rhs, and then the completely ground atomic
constraints are removed from lhs and rhs (e.g., {and(X,Y, Z), Z=1} ⇒
{X=Y, X=Z, Y=Z, X=1, Y=1} will be simplified to {and(X,Y, 1)} ⇒
{X=Y, X=1, Y=1}).

– The new rules are then ordered in a list L′ using any total ordering on the
rule lhs compatible with the θ-subsumption ordering [14] (i.e., a rule having
a more general lhs is placed before a rule with a more specialized lhs).

– Let S be a set of rules initialized to the empty set. For each rule C1 ⇒ C2 in
L′ (taken according to the list ordering) the constraintC2 will be simplified to
an equivalent constraint Csimp by the already known solver for Candrhs and
by the rules in S. If Csimp is empty then the rule can be discarded, else add
the rule C1 ⇒ Csimp to S. (e.g., {and(X,Y, 1)} ⇒ {X=Y, X=1, Y=1} will
be simplified to {and(X,Y, 1)} ⇒ {X=1, Y=1})

– Output the set S containing the simplified set of rules.
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2.4 Implementation Issues

The RuleMiner algorithm has been developed based on previous work done in
the field of knowledge discovery. More precisely, we combine several techniques
stemming from two domains: association rule mining [4] and ILP [12].

As described in Section 2.2, RuleMiner needs to enumerate lhs constraints.
Our implementation follows the idea of direct extraction of association rules by
exploring a tree corresponding to the lhs search space as described in [7]. This
tree is expanded and explored using a depth first strategy, in a way that con-
structs only necessary lhs candidates and allows to remove uninteresting can-
didates by cutting whole branches of the tree. The branches of the tree are
developed using a partial ordering on the lhs candidates such that the more gen-
eral lhs are examined before more specialized ones. The partial ordering used in
our implementation is the θ-subsumption [14] ordering commonly used in ILP
to structure the search space [12]. To prune branches in the tree, one of the
two main strategies (Pruning2) has been inspired by the Close algorithm [13]
devoted to the extraction of frequent itemsets in dense5 data sets.

The running prototype is implemented in SICStus Prolog 3.7.1 and takes
advantage of the support of CHR in this environment in the following way. Dur-
ing the execution of RuleMiner we build incrementally a CHR solver with the
propagation rules generated and this solver is used to perform the rule simplifi-
cation according to Section 2.3.

Example 5. Let {and(X,Y, 1)} ⇒ {X = 1, Y = 1} be a rule in the current CHR
solver. Then the rule {and(0, Y, 1)} ⇒ {false} will be discarded since and(0, Y, 1)
leads already to a failure using the current CHR solver.

3 Applications

This section shows with examples that a practical application of our method
lies in software development. Our algorithm can be used to build constraint
solvers automatically. The rules generated by RuleMiner will be implemented
as rules of the language Constraint Handling Rules [8].

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) is essentially a committed-choice language
consisting of multi-headed guarded rules that rewrite constraints into simpler
ones until they are solved. There are basically two kinds of rules6: CHR Simpli-
fication rules replace constraints by simpler constraints while preserving logical
equivalence. CHR Propagation rules add new constraints which are logically re-
dundant but may cause further simplification. Repeatedly applying the rules
incrementally solves constraints. Due to space limitations, we cannot give a for-
mal account of syntax and semantics of CHR in this paper. An overview on
CHR can be found in [8]. Detailed semantics results for CHR are available in [2].
5 e.g., data sets containing many strong correlations.
6 There is a third hybrid kind of rule called CHR simpagation rule.
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In the following, the generated rules are modelled by means of CHR prop-
agation rules. While we cannot – within the space limitations – introduce the
whole generated constraint solver, we still give a fragment of it. The complete
solvers are available in [1] and can be executed online.

In the following, we assume that the constraint theories define among other
constraints equality (“=”) and disequality (“ �=”) as syntactic equality and dis-
equality. Furthermore, we assume that these constraints are handled by an ap-
propriate constraint solver. We denote the disequality constraint by ne.

We will compare our results only to the ones presented in [6], since experi-
ments with practical applications are still missing in [17]. One can remark that
the times for the generation of rules are in the same order of magnitude. We have
used the following software and hardware: SICStus Prolog 3.7.1, PC Pentium 3
with 256 MBytes of memory and a 500 MHZ processor.

3.1 Boolean Constraints

Boolean primitive constraints consist of Boolean variables which may take the
value 0 for falsity or 1 for truth, and Boolean operations such as conjunction
(and), disjunction (or), negation (neg) and exclusive-or (xor), modeled here as
relations.

For the conjunction constraint and(X,Y,Z) the algorithm RuleMiner with
the following input

Baselhs = {and(X,Y,Z)}
Candlhs = Candrhs = atomic(=, {X,Y,Z}, {X,Y,Z,0,1})

generates the following rules in 0.05 seconds:

and(X,X,Z) ==> X=Z.
and(X,Y,1) ==> X=1, Y=1.
and(X,1,Z) ==> X=Z.
and(X,0,Z) ==> Z=0.
and(1,Y,Z) ==> Y=Z.
and(0,Y,Z) ==> Z=0.

For example, the first rule says that the constraint and(X,Y,Z), when it is known
that the first input argument X is equal to the second input argument Y, can
propagate the constraint that the output Z must be equal to X. Hence the goal
and(X,X,Z) will result in and(X,X,Z), X=Z.

Goals of the form and(X,X,Z) cannot be handled using the rules generated
by the algorithm presented in [6], since the first rule is not present there. One
can easily see that the propagation rules generated by RuleMiner correspond
to the implementation of and using CHR [8].

For the negation constraint neg(X,Y), RuleMiner generates among other
rules the following failure rule:

neg(X,X) ==> fail.
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The algorithm RuleMiner can generate propagation rules defining interac-
tions between constraints. With the following input

Baselhs = {and(X,Y,Z), neg(A,B)}
Candlhs = Candrhs = atomic(=, {X,Y,Z,A,B}, {X,Y,Z,A,B,0,1})

the following rules defining interaction between neg and and are generated:

and(X,Y,Z), neg(X,Y) ==> Z=0.
and(X,Y,Z), neg(Y,X) ==> Z=0.
and(X,Y,Z), neg(X,Z) ==> Z=0, Y=Z.
and(X,Y,Z), neg(Z,X) ==> X=1, Y=Z.
and(X,Y,Z), neg(Y,Z) ==> X=Z.
and(X,Y,Z), neg(Z,Y) ==> X=Z.

The rules generated by RuleMiner are slightly different than the ones imple-
mented manually [1]. However, one can easily show that both programs7 are
operationally equivalent [3].

With our algorithm, propagation rules with a right hand side consisting of
more complex constraints than equality constraints can also be generated. The
user can specify the form of the right hand side of the rules. Using RuleM-
iner with the following input

Baselhs = {xor(X,Y,Z)}
Candlhs = atomic(=, {X,Y,Z}, {X,Y,Z,0,1})
Candrhs = Candlhs ∪ atomic(neg, {X,Y,Z}, {X,Y,Z,0,1})

6 rules, analogous to the ones for and, and the following 3 rules for the constraint
xor are generated in 0.1 seconds:

xor(X,Y,1) ==> neg(X,Y).
xor(X,1,Z) ==> neg(X,Z).
xor(1,Y,Z) ==> neg(Y,Z).

3.2 Full-Adder

One important application of Boolean constraints is for modeling logic circuits.
A full-adder can be built using the following logical gates (see, e.g. [19,8]):

fulladder(X,Y,CI,S,C) :-
and(X,Y,I1),
xor(X,Y,I2),
and(I2,CI,I3),
xor(I2,CI,S),
or(I1,I3,C).

7 After rewriting the manually implemented rules as CHR propagation rules, i.e. trans-
formation of CHR simplification and CHR simpagation rules into CHR propagation
rules.
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Using the RuleMiner algorithm 28 rules within 0.68 seconds are generated
for the fulladder constraint. These rules enforce the same local consistency
notion as the 52 rules generated by the algorithm presented in [6] within 0.27
seconds. Typical rules are:

fulladder(X,Y,CI,S,S) ==> X=S, Y=S, CI=S.
fulladder(X,Y,CI,CI,C) ==> X=C, Y=C.
fulladder(0,Y,CI,S,1) ==> S=0.

The first rule says that the constraint fulladder(X,Y,CI,S,C), whenever
the output bit S is equal to the output carry bit C, can propagate the information
that the bits to be added X and Y and the input carry bit CI are equal to the
output bit S. This kind of propagation cannot be performed using the rules
generated by the algorithm presented in [6].

3.3 Three Valued Logics

We consider the equivalence relation defined by the truth table given in [11],
where the value t stands for true, f for false and u for unknown.

X Y X ≡ Y
t t t
t f f
t u u
f t f
f f t
f u u
u t u
u f u
u u u

RuleMiner generates for the ternary equivalence constraint eq3val 16 rules
within 0.3 seconds, e.g.

eq3val(X,X,X) ==> X ne f.
eq3val(X,Y,t) ==> X ne u, X=Y.
eq3val(X,f,X) ==> X = u.

The first rule says that the constraint eq3val(X,Y,Z), when it is known that
the input arguments X and Y and the output Z are equal, can propagate that X
is different from f.

3.4 Temporal Reasoning

In [5] an interval-based approach to temporal reasoning is presented. Allen’s
approach to reasoning about time is based on the notion of time intervals and
binary relations on them. Given two time intervals, their relative positions can
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be described by exactly one of thirteen primitive interval relations, where each
primitive relation can be defined in terms of its endpoint relations, i.e. equality
and 6 other relations (before, during, overlaps, meets, starts and finishes) with
their converses.

In [5] different ordering relations between intervals are introduced. There is
a 13 × 13 table defining a “composition” constraint between a triple of events
X, Y and Z, e.g. if the temporal relations between the events X and Y and the
events Y and Z are known, what is the temporal relation between X and Z. The
composition constraint, denoted by allenComp, can be defined as follows:

allenComp(R1, R2, R3)↔ (R1(X,Y ) ∧R2(Y, Z)→ R3(X,Z)),

where R1, R2, R3 are primitive interval relations.
Our algorithm generates for allenComp 489 rules within 83.12 seconds, pro-

vided the user specifies that the right hand side of the rules may consist of a con-
junction of equality and disequality constraints. Analogous to [6] we denote the
6 relations respectively by b,d,o,m,s,f, their converses by b-,d-,o-,m-,s-,f-
and the equality relation by e. Typical rules are:

allenComp(X,X,X) ==> X ne m, X ne m-.
allenComp(X,X,e) ==> X=e.
allenComp(o,b,Z) ==> Z=b.

The algorithm presented in [6] generates 498 rules within 31.16 seconds. The
right hand side of rules consists only of disequality constraints. Furthermore,
rules with multiple occurrences of variables cannot be generated. Thus, no in-
formation can be propagated from a constraint of the form allenComp(X,X,X).

3.5 Spatial Reasoning

The Region Connection Calculus (RCC) is a topological approach to qualitative
spatial representation and reasoning where spatial regions are subsets of topo-
logical space [15]. Relationships between spatial regions are defined in terms of
the relation C(X,Y ) which is true iff the topological closures of regions X and Y
share at least one point.

In [15] a composition table for the set of eight basic relations is presented. The
relations are dc (disconnected), ec (externally connected), po (partial overlap),
eq (equal), tpp (tangential proper part) and ntpp (nontangential proper part).
The relations tpp and ntpp have inverses (here symbolized by tpp- and ntpp-).

For the composition constraint rccComp, our algorithm generates 178 rules
in 24 seconds. Examples of rules are:

rccComp(X,X,eq) ==> X ne ntpp-, X ne tpp-, X ne ntpp, X ne tpp.
rccComp(X,eq,Z) ==> X=Z.
rccCom(dc,Y,ntpp-) ==> Y=dc.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a method for generating propagation rules for finite con-
straints given their extensional representation. This method has been developed
based on several techniques used in association rule mining [4] and ILP [12].
Compared to the algorithms described in [6] and [17] our algorithm, RuleM-
iner, is able to generate more general and more expressive rules. On one hand,
we allow multiple occurrences of variables and conjunction of constraints with
shared variables in the left hand side of rules. On the other hand the user has the
possibility to specify the form of the right hand side of rules which can consist
of more complex constraints than (dis-)equality constraints.

We also gave termination, soundness and correctness results for our algo-
rithm. Furthermore, we showed that our algorithm is able to generate rules
ensuring the rule consistency notion presented in [6], a local consistency no-
tion which coincides with arc consistency for domains consisting of at most two
elements.

Then we gave various examples to show that our approach can be used as a
method to derive new constraint solvers. Due to the generality of the extracted
rules, our method can be seen as a further step towards a tool for automatic
generation of constraint solvers.

Our algorithm generates rules which are implemented by means of
CHR propagation rules. Often some generated rules can be modelled as
CHR simplification rules. Thus, we are currently searching for some criteria to
perform such a transformation. A simple criteria could be the following: when-
ever a right hand side of a rule propagates information making its left hand side
ground, then this rule can be implemented by means of a CHR simplification
rule.

We intend to investigate the notion of local consistency which is enforced
by the generated rules. In general, the rules ensure a stronger local consistency
notion than rule consistency. First experiments turn out that our algorithm is
able to generate rules which are equivalent to the inclusion rules defined in [6]
(i.e. rules of the form X1⊆S1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xk⊆Sk → Y �=v). This can be achieved by
allowing disequality constraints in the left hand side of rules and in their right
hand side.
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Abstract. Among backtracking based algorithms for constraint satis-
faction problems (CSPs), algorithms employing constraint propagation,
like forward checking (FC) and MAC, have had the most practical im-
pact. These algorithms use constraint propagation during search to prune
inconsistent values from the domains of the uninstantiated variables. In
this paper we present a general approach to extending constraint propa-
gating algorithms, especially forward checking. In particular, we provide
a simple yet flexible mechanism for pruning domain values, and show
that with this in place it becomes easy to utilize new mechanisms for
detecting inconsistent values during search. This leads to a powerful and
uniform technique for designing new CSP algorithms: one simply need
design new methods for detecting inconsistent values and then interface
them with the domain pruning mechanism. Furthermore, we also show
that algorithms following this design can proved to be correct in a simple
and uniform way. To demonstrate the utility of these ideas five “new”
CSP algorithms are presented.

1 Introduction

Many of the most useful backtracking based (systematic) CSP algorithms uti-
lize constraint propagation to detect inconsistent values during search. These
inconsistent values can then be temporarily pruned from the domains of those
variables, and restored when the search backtracks and nullifies the reason the
values became inconsistent. In terms of simplicity and historical precedence the
most basic algorithm in this class is Haralick and Elliott’s forward checking
algorithm (FC) [1].

Although conceptually simple, pruning values during search has rather pro-
found computational effects. Different amounts of computation can be devoted
to detect inconsistent values. But, once a value is known to be inconsistent it
is easy to prune it (e.g., it can be delinked from a linked list containing the
variable’s current values), and this can yield exponential savings in the search of
the subtree below— if we had not pruned it we might have had to, e.g., process
this value an exponential number of times in subtree below. Perhaps an even
more important benefit is that domain pruning causes the domain sizes of the
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uninstantiated variables to vary dynamically, and this provides invaluable input
to dynamic variable order (DVO) heuristics [2].

However, popular algorithms like FC and MAC employ domain pruning in
a fairly restricted way. In both of these algorithms pruning is done in lock step
with search. That is, every time a new assignment A is made these algorithms
perform constraint propagation, detect some set of inconsistent values, and prune
those values to the current level. Hence, when we undo A, all of these values are
restored. As a result the domains of the uninstantiated variables are in the same
state when we backtrack from the current level as when we first entered it.

In this paper we show that there are other opportunities for detecting and
pruning inconsistent values, and we use these new opportunities to develop an
interesting range of extensions to the standard algorithms. It is very simple to
implement a more general domain pruning and restoring mechanism that allows
one to prune a value to an arbitrary level of the search tree. With this extra
flexibility in place, one can set to the task of developing ways in which to use
it. And as we will demonstrate in this paper there are a number of ways to do
so. That is, there are ways of detecting that a value is inconsistent with levels
higher than the current level, and thus pruning it above the current level.

In the sequel we present a generic template for extending constraint propa-
gation algorithms. This template has an abstract interface to a domain pruning
mechanism (that mechanism must do at least as much pruning as would FC).
By designing and implementing new pruning mechanisms we can combine them
with this template to obtain new CSP algorithms that extend FC. We then
present a theorem which shows that as long as the new pruning mechanism sat-
isfies a simple soundness criteria, the algorithm that arises from combining it
with the template is both sound and complete. This means we can easily verify
the correctness of our new algorithms (or any future algorithms that employ
the same design technique). We then present five “new” CSP algorithms, all
of which extend forward checking by taking advantage of various insights into
when we can detect that values have become inconsistent. We are still working
on evaluating these new algorithms empirically, but we present some preliminary
results indicating potential in terms of improved search efficiency.

Given the intensity of research into new CSP algorithms, it should not be too
surprising that some of these new algorithms end up being similar to previous
proposals. However, an important contribution of our approach is that it pro-
vides a unification and simplification of a number of these previous proposals.
This in itself has important practical significance: methods for cleanly designing
and implementing CSP algorithms have as much of a role to play in practice as
improved algorithmic efficiency. Furthermore, despite the relationship with pre-
vious proposals, some of the algorithms we present are novel and they all have
novel features. Our approach also opens the door for the discovery of further
improvements: any sound new method for discovering value inconsistencies can
easily be plugged into our template to yield a new CSP algorithm.
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2 Notation and Background

A CSP consists of a set of variables {V1, . . . , Vn} and a set of constraints
{C1, . . . , Cm}. Each variable V has a domain of values Dom[V ], and can be
assigned any value v ∈ Dom [V ], indicated by V ← v.

Let A be any set of assignments. A variable can only be assigned a single
value, hence the cardinality of A is at most n, ‖A‖ ≤ n. When ‖A‖ = n we call
it a complete set of assignments. Associated with A is a set VarsOf (A), the set
of variables assigned values in A.

Each constraint C is over some set of variables VarsOf (C), and its arity is
‖VarsOf (C)‖. A constraint is a set of sets of assignments: if the arity of C is k,
then each element of C is a set of k assignments, one for each of the variables
in VarsOf (C). We say that a set of assignments A satisfies a constraint C if
VarsOf (C) ⊆ VarsOf (A) and there exists an element of C that is a subset of A.
Furthermore, we say that A is consistent if it satisfies all constraints C such that
VarsOf (C) ⊆ VarsOf (A). That is, it satisfies all constraints it fully instantiates.
A solution to a CSP is a complete and consistent set of assignments.

An assignment V ← v is consistent with a set of assignmentsA ifA∪{V ← v}
is consistent. A value v (of some variable V ) is consistent with A when V ← v is
consistent with A, otherwise it is inconsistent . Finally, if we have a constraint C
with {V, V ′} ⊆ VarsOf (C) then two values v ∈ Dom[V ] and v′ ∈ Dom[V ′] are
said to be compatible (given some set of assignments A to the other variables
of C) if {V ← v, V ′ ← v′} ∪ A ∈ C, in this case we also say that v supports v′

(given A) and vice versa.

3 A Template for Extending Forward Checking

FC+Prune is template for constraint propagating algorithms that find solu-
tions by searching in a tree of variable assignments. It utilizes the following data
structures. FutureVars, the set of uninstantiated variables. asgnVal , a map from
a variable to its currently assigned value. VarAtLevel , a map from a level of the
search tree to the variable assigned at that level. CurDom, a map from a variable
to a set containing all of the values still available for it at this point of the search
(i.e., the set of unpruned values of the variable). Dom, a map from a variable to
its original domain of values. PrunedVals , a map from a level of the search tree
to a set of values that have been pruned to this level.

In order to more flexibly prune and restore values at different levels of the
tree we represent each value, v, by a structure that includes the fields v.val ,
the actual numeric or symbol value associated the value, v.Var , the variable the
value is for, v.prlevel , the level to which v has been pruned back to, and v.CF
the conflict associated with v. How these data structures are used during search
is explained below.

Search is initiated by the call FC+Prune(1). At every level the next vari-
able to assign is selected (heuristically) by picknextVar. picknextVar returns NIL

if there are no more future variables. Given the conditions specified below, this
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FC+Prune(level)
1. Var := picknextVar();
2. if(Var == NIL)
3. processSolution();
4. if(FINDALL)
5. Prune::FoundSoln(level);
6. unassignlevels(level-1,level-1);
7. return(level-1);
8. else
9. return(0);

10. foreach val ∈ CurDom[Var]
11. assign(Var,val,level);
12. Prune::Asgn(Var,val,level);
13. jbl := FC+Prune(level+1);
14. if(jbl != level)
15. return(jbl);
16. jbl := maxprlevel(Var);
17. Prune::Backup(jbl,Var,level);
18. unassignlevels(level,jbl);
19. return(jbl);

picknextVar()
1. if(FutureVars == {})
2. Var := NIL;
3. elseif ∃ V.V ∈ FutureVars ∧ CurDom[V ] == {}
4. Var := pick V ∈ FutureVars such that

CurDom[V]={}
5. else
6. Var := pick some V ∈ FutureVars;
7. return(Var);

assign(Var,val,level)
1. FutureVars := FutureVars - {Var};
2. asgnVal[Var] := val;
3. VarAtLevel[level] := Var;

unassignlevels(l1,l2)
1. for i := l1 to l2
2. Var := VarAtLevel[i];
3. VarAtLevel[i] := NIL;
4. asgnVal[Var] := NIL;
5. FutureVars := FutureVars ∪ {Var};
6. foreach v ∈ PrunedVals[i]
7. CurDom[v.Var] := CurDom[v.Var] ∪ {v};
8. v.prlevel = NIL;
9. v.CF = {0};

10. PrunedVals[i] := {};
maxprlevel(Var)
1. m := 0
2. foreach v ∈ Dom[Var]
3. m := max(m,v.prlevel);

prune(v,level)
1. CurDom[v.Var] := CurDom[v.Var] - {v};
2. PrunedVals[level] := PrunedVals[level] ∪ {v};
3. v.prlevel := level;

Fig. 1. A Template for Extending Forward Checking
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will mean that the current set of assignments, CurAsgns, is a solution, the last
assignment of which was made at the previous level. The solution will be enumer-
ated by processSolution (line 3). If we want to enumerate all solutions FINDALL

is set to be true which will cause a return to the previous level to search for more
solutions. Otherwise 0 will be returned (line 9) causing the recursion to unwind
and terminate.

If we haven’t found a solution, we proceed to examine every value in the
current domain of the selected variable (line 10). For each value val we augment
CurAsgns by making the assignment Var ← val using assign. (assign updates
the FutureVars, asgnVal , and VarAtLevel data structures). We then recursively
examine the search tree under this assignment. The recursion will return a jump
back level, and if that level is above the current level, we return to a previous
invocation of FC+Prune higher up the search tree. Otherwise we continue with
the foreach loop to test Var’s next value.

Once we have exhausted all possible values, we compute the deepest level to
which we can backtrack so as to restore at least one value of Var’s domain (line
16),1 undo all of assignments in between these levels (unassignlevels updates the
same data structures as assign), and then jump back. One important feature of
our version of tree search is that this method of computing the level to backtrack
to is uniformly applied even when sophisticated forms of backjumping are used.2

Flexible domain pruning is implemented by the simple device of maintaining
the sets PrunedVals and CurDom. Given that we have detected that a value has
become inconsistent with the assignments made at some prior level �, we can
prune that value by removing it from the CurDom of its variable, and placing it
in the set PrunedVals [�]. When search backtracks to level � (thus nullifying the
reason the value became inconsistent) it restores all of the values in PrunedVals[�]
by moving these values back into the CurDom set of their associated variable.
This processing is done by the functions prune and unassignlevels. It can also be
noted that in some cases we might detect that a value has become inconsistent
back to level 0 (the level above the first assignment). In this case we put the
value in PrunedVals [0] and it will never be restored.

One simplification used in FC+Prune is that it does not immediately check
the result of pruning the future domains. If some future variables has its do-
main entirely deleted by Prune::Asgn (line 12), i.e., if a DWO has occurred,
FC+Prune will detect this in its next recursive invocation: picknextVar always
returns a variable with an empty domain if one exists. By doing this we simplify
the code and the interface to the domain pruning mechanism.

FC+Prune allows for an interaction with an arbitrary domain prun-
ing mechanism in three different locations: when we have found a solution
1 The code maintains the invariant that if a value is a member of PrunedVals [i] its
.prlevel field has been set to i (all values are pruned by calling the function prune).
Thus if we jump back to the maximum of these values (computed by maxprlevel),
we will restore at least one value.

2 Sophisticated backwards moves are handled by sophisticated ways of doing domain
pruning.
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Prune::FoundSoln (line 5), when we assign a value Prune::Asgn (line 12)
and when we backtrack after having exhausted the domain of a variable
Prune::Backup (line 17). At these three locations new inconsistent values can
be discovered and pruned. All of the algorithms we present can be implemented
by combining the FC+Prune template with an instantiation of these three
subroutines.

3.1 Soundness and Completeness

Subject to two simple conditions we can show that any CSP algorithm gener-
ated by combining FC+Prune with an instantiation of the domain pruning
subroutines is both sound and complete.

1. Prune::Asgn must remove all values of the future variables that are incon-
sistent with CurAsgns . This means we can consistently extend CurAsgns by
assigning any future variable any value from its current domain.3

2. The domain pruning process must be sound. That is, at every stage of the
search if a value v from the domain of variable V is in PrunedVals [�] for
some �, then there can be no unenumerated solution in the subtree below
level � containing V ← v. That is, pruning can only eliminate a value from
a subtree when it is certain that the value cannot participate in any further
solutions in that subtree.4

Theorem 1. Subject to these conditions on the pruning subroutines
FC+Prune is sound, i.e., all solutions it reports are in fact solutions,
and complete, i.e., it will enumerate all solutions if FINDALL is true and it will
enumerate one solution if FINDALL is false and there exists a solution. It will not
enumerate any solutions if and only if none exist.

All of the algorithms we present here satisfy the first condition (they all extend
forward checking), and thus all we have to do to show them to be sound and
complete is to demonstrate the second condition.

4 Some New CSP Algorithms

All of our new algorithms are developed by insights into new sound ways of
detecting inconsistent values and detecting the level at which they became in-
consistent (which might be above the current level). Inconsistent values can then
be pruned back to their level of inconsistency. These algorithms can all be im-
plemented by simply specifying the three pruning routines. In this section we
3 For binary CSPs this means that the domain pruning mechanism must do at least
as much pruning as FC. For n-ary CSPs, it must do at least as much pruning as the
version of FC defined by van Hentenryck [3].

4 Note that we define soundness with respect to the set of unenumerated solutions.
By doing this we obtain a uniform way of treating the case where the algorithm is
searching for all solutions.
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present five new CSP algorithms designed in this way. All of these algorithms
can be formalized to deal with n-ary CSPs. However, we will restrict our pre-
sentation to binary versions of the algorithms. The binary versions are easier to
understand and more concise to present.

4.1 Extending FC

The first two algorithms we present are simple extensions of FC. After a new
assignment V ′ ← v′ is made at level �, FC prunes all values of the future variables
that are inconsistent with this assignment. In FC these inconsistent values are
pruned to level � (i.e., placed in PrunedVals [�]). Thus these values will be restored
as soon as we backtrack to level �. One way of extending FC is illustrated by
the following example.

Example 1. Say that we have two variables A and B, each with the domain of
values {1, 2, 3} and the constraint A ≥ B. Further, say that along the current
path of the search tree we instantiate A at level 5, that the value 3 of A has
already been pruned by a prior assignment at level 1, and that no other values
of A have been pruned. Hence at level 5 CurDom[A] = {1, 2}, 3 ∈ PrunedVals[1],
and 3.prlevel = 1.

Say that we next make the assignment A ← 1, and then forward check
the unassigned variables. When we forward check B we find that its values 2
and 3 are both inconsistent with A← 1. Forward checking would prune both of
these values to level 5. However, closer examination shows that B ← 3 became
inconsistent at level 1, four levels above the current level. We cannot make the
assignment B ← 3 until we can make the assignment A← 3, which we cannot do
until we restore that value by backtracking to level 1: all of the supports B ← 3
has on the domain of A were pruned away at level 1.

The following routine computes the value at which it is safe to prune a future
value v given that we have just instantiated Var. In this routine compat(val,v)
is true if and only the two values val and v are compatible, i.e., they satisfy the
constraint between val.Var and v.Var or there is no constraint between their
variables.

findDS(v,Var)
1. ds := 0;
2. foreach val ∈ Dom[Var] ∧ compat(val,v)
3. ds := max(ds,val.prlevel);
4. return(ds);

In the above example, when we call findDS with v equal to 3 of B and Var

equal to A, it will correctly return the level 1: only 3 of A is compatible with 3
of B, and this value was pruned at level 1 (3.prlevel = 1).

What about B ← 2? This value is also inconsistent with the assignment
A← 1, but unlike B ← 3 it is consistent with the as yet unpruned value 2 of A.
Hence, when we undo A← 1 we must also restore 2 of B so that it is available
when we try A ← 2. That is, it is only sound to prune 2 of B to level 5, the
current level. We can get findDS to compute a sound pruning level in this case
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also by simply pruning all of the other values in CurDom[A] to the current level
whenever we make an assignment to A. Clearly we cannot use these other values
until we undo the current assignment to A, so it is sound to prune them to the
current level. With this modification, findDS will find that A’s compatible values
for B ← 2, 2 and 3, have been pruned at levels 5 and 1 respectively, and thus
that it is sound to prune 2 of B to level 5.

EFC—Extended Forward Checking Our first algorithm EFC is based on
using findDS when doing pruning after an assignment. In particular, it uses the
following instantiation:

Prune::Asgn(Var,val,level)
1. foreach v ∈ CurDom[Var] ∧ v != val
2. prune(v,level);
3. foreach V ∈ FutureVars ∧ constrained(Var,V)
4. foreach v ∈ CurDom[V];
5. if(¬compat(val,v));
6. prune(v,findDS(v,Var));

This routine is called whenever we assign variable Var the value val at the
current level level. It operates just like FC except (1) it prunes all other values
in CurDom[Var] to level and (2) instead of pruning inconsistent future values
to level it prunes them to the perhaps higher level returned by findDS. Hence,
when we backtrack back to level we can save work by not having to reconsider
some of these future values until we backtrack to an even higher level.

We can apply the same insight when we backtrack. Extending our previous
example, say that at level 5 in addition to CurDom [A] = {1, 2} and 3.prlevel = 1
we also have that 1 of B has been pruned by a previous assignment at level 2.
Hence, CurDom[B] = {2, 3} and value 1 of B has 1.prlevel = 2. Now we make
the assignment A ← 1 at level 5 as before. The remaining values of B are
inconsistent with the new assignment, and thus A ← 1 will cause a wipeout
of B. B will then be the next variable selected at level 6 (variables with empty
domains must be selected first by picknextVar), and at that level the values
of B will have 1.prlevel = 2, 2.prlevel = 5, and 3.prlevel = 1 (with 3 having
been pruned back to level 1 by Prune::Asgn). This will cause a backtrack to
level 5 to try a different assignment to A. Say that search continues, eventually
backtracking to level 4 and then descending again. On the new descent we might
again explore the assignment A← 1. However, it is obvious that this assignment
cannot succeed, in fact it cannot succeed until we ascend to level 2 and there
restore the value 1 of B: A← 1 lost its last support on B at level 2.

Hence, at the moment we backtrack from level 6, we can detect that the
assignment A ← 1 made at the level we are backtracking to (level 5) is in fact
inconsistent back to level 2 and prune this value to that level. This yields the
following version of

Prune::Backup(jbl,Var,level)
1. jbval := asgnVal[VarAtLevel[jbl]]
2. prlevel := min(findDS(jbval,Var),jbl-1);
3. prune(jbval,prlevel);
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In this routine, Var is the variable causing the backtrack—the variable whose
domain has been exhausted, level is the current level, and jbl is the level we are
about to jumpback to. The routine prunes the value assigned at jbl, i.e., jbval:
we find the deepest support jbval, has on the exhausted variable Var, and prune
it back to that level. In our example, this routine will be called with jbl equal
to 5, Var equal to B, level equal to 6, thus 1 of A (jbval), will be pruned back
to level 2.

Note however, that we have just completed the search of the subtree below
jbval, so we also know that we do not need to try jbval again until we undo at
least the previous assignment made at level jbl-1. Hence, it is always sound to
prune jbval to the previous level jbl-1. Hence, we can prune it to the minimum
of jbl-1 and its deepest support.

Finally, FC+Prune delays checking whether on not it has found a solution
until it recurses to the next level. Thus when a solution is enumerated its last
assignment was made at the previous level level-1. Prune::FoundSoln simply
prunes the last value assigned asgnVal[VarAtLevel[level-1]] back to the previous
level, level-2. This pruning is sound: no unenumerated solution can contain this
value until at least one other assignment in the current solution is undone (i.e.,
the assignment at level-2):

Prune::FoundSoln(level)
1. val := asgnVal[VarAtLevel[level-1]];
2. prune(val,level-2);

It is not difficult to turn the discussion above into a proof that the domain
pruning used by EFC is sound, and thus to show by Theorem 1 that EFC is
sound and complete.

EFC- It is often not worth the extra computation to backprune forward checked
values (line 6 of Prune::Asgn).5 So we could restrict ourselves to the extra
pruning done by Prune::Backup. Thus we can define a new algorithm EFC-,
by substituting on line 8 of Prune::Asgn the call prune(v,level), which simply
prunes forward checked values to the current level exactly like FC does.

Observations and Some Empirical Results Both algorithms have the abil-
ity to prune values back beyond the current level, whereas FC only prunes values
to the current level. This means that there will be cases where at level i we find
that all of the values of the current variable have been pruned above level i− 1.
This will cause a backjump as we always backtrack to a level were we can restore
at least one value of the exhausted variable. Furthermore, by pruning back the
assignment we backtrack to, it is possible that we might backtrack to a variable
and there discover that all of its values have been pruned back even further. This
will generate another backjump. That is, multiple backjumps are possible. Both
5 In particular, there are often a large number of values removed by forward checking,
and computing the deepest support for all of them can be more costly than is
worthwhile.
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algorithms also have the ability to discover arc-inconsistent values and prune
those values back to the level they became arc-inconsistent (including pruning
values that were initially arc-inconsistent back to level 0 where they will never
be restored).6

For binary CSPs it can be shown that if EFC is able to prune a value v back
to level i, then MAC would have pruned v at level i (or less). This means that on
binary CSPs, except for heuristic reasons, EFC/EFC- cannot offer a savings in
the number of nodes explored over MAC. Hence the potential for savings in these
algorithms over MAC on binary CSPs is limited. In our experiments with random
binary CSP problems generated by the CT model we have found EFC/EFC- to
be mostly inferior to MAC. EFC/EFC- may still have some potential on n-ary
CSPs.7

Nevertheless, in the binary case both EFC and EFC- can be, like conflict di-
rected backjumping (CBJ) [6], of considerable assistance to standard FC. Table 1
shows a typical example using 50 random binary CSPs. Each CSP is generated
using the standard random CT model, and has 200 variables each having 10
possible values, and 200 constraints with 76 incompatible pairs.8 In the experi-
ment (and the experiment reported in the next section) we are searching for the
first solution using a 500MHz Pentium III machine. We utilize dynamic variable
ordering with the fail-first heuristic (minimum remaining values), and using the
variable’s current degree as a tie-breaker.9

MAC on this problem suite outperforms EFC/EFC-. It also performs bet-
ter on many other parameter settings the CT model. But interestingly we have
not found a case where there are orders of magnitude difference in performance,
as can occur when we compare MAC with FC (or even FCCBJ). MAC’s supe-
riority on these problems is not surprising. Achlioptas et al. have shown that
the random CT model generates problems that are highly biased in favor of
MAC [8], especially as the number of constraints grows (irrespective of tightness
as long as the number of incompatible pairs is greater than the domain size).
With 200 constraints and a high tightness of 76% the problems being generated
are either initially arc-inconsistent or become arc-inconsistent after only a few
variables have been assigned (MAC visits only a average of 29.6 nodes on these
problems). Furthermore these problems have a large number of arc-inconsistent
6 Prosser’s FC-D2C algorithm [4] uses a special test to recognize the case when a
value can be pruned back to level 0. This special case is achieved automatically in
EFC/EFC-.

7 It is not hard to define EFC for n-ary CSPs, and it should be feasible to extend all
of the new n-ary versions of FC defined in [5] using these ideas. Further empirical
evaluation is needed to determine how useful such extensions would be.

8 The particular, in the random CT model the 200 constraints are chosen at random
from the (200*199/2) possible binary constraints, and the 76 incompatible pairs are
chosen at random from the 100 possible pairs.

9 We also tried the current domain size divided by degree as a heuristic [7]. FC showed
somewhat better performance with this heuristic but it still failed on many problems,
otherwise the results were very similar with both EFC and EFC- still performing
better than FCCBJ.
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Table 1. Performance on 50 <200,10,200,76> random binary CSPs

Time in CPU sec. Nodes Visited

Ave. Max. Ave. Max.

MAC 0.012 0.030 29.64 275

EFC 0.033 0.190 1507 12584

EFC- 0.274 5.910 31306 66121

FCCBJ 5.105 194.680 404308 15819402

FC FC is able to solve only some of these prob-
lems within a 250 sec. time bound

values, so the fail-first heuristic works particularly well for MAC. Nevertheless,
the results (and many other similar parameter settings of the CT model) do
serve to demonstrate that there exist classes of problems for which EFC is a
significant assist to FC.

One final point is that EFC- is identical to the algorithm FC-BM described
by Prosser in [9]. In particular, Prosser identified that when backing up from
a DWO the gains of Prune::Backup could be achieved. However, the algo-
rithm he described utilized backmarking style data structures as well as domain
pruning data structures. The result was very complex as it was difficult to keep
these two data structures synchronized. The relative simplicity of EFC- helps to
demonstrate the advantages of our design.10

4.2 Conflict Directed Pruning

Our other new CSP algorithms are based on using conflicts or no-goods to de-
tect inconsistent values. Conflicts have appeared many times before in CSP
algorithms, e.g., in Conflict Directed Backjumping (CBJ) [6] and in no-good
learning [11]. One difference here is that we maintain conflicts for values rather
than variables.

A conflict C for the value v is a set of assignments {V1 ← v1, . . . , Vk ← vk}
such that no unenumerated solution contains both v.Var ← v and C.11 All of
the conflicts manipulated by our algorithms will be subsets of CurAsgns , and
thus they can be represented as a set of levels: the set of assignments made at
those levels is the conflict proper. For a conflict CF , max(CF ) will denote its
maximum level.

The three algorithms we present are all based on a pruning mechanism that
prunes the value v back to max(CF ) once we detect that CF is a conflict for v.
10 That backmarking (BM) type savings can be a achieved with a domain pruning

mechanism is not so surprising given the close relationship between BM and FC
demonstrated in [10].

11 We are using the set of unenumerated solutions to define conflicts. This again allows
us to provide a uniform treatment of the case when our algorithms are searching for
all solutions.
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It is clear that such a pruning mechanism is sound : V ← v cannot participate
in any solution until the assignment at max(CF ) is undone. Hence, all that we
have to do to prove these algorithms sound and complete is to ensure that the
sets they identify as being conflicts are in fact conflicts.

Say we have a value v ∈ Dom[V ], we can compute a conflict for v given
conflicts for the values of another variable V ′. Let {v′1, . . . , v′k} be the values
of V ′ that are compatible with v, then it can be shown that the union of the
conflicts for the v′i is a conflict for v. The following algorithm computes a conflict
for a value v given that we have conflicts for the values of the variable Var.12

computeCF(v,Var)
1. cf := {0};
2. foreach val ∈Dom[Var] ∧ compat(val,v)
3. cf := cf ∪ val.CF;
4. return(cf);

CFFC—Conflict Based Forward Checking The algorithm CFFC uses the
same structure as EFC. When we make a new assignment A ← a, we prune
all other values in CurDom [A], setting their conflict set to be the current level.
Then we do forward checking. When we find an inconsistent future value, we
compute a conflict for it by unioning all the conflicts of its compatible values
on A, and prune that future value back to the maximum of its new conflict set.
This yields Prune::Asgn

Prune::Asgn(Var,val,level)
1. foreach v ∈ CurDom[Var] ∧ v != val
2. v.CF := {level};
3. prune(v,max(v.CF));
4. foreach V ∈ FutureVars ∧ constrained(Var,V)
5. foreach v ∈ CurDom[V];
6. if(¬compat(val,v));
7. v.CF := computeCF(v,Var);
8. prune(v,max(v.CF));

Similarly, when we backtrack to level jbl because we have exhausted all
the values of Var at level level, we can compute a conflict for jbval, the value
assigned at the jumpback level. This conflict is the union of the conflicts of the
values of the exhausted variable Var that are compatible with jbvar, except that
in this case we can remove jbl from these conflicts. We can then prune jbval

back to the maximum of its conflict.13

Prune::Backup(jbl,Var,level)
1. jbval := asgnVal[VarAtLevel[jbl]]
2. jbval.CF := computeCF(jbval,Var) - {jbl};
3. prune(jbval,max(jbval.CF));

12 The initial 0 in the conflict facilitates pruning values back to level 0 by allowing
max(CF) to take on the value 0. For example, if v has no compatible values on
Var, the conflict {0} will be computed. In this case we can permanent prune v by
pruning it back to level 0.

13 Since 0 might be the maximum of a conflict set, this process automatically achieves
the special case permanent pruning of Prosser’s CBJ-DkC algorithm [4].
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Finally, when we find a solution and we wish to enumerate more, we have
discovered that all of the previous levels are a conflict for the last assigned value
(assigned at level level-1).

Prune::FoundSoln(level)
1. val := asgnVal[VarAtLevel[level-1]];
2. val.CF := {1,...,level-2};
3. prune(val,max(val.CF));

The basic algorithm CFFC has some similar features to conflict directed
backjumping (CBJ) [6], dead-end driven learning [12], and the no-goods used
in dynamic backtracking [13]. The conflicts used here are, however, more fine
grained: they are value specific conflicts.

In addition to CFFC we can define CFFC-. In analogy with EFC-, CFFC- is
identical to CFFC except that instead of computing a conflict for each value that
is pruned by forward checking in Prune::Asgn, we simply set its conflict to be
the single level of the current assignment (much like FC). Specifically, we replace
line 7 of the routine with line v.CF := {level}. CFFC- is generally faster that
CFFC as computing the conflict sets for all values pruned by forward checking
can take more time than it saves. We have also found that on some problems
the extra pruning performed by CFFC can seriously degrade backjumping [4].

Finally we can define our fifth algorithm CFMAC. In this routine instead of
doing forward checking we enforce arc-consistency. As in the forward checking
case, whenever we discover that a value v can be pruned because it has lost all of
its support on some variable V ′ we set v’s conflict to the union of the conflicts of
its supports on V ′ (again using the routine computeCF) and prune it to the max
of this conflict set. In standard MAC, v would only be pruned to the current
level. (In CFMAC we prune on backup just as with CFFC).

Observations and Some Empirical Results CFFC is a very powerful CSP
algorithm. In particular, its backjumping ability is more powerful than CBJ.
CBJ maintains one conflict per variable. This conflict is simply the union of the
conflicts maintained by CFFC over all the values of the variable.14 The higher
level of detail maintained by CFFC allows for larger backjumps.

For simplicity, assume that we are using CFFC- (i.e., no backpruning of
forward checked values occurs). Say that we have two variables A and B both
with domain {a, b, c} and the constraint A = B. And that at level 7 we have
that CurDom[B] = {c}, with conflicts for its other two values a.CF = {1}, and
b.CF = {6}. Furthermore, say that CurDom[A] = {a}, with the conflicts for its
other two values b.CF = {1} and c.CF = {2}. If at level 7 we next attempt to
assign A we have only value to try: A← a. This causes a DWO of B.
14 Of course CFFC requires more storage, in the worst case N2 ∗D space to store all

of the conflicts (where N is the number of variables and D is the maximum size
of their domains). However, in practice, we can store conflicts as lists of elements,
and we can reuse these elements when we backtrack and empty these sets (line 9 of
unassignlevels). In our implementation we have never found space to be a critical
issue.
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Table 2. Performance on 100 3-SAT instances with an embedded unsatifiable
subproblem

Size Ave CPU Ave. Nodes Size Ave CPU Ave. Nodes
time sec. time sec.

MAC 85 160.523 2241218 MAC 90 328.825 4824044

MACCBJ 85 44.130 263010 MACCBJ 90 66.305 352838

CFFC- 85 0.078 3318 CFFC- 90 0.067 2719

CFFC 85 4.702 137418 CFFC 90 4.343 120536

CFMAC 85 4.242 24546 CFMAC 90 5.818 28966

Search will descend to level 8 where it will examine B. At this point we
have for the values of B, a.CF = {1}, b.CF = {6}, and c.CF = {7} (the last
having been computed by forward checking from A← a). These conflicts cause
a backtrack to level 7 to try a different value for A. Standard CBJ will at this
point union {1, 6} into A’s conflict set: i.e., all of the conflicts of B except level 7.
Since there are no more values for A, the search will then backstep to level 6.
CFFC, on the other hand, will set a value specific conflict for the value a of A: a
of A will only inherit the conflict set associated with a of B due to the constraint
between A and B. Thus, on backtrack to level 7, the individual value conflicts
associated with A will be a.CF = {1}, b.CF = {1} and c.CF = {2}, and the
search will backjump all the way to level 2. This kind of behavior multiplies. On
backtrack we can pass back a shorter conflict, and this in turn can pass back
shorter conflicts and generate better backtracks at the higher levels.

Another feature of CFFC is its ability to detect and prune values that have
become i-inverse inconsistent [14] for arbitrary i. Thus, CFFC has the potential
to achieve exponential savings over an algorithm that continually enforces k-
inverse consistency on the values of the future variables for any fixed k. However
an algorithm that enforces k-inverse consistency does the work required to dis-
cover all k-inverse inconsistent values prior to continuing its search, whereas
CFFC might not discover some of these inconsistencies until after it has per-
formed a search exponential in j for some j > k. Thus, the potential for expo-
nential savings exists the other way around as well. On the other hand, CFFC
is “getting” on with the search while it discovering these k-inverse inconsis-
tent values.15 CFMAC, takes the approach that it is useful to discover all 2-
inconsistencies prior to continuing search by always enforcing arc-consistency.
Conflict based pruning can then be used to take advantage of any higher order
inconsistencies discovered during search.

CFFC and its variants do not perform very well on problems drawn from the
random CT class. It is almost always outperformed by either MAC or on smaller
15 In an interesting recent paper, it has been shown that search is a generic way

of implementing k-inverse consistency checking [15]. CFFC can be viewed as an
algorithm that does both at the same time.
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problems by FC. Again this is to be expected from the results of Achlioptas et
al. [8]. The problems generated by the random CT model are likely to contain
many arc-inconsistent values (thus MAC has an advantage on these problems),
and more telling, these problems are unlikely to contain any values that are k-
inverse inconsistent for large k while being k − 1-inverse consistent.16 Thus the
expense of using conflicts to detect k-inconsistent values for larger k is hardly
ever beneficial: simple arc-consistency will immediately detect almost all incon-
sistent values. Furthermore, this also means that conflicts are unlikely to gener-
ate powerful backtracks. Thus, CBJ hardly helps (over MAC) on these problems
either [17].

Nevertheless, there are problems on which CFFC is superior. One example,
are problems that have a small group of variables participating in an unsolvable
subproblem. On these kinds of problems the CFFC algorithms perform expo-
nentially better than MAC and MACCBJ. This behavior arises from the fact
that the CFFC algorithms are able to prune away the values of these inconsis-
tent variables so that it does not need to keep on trying them, and is also able
to generate more powerful backjumps than CBJ. Although a perfect heuristic
could instantiate these “bad” variables at the top of the tree any heuristics can
be foiled by the structure of the problem.

Table 2 shows one type of embedded problem. These problems originated
in the work of Bayardo and Schrag and were used to illustrate their CBJ based
satisfiability solver RelSat [18]. They took relatively easy random 3-sat problems
and embedded in them a small unsatisfiable sat problem. We took the random
SAT problems produced by their generator and converted them to binary CSPs
so that we could test them with our (currently binary) algorithms. The results
are shown in Table 2.17 One surprising result is the performance of CFFC-, which
explores significantly fewer nodes than the CFFC and CFMAC both of which do
more pruning than CFFC-. In these problems the extra pruning is significantly
degrading backtracking [4]. In the experiment we used the same hardware as
before, and DVO with the fail-first heuristic and the variable’s current degree
as a tie-breaker. The MAC algorithm we used was based on AC3, and in our
16 This follows from Mitchell’s recent results showing that these problems have short

refutation resolutions [16].
17 In more detail, the RelSat generator took easy random 3-SAT problems with N

variables (85 and 90 in our experiment) and 3.5N clauses and added an unsat-
isfiable subproblem with 10 variables and 40 clauses. We took each 3-clause and
converted it to a variable with domain size 7. Each value for this clause/variable
corresponds to a truth assignment to the 3 variables in the clause (there are 7 sat-
isfying truth assignments for a 3-clause), and two clauses sharing variables became
variables constrained so that they have compatible truth assignments. This is the
dual construction [19]. Although this is not a particularly effective way of solving
SAT problems, it does have the nice feature that it preserves the small unsatisfiable
subproblem: the subproblem generates a set of variables in the CSP for which there
is no consistent set of values.
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benchmarking it ran at about 65% of the speed of the more sophisticated AC7
based implementation of J.C. Regin [20]18

We have also experimented with a preliminary implementation of n-ary ver-
sions of CFFC, CFFC-, and CFMAC algorithms. The implementation was built
on top of van Beek’s CPLAN system [21]. In these experiments we found that on
harder logistics, blocks, and grid world planning problem CFMAC out performs
the base GAC-CBJ (generalized arc consistency with conflict directed backtrack-
ing) implemented in CPLAN (CFMAC can run 2 to 5 times faster on some of the
harder problems). Plain GAC is completely outclassed by these two algorithms—
it can take more than two hours of CPU time on some problems that are solved
in less than 10 seconds by CFMAC and GAC-CBJ. In comparision with CFFC-
and CFFC, plain GAC is sometimes inferior sometimes superior. We also tried
an n-ary version of the Golomb ruler problem (using quaternary constraints). In
contrast with the planning problems on the Golomb ruler CFFC- is the fastest
algorithm, being about 10 times faster than CFMAC and GAC-CBJ on the 10
marks ruler problem (length 55). We plan to report in more detail on these
experiments in the near future.

In conclusion, the work presented here makes the following contributions: (1)
it unifies a number of ideas that have appeared previous work, (2) it provides a
clean design for a range of extensions to constraint propagating algorithms, and
(3) it provides a clean way to implement and prove correct these new extensions.
We have also presented some sample extensions that demonstrate the approach,
and some evidence that these extensions might have potential for practical use.
More work needs to be done to get a true picture of the empirical properties of
these extensions.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a classification scheme for global
constraints. This classification is based on a small number of basic
ingredients from which one can generate almost all existing global
constraints and come up with new interesting constraints. Global
constraints are defined in a very concise way, in terms of graph
properties that have to hold, where the graph is a structured network of
same elementary constraints.

1 Introduction

Over the past ten years a variety of useful constraints have gradually been introduced
in the finite domain constraint field [2], [13], [14], [17] in order to tackle scheduling,
timetabling and vehicle routing problems. Quite often it appears that similar
constraints were introduced with different naming schemes and different ways of
presenting their arguments, this within different frameworks such as logic
programming or object oriented programming.

If one looks to the operation research community, classifications have already been
established in different areas. For example, if we consider scheduling, an early
classification was settled by [10] and updated by [11]. One common feature of all
these classifications is that they are problem oriented. It means that they try to capture
the description a complete family of problems from a specific area with a general
unambiguous classification scheme. For this purpose they use high-level domain
dependent abstractions like non-renewable resource that are not derived from some
kind of �first principle�. This was motivated by the fact that persons wanted to
characterize the complexity of the corresponding problems. However, from a
constraint perspective one is more interested in classifying all the constraints that
occur in different problems, rather than to classify the problems themselves. This is
perhaps due to the fact that one hopes that the mathematical insight gained for one
category of constraints will be relevant for all problems that mention this category of
constraints. One other reason for trying to classify the constraints rather than the
problems themselves is that the number of constraints should be in some sense
�lower� than the number of problems.
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The goal of this paper is to come up with a classification that is more related to the
internal structure of the constraints rather than to specific problems areas. In the long
term, one should be able to link the characteristics of a constraint to the algorithms
that have to be used in order to perform test and pruning for that constraint. This
classification is based on the following basic ingredients from which one can
reconstruct almost all existing finite domain global constraints and come up with new
interesting global constraints:
− basic data structures that are used in order to pass parameters to the constraints,
− elementary constraints (mainly unary and binary constraints),
− graphs with a regular structure (i.e. clique, grid, cycle, …),
− properties on graphs structures (i.e. strongly connected component, source, …).
We introduce the following two types of global constraints:
− simple global constraints are constraints for which one initially knows all variables

that will be linked by a given condition.
− dynamic global constraints are constraints for which one has to enforce a condition

on different sets of variables that are not initially explicitly known.
Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 explain each ingredient separately, while sections 6 and 7
describe simple and dynamic global constraints in terms of these basic ingredients.
Finally, section 8 presents different categories of global constraints.

2 Basic Data Types

Since constraints have to receive their arguments in some form, we first start to
describe the abstract data types that we use in order to pass arguments to the
constraints. The data types are not related to a specific programming language. If one
wants to consider a specific language, then one has to map these abstract data types to
the data types that are available within the considered programming language. This
allows describing constraints in a way that is not related to any specific language.

We provide the following 3 basic data types �int�, �atom� and �dvar� that
respectively corresponds to an integer, to an atom and to a domain variable. In
addition, we provide the following compound data types:
− list ( )T : a list of elements of type T .
− term ( )nTTt ,,, 1 … : a term of arity n  with a functor t  and n  arguments of given

types nTT ,,1 … .
− :c collection ( )nAA ,,1 … : a collection with name c  of ordered items, each item

having a set of attributes nAA ,,1 … ; each attribute is described by one of the
following expression Ta −  or dTa −−  where a  is the name of the attribute, T
the type of the attribute and d  a default value for the attribute.

− nTT ||1 … : one of the specified types nTT ,,1 … ; all the types nTT ,,1 …  should be
pairwise exclusive: one should be able to decide for any instantiated data structure
its type.

We use the following notation to describe instantiated data structures of the previous
types:
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− a list of elements nee ,,1 …  is denoted [ ]nee ,,1 … ,
− a term with functor t  and arguments naa ,,1 …  is denoted ( )naat ,,1 … ,
− a collection of n  items, each item having m  attributes, is denoted

{ }nmmnmm vavavava −−−− ……… 111111 ,, ; each item is separated from the previous
item by a comma.

3 Elementary Constraints

Examples of elementary constraints are described in the next table by using the
following entries:
− Name provides a symbolic name for the constraint,
− Arity indicates the arity of the constraint; we use the letter �n� to show that a

constraint can be used on any arity,
− Arguments describes the type of each argument,
− Parameters describes the type of each parameter (i.e. fixed values),
− Purpose explains what is the purpose of the constraint.

Table 1. Examples of elementary constraints between variables
NAME ARITY ARGUMENTS PARAMETERS PURPOSE
Eq 1 X:dvar VAL:int X = VAL
Equal 2 X,Y:dvar X = Y
Diff 2 X,Y:dvar X ≠ Y
Sum n Xi:dvar INF:int

SUP:int
INF ≤ ΣXi ≤ SUP

Card n Xi:dvar VALS:collection(val-int)
INF:int
SUP:int

INF ≤
 Σ(Xi in VALS)

         ≤ SUP
SameDiff 2 X,Y:collection(p-dvar,q-dvar) X.p-X.q = Y.p-Y.q1
Succ 2 X,Y:item2 of NODES

NODES:collection(index-int,succ-dvar)
X.succ = Y.index

4 Regular Structures

The purpose of this section is to describe the third basic ingredient that we use in
order to define global constraints. This ingredient corresponds to directed hypergraphs
[9], which have a very regular structure. They are defined in the following way. We
consider c  collections of items. Each collection denoted iC ( )ci ≤≤1  has the same
type of item and each attribute of an item is an integer or a domain variable.
− the vertices of the directed hypergraph are generated by a vertex generator, which

takes as input the different collections of items iC ( )ci ≤≤1  and produces one or

                                                          
1  X.a denotes the value of attribute a of item X.
2  X,Y:item of NODES denotes the fact that X and Y are items of the NODES collection that is

described below.
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several collections of items, such that each item corresponds to one vertex of the
directed hypergraph. The different available vertex generators will be described
below.

− to all arcs of the directed hypergraph correspond the same −n ary constraint that
involves n  vertices in a given order3. Examples of these constraints, which are
mainly unary and binary constraints, were described in the previous section. Since
we are interested in regular structures, we describe all the arcs with a set of
predefined arc generators that correspond to classical regular structures one can
find in the graph literature [16, pages 140-153]. An arc generator takes the
different collections of items produced by the vertex generator, a given arity n ,
and returns the corresponding directed hypergraph.

The available vertex generators are:
− the IDENTITY vertex generator takes one or several collections of items that have

the same type and returns the same collections of items.
− the PAIR vertex generator takes one collection of items C  where each item has n

attributes, and returns a collection 'C  where each item has n⋅2  attributes. The
items of collection 'C  are computed in the following way.

Let C  be the number of items of collection C , :..1,..1 CjCi ∈∀∈∀

− let nini vava ,1,1 −− …  be the i th item of collection C ,
− let njnj vava ,1,1 −− …  be the j th item of collection C .

Then njnjnini vavavava ,1,1,1,1 , −−−− ……  is the ( ) jCi +⋅−1 th item of collection 'C .
We now describe the arc generators. Table 2 gives examples of regular structures

that we provide, where we apply each arc generator to two collections of items that
respectively correspond to items 2,1 −− aa  and to items 4,3 −− aa . We use the
following pictogram for the graphical representation of a constraint network. We
employ a line for arity 1, an arrow for arity 2, and an ellipse in the other cases. In
these last cases, since the vertices of an arc are ordered, a circle at one of the
extremity of the ellipse indicates the �direction� of the ellipse. For example, the
ellipse that contains vertices 1, 2 and 3 means that a 3-ary constraint is applied on
items 1, 2, and 3 in this specific order. For the grid generator we indicate the size of
the grid in each dimension. For example, in the case of two dimensions, we indicate
the number of vertices in each line and each column.

Finally we mention that one can use more than one arc generator in order to
generate the arcs of the directed hypergraph. This is actually the case for the last row
of the previous table. The only restriction is that all arcs should have the same arity
and correspond to the same elementary constraint. We now give two concrete
examples of directed hypergraphs that one would have to create in order to describe
some specific constraint.
− the first constraint is about a placement problem where one wants to impose that

different rectangles do not overlap each other. The corresponding constraint takes

                                                          
3 Usually the edges of an hypergraph are not oriented [4, pages 1-2]. However for our purpose

we need to define an order on the vertices of an edge since the corresponding −n ary
constraint takes their arguments in a given order.
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as argument a collection of items that is defined in the following way:
RECTANGLES: collection(ori1-dvar, siz1-dvar, end1-dvar, ori2-dvar, siz2-dvar,
end2-dvar). We use the arc generator CLIQUE to generate a binary constraint
between each pairs of rectangles. Note that CLIQUE will also generate an arc
between a vertex and itself.

− the second constraint is about a counting problem where one wants to count how
many variables of a given set of variables take their value in a second set of
variables. In this case we have two collections of items that are both defined in the
following way: VARIABLES: collection(var-dvar). We use the arc generator
PRODUCT to generate a binary constraint between each pair ( )21,VARVAR  of
variables where the first variable 1VAR  belongs to the first collection and the
second variable 2VAR  to the second collection.

Table 2. Examples of regular structures produced by the arc generator
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5 Graph Properties

The purpose of this section is to describe the last basic ingredient that we use in order
to define global constraints. This ingredient corresponds to graph characteristics,
which we will define now. Lets us first introduce some basic vocabulary on graph.

An oriented graph G  is a finite set ( )GV  of vertices together with a set ( )GE  of
ordered pairs of vertices called directed edges or arcs. The arc, path, circuit and
strongly connected component of a graph G  correspond to oriented concepts, while
the edge, chain, cycle and connected component are non-oriented concepts. However
as it is reported in [8, page 6] a non-oriented graph can be seen as an oriented graph
where to each edge we associate the corresponding two arcs.

We say that 2e  is a successor of 1e  if there exist an arc that starts from 1e  and ends
at 2e . In the same way, we say that 2e  is a predecessor of 1e  if there exist an arc that
starts from 2e  and ends at 1e .

A vertex of G  that does not have any predecessor is called a source. A vertex of
G  that does not have any successor is called a sink.

A sequence ( )keee ,,, 21 …  of edges of G  such that each edge has a common vertex
with the previous edge, and the other vertex common to the next edge is called a
chain of length k . Each equivalence class of the relation � ie  is equal to je  or there
exist a chain between ie  and je � is a connected component of the graph G .

A sequence ( )keee ,,, 21 …  of arcs of G  such that for each arc ie ( )ki <≤1  the end of

ie  is equal to the start of the arc 1+ie  is called a path of length k . Each equivalence
class of the relation � ie  is equal to je  or there exist a path between ie  and je � is a
strongly connected component of the graph G .

A chain ( )keee ,,, 21 …  of G  is called a cycle if the same edge does not occur more
than once in the chain and if the two extremities of the chain coincide. A cycle
( )keee ,,, 21 …  of G  is called a circuit if for each edge ie ( )ki <≤1 , the end of ie  is
equal to the start of the edge 1+ie .

The rank function associated to the vertices ( )GV  of a graph G  that does not
contain any circuit is defined in the following way:
− the rank of the vertices that do not have any predecessor (i.e. the sources) is equal

to 0,
− the rank r  of a vertex v  that is not a source is the length of longest path

( )reee ,,, 21 …  such that the start of the arc 1e  is a source and the end of arc re  is the
vertex v .

We list the different characteristics we consider for defining global constraints:
− NVERTEX: cardinality of the set ( )GV .
− NARC: cardinality of the set ( )GE .
− NARC_NO_LOOP: cardinality of the set ( )GE  without considering the arcs that link

the same vertices.
− NSOURCE: number of vertices that do not have any predecessor.
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− NSINK: number of vertices that do not have any successor.
− NCC: number of connected components of graph G .
− NCC(COMP , val ): number of connected components of graph G  such that the

number of vertices nv  of a connected component verifies the comparison test
nv COMP val ; val  is a non-negative integer and COMP  is one of the following
tests =, >, ≤, <, ≥.

− MIN_NCC: number of vertices of the smallest connected component of graph G .
− MAX_NCC: number of vertices of the largest connected component of graph G .
− RANGE_NCC: difference between the number of vertices of the largest connected

component of graph G  and the number of vertices of the smallest connected
component of graph G .

− NSCC: number of strongly connected components of graph G .
− NSCC(COMP , val ): number of strongly connected components of graph G  such

that the number of vertices nv  of a strongly connected component verifies the
comparison test nv COMP val ; val  is a non-negative integer and COMP  is one of
the following tests =, >, ≤, <, ≥.

− MIN_NSCC: number of vertices of the smallest strongly connected component of
graph G .

− MAX_NSCC: number of vertices of the largest strongly connected component of
graph G .

− RANGE_NSCC: difference between the number of vertices of the largest strongly
connected component of graph G  and the number of vertices of the smallest
strongly connected component of graph G .

− MAX_IN_DEGREE: number of predecessors of the vertex of G  that has the maximum
number of predecessors without counting an arc from a vertex to itself.

− NTREE: number of vertices of graph G  that do not belong to any circuit and for
which at least one successor belongs to a circuit. Such vertices can be interpreted
as root nodes of a tree.

− NTREE( ATTR ,COMP , val ): number of vertices of graph G  that do not belong to
any circuit, and for which at least one successor belongs to a circuit, and for which
value v  of attribute ATTR  verifies the comparison test  v COMP val ; COMP  is
one of the following tests =, ≠.

− ORDER( r , d , ATTR +): r  and d  are integers and ATTR + designates specific
distinct attributes of the items associated to the vertices of graph G .
ORDER( r , d , ATTR +) returns the value of attributes ATTR + associated to the
vertices of rank r  (if several vertices have the same rank r  then returns all
corresponding values); ORDER( r , d , ATTR +) returns a specified default value d
if no such vertex exists. ORDER ignores the arcs that start and end on the same
vertex.

− NSOURCE_EQ_NSINK: 1 if for each connected component the number of sources is
equal to the number of sinks, else 0.

− NSOURCE_GREATEREQ_NSINK: 1 if for each connected component the number of
sources is greater or equal to the number of sinks, else 0.
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A last characteristic is computed on two graphs 1G  and 2G  that have the same set V
of vertices and the sets ( )1GE  and ( )2GE  of arcs. This characteristic corresponds to:
− DISTANCE: cardinality of the set ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1221 GEGEGEGE −∪− . This is the

number of arcs that belong to ( )1GE  but not to ( )2GE , plus the number of arcs that
are in ( )2GE  but not in ( )1GE .

For directed hypergraphs, we will only consider the NARC characteristic.

6 Description of Simple Global Constraints

A simple global constraint is defined by:
− a term ( )mAAt ,,1 …  where t  corresponds to the name of the constraint and

mAA ,,1 …  to its arguments, where each argument has a defined type, and where at
least one of the arguments is a collection.

− a vertex generator, which takes an argument that is a collection and generates the
vertices of the graph.

− an arc generator, which takes two arguments: the first one n  is the number of
vertices of the arcs (usually 2=n ) and the second argument is an −n ary
elementary constraint.

− the graph properties that one wants to be verified on the final primal and dual
graphs defined below are associated to an instantiated solution of the constraint.

We now introduce the notion of primal and dual graph according to a given
instantiation of all variables that occur in the vertices of an initial graph that is
associated to a global constraint. When these variables get instantiated then each

−n ary constraint that is associated to an arc becomes either true or false. This creates
a primal and a dual graph, which are respectively defined in the following way:
− the primal graph corresponds to the −n ary constraints that hold. A vertex of the

initial graph belongs to the primal graph if it is involved in at least one −n ary
constraint that holds. An arc belongs to the primal graph if the related constraint
holds.

− the dual graph corresponds to the −n ary constraints that fail. A vertex of the initial
graph belongs to the dual graph if this vertex is involved in at least one −n ary
constraint that fails. An arc belongs to the dual graph if the related constraint fails.

Most of the time a global constraint will be defined by a graph property that has to
hold on the primal graph. However certain global constraints require both the primal
and the dual graph. Let us now give a small example of how one can define the

{ }( )nVVD ,..,,nvalue 1  constraint, where { }nVV ,..,1  is a collection of domain variables and
D  is a domain variable that is equal to the number of distinct values of { }nVV ,..,1 :
− the vertices of the graph correspond to the variables nVV ,,1 … ,
− the arity of the constraint that is associated to each arc is 2,
− the constraint that is associated to each arc is the equality constraint,
− the arcs of the initial directed graph are construct with the CLIQUE arcs generator:

each vertex is linked to each other vertex,
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− the graph properties that one wants to be verified on the final primal graph that is
associated to an instantiated solution corresponds to the fact that we want to have
exactly D  strongly connected components.

Fig. 1. The different graphs associated to { }( )8,8,3,8,2nvalue 4321 ===== VVVVD

The figure 1 shows the initial graph (A), the primal (B) and dual (C) graphs that
are associated to the instantiation 81 =V , 32 =V , 83 =V  and 84 =V . For the initial
graph we indicate in each vertex the corresponding variable, while we give the value
of the variables in the case of the primal and dual graphs. Since the primal graph has
two strongly connected components, the constraint { }( )8,8,3,8,2nvalue  is satisfied.

7 Description of Dynamic Global Constraints

The purpose of a dynamic global constraint is to enforce a condition on different
subsets of variables, which are not known in advance. These constraints occur very
often in practice and are hard to express since one cannot use a classical constraint for
which it is required to provide all variables. One typical example of a dynamic global
constraint is the cumulative  constraint [1] where one wants to impose the sum of some
variables to be less or equal than a given limit. In this case, each set of variables is
defined by the height of the different tasks that overlap a given instant i . Since the
origins of the tasks are not initially fixed, we don�t know in advance which task will
overlap a given instant and so, we cannot state any inequality constraint initially. A
dynamic global constraint is defined in exactly the same way as a simple global
constraint, except that we can eventually omit the graph properties, and that we have
to provide the two following additional information:
− a generator of sets of vertices, which takes as argument the final primal graph and

produces different sets of vertices.
− an elementary or a simple global constraint that one has to apply on each set

created by the previous generator.
We now describe the different generators of sets of vertices that we provide:
− PATH(L) generates all paths of L distinct vertices of the primal graph,
− PATH(MAX) generates all maximum paths of distinct vertices of the primal graph,
− CC(MIN) generates all connected components with at least MIN vertices of the

primal graph,
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− ALL_CC(MIN) generates a set that corresponds to all connected components with
at least MIN vertices of the primal graph,

− SCC(MIN) generates all strongly connected components with at least MIN vertices
of the primal graph,

− ALL_SCC(MIN) generates a set that corresponds to all strongly connected
components with at least MIN vertices of the primal graph,

− CLIQUE(MAX) generates all maximum cliques of the primal graph.
The PATH generator can only be used when the definition of the global constraint
implies one of the following conditions:
− discarding the loops, all the vertices of the primal graph have exactly one

predecessor.
− discarding the loops, all the vertices of the primal graph have exactly one

successor.
The CLIQUE generator can only be applied when the primal graph is a subclass of
intersection graphs [12] for which one can compute the maximum cliques in time
polynomial in the number of vertices.

Let us now give a small example of how one can define the
( )LimitTasks,cumulative  constraint, where Tasks  is a collection of the form

( )dvarHeightdvarDurationdvarOriginintIndexcollection −−−− ,,,  and where Limit  is a
non-negative integer. The constraint holds if the following condition is true:

∑
+<≤

≤∈∀
jjj DurationOriginiOriginj

j LimitHeighti
|

IN . (1)

The cumulative  global constraint is defined by:
− the vertices of the graph correspond to the different tasks of the collection Tasks ,
− the arity of the constraint that is associated to each arc is 2.
− the constraint that is associated to each arc is the overlapping constraint that holds

if the corresponding two tasks intersect in time.
− the arcs of the initial directed graph are constructed with the CLIQUE(≠) arcs

generator: each vertex is linked to each other vertex except itself.
− the sets generator is CLIQUE(MAX). Since the arc constraint is the overlapping

constraint, the primal graph will be an interval graph on which one can compute
the maximum cliques in a polynomial time according to the number of tasks.

− the dynamic constraint is that the sum of the heights of the tasks that are in a
maximum clique should not exceed Limit .

The next figure shows the initial graph (A), the primal graph and the maximum
cliques (B) that are associated to the following instance:

cumulative({Index-1 Origin-1 Duration-3 Height-1,
Index-2 Origin-2 Duration-9 Height-2,
Index-3 Origin-3 Duration-10 Height-1,
Index-4 Origin-6 Duration-6 Height-1,
Index-5 Origin-7 Duration-2 Height-3}, 8).

We indicate in each vertex the index of the corresponding task. On the primal
graph an ellipse encloses each maximum clique. The constraint is satisfied, since for
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the two maximum cliques, the sum of the heights of the involved tasks does not
exceed the maximum limit 8.

Fig. 2. Initial and primal graphs associated to the cumulative  instance

8 A Catalogue of Global Constraints

Considering an application point of view, we have regrouped [3] the different global
constraints under the following 11 categories:
− order constraints: minimum or maximum value according to some defined ordering

relation,
− value constraints: how variables can take values,
− bipartite constraints: constraint involving a bipartite graph,
− value partitioning constraints: partition values according to an equivalence relation,
− sliding sequence constraints: elementary constraint on sliding sequences of

variables that partially overlap,
− timetabling constraints: constraints expressing rules how people can work,
− neighborhood constraints: proximity between two series of variables according to a

given elementary constraint,
− graph constraints: graph-partitioning constraints,
− scheduling constraints: resource-scheduling constraints,
− geometrical constraints: placement, alignment and crossing constraints,
− miscellaneous constraints: constraints that do not fit in one of the previous

categories.
One advantage of the description of global constraints is that one can come with
generic programs, which can be applied on any constraint that can be described, in
order to perform basic tasks such as parsing and checking the arguments of a
constraint, checking an instantiated solution or performing basic propagation.
However coming with a general program for handling efficiently all the constraints is
beyond our skill. Our approach is rather to create several families of global
constraints for which we define one single specific constraint propagation algorithm.
Each instance of a family is described by a set of small functions that are provided as
parameters to the propagation algorithm associated to the given family. Within an
existing family, this allows to define new variants of global constraints. Existing
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families for which we have provided a propagation algorithm are the minimum [5]
family, the number of distinct values [5] family, the cardinality-path [6] family, the
non-overlaping [4] family and the maximum resource [7] family. For instance, the
maximum resource family regroups the constraints assign_and_count,
assign_and_nvalue, interval_and_sum, interval_and_count, bin_packing, cumulative,
coloured_cumulative, cumulatives and coloured_cumulatives introduced in [3]. We
provide now two examples of new global constraints, which respectively correspond
to a graph and to a geometrical constraint. A more complete set of about 70 global
constraints examples can be found in [3].

8.1 The map Constraint

The map constraint is a new global constraint that is useful for covering a graph by a
set of disjoint cycles and trees. It has the form map ( )NODESNBTREENBCYCLE ,, ,
where NBCYCLE  and NBTREE  are domain variables, and NODES  is a collection of
graph nodes of the form ( )dvarint,collection −− succindex . The index  attribute gives a
unique identifier for each node, while the succ  attribute designates the successor node
that will be used in the covering. NBTREE  and NBCYCLE  are respectively equal to
the number of trees and the number of cycles of the partition that can be interpreted as
a map. For a map, we take the definition from [15, page 459]: �every map
decomposes into a set of connected components, also called connected maps. Each
component consists of the set of all points that wind up on the same cycle, with each
point on the cycle attached to a tree of all points that enter the cycle at that point.�.
Next figure gives an example of a solution of the map constraint.

Fig. 3. A map constraint and its corresponding interpretation in term of graph

Let us now give the description of the map constraint:
− the vertices of the graph correspond to the nodes given in NODES ,
− the arity of the constraint that is associated to each arc is 2,
− the constraint that is associated to each arc is

NODES.succ[1]=NODES.index[2] where [1] and [2] refers to the two arc
extremities,

− the arcs of the initial directed graph are constructed with the CLIQUE arcs
generator: each vertex is linked to each other vertex,
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− the graph properties that one wants to be verified on the final graph that is
associated to an instantiated solution corresponds to NCC=NBCYCLE and to
NTREE=NBTREE. The first property enforces NBCYCLE to be equal to the number of
connected components of the graph. The second property imposes NBTREE to be
equal to the number of trees (i.e. number of vertices that do not belong to any
circuit and for which at least one successor belongs to a circuit).

8.2 The crossing Constraint

The crossing constraint is a geometrical global constraint that is useful for controlling
the number of line-segments intersections of a given set of line-segments. It has
the form crossing ( )SEGMENTSNCROSS , , where NCROSS  is a domain variable,
and SEGMENTS  is a collection of line-segments of the form

( )dvar_,dvardvar,_,dvar_collection −−−− yendend_xyorixori . Each line-segment is
described by the x and y coordinates of its two extremities. The constraint holds if
NCROSS  is equal to the number of line-segments intersections between the different
line-segments. Next figure gives an example of a solution of the crossing constraint.

Fig. 4. A crossing constraint and the corresponding line-segments

Let us give the description of the crossing constraint:
− the vertices of the graph correspond to the line-segments given in SEGMENTS .
− the arity of the constraint that is associated to each arc is 2.
− the constraint that is associated to each arc is the intersection constraint between

two line-segments.
− the arcs of the initial directed graph are construct with the CLIQUE(<) arcs

generator. This allows generating one single arc for each pair of segments.
Otherwise we would count more than once a given line-segments intersection.

− the graph properties that one wants to be verified on the final graph that is
associated to an instantiated solution corresponds to NARC=NCROSS. It enforces
NCROSS to be equal to the number of arcs of the final graph.
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9 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a classification of global constraints that allows to
reconstruct and to generalize almost all existing global constraints and to generate
new interesting global constraints. A first advantage of this classification scheme is
that it is not domain specific: it regroups constraints from different areas such as
scheduling, placement, logistics, geometry and timetabling. A second benefit of this
classification is that, since it is related to the internal structure of the constraint, it
gives also an indication of the algorithms that will be associated to the constraints. It
enlights the strong relationship between some global constraints that use a same graph
property and binary constraints with the same structural properties. This will allow
regrouping apparently differing global constraints in families for which one can hope
to come up with similar algorithms. These algorithms will have to reuse and adapt
some of the existing work that was done on efficient data structures and on graph
algorithms. Finally a last benefit of this unified view is that, it should facilitate to
perform in a systematic way such tasks as designing visualization interfaces,
generating linear relaxations and expressing heuristics for global constraints.
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Abstract. Non-linear real constraint systems with universally and/or
existentially quantified variables often need be solved in such contexts as
control design or sensor planning. To date, these systems are mostly han-
dled by computing a quantifier-free equivalent form by means of Cylindri-
cal Algebraic Decomposition (CAD). However, CAD restricts its input to
be conjunctions and disjunctions of polynomial constraints with rational
coefficients, while some applications such as camera control involve sys-
tems with arbitrary forms where time is the only universally quantified
variable. In this paper, the handling of universally quantified variables is
first related to the computation of inner-approximation of real relations.
Algorithms for solving non-linear real constraint systems with univer-
sally quantified variables are then presented along with the theoretical
framework on inner-approximation of relations supporting them. These
algorithms are based on the computation of outer-approximations of the
solution set of the negation of involved constraints. An application to
the devising of a declarative modeller for expressing camera motion us-
ing a cinematic language is sketched, and results from a prototype are
presented.

1 Introduction

Interval constraint-based solvers such as clp(BNR) [8], ILOG Solver [18], and Nu-
merica [24] have been shown to be efficient tools for solving some challenging
non-linear constraint systems in various application areas (e.g. robotics, chem-
istry [16], or electronics [19]). Relying on interval arithmetic [17], these tools
guarantee completeness (all solutions in the input are retained), and permit iso-
lating punctual solutions with an “arbitrary” accuracy. Taking as input a con-
straint system and a Cartesian product of domains (intervals) for the variables
occurring in the constraints, their output is a set So of boxes approximating each
solution contained in the input box.

However, soundness is not guaranteed while it is sometimes a strong re-
quirement. Consider, for instance, a civil engineering problem [20] such as floor
design where retaining non-solution points may lead to a physically unfeasible
structure. As pointed out by Ward et al. [25] and Shary [23], one may expect
different properties from the boxes composing So depending on the problem at
hand, namely: every element in any box is a solution, or there exists at least

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 67–82, 2000.
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one solution in each box. The foregoing solvers ensure only, at best, the second
property.

Furthermore, problems originating from camera control [12], sensor plan-
ning [1], and control design [2], not only require the output boxes to contain
only solution points, but also that some input variables be universally quanti-
fied.

To date, constraint systems with universally/existentially quantified variables
have mainly be handled by symbolic methods, among which one may single out
Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) by Collins [11]. CAD is quite a
powerful method since it permits handling more than one quantified variable for
disjunctions/conjunctions of constraints. However, it has strong requirements
on the form of the constraints it processes since they are limited to polynomial
constraints. As far as camera control is concerned though, only one quanti-
fied variable—time—needs to be dealt with for conjunctions of (not necessarily
polynomial) constraints. Consequently, there is room for a tailored algorithm to
specifically solve temporal constraints.

This paper first presents an algorithm whose output is a set of sound boxes
of variable domains for some constraint system. Soundness is achieved by com-
puting inner approximations of the underlying real relations, using box con-
sistency [7]—a well-known, efficient, local consistency—on the negation of the
involved constraints. An algorithm is then applied to the solving of constraint
systems where one variable is universally quantified. An application to tempo-
ral constraints arising from camera motion modelling (virtual cameraman prob-
lem [14]) is sketched: following the work of Jardillier and Languénou, a proto-
type for a declarative modeller has been devised, which should eventually allow a
non-technician user to control the positioning of a camera by means of cinematic
specifications of a shot (short “scene”).

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces notations and some
basic notions related to interval constraint solving: interval representation of real
quantities, approximation of relations by supersets, and local consistencies are
surveyed. Next, the notion of inner approximation of real relations is formally
introduced in Section 3, and then related to the solving of constraints contain-
ing occurrences of universally quantified variables; the corresponding algorithms
are given and compared to a previous approach by Jardillier and Languénou.
The prototype of a declarative modeller for camera positioning is presented in
Section 4; heuristics for speeding-up computation, along with results on some
benchmarks are then given. Finally, Section 5 compares our approach with pre-
vious works in the field, and discusses directions for future researches.

2 Interval Constraint Solving

Finite representation of numbers by computers prevents them solving accurately
real constraints. Interval constraint solving relies on interval arithmetic [17]
to compute verified approximate solutions of real constraint systems. Under-
lying real relations may be approximated by considering one of their computer-
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representable superset or subset. This section presents the basics related to the
approximation of real relations the conservative way. Safe approximation by a
subset is deferred until the next section.

The organization of the section is as follows: the shift from reals to bounds
(numbers together with a “bracket”) is first described; the notion of open and
closed interval relying on bounds is then introduced, followed by a presentation of
the way real relations are approximated and interval constraint systems solved.

The reader is referred to the above-mentionned references for a thorough pre-
sentation of interval arithmetic. A great part of what is exposed in the following
is drawn from [8] and [4]. Proofs not given here may be found in these papers.

2.1 Approximation of a Relation

Solving real constraints requires the ability to represent the underlying relations.
The approximate representation by a superset (Cartesian product of intervals)
is described in the following.

From Reals to Floating-Point Intervals Let R be the set of reals and
F ⊂ R a finite subset of reals corresponding to floating-point numbers. Sets
R and F are compactified in the usual way by using symbols −∞ and +∞. Let
F
∞ = F ∪ {−∞,+∞}. Hereafter, r and s (resp. g and h), possibly subscripted,

are assumed to be elements of R (resp. F
∞).

Four new symbols (brackets) are introduced: let L = {(, [} and U = {), ]}
be respectively the set of left and right brackets. Let B = L ∪ U be the set of
brackets totally ordered by the ordering ≺ defined as follows [9]: ) ≺ [≺] ≺ (.

The set of floating-point bounds F
� is defined from B and F as follows:

F
� = F

� ∪ F
� where

{
F

� = (F× L ∪ {〈 −∞, ( 〉, 〈+∞, ( 〉})
F

� = (F× U ∪ {〈 −∞, ) 〉, 〈+∞, ) 〉})
Real bounds set R

� is defined likewise. Given a bound β = 〈 x, α 〉, let β|v = x
and β|b = α. Floating-point bounds are totally ordered by the ordering �:
∀β1 = 〈 g, α1 〉, β2 = 〈 h, α2 〉 ∈ F

� : β1 � β2 ⇐⇒ (g < h)∨ (g = h ∧α1 ≺ α2). A
similar ordering may be defined over R

�.
For each g ∈ F

∞, let g+ be the smallest element in F
∞ greater than g, and

g− the greatest element in F
∞ smaller than g (with the IEEE 754 conventions:

(+∞)+ = +∞, (−∞)− = −∞, (+∞)− = max(F), (−∞)+ = min(F)).
Bounds are used to construct intervals as follows: let I◦ = F

� × F
� be the

set of closed/open floating-point intervals (henceforth referred to intervals), with
the following notations used as shorthands:

(〈 g, [ 〉, 〈 h, ] 〉) ≡ [g .. h] ≡ {r ∈ R |
g � r � h}, (〈 g, [ 〉, 〈 h, ) 〉) ≡ [g .. h) ≡ {r ∈ R | g � r < h}, and so on.

For the sake of simplicity, the empty set ∅ is uniquely represented in I◦ by
the interval (+∞ ..−∞). Let I� ⊂ I◦ be the set of closed intervals, together with
the two special intervals: (−∞ .. +∞) and (+∞ ..−∞).

In the rest of the paper, interval quantities are written uppercase, reals or
floats are sans-serif lowercase, and vectors are in boldface. A Cartesian product
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of n intervals B = I1×· · ·× In is called a box. A non-empty interval I = (β1, β2)
with β1 ∈ F

� and β2 ∈ F
� is said canonical whenever β2|v � (β1|v)+. An n-ary

box B is canonical whenever the intervals I1, . . . , In are canonical. Given an
interval I = (β1, β2), let inf(I) = β1|v and sup(I) = β2|v. Given a variable v, an
interval I, and boxes B and D, let DomB(v) ∈ I◦ be the domain of v in box B,
B|k = Ik, the k-th projection of B, and B|v,D (resp. B|v,I) the box obtained
by replacing v’s domain in box B by its domain in box D (resp. by interval I);
given an interval J , let B|Ik,J be the box I1 × · · · × Ik−1 × J × Ik+1 × · · · × In.
Given boxes B and D, let B \ D ⊆ P(In

◦ ) be the set of boxes obtained from
complementing B from D.

Approximating a Relation by a Box This section introduces some more
notations on constraints, sets, and relations, then presents the notion of
outer approximation, viz. the approximation of a real relation by a computer-
representable superset.

Let VR = {x1, x2, . . . } (resp. VI◦ = {X1, X2, . . . }) be a set of variables
taking their values over R (resp. I◦). Given Σ1 = 〈 R,F1,R1 〉 a structure, a real
constraint is defined as a first-order formula built from Σ1 and VR. An interval
constraint is defined in the same way over the structure Σ2 = 〈 I◦,F2,R2 〉 and
VI◦ .

Without loss of generality, we take n as the default arity of a function,
a constraint, or a relation, and k an integer belonging to the set {1, . . . , n}.
Sets are written in uppercase calligraphic letters. The power set of a set S is
written P(S). Given a real constraint c(x1, . . . , xn) (resp. an interval constraint
C(X1, . . . , Xn)), ρc (resp. ρC) denotes the underlying relation—that is, the sub-
space made of “points” verifying the constraint. For the sake of readability, the
relation ρci for some constraint ci is written ρi whenever that notation is non-
ambiguous. Given an n-ary constraint c, let c be ¬c, implying that ρc = R

n \ ρc.
A real relation ρ may be conservatively approximated by the smallest (w.r.t.

set inclusion) union of boxes Union◦(ρ) (resp. the smallest box, Outer◦(ρ)) con-
taining it. These operators have closed counterparts Union�(ρ) and Outer�(ρ).
Outer◦(ρ) is a coarser approximation than Union◦(ρ) but is far more used, it
being computationally easier to obtain.

Given a function f defined over reals, an interval extension of f is a func-
tion F defined over intervals as follows: ∀I1, . . . ,∀In ∈ I◦ : r1 ∈ I1, . . . , rn ∈
In ⇒ f(r1, . . . , rn) ∈ F (I1, . . . , In). An interval extension of a real constraint c
is an interval constraint C defined by: ∀I1, . . . ,∀In ∈ I◦ : ∃a1 ∈ I1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∃an ∈
In ∧ c(a1, . . . , an) ⇒ C(I1, . . . , In).

The projection of an interval constraint C(X1, . . . , Xn) w.r.t. an index
k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a box B = I1 × · · · × In, written C|k,B, is defined as the
univariate interval constraint obtained by replacing all variables Xj but Xk with
the corresponding intervals Ij .
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2.2 Local Consistencies

Discarding all inconsistent values from a box of variable domains is intractable
when the constraints are real ones (consider, for instance, the constraint sin(x) =
1, x ∈ [0 .. 2]). Consequently, weak consistencies have been devised among which
one may cite hull consistency [4] and box consistency [7]. Both consistencies
permit narrowing variable domains to (hopefully) smaller domains, preserving
the solution set. Since box consistency alone is used as a basis for the algorithms
to be introduced in Section 3, it is the only one to be presented thereunder.

Contracting Operators Depending on the considered consistency, one may
define different contracting operators for a constraint. In this section, box con-
sistency is first formally presented. Therefrom, an operator based on it is given.
The definition for box consistency given below is an instance of the extended one
stated by Benhamou et al. [5] that slightly differs from the original definition [7]
in that it is parameterized by approximation operators.

Definition 1 (Box consistency [5]) Let c be a real constraint, C an interval
extension for c, and B = I1 × · · · × In a box. The constraint c is said box-
consistent w.r.t. B if and only if:

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Ik = Outer◦(Ik ∩ {r ∈ R | Outer◦({r}) ∈ ρC|k,B
})

Intuitively, a constraint c is box-consistent w.r.t. a box B when each projec-
tion Ij , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, of B is the smallest interval containing all the elements
that cannot be distinguished from solutions of C|k,B due to the inherently limited
precision of the computation with floating-point numbers.

Using box consistency to narrow down the variable domains of a constraint
leads to the notion of outer-box contracting operator :

Definition 2 (Outer-box contracting operator) Given an n-ary con-
straint c and a box B, an outer-box contracting operator OCbc : I

n◦ −→ I
n◦ for c

is defined by:

OCbc(B) = max{B′ | B′ ⊆ B

and c is box-consistent w.r.t. k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and B′}

Proposition 1 (Completeness of OCb) Given a constraint c, the following
relation does hold for any box B: (B ∩ ρc) ⊆ OCbc(B).

The consistency and the associated contracting operator considered so far are
such that completeness is guaranteed (no solution is lost during the narrowing
process). Devising operators ensuring soundness of the results is the topic of the
next section.
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3 Solving Constraints with Universally Quantified
Variables

Constraints arising from the translation of some desired properties for camera
control and pathplanning are usually of the form: given Iv, find x1, . . . , xn such
that:

∀v ∈ Iv : c(x1, . . . , xn, v) (1)

From a practical standpoint, Eq. (1) must be translated into a stronger statement
in order to allow picking out values from the variable (interval) domains, viz. :
given Iv, find intervals I1, . . . , In such that:

∀x1 . . . ∀xn∀v : v ∈ Iv ∧ x1 ∈ I1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn ∈ In ⇒ c(x1, . . . , xn, v)

The computed boxes need then be included into the relation ρc. More gen-
erally, solving constraints with an explicitly universally quantified variable boils
down in practice to computing a (subset of) the “inner approximation” of real
relations.

Several definitions for the inner-approximation of a real relation exist in the
literature, depending on the intended application. Given an n-ary relation ρ, one
may single out at least the two following definitions for an inner approximation
Inner(ρ) of ρ:

1. Def. A. Inner(ρ) = B1, where B1 ∈ {B ∈ I
n
◦ | B ⊆ ρ} (an inner-

approximation is any box included in the relation) [15,3];
2. Def. B. Inner(ρ) = B1, where B1 ∈ {B = I1 × · · · × In | B ⊆ ρ ∧ ∀j ∈
{1, . . . , n}, ∀I ′j ⊇ Ij : B|Ij ,I′

j
⊆ ρ ⇒ I ′j = Ij} (an inner-approximation is a

box included in the relation that cannot be extended in any direction without
containing non-solution points) [23].

In this paper, we consider the following stronger definition for the inner-
approximation of a relation :

– Def. C. Inner(ρ) = {r ∈ R
n | Outer◦({r}) ⊆ ρ} (the inner-approximation

contains all the elements whose enclosing box is included in the relation).

Definitions A and B imply that disconnected relations are only very partially
represented by only one box, a drawback that is avoided when using Def. C.

This section first introduces the notion of inner approximation of a relation
ρ (that is the approximation by a computable subset of ρ) based on Def. C. Con-
tracting operators to compute this approximation are then defined. Therefrom,
an algorithm due to Jardillier and Languénou [14] for solving constraint systems
with one universally quantified variable is presented. A new approach based on
the use of the complete but unsound operators presented in Section 2.2 for the
negation of the involved constraints is then described, and compared to the one
of Jardillier and Languénou.

Due to lack of space, the reader is referred to the associated research report [6]
for the proofs of the propositions to be stated below.
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3.1 Computing Inner Sets

From Def. C above, an inner-approximation operator may be defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Inner approximation operator) Given an n-ary relation ρ,
an inner-approximation operator Inner◦ : R

n → R
n is defined by:

Inner◦(ρ) = {r ∈ R
n | Outer◦({r}) ⊆ ρ}

The Inner approximation operator enjoys the following properties:

Proposition 2 (Inner approximation operator properties) The Inner ope-
rator is contracting, monotone, idempotent, and distributive w.r.t. the union and
intersection of subsets of R

n.

Inner Contracting Operators The narrowing of variable domains occurring
in a constraint is done in the same way as in the outer-approximation case: an
inner-contracting operator associated to each constraint discards from the initial
box all the inconsistent values along with some consistent values. The result is
a set of boxes.

Definition 4 (Inner-contracting operator) Let c be an n-ary constraint.
An inner-contracting operator for c is a function ICc : I

n◦ → P(In◦ ) verifying:

∀B : ICc(B) ⊆ Inner◦(B ∩ ρc)

Proposition 3 (Soundness of IC) Given a constraint c and an inner-contrac-
ting operator ICc for c, we have: ∀B : ICc(B) ⊆ (B ∩ ρc).

Inner-contracting operators with stronger properties (computation of the
greatest representable set included in a relation) may also be defined. These
operators are optimal in the sense that ICc(B) = Inner◦(B ∩ ρc) for any box B.

Devising an inner-contracting operator for a constraint is not as easy as
devising an outer-contracting operator since interval techniques only permit to
enforce some partial consistencies, that is, discarded values are guaranteed to be
non-solutions while no information is known about those that are kept. However,
it will be shown in Section 3.2 that outer-contracting operators may be used to
obtain inner approximations provided they are applied onto the negation of the
considered constraints.

The next section addresses the problem of solving constraint systems where
each constraint possesses an occurrence of a universally quantified variable v.
The first approach to be described, due to Jardillier and Languénou [14], relies
on an evaluation/bisection process to compute an inner-approximation of the
underlying relations considering v as a given constant domain.
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3.2 Universally Quantified Variables

Given an (n+1)-ary constraint c(x1, . . . , xn, xv) and a box B = I1×· · ·×In×Iv,
applying an inner-contracting operator ICc to B outputs a set of boxes U =
{B′1, . . . ,B′p} where each B′j = D1× · · · ×Dn ×Dv is a sub-box of B such that:
∀r1 ∈ D1, . . . ,∀rn ∈ Dn, ∀rv ∈ Dv : c(r1, . . . , rn, rv) does hold.

Therefore, solving a constraint of the form ∀v ∈ Iv : c(x1, . . . , xn, v) boils
down to retaining only boxes B′ = D1× · · · ×Dn ×Dv of U such that Dv = Iv.

In this paper, we address the case of only one explicitly quantified variable.
Given a constraint c and a variable v occurring in c, the underlying relation for
the constraint ∀v ∈ Iv : c is written ρ̃c,v,Iv . When the names of the variable and
its domain are non-ambiguous, the notation is shortened into ρ̃c.

The Evaluation Approach In order to tighten a box B of variable domains
for a problem of the form ∀v ∈ Iv : c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm, Jardillier and Languénou [14],
compute an inner approximation of ρ1 ∩ · · · ∩ ρm by decomposing the initial
domain Iv of v into canonical intervals I1

v , . . . ,Ip
v , and testing with a function of

global satisfaction GlobSat whether c1∧· · ·∧cm does hold for the boxes I1×· · ·×
In×I1

v , . . . , I1×· · ·×In×Ip
v . These evaluations give results in a three-valued logic

(true, false, unknown). Boxes labeled true contain only solutions, boxes labeled
false contain no solution at all, and boxes labeled unknown are recursively split
and re-tested until they may be asserted true or false, or canonicity is reached.
Retained boxes are those verifying:

∀j ∈ {1, . . . , p} : eval{c1∧···∧cm}(I1 × · · · × In × Ij
v) = true (2)

In this paper, we will call this algorithm EIA4. This process is, in some way, re-
lated to the work of Sam-Haroud and Faltings [21] where true, false, or unknown
boxes are organized into 2k-trees to ease the computation of global consistencies.

Equation (2) implies that each retained box is included in the inner-approxi-
mation of ρc. Consequently, the property verified by each of them is the strong
statement: ∀x1 . . . ∀xn∀v : v ∈ Iv ∧ x1 ∈ I1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn ∈ In ⇒ c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm.

Inner Approximation by Negation This section presents algorithms narrow-
ing variable domains and handling one universally quantified variable by reason-
ing on the negation of the considered constraints. The algorithms described here-
after implement inner-contracting operators for every n-ary constraint c by using
OCbc. Since values discarded by this operator are guaranteed to be non-solution
for c—by completeness of OCb (see Prop. 1)—, they are guaranteed solutions
for c. Formally, a statement of the form ∀v ∈ Iv : c(x1, . . . , xn, v) is replaced by
¬∃v : v ∈ Iv ∧ ¬c(x1, . . . , xn, v) where Statement ∃v : v ∈ Iv ∧ ¬c(x1, . . . , xn, v)
can be handled by the OCb operator. More generally, a constraint system of
the form ∀v ∈ I1

v : c1(x1, . . . , xn, v) ∧ · · · ∧ ∀v ∈ Im
v : cm(x1, . . . , xn, v) may be

translated into the system [¬∃v : v ∈ I1
v ∧ ¬c1(x1, . . . , xn, v)] ∧ · · · ∧ [¬∃v : v ∈

Im
v ∧ ¬cm(x1, . . . , xn, v)] where conjunctions at the highest level have been pre-

served.
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Algorithm ICAb3, based on box consistency, to solve one constraint with a
universally quantified variable is first presented below (see Alg. 1). Algorithm
ICAb5 that handles several constraints is then described.

Proposition 4 (Correctness of ICAb3) Let c be a constraint, ρ its underlying
relation, v a variable, and B a box. Then, Alg. ICAb3 implements an inner-
contracting operator for ∀v ∈ DomB(v) : c.

Remark 1 One may note that Line 8 in Alg. 1 may be replaced by “(D1,D2) ←
Splitv(D),” provided that the initial domain I0

v of Variable v is passed as a pa-
rameter of ICAb3; Line 6 would then become: “W ← B \D|v,I0

v
.”

Alg. 1. ICAb3c – Inner contracting algorithm for ∀v ∈ DomB(v) : c

1 ICAb3c(in : B ∈ In
◦, v ∈ VR; out : W ∈ P(In

◦))
2 begin
3 B′ ← OCbc(B)
4 if (DomB′(v) = DomB(v)) then
5 D ← OCbc(B

′)
6 W← B′ \D|v,B′

7 if (D 
= ? and ¬Canonicalv(D)) then
8 (D1, D2) ← Splitv(D|v,B′)
9 W ← W ∪ ICAb3c(D1, v) ∪ ICAb3c(D2, v)

10 endif
11 return (W)
12 else
13 return (?)
14 end

Function Splitv splits in two intervals one of the non-canonical domains of D. Domain DomD(v) is
never considered for splitting. In the same way, Canonicalv tests canonicity for all domains but the one
of variable v.

It is also worthwhile noting that lines 3 and 4 in Alg. ICAb3 are only present
to speed up computation: box consistency is first tested for the input box B; if
the domain of the universally quantified variable is narrowed at this stage, it is
no longer necessary to continue further since it implies that there is no solution
to the constraint ∀v ∈ DomB(v) : c.

Handling constraint systems of the form:

(∀v ∈ I1 : c1) ∧ · · · ∧ (∀v ∈ Im : cm)

is done by Alg. ICAb5 (Alg. 2) as follows: each constraint of the system is con-
sidered in turn together with the sets of elements verifying all the considered
constraints theretofore; the point concerning Alg. ICAb5 lies in that each con-
straint needs only be invoked once, since after having been considered for the
first time, the elements remaining in the variable domains are all solutions of
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the constraint. As a consequence, narrowing some domain later does not require
additional work.

Proposition 5 (Soundness of ICAb5) Let S = {(c1, I1), . . . , (cm, Im)} be a
set of pairs made of a constraint and a domain. Given B a box and v a variable,
we have:

ICAb5(S, {B}, v) ⊆ Inner◦(B ∩ ρ̃1 ∩ · · · ∩ ρ̃m)

Comparison of Evaluation vs. Negation Approaches

Proposition 6 (EIA4 vs. ICAb5) Let v be a variable, B a box, Iv, the domain
of v in B, and g = inf(Iv). Given S = {(c1, Iv), . . . , (cm, Iv)}, the following
property does hold:

EIA4({c1, . . . , cm},B, v, g) ⊆ ICAb5(S, {B}, v)

Alg. 2. ICAb5 – Inner contracting algorithm for ∀v ∈ I1 : c1∧· · ·∧∀v ∈ Im : cm

1 ICAb5(in : S = {(c1, I
1), . . . , (cm, Im)},A ∈ P(In

◦), v ∈ VR; out : W ∈ P(In
◦))

2 begin
3 if (S 
= ?) then
4 B ← ?

5 foreach D ∈ A do
7 B ← B ∪ ICAb3c1(D|v,I1 , v,)
9 endforeach

10 if (B = ?) then
11 return (?)
12 else
13 return (ICA4(S \ {(c1, I

1)},B, v))
14 endif
15 else
16 return (A)
17 endif
18 end

Proposition 6 ensures us that decomposing the domain of the universally
quantified variable into canonical intervals does not enhance the precision of the
computed inner set.

Let ξj be the number of floating-point numbers in Interval Ij , and ξ = max
j

ξj .

For a constraint system composed of m n-ary constraints, the number of calls
to GlobSat in EIA4 in the worst case is:

Γ = mn
n∏

i=1

(2ξi − 3) = O((mξ)n)
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In the worst case, the number of calls to Alg. OCb in Alg. ICAb5 is also
in O((mξ)n). However, this evaluation is very pessimistic and does not reflect
accurately what happens in practice: as it will be shown in Section 4.3, the filter-
ing induced by Alg. ICAb5 when considering each constraint in turn drastically
reduces the number of boxes to consider later, thus speeding up the computation.

Restricting the general framework: correctness In the sequel of this paper, the
results presented so far are instantiated for a limited class of constraints, namely
inequalities (constraints of the form: f(x1, . . . , xn)%0 with % ∈ {�,�}. Moreover,
only closed intervals are used. Nevertheless, soundness of the algorithms is pre-
served since computed outer-approximations for the negation of the constraints
may only be greater than the one computed on I◦. Operator GlobSat used in
Alg. EIA4 is implemented by a straight evaluation over intervals of f(x1, . . . , xn)
to determine whether it is greater or equal (resp. lower or equal) to zero.

4 Experimental Results

The algorithms presented in Section 3 have been validated in the context of
a high-level declarative modeller for camera motion. In this section, the bench-
marks used to test the prototype are first described; Alg. ICAb5 is then compared
with Alg. EIA4 both for speed and for the ability to provide as soon as possible
the user with a representative sample of all solutions.

4.1 Benchmark Description

In the sequel, every benchmark is parameterized by both the number of variables
(not counting time t) and the number of constraints to solve.

School Problem3,1 [14] is a benchmark corresponding to finding all parabolas
lying above a line:

∀t ∈ [0 .. 2] : at2 + bt + c � 2t + 1 with a ∈ [0 .. 1], b ∈ [0 .. 1], c ∈ [0 .. 1]

Benchmark School Problem3,2 is an inconsistent variant:

∀t ∈ [0 .. 2] :
{
at2 + bt + c � 2t + 1
at2 + bt + c � 2t

with same domains for a, b, and c.
Benchmark Flying Saucer4,1 boils down to finding all pairs of points such

that the distance between the flying saucer and the line linking both points is
above a given value at any time in a given interval:

√
(x1 + u(x2 − x1)− xt

3)2 + (y1 + u(y2 − y1)− yt
3)2 � d

with u = (xt
3−x1)(x2−x1)+(yt

3−y1)(y2−y1)/ ‖ P2 − P1 ‖2, where P1 = (x1, y1)
and P2 = (x2, y2) are the unknowns, P t

3 = (xt
3, y

t
3) the coordinates of the flying
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saucer at time t, and d the minimal distance between the flying saucer and the
line (P1, P2).

Benchmark Simple Circle is also a collision problem: given B a point moving
along a circling path, find all points A such that the distance between A and B
is always greater than a given value. Benchmarks Simple Circle2,2 and Simple
Circle2,3 are instances of the same problems with respectively 2 and 3 points
moving round in circles. For only one circling point, we have:

∀t ∈ [−π .. π] :√
(r1 sin t− x)2 + (r1 cos t− y)2 � d1



x ∈ [−5 .. 5]
y ∈ [−5 .. 5]
d1 = 0.5

where d1 is the minimal required distance between A and B, and r1 = 2.5 is
the radius of B’s circling path.

Benchmark Projection3,4 checks whether a moving object projects itself into
a frame on the screen for a given time. The static camera has three degrees
of freedom: xc

t , yc
t , and θc

t (horizontal orientation). Given xo
t , yo

t , and zo
t the

coordinates of the object’s path at time t, and xc
t , y

c
t , zc

t , φc
t , θc

t , ψ
c
t , γc

t the
parameters for the camera, we have:

x′t = −(xo
t − xc

t) sin θc
t + (yo

t − yc
t ) cos θc

t

y′t = −(xo
t − xc

t) cos θc
t sinφc

t + (yo
t − yc

t ) sinφc
t sin θc

t + (zo
t − zc

t ) cosφc
t

z′t = −(xo
t − xc

t) cos θc
t cosφc

t + (yo
t − yc

t ) sin θc
t cosφc

t + (zo
t − zc

t ) sinφc
t

�xf
t � x′t/(z

′
t/γ

c
t ) �xf

t � x′t/(z
′
t/γ

c
t )

�yf
t � y′t/(z

′
t/γ

c
t ) �yf

t � y′t/(z
′
t/γ

c
t )

where �xf
t (resp. �yf

t ) is the abscissa of the left bound (resp. the ordinate
of the right bound) of the frame, t ∈ [0 .. 20], xc ∈ [−3 .. 3], yc ∈ [−3 .. 3], zc = 2,
φc ∈ [−0.5 .. 0.5], θc = 0, and γt

c = 0.8.

4.2 Improving Computation

Solvers such as Numerica usually isolate solutions with variable domains around
10−8 or 10−16 in width. By contrast, the applications this paper focuses on are
less demanding since the resulting variable domains are used in the context of
a display screen, a “low resolution” device. In practice, one can consider that a
reasonable threshold ε for the splitting process is some value lower or equal to
10−3.

One of the drawbacks of Alg. EIA4 [14] is that successive output solutions
are very similar, while it is of importance to be able to provide the user with a
representative sample of solutions as soon as possible.

Tackling this problem using Alg. ICAb5 is done as follows: given a constraint
system of the form ∀v ∈ Iv : c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm and a Cartesian product of domains
B = I1 × · · · × In × Iv, the solving process has two degrees of freedom, viz. the
selection of the next constraint to consider, and the selection of the next variable
to split. Figure 1 presents the differences with regard to the order of generation of
solutions for Simple Circle2,2 for two strategies concerning the variable splitting
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order: depth-first, where each constraint is considered in turn, and each domain is
split to the threshold splitting limit; and semi-depth-first where each constraint
is considered in turn, but each variable is split only once and put at the end of
the domain queue.

Depth-first algorithm Semi-depth-first algorithm

58040 ms

O ms

40000ms

20000 ms

Fig. 1. Depth-first vs. semi-depth first

As one may see, the semi-depth-first algorithm computes consecutive solu-
tions spread over all the search space, while the depth-first algorithm computes
solutions downwards and from “right” to “left”.

4.3 Comparing EIA4 and ICAb5

Algorithms EIA4 and ICAb5 provide different sets of solutions for the same prob-
lem. Consequently, a direct comparison of their performances is quite difficult.
Moreover, the actual implementation of EIA4 differs from its ideal description
since it uses a splitting threshold ω for the domain of the universally quantified
variable v instead of checking consistency by eventually reaching canonicity for
the samples of the domain Iv.

Tables 1 and 2 compare algorithms EIA4 and ICAb4 from the speed point
of view for computing the first solution (vs. all solutions). Times are given in
seconds on a SUN UltraSparc 166 MHz running Solaris 2.5.

Setting ω and ε to the same value leads to nearly the same solution sets for
both algorithms EIA4 and ICAb5.

5 Conclusion

Unlike the methods used to deal with universally quantified variables described
in [13], the algorithms presented in this paper are purely numerical ones (except
for the negation of constraints). Since they rely on “traditional” techniques used
by most of the interval constraint-based solvers, they may benefit from the active
researches led to speed up these tools. What is more, they are applicable to
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Table 1. EIA4(ω) vs. ICAb5 — First solution

Benchmark EIA4(ω) ICAb5 EIA4(ω)/ICAb5
Projection3,8(ε = 10−1) 0.2 0.17 1.18
Projection3,8(ε = 10−2) 38.59 0.16 241.19
Projection3,8(ε = 10−3) > 600 0.16 > 3750.00
Projection3,4(ε = 10−2) 53.12 0.12 442.67
Projection3,4(ε = 10−3) > 600 0.12 > 5000.00
School Problem3,1(ε = 10−2) 0.02 0.09 0.22
School Problem3,1(ε = 10−3) 1.58 0.09 17.56
Simple Circle2,2(ε = 10−2) 0.99 0.05 19.80
Simple Circle2,2(ε = 10−3) 20.86 0.05 417.20

Table 2. EIA4(ω) vs. ICAb5 — All solutions

Benchmark EIA4 ICAb5 EIA4/ICAb5

Projection3,5 783.03 68.83 11.38
Projection3,10 >9,000 3,634 > 2476.61
Projection5,5 >9,000 3,612 > 2491.69
School Problem3,1 156.02 12.72 12.27
Flying Saucer4,1 1,459.01 1,078.03 1.35
Simple Circle2,1 12,789.03 651.59 19.63
Simple Circle2,2 1,579.05 55.95 28.22

the large range of constraints for which an outer-contracting operator may be
devised. By contrast, CAD-based methods deal with polynomial constraints only.

However, constraints to be handled by our algorithm need be easily negated, a
requirement trivially met with inequalities but not with equalities. The handling
of equalities might be done as described by Sam-Haroud and Faltings [21,20] by
relaxing the constraint f = 0 into f = ±ε, thus replacing an equality by two
inequalities.

Despite the dramatic improvement of the new method described herein over
the one given by Jardillier and Languénou, handling of complex scenes with
many objects and a camera allowed to move along all its degrees of freedom in
a reasonable time is beyond reach for the moment. Nevertheless, a comforting
idea is that most of the traditional camera movements involve but few of the
degrees of freedom, thenceforth reducing the number of variables to consider.

Collavizza et al. [10] devised a scheme for computing inner-approximations
of the relation underlying a real constraint system: starting from a “seed” known
to be included in the relation, they expand the domain of the variables as much
as possible until obtaining a “maximal” subset of the inner-approximation (with
maximality to be understood in the sense of Shary [22]). A drawback of their
method lies in that they do not provide any means to compute the seed. An
interesting direction for research would be to try using our algorithm to quickly
isolate such a seed for each connected subset of the inner-approximation, then
resorting to their method to obtain maximal inner-approximations.
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Abstract. Soft constraints based on semirings are a generalization of
classical constraints, where tuples of variables’ values in each soft con-
straint are uniquely associated to elements from an algebraic structure
called semiring. This framework is able to express, for example, fuzzy,
classical, weighted, valued and over-constrained constraint problems.
Classical constraint propagation has been extended and adapted to soft
constraints by defining a schema for soft local consistency [BMR97]. On
the other hand, in [Apt99a,Apt99b] it has been proved that most of the
well known constraint propagation algorithms for classical constraints
can be cast within a single schema.
In this paper we combine these two schema and we show how the frame-
work of [Apt99a,Apt99b] can be used for soft constraints. In doing so,
we generalize the concept of soft local consistency, and we prove some
convenient properties about its termination.

1 Introduction

Soft constraints allow to model faithfully many real-life problems, especially
those which possess features like preferences, uncertainties, costs, levels of im-
portance, and absence of solutions. Formally, a soft constraint problem (SCSP)
is just like a classical constraint problem (CSP), except that each assignment
of values to variables in the constraints is associated to an element taken from
a set (usually ordered). These elements will then directly represent the desired
features.

There are many formalizations of soft constraint problems. In this paper we
consider the one based on semirings [BMR97], where the semiring specifies the
partially ordered set and the appropriate operation to use to combine constraints
together. This formalism has been shown to have many interesting instances,
like classical, fuzzy [DFP93], weighted, valued [SFV95], probabilistic [FL93] and
partial [FW92] constraints.
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The propagation techniques usually used for classical CSPs have been ex-
tended and adapted to deal with soft constraints, provided that certain con-
ditions are met. This has led to a general framework for soft constraint prop-
agation, where at each step a subproblem is solved, as in classical constraint
propagation [BMR97]. By studying the properties of this schema, it has been
proved that such steps can be seen as applications of functions which are mono-
tonic, inflationary, and idempotent over a certain partial order.

On an orthogonal line of research, the concept of constraint propagation over
classical constraints has been studied in depth in [Apt99a,Apt99b], and a general
algorithmic schema (called GI) has been developed. In such a schema, constraint
propagation is achieved whenever we have a set of functions which are monotonic
and inflationary over a partial order with a bottom.

By studying these two frameworks and comparing them, we noticed that the
GI schema can be applied to soft constraints (see Section 5.1), since the functions
and the order used for soft constraints have all the necessary properties for GI.
This is proved in this paper by defining an appropriate partial order over soft
constraint problems (see Section 3).

By analyzing the features of the GI algorithm, we also realized (see Sec-
tion 5.2) that indeed soft constraint propagation can be extended to deal with
functions which are not necessarily idempotent. Notice that this is a double gen-
eralization: we don’t require any longer that each step has to solve a subproblem
(it could do some other operation over the problem), nor that it is idempotent.
This allows us to model several forms of “approximate” constraint propagation
which were instead not modeled in [BMR97]. Example are: bounds-consistency
for classical constraints [MS98], and partial soft arc-consistency for soft con-
straints [BCGR00].

These two results allow us to use the GI algorithm schema for performing a
generalized form of soft constraint propagation. What is important to study, at
this point, is when the resulting GI schema terminates. In fact, if we work with
classical constraints over finite domains, it is easy to see that the GI algorithm
always terminates. However, when moving to soft constraints over a semiring,
even if the variable domain is finite, we could have an infinite behavior due to an
infinite number of elements in the semiring. For example, fuzzy constraints have
a semiring containing all reals between 0 and 1, and the semiring of weighted
constraints contains all the reals, or all the naturals.

In Section 6 we identify some sufficient conditions for the termination of the
GI algorithm over soft constraints. The first, predictable, condition that we con-
sider is the well-foundedness of the partial order over soft constraint problems: if
the partial order over which the GI algorithm works has chains of finite length,
since constraint propagation never goes from one chain to another one, obviously
the whole algorithm terminates.

The second condition is in some sense more precise, although less general:
when the propagation steps are defined via the two semiring operations, then we
can just consider the sub-order over semiring elements obtained by taking the
elements initially appearing in the given problem, and closing it under the two
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operations. In fact, in this case the GI algorithm cannot reach other elements.
Therefore, if such a set (or a superset of it) is well-founded, the GI algorithm
terminates.

Each of these two conditions is sufficient for termination. However, they could
be difficult to check, unless the partial order has a well-known structure of which
we know the well-foundedness. Nevertheless, in a special case we can formally
prove that there exists a well-founded set of the shape required by the second
condition above, and thus we can automatically deduce termination. This special
case is related to the idempotence of the multiplicative operation of the semiring,
the one that we use to combine constraints: if this operation is idempotent, then
GI terminates. For example, in classical constraints the multiplicative operation
is logical and, and in fuzzy constraints it is the minimum, thus we can formally
prove that the algorithm GI over any classical or fuzzy constraint problem al-
ways terminates, provided that the functions are defined via the two semiring
operations.

We believe that the generalizations and termination conditions that we have
developed and proved will make soft constraints more widely applicable, and
soft constraint propagation more practically usable.

2 Soft Constraints

In the semiring-based formalism for soft constraints [BMR97], a soft constraint is
just a constraint where each instantiation of its variables has an associated value.
Combining constraints will then have to take into account such additional values,
and thus the formalism has also to provide suitable operations for combination
(×) and comparison (+) of tuples of values and constraints. This is why the
formalization adopted in [BMR97] uses a semiring structure, which is just a set
plus two operations.

Semirings and SCSPs. A semiring is a tuple 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 such that: A is
a set and 0,1 ∈ A; + is commutative, associative and 0 is its unit element; ×
is associative, distributes over +, 1 is its unit element and 0 is its absorbing
element. Further, we enforce some additional properties, leading to the notion of
c-semiring: a c-semiring is a semiring 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 such that + is idempotent
with 1 as its absorbing element and × is commutative.

The partial order ≤S over the set A, defined as a ≤S b iff a+ b = b, is used
to compare elements in the semiring: a ≤S b means that b is “better” than a.

A constraint system is a tuple CS = 〈S,D, V 〉 where S is a c-semiring, D is a
finite set (the domain of the variables) and V is a finite ordered set of variables.

Given a semiring S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 and a constraint system CS = 〈S,D, V 〉,
a constraint is a pair 〈def, con〉 where con ⊆ V and def : D|con| → A. Therefore
a constraint specifies a set con of variables and assigns each tuple of values of
these variables an element of the semiring.

A Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem (SCSP) on a constraint system CS is
a pair P = 〈C, con〉, where con ⊆ V and C is a set of constraints: con represents
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the set of variables of interest for the constraint set C, which however may
contain constraints defined on variables not in con.

Combining and projecting soft constraints. Given two constraints c1 =
〈def1, con1〉 and c2 = 〈def2, con2〉, their combination c1 ⊗ c2 is the constraint
〈def, con〉 defined by con = con1∪con2 and def(t) = def1(t ↓con

con1
)×def(t ↓con

con2
),

where t ↓XY denotes the projection of tuple t from X onto Y . In words, combining
two constraints means building a new constraint involving all the variables of
the original one; the new constraint associates to each tuple of domain values a
semiring element obtained by multiplying the elements associated by the original
constraints to the appropriate subtuples.

Given a constraint c = 〈def, con〉 and a subset I of V , the projection of c
onto I, written c ⇓I , is the constraint 〈def ′, con′〉 where con′ = con ∩ I and
def ′(t′) =

∑
t|t↓con

I∩con=t′ def(t). Thus, projecting means eliminating some vari-
ables. This is done by associating each tuple t over the remaining variables a
semiring element; the last one is the sum of the elements associated by the orig-
inal constraint to all the extensions of the tuple t over the eliminated variables.

In brief: combination is performed via the multiplicative operation of the
semiring, and projection via the additive one.

Examples. Classical CSPs are SCSPs where the chosen c-semiring is Bool =
〈{false, true}, ∨,∧, false, true〉. By means of Bool we can associate each tuple
of elements in D a Boolean value, false or true, then project and combine
constraints via the Boolean connectives.

Fuzzy CSPs [DFP93] can instead be modeled by choosing the c-semiring
Fuzzy = 〈[0, 1], max,min, 0, 1〉. In fact, there each tuple has a value between 0
and 1; constraints are combined via the min operation and compared via the
max operation.

Solutions. The solution of an SCSP P = 〈C, con〉 is the constraint Sol(P ) =
(
⊗
C) ⇓con: it is obtained by combining all constraints of P and then projecting

over the variables in con. In this way we get the constraint over con that is
“induced” by the entire problem P .

Two problems P1 = 〈C1, con〉 and P2 = 〈C2, con〉 (notice that they have the
same con) are considered equivalent, and written as P1 ≡P P2, when Sol(P1) =
Sol(P2).

Soft local consistency. Most of the traditional local consistency (also called
propagation) algorithms can be generalized to SCSPs [BMR97]. In order to define
local consistency algorithms for SCSPs, the notion of local consistency rule is
introduced. The application of one of such rules consists of solving a subproblem
of the given problem.

To model this, we use the notion of typed location. Informally, a typed location
is just a location l (as in ordinary store-based programming languages) which
has a set of variables con as type, and thus can only be assigned a constraint
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c = 〈def, con〉 with the same type. In the following we assume to have a location
for every set of variables, and thus we identify a location with its type.

Given an SCSP P = 〈C, con〉, the value [l]P of the location l in P is defined
as the constraint 〈def, l〉 ∈ C if it exists, as 〈1, l〉 otherwise. Given n loca-
tions l1, . . . , ln, the value [{l1, . . . , ln}]P of this set of locations in P is defined as
the set of constraints {[l1]P , . . . , [ln]P }.

An assignment is a pair l := c where c = 〈def, l〉. Given an SCSP P =
〈C, con〉, the result of the assignment l := c is the problem [l := c](P ) defined
as: [l := c](P ) = 〈{〈def ′, con′〉 ∈ C | con′ �= l} ∪ c, con〉.

Thus an assignment l := c is seen as a function from constraint problems
to constraint problems, that modifies a given problem by changing just one
constraint, namely the one with type l. The change consists in substituting such
a constraint with c. If there is no constraint of type l, then the constraint c
is added to the given problem. In other words, the assignment l := c in P
produces a new problem P ′ which is the same as P , except that it has an
additional constraint c over the variables in l, and that the old constraints over l
are removed. Note also that when | l |= 1 we are able to modify domains, since
a domain can be seen as a unary constraint.

Consider a constraint system CS = 〈S,D, V 〉, a location l and a set of loca-
tions L, where l ∈ L; a local consistency rule rL

l is a function rL
l which, taken

any problem P over CS, returns rL
l (P ) = [l := Sol(〈[L]P , l〉)](P ).

Intuitively, the application of rL
l to P adds the constraint Sol(〈[L]P , l〉) over

the variables in l to P . This constraint, by definition of Sol, is obtained by
combining all constraints of P identified by L and then projecting the resulting
constraint over l.

Since a local consistency rule is a function from problems to problems, the
application of a sequence S of rules to a problem is easily provided by func-
tion composition: we write [r;S](P ) = [S]([r1](P )) and mean that the problem
[r;S](P ) is obtained applying first the rule r and then the rules of the sequence S
in the specified order.

An infinite sequence T of rules of a set R is called a strategy. A strategy is
fair if each rule of R occurs in it infinitely often.

We are now ready to define local consistency algorithms. Given a problem P ,
a set of rules R and a fair strategy T for R, a local consistency algorithm applies
to P the rules in R in the order given by T . The algorithm stops when the current
problem is a fixpoint of all functions from R. In that case, we write lc(P,R, T )
to denote the resulting problem.

3 Some Useful Orderings over Semiring Constraints

We now review and modify some of the orderings among semiring elements,
constraints, and problems, which have been introduced in [BMR97]; moreover,
we also define new orderings that will be used in the next sections.
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3.1 Semiring Order

All the orderings we will consider in this section are derived from the partial
order ≤S over semiring elements, which, we recall, is defined as follows: a ≤S b
iff a+ b = b. This intuitively means that b is “better” than a.

Definition 1. Consider any partial ordering 〈D,�〉 and the component-wise
ordering 〈Dn,�n〉, with n ≥ 1, where 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 �n 〈d′1, . . . , d′n〉 iff di � d′i for
each i = 1, . . . , n. Let f be a function from Dn to D. Then:

– f is monotonic iff 〈d1, . . . , dn〉 �n 〈d′1, . . . , d′n〉 implies f(〈d1, . . . , dn〉) �
f(〈d′1, . . . , d′n〉);

– f is inflationary w.r.t. � iff di � f(〈d1, . . . , dn〉) for every i = 1, . . . , n.

Given the definition above, it is easy to see that the following results hold
when D is the semiring set A and the order considered is ≤S :

– ≤S is a partial order;
– 0 is the minimum;
– 1 is the maximum.
– if × is idempotent, then 〈A,≤S〉 is a distributive lattice where + is the lub
and × is the glb.

– + and × are monotonic with respect to ≤S;
– + is inflationary with respect to ≤S ; instead × is inflationary with respect
to ≥S.

3.2 Constraint Order

From the ordering ≤S over A, we can also define a corresponding order between
constraints. Before introducing the new order we define its domain, namely the
set of all possible constraints over a constraint system.

Definition 2. Given a semiring S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 and a constraint system
CS = 〈S,D, V 〉, we define the Constraint Universe related to the constraint
system CS as follows: CCS =

⋃
con⊆V {〈def, con〉 | def : D|con| → A}.

We will write C (instead of CCS) when the constraint system CS is clear
from the context.

Definition 3. Consider two constraints c1, c2 over a constraint system CS; as-
sume that con1 ⊆ con2 and | con2 |= k. Then we write c1 �S c2 if and only if,
for all k-tuples t of values from D, def2(t) ≤S def1(t ↓con2

con1
).

Loosely speaking, a constraint c1 is smaller than c2 in the order �S iff it con-
strains possibly less variables and assigns to each tuple a greater value with
respect to ≤S than c2 does.

Theorem 1 (�S is a po). Given a semiring S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 with × idem-
potent and a constraint system CS = 〈S,D, V 〉, we have the following:
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• the relation �S is a partial order over the set CCS;
• its bottom is 〈1, ∅〉, where the 0-arity function 1 : ∅ → A is the constant 1
of the semiring.

Proof. We prove our first claim. We need to demonstrate that �S is a reflexive,
antisymmetric and transitive relation. Reflexivity holds trivially. To prove anti-
symmetry, suppose that c1 �S c2 and c2 �S c1; this yields that con1 = con2.
Now, for all t ∈ D|con1|, we have both def1(t) ≤S def2(t) and def2(t) ≤S def1(t),
hence def1(t) = def2(t) and so c1 = c2. The transitivity of �S follows from
the transitivity of ≤S . The other claim immediately follows from the definition
of �S. ✷

3.3 Constraint Set Order

We can easily extend the order �S over constraints to a new order over constraint
sets as follows.

Definition 4. Consider two sets of constraints C1, C2 over a constraint system
CS. Suppose furthermore that C1 = {c1i : i ∈ I}, C2 = {c2j : j ∈ J}, I ⊆ J and
that, for every i ∈ I, the relation c1i �S c

2
i holds. Then we write C1 �C C2.

The intuitive reading of C1 �C C2 is that C2 is a problem generally “more
constraining” than C1 is, because C2 has (possibly) a larger number of “more
restrictive” constraints than C1 has.

Theorem 2 (�C is a partial order). Given a semiring S =
〈A,+,×,0,1〉, and a constraint system CS = 〈S,D, V 〉, we have that:
• the relation �C is a partial order over ℘(C);
• the bottom of the relation is ∅.
Proof. We only prove the first claim, the other one being straightforward. Re-
flexivity trivially holds. As far as antisymmetry is concerned, suppose that C1 =
{c1i }i∈I , C2 = {c2j}j∈J and both C1 �C C2 and C2 �C C1 hold; this means
that I = J . Moreover, the following relations hold for every i ∈ I: c1i �S c2i
and c2i �S c

1
i . Hence c

1
i = c2i for every i ∈ I, because �S is a partial order rela-

tion, cf. Theorem 1. Transitivity follows similarly, by exploiting the transitivity
of �S. ✷

3.4 Problem Order

So far, we have introduced two partial orders: one between constraints (�S) and
another one between constraint sets (�C). However, local consistency algorithms
take constraint problems as input; therefore we need an ordering relation between
problems if we want the GI algorithm to be used for soft local consistency.

First we define the set of all problems that can be built over a constraint
system CS.
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Definition 5. Given a semiring S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 and a constraint system
CS = 〈S,D, V 〉, we define the Problem Set Universe related to the constraint
system CS as PCS = {〈C, con〉 | C ⊆ CCS , con ⊆ var(C)}. When no confusion
can arise, we shall simply write P instead of PCS.

Definition 6. Given a constraint system CS, consider two problems P1 =
〈C1, con1〉 and P2 = 〈C2, con2〉 in PCS. We write P1 �P P2 iff C1 �C C2

and con1 ⊆ con2.

We now need to define a partially ordered structure that contains all SC-
SPs that can be generated by enforcing local consistency, starting from a given
problem.

Definition 7. Consider a constraint system CS and an SCSP P over it. The
up-closure of P , briefly P ↑, is the class of all problems P ′ on CS such that
P �P P ′.

Proposition 1. Consider a constraint system CS, an SCSP P over it and its
up-closure P ↑. Then the following statements hold:
1. if P1 �P P2 and P1 ∈ P ↑, then P2 ∈ P ↑;
2. if P1 �P P2, then P2 ↑⊆ P1 ↑.
The proof of the above proposition is an immediate consequence of the pre-

vious definition and of the fact that �C is transitive, cf. Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 (�P is a po). Given a constraint system CS = 〈S,D, V 〉 and a
problem P on it, we have:

• the relation �P is a partial order over PCS;
• in particular 〈P ↑,�P |P↑〉 is a partial ordering, where �P |P↑ is the restriction
of �P to P ↑; when no confusion can arise, we simply write 〈P ↑,�P 〉;
• the bottom ⊥CS of 〈P ↑,�P 〉 is P .
Proof. We prove the first claim, the other ones following immediately from the
definition of P ↑ and Proposition 1. As usual, we only prove that the relation
is antisymmetric, because transitivity can be proved similarly and reflexivity
trivially holds. Hence, suppose that both P1 �P P2 and P2 �P P1 hold. This
means that we have the following relations: con1 ⊆ con2, C1 �C C2, con2 ⊆
con1, C2 �C C1. From the two previous relations and Theorem 2, it follows that
con1 = con2 and C1 = C2; hence P1 = P2. ✷

3.5 Order-Related Properties of Soft Local Consistency Rules

We recall, from Section 2, that two problems P1 and P2, that share the same
set of variables, are equivalent if they have the same solution set, and we write
P1 ≡P P2.

Now we can list some useful properties of soft local consistency rules, which
are related to equivalence and to problem ordering [BMR97]. Here we assume
that we are given a constraint system C and a rule r on CS:
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– (equivalence) P ≡P rL
l (P ) if × is idempotent.

– (inflationarity) P �P rL
l (P ). This means that the new semiring values as-

signed to tuples by the rule application are always smaller than or equal to
the old ones with respect to ≤S .

– (monotonicity) Consider two SCSPs P1 = 〈C1, con1〉 and P2 = 〈C2, con2〉
over CS. If P1 �P P2, then r(P1) �P r(P2).

It is easy to prove that all the results about local consistency rules hold also
for a whole local consistency algorithm. Moreover, we can prove also that the
strategy does not influence the result, if it is fair [BMR97].

4 The Generic Iteration Algorithm

In [Apt99b] the Generic Iteration (GI) algorithm is introduced to find the least
fixpoint of a finite set of functions defined on a partial ordering with bottom.
This was then used as an algorithmic schema for classical constraint propaga-
tion: each step of constraint propagation was seen as the application of one of
these functions. Our idea is to compare this schema with the one used for soft
constraints, with the aim of obtaining a new schema which is the most general
(that is, it can be applied both to classical and to soft constraints) and has the
advantages of both of them.

Given a partial ordering with bottom, say 〈D,�,⊥〉, consider now a set of
functions F := {f1, . . . , fk} on D. The following algorithm can compute the least
common fix point of the functions in F .

Generic Iteration Algorithm (GI)

d := ⊥;
G := F ;
while G �= ∅ do

choose g ∈ G;
G := G− {g};
G := G ∪ update(G, g, d);
d := g(d)

od

where for all G, g, d the set of functions update(G, g, d) from F is such that:

A. {f ∈ F −G | f(d) = d ∧ f(g(d)) �= g(d)} ⊆ update(G, g, d);
B. g(d) = d implies update(G, g, d) = ∅;
C. g(g(d)) �= g(d) implies g ∈ update(G, g, d).

Assumption A states that update(G, g, d) at least contains all the functions
from F −G for which d is a fix point but g(d) is not. So at each loop iteration
such functions are added to the set G. In turn, assumption B states that no
functions are added to G in case the value of d did not change. Note that,
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even though after the assignment G := G − {g} we have g ∈ F − G, still
g �∈ {f ∈ F −G | f(d) = d ∧ f(g(d)) �= g(d)} holds. So assumption A does not
provide any information when g is to be added back to G. This information is
provided in assumption C. On the whole, the idea is to keep in G at least all
functions f for which the current value of d is not a fix point.

We now recall the results which state the (partial) correctness of the GI
algorithm, cf. [Apt99b]:

i. Every terminating execution of the GI algorithm computes in d a common
fixpoint of the functions from F .

ii. Suppose that all functions in F are monotonic. Then every terminating ex-
ecution of the GI algorithm computes in d the least common fixpoint of all
the functions from F .

iii. Suppose that all functions in F are inflationary and that D is finite. Then
every execution of the GI algorithm terminates. ✷

5 Generalized Local Consistency for Soft Constraints via
Algorithm GI

In this section we will try to combine the two formalisms described so far (soft
constraints and the GI algorithm). Our goal is to exploit the GI algorithm to
perform local consistency over soft constraint problems.

5.1 GI for Standard Local Consistency over Soft Constraints

The functions that GI needs in input are defined on a partial ordering with
bottom. In the case of local consistency rules for SCSPs, the partial ordering
is 〈P ↑,�P 〉, and the bottom is the problem P itself, cf. Theorem 3. Moreover,
the local consistency rules (and also the more general local consistency func-
tions) have all the “good” properties that GI needs. Namely, those functions are
monotonic and inflationary. Thus algorithmGI can be used to perform constraint
propagation over soft constraint problems. More precisely, we can see that algo-
rithm GI and the local consistency algorithm schema for soft constraints obtain
the same result.

Theorem 4 (GI for soft local consistency rules). Given an SCSP P over a
constraint system CS, consider the SCSP lc(P,R, T ) obtained by applying to P
a local consistency algorithm using the rules in R and with a fair strategy T .
Consider also the partial order 〈P ↑,�P 〉, and the set of functions R, and apply
algorithm GI to such input. Then the output of GI coincides with lc(P,R, T ).

5.2 GI for Generalized Local Consistency over Soft Constraints

While all local consistency rules are idempotent (since they solve a subproblem),
algorithm GI does not need this property. This means that we can define a
generalized notion of local consistency rules for soft constraints, by dropping
idempotence.
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Definition 8 (local consistency functions). Consider an SCSP problem P
over a semiring S. A local consistency function for P is a function f : P ↑→ P ↑
which is monotonic and inflationary over �P .

With this definition of a local consistency function we relax two conditions
about a local consistency step:

– that it must solve a subproblem;
– that it must be idempotent.

The second generalization has been triggered by the results about the GI al-
gorithm, which have shown that idempotence is not needed for the desired
results. Moreover, many practical local consistency algorithms do not exactly
solve subproblems, but generate an approximation of the solution (see for ex-
ample the definition of bounds consistency in [MS98] or the notion of partial
soft arc-consistency in [BCGR00]). Thus the first extension allows one to model
many more practical propagation algorithms.

Theorem 5 (GI for soft local consistency functions). Given a constraint
system CS and an SCSP problem P on it, let us apply the GI algorithm to
the partial order 〈P ↑,�P 〉 and a finite set R of local consistency functions.
Then every terminating execution of the GI algorithm computes in the output
problem P ′ the least common fixpoint of all the functions from R.

What is now important to investigate is when the algorithm terminates. This
is particularly crucial for soft constraints, since, even when the variable domains
are finite, the semiring may contain an infinite number of elements, which is
obviously a source of possible non-termination.

6 Termination of the GI Algorithm over Soft Constraints

As noted above, the presence of a possibly infinite semiring may lead to a con-
straint propagation algorithm which does not terminate. In the following we will
give several independent conditions which guarantee termination in some special
cases.

The first condition is a predictable extension of the one given in Section 4:
instead of requiring the finiteness of the domain of computation, we just re-
quire that its chains have finite length, since it is easy to see that constraint
propagation moves along a chain in the partial order.

Theorem 6 (termination 1). Given a constraint system CS and an SCSP
problem P on it, let us instantiate the GI algorithm with the po 〈P ↑,�P 〉 and a
finite set R of local consistency functions. Suppose that the order ❂CS restricted
to P ↑ is well founded. Then every execution of the GI algorithm terminates.

This theorem can be used to prove termination in many case. For example,
classical constraints over finite domains generate a partial order which is finite
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(an thus trivially well-founded), so the above theorem guarantees termination.
Another example occurs when dealing with weighted soft constraints, where we
deal with the naturals. Here the semiring is 〈N,min,+, 0,+∞〉. Thus we have
an infinite order, but well-founded.

However, there are also many interesting cases in which the ordering
〈P ↑,❁P 〉 is not well-founded. Consider for instance the case of fuzzy or prob-
abilistic CSPs. For fuzzy CSPs, the semiring is 〈[0, 1],max,min, 0, 1〉. Thus the
partially ordered structure containing all problems that are smaller than the
given one, according to the semiring partial order, is not well-founded, since we
have all the reals between 0 and a certain element in [0,1]. Thus the above the-
orem cannot say anything about termination of GI in this case. However, this
does not mean that GI does not terminate, but only that the theorem above
cannot be applied. In fact, later we will give another sufficient condition which
will guarantee termination in the last two cases as well.

In fact, if we restrict our attention to local consistency functions defined via
+ and ×, we can define another condition on our input problem that guarantees
the termination of the GI algorithm; this condition exploits the fact that the
local consistency functions are defined by means of the two semiring operations,
and the properties of such operations.

Definition 9 (semiring closure). Consider a constraint system CS with
semiring S = 〈A,+,×, 0, 1〉, and an SCSP P on CS. Consider also the set of
semiring values appearing in P : Cl(P ) =

⋃
〈def ′,con′〉∈C{def ′(d) | d ∈ D|con′|}.

Then, a semiring closure of P is any set B such that: Cl(P ) ⊆ B ⊆ A; B is
closed with respect to + and ×; <S restricted to B is well founded.

Theorem 7 (termination 2). Consider a constraint system CS with semiring
S = 〈A,+,×, 0, 1〉, an SCSP P on it and a finite set of local consistency func-
tions R defined via + and ×. Assume also there exists a semiring closure of P .
Then every execution of the GI algorithm terminates.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one in [Apt99b] for the termination theorem;
just replace the order ❂CP with <S and accordingly the set D with B, where B
is a semiring closure of P . ✷

Notice that this theorem is similar to the one in [BMR97] about termination;
however in [BMR97] they force the set B to be finite in order to guarantee the
termination of a local consistency algorithm (cf. Theorem 4.14 of [BMR97]); a
hypothesis that is implied by ours.

If we have a fuzzy constraint problem, then we can take B as the set of all
semiring values appearing in the initial problem. In fact, this set is closed with
respect to min and max, which are the two semiring operations in this case.
Moreover, it is well-founded, since it is finite. Another example is constraint
optimization over the reals: if the initial problem contains only natural numbers,
then the set B can be the set of all naturals, which is is a well-founded subset
of the reals and it is closed w.r.t. + (min) and × (sum).
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Therefore, by using Theorem 7 we can prove that also constraint propagation
over fuzzy constraint problems always terminates, provided that each step of the
algorithm uses a local consistency function which is defined in terms of the two
semiring operations only.

However, it is not always easy to find a semiring closure of a given SCSP P ,
mainly because we should check that the order restricted to a tentative set B,
closed and containing Cl(P ), is well-founded. Nevertheless, there is a special case
in which we don’t have to find such a set, because we can prove that it always
exists (which is what Theorem 7 requires). This special case occurs when the
multiplicative operation of the semiring is idempotent. In fact, we can prove that
in this case there exists always a finite (and thus well-founded) semiring closure
of any given problem over that semiring. This obviously is very convenient, since
it provides us with an easy way to check whether Theorem 7 can be applied.

Theorem 8 (idempotence of × and termination). Consider a constraint
system CS, an SCSP P on it and a finite set of local consistency functions R
defined via + and ×. Assume also that × is idempotent. Then there exists a finite
semiring closure of P , and thus every execution of the GI algorithm terminates.

Proof. Consider the set Cl(P ) of all semiring elements appearing in P . If we
combine any subset of them via the + operation, we generate a set of elements,
which contains Cl(P ), that we denote by Cl+. Notice that this set is finite,
because the number of subsets of Cl(P ) is finite.

Let us now combine any subset of elements of Cl+ via the × operation: in
this way we generate a larger set of elements, containing Cl+, which we denote
by Cl+×. Again, this set is finite. Therefore Cl+× is a finite semiring closure
of P . ✷

Consider again the fuzzy constraint example. Here × is min, thus it is idem-
potent. Therefore, by Theorem 8, GI over such problems always terminates.
This is an alternative, and easier, way (to Theorem 7) to guarantee that soft
constraint propagation over fuzzy constraints terminates. In fact, we don’t have
to find a semiring closure of the problem, but just check that the multiplicative
operation is idempotent.

Considering all the above results, we can devise the following steps towards
proving the termination of algorithm GI on a soft constraint problem P over a
semiring S:

– If the local consistency functions are defined via the two operations of S,
and the multiplicative operation of S is idempotent, then GI terminates (by
Theorems 8).

– If instead × is not idempotent, but we still have local consistency functions
defined via the two semiring operations, we can try to find a semiring closure
of P . If we find it, then GI terminates (by Theorem 7).

– If we cannot find a semiring closure of P , or the local consistency functions
are more general, then we can try to prove that the partial order of problems
is well-founded. If it is so, the GI terminates (by Theorem 6).
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While Theorem 8 applies in a special case of the hypothesis of Theorem 7,
it is interesting to investigate the relationship between the hypothesis of The-
orem 6 and 7. What can be proved is that these two conditions, namely, the
well-foundedness of the partial order of problems and the existence of a semiring
closure, are independent. In other words, there are cases in which one holds and
not the other one, and vice versa. To prove this result, we need the following
definition.

Definition 10. Let S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 be a semiring and B a subset of A. The
set B is a down-set (or an order ideal) if, whenever a ∈ B, a′ ∈ A and a′ ≤S

a, then a′ ∈ B. Given any subset B of A, the downward closure of B is

B ↓:= {d′ ∈ A : ∃d (d ∈ B and d′ ≤S d)}.
Observe that the class F of down-sets containing a subset B of A is not empty,
since A itself is such a set. Moreover, it is easy to check that the downward
closure of B is the smallest down-set of F ; hence the downward closure of a set
is well defined.

Given a semiring S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉, the following result links the upward
closure of a problem P with the downward closure of Cl(P ), thus allowing us to
compare the conditions in Theorem 6 and 7.

Proposition 2. Given a constraint system CS and a problem P defined on it,
consider the set B := {def(t) ∈ A : ∃P ′ ∈ P ↑ (c := 〈def, con〉 ∈ P ′, t ∈
D|con|)}. Then B = Cl(P ) ↓.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of �P , of P ↑ and Cl(P ) ↓. ✷

Now we can notice that, given a subset B of a semiring, if <S restricted
to B is well founded, then so is <S restricted to B̂ := B ∪ {0,1}. Furthermore,
if B is finite, so is B̂. In fact it is sufficient to check that the following identities
hold because of the fact that S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 is a c-semiring: if a ∈ B then
a + 0 = a ∈ B; if a ∈ B then a × 1 = a ∈ B; if a ∈ B then a + 1 = 1 ∈ B̂; if
a ∈ B then a× 0 = 0 ∈ B̂. Hence, in Theorem 7, we can replace the hypothesis
“Cl(P ) ⊆ B and B a semiring closure of Cl(P )” with the condition that “Cl(P)
is a subset of a well founded sub-c-semiring B of S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉”.

Moreover, + is the least upper bound operation and, if × is idempotent, ×
is the greatest lower bound operation, cf. Theorem 2.9 and 2.10 of [BMR97].
Hence a sub-c-semiring is also a sub-lattice of S = 〈A,+,×,0,1〉 and vice versa
if × is idempotent. Thus a subset B of a semiring can be a down-set and yet it
may be not closed with respect to × and +. For instance, the set of negative real
numbers augmented with −∞ is a down-set in the lattice R∞ of reals extended
with {+∞,−∞} and the usual linear ordering; however it is not a sub-lattice
itself. Vice versa, there are sub-lattices of R∞ - hence sets that are closed with
respect to the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound operations -
that are not down-sets. For instance, the extended interval [0, 1] ∪ {+∞,−∞}.
Therefore the two conditions that guarantee the termination of algorithm GI in
Theorems 6 and 7 are independent.
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7 Conclusions

The results of this paper show that indeed it is possible to treat in a uniform way
hard and soft constraints. This was already shown in [BMR97], but restricted to
a notion of local consistency where each step solves a subproblem. Here instead
we have extended this result also to more general propagation algorithms, which
approximate the classical notion in order to be more efficient. Moreover, we
have also studied the conditions under which constraint propagation terminates.
Some results were already present in [BMR97] and [Apt99b], but here we have
generalized and extended them, providing more general, and also more easily
checkable, sufficient conditions.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the problem of confidentiality viola-
tions via illegal data inferences that occur when arithmetic constraints
are combined with non-confidential numeric data to infer confidential
information. The database is represented as a point in an (n + k)-di-
mensional constraint space, where n is the number of numerical data
items stored in the database (extensional database) and k is the number
of derivable attributes (intensional database). Database constraints over
both extensional and intensional databases form an (n + k)-dimensional
constraint object. A query answer over a data item x is an interval I
of values along the x axis of the database such that I is correct (i.e.,
the actual data value is within I) and safe (i.e., users cannot infer
which point within I is the actual data value). The security requirements
are expressed by the accuracy with which users are allowed to disclose
data items. More specifically, we develop two classification methods: (1)
volume-based classification, where the entire volume of the disclosed con-
straint object that contains the data item is considered and (2) interval
based classification, where the length of the interval that contains the
data item is considered. We develop correct and safe inference algorithms
for both cases.

1 Introduction

Databases that contain confidential information require that users can access
- directly or indirectly - only data for which they have the proper authoriza-
tion. Direct data accesses are usually controlled by some form of lattice-based
(mandatory) access control mechanisms [BL75,Den76]. Each data request is eval-
uated by comparing the security level of the requested data with the security
clearance of the user. If the security requirements are satisfied (i.e., the user’s
security clearance dominates the security classification of all data) the data ac-
cess is permitted. It is rejected otherwise. However, lattice-based access control
is insufficient to prevent secrecy violations via inferences when non-confidential
data is combined with meta-data to derive confidential information. Moreover,
the strict security requirements of mandatory access control may unnecessarily
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limit data availability. In a number of applications it is desirable to provide a
range of valid answers that would still allow the users to perform their jobs with
limited authority while preserving confidentiality. For example, military support
services should be able to perform scheduled maintenance work without knowing
the mission (e.g., destination) of the serviced equipment. This paper provides
a framework to define flexible security requirements on data and presents algo-
rithms that compute correct and safe answers to queries. Intuitively correctness
means that the actual data item is contained in the returned interval, and safety
means that the user is not able to infer anything beyond what is released.

+

Unit A

Unit B

Target

400 miles

N

Unit C

Fig. 1. Military Attack Plan

Most indirect data accesses result from inferences combine non-confidential
data with constraints. We illustrate an illegal inference using a military database
that contains data about different military units, such as types and specifications
of their vehicles, destination distance, fuel and food supply (see Table 1). Assume
that the attack strategy is that units B and C from the south engage in a long-
term attack with the main force of the enemy; while, unit A, that is equipped
with light weapons and thus able to move fast, is summoned from the north to
launch a surprise attack on the unprotected northern front of the enemy. Fig. 1
shows the geographical locations of the units and the planned attacks. It is
necessary that only authorized officers of the command center and of the units
A, B and C know about the surprise attack. However, keeping the military
plan secret does not guarantee the secrecy of this information. Consider the
situation when an enemy spy is able to gain information about the amount of
fuel requested by the different units. Since the number of the vehicles of the units
and the mileages of these vehicles are usually known, the amount of available
fuel defines the maximal travel distance and, therefore the potential destination
of units. In our example, the knowledge of the destination of unit A would reveal
the attack plan, thus reducing the strategic advantage of surprise.
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How can we prevent such inferences? One possible solution is to keep fuel
volume secret. However, this would severely limit data availability and require
that all users accessing this information must be authorized to access information
about the military plan as well. In this paper we present a different approach
where users are allowed to access a range of possible data values but not the
precise value. This flexible solution allows us to preserve confidentiality and
provides improved data availability compared to the previous approaches.

The inference problem in databases first was considered in statistical
databases where the security requirement is that aggregate information about
groups of individuals can be released but no specific information about an in-
dividual should be accessed (see Denning [Den82] for survey). Illegal inferences
revealing private information are based on the size of the database used to com-
pute the statistics (e.g., number of individuals is a group) and/or the overlap
among the queries requesting related information. However, researchers do not
consider inferences raised by combining meta-data with non-confidential data to
disclose confidential information. Since the beginning of 1980s, researchers, focus-
ing on multi-level secure relational databases, identified the problem of indirect
access to confidential data via combining meta-data with non-confidential data
[GM84,Mor88,SO87,Hin88,Smi90,Buc90,Den85,Thu87,MSS88,RJHS95,ST90].
However, these techniques often result in over-classification of data and, there-
fore reduce data availability. Moreover, most authors, with the exception
of [Den85,Hin88,SO91,DdVS99a,DdVS99b], do not consider the problem of ac-
tual inference for specific families of constraints; rather they develop a framework
assuming that disclosure inference algorithms are readily available. It is our view,
however, that the main technical difficulty of solving the inference channel prob-
lem lies in developing inference algorithms that guarantee data confidentiality.

Finally, the existing inference prevention techniques, with the exception
of [RJHS95], are based on withholding answers from the users. We propose a new
approach where confidentiality in numeric databases is achieved by controlling
the accuracy of the released data. Our model guarantees that no illegal data ac-
cess is possible even in the presence of database dependencies while supporting
maximal data availability. The work of Rath et. al [RJHS95] is the closest to
ours. They consider functional dependencies (FDs) to raise illegal imprecise in-
ferences in databases containing numeric values. While their approach is secure,
it is limited in the sense of considering FDs only and does not define security
requirements in the context of range values.

In this paper we consider a data model consisting of a set of variables. A
database is an instantiation of values to the variables that satisfies the database
(arithmetic) constraints. The database is represented as a single point in an (n+
k)-dimensional space, where n is the number of data items stored in the database
(extensional database) and k is the number of values that can be derived from the
stored data (intensional database).1 The arithmetic constraints over extensional
and intensional data form an (n + k)-dimensional constraint object. When a
1 Note, that the real underlying database may adhere to any existing model, e.g.

relational or object-oriented.
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user requests a data value a range of possible values, represented as two new
constraints, are generated and returned to the user.

The security requirements on the data items are expressed by the accuracy
with which users are allowed to know the data values. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first paper that introduces a security model in which the classi-
fication of the data items is based on the precision of numeric answers and thus
continuous. We propose two methods to assign security classification to the data
items: first, the entire volume of the constraint object that contains the data
item is considered; and second, the length of the interval that contains the data
item is considered. While volume-based classification is easier to implement than
the interval-based one, the second technique is more flexible and it allows higher
data availability. For both methods we develop algorithms that generate query
answers which are correct (i.e., the data item is within the returned interval)
and safe (i.e., the user is unable to infer which point within the answer is the
actual data item).

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give a detailed
description of the considered problem and provide intuitive explanations of the
concepts involved. In Section 3 we formally define the considered model and the
security requirements. Sections 4 and 5 contain the algorithms to generate correct
and safe query answers for volume and interval based classification methods,
respectively. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude and recommend new directions to
extend our research.

2 Problem Formulation

This paper formalizes a security model applicable to numerical databases when a
database instance is a vector of numerical values. Users and data items have se-
curity classifications. Users (subjects) can access data (objects) through queries.
Queries over numeric data return an interval of valid answers, such that the ac-
tual data is contained in the interval. The size (length) of the interval (i.e., preci-
sion of the released data) depends on the security classification of the requested
data and the security clearance of the user. Precision of released information can
be measured either by the length of the returned data interval or by the volume
of the valid constraint space defined by this interval. The system presented in
this paper ensures that the interval-based query answers do not allow the users
to infer any unauthorized information. The research problem is formulated in
terms of the following components: (1) data model of which the (numeric) in-
stances consist of objects of discourse, (2) arithmetic constraints imposed upon
the database, (3) security classifications of users and data items, and (4) queries
requesting numeric values.

The next section provides an example that will be used throughout this paper
for illustrative purposes.
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2.1 The Running Example

Consider the military database containing information about units A, B and
C mentioned in the Introduction. It contains information about the number of
vehicles, amount of fuel, destination distance, food supply, number of soldiers
etc, as shown in Table 1. Some of these attributes are such as amount of fuel
are stored, while others such as the travel range is derivable. In addition, the
database is expected to satisfy the following constraints.

number of soldiers ≤ 10, 000
amount of fuel ≤ 20, 000(gallon)

number of vehicles ≥ 45
3× amount of fuel ≥ travel range (miles)

Users of the database are generals, military planners, field commanders, field
soldiers, supply supervisors, supply personnel, press and general public. Based
on their rank and tasks, users have different access rights to data items. For
example, generals are allowed to access all the data in the database while supply
personnels are allowed to access information related to supply but can not access
information about the field information of the units.

The queries in our model request numerical values, such as amount of fuel
used by the military unit A. Based on the data confidentiality (security classi-
fication) the answer is a range of values. In calculating the returned range, we
ensure that the user cannot infer other attribute ranges such as the travel range
of the military unit A more precisely than allowed by the security model. Note
that we assume that all constraints are known to all users revealing additional
information to the users about valid database values.

3 Data Model, Queries and Security Requirements

3.1 Data Model

The data model consists of two sets of attributes of numerical type, and a set of
constraints over them.

Database Each entity of our model consists of a set of n attributes that are
directly stored in the data base. Furthermore, there is a set of k derivable at-
tributes, not stored in the database. Consequently, every entity is viewed as a (n+
k)-dimensional vector (a1, . . . , an, an+1 . . . an+k) of numerical type. We say that
(n + k) is the dimension of the data model. The set x1, . . . , xn, xn+1 . . . xn+k of
variables represents attributes, and x1 | a1, . . . , xn | an, xn+1 | an+1, . . . , xn+k |
an+k represent instantiations of values a1, . . . , an+k to the variables. In the run-
ning example the attributes (variables) are unit name, soldiers, food supply, fuel,
number of vehicles, destination, fuel/vehicle, and travel range. The database is
given in Table 1. As stated, the derivable attributes are not stored explicitly
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in the database, but can be computed from publically available statistics, and
the values stored in the database. We use both derivable and explicitly stored
attributes without distinction.

Table 1. A Database of Military Operations

Stored Attributes Derived Attributes

Unit Soldiers Food Suppl. Fuel Number Destination Fuel/Vehicl. Travel Rng.
Name (days) (gals) Vehicl. (miles) (gals) (miles)

A 1000 10 15,000 75 400 200 600
B 500 18 7,000 140 85 50 150
C 100 25 3,000 45 67 60 180

Arithmetic Constraints We consider conjunctions of arithmetic constraints
of the following forms:

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+k) ≥ b

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+k) > b

where f is a function, x1, . . . , xn+k are variables, and b is a real number.2

Let C be the conjunction of constraints of the above forms over vari-
ables x1, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+k. C defines an (n + k)-dimensional constraint
object, that is all possible instances of database entities that satisfy C.

Consider our military example again. Fig. 2 shows the valid constraint space
(possible instances) of the database over attributes amount of fuel (per vehicle)
and the destination. The point A(400, 200) correspond to the instance of unit
A, where the available fuel is 200 gallons for each vehicle and the destination
distance is 400 miles. Clearly, A(400, 200) satisfies the constraints.

Queries and Answers We consider queries where a user requests a partic-
ular data value of xi, i.e., the coordinate (ai) of the database along the xi

axis. The answer to the query is an interval I = [ai1 , ai2 ] of data values, such
that ai1 ≤ ai ≤ ai2 . The query answer can be viewed as two new constraints of
the form ai1 ≤ xi and xi ≤ ai2 . The data revealed by the answer of the query
is the new constraint object C′ defined by C ∧ (ai1 ≤ xi) ∧ (xi ≤ ai2). C′ is a
restriction of the original constraint object C.

3.2 Security Model

Multi-level secure relational database systems contain data classified at differ-
ence security levels. Users of the database have security clearances assigned.
2 Note that the conjunction of a finite number of arithmetic constraints of the above

form can express equalities as well.
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Fig. 2. Fuel and travel range data of the military database

Security classifications and clearances are expressed by security labels that con-
tain two components:(1) a hierarchical component (e.g., top-secret < secret <
unclassified) and (2) a non-hierarchical categories (e.g., { supply, press, field-
info }). Security labels form a lattice structure with the dominance (≤) among
the labels. A data access is permitted if the security clearance label of the user
dominates the security classification label of the requested data items. For exam-
ple, in our model, the attribute destination distance of unit A could be classified
as (top-secret, field-info) and only officers with security clearances that domi-
nates (top-secret, field-info) are allowed to access this data, e.g., generals, with
security clearance (top-secret,{press,supply,field-info}). However, supply officers
with security clearance (top-secret, supply) are not allowed to access this data.

For simplicity, we assume that the subjects of our security model are the
users.3 To define the security objects of our model, it is necessary to understand
what information a user gains if a query is answered. Let us give an intuitive
explanations before formally defining the objects and their security classifications
of our model.

Originally a user knows:
– The (n+k) -dimensional constraint object C.
– The data instances satisfy C.
– If C is bounded for a data value of xi, then the value of xi must be in the

interval [min(ai), max(ai)], where min(ai) and max(ai) are the smallest
and largest possible values of xi defined by C.

After Answering a Query that is an interval [ai1 , ai2 ] containing ai, the value
of xi the user knows:

3 Usually in security, a distinction is made between the users and the principals (sub-
jects) acting on behalf of them.
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– C′, the restriction of C by the two new constraints ai1 ≤ xi and xi ≤ ai2 .
– The database is a point within C′.
– If C′ is bounded for a data item x′, than the value of x′ must be in the

interval [a′, a′′], where a′ and a′′ are the smallest and largest possible
values of x′ defined by C′.

Intuitively, the size of the constraint object (or its projection) known by the
user to contain the database represents how accurately the user knows the actual
data value. The smaller the volume (projection), the more accurate the user’s
knowledge about the actual data values. We assume that all possible instances
of an entity within a constraint space have the same probability to be the actual
database, i.e., the database is uniformly distributed within the constraint object.
We use the properties of the constraint object, such as volume, projection, to
define the security requirements on the data items.

Definition 1. (Volume and Projection of a constraint Object)
Let C be an (n + k)-dimensional constraint object. The volume of C is defined
as the volume of the (n+k)-dimensional geometrical shape. The projection of C
on axis x (data item x) is an interval [a1, a2], where a1 and a2 are the minimal
and maximal values along the x axis defined by C.

In this papers we present two approaches to define the security of objects in
our database. First, we use the volume of C as the security object. While this
method is simple and can be easily implemented, it does not allow to assign
different sensitivity levels to the different data items. 4 Second, we propose a
security classification based on projections of C to represent the security restric-
tions on the individual data items. This method is enhanced by a probability
measurement that incorporates the shape of the constraint object, which is not
reflected in the projection. The second approach allows not only the assignment
of different security classifications to the individual data items but also, to rep-
resent partial disclosure. The following sections contain the detailed descriptions
of the two methods and algorithms that generate safe query answers according
to the security restrictions.

4 Security by Volume

In this section we present a security model in which the absolute volumes of
the disclosed (known by the user to contain the database) constraint objects are
used to represent the sensitivity of the database.

Definition 2. (Volume Objects)
Let l1, . . . , lk be a set of security labels and C a constraint object with volume V .
For each security label li, i = 1, . . . , k we create a volume object, denoted by Vli ,
as follows:
4 Same as database level of security granularity in relational databases.
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1. Vli ≤ V , i.e., the volume object must be smaller than the volume of the
constraint object.

2. If li ≤ lj then Vli ≥ Vlj , i.e., volume objects at lower security levels can not
be smaller than volume objects at higher security level.

The secrecy of the database is violated if a user with security clearance li
is able to disclose a constraint object with volume less than Vli . We propose
a security mechanism based on controlling the volume of the constraint object
disclosed by the user. For this approach it is necessary that the original constraint
object C is bounded from every direction.
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Fig. 3. Restricted constraint object

To visualize the security classifications, consider Fig. 2. The shaded area
defines the valid data values. Since knowing that the database must satisfy the
constraints, the user knows that the available fuel per vehicle cannot exceed
444 gallons (maximum 20,000 gallons fuel available for each unit divided by the
minimum number of vehicles 45 for each unit) and, therefore, the maximal travel
distance (3 times the available gallons of fuel per vehicle) is less than or equal
to 1332 miles. The actual value of available fuel for each vehicle of unit A is 200
gallons, and the destination distance is 400 miles. The total volume of the valid
constraint space is 295,704.

Assume, that in addition to the constraints of the database, the user knows
that the amount of fuel available per vehicle is between 150 and 300 gallons.
Clearly, the user’s knowledge about the fuel is more accurate now than before.
The darkly shaded area of Fig. 3 shows the new constraint object C′ after the
addition of 150 ≤ fuel/vehicle≤ 300. The volume of C′ is 101,250. The increase
of the user’s knowledge about the data value is reflected by the decrease of
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the size (volume) of constraint object. Observation of the reduced constraint
object indicates that the user also gained information about travel distance.
The maximal travel distance cannot exceed 900 miles.

Definition 3. (Correct, Safe and Efficient Query Answer by Volume)
Let DB be the database, x the data item in DB requested by the user, l the
user’s security clearance, C the constraint object known by the user to contain
the database, and Vl the volume object at security level l. A query answer [a1, a2]
is

1. Correct if a ∈ [a1, a2], i.e., the actual data value a of x is within the returned
interval.

2. Safe if the query answer does not violate the security requirements, i.e., if C′

is the new constraint object C ∧ (a1 ≤ x) ∧ (x ≤ a2) with volume V ′ then:
(a) V ′ ≥ Vl and
(b) DB is uniformly distributed in C′, i.e., the user knows only that the data

item satisfies C′.
3. Efficient if given li < l and Vli the volume object at security level li V ′ ≤ Vli ,
i.e., released information is more accurate at higher security level.

The algorithm given in Fig. 4 generates a correct, safe and efficient query
answer. It uses a random number generator based on the uniform distribution.
To ensure that the algorithm terminates, we use a threshold value 100,000 to
limit the number of trials to generate correct, safe, and efficient query answer.
If no such answer is found, the algorithm returns a default answer, that is the
minimal and maximal valid values defined by the constraint object.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 (1) terminates and returns a (2) correct, (3) safe and
(4) efficient answer according to Definition 3.

Proof. 1. Termination: straightforward by Step 3.
2. Correctness: By the construction of points a1 and a2 in Steps 3.b and 3.c, re-

spectively, Algorithm 1 ensures that the data value a is within the generated
interval.

3. Safety: (a) By comparing the volume of the restricted constraint object V ′

with the volume object Vl in Step 6, Algorithm 1 ensures that V ′ is not
smaller than Vl. (b) By using a random number generator based on uni-
form distribution, any point within the restricted constraint structure C′

has the same probability to be the database, i.e., the database is uniformly
distributed within C′. Also, since any new information about a data item is
fully contained in the previous answers thus no possibly hazardous overlap
can occur.

4. Efficiency: Follows from step 7.II.a.

Returning back to our running example, assume that the answer given as a
result of a query made by a user with clearance (secret,press) for the amount of
fuel used by unit A is [150, 300], as given by Fig. 3. Furthermore assume that the
volume objet associated with this security level is V(secret,press) = 150, 000. Since
the volume of the restricted constraint object as given is 101,250, the answer is
correct, safe, and efficient (but not optimal).
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Algorithm 1: Query Answer by Volume

INPUT • User’s query Q requesting data item x
• User’s previous query answers q1, . . . , qm

• User’s security clearance l
• Constraints object C known by the user to contain the DB
• Database point DB
• Volume objects Vl1 , . . . , Vlh

OUTPUT • Answer to Q
• Restricted constraint object C′

METHOD
1. If q1, . . . , qm contains an answer [a′1, a

′
2] for data item x, then

(a) Return [a′1, a
′
2] as the answer.

(b) Generate C′ as C′ = C.
2. Initialization:

(a) Let a′ be the smallest and a′′ the largest possible value of x
defined by C.

(b) r = 0
3. If r > 100, 000 then Return [a′, a′′] as default answer.

Else Generate two points a1 and a2 as follows:
(a) Let a be the actual value of data item x
(b) Randomly pick a1 from the interval [a′, a]
(c) Randomly pick a2 from the interval [a, a′′]

4. Generate two linear constraints:
(a) a1 ≤ x
(b) x ≤ a2

5. Generate the new constraint object C′ = C ∧ (a1 ≤ x)∧ (x ≤ a2)
6. Calculate volume V ′ of C′

7. Verify security requirements:
I. If V ′ smaller than Vl (security requirement is violated) then
(a) r = r + 1 and return to 3
II. Else (security is not violated) then
(a) If Vl′ ≤ V ′, where Vl′ is the volume object at security level l′

such that l′ ≤ l then (more accurate answer is possible)
r = r + 1 and return to 3

(b) Else
i. Return [a1, a2] as the answer to the query
ii. Store C′ as the new constraint object known by the user.

Fig. 4. Query Answer by Volume

5 Security by Interval

Similarly to the previous section, the information disclosed by a user is reflected
in the constraint object by this users. However, in this section we explore a
flexible security classification that is based on the projection of the constraint
object on the data items. The proposed method allows the security officer to
individually classify each data item.
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First, let us give an intuitive example. Consider the military database we
presented earlier and assume that the travel range is more sensitive than the
amount of fuel, e.g., the enemy (public) is not allowed to deduce the travel range
with accuracy of 200 miles, while fuel information is allowed for release within 50
gallons range, e.g., each vehicle has fuel between 180 and 230 gallons. However,
by releasing this fuel information, the travel range is reduced to 690−540 = 150
miles. While the security requirement is satisfied for fuel, it is clearly violated
for travel range.

Moreover, it is possible, that the security officer would like to consider dis-
closures, where the data item is not fully disclosed within a given interval size
but has high probability. Note, that we assumed that originally the database is
uniformly distributed within the constraint object C. Because of this uniform
distribution, the probability that the database is within a sub-object C′ of C
is proportion to the volumes of C′ and C. For example, if the the volume of C
is V and the volume of C′ is V ′, the probability that the database is contained
in C′ is V ′/V . This observation allows the security officer to protect data from
partial disclosures. For example, we can assign that users with unclassified se-
curity clearances are not allowed to know the travel distance within 100 miles
with probability 85%.

Definition 4. (Interval objects)
Let x1, . . . , xn+k be a database, l1, . . . , lh a set of security labels and C a con-
straint object with volume V . For each data item xi i = 1, . . . , n+k and for each
security label lj , j = 1, . . . , h we create an interval object, denoted by (Iij , pij ),
as follows:

1. Iij defines the smallest interval length (accuracy) with which users with se-
curity clearances lj are allowed to know the value of xi with probability pij .

2. If ls ≤ lr and pis = pir then Iis ≥ Iir , i.e., interval size of an object at a low
security level can not be smaller than the interval size of the same object at
high security level.

3. If ls ≤ lr and Iis = Iir then pis ≤ pir , i.e., if two interval sizes of a data
item are the same at different security levels, then the high security level can
not have lower probability assigned to than the low security level.

Intuitively, given a data item x and its interval object (I, p) at security level l,
the secrecy of x is violated if a user with security clearance l is able to disclose
a constraint object C such that C contains a sub-object C′, with projection size
on x smaller than or equal to I, that contains the database with probability
higher than p.

Definition 5. (Correct and Safe Query Answer - Interval)
Let x1, . . . , xn+k be the database, xi the data item in DB requested by the
user, l the user’s security clearance, C the constraint object known by the user
to contain the database, and (I1l

, p1l
), . . . , (In+kl

, pn+kl
) the interval objects of

data items x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn+k at security level l. A query answer [a1, a2] is
correct and safe if
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1. Correct: a ∈ [a1, a2], where a is the actual data value of xi.
2. Safe: the query answer does not violate the security requirements, i.e., if C′

is the new constraint object C ∧ (a1 ≤ xi) ∧ (xi ≤ a2) with volume V ′ then
(a) C′ does not contain a sub-object C′j with projection size I ′jl

on data
item xj such that I ′jl

≤ Ijl
j = 1, . . . , n + k and volume V ′j , such that

V ′j /V ′ greater than pjl
and

(b) DB is uniformly distributed in C′, i.e., the user knows only that the
database is any point within C′.

We propose a security mechanism to control the length of the answer interval
returned to the user ensure that the security requirements are satisfied. This
approach does not require that the original constraint object is bounded.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 (1) terminates and returns a (2) correct and (3) safe
query answer according to Definition 5.

Proof. 1. Termination: straightforward by Step 3 and 6.
2. Correctness: By the construction of lengths l (Step 3), l′ (Step 6) and the

points a1 (Steps 4,5) and a2 (Steps 7,8), Algorithm 2 ensures that the data
value a is within the generated interval.

3. Safety: (a) By verifying for every data item that no disallowed interval object
is disclosed (Step 12), Algorithm 2 ensures that the security requirements are
not violated. Further, (b) by using a random number generator based on the
uniform distribution, any point within the restricted constraint structure C′

has the same probability to be the database, i.e., the database is uniformly
distributed within C′. Similarly to the security classifications via volume
objects, note that any new information about a data item is fully contained
in the previous answers thus no possibly hazardous overlap can occur.

Note, that since we do not enforce any restriction on the correlation of interval
size and probability we can’t define efficient answer similarly to the volume based
model. However, if one of these measurements are fixed, e.g., all interval objects
given with 0.8 probability, we can define effective answer similarly to the volume
based method.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a model to specify the accuracy with which users are al-
lowed to access numeric values. As shown, restrictions can be enforced either on
the volume of the disclosed constraint object that surrounds the protected data
items, or on the interval of a specific data value. While volume based accuracy
is easier to enforce than the interval based one, the later provides more flexibil-
ity, therefore improved data availability. We developed algorithms to compute
correct and safe answers to queries for both measures of accuracy.

Finally, we conclude by recommending further research directions. Currently
our algorithms provide an effectively accurate answer that is not optimal, i.e.,
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Algorithm 2: Query Answer by Interval

INPUT 1. User’s query requesting data item x
2. User’s previous query answers q1, . . . , qm

3. User’s security clearance l
4. Constraints object C known by the user
5. Database point DB
6. Set S of Interval objects of the form (Il, pl)

OUTPUT 1. Answer to Q
2. Restricted constraint object C′

METHOD
1. If q1, . . . , qm contains an answer [a′1, a

′
2] for x then

(a) Return [a′1, a
′
2] as the answer

(b) Generate C′ as C′ = C
2. Initialization:

(a) Let a′ be the smallest and a′′ the largest possible value of x
defined by C.

(b) r = 0
3. If r > 100, 000 then Return [a′, a′′] as default answer.

Else Generate a random length l
4. Randomly pick a point a1 in the interval [a− l, a] (starting point

of the answer), where a is the actual value of x in the database.
5. If a1 < a′ then (security is violated) then

r = r + 1 and return to Point 3.
6. If r > 100, 000 then Return [a′, a′′] as default answer.

Else Generate a random length l′

7. If l′ ≤ l (incorrect answer) or l′ < Il (security is violated) then
r = r + 1 and return to Point 6
Else generate a2 = a1 + l′ (end point of the answer)

8. If a2 > a′′ then (security is violated) then
r = r + 1 and return to Point 6.

9. Generate two linear constraints:
(a) a1 ≤ x
(b) x ≤ a2

10. Generate the new constraint object C′ = C ∧ (a1 ≤ x)∧ (x ≤ a2)
11. Calculate volume V ′ of C′

12. Verify security requirements for every data item y in the DB
If there exist a sub-object C′i of C′ such that
(a) | C′i |y≤ Iyl , where | C′i |y is the projection of C′i on y and

Iyl is from (Iyl , pyl , and
(b) V ′i /V ′ > pyl

then (security is violated) r = r + 1 and return to Point 3
13. Else (security is not violated)

(a) Return [a1, a2] as the answer to the query
(b) Store C′ as the new constraint object known by the user.

Fig. 5. Query Answer by Interval
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the most accurate value allowed to the user. While we believe it is impossible
to provide a general algorithm that generates safe, correct, and optimal query
answer such a method may exist for restricted families of arithmetic constraints.
Also, in this paper we considered queries that request the value of a single data
item. Our work could be extended to incorporate queries requesting several data
items simultaneously and incorporating selection conditions. Finally, the interval
based accuracy can handle sets of sensitive intervals and probabilities for each
data item. For example, a data item x may be accessed by a user only if none
of the classifications (Ix1 , px1), . . . , (Ixk

, pxk
) is violated.
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Abstract. The constraint satisfaction problem provides a natural frame-
work for expressing many combinatorial problems. Since the general
problem is NP-hard, an important question is how to restrict the prob-
lem to ensure tractability. The concept of independence has proven to
be a useful method for constructing tractable constraint classes from
existing classes. Since checking the independence property may be a dif-
ficult task, we provide a simple method for checking this property. Our
method builds on a somewhat surprising connection between indepen-
dence and refinements which is a recently established way of reducing
one constraint satisfaction problem to another. Refinements have two
interesting properties: (1) they preserve consistency; and (2) their cor-
rectness can be easily checked by a computer-assisted analysis. We show
that all previous independence results of the point algebra for totally
ordered and partially ordered time can be derived using this method.
We also employ the method for deriving new tractable classes.

1 Introduction

The constraint satisfaction problem provides a framework for expressing combi-
natorial problems in computer science and elsewhere. The basic computational
problem is NP-hard [12] so an important question is how to restrict the prob-
lem to ensure tractability. This research has mainly followed two different paths:
restricting the scope of the constraints [8, 7], i.e., which variables may be con-
strained with other variables, or restricting the constraints [6, 10, 17], i.e., the
allowed values for mutually constrained variables. In this paper, we will only
consider problems where the constraints are restricted.
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As we already have noted, quite a large number of tractable subclasses of
the CSP problem has been identified in the literature. Thus, it is of consid-
erable interest to investigate how tractable constraint types may be combined
in order to yield more general problems which are still tractable. Cohen et al.
[5] have studied so-called “disjunctive constraints”, i.e., constraints which are
disjunctions of constraints of specified types. They identified a certain property,
independence, which allows for new tractable constraint classes to be constructed
from existing classes. Several important classes of tractable constraints can be
obtained by their method such as the Horn fragment of propositional logic, the
ORD-Horn fragment [13] of Allen’s Interval Algebra, and the class of max-closed
constraints [10].

It is hardly surprising that deciding the independence property may be a
highly non-trivial task in many cases. The main goal of this paper is to present
a simple method for checking the independence property. Our method builds on
a connection between the independence property and refinements [15]. Loosely
speaking, a refinement is a way of reducing one CSP problem to another and it
has the property that if the second problem can be decided by path-consistency,
then path-consistency decides the first problem, too. Refinements were successful
in proving tractability of large subsets of the Region Connection Calculus as well
as Allen’s Interval Algebra [15]. One important aspect of refinements is that their
correctness can be easily checked by a computer-assisted analysis which implies
that the independence property can be automatically checked in many cases.

Using our method, we show that all previous independence results on the time
point algebra for partially ordered time [4, 3, 1] and the point algebra for linear
time [4, 5] can be derived using refinements and that this is sufficient to identify
all tractable sets of disjunctions of relations for the partially ordered time-point
algebra as well as for the point algebra for linear time. We also use this method
for deriving new tractable subclasses of the Region Connection Calculus [14].

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts
that are needed in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we relate refinements and
independence and prove the main result that refinements imply independence.
In Section 4 we apply this result to various tractable sets of relations and derive
independent relations which form large tractable sets of disjunctions of relations.
Finally, the last section contains some concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 CSPs, Disjunctions, and Independence

Let A be a finite set of jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint binary relations,
also called basic relations. We denote the standard operations composition, in-
tersection and converse by ◦, ∩ and −1, respectively. Furthermore, we define the
unary operation ¬ such that ¬S = A\S for all S ⊆ A.

The consistency problem CSPSAT(S) for sets S ⊆ 2A over a domain D is
defined as follows [16]:
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Instance: A set V of variables over a domain D and a finite set Θ of binary
constraints xRy, where R ∈ S and x, y ∈ V .

Question: Is there an instantiation of all variables in Θ such that all constraints
are satisfied?

Naturally, a set of basic relations is to be interpreted as a disjunction of its
member relations. Given an instance Θ of CSPSAT(R), let Mods(Θ) denote the
class of models of Θ (i.e. the satisfying instantiations) and Vars(Θ) the variables
appearing in Θ.

Next, we introduce operators for combining relations.

Definition 1 Let R1, R2 be relations of arity i, j and define the disjunction
R1 ∨R2 of arity i+ j as follows:

R1 ∨R2 = {(x1, . . . , xi+j) ∈Di+j |(x1, . . . , xi)∈R1∨
(xi+1, . . . , xi+j)∈R2}

Thus, the disjunction of two relations with arity i, j is the relation with arity i+j
satisfying either of the two relations. Note that the CSPSAT problem trivially
can be extended to handle disjunctive and non-binary constraints.

To give a concrete example, letD = {0, 1} and let the relations And = {〈1, 1〉}
and Xor = {〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉} be given. The disjunction of And and Xor is given by:

And ∨ Xor =



〈0, 0, 0, 1〉, 〈0, 1, 0, 1〉, 〈1, 0, 0, 1〉, 〈1, 1, 0, 1〉,
〈0, 0, 1, 0〉, 〈0, 1, 1, 0〉, 〈1, 0, 1, 0〉, 〈1, 1, 1, 0〉,
〈1, 1, 0, 0〉, 〈1, 1, 0, 1〉, 〈1, 1, 1, 0〉, 〈1, 1, 1, 1〉




We see that the constraint x And y ∨ x Xor z is satisfiable when x, y and z has,
for instance, been instantiated to 1, 0, 0, respectively.

The definition of disjunction can easily be extended to sets of relations.

Definition 2 Let Γ1, Γ2 be sets of relations and define the disjunction Γ1
×
∨Γ2

as follows:
Γ1

×
∨Γ2 = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ {R1 ∨R2 | R1 ∈ Γ1, R2 ∈ Γ2}

The disjunction of two sets of relation Γ1
×
∨Γ2 is the set of disjunctions of each

pair of relations in Γ1, Γ2 plus the sets Γ1, Γ2. It is sensible to include Γ1 and Γ2

since one wants to have the choice of using the disjunction or not. In many cases
we shall be concerned with constraints that are specified by disjunctions of an
arbitrary number of relations. Thus, we make the following definition: for any set
of relations, ∆, define ∆∗ =

⋃∞
i=0∆

∨i where ∆∨0 = {⊥} and ∆∨i+1 = ∆∨i×∨∆.
We continue by defining the independence property.

Definition 3 For any sets of relations Γ and ∆, we say that ∆ is independent
with respect to Γ if for any set of constraints C in CSPSAT(Γ ∪ ∆), C has a
solution whenever every C′ ⊆ C, which contains at most one constraint whose
constraint relation belongs to ∆, has a solution.
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Theorem 4 For any sets of relations Γ and ∆, if CSPSAT(Γ ∪∆) is tractable
and ∆ is independent with respect to Γ , then CSPSAT(Γ×

∨∆∗) is tractable.

The notion of independence can alternatively (but equivalently) be defined as
follows: Let C = {c1, . . . , ck} and D = {d1, . . . , dn} be arbitrary finite sets of
constraints over Γ and ∆, respectively. Then, ∆ is independent of Γ iff for every
possible choice of C and D, the following holds: if C ∪ {di}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is
satisfiable, then C ∪D is satisfiable.

2.2 Refinements

We review the basics of refinements in this subsection. For proofs and additional
results, see Renz [15]. A refinement of a constraint xRy is a constraint xR′y such
that R′ ⊆ R. A refinement of a set of constraints Θ is a set of constraints Θ′

such that every constraint of Θ′ is a refinement of a constraint of Θ. We assume
that a set of constraints Θ contains n ordered variables x1, . . . , xn. The following
definition is central.

Definition 5 Let S, T ⊆ 2A. S can be reduced by refinement to T , if for every
relation S ∈ S there is a relation TS ∈ T with TS ⊆ S and every path-consistent
set Θ of constraints over S can be refined to a set Θ′ by replacing xiSxj ∈ Θ
with xiTSxj ∈ Θ′ for i < j, such that enforcing path-consistency to Θ′ does not
result in an inconsistency.

Lemma 6 If path-consistency decides CSPSAT(T ) for a set T ⊆ 2A, and S can
be reduced by refinement to T , then path-consistency decides CSPSAT(S).
In order to handle different refinements, we introduce a refinement matrix that
contains for every relation S ∈ S all specified refinements.

Definition 7 A refinement matrix M of S has |S| × 2|A| Boolean entries such
that for S ∈ S, R ∈ 2A, M [S][R] = true only if R ⊆ S.
M is called the basic refinement matrix if M [S][R] = true if and only if S = R.

The algorithm Check-Refinements (see Figure 1) takes as input a set of
relations S and a refinement matrix M of S and either succeeds or fails. A
similar algorithm, Get-Refinements, returns the revised refinement matrix
if Check-Refinements returns succeed and the basic refinement matrix if
Check-Refinements returns fail. Since A is a finite set of relations, M can
be changed only a finite number of times, so both algorithms always terminate.

If Check-Refinements returns succeed and Get-Refinements returns
M ′, we have pre-computed all possible refinements of every path-consistent triple
of variables as given in the refinement matrix M ′. Thus, applying these refine-
ments to a path-consistent set of constraints can never result in an inconsistency
when enforcing path-consistency.

Theorem 8 Let S, T ⊆ 2A, and let M be a refinement matrix of S. Get-
Refinements(S,M) returns the refinement matrix M ′. If for every S ∈ S
there is a TS ∈ T with M ′[S][TS] = true, then S can be reduced by refinement
to T .
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Algorithm: Check-Refinements
Input: A set S and a refinement matrix M of S .
Output: fail if the refinements specified in M can make
a path-consistent triple of constraints over S inconsistent;
succeed otherwise.

1. changes ← true
2. while changes do
3. oldM ←M
4. for every path-consistent triple

T = (R12, R23, R13) of relations over S do
5. for every refinement T ′=(R′12, R

′
23, R

′
13) of T

with oldM [R12][R
′
12] = oldM [R23][R

′
23] =

oldM [R13][R
′
13] =true do

6. T ′′ ← Path-Consistency(T ′)
7. if T ′′ = (R′′12, R

′′
23, R

′′
13) contains the empty

relation then return fail

8. else do M [R12][R
′′
12]← true,

M [R23][R
′′
23]← true,

M [R13][R
′′
13]← true

9. if M = oldM then changes ← false
10. return succeed

Fig. 1. Algorithm Check-Refinements

Now, the procedures Check-Refinements and Get-Refinements can be
used to prove tractability for sets of relations.

Theorem 9 Let S, T ⊆ 2A be two sets such that path-consistency decides
CSPSAT(T ), and let M be a refinement matrix of S. Get-Refinements(S,M)
returns M ′. If for every S ∈ S there is a TS ∈ T with M ′[S][TS ] = true, then
path-consistency decides CSPSAT(S).

Given this theorem, what is needed for proving a set S to be tractable is a set
T for which path-consistency is known to decide consistency and a refinement
matrixM . Although it might be difficult to find a suitable refinement matrix, the
simple heuristic of eliminating all identity relations from disjunctive relations led
to a suitable refinement matrix for many interesting sets of relations (cf. [15]).
For the scope of this paper we are interested in a particular type of refinement
matrices which we define as follows:

Definition 10 Let R ∈ A. MR is the R-refinement matrix of a set S ⊆ 2A if
for every S ∈ S, MR[S][S′] = true iff S′ = S ∩R and S′ �= ∅ or S′ = S.

Definition 11 Let S ⊆ 2A such that path-consistency decides CSPSAT(S) and
R ∈ 2A. We say that R is a refinement of S if Check-Refinements(S,MR)
returns succeed.
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Since the refinement matrix we are interested in, namely MR for a particular
relation R is given, we do not face the difficulty of the refinement method of
finding a suitable refinement matrix.

3 Relating Refinements and Independence

The independence property has been proven for many different relations [5, 4],
but there is no general proof schema for proving this property, so it is usually a
matter of luck or intuition if a proof of independence can be found. In contrast to
this, it is possible to verify refinements automatically [15] by merely running the
algorithm given in Figure 1. It would, hence, be a large improvement if the same
could be done for proving independence. In this section, we study the relationship
between the notion of refinements and independence. It turns out that the two
notions are very similar and that the algorithm for verifying refinements can also
be used for proving independence.

When looking at the definitions of refinements and independence one notes
that refinements eliminate labels from given constraints without changing con-
sistency while by the independence property it is possible to add additional
constraints without changing consistency. Eliminating a label R from a given
constraint xTy, however, is equivalent to adding the constraint x¬Ry. The cor-
respondence between the two notions is formulated in the following theorem.

Theorem 12 Given a set of relations S ⊆ 2A for which path-consistency de-
cides consistency and a refinement matrixMR. IfCheck-Refinements(S,MR)
returns succeed, then R is independent of S.

Proof. Given a path-consistent set Θ of constraints over S. Θ′ is obtained from
Θ by refining all constraints xiTiyi ∈ Θ with Ti �⊆ ¬R to xiTi ∩ Ryi. Since
Check-Refinements(S,MR) returns succeed, all these refinements can be
made without making Θ′ inconsistent. Instead of refining a constraint xiTiyi to
xiTi ∩ Ryi it is equivalent to add the constraint hi ≡ xiRyi to Θ. Unless the
constraint xiSyi with S ⊆ ¬R is contained in Θ, Θ ∪ {hi} is consistent. Thus,
Θ ∪H (H = {h1, . . . , hn}) is consistent if and only if Θ ∪ {hi} is consistent for
all i, and, therefore, R is independent of S. ��

This theorem gives us the possibility to prove independence of a relation R
with respect to a set S automatically by simply running Check-Refinements
(S,MR). If the algorithm returns succeed, we know that R is independent of S.
In order to make use of a negative answer of the algorithm, we also have to prove
the opposite direction, i.e., independence of a relation R with respect to a set
S implies that Check-Refinements(S,MR) returns succeed. Proving this is
equivalent to saying that Θ∪H is consistent if and only if Θ∪{hi} is consistent
for all i implies that Θ ∪ {hi} is always consistent for all i unless ¬hi ∈ Θ.
Although this is a highly desirable property, we have not been able to prove this
nor did we find a counterexample. There are, however, many examples for which
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this conjecture holds. As we will see in Section 4, this includes all independence
results for the point algebra for partially ordered time given by Broxvall and
Jonsson [4] as well as those given for the point algebra for linear time. We give
a proof of a slightly limited version of this conjecture.

Definition 13 Let S ⊆ 2A and R ∈ S. We say that path-consistency makes
R explicit iff for every path-consistent instance Θ of CSPSAT(S), the following
holds: if M(x)RM(y) for every M ∈ Mods(Θ), then xSy ∈ Θ and S ⊆ R.

Theorem 14 Let S ⊆ 2A and assume that R ∈ S is independent of S. Then,
Check-Refinements(S,MR) returns succeed if and only if path-consistency
makes ¬R explicit.

Proof. only-if: Assume to the contrary that there exists a path-consistent in-
stance Θ of CSPSAT(S) and there exists x, y ∈ Vars(Θ) such that for all
M ∈ Mods(Θ), M(x)¬RM(y) but xSy ∈ Θ and S ∩ R �= ∅. Since Check-
Refinements(S,MR) returns succeed, the instance

Θ′ = Θ ∪ {uRv | uTv ∈ Θ and T ∩R �= ∅}
is consistent. However, S ∩ R �= ∅ so xRy ∈ Θ′. We know that all models M
of Θ have the property M(x)¬RM(y) so every model M ′ of Θ′ must also have
this property. This contradicts the fact that Θ′ has a model and, consequently,
S ∩ R = ∅ and S ⊆ ¬R. We have thus shown that path-consistency makes ¬R
explicit.

if: Let Θ be a path-consistent instance of CSPSAT(S) and arbitrarily choose
a constraint xSy ∈ Θ such that S ∩ R �= ∅. The fact that path-consistency
makes ¬R explicit gives that Θ ∪ {xRy} is consistent and, by independence,
Θ′ = Θ ∪ {uRv | uTv ∈ Θ and T ∩ R �= ∅} is consistent. However, Θ′ is
equivalent to Θ refined by the matrix MR so Check-Refinements(S,MR)
returns succeed by Theorem 8 ��

Corollary 15 Given a set of relations S ⊆ 2A for which path-consistency com-
putes minimal labels and a refinement matrixMR. Then,Check-Refinements-
(S,MR) returns succeed if and only if R is independent of S.

Proof. Simply note that if path-consistency computes minimal labels, then it
makes ¬R explicit. ��
Examples of when path-consistency computes minimal labels can, for instance,
be found in Bessière et al. [2].

4 Applications

We will now demonstrate that many known independence results can be obtained
using refinements. We will also employ the method on constraint satisfaction
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problems where no independence results has yet been derived. In the following,
we will not discuss the empty relation and the top relation (i.e. the relation
containing all basic relations) since they are always independent of any set of
relations.

4.1 The Region Connection Calculus

A well-known framework for qualitative spatial reasoning is the so-called Re-
gion Connection Calculus (RCC) [14] which models topological relations be-
tween spatial regions using first-order logic. Of particular interest is the RCC-8
calculus which is based on eight basic relations definable in the RCC theory.
The eight basic relations are denoted as DC, EC, PO, EQ, TPP, NTPP, TPP−1,
and NTPP−1, with the meaning of DisConnected, Externally Connected, Partial
Overlap, EQual, Tangential Proper Part, Non-Tangential Proper Part, and their
converses. RCC-5 is a subclass of RCC-8 where the boundary of spatial regions is
not taken into account. Hence, it is not distinguished between DC and EC and
between TPP and NTPP. These relations are combined to the RCC-5 relations
DR for DiscRete and PP for Proper Part, respectively. Thus, RCC-5 contains
the five basic relations DR, PO, PP, PP−1 and EQ. The consistency problem of
both RCC-8 and RCC-5 is NP-complete [16], but large maximal tractable subsets
have been identified [16, 11, 15]. In the following we demonstrate the usefulness
of our method by identifying tractable disjunctive constraint classes of RCC-8
and RCC-5.

We begin with RCC-5 which contains four maximal tractable subsets, R28

(the only maximal tractable subset which contains all basic relations [16]),R20,
R17 (which consists of all relations containing the equality relation) and R14

[11]. We have applied the algorithmCheck-Refinements on these sets using all
different R-refinement matrices and found the following refinements (where ∆28,
∆20,∆17 and∆14 contain all refinements ofR28, R20, R17 andR14, respectively).

The sets ∆28, ∆20 and ∆14 are defined by the following graphs where a
relation R is present in ∆X iff there exists a path from the initial node ∅ in the
given graph to some other node such that exactly those relations present in R
are visited, or if such a path exists for R’s converse. ∆17 is given by ∆17 = R17.

∆28: ∅ �� {DR} �� {PO} �� {PP} �� {PP−1}
{EQ} {EQ}

∆20: ∅ ��

�����
� {DR}

�����
�� {PO} ��

�����
{PP} ��

������
{PP−1}

{PO} {PP} �� {PPI}
{PO}

∆14: ∅ �� {PP,PP−1} ��

������
{DR} �� {PO}

In order to apply Theorem 12 and use these refinement results as indepen-
dence results we must show that R28, R20, R17 and R14 are decidable by path-
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consistency. As shown in [16], R28 is decidable by path-consistency. From the
refinements given above, it can be shown that R20 can be reduced by refinement
to R28 and hence R20 is also decidable by path-consistency by Theorem 9. Sets
of constraints over R17 are trivially consistent, thus R17 also is decidable by
path-consistency. In order to show that R14 is decided by path-consistency we
define R Tot as the following:

R Tot= { {PP}, {PP}−1, {PP, PP−1}, {EQ}, {PP, EQ}, {PP−1, EQ} }
From the previous refinements it follows that R14 can be reduced by refinement
to R Tot. It is easy to show that R Tot is equivalent to the point algebra for
linear time [18] by making a straightforward translation of the basic relations
PP, PP−1, EQ into <,>,=, respectively. Since the point algebra for linear time
is decidable by path consistency, Theorem 9 gives that R14 is also decidable by
path-consistency.

Having proven that R28, R20, R17 and R14 are decidable by path-consistency,
Theorem 12 gives that ∆28, ∆20, ∆17, and ∆14 are independent of R28, R20, R17,
and R14, respectively. Thus, CSPSAT(Ri

×
∨∆i) is tractable for i ∈ {28, 20, 17, 14}.

RCC-8 contains three maximal tractable subsets Ĥ8, C8 and Q8 which all
contain the basic relations and which are all decidable by path-consistency [16,
15]. By using our method we can easily identify all relations which are refine-
ments of the three sets. We let ∆Ĥ8

, ∆C8 , and ∆Q8 contain all refinements of

the maximal tractable subsets which implies that CSPSAT(Γ×
∨∆Γ ) is tractable

for Γ ∈ {Ĥ8, C8,Q8}.
The sets ∆Ĥ8

, ∆Q8 and ∆C8 are defined by the following graphs which are
to be interpreted in the same way as the previous graphs for RCC-5.

{NTPP} {EQ} {EQ}

∆Ĥ8
: ∅ �� {DC} �� {EC} �� {PO} �� {TPP}

������
�� {TPP−1}

������
�� {NTPP}

�������
�� {NTPP−1}

{EQ} {EQ} {EQ} {EQ}

∆Q8: ∅ �� {DC} �� {EC} �� {PO} ��

�����
{TPP}

������
��

����� {TPP−1}
������

�� {NTPP}
�������

�� {NTPP−1}

{NTPP} �� {EQ}

{NTPP−1} {EQ}

∆C8:∅ �� {DC} �� {PO} ��

����� {NTPP}
������
�� {TPP} �� {NTPP−1} �� {TPP−1} ��

��				
{EC}

{EC} ��

��





 {NTPP} �� {TPP} �� {NTPP−1}

{NTPP−1}
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Γ ′A ∆′A ΓA ∆A Γ ′B ∆′B ΓB ∆B Γ ′C ∆′C ΓC ∆C ∆D

{<} • • • •
{<,=} • • • • •
{<, >} • •
{<, >,=} • • • • •
{‖} • • • • • •
{‖,=} • • • • •
{=} • • • • •

{<, >, ‖} • • • • • • • • • • • •
{<, ‖} • • • •
{<, ‖,=} • • • • • •

Table 1. Tractable classes of the point algebra for partially ordered time.

4.2 The point algebra for partially ordered time

After having demonstrated that new independence results can be derived us-
ing refinements we will now show that many previously presented independence
results can also be derived using refinements. We begin by showing that all inde-
pendence results for the point algebra for partially ordered time can be derived
using refinements and, moreover, that every maximal tractable set of disjunc-
tions of relations for partially ordered time can be derived using refinements.
This, of course, requires a definition of a maximal tractable set of disjunctions
of relations.

Let Γ be a set of disjunctive relations constructed from a set B of binary
relations by applying the ×

∨ operator. We say that Γ is a maximal tractable
subclass iff Γ is tractable and for every set X �⊆ Γ of relations which can be
constructed by the relations in B and ×

∨, Γ ∪X is intractable.
The point algebra for partially ordered time is based on the notion of relations

between pairs of variables interpreted over a partially-ordered set. We consider
four basic relations which we denote by <,>,= and ‖. If x, y are points in a
partial order 〈T,≤〉 then we define these relations in terms of the partial ordering
≤ as follows:

1. x{<}y iff x ≤ y and not y ≤ x
2. x{>}y iff y ≤ x and not x ≤ y
3. x{=}y iff x ≤ y and y ≤ x
4. x{‖}y iff neither x ≤ y nor y ≤ x
The point algebra for partially ordered time has been throughly investigated
earlier and a total classification with respect to tractability has been given in
Broxvall and Jonsson [3]. In Broxvall and Jonsson [4] the sets of relations in Ta-
ble 1 are defined and it is proven that ΓA

×
∨∆∗A,ΓB

×
∨∆∗B ,ΓC

×
∨∆∗C and ∆∗D are the

unique maximal tractable disjunctive classes of relations for partially ordered
time. The proofs of tractability for those sets rely on several handmade indepen-
dence proofs. We will now derive these independence results using refinements.
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To do so, we need to show that the classes ΓA, ΓB, ΓC and ∆D are decidable
by path-consistency. We begin by proving a useful connection between RCC-5
and the point algebra for partially ordered time which in turn will be needed to
prove that path-consistency decides ΓA.

Lemma 16 Let Γ be a set of relations in the point algebra for partially ordered
time and define the function σ such that

1. σ(<) = {PP};
2. σ(>) = {PP−1};
3. σ(=) = {EQ}; and
4. σ(||) = {DR,PO}.

Then, Γ can be decided by path-consistency if the set

Γ ′ = {
⋃
r∈R

σ(r) | R ∈ Γ}

of RCC-5 relations can be decided by path-consistency.

Proof. Let Π be an arbitrary CSP instance over the relations in Γ . Define the
set Σ of RCC-5 formulae as follows: for each xi R xj ∈ Π , add the formula
xi

⋃
r∈R σ(r)xj . Note that Σ is a CSP instance over Γ ′ that can be decided by

path-consistency by our initial assumptions.
We begin by comparing the composition tables for partially-ordered time and

the RCC-5 relations {PP}, {PP−1}, {EQ}, {DR,PO}:

{<} {>} {=} {‖}
{<} {<} � {<} {<, ‖}
{>} � {>} {>} {>, ‖}
{=} {<} {>} {=} {‖}
{‖} {<, ‖} {>, ‖} {‖} �

{PP} {PP−1} {EQ} {DR,PO}
{PP} {PP} � {PP} {PP,DR,PO}
{PP−1} � {PP−1} {PP−1} {PP−1,DR,PO}
{EQ} {PP} {PP−1} {EQ} {DR,PO}

{DR,PO} {PP,DR,PO} {PP−1,DR,PO} {DR,PO} �

After having made this comparison, it should be fairly obvious that the empty
relation can be derived fromΠ by enforcing path-consistency if and only if it can
be derived from Σ. Thus, we only have to show that whenever Σ has a model,
Π also has a model.

Let M be a model that assigns sets to the variables x1, . . . , xn that appear
in Σ. We define an interpretation N from the variables in Π to the partial order
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〈{M(xi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n},⊆〉 as follows: N(xi) = M(xi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. To conclude
the proof, we pick an arbitrary constraint xiRxj in Σ and show that it is satisfied
by the interpretation N . Assume now, for instance, thatM(xi) {PP}M(xj). By
the definition of σ, we know that {<} ⊆ R and it follows immediately that
N(xi) < N(xj) and the constraint xiRxj is satisfied. The remaining cases can
easily be proved analogously.

Theorem 17 Path-consistency decides consistency for ΓA, ΓB, ΓC and ∆D.

Proof. Let Γ ′ = {⋃r∈R σ(r) | R ∈ ΓA} (where σ is defined as in Lemma 16)
and note that Γ ′ ⊆ R28. Since R28 can be decided by path-consistency [16],
Lemma 16 implies that path-consistency decides ΓA.

By using Check-Refinements, it can be verified that ΓB can be reduced
by refinements to ΓA which by Theorem 9 gives that ΓB is decided by path-
consistency. For ΓC the result follows from the fact that it is a subset of ΓA.
Finally, ∆D is trivially decided by path-consistency. ��

Using the algorithm Check-Refinements, we can automatically verify that
∆A, ∆B , ∆C and ∆D are valid refinements of ΓA, ΓB, ΓC and ∆D, respectively.
Theorems 17 now gives that ∆A, ∆B, ∆C and ∆D are independent of ΓA, ΓB, ΓC

and ∆D, respectively and we have proven tractability of all maximal tractable
sets of disjunctions of relations for the point algebra for partially ordered time.

4.3 The point algebra for linear time

In Broxvall and Jonsson [4] the time-point algebra for linear time is also inves-
tigated and the following two classes are defined:

X1 = {{<}, {<,=}, {<,>}, {=}}×
∨{{<,>}}

X2 = {{<,=}, {=}}∗

Furthermore, proof is also given that these two classes are the only two maximal
tractable sets of disjunctions of relations. Both independence results needed for
that classification can be derived using refinements. In Renz [15] it is noted
that disequality is a refinement in the point algebra for linear time. The other
independence result consisting of all relations containing equality can easily be
verified using the refinement algorithm, and decidability by path consistency is
trivial.

It should thus be noted that both in the case of the point algebra for partially
ordered time and for the point algebra for linear time it is sufficient only to look
at the refinements in order to derive all tractable sets of disjunctions. However,
we have no guarantee that this holds in the general case.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

Independence of relations with respect to tractable sets of relations is a very use-
ful tool for generating expressive tractable disjunctive constraint classes. How-
ever, proving independence is often a highly non-trivial task. In this paper we
proposed a method for proving independence which we obtained by relating the
notion of refinement to the notion of independence. We found that if a relation
R is a refinement of a set of relations S, then R is also independent of S. Since
refinements can be checked by running a simple algorithm, this allows us to au-
tomatically generate independence results. The only requirement for applying
this method is the sufficiency of path-consistency for deciding consistency in S.
In many cases this can, however, also be shown by using refinement techniques.

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of our method, we applied it to the
Region Connection Calculi RCC-5 and RCC-8 and derived many previously un-
known independence results. Furthermore, using our method we were able to
obtain all previously known independence results of the point algebra for par-
tially ordered time as well as for linear time. This is particularly interesting since
in this case refinements are sufficient for identifying all maximal tractable sets of
disjunctions, i.e., in this case independence seems to imply refinement. We have
not been able so far to prove this implication in the general case and instead
specified a certain condition of when independence implies refinements. It would
be very interesting to know whether the correspondence between refinements
and independence holds in the general case or alternatively which restrictions
must be made in order to have this correspondence. Then, refinements can be
used to derive all independence results in a simple way.

So far we have only used a restricted form of refinement matrices, namely,
an R-refinement matrixMR for some relation R. We did this because previously
tractable disjunctive constraint classes formed by two sets Γ and ∆ required
that all relations of ∆ are independent of all relations of Γ . Using the refine-
ment method it is possible to verify more complex refinement matrices. These
refinement matrices can be used for proving an advanced notion of indepen-
dence such as “∆ is subset independent of Γ iff there are (non-disjoint) subsets
∆ = ∆1 ∪ . . . ∪∆n and Γ = Γ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Γn such that ∆i is independent of Γi”.
It might well be possible that this advanced notion of independence allows to
generate new types of tractable disjunctive constraint classes whose tractability
can, again, be proven using refinements techniques.

Another piece of further work which seems to be worthwhile is to analyze the
relationship between the refinement method and a method for proving tractabil-
ity which was developed by Jeavons et al. [9].
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Abstract. We address the issue of detecting automatically occurrences of high 
level patterns in audiovisual documents. These patterns correspond to recurring 
sequences of shots, which are considered as first class entities by 
documentalists, and used for annotation and retrieval. We introduce a language 
for specifying these patterns, based on an extension of Allen’s algebra with the 
regular expression operator +, which denotes an iteration of arbitrary length. We 
propose a formulation of this pattern language using the constraint satisfaction 
framework, in which templates are represented as constraint problems. We 
propose an efficient representation of domains (all subsequences of a given 
graph) and filtering methods for the Allen constraints. We illustrate the resulting 
system on a corpus of real world news broadcast examples. 

1 Introduction 

Indexing and retrieving the contents of temporal media such as audio or video can be 
made more effective by associating manual annotations (metadata) at various temporal 
scales in the media. This process is known as analytic indexing and is notoriously time 
consuming, for two reasons. First, it is often difficult to state the rules to be followed 
in segmenting the media: how many segments ? How many levels of details ? Second, 
even when such rules can be set, the segmentation remains repetitive and time-
consuming. In this paper, we present a framework designed to facilitate the two tasks 
of defining and recognizing temporal structures in video. An application of this 
framework is presented in the context of the DiVAN project, a prototype audiovisual 
digital library management system funded by ESPRIT.  

In recent years, great effort has been made on automatically extracting low-level 
features from the video and audio streams [1], such as shots, gradual transitions 
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between shots, regions of the screen corresponding to captions or faces, logos, or 
occurrences of a given jingle in the audio track. Unfortunately, the resulting segments 
and features are not directly exploitable by documentalists, for two reasons. First, the 
segments extracted are of short duration. Even if a shot provides more synthetic 
information than a frame, it is still too “low-level” to be used as a reference for 
annotation. Second, extracted features usually bear too little semantic to be directly 
annotated. For instance, a face region detected in a shot makes no sense to the 
documentalist as such, and will be useful only if more contextual information is 
provided, to infer, e.g. that the face is indeed the reporter’s face, and that the text 
region on the bottom left of the screen is the reporter’s name. The aim of macro-
segmentation is precisely to extract higher level features and sequences from low level 
descriptors. 

Macro-segmentation methods have been proposed for grouping together shots into 
longer and more meaningful segments, such as sequences or scenes. For example, [2] 
proposes an unsupervised algorithm which clusters shots into classes according to an 
image similarity measure; [3] presents a rule-based approach to detect scene 
boundaries, founded on empirically observed regularities such as alternations of 
gradual transitions and cuts in traditional movies. At the opposite of these general 
methods, specific methods have been designed for specific types of documents, 
especially news broadcasts [4]. 

In this paper, we are interested in collections of documents which share common 
characteristics, such as anchor persons, sets, graphics, and which follow a common 
general scenario. Such collections can be for instance the 6:30 p.m. news broadcast on 
a given channel during 1998. These documents generally present typical regularities 
which can be used for macro-segmentation. For instance, the temporal structure of 
short news broadcasts is often a succession of reports, a characteristic audio jingle 
indicating the beginning of a new report, as illustrated by Fig.1. Reports can be 
detected provided that the document has been segmented into shots and that 
occurrences of the jingle have been detected. 

Shots

Jingles

Report Report Report ReportReport

�
Fig. 1. Reports in a simple news broadcast 

In this paper, we are interested in describing such sequences and in detecting 
occurrences of these sequences automatically in the video. 

1.1 Requirements and examples 

In our context of automatic video indexing, a video sequence is made up of segments 
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coming from automatic analysis tools. Those tools produce classified segments which 
are the primitive terms of our language. The primitive classes – or analysis classes – 
are for instance Shot, Jingle, Text Region or Face Region, for which there exist robust 
extraction algorithms [5, 6]. We further organize analysis classes hierarchically. For 
instance, the face region detection algorithm produces regions of screen containing a 
human face. Depending on the relative size of the region, shots can be classified into 
so-called shot values, which range from close-up (CU) where the face occupies 
approximately half of the screen, to the long shot (LS) where the human body is seen 
entirely. Intermediate shot values are medium close-up (MCU), medium shot (MS) 
and medium long-shot (MLS). In our case, primitive segments and their classes are 
represented in a Description Logic formalism, using the CLASSIC system [7, 8]. 

Classes of sequences can be defined by giving information on the temporal 
arrangement of primitive segments. Let us give three typical examples of such 
sequences. 

Example 1: a simple one shot sequence. Fig.2 illustrates a simple sequence made up of 
only one medium close-up shot during which some text is displayed at the bottom left 
of the screen. In the “France 2” evening newscast from which the example is 
extracted, the text usually contains the name of the person on-screen, so this shot can 
be classified as NamedPersonShot.  

MCU Shot

BL Text
������

 

Fig. 2. Named Person Shot in a “France 2” evening newscast 

Example 2: a sequence with a negative property. Some specific configurations can not 
be expressed by Allen’s temporal relation only. Consider the report examples in Fig.1. 
The boundaries of a report are roughly defined by two successive occurrences of a 
jingle. Two jingles j1 and j2 are successive if j1 is before1 j2, and if there is no other 
jingle j3 such that j3 is before j2 and j1 is before j3. To express this relationship, we need 
to introduce negation in our description language, with expressions such as: “there 
must be no instance of class C between some components n1 and n2 of the sequence”. 

Example 3: an iterated sequence. The broadcast news illustrated by Fig.1 is made up 
of a set of contiguous reports (themselves made up of a set of contiguous shots 
bounded by two jingles). This example illustrates the need for specifying contiguous 

                                                           
1 before is one of the 13 Allen’s basic relations, which are presented below. 
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sequences of segments of arbitrary length. We define the notion of an iterated 
sequence of class C as a sequence of contiguous segments of class C. Two segments 
are contiguous if they are related by Allen’s meet relation. By definition, an iterated 
sequence contains at least one element, and its temporal extension is the temporal 
union of the temporal extensions of its elements. 

1.2 Related works 

Temporal information holding between the components of a sequence are given by 
Allen’s temporal relations [9]. A temporal relation is defined from 13 basic relations 
which represent all the possible topological arrangements of two intervals placed on 
an oriented axis: before [b], meets [m], overlaps [o], during [d], starts [s], finishes [f] 
and their symmetric relations, after [a], is-met [mi], is-overlapped [oi], is-during [di], 
is-started [si], is-finished [fi], plus equals [e] which is its own symmetric relation. 
Common intuitions on relative temporal arrangement of two temporal objects can be 
expressed by temporal disjunctions of these basic relations. For instance, temporal 
inclusion may be expressed as {starts ∨ during ∨ finishes ∨ equals}. In the current 
implementation we use the complete Allen’s interval algebra. This algebra was shown 
to be too general for our purpose. Furthermore, it does not allow numerical constraint. 
We thus may choose in a second step a more appropriate formalism, such as [10]. 

As we have already mentioned, primitive segments and classes are represented in a 
Description Logic (DL) formalism. In such a formalism, classes are described by 
concepts which are automatically organized into a taxonomy by way of subsumption  
– is-a – links. Segments are represented by individuals which are automatically 
classified by computing their most specific parents in the taxonomy. Some 
propositions have been made to extend a DL language with temporal operators [11]. 
These works are mostly theoretical and no effective methods are designed for 
classifying temporal objects. In [12], Weida proposes in the context of plan 
recognition a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) approach in which plans to be 
recognized are represented as constraint networks whose vertices are associated with 
concepts in a DL language and whose edges are temporal relations. Weida, however, 
concentrates on the plan subsumption problem and the recognition is realized by a 
straightforward node-to node matching process. Moreover, Weida’s language can 
accommodate only example 1, and does not address negation nor iterative sequences. 

The paper is organized as follows. In this section we proceed with an introduction 
to our language. In section 2, we describe the template matching problem as a 
constraint satisfaction problem, we introduce a representation of domains which 
allows to represent arbitrary subsequences of the observation graph and we present 
filtering methods for temporal and domain-specific constraints. Finally in Section 3, 
we report on the use of our system on real world examples. 
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1.3 A Language for describing templates 

Following the CSP approach pioneered by Weida we propose a language for 
describing classes of audio visual sequences, called templates. The goal of this 
language is to be flexible enough to accommodate at least the three categories of 
examples given above. We therefore propose to extend Weida’s formalism with 
specific constraints and with iterated sequences. As we will see, this flexibility forces 
us to give up template subsumption, at least as a first approximation. For instance, a 
NamedPersonShot in Fig.2 is defined by the following template expression: 

NamedPersonShot 
 s1[BLText] 
 s2[MCUShot] 

constraints 
 s1 d s2 
  

This example is written in Weida’s formalism, since it uses only Allen relations. 
The following expression is the template definition for the broadcast news reports 
shown in Fig.1: 

Report 
 s1[Shot] 
 s2[Shot+] 
 s3[Shot] 
 s4[Jingle] 
 s5[Jingle] 

constraints 
 s1 m s2 
 s2 m s3 
 s1 {o s si di} s4 
 s3 {o s si di} s5 
 s1 s this 
 s2 f this 
 no Jingle between s4 s5 

This template is illustrated by Fig.3. The ‘+’ symbol in the definition of s2 indicates 
an iterated sequence of shots; temporal relations between braces indicate a disjunction 
of Allen’s basic relation; the “this” keyword is used to set constraints between the 
instances of the Report template and their components. Thus, the temporal extension 
of a report includes the first jingle, during which important information such as titles 
may be given, but not the last one, which is part of the next report. The last constraint 
in the definition indicates that no instance of the Jingle analysis class should appear 
between the jingles matched with the s4 and s5 vertices. The temporal relation between 
s1 and s4 (or between s3 and s5) states that the shot matched by s1 must be the earliest 
shot having a non empty temporal intersection with the jingle matched by s4. Note that 
this template does not describe the first and last reports of the broadcast, which have to 
be dealt with separately. 

Shot Shot+ Shot
PHHWV PHHWV

Jingle
{R∨V∨VL∨GL}

Report
VWDUWV ILQLVKHV

Jingle
{R∨V∨VL∨GL}
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of a “Report” template 

1.4 Definition and notation of templates 

A template is a graph whose vertices are associated to classes or, recursively, other 
templates. Additionally, a vertex can represent an iterated sequence of an analysis 
class or template. Such vertices are called iterated vertices. Schematically, vertices of 
a template represent elements or sub-sets of the set of observations. The edges of a 
template represent the temporal relations to be satisfied between the observations 
matched by the vertices. Some additional constraints may be set between the vertices 
of a template, such as a constraint forbidding that an instance of some class C appears 
between the observations matched by two vertices (see example 2). Finally, the 
temporal extension of a template may be defined by setting temporal constraints in the 
template definition between the instance itself and its components. We use the 
following notation: 

− n : a vertex in a template definition 
− nC : a non iterated vertex associated with an analysis class C 
− n+

C : an iterated vertex associated with an analysis class C 
− nT : a non iterated vertex associated with a template T 
− n+

T  : an iterated vertex associated with a template T 
− OG (observation graph) is the set of observations 

 
Let t’ be a set of observations, t’ ⊂ OG. t’ is an instance of template T’, noted 

t’ �  T’, if and only if: 

− every nC of T’ is matched with some observation o, o ∈ t’, o�C 
− every n+

C  of T’ is matched with some iterated sequence o = {o1,…,om}, o ⊂ t’, 
oi �  C, ∀ i ∈[1;m] 

− every nT of T’ is matched with some set of observations t, t ⊂ t’, t �  T 

− every n+
T  of T’ is matched with some iterated sequence t = {t1,…, tm}, t ⊂ t’, ti �  T, 

∀ i ∈[1;m] 
− temporal constraints defined by the edges of T, and specific constraints defined in 

T, are satisfied. 
 
The goal of our study is therefore the following: given 1) an observation graph and 

2) a template definition, find all the instances of the template in the observation graph. 

1.5 Embedded templates 

As we have seen, a template vertex may be associated with an analysis class or with 
another template. In the latter case, temporal constraints set on the vertex have to be 
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propagated on other vertices. The templates illustrated by Fig.4 define SimpleReport 
as two contiguous shots with a jingle being heard during the first shot, and TwoReports 
as two contiguous simple reports.  

Shot

Jingle

Shot
GXULQJ

PHHWV

SimpleReport
VWDUWV ILQLVKHV

SimpleReport SimpleReport

TwoReports
VWDUWV ILQLVKHV

PHHWV

 

Fig. 4. Embedded templates in a template definition 

Since the initial observation graph contains only instances of analysis classes, the 
TwoReports template cannot be recognized directly. A possible solution would consist 
in first recognizing instances of the SimpleReport template, then to add them into the 
observation graph, and finally to recognize instances of the TwoReports template. But 
this supposes that the temporal extension of instance of SimpleReport can be precisely 
computed from the temporal constraints set on “this” in the template definition, which 
is not necessarily the case. We thus choose to expand the components of the 
SimpleReport template into the TwoReports template. As a result, temporal constraints 
have to be propagated so that the definition of the whole constraint graph is complete. 
For reasons of simplicity, we choose to propagate all constraints using the 3-
consistency algorithm proposed by Allen to minimize the temporal constraint network 
[9]. The resulting definition of the TwoReports template is illustrated by Fig.5. 

Shot

Jingle

Shot
GXULQJ

PHHWV

Shot

Jingle

Shot
GXULQJ

PHHWV

TwoReports
VWDUWV ILQLVKHV

 

Fig. 5. Expansion of embedded templates 

In the case of iterated vertices associated with a template, sub-templates cannot be 
expanded in the same way. We must revert in that case to the first solution mentioned 
above, which consists in first recognizing instances of embedded templates and to add 
them in the observation graph. This limits the templates that can be iterated to so-
called bounded templates, i.e. templates for which the temporal extension of instances 
can always be computed. Bounded templates are roughly templates which are in one 
of the Allen’s basic relation equals, starts, meets, finishes – or their symmetric 
relations – with some of their components. 
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2 Template matching as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem 

We represent the template matching problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. In 
this section, we focus on the representation of domains, which is of key importance for 
the filtering of constraints. The filtering methods as well as the general constraint 
satisfaction algorithm are implemented in the BackJava system [13]. For reasons of 
clarity, we will concentrate in this section on templates whose iterated vertices are not 
associated with sub-templates but only with analysis classes. As mentioned, 
recognition of iterated components n+

T  is done by recognizing all instances of sub-
template T and by adding them to the observation graph. 

2.1 Representation of domains 

Each template is represented by a set of constrained variables. Variables representing 
non iterated vertices have a straightforward domain: all the nodes of the observation 
graph which are instances of the class associated with the vertex. For each non iterated 
vertex nC of a template T, we create a variable vC associated with nC, whose domain is 
dom(vC) = {x ∈ OG | x �  C}. 

The problem is to represent the domains of iterated variables v+
C  which are 

associated with iterated vertices n+
C  of the template. In principle, the domain of an 

iterated variable v+
C  is the set of all possible iterated sequences made up of instances of 

C.  This set is very large, and grows exponentially with the number of observations. 
However, one can observe that some of these iterated sequences are subsequences of 
others. For a given iterated sequence made of N observations associated with class C, 
the number of possible iterated subsequences is: N subsequences of length 1, (N-1) 
subsequences of length 2, …, �+− ��  subsequences of length p, …, and 1 

subsequence of length N. The total number of subsequences is therefore: 

( ) ( )
2

1
1

1

+=+−∑
=

��
��

1

L

 (1) 

This observation may be exploited to yield an efficient representation of the set of 
all possible iterated sequences. We call a maximal sequence an iterated sequence 
which is not a subsequence of another iterated sequence. For a given class C, we first 
compute the set of maximal sequences. We then represent implicitly each possible 
iterated sequence as a subsequence of one of the maximal sequences. 

The computation of the complete set of maximal sequences is performed by a 
standard graph search algorithm: starting with the set of all edges between two 
contiguous instances of C, the algorithm walks through all possible paths from one 
edge until it finds the extremum vertices and records the corresponding maximal 
sequence. It then repeats the process until exhaustion of the set. The algorithm is of 
high worst-case complexity but is in practice very efficient. Furthermore, it is 
computed only once, for each class C appearing in an iterated variable.  
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2.2 An indexing scheme for subsequences of maximal sequences. 

The representation of domains is critical for the efficiency of the resolution. In the 
CSP, each iterated vertex is represented by a constrained variable whose domain is the 
set of all iterated sequences, which is potentially huge. Handling and storing all the 
iterated sequences explicitly would be extremely costly, both in space and time. 

Fortunately, each subsequence S can be fairly represented by three integers, namely 
1) the index of a maximal sequence SM of S, 2) the index of the first element of S  in SM 
and 3) the length of S (see Fig.6). This makes up an implicit and more characterization 
of iterated sequences. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

6 7 8 9 10

L 6

Z 5

�	
��	���������

�����������

 

Fig. 6. Subsequences of maximal sequences 

In BackJava, integer domains are stored as lists of integer ranges. To efficiently 
represent iterated domains, we have to design a one-to-one mapping of the three-
dimensional implicit representation of subsequences onto integers. We want this 
mapping to be fast to compute, and to create as dense an integer domain as possible. 

For a given maximal sequence S of length N, the idea is to sort subsequences of S 
by their length. We then number the sequences starting from 0 as follows: 
− from 0 to N-1 : subsequences of length 1. 
− from N to 2N-2 : subsequences of length 2. 
− etc. 

− ( )
1

2

1 −+��  : subsequence of length N. 

Let F be the indexing function of subsequences. ( )���� ,,  is the index of the 

subsequence of length w, whose first element is at position i in a maximal sequence of 
length N. The index of the first subsequence of length w, with w ≥ 2, is the number of 
subsequences of length less than w: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
2

21
11,0,

1

1
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 (2) 

Finally, the indexes of subsequences are therefore obtained by: 

�������� += ),0,(),,(  (3) 
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In the case of several maximal sequences, the maximal sequences are themselves 
ordered in a table Shift. The indexes of subsequences are systematically shifted by the 
total number of subsequences of preceding maximal sequences. 

Finally, a procedure is applied to remove possible – though unlikely – duplications 
of subsequences. Indeed, the subsequence representation scheme is redundant, since a 
given sequence may appear in several maximal sequences. We solve this problem by 
computing all sequences having multiple definitions, and removing the redundant 
ones. 

This mapping F is at the same time easy to compute and very economic (i.e. it 
maps sequences onto a quasi-minimal range). When needed, an explicit representation 
of sequence s is easily computed from its index k. The maximal sequence S of length 
N to which s belongs is determined by scanning the Shift table. The length w of s is 
given by equation (4) which gives the integer part of the first root of function F. The 
index i of the first element of s in S is given by: ( )����� ,0,−= . 

( ) ( )











 ++−−−−
=
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2.3 Filtering procedures for temporal constraints 

To solve the CSP, we use a complete resolution scheme based on an exhaustive 
enumeration loop and on constraint-specific filtering procedures. Implementing 
constraint filtering procedures allows to speed up domain reductions,which is critical 
for the overall efficiency of the resolution [13]. The implementation of our filtering 
scheme is based on specific objects, called demons. A demon is a link between a 
constraint and a variable, which reacts to modifications of the state of the variable, 
such as instantiation, and in turn triggers the corresponding filtering procedure for the 
associated constraint. 

Temporal constraints AllenCtR (v1, v2) are all binary, and parameterized by an 
arbitrary Allen relation R. We distinguish between two cases, depending on the nature 
of the variable which is not instantiated. For the sake of conciseness, we assume that v1 
is the variable that is instantiated – so v2 is not instantiated. 
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V2 is non iterated. All values which do not satisfy relation R with the temporal 
extension of the value of v1 are simply removed from dom(v2). Note that we do not 
have to consider whether v1 is iterated or not, for only the temporal extension of the 
value of v1 is taken into account. 

V2 is iterated. The problem here is to remove from dom(v2) all the values which do 
not satisfy relation R with (the value of) v1, without enumerating dom(v2). This method 
is designed as follows. 

First, we define one main basic access protocol for the domain of an iterated 
variable: remove(D, s, w, b, e) removes from domain D all subsequences of the sth 
maximal sequence, of length w, whose first element is between b and e in the maximal 
sequences. This methods removes from D the interval [f1 , f2], with: 

f1 = F(w, b, Ns) + Shift[s]  
f2 = F(w, e, Ns) + Shift[s]. 

Second, we define 13 domain reduction methods, one for each basic Allen relation 
ri. These methods remove from the domain of v2 all values which do satisfy ri with the 
value of v1. For instance, the method for the after relation is: 

basicRemoveafter(v1, v2) 
 for s=0 to number of maximal sequences - 1 
  Ms = s

th maximal sequence 
  i = index of 1st element in Ms just after val(v1) 
  for w=1 to length(Ms) – i 
   remove(dom(v2), w, i, length(MS)-w)) 
  
For each ri which is not an element of R, execute basicRemoveri (v1, v2), i.e. the 

method which removes from dom(v2) all the values which are in the ri relation with the 
value of v1. 

For specific cases, however, we can define more efficient methods, thus avoiding 
the execution of up to 12 of the basic domain reduction methods. For instance, in 
Fig.7, v1 is associated with the Jingle vertex of the template, and v2 is associated with 
Shot+. if v1 is instantiated with jingle1, it is possible to remove from dom(v2) all the 
iterated sequences which do not start with S6. 

61

MLQJOH1

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617

MLQJOH2

Jingle Shot�
PHHWV

Template

Observations WLPH
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Fig. 7. Domain reduction method for the meets relation 

Specific methods have been implemented for some of Allen’s basic relations, 
namely equals, before, after, meets and is-met. The method for the meets relation is 
given below. 

keepmeets(v1, v2) 
 for s=0 to number of maximal sequences - 1 
  Ms = s

th maximal sequence 
  i = index of 1st element in Ms which meets val(v1) 
  for w=1 to length(Ms) 
   ind1 = 0 
   ind2 = min(i-1, length(Ms)–w) 
   ind3 = i+1 
   ind4 = length(Ms)-w 
   if ind2 ≥ ind1 then remove(D, s, w, ind1, ind2) 
   if ind4 ≥ ind3 then remove(D, s, w, ind3, ind4) 

This particular filtering method actually achieves arc consistency for the constraint 
when one of the variables is instantiated. The complexity of the general method to 
achieve arc consistency, as presented in [14] for instance, is linear in the size of the 
domain of the non-instantiated variable. More precisely, for each maximal sequence of 
length N, it is linear in the number of subsequences, namely N.(N +1)/2. By contrast, 
the complexity of our method is linear in the length of the maximal sequences.  

2.4 Filtering specific constraints 

The specific constraints described above as “no instance of class C between vertices n1 
and n2” are filtered in a straightforward way. When one of the variable associated with 
n1 or n2 is instantiated – say v1 –, we remove from dom(v2) all values v such that there 
exists an instance of C after the value of v1 and before v. 

3 Experimentations 

In this section, we present two sets of experiments. The first one was made on a 
corpus of six different evening news broadcasts recorded in 1996, which have been 
entirely segmented and labeled by hand as a reference. In this experiment, the task 
was to design the templates suitable for each newscast. The other experiment was 
made in the context of the DiVAN project, and used five different exemplars of the 
same evening news collection (Soir3). In this second experiment, the task was to 
verify that results obtained on one exemplar could be applied to the whole collection. 
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3.1 Reports from the “M6” broadcast news 

The first experiment concerns the recognition of the temporal structure of the evening 
broadcast news of the “M6” French channel which is illustrated by Fig.1. The 
template of a report has been described above. As mentioned, specific templates must 
be defined for the first and the last reports. Provided that the first shot has been 
classified as FirstShot, the template of the first report is given by the following 
template: 

FirstReport 
 s1[FirstShot] 
 s2[Shot+] 
 s3[Shot] 
 s4[Jingle] 

constraints 
 s1 m s2 
 s2 m s3 
 s3 {o s si di} s4 
 s1 s this 
 s2 f this 
 no Jingle between s1 s3 

The LastReport template is defined in a similar manner. The temporal structure of 
the whole newscast is simply a succession of a FirstReport, an iterated sequence of 
Reports and an LastReport: 

NewsCast 
 s1[FirstReport] 
 s2[Report+] 
 s3[LastReport] 

constraints 
 s1 m s2 
 s2 m s3 
 s1 s this 
 s3 f this 

We applied the newscast template to a “M6” newscast containing 174 shots and 10 
jingles. The recognition process gives exactly 1 matching for the newscast, which is 
made of 1 first report, a sequence of 9 reports, and 1 last report, which means that all 
reports have been recognized and that each report was recognized only once. Note that 
in a first attempt, we defined a report as a sequence of shots “between” two successive 
templates with the following template:  

NaiveReport 
 s1[Shot+] 
 s2[Jingle] 
 s3[Jingle] 

constraints 
 s1 {si oi} s2 
 s1 {m o} s3 
 s1 e this 
 no Jingle between s2 s3 

Given this template, a report can start or end with any shot which has a non empty 
temporal intersection with a jingle. In the newscast we mentioned above, there are 485 
distinct occurrences of this template – all of them recognized by the system in less 
than 3.5 seconds in a 266 Mhz PC. Considering that shots appearing “during” a jingle 
are not of much importance for documentation, each one of the recognized reports 
constituted a “good” solution, but most of them were redundant. We then refined the 
definition of the template by isolating bounds of the shot sequence and by adding 
convenient temporal constraints. As mentioned, this new definition gave exactly one 
solution for each expected report. 
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3.2 Reports from the “France 3” broadcast news 

In this experiment, we are interested in comparing two ways of recognizing reports from the 
evening broadcast news of the “France 3” French channel. The first method which serves as a 
reference, directly defines a report as the sequence of shots appearing between two successive 
shots of the anchor person. The second method  defines a report as the sequence of shots 
appearing between two successive gradual transitions (wipe or dissolve). The second method 
can be used as an approximation when shots of the anchor person cannot be recognized, based 
on the observation that shots of the anchor person generally starts or finishes with a wipe or a 
dissolve. Gradual transitions which appear in the course of a report lead to an over-segmentation 
of reports; shots or sequences of shots of the anchor person neither started nor finished by a 
gradual transition lead to unrecognized reports. Shots or sequences of shots of the anchor person 
both started and finished by gradual transitions lead to misclassified reports. Results obtained in 
five different editions of the “France 3” broadcast news are summarized in Table 1. 

Reports from 
anchor person 

Reports from gradual 
transitions 

Misclassified reports Missed 
reports 

12 15 3 1 
11 24 11 0 
10 17 6 1 
13 26 4 1 
10 31 6 0 

Table 1. Recognition of reports using shots of the anchor person, and using gradual transitions 

Templates for the Soir3 and other collections are currently being investigated in the 
prototype DiVAN system, with real implementations of all segmentation and 
classification tools. Segments corresponding to a recognized template are presented to 
the documentalists as candidate database entries, for confirmation and manual 
annotation. In effect, this gives the documentalists control of the system at both ends 
of the indexing process – template definition and validation. 

4 Conclusion 

We have described a CSP formulation of a template matching problem in the context 
of audiovisual document indexing. The formulation yields a language for expressing 
templates which is flexible enough to accommodate most of the regularities occurring 
in high level audiovisual structures. The implementation of the language using the 
CSP formalism yields an efficient and sound solving procedure and the resulting 
system improves on existing macrosegmentation approaches, by providing an efficient 
yet general framework to the issue. 

Various aspects of the system may benefit from improvements. For instance, the 
template completion could be avoided and a graph analysis could allow to propagate 
only necessary temporal constraints, thereby limiting the number of redundant 
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constraints. 
Finally, the experiments showed that templates specified even with very simple 

primitives could produce useful macrosegmentations. Current work focuses on the 
definition of templates for other classes of audiovisual documents such as sport events, 
the implementation of more elaborate and specific primitives, and the validation of the 
approach on a much larger scale. 
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Abstract. This paper presents an experimental investigation of the fol-
lowing questions: how does the average-case complexity of random 3-
SAT, understood as a function of the order (number of variables) for
fixed density (ratio of number of clauses to order) instances, depend on
the density? Is there a phase transition in which the complexity shifts
from polynomial to exponential? Is the transition dependent or indepen-
dent of the solver? To study these questions, we gather median and mean
running times for a large collection of random 3-SAT problems while sys-
tematically varying both densities and the order of the instances. We use
three different complete SAT solvers, embodying very different underly-
ing algorithms: GRASP, CPLEX, and CUDD. We observe new phase
transitions for all three solvers, where the median running time shifts
from polynomial in the order to exponential. The location of the phase
transition appears to be solver-dependent. While GRASP and CUDD
shift from polynomial to exponential complexity at a density of about
3.8, CUDD exhibits this transition between densities of 0.1 and 0.5. We
believe these experimental observations are important for understanding
the computational complexity of random 3-SAT, and can be used as a
justification for developing density-aware solvers for 3-SAT.

1 Introduction

The last decade has seen an intense focus on the complexity of randomly gen-
erated combinatorial problems. This interest was stimulated by the discovery
of a fascinating connection between the density of combinatorial problems and
their computational complexity, see [9,29]. A problem that has received a lot
of attention in this area is the 3-satisfiability problem (3-SAT), a paradigmatic
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combinatorial problem which is also important for its own sake. An instance of 3-
SAT consists of a conjunction of clauses, each one a disjunction of three literals.
The goal is to find a truth assignment that satisfies all clauses. The density of a
3-SAT instance is the ratio of the number of clauses to the number of Boolean
variables (we refer to the latter number as the order of the instance). Clearly,
a low density suggests that the instance is under-constrained, and therefore is
likely to be satisfiable, while a high density suggests that the instance is over-
constrained and is unlikely to be satisfiable. Experimental research [12,29] has
shown that for ratio below (roughly) 4.26, the probability of satisfiability goes
to 1 as the order increases, while for ratio above 4.26 the probability goes to 0.
At 4.26, the probability of satisfiability is 0.5. We call this density the crossover
point . Formally establishing the density at the crossover point is difficult, and is
the subject of continuing research, cf. [15,14,1].

The experiments in [12,29], which applied algorithms based on the so-called
Davis-Longemann-Loveland method (abbr., DLL method) (a depth-first search
with unit propagation [13]), also show that the density of a 3-SAT instance is in-
timately related to its computational complexity. Intuitively, under-constrained
instances are easy to solve, as a satisfying assignment can be found fast, and
over-constrained instances are also easy to solve, as all branches of the search
terminate quickly. Indeed, the data displayed in [12,29] demonstrate a peak in
running time essentially at the crossover point. Using finite-size scaling tech-
niques, [22] demonstrated a phase transition at the crossover point, viz., a marked
qualitative change in the structural properties of the problem. This pattern of
behavior with a peak at the crossover point is called the easy-hard-easy pattern
and is the subject of much research, cf. [28].

This picture, however, is quite simplistic for various reasons. First, it is not
clear where the boundaries between the “easy”, “hard”, and “easy” regions are.
Second, the terms “easy” and “hard” do not carry any rigorous meaning. The
computational complexity of a problem is typically studied on an infinite col-
lection of instances, and is specified as a function of problem size or order. The
easy-hard-easy pattern, however, is observed when the order is fixed while the
density varies, but once the order is fixed, there are only finitely many possi-
ble instances. For that reason, theoretical analyses of the random 3-SAT prob-
lem focus on collections of fixed-density instances, rather than on collections
of fixed-order instances, cf. [2]. Third, in the context of a concrete application,
e.g., bounded model checking [3], it is typically the order that tends to grow
while the density stays fixed, for example, as we search for longer and longer
counterexamples in bounded model checking. Thus, the easy-hard-easy pattern
tells us little about the complexity of 3-SAT in such settings. There is, however,
almost no experimental work that studies how the running time of a SAT solver
varies as a function of the order for fixed-density instances (a few results of
this nature, though not a systematic study, are reported in [11,12,28]). Finally,
the experiments reported in [29,12] are based solely on DLL algorithms. While
these are indeed the most popular algorithms for the satisfiability problem, one
cannot jump to conclusions about the inherent and practical complexity of ran-
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dom 3-SAT based solely on experiments using these algorithms. We may observe
different phenomena by experimenting with SAT solvers that embody different
algorithms.

The goal of our experimental algorithmic research is to determine how the
average-case complexity of random 3-SAT, understood as a function of the order
for fixed density instances, depends on the density. Is there a phase transition in
which the complexity shifts from polynomial to exponential? Is such a transition
dependent or independent of the solver?

To explore these questions, we set out to obtain a good coverage of an ini-
tial quadrangle of the two-dimensional d × n quadrant, where d is the density
and n is the order. We explored the range 0 ≤ d ≤ 15. We attempted to maxi-
mize the order of the sampled instances, given our resource constraints. We used
three different SAT solvers, embodying different underlying algorithms. GRASP
(vinci.inesc.pt/∼jpms/grasp/) is based on the DLL method, but it augments
the search with a conflict-analysis procedure that enables it to backtrack non-
chronologically and record the causes of conflict. Experimental results [24] show
that GRASP is very efficient for a large number of realistic SAT instances, and
it has proven to be a very effective SAT solver in the context of automated hard-
ware design [27]. The CPLEX MIP Solver is a commercial optimizer for linear-
programming problems with integer variables (www.cplex.com). It employs a
branch-and-bound technique using linear-programming relaxations that can be
complemented with the dynamic generation of cutting planes. While branch-and-
bound is related to depth-first-search, the cutting-planes technique is more pow-
erful than resolution [21]. CUDD (bessie.colorado.edu/∼fabio/CUDD) im-
plements functions to manipulate Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams
(ROBDDs), which provides an efficient representation for Boolean functions [7].
Unlike GRASP and CPLEX, CUDD does not search for a single satisfying truth
assignment. Rather, it constructs a compact symbolic representation of the set
of satisfying truth assignments and then checks whether this set is nonempty.
Uribe and Stickel [34] compared ROBDDs with the David-Putnam method for
SAT solving, concluding that the methods are incomparable, and that ROB-
DDs dominate the DLL method on many examples. Recent work by Groote and
Zantema proved the incomparability of ROBDDs and resolution [19].

Our aim was not to directly compare the performance of the different solvers
in order to see which one has the “best” performance, but rather to understand
their behavior in the d×n quadrant in order to make qualitative observations on
how the complexity of random 3-SAT is viewed from different algorithmic per-
spectives. It is important to note that the algorithms used in GRASP, CPLEX,
and CUDD do not explicitly refer to the density of the input instances. Thus,
a qualitative change in the behavior of the algorithm, as a result of changing
the density, indicates a genuine structural change in the SAT instances from the
perspective of the algorithm.
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In analyzing our experimental results we focus on measuring the median
running time as a function of the order for a set of instances of fixed density.1

This gives us a measure of the running time of the algorithm for that density.
Our findings show that for GRASP and CPLEX the easy-hard-easy pattern is
better described as an easy-hard-less-hard pattern, where, as is the standard
usage in computational complexity theory, “easy” means polynomial time and
“hard” means exponential time. When we start with low-density instances and
then increase the density, we go from a region of polynomial running time, to
a region of exponential running time, where the exponent first increases and
then decreases as a function of the density. Thus, we observe at least two phase
transitions as the density is increased: a transition at around density 3.8 from
polynomial to exponential running time and a transition at around density 4.26
(the crossover point) from an increasing exponent to a decreasing exponent.
The region between 3.8 and 4.26 is also characterized by the prevalence of very
hard instances, the so called “heavy-tail phenomenon”, cf. [20,25,28]. Our results
indicate one or more phase transitions in this region, where the ratio of the
mean to median running time peaks. For CPLEX we also observe another phase
transition at around density 1.7 from linear running time to quadratic running
time.

A very different picture emerges for CUDD. Here the algorithm is exponential
(in both time and space) for densities between 0.5 and 15. There is, however, no
peak around the crossover point and no heavy-tail phenomenon was observed.
We observed, however, a peak in the size of the final BDDs constructed by
the algorithm at around density 2, indicating a phase transition at around this
density. At a very low density (0.1) we did observe polynomial (cubic) behavior,
which suggests that another phase transition is “lurking” between densities 0.1
and 0.5. Thus, unlike earlier predictions (cf. [23]), phase transition phenomena
related to random 3-SAT are not solver-independent.

2 Related Work

The fact that the “easy-hard-easy” pattern is quite simplistic is known, though
rather under-emphasized, cf. [30]. For example, in the high-density region (above
density 5.2), an exponential lower bound on the length of resolution proofs is
proved in [10]. This entails an exponential lower bound on the running time of
DLL algorithms, implying that the high-density region can, at best, be described
as “less hard”. (Note that this lower bound does not apply to algorithms that are
based on cutting planes or ROBDDs [21,19].) It is also known that the probability
crossover is not the only phase transition involving random 3-SAT and that phase
transitions can be solver dependent. In [6,26], the authors proved linear median
1 It is easy to see that 3-SAT is NP-complete for instances of each fixed density,
as the generic reduction of NP to 3-SAT produces instances of fixed density and
each density above 1.0 can be obtained by adding redundant variables or redundant
clauses. Thus, we’d expect the worst-cases running time to be exponential for all
densities. The issue of median vs. mean running time is discussed later.
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running time of the pure-literal algorithm at the low-density region (below 1.63)
and showed a phase transition at 1.63 for this algorithm. In [16], the authors
proved a linear median running time for another heuristic algorithm for low-
density instances and showed a phase transition near density 3 for this algorithm.
In [32], the authors demonstrated experimentally a change from exponentially
fast to power law relaxation at around density 3.

These latter results indicate that the low-density region is indeed in some
sense“easy”, but they do not establish that complete SAT solvers have polyno-
mial median running time in this region. The analytical results of Franco and his
collaborators suggest that in this region we might expect a polynomial median
running time for certain heuristic algorithms, cf. [8], but they do not prove it
definitively. In [11], the authors reported linear median running time of Tableau,
their SAT solver, for densities 1, 2, and 3, and an exponential median running
time for densities 4.26 and 10. In [28], the authors reported linear median run-
ning time of their DLL SAT solver for density 3, and an exponential median
running time for density 4.26. Neither of these papers, however, systematically
explores the dependence on the density of the running time as a function of the
order.

The performance of integer-programming algorithms on random SAT in-
stances is studied in [21], but the author did not systematically study how the
running time depends on the density of the instances. Similarly, in [5,18] the
authors studied the behavior of ROBDDs on random SAT instances, but did
not study how this behavior varies as a function of the density.

While we focused in this paper on the study of collections of fixed-density
instances, it would also be interesting to study the behavior of SAT solvers on
instances where the order and the density vary simultaneously; for example, the
density may increase together with the order. For DLL solvers, the results in [2]
show that unless the density increases linearly with the order we should still
expect to see exponential running time. Indeed, if one considers a logarithmic
increase of the density as a function of the order, then our data (e.g., using
Figure 1) shows that the median running time for GRASP is still exponential.

While the finite-size scaling studies in [17,28] do aim to explore how both the
density and the order affect the running time of SAT solvers, they do not reveal
the same detailed picture that emerges from our experiments on the density-
order quadrant. First, the finite-size scaling studies for SAT are limited to DLL
solvers. Second, finite-size scaling studies show a very good fit only around the
scale value 0 (i.e., at the crossover point), but the fit gets worse as the scale
value gets further from 0. This makes it very difficult to draw conclusions on
the dependence on the order for fixed-density instance. For example, it is not
at all clear how one can obtain the linear-time behavior at density 3 reported
in [28] from their normalized and rescaled results. Finally, the fact that the
running time of DLL is exponential in the high-density region and polynomial in
the low-density region makes it rather unlikely that the scaling observed in [28]
applies anywhere but very near the crossover point.
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3 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is identical to that of [12,29]. We generate dn clauses,
each by picking three distinct variables (out of n) at random and choosing their
polarity uniformly. For each studied point in the d× n quadrant we generate at
least 100 random instances and apply our solvers. Our experiments were run on
Sun Ultra 1 machines. As in [29], we chose to focus on median running time rather
than mean running time. The difficulty of completing the runs on very hard
instances makes it less practical to measure the mean. Furthermore, the median
and the mean are typically quite close to each other, except for the regions
that display heavy-tail phenomena, where the median and the mean diverge
dramatically[28]. It would be interesting to analyze our data at percentiles other
than the 50th percentile (the median) (cf. [28]), though a meaningful analysis
for high percentiles would require many more sample points than we have in our
experiments.

For the statistical analysis and plotting of data, we used MATLAB, which
is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric com-
putation, advanced graphics and visualization, and a high-level programming
language. The MATLAB (www.mathworks.com) functions we used for statistical
analysis were:

– polyfit, for computing the best linear, quadratic, or cubic fit to the data (or
the logarithm of the data) using polynomial regression, and

– corrcoef, for computing r2, the square of correlation (r2 is the fraction of
the variance of one variable that is explained by regression on the other
variable).

Unless stated otherwise, for the results reported in this paper, r2 exceeded 0.98.
This establishes high confidence in the validity of the fit of the curve to the data
points.

4 Random 3-SAT and GRASP

GRASP [24] is a SAT solver that augments the basic backtracking search with a
conflict-analysis procedure. In order to cut down on the search space, a dynamic-
learning mechanism based on diagnosing the causes of the conflicts is used. By
analyzing conflicts and discovering their causes, GRASP can backtrack non-
chronologically to earlier levels in the search tree, potentially pruning large por-
tions of the search space. Moreover, by recording the causes of conflicts, GRASP
can avoid running into similar conflicts later during the search.

The experiments described in this section were run on a Sun Ultra 1 with a
167MHz UltraSPARC processor and 128MB RAM. Some changes were made to
the default GRASP configuration; we increased the maximum number of back-
tracks allowed to 1,000,000 and the maximum number of conflicts allowed to
2,000,000. CPU time limit was set to 10,800 seconds. These changes were nec-
essary in order to limit the portion of SAT instances on which GRASP aborted.
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This artificially lowers our measurements of mean running time, but does not
affect our measurements of median running time.

The goal of the experiments was to evaluate GRASP’s performance on an
initial quadrangle of the d× n quadrant. We explored densities from 0.9 to 15.
The order of the instances explored depends on the density:

– Density 0.9: 2000 variables (25 variables per step)
– Densities 1, 2 and 3: 1000 variables (10 variables per step)
– Density 3.8: 450 variables (10 variables per step)
– Density: 4.26: 170 variables (10 variables per step)
– Density 5: 210 variables (10 variables per step)
– Densities 4, 6-15: 250 variables (10 variables per step)

In Figure 1 the median running time is shown on a logarithmic (base 2) scale.
(For densities 4.26 and 5 we extrapolated the data up to 250 variables).
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Fig. 1.GRASP – (left) 3-D Plot of median running time, and (right) median run-
ning time for density 0.9 as a function of the order of the instances. A quadratic
function fits these points better (with an r2 > 0.98) than an exponential function

We analyzed the median running time as a function of the order for fixed den-
sity instances. For low densities (at or below 3.6), our data indicate a quadratic
running time. See Figures 1 and 2, where we plot the median running time as
a function of the order for instances of density 0.9 and 3.6, respectively. The
quadratic behavior of GRASP at low densities should be contrasted with the
linear running time at low densities that was reported in [11,28]. It seems that
GRASP’s conflict-analysis component has a quadratic overhead.

At densities 3.8 and above, the median running time is exponential in the
order, i.e., it behaves as 2αn, where the exponent α depends on d (see discussion
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below). See Figure 2 where we plot the median running time as a function of
the order for instances of density 3.8 (the r2 for this plot is 0.95). Thus, a
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Fig. 2. GRASP – median running time for density 3.6 (left) and density 3.8
(right) as a function of the order of the instances. At density 3.6, the best fit
curve is quadratic in the order, while at 3.8, the best fit curve is exponential in
the order

phase transition seems to occur between densities 3.6 and 3.8, where the median
running time shifts from polynomial to exponential. As the density is increased
beyond 3.8, the exponent α also increases. It peaks at around density 4.26, after
which it declines with increased density. Thus, we observe two phase transitions.
The second one, in which the exponent reaches its peak, essentially coincides
with the crossover point, at which the probability of satisfiability is 0.5. This is
the phase transition that was reported at [29] and then studied extensively. This
transition, however, is preceded by another one, in some sense a more significant
one, at around density 3.8, where we observe a qualitative shift in the behavior of
GRASP. A transition from polynomial to exponential behavior in graph coloring
was predicted in [20]. Such a transition in random 3-SAT near the crossover point
is claimed in [11]; this claim, however, was removed in a later paper [12]. We
believe that we are the first to demonstrate such a transition in random 3-SAT,
and to show that it occurs significantly below the crossover point.

The phase transition at around 3.8 is accompanied by a “heavy-tail phe-
nomenon”, which is a prevalence of outliers, i.e., instances on which the actual
running time is at least an order of magnitude (10) larger than the median run-
ning time, as well as a divergence of the mean and the median. See Figure 3,
where we plot the mean to median ratio and the proportion of outliers as a func-
tion of the density. The plots show a drastic change in the region between density
3.7 and density 4.3. Both plots show a quick rise and decline. The mean to me-
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Fig. 3.GRASP – (left) Ratio of mean to median running time and the proportion
of outliers, and (right) the exponent 1/α of median running time as a function
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dian ratio peaks at around density 4.0 and the proportion of outliers peaks at
around density 4.2. For densities between 3.7 and 4.0 we found it quite difficult to
analyze the median running time as a polynomial (of low degree) or exponential
function of the order (note the lower r2 reported above for density 3.8).

Our data suggest that as the density increases from 3.7 to 4.3, random 3-
SAT formulas go through a series of changes and perhaps more than one phase
transition. The heavy-tail phenomenon for random 3-SAT deserves further study
(with many more samples per point in the d×n quadrant) to confirm our findings.
In particular, the divergence of the two peaks in Figure 3 needs to be reconfirmed
or refuted.

As noted above, beyond density 4.26 the exponent α declines. A theoretical
analysis suggests that for DLL solvers α may decline inversely linearly, i.e., as
c
d , for some constant c, see [2]. Our data, however, suggest a slower decline, even
though one may expect GRASP to be faster than DLL solvers. See Figure 3,
where we plot 1

α as a function of d. Thus, GRASP is not as efficient in the high-
density region as it could be. (We should caution, however, that we only have
11 data points, and these data points themselves have been obtained by fitting
a linear curve to the logarithm of the median running time. Thus, the finding of
a slower decline should be viewed as quite preliminary.)

5 Random 3-SAT and CPLEX

The CPLEX MIP Solver is a commercial linear-programming solver for inte-
ger variables. It employs a branch-and-bound technique starting from a linear-
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programming relaxation of the given integer-programming problem. This may
be complemented with the dynamic generation of cutting planes

The experiments described in this section were run on a Sun Ultra 1 with a
167MHz UltraSPARC processor and 64 MB RAM. SAT problems were encoded
as 0-1 integer-programming problems. Values true and false are represented as 1
and 0. For a clause to be true the sum of the representations of the literals has
to be greater or equal to 1. For example, the clause ¬x1∨x2∨¬x3 is represented
by the inequality (1 − x1) + x2 + (1 − x3) ≥ 1.

We used CPLEX to solve problems for densities from 0.9 to 15. The order of
the instances was chosen according to the density:

– Density 1: 10000 variables (50 variables per step)
– Density 2: 1800 variables (25 variables per step)
– Densities 3, 4, 4.26, and 5-15: 120 variables (10 variables per step)

In Figure 4, the median running time is shown on a logarithmic (base 2)
scale. Note that the peak at the crossover point is much less pronounced than
the one in Figure 1.
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The median running time was analyzed as a function of the order for fixed
density-instances. For low densities (below 1.7) our data indicate a linear running
time. See Figure 5 for median running times for instances of density 1 with up
to 10000 variables. For densities 2, 3, and up to 3.5, the median running time is
quadratic. See Figure 5 for median running time for instances of density 2, where
for order above 400 the behavior is quadratic. Thus we seem to have a phase
transition, corresponding to a shift from linear to quadratic behavior, between
densities 1 and 2. This may coincide with the phase transition proved in [6,26]
around density 1.63, as described in Section 2.
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Fig. 5. CPLEX – median running time for density 1 (left) and density 2 (right)
as a function of the order of the instances

At densities 4.0 and above, the median running time is exponential in the
order, i.e., it behaves as 2αn, where the exponent α depends on d. As with
GRASP, a phase transition seems to occur between densities 3.6 and 4.0. It
corresponds to the shift from polynomial to exponential behavior, and is ac-
companied by heavy-tail phenomena. See Figure 6, where we plot the mean to
median ratio and the proportion of outliers as a function of the density. Note
that the heavy-tail phenomenon for CPLEX is not as marked as with GRASP;
both peak mean-to-median ratio and peak proportion of outliers are lower for
CPLEX than for GRASP. Intriguingly, the peak for CPLEX occurs at lower
densities (around 3.6) then for GRASP (around 4.0).

As with GRASP, the exponent α peaks at density 4.26 and then declines.
Again, our data show a slower decline than c

d , as suggested in [2] (though the
analysis there is for resolution-based procedures, which are weaker than the
cutting-planes method used in CPLEX.) See Figure 6, where we plot 1

α as a
function of d.

6 Random 3-SAT and CUDD

CUDD [31] is a package that provides functions for the manipulation of Boolean
functions, based on the reduced, ordered, binary decision diagram (ROBDD)
representation [7]. A binary decision diagram (BDD) is a rooted directed acyclic
graph that has only two terminal nodes labeled 0 and 1. Every non-terminal node
is labeled with a Boolean variable and has two outgoing edges labeled 0 and 1.
An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a BDD with the constraint that
the input variables are ordered and every path in the OBDD visits the variables
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in ascending order. An ROBDD is an OBDD where every node represents a
distinct logic function.

Unlike GRASP and CPLEX, CUDD does not search for a satisfying truth
assignment. Rather, it constructs a compact symbolic representation of the set of
all satisfying truth assignments. Then, the resulting ROBDD is compared against
the predefined constant 0 in order to find if an instance is (un)satisfiable.

The experiments described in this section were run on a Sun Ultra 1 with
a 167MHZ UltraSPARC processor and 64MB RAM. The CUDD package has
been used through the GLU C–interface [33], a set of low-level utilities to access
BDD packages. It is well known that the size of the ROBDD for a given function
depends on the variable order chosen for that function. We have used automatic
dynamic reordering during the tests with the default method for automatic re-
ordering of CUDD.

As in the preceding two sections, the goal of the experiments was to evaluate
CUDD’s performance on an initial quadrangle of the d×n quadrant. We explored
densities 0.1, 0.5, and 1 to 15. The order of the instances explored depends on
the density:

– Density 0.1: 1470 variables (10 variables per step)
– Density 0.5: 136 variables (2 variables per step)
– Density 1: 68 variables (2 variables per step)
– Densities 1.5, 2-4, 4.26, 5-15: 46 variables (2 variables per step)

In Figure 7 the median running time is shown on a logarithmic (base 2) scale.
Note the absence of a peak (contrast with Figures 1 and 4).
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We analyzed the median running time as a function of the order for fixed-
density instances. At densities 0.5 and above, the median running time is expo-
nential in the order, i.e., it behaves as 2αn. At density 2 and above the exponent
α is independent of the density. In particular, there seems to be nothing spe-
cial about the crossover point at density 4.26. The explanation for this behavior
is that the running time of ROBDD-based algorithms is determined mostly by
the size of the manipulated ROBDDs. Our algorithm involves dn product op-
erations between a possibly large ROBDD (represending all truth assignments
of the clauses processed so far) and a small ROBDD (representing seven truth
assignments of the currently processed clause). Thus, the running time of our
algorithm is determined by the largest intermediate ROBDD constructed. As is
shown in Figure 8, the peak in ROBDD size is attained after processing about
2n clauses, which explains the flattening of the running-time plot at density 2,
and suggests that a phase transition in terms of ROBDD size occurs at round
this density.

As ROBDDs are symmetrical with respect to the set they represent and its
complement, both very small sets and very large sets can be represented by small
ROBDDs [7]. This suggests that we may see polynomial behavior for very low
density instances, which have a large number of satisfying truth assignments.
To check this conjecture we measured the median running time of CUDD for
instances of density 0.1. Our results indicate a cubic-time behavior, see Figure 7.
This suggests the existence of another phase transition between densities 0.1
and 0.5. This result should be contrasted with that of [30], in which the running
time for explicitly enumerating all solutions of random constraint-satisfaction
instances increases as the density decreases.
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Unlike with GRASP and CUDD, we did not observe a heavy-tail phenomenon
with CUDD: there are no outliers and the mean to median ratio is independent
of the density (see Figure 8).

7 Discussion

We provide experimental evidence for the following two hypotheses. First, not
only does the peak-hardness density vary with the choice of solver as noted
in [25], but the very shape of the surface of the median running time (an ex-
perimental surrogate for average-time complexity), as a function of the density
d and the order n, changes with the solver. Second, the density-order quadrant
contains several phase transitions; in fact, the region between density 0 and den-
sity 4.26 seems to be rife with phase transitions, which are also solver dependent.
In essence, each solver provides us with a different tool with which to study the
complexity of random 3-SAT. This is analogous to astronomers observing the
sky using telescopes that operate at different wave lengths. We thus hope to
alleviate the “fixation” with DLL solvers and the crossover point at 4.26. While
our results are purely empirical, as the lack of success with formally proving a
sharp threshold at the crossover point indicates (cf. [15,14,1]), providing rigorous
proof for our qualitative observations may be a very difficult task, especially for
sophisticated solvers like the ones studied in this paper.

Our experiments reveal a marked difference between solvers like GRASP
and CPLEX, which are search based and display interesting similarities in the
shapes of the median running time surface despite their different underlying al-
gorithmic techniques, and ROBDD-based solvers, like CUDD, which are based
on compactly representing all satisfying truth assignments. While the interesting
region for GRASP and CPLEX is between 3.7 and 4.3, the interesting region
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for CUDD occurs below density 2. This refutes earlier conjectures (cf. [23]) that
the peak in median running time around the crossover point is essentially solver
independent. For both GRASP and CPLEX, we observed a new phase tran-
sition at around density 3.8 where the median running time shifts from being
polynomial in the order to being exponential in the order. From the perspective
of average-time complexity this is a significant phase transition because it cor-
responds to a qualitative shift in the behavior of the solver. We also observed
several other phase transitions for CPLEX and for CUDD. This suggests that
it would be interesting to explore the behavior of other SAT solvers, such as
Tableau or RELSAT, on the d× n quadrant.

With fine grained sampling of the density parameter, and by exploring a
greater range in the number of variables, we can start to document for each
solver, phase transitions that correspond to significant shifts in the shape of
the running time of the solver. These phase transitions are important to our
understanding of the computational complexity of random 3-SAT, and can be
used as a justification to develop density-based solvers for 3-SAT, i.e., solvers
which use information about the density of an instance, to choose the most
appropriate algorithmic technique.
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Abstract. Many combinatorial problems can be naturally expressed as
“constraint satisfaction problems”. This class of problems is known to
be NP-hard in general, but a number of restrictions of the general prob-
lem have been identified which ensure tractability. This paper introduces
a method of combining two or more tractable classes over disjoint do-
mains, in order to synthesise larger, more expressive tractable classes. We
demonstrate that the classes so obtained are genuinely novel, and have
not been previously identified. In addition, we use algebraic techniques
to extend the tractable classes which we identify, and to show that the
algorithms for solving these extended classes can be less than obvious.

1 Introduction

Many combinatorial problems can be naturally expressed as “constraint satis-
faction problems” (CSPs) [12], in which the aim is to find an assignment to a
given set of variables which satisfies one or more constraints.

The constraint satisfaction problem is known to be NP-hard in general [20].
However, by imposing conditions on the forms of constraints allowed (see,
amongst others, [6,9,10,16,17,18,23,25]) it is possible to obtain restricted ver-
sions of the problem which are tractable (that is, solvable in polynomial time).

This considerable body of research is at least partially motivated by the long-
term goal of classifying all subproblems of the constraint satisfaction problem
with respect to their tractability. This classification was completed by Schae-
fer [24] in the case of CSPs over a two-valued domain. Recently, the classification
of problems over a three-valued domain was completed by Bulatov, Krokhin, and
Jeavons [3]. The present paper provides a stepping stone towards extending these
classifications to domains of greater sizes. In particular, we ask how currently
known tractable classes may be combined, to yield new, larger constraint classes
which are still tractable.

This question has been posed before [4], but whereas the authors of that paper
considered the effect of combining tractable classes over some fixed domain, in
the present paper we generally consider the effect of combining two tractable
classes from disjoint domains.
� Supported by an EPSRC grant, number GR/M12926.
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We focus in particular on the “multiple relational union” of two sets of con-
straint relations, which is defined in Section 3. We show that whenever both
sets of relations are tractable, then their multiple relation union is a tractable
set also. In addition, we show that its tractability cannot in general be deduced
from previously known results about tractability. Using the results of [12] we
then show that the multiple relational union is itself just one small subset of a
much larger set of tractable relations, whose proof of tractability is much less
obvious than that of the multiple relational union itself. We round off the paper
with our conclusions, and suggest directions for future work in this area.

2 Definitions

2.1 The Constraint Satisfaction Problem

In this paper, we treat relations as subsets of Dn, where D is some domain,
and n is the arity of the relation. The length of a tuple t is denoted |t|, and
its ith element t[i].

Definition 1. [20,22,19] An instance of a constraint satisfaction problem con-
sists of a finite set of variables, V ; a finite domain of values, D; and a finite set
of constraints {C1, C2, . . . , Cq}. Each constraint Ci is a pair (si, Ri), where si
is a tuple of variables of length mi (called the ‘constraint scope’); and Ri is
an mi-ary relation over D, (called the ‘constraint relation’).

For each constraint, (si, Ri), the tuples inRi indicate the allowed combinations of
simultaneous values for the variables in si. A solution to a constraint satisfaction
problem instance is a function from the variables to the domain such that the
image of each constraint scope is an element of the corresponding constraint
relation.

Deciding whether or not a given problem instance has a solution is NP-
complete in general [20]. In this paper we shall consider how restricting the
allowed constraint relations to some fixed subset of all the possible relations
affects the complexity of this decision problem. We therefore make the following
definition.

Definition 2. For any set of relations Γ , CΓ is the class of decision problems
in which all constraint relations are elements of Γ .

If there is a deterministic algorithm which solves every problem instance in CΓ

in polynomial time, then we shall say that Γ is a tractable set of relations. If
Γ = {R} is a singleton set, then we shall usually refer to the relation R as being
tractable itself.

Example 1. The binary disequality relation over a set D is defined as follows.

�=D ≡ {〈d1, d2〉 ∈ D2 | d1 �= d2}
For any finite setD, the class of constraint satisfaction problem instances C{ �=D}
corresponds to the Graph |D|-Colourability problem [11]. This problem is
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tractable when |D| ≤ 2 and NP-complete when |D| ≥ 3. Consequently, when
|D| ≤ 2, {�=D} is a tractable set of relations.

Not every set of relations has its tractability or otherwise known however
(even up to the question of whether P = NP).

Example 2. The relation R defined by

R ≡ {〈2, 3, 2, 2, 2〉,
〈0, 1, 2, 0, 0〉,
〈0, 0, 2, 0, 1〉,
〈1, 0, 2, 0, 0〉,
〈2, 2, 2, 3, 3〉,
〈1, 1, 2, 0, 1〉}

cannot be shown to be tractable using previously known methods. Nevertheless,
it is tractable, as we will discover below.

2.2 Operations on Tuples

A k-ary operation ϕ on a set D is just a function from Dk to D. We call k
the arity of the operation. Except where stated otherwise, ϕ is permitted to be
partial, that is, to be undefined at one or more places. The domain, dom(ϕ), and
range, range(ϕ), of ϕ are defined by:

dom(ϕ) ≡
⋃
{x1, x2, . . . , xk ∈ D : ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xk) is defined}

range(ϕ) ≡ {x ∈ D : ∃x1, x2, . . . , xk ∈ D s .t . ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = x}.

Any operation defined on the domain of a relation can be used to define an
operation on tuples from that relation, as follows:

Definition 3. Let R be an n-ary relation over a domain D, and let ϕ : Dk → D
be a k-ary operation on D. For any collection of tuples, t1, t2, . . . , tk ∈ R, (not
necessarily all distinct) define the tuple ϕ(t1, t2, . . . , tk) as follows:

ϕ(t1, t2, . . . , tk) = 〈ϕ(t1[1], t2[1], . . . , tk[1]),
ϕ(t1[2], t2[2], . . . , tk[2]), . . . , ϕ(t1[n], t2[n], . . . , tk[n])〉

Note that in this definition, and indeed throughout this paper, we allow the
possibility that k = 0; that is, that ϕ is a nullary operation. Such an operation
takes no arguments, but always returns some (constant) domain element, d.

Definition 4. Let R be a relation over a domain D, and let ϕ : Dk → D be
a k-ary (possibly partial) operation on D.
R is said to be closed under ϕ if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tk ∈ R such that

ϕ(t1, t2, . . . , tk) is defined, it happens that ϕ(t1, t2, . . . , tk) ∈ R. A set of rela-
tions is closed under ϕ if all relations in the set are closed under ϕ.
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The set of all total (i.e., not partial) operations under which Γ remains closed
is called the set of polymorphisms of Γ , and is denoted by Pol(Γ ). Similarly, if
Φ is a set of operations over D, then the set of all relations which are closed
under every operation of Φ is called the set of invariants of Φ, and denoted by
Inv(Φ). Note that Inv(Φ) always contains the relations =D≡ {〈d, d〉 : d ∈ D}
and ⊗D ≡ D×D, since these are closed under all operations. Between them, the
mappings Pol () and Inv() establish a Galois connection between sets of relations
and sets of operations [5,21].

The following theorem was proved in [12].

Theorem 1. A set of relations Γ over some domain is tractable if, and only if,
Inv(Pol (Γ )) is tractable.

A set of relations of the form Inv(Pol (Γ )), for some Γ , is known as a relational
clone.

We will sometimes need to refer to operations with various special proper-
ties. Constant operations, for example, are those which always return a constant
value, regardless of the values taken by their arguments. Projections simply re-
turn the value of their ith argument (for some fixed i). A binary ACI opera-
tion is an arity-2 operation which is associative, commutative, and idempotent.
A majority operation is a ternary operation ϕ with the property that for all
a, b ∈ dom(ϕ), ϕ(a, a, b) = ϕ(a, b, a) = ϕ(b, a, a) = a. Finally, an affine oper-
ation is a ternary operation ϕ with the property that for all a, b, c ∈ dom(ϕ),
ϕ(a, b, c) = a− b+ c, where (dom(ϕ),+) is an Abelian group.

Jeavons, Cohen, and Gyssens [14] were able to identify four distinct classes
of tractable sets of relations. These were characterised as those sets of relations
which were closed under a constant operation, a majority operation, a binary
ACI operation, or an affine operation respectively. At the time, these four classes
together captured all known tractable sets of relations. Subsequently however,
other researchers have discovered some more tractable sets [1,2,3,7,8,17]. These
too may be characterised as those sets closed under certain operations. In this
paper we shall refer explicitly only to the four classes from [14]. Most of what
we shall say however, will also apply to the novel sets of relations.

3 Combining Sets of Relations

3.1 Multiple Relational Unions

Definition 5. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be sets of relations over the non-empty sets D1

and D2 respectively. Then the multiple relational union of Γ1 and Γ2, denoted
Γ1 �̇� Γ2, is defined to be the following set of relations over D1 ∪D2:

Γ1 �̇� Γ2 ≡ {R1 ∪R2 : R1 ∈ Γ1, R2 ∈ Γ2 ∧ arity(R1) = arity(R2)}
In this paper, we shall generally consider the case whenD1 andD2 are disjoint

sets. In particular, we shall show how this allows us to combine well-studied
tractable sets of relations in order to generate previously unknown tractable
sets. The following theorem is our main tool in this regard.
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Theorem 2. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two tractable sets of relations over the disjoint
domains D1 and D2 respectively. Then Γ1 �̇�Γ2 is also a tractable set of relations.

Proof. Let P be an instance of CΓ1 	̇
 Γ2 . The following algorithm assumes that
the hypergraph of constraint scopes is connected; if it is not then we may apply
the algorithm over each connected component in turn.

First, determine whether or not there is an assignment to the variables of P
in which every variable takes a value from D1. This test is tractable since every
relation R ∈ Γ1 �̇� Γ2 can be decomposed into the union of two relations R1

and R2 over the domains D1 and D2 respectively, and the R2 part “thrown
away”. The tractability of the test then follows from the tractability of Γ1. If
there is such an assignment, then return True.

If there is no such assignment, then determine whether or not there is an
assignment to the variables of P in which every variable takes a value from D2.
If there is, then return True. Otherwise, return False.

It is easy to see that this algorithm runs in polynomial time, and that if
it returns True then P is a yes-instance of CΓ1 	̇
 Γ2 . To show the converse, we
must observe that in any satisfying assignment to the variables of P, if some
variable v is assigned a value from D1 (say), then all the variables from P must
be assigned values from D1. This follows immediately from the definition of the
�̇� operator, and the connectivity of the constraint hypergraph.

Technically, the above proof relies on the implicit assumption that it is
tractable to decompose a relation R ∈ Γ1 �̇� Γ2 into its two component parts.
The assumption is valid provided that we represent relations in such a way that
every relation is the same size (to within a polynomial factor) as it would have
been if it had been encoded in the natural way as a set of tuples.

For Theorem 2 to be of any interest, it had better not be the case that
Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is tractable for previously known reasons. The remainder of this section
is devoted to developing a theoretical framework which will allow us to prove
that in many cases one does indeed end up with a genuinely new tractable
class. Since every known tractable class of relations can be characterised by its
polymorphisms, we must therefore calculate Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2).

Definition 6. Let D be a set, and fix k ∈ N (note that k may be 0). A k-ary
pattern on D is just a k-tuple of subsets of D.

Definition 7. Let D be a set, and let p be a k-ary pattern on D. For any k-
ary total operation ϕ on D, the restriction of ϕ to p, written ϕp, is the partial
operation defined so that

ϕp(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = ϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xk)

whenever each xi ∈ p[i], and which is undefined everywhere else. We say that the
arguments of ϕp must all be of pattern p. Similarly, if Φ is a set of operations
over D, then

Φp ≡ {ϕp : ϕ ∈ Φ ∧ ϕ has arity k}
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Clearly, a k-ary operation is completely defined by giving its restriction to
all possible k-ary patterns. The next lemma goes further, and says that if we
consider just patterns from {D1, D2}k (where D1 and D2 are disjoint) then we
can build all polymorphisms of Γ1 �̇� Γ2 by putting together arbitrary partial
closure operations: one for each possible pattern.

Lemma 1. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be sets of relations over disjoint domains D1 and D2

respectively. Let ϕ : (D1 ∪ D2)k → (D1 ∪ D2) be some operation. Then ϕ ∈
Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2) if, and only if, for every p ∈ {D1, D2}k, Γ1 �̇�Γ2 is closed under ϕp.

Proof. We begin by proving the “if” direction. If Γ1 �̇� Γ2 = ∅ then the result is
trivially true. Otherwise, pick an arbitrary relation R = (R1 ∪ R2) ∈ Γ1 �̇� Γ2,
where R1 ∈ Γ1 and R2 ∈ Γ2. We shall show that R is closed under ϕ. Consider
an arbitrary k-tuple 〈t1, t2, . . . , tk〉 of tuples from R. Define the pattern p ∈
{D1, D2}k by:

p[i] ≡
{
D1 if ti ∈ R1;
D2 if ti ∈ R2.

By assumption, ϕp(t1, t2, . . . , tk) is defined and equal to some tuple t ∈ R. Thus
ϕ(t1, t2, . . . , tk) = t, and we are done. The proof of the converse is trivial: any set
Γ of relations is closed under all partial versions of each of its polymorphisms.

Now, Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2) always contains at least one function of every arity (for
example, it contains every projection). By Lemma 1 therefore, if p ∈ {D1, D2}k,
and ϕp is a partial closure operation on Γ1 �̇� Γ2 which is defined for all tuples
of pattern p, then ϕp can be extended to a total closure operation on D1 ∪D2.
Thus, Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2) is precisely characterised by the set {Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2)p : p ∈
{D1, D2}∗} of restrictions of Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2) to each possible “natural” pattern of
each possible arity. It is therefore reasonable to ask how each set Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2)p

depends upon Pol (Γ1) and Pol(Γ2). To answer this question, we first need the
following definition.

Definition 8. Let D be a set, and let Ψ be a set of operations over D, where
each operation ψ ∈ Ψ is a total operation ψ : Di

ψ → Dψ for some i and Dψ ⊆ D.
We say that a total operation ϕ : Dk → D is synthesisable from Ψ if the

following conditions both hold.

– There is some Ψ ′ ⊆ Ψ such that
⋃{Dψ : ψ ∈ Ψ ′} = D; and

– For every p = 〈Dψ1 , Dψ2 , . . . , Dψk
〉, with each ψi ∈ Ψ ′ (not necessarily all

distinct), there is some set Dψ, which occurs at positions u1, u2, . . . , ur of p,
and some r-ary operation ψ ∈ Ψ ′, such that ψ : Dr

ψ → Dψ and the following
identity holds:

ϕp(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = ψ(xu1 , xu2 , . . . , xur )

That is, ϕp ignores all of its arguments, except for some subset which all lie
in Dψ, and on these it behaves exactly like ψ.
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The set of all operations which are synthesisable from Ψ will be denoted
Syn(Ψ).

Note that any total operation ϕ is synthesisable from {ϕ}. In addition, if
ϕ ∈ Syn(Φ) for some Φ, then ϕ ∈ Syn(Φ′) for each Φ′ ⊇ Φ.
Example 3. Suppose that D = {0, 1, 2, 3}, that Ψ1 consists precisely of the pro-
jections of every arity > 0 on the domain {0, 1}, and that Ψ2 consists precisely
of the negations of the projections of every arity > 0 on the domain {2, 3}. That
is, Ψ1 contains operations such as ψ(x, y, z) = y, where x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}; and Ψ2

contains operations such as ψ(x, y, z) = 5− z, where x, y, z ∈ {2, 3}.
If Ψ = Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2 then the restriction of any k-ary operation ϕ ∈ Syn(Ψ) to a

pattern p from {{0, 1}, {2, 3}}k will be such that ϕp will depend on exactly one
of its arguments: xi, say, and furthermore:

ϕp(x1, x2, . . . , xk) =
{
xi if p[i] = {0, 1}
5− xi if p[i] = {2, 3}.

Proposition 1. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be sets of relations over the disjoint domains D1

and D2 respectively. Then

Syn(Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol (Γ2)) ⊆ Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2).

Proof. Fix any ϕ ∈ Syn(Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol (Γ2)), of arity k, and let p ∈ {D1, D2}k.
By Lemma 1, it is enough to show that Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is closed under ϕp. Take any
R ∈ Γ1 �̇� Γ2, where R is the union of some R1 ∈ Γ1 and R2 ∈ Γ2. Without loss
of generality, there exists some ψ ∈ Pol (Γ1) of arity r such that

ϕp(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = ψ(xu1 , xu2 , . . . , xur )

where the ui are those values, in ascending order, for which p[ui] = Dψ = D1.
Consider an arbitrary k-tuple 〈t1, t2, . . . , tk〉 of tuples from R with the prop-

erty that for each i, ti comes from relation R1 if p[i] = D1, and from R2 other-
wise. (By the definition of closure, these are the only tuples which we need to
consider.) Then

ϕp(t1, t2, . . . , tk) = ψ(tu1 , tu2 , . . . , tur) = t

for some t where, since R1 is closed under ψ, t ∈ R1. But R1 ⊆ R, so t ∈ R, and
hence R is closed under ϕp.

Example 4. To continue Example 3, observe that the domains {0, 1} and {2, 3}
of Ψ1 and Ψ2 respectively are disjoint. So all the operations described in that
example are contained within Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2).

3.2 Restricting the Possible Polymorphisms

Proposition 1 is a positive result: it tells us that no matter which sets Γ1 and Γ2

of relations we begin with, we can always guarantee the existence of certain op-
erations in Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2). We now turn our attention in the other direction, and
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examine how placing restrictions on the allowable Γi restricts the polymorphisms
of their multiple relational union. The motivation for doing this is provided by
the fact that the containment demonstrated in Proposition 1 is not, in general,
an equality. By restricting the Γi however, we will be able to give a sufficient
condition to ensure that equality does hold in many important cases.

Proposition 2. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be relational clones over disjoint domains D1

and D2 respectively. Then for every ϕp ∈ Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)p of arity k (with p ∈
{D1, D2}k) it is the case that either range(ϕp) ⊆ D1 or range(ϕp) ⊆ D2.

Proof. Fix k, let p ∈ {D1, D2}k be a pattern, and choose any ϕp ∈ Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2).
Define R = ⊗D1 ∪⊗D2 (recall that ⊗D is defined to be D×D). Since each Γi is
a relational clone, R ∈ Γ1 �̇� Γ2, and is therefore closed under ϕp. Let t and t′ be
two k-tuples of pattern p. We shall show that ϕp(t) and ϕp(t′) lie in the same
domain.

Consider the sequence s1, s2, . . . , sk of tuples from R defined by si =
〈t[i], t′[i]〉 for every i. Then ϕp(s1, s2, . . . , sk) is well-defined (since t and t′ are
both of pattern p), and equal to some pair r ∈ R. Both elements of r lie in the
same domain. But r[1] = ϕp(t) and r[2] = ϕp(t′), so in particular, ϕp(t) lies in
the same domain as ϕp(t′).

Lemma 2. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be relational clones over disjoint domains D1 and D2

respectively, and let p ∈ {D1, D2}k be a pattern. For every ϕ ∈ Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2), it
is the case that ϕp depends solely on those of its arguments which come from the
same domain as does range(ϕp).

Proof. By Proposition 2 we may assume without loss of generality that
range(ϕp) ⊆ D1. Define R ∈ Γ1 �̇� Γ2 by R ≡ (⊗D2)∪ (=D1). By definition, R is
closed under ϕp.

Let t, t′ ∈ (D1∪D2)k be tuples of pattern p with the property that whenever
p[i] = D1, it is the case that t[i] = t′[i]. It is enough to show that ϕp(t) = ϕp(t′).
So define the sequence s1, s2, . . ., sk of tuples from R by setting si = 〈t[i], t′[i]〉
for every i. Then ϕP is well-defined and, by assumption equal to some r ∈ (=D1).
But then ϕp(t) = r[1] = r[2] = ϕp(t′).

Theorem 3. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be relational clones over the disjoint domains D1

and D2 respectively. Then

Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2) = Syn(Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol(Γ2)).

Proof. The inclusion Syn(Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol(Γ2)) ⊆ Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2) was proved in
Proposition 1. Here, we prove the inclusion in the other direction.

Take Ψ ′ in the definition of synthesis to be the whole of Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol (Γ2).
Every operation from Ψ ′ is total (on its own domain), and the union of all the
domains of the operations in Ψ ′ is D1 ∪D2, as required.

Now, {Dψ : ψ ∈ Ψ ′}k = {D1, D2}k. So choose an arbitrary ϕ ∈ Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)
of arity k, and take some p ∈ {D1, D2}k. Assume without loss of generality
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that range(ϕp) ⊆ D1, and consider any r-ary operation ϕ′ over D1, which has
been obtained from ϕp by arbitrarily fixing those of its arguments which come
from D2. Since every relation in Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is closed under ϕp, it is clear that
every relation in Γ1 is closed under ϕ′; that is, that ϕ′ ∈ Pol(Γ1) ⊆ Ψ ′. Now, by
Lemma 2, the same operation ϕ′ results regardless of how the arguments fromD2

are fixed. Thus, ϕp(x1, x2, . . . , xk) = ϕ′(xu1 , xu2 , . . . , xur ), where u1, u2, . . . , ur

are those values for which p[ui] = Di. Since this holds for any pattern p, it
follows that ϕ ∈ Syn(Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol (Γ2)).

4 Generating Novel Tractable Classes

We are now in a position to determine whether combining tractable relations
using the multiple relational union operator gives rise to tractable classes which
are genuinely novel. The following result shows that in some cases it does not.

Proposition 3. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be sets of relations over the disjoint domains D1

and D2 respectively. Then the following statements all hold.

1. If Γ1 is closed under a constant function ϕ, then Γ1 �̇�Γ2 is closed under that
constant function.

2. If Γ1 and Γ2 are closed under ACI operations ϕ1 and ϕ2 respectively, then
Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is closed under an ACI operation.

3. If Γ1 and Γ2 are closed under majority operations ϕ1 and ϕ2 respectively,
then Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is closed under a majority operation.

Proof. The proof is a routine exercise involving the use of Proposition 1 to
construct polymorphisms out of partial closure operations.

Note that the analogous result to Proposition 3 fails to hold when we turn
our attention to affine operations. That is, if Γ1 and Γ2 are both closed under an
affine operation then the same is not in general true of Γ1 �̇� Γ2. This is because
any relationR which is closed under an affine operation defined via some Abelian
group G, must be such that |G| is an exact multiple of |R|. But |R1 ∪R2| is not,
in general, a divisor of |G|.

Proposition 3 is not the end of the story however, as the following result
demonstrates.

Proposition 4. Suppose that Γ1 and Γ2 are relational clones over the disjoint
domains D1 and D2 respectively. Let Φ be some property of operations which
can be defined by identities, and suppose that there is no ϕ ∈ Pol(Γ1) which
has the property Φ. Then there is no non-constant ϕ ∈ Pol(Γ1 �̇� Γ2) which has
property Φ.

Proof. Let ϕ ∈ Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2) be a non-constant operation. By Theorem 3,
ϕ ∈ Syn(Pol (Γ1) ∪ Pol(Γ2)). Now, ϕ has a strictly positive arity, and so the
restriction of ϕ to the domain D1 is a member of Pol(Γ1), and thus does not
have property Φ. Since Φ is defined by identities, it follows that ϕ itself does not
have property Φ.
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Since all known tractable sets of relations can be defined by closure under
some operation defined by identities, it follows that the �̇� operation is capable
of generating genuinely new tractable sets of relations.

The question now arises as to whether there are any other relations, apart
from those in Γ1 �̇� Γ2, whose tractability we can deduce. Theorem 1 says that
in fact the whole of Inv(Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)) is tractable, so our question reduces to
the following: Are there any relations which are present in Inv(Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)),
but which are not present in Γ1 �̇� Γ2?

Consider the Cartesian product operator, ×, defined on pairs of relations by:

R1 ×R2 ≡ {r1r2 : r1 ∈ R1 ∧ r2 ∈ R2}
(where r1r2 denotes the concatenation of the two tuples).

The following lemma comes essentially from [12].

Lemma 3. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be sets of relations over the disjoint domains D1

and D2 respectively, and let R1, R2 ∈ Inv(Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)) be two relations.
Then R1 ×R2 ∈ Inv(Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)).

Example 5. Suppose that

R1 = {〈0, 0, 1, 0〉, and R2 = {〈3, 2, 2, 3〉,
〈0, 1, 0, 0〉, 〈2, 3, 2, 2〉}.
〈1, 0, 0, 0〉,
〈1, 1, 1, 0〉}

Let Γ1 = Inv(Pol (R1)) and Γ2 = Inv(Pol (R2)). It is easy to check that R1

is closed under an affine operation, but not under any other operation known
to yield tractability. Similarly, R2 is closed under both majority and affine op-
erations, but not under anything else significant. We may verify by hand that
Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is not closed under any affine operations. By Proposition 4 therefore,
Γ1 �̇� Γ2 is a tractable set of relations which does not fall into any previously
known tractable class. Moreover, Inv(Pol (Γ1 �̇� Γ2)) contains further relations
whose tractability could not have been previously deduced. Amongst these is
not only the relation R1×R2 itself, but also the relation R of Example 2. For R
is a permutation of (R1 ∪R2)× {〈2〉}, where {〈2〉}, being a projection of R2, is
a member of Γ1 �̇� Γ2.

The point of this example is to demonstrate that although the algorithm
given in Theorem 2 is a straightforward one, the algebraic techniques presented
above and in [12,13,15] can be used to establish the existence of a collection
of more complicated tractable algorithms, each of which can be used in more
general situations than can the original algorithm itself.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown how combining tractable sets of constraint relations
on disjoint domains can yield hitherto unknown, tractable sets of relations. The
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algorithm which establishes the tractability of this combination is particularly
simple, yet we have been able to exploit algebraic properties of the new sets of
tractable relations to show that even more sets of relations are tractable than
those which can be directly solved by the algorithm. This result demonstrates
once again the power of the algebraic approach to analysing constraint satisfac-
tion problems.

This work is related to that of [4]. In that paper, the authors considered the
effect of combining tractable sets of relations on a single domain. One question
which naturally arises is to ask what happens when there are two domains which
are partially disjoint, but which overlap in one or more places. This is a question
we intend to address in the future.

Finally, the results presented in this paper take us one step closer to the
ultimate goal of classifying the complexity of all possible sets of relations over
domains of arbitrary finite size.
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Abstract. We are interested in the expressiveness of constraints repre-
sented by general first order formulae, with equality as unique relational
symbol and functional symbols taken from an infinite set F . The chosen
domain is the set of trees whose nodes, in possibly infinite number, are
labeled by elements of F . The operation linked to each element f of F
is the mapping (a1, . . . , an) �→ b, where b is the tree whose initial node
is labeled f and whose sequence of daughters is a1, . . . , an.
We first consider constraints involving long alternated sequences of quan-
tifiers ∃∀∃∀ . . .. We show how to express winning positions of two-person
games with such constraints and apply our results to two examples.
We then construct a family of strongly expressive constraints, inspired
by a constructive proof of a complexity result by Pawel Mielniczuk. This
family involves the huge number α(k), obtained by evaluating top down
a power tower of 2’s, of height k. With elements of this family, of sizes
at most proportional to k, we define a finite tree having α(k) nodes,
and we express the result of a Prolog machine executing at most α(k)
instructions.
By replacing the Prolog machine by a Turing machine we rediscover
the following result of Sergei Vorobyov: the complexity of an algorithm,
deciding whether a constraint without free variables is true, cannot be
bounded above by a function obtained by finite composition of elemen-
tary functions including exponentiation.
Finally, taking advantage of the fact that we have at our disposal an algo-
rithm for solving such constraints in all their generality, we produce a set
of benchmarks for separating feasible examples from purely speculative
ones. Among others we solve constraints involving alternated sequences
of more than 160 quantifiers.

1 Introduction

The algebra of (possibly) infinite trees plays a fundamental role in computer
science: it is a model for data structures, program schemes and program execu-
tions. As early as 1976, Gérard Huet proposed an algorithm for unifying infinite
terms, that is solving equations in that algebra [11]. Bruno Courcelle has studied
the properties of infinite trees in the scope of recursive program schemes [8,9].
Alain Colmerauer has described the execution of Prolog II, III and IV programs
in terms of solving equations and disequations in that algebra [4,5,6,1]. Michael
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Maher has introduced and justified a complete theory of the algebra of infinite
trees [12]. Among others, he has shown that in this theory, and thus in the algebra
of infinite trees, any first order formula is equivalent to a Boolean combination
of conjunctions of equations (partially or totally) existentially quantified. Sergei
Vorobyov has shown that the complexity of an algorithm, deciding whether a
formula without free variables is true in that theory, cannot be bounded above,
by a function obtained by finite composition of elementary functions, including
exponentiation [14]. Pawel Mielniczuk has shown a similar result in the theory
of feature trees, but with a more constructive method, which has inspired some
of our examples [13].

We have recently developed an algorithm for solving general first order con-
straints in the algebra of infinite trees [10]. The purpose of this paper is not
the presentation of this algorithm, but of examples, first imagined as tests, then
extended to show the expressiveness of such general constrains. The paper is
organized as follows.

(1) We end this first section by making clear the notions of tree algebra and
first order constraints in that algebra.

(2) In the second section we consider constraints involving long alternated
sequences of quantifiers ∃∀∃∀ . . .. We show how to express winning positions of
two-person games with such constraints and apply our results to two examples.

(3) In the third section, we investigate the most expressive family of con-
straints we know. It involves the truly huge number α(k), obtained by evaluating
top down a tower of powers of 2’s, of height k. With elements of this family, of
sizes at most proportional to k, we define a finite tree having α(k) nodes, and
we express the result of a Prolog machine executing at most α(k). By replacing
the Prolog machine by a Turing machine we rediscover the complexity result of
Sergei Vorobyov mentioned at the beginning of this section. This part has been
strongly influenced by the work of Pawel Mielniczuk [13].

(4) We conclude by discussions and benchmarks separating the feasible ex-
amples from the purely speculative ones.

1.1 The Algebra of Infinite Trees

Trees are well known objects in the computer science world. Here are some of
them:
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Their nodes are labeled by the symbols 0, 1, s, f , of respective arities 0, 0, 1, 2,
taken from a set F of functional symbols, which we assume to be infinite. Note
that the first tree is the only one having a finite set of nodes, but that the second
one has still a finite set of (patterns of) subtrees. We denote by A the set of all
trees1 constructed on F .

We introduce in A a set of construction operations2, one for each element
f ∈ F which is the mappings (a1, . . . , an) �→ b, where n is the arity of f and b the
tree whose initial node is labeled f and the sequence of daughters is (a1, . . . , an)
and which be schematized as

1
1

. . . . . .

f

a a
aa n

n

We thus obtain the algebra of infinite trees constructed on F , which we denote
by (A, F ).

1.2 Tree Constraints

We are interested in the expressiveness of constraints represented by general
first order formulae, with equality as unique relational symbol and functional
symbols taken from an infinite set F . These tree constraints are of one of the 9
forms:

s= t, true, false, ¬(p), (p ∧ q), (p ∨ q), (p→ q), ∃x p, ∀x p,
where p and q are shorter tree constraints, x a variable taken from an infinite
set and s, t terms, that are expressions of one of the forms

x, ft1 . . . tn

where n ≥ 0, f ∈ F , with arity n, and the ti’s are shorter terms.
The variables represent elements of the set A of trees constructed on F and

the functional symbols f are interpreted as construction operations in the algebra
of infinite trees (A, F ). Thus a constraint without free variables is either true or
false and a constraint p(x1, . . . , xn) with n free variables xi establish an n-ary
relation in the set of trees.
1 More precisely we define first a node to be a word constructed on the set of strictly

positive integers. A tree a, constructed on F , is then a mapping of type E → F ,
where E is a non-empty set of nodes, each one i1 . . . ik (with k ≥ 0) satisfying the
two conditions: (1) if k > 0 then i1 . . . ik−1 ∈ E, (2) if the arity of a(i1 . . . ik) is n,
then the set of nodes of E of the form i1 . . . ikik+1 is obtained by giving to ik+1 the
values 1, . . . , n.

2 In fact, the construction operation linked to the n-ary symbol f of F is the mapping
(a1, . . . , an) �→ b, where the ai’s are any trees and b is the tree defined as follows
from the ai’s and their set of nodes Ei’s: the set E of nodes of a is {ε} ∪ {ix |x ∈
Ei and i ∈ 1..n} and, for each x ∈ E, if x = ε, then a(x) = f and if x is of the form
iy, with i being an integer, a(x) = ai(y).
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2 Long Nesting of Alternated Quantifiers

We first introduce the notions of k-winning and k-losing position in any two-
person games and in two examples. We show how to express, in any domain,
the set of k-winning positions by a constraint. We end the section by expressing
the k-winning positions of the two examples by tree constraints involving an
alternated embedding of 2k quantifiers.

2.1 Winning Positions in a Two-Person Game

Let (V,E) be a directed graph, with V a set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V a set of
edges. The sets V and E may be empty and the elements of V are also called
positions. We consider a two-person game which, given an initial position x0,
consists, one after another, in choosing a position x1 such that (x0, x1) ∈ E, then
a position x2 such that (x1, x2) ∈ E, then a position x3 such that (x2, x3) ∈ E
and so on... The first one who cannot play any more has lost and the other one
has won. For example the two following infinite graphs correspond to the two
following games:

10 2 3 4 5 6

0,0 1,0 2,0 3,0

0,1 1,1 2,1 3,1

0,2 1,2 2,2 3,2

0,3 1,3 2,3 3,3

Game 1 A non-negative in-
teger i is given and, one after
another, each partner sub-
tracts 1 or 2 from i, but keep-
ing i non-negative. The first
person who cannot play any
more has lost.

Game 2 An ordered pair (i, j) of non-negative
integers is given and, one after another, each
partner chooses one of the integers i, j. Depend-
ing on the fact that the chosen integer u is odd
or even, he then increases or decreases the other
integer v by 1, but keeping v non-negative. The
first person who cannot play any more has lost.

Let x ∈ V be any vertex of the directed graph (V,E) and suppose that it
is the turn of person A to play. The position x is said to be k-winning if, no
matter the way the other person B plays, it is always possible for A to win in
making at most k moves. The position x is said to be k-losing if, no matter the
way A plays, B can always force A to lose and to play at most k moves.

Consider the two preceding graphs and mark with +k the positions which
are k-winning and with −k the positions which are k-losing, with each time k
being as small as possible. Vertex 0 of the first graph and vertex (0, 0) of the
second one being the only 0-losing positions, are marked with −0. Starting from
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the vertices marked with −0 and following the arrows in reverse direction, we
find successively the set of vertices to be marked by +1, then −1, then +2, then
−2, then +3, then −3, and so on. We get

-0 +1 +1 -1 +2 +2 -2
-0 +1 -1 +2 -2 +3

+1 +2 +3

+3

+3

+3

+3

-2

+2

-1 +2

-2 -3

-3

-2

and convince ourselves that the set of k-winning positions of game 1 is

{i ∈ N | i < 3k and i mod 3 �= 0}

and of game 2

{(i, j)) ∈ N2 | i+j < 2k and (i+j) mod 2 = 1}.

where N is the set of non-negative integers.

2.2 Expressing k-Winning Positions by a Constraint

Let D be a domain, that is a non-empty set and let G = (V,E) the graph of a
two-person game, with V ⊆ D. We will express the k-winning positions of G by
a constraint in D involving an embedding ∃∀∃ . . . of 2k alternated quantifiers.

Let us introduce in D the properties move, winningk et losingk, defined by

move(x, y) ↔ (x, y) ∈ E,
winningk(x)↔ x is a k-winning position of G,
losingk(x) ↔ x is a k-losing position of G.

(1)

In D we then have the equivalences, for all k ≥ 0:

winning0(x) ↔ false,
winningk+1(x)↔ ∃y move(x, y) ∧ losingk(y),
losingk(x) ↔ ∀y move(x, y)→ winningk(y).

(2)

Contrary to what we may believe, it follows that we have:

winningk(x)→ winningk+1(x), losingk(x)→ losingk+1(x).

Indeed, from the first and the last equivalence of (2) we conclude that these
implications hold for k = 0 and, if we assume that they hold for a certain k ≥ 0,
from the last two equivalences in (2) we conclude that they also hold for k+1.
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From (3) we deduce an explicit formulation of winningk, for all k ≥ 0:

winningk(x) ↔




∃ymove(x, y) ∧ ¬(
∃xmove(y, x) ∧ ¬(
∃ymove(x, y) ∧ ¬(
∃xmove(y, x) ∧ ¬(
. . .

∃ymove(x, y) ∧ ¬(
∃xmove(y, x) ∧ ¬(
false ) . . .)︸ ︷︷ ︸

2k




(3)

where of course all the quantifiers apply on elements of D. By moving down the
negations, we thus get an embedding of 2k alternated quantifiers.

In equivalence (3) it is possible to use a more general definition of move
than the one given in (1). We first remark, that for any non-negative k, the
following property holds:

Property 1 Let three directed graphs be of the form G1 = (V1, E1), G2 =
(V2, E2) and G = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2). The graphs G1 and G have the same set
of k-winning positions, if both:

1. the sets of vertices V1 and V2 are disjoint,
2. for all x ∈ V2, there exists y ∈ V2 with (x, y) ∈ E2.

Indeed, from the first condition it follows that E1 and E2 are disjoint and thus
that the set of k-winning positions of G is the union of the set of k-winning
positions of G1 with the set of k-winning positions of G2. This last set is empty
because of the second condition.

It follows that:

Property 2 (Generalized move relation) Equivalence (3) holds also for
any move relation obeying to the two conditions:

1. for all x ∈ V and y ∈ V , move(x, y) ↔ (x, y) ∈ E,
2. for all x ∈ D−V there exists y ∈ D−V such that move(x, y).

2.3 Formalizing Game 1 in the Algebra of Infinite Trees

We now reconsider game 1 introduced in section 2.1. As domain D we take the
set A of trees constructed on a set F of functional symbols including among
others the symbols 0, s, of respective arities 0, 1. We code the vertices i of the
game graph by the trees3 si(0). Let G = (V,E) be the graph obtained this way.

As generalized relation move we then can take in the algebra of infinite
trees:

move(x, y) def= x = s(y) ∨ x = s(s(y)) ∨ (¬(x = 0) ∧ ¬(∃u x=s(u)) ∧ x=y)
3 Of course, s0(0) = 0 and si+1(0) = s(si(0)).
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and according to property 2 the set of k-winning positions of game 1 is the set
of solutions in x of the constraint winningk(x) defined in (3).

For example, with k = 1 the constraint winningk(x) is equivalent to

x=s(0) ∨ x=s(s(0))
and with k = 2 to

x=s(0) ∨ x=s(s(0)) ∨ x=s(s(s(s(0)))) ∨ x = s(s(s(s(s(0)))))

2.4 Formalizing Game 2 in the Algebra of Infinite Trees

We also reconsider game 2 introduced in section 2.1. As domain D we take the
set A of trees constructed on a set F of functional symbols including among
others the symbols 0, f, g, c, of respective arities 0, 1, 1, 2. We code the vertices
(i, j) of the game graph by the trees c(i, j) with i = (fg)

i
2 (0) if i is even, and

i = g(i−1) if i is odd4. Let G = (V,E) be the graph obtained this way.
The perspicacious reader will convince himself that, as generalized relation

move , we can take in the algebra of infinite trees:

move(x, y) def= transition(x, y) ∨ (¬(∃u ∃v x=c(u, v)) ∧ x=y)
with

transition(x, y) def=




∃u ∃v ∃w[
(x=c(u, v) ∧ y=c(u,w)) ∨
(x=c(v, u) ∧ y=c(w, u))

]

∧[
(∃i u=g(i) ∧ succ (v, w)) ∨
(¬(∃i u=g(i)) ∧ pred (v, w))

]




succ (v, w) def=
[
((∃j v=g(j)) ∧ w=f(v)) ∨
(¬(∃j v=g(j)) ∧ w=g(v))

]

pred (v, w) def=




(∃j v=f(j) ∧
[
(∃k j=g(k) ∧ w=j) ∨
(¬(∃k j=g(k)) ∧ w=v)

]
) ∨

(∃j v=g(j) ∧
[
(∃k j=g(k) ∧ w=v) ∨
(¬(∃k j=g(k)) ∧ w=j)

]
) ∨

(¬(∃j v=f(j)) ∧ ¬(∃j v=g(j)) ∧ ¬(v=0) ∧ w=v)




According to property 2, the set of k-winning positions of game 2 is the set of
solutions in x of the constraint winningk(x) defined in (3).

For example, with k = 1 the constraint winningk(x) is equivalent to

x=c(g(0), 0) ∨ x=c(0, g(0))
and with k = 2 to[

x=c(0, g(0)) ∨ x=c(g(0), 0) ∨ x=c(0, g(f(g(0)))) ∨
x=c(g(0), f(g(0))) ∨ x=c(f(g(0)), g(0)) ∨ x=c(g(f(g(0))), 0)

]

4 Of course, (fg)0(x) = x and (fg)i+1(x) = (fg)i(f(g(x))).
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3 Quasi-universality of Tree Constraints

After all these quantifiers, we move to constraints, which are so expressive that
their solving becomes quasi-undecidable.

3.1 Defining a Huge Finite Tree by a Constraint

We set α(k) = 22..
.2

, with k occurrences of 2. More precisely we take

α(0) = 1, α(k + 1) = 2α(k),

with k ≥ 0. The function α increases in a stunning way, since α(0) = 1, α(1) = 2,
α(2) = 4, α(3) = 16, α(4) = 65536 and α(5) = 265536. Thus α(5) is greater
than 1020000, a number probably much greater than the number of atoms of the
universe or the number of nanoseconds which elapsed since its creation!

We suppose that the set A of trees is constructed on a set F of functional
symbols including among others the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, s, f , of respective arities
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 4. For k ≥ 0 let us introduce the constraint:

huge k(x)
def= ∃z triangle k(3, x, z, 0)

with still for k ≥ 0,

triangle 0(t, x, z, y)
def= z=x ∧ z=y

triangle k+1(t, x, z, y)
def=




[∃u1 ∃u2 z=f(x, u1, u2, y)]
∧


∀t′ ∀y′ ∀z′[
(t′=1 ∨ t′ = 2) ∧
triangle k(t′, z, z′, y′)

]
→




(t′=1 ∧ form1 (y′)) ∨

(t′=2 ∧



∃u ∃v form2 (u, y′, v) ∧
(t=1→ trans1 (u, v)) ∧
(t=2→ trans2 (u, v)) ∧
(t=3→ trans3 (u, v))













(4)

and

form1 (x) def= ∃u1 . . . ∃u4 x=f(u1, f(u2, u2, u2, u2), f(u3, u3, u3, u3), u4)
form2 (x, z, y) def= ∃u1 . . . ∃u6 z=f(u1, f(u1, u2, u3, x), f(y, u4, u5, u6), u6)
trans1 (x, y) def= ∃u1 . . . ∃u4 x=f(u1, u2, u3, u4) ∧ (y = u2 ∨ y = u3)
trans2 (x, y) def= trans1 (x, y) ∨ x = y
trans3 (x, y) def= x = s(y)
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To give a feeling of what triangle k(t, x, z, y) means, here are three trees x, z, y
such that triangle 2(t, x, z, y), with t = 1, t = 2 and t = 3, from left to right:

f

f

f

x y

z

f ff

f f f

f

f

f

x y

z

f f f f

ff

f

f

f

f

x y

z

ss s

f f f f

Let us agree that the size |p| of a constraint p, is the number of occurrences
of all symbols except parentheses and commas. (Constraints could be written in
infix notation.) We then have the double property:

Property 3 (small constraint, big tree)

|huge k(x)| = 9 + 158k and huge k(x) ↔ x=sα(k)−1(0).

To prove the equality, it is sufficient to count:

|huge k(x)| = |triangle k(t, x, z, y)|+ 2,
|triangle 0(t, x, z, y)| = 7,
|triangle k+1(t, x, z, y)| = |triangle k(t, x, z, y)|+ (54 + 27 + 23 + 27 + 23 + 4)

and to conclude. The proof of the equivalence (in the algebra of infinite trees) is
the subject of next subsection.

3.2 Proof of the Second Part of Property 3

We write x{f, k1, ..., km}y for expressing that x is a tree whose initial node is
labeled f and that there exists i ∈ {k1, . . . , km} such that tree y is the ith
daughter of x. We also agree that:

x{f, k1, ..., km}0y ↔ x = y,
x{f, k1, ..., km}n+1y ↔ ∃u x{f, k1, ..., km}u ∧ u{f, k1, ..., km}ny

with n ≥ 0.
Given the definition of huge k(x), to show the second part of property 3 it

is sufficient to show that, in the algebra of infinite trees, the last of the three
following equivalences holds:

(∃z triangle k(1, x, z, y))↔ x{f, 2, 3}α(k)−1y
(∃z triangle k(2, x, z, y))↔

∨α(k)−1
i=0 x{f, 2, 3}iy

(∃z triangle k(3, x, z, y))↔ x{s, 1}α(k)−1y
(5)
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Let us show by induction on k that the three equivalences hold. They hold for
k = 0. Let us assume that they hold for a certain k ≥ 0 and let us proof that
they hold for k+1. Definition (4) can be reformulated as

triangle k+1(t, x, z, y) ↔



[∃u1 ∃u2 z=f(x, u1, u2, y)]
∧
∀y

′

(∃z′ triangle k(1, z, z′, y′))→
form1 (y′)





 ∧




∀y′
(∃z′ triangle k(2, z, z′, y′))→

∃u ∃v form2 (u, y′, v) ∧
(t=1→ trans1 (u, v)) ∧
(t=2→ trans2 (u, v)) ∧
(t=3→ trans3 (u, v))







Taking into account our assumptions and using our new notations, we get

triangle k+1(t, x, z, y) ↔



[z{f, 1}x∧ z{f, 4}y]
∧
∀y

′

z{f, 2, 3}α(k)−1y′ →
form1 (y′)





 ∧




∀y′
[
∨α(k)−1

i=0 z{f, 2, 3}iy′]→

∃u ∃v form2 (u, y′, v) ∧
(t = 1→ u{f, 2, 3}v)∧
(t = 2→ u{f, 2, 3}v ∨ u = v) ∧
(t = 3→ u{s, 1}v)







Since the top of a tree x satisfying form1 (x) and the top of a tree z satisfying
form2 (x, z, y) are respectively of the form

f

f f

x y

z
f

f f

x

the top of a tree z satisfying triangle k+1(t, x, z, y) is of the form

α(k)+1

α

α(k)-1

(k)

0
z

x y
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It follows that

∃z triangle k+1(t, x, z, y) ↔

∃z




[z{f, 2}α(k)+1x ∧ z{f, 3}α(k)+1y]
∧


∧α(k)
i=0

∀y
′ z{f, 2, 3}iy′ →[∃u ∃v
y′{f, 2}u ∧ y′{f, 3}v

]






∧

∀y′ ∀u ∀v[
z{f, 2, 3}α(k)y′ ∧
y′{f, 2}u ∧ y′{f, 3}v

]
→

u=v







∧




∧α(k)−1
i=0



∀y′ ∀u ∀v ∀u′ ∀v′
z{f, 2, 3}

iy′ ∧
y′{f, 2}u′ ∧ u′{f, 3}α(k)−iu ∧
y′{f, 3}v′ ∧ v′{f, 2}α(k)−iv ∧


→


(t = 1→ u{f, 2, 3}v)∧
(t = 2→ u{f, 2, 3}v ∨ u = v) ∧
(t = 3→ u{s, 1}v)










Since, in a binary tree the number of nodes of depth n is equal to 2n,

∃z triangle k+1(t, x, y, z) ↔

∃u1 . . . ∃uα(k+1)



x=u1 ∧ uα(k+1)=y ∧
∧α(k+1)−1

i=1


(t=1→ ui{f, 2, 3}ui+1) ∧
(t=2→ ui{f, 2, 3}ui+1 ∨ ui=ui+1) ∧
(t=3→ ui{s, 1}ui+1)









We conclude that the equivalences (5) hold for k+1, which ends the proof.

3.3 Expressing a Logic Program Performing a Multiplication

Let step (x, y) be a formula involving two free variables x and y. If we modify
formula triangle k(t, x, z, y) by setting

trans3 (x, y) def= x=y ∨ step (x, y)

and if we introduce the formula

iteration k(x, y)
def= ∃z ∃u triangle k(3, x, z, u) ∧ trans3 (u, y)

we then have

iteration k(x, y) ↔
α(k)∨
n=0

(∃u0 . . .∃un x=u0 ∧ un= y ∧
n∧

i=1

step (ui−1, ui)) (6)

The binary relation defined by iteration is in some way a bounded transitive
closure of the relation defined by step .

Let T be the theory of trees, that is a set of first order propositions which
entails all the properties of the algebra of infinite trees which can be expressed
as first order propositions. According to logic programming, the formula

times (si(0), sj(0), x),
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in the theory

T ∪




∀i ∀j ∀k ∀k′
(times (0, j, 0)← true) ∧
(times (s(i), j, k′)← times (i, j, k) ∧ plus (j, k, k′)) ∧
(plus (0, j, j)← true) ∧
(plus (s(i), j, s(k))← plus (i, j, k)) ∧




is equivalent to
x = si×j(0).

Given the way a Prolog interpreter works and given equivalence (6), the con-
straint

iteration k(c(f(si(0), sj(0), x), 0), 0)

with

step (x, y) def=




∃i ∃j ∃k ∃k′ ∃l
(x=c(f(0, j, 0), l) ∧ y= l) ∨
(x=c(f(s(i), j, k′), l) ∧ y=c(f(i, j, k), c(p(j, k, k′), l))) ∨
(x=c(p(0, j, j), l) ∧ y= l) ∨
(x=c(p(s(i), j, s(k)), l) ∧ y=c(p(i, j, k), l)) ∨




is equivalent in the algebra of infinite trees to

x = si×j(0)

provided that i(j+2)+1 ≤ α(k). For k = 5 we could consider that this restriction
is quasi-satisfied. Thus we would have a systematic way to replace a logic Horn
clauses program by a tree constraint.

3.4 Universality versus Complexity

Instead of a Prolog machine we can take a Turing machine M , and express by
step (x, y) the fact that M may move from configuration x to configuration y by
executing one instruction. We then conclude that:

Property 4 The result produced by a Turing machine, executing at most α(k)
instructions, can be expressed by a tree constraint of size less or equal to a number
proportional to k.

Here also, by taking k = 5 it is possible to express any result that the most pow-
erful computer could compute. Thus the tree constraints have a quasi-universal
expressiveness and the complexity of the algorithms for solving them must be
very high. Let us examine this point in more details and in the case of constraints
without free variables.

Let us consider an algorithm as a Turing machineM whose execution termi-
nates for all word x ∈ V � given as input. The complexity of M is the mapping
of type N→ N :

n �→ max
{
i ∈ N

there exists x ∈ V �, with |x| = n, such that M
executes i instructions, with x as input.

}
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Let Φα be a set of non-decreasing functions of type N→ N such that

1. the functions of the form n �→ an+ f(bn), with a ∈ N, b ∈ N and f ∈ Φα,
belong also to Φα,

2. there exists a language L, recognizable by a Turing machine of complexity
bounded above by α, but by no Turing machine of complexity bounded above
by an element of Φα, where α is still the function defined at the beginning
of section 3.1.

Property 5 Let T be a Turing machine deciding whether a tree constraint with-
out free variables holds. The complexity of T can not be bounded above by an
element of Φα.

Proof. Let us suppose that there exists such a machine T with a complexity
bounded above by an element f of Φα and let us show that this leads us to a
contradiction. Since Φα is not empty, the language L ⊆ V � in part 2 of the defi-
nition of Φα, exists. According to property 4, to each word x ∈ V �, corresponds
a tree constraints px, without free variables, such that

1. x ∈ L if and only if px holds,
2. |px| ≤ b|x|, for some constant b ∈ N,
3. the transformation x �→ px can be performed by a Turing machine S with

a complexity bounded above by n �→ an, for some constant a ∈ N. (This
point could be more detailed.)

By linking together the executions of machines S and T , we then build a ma-
chine M ′ which recognizes L and whose complexity is bounded above by n �→
an + f(bn), a function which by definition belongs to Φα. Thus there is a con-
tradiction about the properties of L, which ends the proof.

Under the condition of having shown that, as set Φα, we can take the set of
functions, of type N→ N, obtained by finite composition of the elementary func-
tions: n �→ cst, +, ×, n �→ 2n, we rediscover the result of Sergei Vorobyov [14],
but in the spirit of Pawel Mielniczuk [13]:

Property 6 The complexity of an algorithm, which decides whether a tree con-
straint, without free variables, holds, can not be bounded above by a function
obtained by finite composition of elementary functions mentioned above.

4 Discussions and Conclusion

The presented examples show the contribution of embedded quantifiers and op-
erators ¬,∧,∨,→ in the expressiveness of tree constraints. They do not really
use the fact that the trees may be infinite and are also valid in the algebra of
finite trees. It would be interesting to give examples involving infinite trees for
coding cyclic structures like finite states automata, context-free grammars or
λ-expressions, as it has been done in [3,7] in the frame of logic programming.
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At subsection 3.4 we have provided a glimpse of the huge theoretical com-
plexity of an algorithm for solving tree constraints. However, we have succeeded
in producing benchmarks on all our examples [10]. The results are summarized
in the following table, with CPU times given in milliseconds:

k winningk winningk huge k iteration k

game 1 game 2 1× 1
0 0 0 0 -
1 0 150 0 -
2 10 360 10 70
3 10 610 230 -
4 20 840 - -
5 30 1180 - -
10 300 5 970 - -
20 4 270 236350 - -
40 89 870 - - -
80 3 841 220 - - -

The algorithm is programmed in C++ and the benchmarks are performed on a
350Mhz Pentium II processor, with 512Mb of RAM.

It must be noted that we were able to compute the k-winning positions of
game 1 with k = 80, which corresponds to a formula involving an alternated
embedding of more than 160 quantifiers. We were prepared to experience diffi-
culties in computing the tree of α(k) nodes, beyond k = 3, since α(4) is already
65536. With respect to multiplication by iteration k, we were unable to succeed
beyond k = 2 and had to satisfy ourselves with the computation of 1× 1!

These test have also removed some of our doubts about the correctness of the
complicated formulae of our examples, even if, for readability, we have introduced
predicates for naming sub-formulae. Of course the definitions of theses predicates
are supposed not to be circular and the solver unfold and eliminates them in a
first step.

If circular definitions are accepted then our constraints look like generalized
completions of logic programs [2]. Our solver can also take into account such pos-
sibly circular definitions by delaying their unfoldings as much as possible. With
bad luck the solver does not terminate, with luck it terminates and generates
obligatory a simplified constraint without intermediary predicates.
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Abstract. In recent years, a growing number of attempts have been
performed in order to integrate well known Operations Research (OR)
techniques in Constraint Programming (CP) tools. The aim of the inte-
gration is to maintain the modelling facilities of the CP paradigm, while
improving its performances by exploiting effective OR techniques. In our
previous work, we proposed the use of optimization constraints [9], em-
bedding a linear relaxation of the constraint itself and performing prun-
ing on the basis of costs. In particular, domain values can be removed
whenever it can be shown that their assignment will necessarily lead to
solutions worse than the best solution found. In this setting, the use of
cutting planes in global constraints allows to tighten the relaxation so
as to infer more accurate bounds on the problem. We propose differ-
ent ways of using cutting-planes in optimization constraints achieving
different levels of tightness of the integration and pruning power. Even
if the proposed technique is general, we use as testing application the
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSPs) and its time constrained variant.
Computational results compare different relaxations in terms of pruning
achieved and computational complexity.

1 Introduction

The idea of solving integer (or mixed integer) linear programs by strengthening
the initial formulation through the iterative addition of valid inequalities, called
cutting planes, is known in mathematical programming since the seminal work
of Gomory [12] in 1958. Roughly speaking, at each step of the algorithm, the ad-
dition of a cutting plane cuts off the fractional solution of the current continuous
relaxation, thus producing a stronger formulation of the original problem. How-
ever, this idea became computationally effective only in the late eighties, due
to a couple of important advances: the improvement of Linear Programming
(LP) solvers and the integration of cutting planes into a tree search framework
leading to the solving method called branch-and-cut. Starting from the original
branch-and-cut algorithm of Padberg and Rinaldi [18] for the Travelling Sales-
man Problem (TSP), the method has been applied to a wide variety of combi-
natorial optimization problems, often obtaining the state-of-the-art results. In
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these more than ten years, branch-and-cut became very sophisticated but, quite
surprisingly, the advances mainly concerned the LP solution and the cut genera-
tion, whereas other important features of the original framework, e.g., branching
strategies and problem reductions, did not receive the same attention.

Completely independently, the exploitation of Constraint Satisfaction tech-
niques has lead to the development of effective Constraint Programming (CP)
tools [16] used in the last decade to solve also optimization problems. These
tools have obtained remarkable results through the extensive use of problem de-
pendent heuristics for branching and problem reductions obtained by constraint
propagation.

The aim of this paper is to investigate hybridization methods for the inte-
gration of cutting planes generation into CP tools which represent, in the light
of the above discussion, a flexible and well-structured environment particularly
suitable to exploit these techniques. Interesting results in this direction have
been obtained by Hooker et al. [14] [17], Refalo [21], Barth and Bockmayr [3].

In this paper, we study hybrid approaches in order to integrate cutting planes
in global constraints for solving optimization problems, called optimization con-
straints. Beside a filtering algorithm that removes infeasible values from variable
domains, optimization constraints [9] embed an optimization component repre-
senting a linear relaxation of the constraint itself. This component provides the
optimal solution of the relaxation and a gradient function that estimates each
variable-value assignment cost. These pieces of information can be exploited both
for propagation, and for guiding the search. This technique has been successfully
applied to Travelling Salesman Problems [10], its time constrained variant [8],
Matching Problems [11] and Scheduling Problems with Sequence Dependent
Setup Times [7], and will be discussed in Section 2.2.

In this setting, we embed in optimization constraints one or more cut gen-
erators producing a set of valid inequalities given the optimal solution of the
relaxation of the constraint itself. We exploit cutting planes in order to tighten
the formulation of the relaxation of the constraint (say PRel). Cuts are computed
and added to PRel, in order to obtain a modified problem P cut

Rel . This modified
problem can be solved (and possibly updated) in the optimization component
during the search in order to compute bounds and reduced costs on the basis of
the current problem configuration. We have tested the addition of cuts at the
root node and at each node during search.

An interesting point concerns the structure of P cut
Rel . The optimization compo-

nent can be a general Linear Programming solver accepting any linear problem.
In this case, if PRel is a linear problem, computed cuts can be simply added
to PRel since the resulting problem, i.e., P cut

Rel , is again a linear problem. Alter-
natively, the optimization component can be a special purpose algorithm that is
able to solve structured problems since the constraint relaxation PRel presents a
special structure. In this case, cuts cannot just be added to the linear formula-
tion of the problem since the structure would be lost, i.e., P cut

Rel in general has a
different structure with respect to PRel. We choose to relax cuts in a Lagrangian
way and we obtain a problem with the same structure of PRel, but different
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coefficients. We will discuss these alternatives, and the use of purging techniques
in order to remove no longer needed cuts. A tighter integration is achieved by
generating cuts at each node of the search tree. In fact, the addition of cuts
only at the root node has the main drawback of generating cuts that during the
search can be no longer tight. Moreover, information derived during the search
due to branching choices and constraint propagation can be exploited in order
to generate other valid cuts which can help the calculation of better bounds and
reduced costs at each node. We provide computational results that show when
it is worth exploiting cutting planes techniques.

The proposed integration is general and can be applied to a wide variety of
constraints and problems. However, in order to prove its effectiveness, we have
performed computational tests on TSPs and TSPs with Time Windows. Again,
we can use any kind of valid cuts for the problem represented by the constraint. In
this case, cuts used are subtour elimination and sequential ordering inequalities
which have been generated and embedded in a path constraint.

In Section 2 we provide some basic notions on cutting planes generation and
on cost-based filtering. Section 3 is devoted to explain different integrations of
cutting planes in global constraints. Section 4 is devoted to computational results
on TSP and TSPTW instances. Section 5 presents some related approaches. A
discussion and future work description concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Cutting Planes

In this section, we provide some preliminary notions on the use of cutting planes.
Intuitively, given an Integer Linear Problem P , the cutting planes method

is based on the solution of a continuous relaxation of P , called PLin, which
typically does not involve all the constraints of P. The optimal solution of PLin

provides a lower bound (for minimization problems) on the optimal solution
of P where, in general, some constraints of the original problem are violated.
The aim of the cutting planes generation is to determine some linear inequalities
corresponding to violated constraints that remove the optimal solution of PLin,
say x∗, infeasible for P , and do not prune any integral solution of the original
problem P .

In principle, one can iteratively add all such inequalities up to the definition
of the convex hull of the set of solutions of P . However, there is no efficient way of
generating the convex hull of a problem. Therefore, the general method used in
branch-and-cut algorithms is to iteratively add a subset Scut of all inequalities so
as to increase the optimal solution value of PLin, and still having a linear problem
formulation. When the addition of cuts becomes ineffective (the bound does not
increase any longer), a branching step is performed. We call the resulting (final)
problem P cut

Lin.
In this paper, we consider, as examples, the TSP and the TSPTW. The TSP

is the problem of finding the least-cost Hamiltonian cycle visiting a set of cities,
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whereas the TSPTW is its time constrained variant in which the visit of each
city must be performed within a fixed time window. We model these problems by
using a path constraint which ensures that, given a set of nodes V , there exists
one path visiting all nodes in V once. Each node will have only one predecessor
and only one successor node.

We consider a graph theory model based on a directed graph G = (V, A) in
which there is a variable xij and a cost cij associated to each (i, j) ∈ A. Given
any set of nodes S ⊂ V , the path constraint has a corresponding Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) formulation, as follows1:

min cT x (1)
s.t. x(δ+(i)) = 1 ∀ i ∈ V (2)

x(δ−(i)) = 1 ∀ i ∈ V (3)
x(A(S)) ≤ |S| − 1 ∀ S ⊂ V, S �= ∅ (4)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (i, j) ∈ A (5)

where A(S) is the set of arcs connecting nodes in S, δ+(i) (resp. δ−(i)) represents
the set of arcs whose starting (resp. ending) node is i. Being A a set of arcs,
x(A) identifies the sum of all xij with arc (i, j) ∈ A.

Constraints (2)-(3) are degree constraints assuring each node (city) be visited
exactly once, whereas constraints (4) are the Subtour Elimination Constraints
(SECs).

A relaxation of this model can be obtained by eliminating constraints (4) and
relaxing the integrality constraint (5). The resulting linear problem is known as
Assignment Problem (AP). The AP is the graph theory problem of finding a
set of disjoint subtours such that all the nodes are visited and the overall cost
is a minimum. AP provides an optimal integer solution, and, if such a solution
is composed by a single tour, is then optimal for TSP. The addition of cutting
planes is aimed at improve (i.e., increase) the lower bound provided by the AP.
Many different kinds of valid inequalities can be defined for TSP and its variants.
Different classes of inequalities can be used simultaneously.

Being x∗ the optimal solution of the linear problem, the problem of finding an
inequality αx ≤ α0 valid for each feasible solution of P , and such that αx∗ > α0,
is called separation problem. Although the separation problem is in general NP-
hard, several polynomial time algorithms have been defined for particular classes
of cuts.

In this paper, we consider subtour elimination (SECs) and sequential ordering
(SOPs) cutting planes. The separation problem for SECs can be solved in poly-
nomial time by computing the minimum capacity cut in the graph induced by x∗,
and the same holds for each following LP obtained by the iterative addition of
cuts. For the separation problem we use an implementation [15] of the Padberg
and Rinaldi micut algorithm [19] to compute a set of subtour elimination cuts.
1 This is the ILP model of the Asymmetric version of TSP (ATSP) to which we refer
for a more general discussion.
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At each iteration, the separation procedure returns a set of nodes involved in a
subtour S. The corresponding generated cut has the form x(A(S)) ≤ |S|− 1. At
the end of the iterative process, these inequalities define the subtour polytope
of the TSP, i.e., a problem where no subtour is violated, but the solution is
possibly fractional. Obviously, the optimal solution of the problem generated by
the AP plus the SECs is still a valid lower bound for the original problem, and,
in general, it is much better than the AP solution value.

We have also tested specific valid inequalities studied by Balas, Fischetti and
Pulleyblank [2] for the TSPTW relaxation called precedence constrained TSP
or Sequential Ordering Problem (SOP). All the inequalities for SOP are also
valid for TSPTW, provided the information on precedences among nodes. In
this paper we consider: (i) Predecessor inequalities (π inequalities). Let S ⊆ V ,
S̄ := V \ S, then

x((S \ π(S)), (S̄ \ π(S))) ≥ 1 (6)

where π(S) indicates the set of nodes which preceed the nodes in S2; (ii) Successor
inequalities (σ inequalities). Let S ⊆ V , S̄ := V \ S, then

x((S̄ \ σ(S)), (S \ σ(S))) ≥ 1 (7)

where σ(S) indicates the set of nodes which follow the nodes in S.
In the following, these inequalities are referred to as SOP inequalities, and

we use the heuristic separation procedure proposed in [2] and the corresponding
computer code by Ascheuer, Fischetti and Grötschel [1].

2.2 Cost-Based Domain Filtering

In this section, we recall the technique, based on reduced cost fixing, proposed
in [9] which allows to perform domain filtering on the basis of costs. In particular,
we are able to prune domain values when their contribution in terms of costs on
the objective function is too high with respect to the best solution found.

For this purpose, we embed in global constraints an optimization component
(see Figure 1) which is able to optimally and efficiently solve a relaxation of the
constraint itself and provides three pieces of information: the optimal solution
LB of the relaxed problem, its value x∗ and a gradient function grad(X, v)
which computes the costs of variable-value assignments, e.g., in terms of reduced
costs. We create a mapping between CP entities (variables and domains) and
variables in the relaxation so as to allow the two parts to exchange information.
In particular, the assignment of the CP variable Xi to the value j corresponds
to the linear variable fixing xij = 1.

On the basis of this information, we perform the following filtering. The
lower bound value LB is trivially linked to the variable representing the objec-
tive function Z through the constraint LB ≤ Z. More interesting is the prop-
agation based on gradient function. Given the gradient function grad(X, val),
2 With the notation x(U,W ), where U, W ⊂ V , we indicate the sum of all arcs in A
with starting node in U and ending node in W .
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Fig. 1. Structure of optimization constraints

LBX=val = LB + grad(X, val) is a valid lower bound for the problem where X
is assigned to val. Therefore, we can impose: X �= val if LBX=val > Zmax.
Reduced costs can be used to calculate the gradient function as proposed in [9].

As optimization component, we can use any solver able to compute the opti-
mal solution of the relaxation of the constraint. The solver of the relaxation can
be a simplex algorithm, or a special purpose algorithm. For instance, in [10] we
have run experiments on ATSPs using either a solver for the Minimum Span-
ning Arborescence (MSA) or one for the Assignment Problem (AP). The main
feature of the solver is that it should be incremental since the re-computation
of the optimal solution of the relaxed problem should be triggered each time a
value in the optimal solution of the relaxation is deleted from the correspond-
ing (through the mapping) CP variable domain. For example, for the AP we
can use the Hungarian Algorithm, the primal-dual algorithm described in [5]. In
this case, the AP relaxation at the root node requires in the worst case O(n3)
where n is the number of variables, whereas each following AP re-computation
due to domain reduction can be efficiently computed in O(n2) time through a
single augmenting path step (see [5] for details). The reduced cost matrix is
obtained without extra computational effort during the AP solution.

The events triggering this propagation are changes in the upper bound of the
objective function variable Z and each change in the problem variable domains.
Note that the AP solution is re-computed only if the removed value j belongs
to the solution of the AP. In fact, only in this case the bound can increase.

3 Integration of Cutting Planes in Global Constraints

The main idea of this paper is to embed in global constraints, beside an optimiza-
tion component, one or more cut generators that provide valid linear inequali-
ties, given the global constraint declarative semantics and the optimal solution
of the corresponding linear relaxation. These cuts can be added to the linear
formulation which in turns produces better bounds that enable to perform more
powerful domain filtering. Thus, we have embedded cutting plane generators in
the optimization component of a path constraint.
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Depending on the semantics of the global constraint and its relaxation, we
can use different sets of cuts. For the path constraint we have used Subtour Elim-
ination and Sequential Ordering cuts. We have followed two different approaches:
in the first, cuts are generated and added when the constraint is posted for the
first time, but no longer updated during the search; in the second, instead, cuts
are generated and added at each node.

Fig. 2. Addition of cuts in optimization constraints

3.1 Adding Cuts at the Root Node

When cuts are added only at the root node, we have experimented three alterna-
tive approaches: (i) cuts can be simply added to the initial LP if the optimization
component considered in the global constraint is a general Linear Programming
solver able to handle any kind of Linear Problems, with no special structure;
(ii) cuts can be relaxed in a Lagrangian way in order to obtain a structured
problem if the optimization component is a special purpose algorithm aimed at
solving a problem with a special structure, say the Assignment Problem; (iii)
purging techniques are applied to the second approach in order to remove no
longer needed cuts.

Adding Cuts to the Problem Formulation This first integration can be
performed when the optimization component in the global constraint is a general
purpose Linear Programming solver which can handle and solve any kind of
linear problem with no special structure. Thus, the computed cuts can be directly
added to the problem formulation as shown in the left hand side of Figure 2. The
resulting linear problem is solved at each node during the whole search space. A
linear solver (ILOG Planner in our case) is used to compute the optimal solution
of the LP at each node.

In the case of the path constraint, the starting problem considered in the
optimization component, called PLin is the problem composed by constraints
(2)-(3) described in Section 2.1 (which is the constraint set of an Assignment
Problem). A set of subtour inequalities Scut are generated by the cut generator
at each iteration, and the subtour polytope is finally derived. The resulting
problem P cut

Lin is a Linear Problem composed by PLin together with Scut. Note
that the structure of P cut

Lin is no longer an AP, but a general LP.
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Clearly, during the search the added cuts may be no longer effective when
they are trivially satisfied by the current partial solution of the problem. The
satisfied cuts in principle can be removed in order to reduce the linear formulation
of the problem. However, leaving these cuts in the formulation does not affect
the accuracy of the bound.

During the search, the resulting LP, P cut
Lin, is changed at each node when vari-

ables are fixed and constraint propagation removes values from variable domains,
but not with the addition of new cuts.

A disadvantage of this technique is that the resulting LP can be quite heavy
for non-trivial problems and the LP re-computation at each node of the search
tree can be expensive.

Lagrangian Relaxation of Cuts An alternative method can be applied when
the optimization component in the global constraint is a special purpose algo-
rithm able to solve structured problems. For instance, as optimization component
we can use an Assignment Problem solver, e.g., the Hungarian algorithm [5]. It
has a polynomial time complexity and an incremental behavior, thus is more
suitable in CP framework w.r.t. general LP solvers.

In this case, we generate cuts (set Scut) as described in the previous approach.
Then, at the end of the cut generation phase, we have the Linear Problem P cut

Lin

composed by the initial Assignment Problem PLin and the set of cuts Scut.
The solution at the end of the root node can be transformed into an integer
one with exactly the same objective function value, say LBRoot, by relaxing
in Lagragian way the linear inequalities of set Scut. In particular, the optimal
Lagrangian multipliers for the cuts are the dual values (associated to the cuts)
computed by the linear solver. The problem obtained, say APLagr, is again an
AP with a different cost matrix, and, as mentioned, by solving APLagr (through
the Hungarian algorithm) we have an integer solution whose value is LBRoot.

More formally, consider the Lagrangian relaxation of the cut αx ≤ α0 in the
objective function min cT x. We call λ (λ ≥ 0) the optimal Lagrangian multiplier
of the cut, i.e., the dual value associated to the cut in the LP solution3. The
objective function of the Lagrangian relaxation becomes: min cT x+λ(αx−α0),
i.e., −λα0+ min(cT +λα)x. In the objective function, we have a constant factor
and we can change each value in the cost matrix c by adding the coefficient
corresponding to x (see the right hand side of Figure 2).

The APLagr solution can be seen as an advanced starting point for the CP
algorithm which is now applied exactly as in [8] to complete the search. APLagr

is considered at each node as relaxation and modified through variable fixing de-
rived at each step, but no more cuts nor Lagrangian multipliers are re-computed.

The addition in Lagrangian way of the generated cuts to the objective func-
tion can have some drawback for the remaining nodes of the search tree. In fact,
the Lagrangian multipliers associated to these cuts are fixed to values which
are optimal at the root node, but could be ”far” from the optimal ones during
3 Since the cuts are in ≤ 0 form, the corresponding dual variables are non-positive,
thus they must be inverted to be used as Lagrangian multipliers.
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the search, and no re-optimization (subgradient optimization) is performed. In
particular, if during the search, a cut αx ≤ α0, which was tight at the root node
(i.e., αx = α0), becomes trivially satisfied with respect to the current partial
instantiation of CP variables, i.e., αx < α0, its contribution to the objective
function represents a penalty with respect to the same solution where the cut is
removed. In fact, the term αx − α0 < 0 added to the objective function of the
original AP, i.e., min cT x, leads to produce a worse bound (since λ ≥ 0). Thus,
while at the root node, the bound produced by the Lagrangian relaxation is in
general better (higher) than the bound produced by the AP solution (without
cuts), during the search if cuts become no longer tight, it decreases and at some
point it may becomes worse than the AP bound. In Figure 3 we depict the qual-
itative trend of the lower bound produced by the Lagrangian relaxation LBLagr

and the bound produced by the AP, LBAP .
However, the optimization over APLagr is always a valid lower bound for

the problem, and the above limitation can be reduced by performing some kind
of purging in order to disable during the search those cuts which are no longer
necessary, i.e., both not tight and trivially satisfied.

Fig. 3. Trend of lower bounds in different relaxations

Purging During the search, the current instantiation of CP variables and the
reduction of their domains can lead the corresponding linear variables to assume
values that trivially satisfy some of the cuts. Suppose, for example, that a gen-
erated cut has the form: x12 + x21 + x13 + x31 + x23 + x32 ≤ 2 and removes
the subtour visiting nodes 1, 2 and 3. Moreover, suppose that during the search
the CP variable X1 is instantiated to the value 2 (thus, x12 = 1 and x13 = 0),
values 1 and 3 are removed from the domain of variable X2 (thus, x23 = 0
and x21 = 0) and values 1 and 3 are removed from the domain of variable X3

(thus, x31 = 0 and x32 = 0). The cut is satisfied and can be removed in order to
reduce the linear formulation of the problem. Moreover, in case of Lagrangian
relaxation, the added and satisfied cut can produce a penalty in the objective
function and it is preferable to remove it. Note that the concept of purging is
standard for branch-and-cut (cuts which are no longer “effective” are removed
and included in the Cut Pool). However, in case of Lagrangian relaxation the
performed operation is even more crucial since it affects the value of the bound.
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Thus, during the search, each time a linear variable xij is fixed, all added cuts
are taken into account and removed if they are trivially satisfied. In particular,
in the Lagrangian relaxation the contribution of the cut in the objective function
−λα0 + min(cT + λα)x should be removed, by restoring the cost matrix to its
original values and removing λα0 from the objective function.

A drawback of the purging technique is that each time the cost matrix is
changed, i.e., one or more cuts are removed, the AP plus the remaining cuts
(always relaxed in a Lagrangian way) should be re-computed from scratch and
it takes O(n3) instead of O(n2).

An interesting point concerns the exploitation of the problem specific knowl-
edge on cuts. Consider the above cut involving nodes in the set S = {1, 2, 3}.
We know that as soon as an arc starting (resp. ending) from (resp. in) one of the
nodes 1, 2 or 3 and ending (resp. starting) in a node not contained in S belongs
to the current solution, the subtour is not violated. This conclusion can be drawn
despite the values of the other variables are still unbound. Thus, it is much more
powerful to exploit information on the special structure of cuts since we can
remove trivially satisfied cuts earlier. In this paper, the cuts have been removed
when variable values lead the constraint to be trivially satisfied. An interest-
ing extension is currently investigated: we can associate to the cut generator an
event that is raised each time some variables in the cut are changed (due to CP
propagation). The event triggers an evaluation procedure which determines if
the cut should be removed or not on the basis of its semantics.

3.2 Adding Cuts at Each Node

An alternative use of cuts, closer to the traditional Operations Research branch
and cut technique, is to add cuts at each node. During search, we acquire more
information on the portion of the search tree we are exploring, thus we can
generate more informed cuts. We have experimented the addition of cuts at each
node after the computation of the optimal solution of the LP corresponding to
that node.

An important point concerns the use of local or global cuts. Considering the
TSP and TSPTW, the SECs are globally valid cuts, while SOPs are locally valid.
Thus, while SECs could be left in the problem formulation when backtracking is
performed, the SOPs must be removed. In our current implementation, however,
both SECs and SOPs are removed upon backtracking.

4 Computational Results

In this section, we provide computational results on TSP and TSPTW in-
stances. The overall approach has been implemented using the ILOG Optimiza-
tion Suite [23], and runs on a Pentium II 200 MHz with 64MB of RAM. A time
limit of 30 minutes has been imposed for each instance of both problems.

The purpose of this section is to try to compare different pruning abilities
achieved by different relaxations:
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– the AP without cuts, referred to as AP;
– the AP generated by adding cuts at the root node and relaxing them in a
Lagrangian way before branching, referred to as LAGR;

– the same relaxation as LAGR where purging techniques have been exploited
in order to remove no longer necessary cuts, referred to as LAGR-Pg;

– the LP generated by the AP plus the addition of cuts directly to the problem
only at the root node, referred to as LP.

– the LP generated by the AP plus the addition of cuts at every node, referred
to as LP-CN.

The different techniques used are ordered in the above mentioned list by
increasing complexity. In fact, the AP has an initial complexity of O(n3) whereas
each following re-computation is performed in O(n2). The second method also
has the same complexity, but the initial complexity is increased by the fact that a
Linear Problem should be solved through the simplex algorithm which provides
the optimal Lagrangian multipliers. The third method has the same complexity
of the second, but each time a cut is removed, the AP cost matrix is changed
and it implies a whole AP re-computation which is again O(n3). Finally, the last
two approaches use the LP solver within each node which has an exponential
worst case complexity (using the simplex algorithm).

The first group of results reported in Table 1 concerns symmetric TSPs from
TSPLIB. The size of the problems is self evident from the name of the instance;
the lower bound at root node, the run time (in seconds) and the number of
backtracks are reported. The search strategy used is very simple; it chooses the
variable with the smallest domain first and it assign the value corresponding to
the optimal assignment in the relaxed problem.

Table 1. Results on small symmetric TSP instances

Inst. OPT AP LAGR LAGR-Pg LP LP-CN
LB Time Fail LB Time Fail LB Time Fail LB Time Fail LB Time Fail

gr17 2085 1652 1.31 1926 2085 1.38 59 2085 0.5 59 2085 0.84 15 2085 0.82 15
gr21 2707 2420 0.22 165 2707 0.3 62 2707 0.32 62 2707 0.47 19 2707 0.53 19
gr24 1272 1052 0.39 300 1272 0.86 133 1272 0.86 133 1272 36.4 1793 1272 44.0 1294
fri26 937 833 2.36 2863 937 2.46 1191 937 2.44 1191 937 180.1 8342 937 102 2969

bays29 2020 1764 2.87 2803 2014 1.67 601 2014 1.67 601 2014 82.6 3320 2014 138 2892
dantzig42 699 532 * * 697 6.19 1277 697 8.13 1006 697 181.9 3810 697 106 700

From the results we can see that for small problems, it is not worth adding
cutting planes either in the Lagrangian relaxation or in the LP. Although the AP
is not a good lower bound for symmetric TSPs, it is nevertheless good enough
to quickly solve small problems. On the other hand, it is known that pure OR
Branch and Cut is the best exact method to solve large TSPs. For medium size
problems the AP with Lagrangian relaxation performs better than the AP since
the increased complexity of adding cuts is balanced by a great reduction in the
number of fails. Dantzig42 could not be solved by the AP (indeed the optimal
solution can be found but the proof of optimality falls outside the time limit),
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whereas it is solved in few seconds with the Lagrangian relaxation both with
and without purging techniques. An important point here is that the AP does
not provide in general a good lower bound for symmetric TSPs. In fact, small
cycles are created. Thus, the addition of SECs in general improves the bound
significantly.

Concerning the LP approach, it performs always worse than all the other
approaches. This is mainly due to the fact that the simplex algorithm in general
does not behave as efficiently as a special purpose (incremental) algorithm. In
addition, the chosen branching strategy is certainly not the most effective for
the LP. An alternative, more effective strategy considers the optimal solution of
the linear relaxation and branches on fractional variables.

The second set of problems is derived from the RC instances of Solomon [22]
for the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW). In particular,
the TSPTW instances are obtained by considering the single-vehicle decompo-
sition deriving from VRPTW solutions. This decomposition generates instances
with up to 40 cities and has been solved by Pesant et al. [20]. The results for these
instances are reported in Table 2 in terms of lower bound at root node, computing
times (in seconds) and number of failures. The model of the problem combines
a scheduling model in order to treat time windows and a TSP model that takes
into account the routing part. The model has been extensively described in [8]
where other results using different search strategies are reported and compari-
son with related literature is presented. In this paper, the purpose is to compare
the ”pruning ability” of different relaxation with the same search strategy, i.e.,
the chronological strategy, typically used for scheduling problems [8]. In Table 2
we do not report the results obtained using a generic LP solver since when the
cuts are generated only at root node the results are always dominated by the
Lagrangian approach, and when the cuts are generated at every node, we expe-
rienced memory problems. Further investigation will concern ad hoc branching
strategy for the LP formulation. Also the application of the purging technique
on the Lagrangian relaxation did not improve the quality of the results of the
Lagrangian approach.

The effectiveness of the LAGR w.r.t. the AP is not always clear; in fact,
despite the good increase of the lower bound, this did not always translated into
an improvement in performances. The reasons for this behaviour is due to the
fact that the LAGR approach has to solve several LP at root node in order to
generate the cuts.

As mentioned, the purpose of this computational section is not to find the best
method to solve a specific problem (TSP or TSPTW). For this purpose we should
have used search strategies tailored to the specific bound used. Nevertheless is
interesting to compare the different lower bounds obtained and to see that the
chosen method should be carefully evaluated considering the size of the problem,
the lower bound, and the complexity of the bound calculation. We believe that
a constraint should separate its semantic from the actual algorithm used which
should be chosen by the user even during the execution of a search strategy.
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Table 2. Results on rc2 instances from Solomon et al. [22]

Inst. N OPT No Bound AP LAGR

LB Time Fail LB Time Fail LB Time Fail

rc201.0 25 378.62 257.38 3.1 1.9k 367.67 0.15 20 378.62 1.24 16

rc201.1 28 374.7 201.92 270.4 106k 256.16 48.22 15.4k 346.74 37.3 9.89k

rc201.3 19 232.55 183.89 0.8 543 216.79 0.16 51 217.82 0.24 51

rc202.0 25 246.23 160.57 242.9 175k 180.38 4.11 1.62k 241.92 5.05 1.28k

rc202.1 22 206.52 127.91 46.7 27.6k 146.77 3.50 1.23k 177.87 9.98 2.37k

rc202.2 27 341.76 211.75 198.9 102k 282.05 5.07 1.71k 334.06 51.2 17.3k

rc202.3 26 367.85 217.09 * * 282.41 345.2 148.6k 330.06 314.2 98.8k

rc205.0 26 251.66 128.21 1.3k 967k 196.99 4.91 1.98k 230.68 1.22 131

rc205.1 22 271.2 174.23 37.9 25.8k 240.54 0.28 98 270.44 0.48 86

rc205.2 28 434.69 212.73 * * 294.67 1.09k 460k 320.5 * *

rc205.3 24 361.24 218.57 27.5 13.9k 261.49 6.0 2.43k 329.95 10.3 2.14k

rc207.0 37 436.67 270.15 * * 331.62 698.2 118k 397.58 1.62k 203k

rc207.1 33 396.39 248.34 * * 288.24 1.78k 406k 374.38 361 56.2k

rc207.2 30 246.43 145.79 * * 200.31 210 60.3k 238.17 66.1 11.9k

5 Related Literature

The idea of integrating cutting planes in Constraint Programming is not new.
The first attempt is probably due to Barth and Bockmayr [3] who integrate cut-
ting planes in CLP on Pseudo Boolean where variables range on a finite domain
of integers containing only two values, i.e., 0 and 1, and constraints are linear
equations and inequalities between integer polynomials in 0-1 variables. In this
setting, local consistency techniques are rather weak since they do not detect
the infeasibility of a set of constraints. The use of a LP solver for finding the op-
timal solution of the linear relaxation of the problem and the addition of cutting
planes enable the earlier detection of infeasibility, easier decision of entailment
and the computation of lower/upper bounds on the objective function. In [3]
the authors follow the more general research field called logic-based methods for
optimization, that was not precisely developed in the Constraint Programming
setting. Hooker [13] points out the correspondence between logical inference and
cutting plane generation. In fact, cuts are nothing else than constraints that are
logically entailed by a given constraint set.

An interesting perspective on cutting planes is provided by Bockmayr and
Kasper [4] in the Branch and Infer framework. Cutting planes are considered as
primitive constraint for IP solvers. Thus, authors argue that there is a similarity
between inference due to constraint propagation in Constraint Programming
and cutting planes generation in IP solvers. This similarity gives rise to different
forms of integration.

More recently, the use of cutting planes in Constraint Programming has been
investigated for piecewise-linear functions y = f(x). Ottosson, Thorsteinsson and
Hooker [17] and Refalo [21] have shown how to embed the piecewise structure as a
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global constraint that enables to maintain a tight formulation during the search.
In [17] the constraint is given a linear convex hull formulation in the original
space, i.e., the two dimensional space (x, y), and thus no new variables need to
be introduced. Besides an improved relaxation, which is dynamically updated
and tightened during the search as part of the constraint propagation, the global
piecewise constraint also provides information for better search strategies.

In [21] the tight cooperation scheme between constraint propagation and lin-
ear formulation is investigated. For each constraint y = f(x) the convex hull
of the formulation is maintained, taking into account the domain reduction per-
formed during the search. To maintain this convex hull, cutting planes are added
in the two dimensional space (x, y). On some problems, cutting plane genera-
tion can outperform standard IP approaches. Note that these cuts are only
locally valid since they depend on domain reductions performed on x and y at
a particular node of the search tree. Consequently, they must be removed upon
backtracking, similarly to standard constraint propagation.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have proposed different integrations of cutting planes in Constraint Pro-
gramming. The idea is to embed in global constraints, beside an optimization
component that represents a relaxation of the constraint, one or more cut gen-
erators which provides a set of valid inequalities for the problem represented by
the constraint itself. Generated cuts have been exploited in two ways: only at
the root node and never changed during search, and at each node.
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Abstract. This paper describes the architecture and implementation
of a constraint-based framework for rapid prototyping of distributed ap-
plications such as virtual simulations, collaborations and games. Our
framework integrates three components based on (concurrent) constraint
programming ideas: (1) Hybrid cc, a (concurrent) constraint modeling
language for hybrid systems, (2) Sisl, a (discrete) timed constraint lan-
guage for describing interactive services with flexible user interfaces and
(3) Triveni, a process-algebraic language for concurrent programming.
The framework is realized as a collection of tools implemented in Java.
The utility of the ideas are illustrated by sketching the implementations
of simple distributed applications.

1 Introduction

The focus of this paper is rapid prototyping in the domain of systems that
include hybrid components, concurrency and reactivity, (virtual/code) mobility
and distribution. The following systems exemplify the applications of interest:

– Consider the computer simulation aspects of NASA’s Airport Surface
Development and Test Facility (see http://sdtf.arc.nasa.gov/sdtf), an air-
port operations simulator. A typical virtual simulation in such a context
involves large numbers of planes in large sections of airspace around an air-
port.

– Consider the emerging area of distributed collaborative applications. In their
simplest forms (Instant Messaging, MSN Messenger Service, ICQ etc.), this
consists of contact/buddy lists and automatic notification of presence of
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contacts and so on. In more sophisticated virtual world scenarios, e.g., Gel-
ernter’s vision of cyberbodies and lifestreams [19], this idea is generalized
to mobile and distributed repositories of information called cyberbodies.
Chronological streams are the most common kind of cyberbody, since time
and causality are natural ways to organize information. The most common
computational task is the exchange of information between different such
streams, e.g., exchange credit card information between a shopper cyber-
body and a bank cyberbody.

Both of these examples have the four conceptual components: (1) hybrid systems,
(2) concurrency, (3) interaction via flexible user interfaces and (4) mobility and
distribution.

Hybrid systems: Reactive systems react with their environment at a rate con-
trolled by the environment. In each phase, the environment stimulates the system
with an input and obtains a response within a bounded amount of time. Con-
tinuous systems, such as mechanical and physical systems, are those in which
the system has the potential of evolving autonomously and continuously. The de-
scription of this behavior is usually in the form of differential equations that arise
naturally in the description and modeling of the behavior of physical systems.
In contrast to the discrete notion of time in reactive systems, the appropriate
notion of time in continuous systems is dense, i.e. the rationals or the reals.
Complex applications are hybrid systems that combine both of these ideas. Con-
sider for example the model of the dynamics of the airplanes. It is a reactive
system responding to inputs from the sensors, the pilot program etc. Each plane
is modeled as an object with dynamics given by differential equations based on
the physics of flight. There are discrete changes in the motion of the plane based
on inputs from the pilots. Thus, the execution of the plane simulation alter-
nates between open intervals in which the state of the plane (e.g., the position
or velocity) changes continuously in a manner prescribed by the laws of flight,
and points at which discontinuous change can occur, such as when the pilots
take an action. Similarly, the evolution of a lifestream is naturally modeled as
a hybrid system. In general, precise virtual simulation of physical artifacts in
collaborative spaces naturally leads to hybrid systems.

Concurrency: Concurrency is omnipresent in the above collection of examples.
Concurrency arises in two ways. Firstly, it arises in an intrinsic way because of
the modeling of several independent activities, e.g., several aspects of the model
of an airplane, several virtual participants in a collaborative discussion. Secondly,
it arises as an abstraction mechanism useful in the implementation of responsive
user interfaces.

Interaction via flexible user interfaces: Modern interactive services are becoming
increasingly more flexible in the user interfaces they support. These interfaces
incorporate automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language under-
standing, and include graphical user interfaces on the desktop and web-based
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interfaces using applets and HTML forms. The key role of flexible and varied
user interfaces in our target application area is evident.

Mobility and distribution: In the collaboration and lifestreams examples, dis-
tribution and mobility issues arise naturally in the context of geographically
spread-out groups of participants. In the airplane simulation, the potential for
large number of airplanes in large sections of airspace mandates the modular or-
ganization of the objects of the simulation into “logical locations”, also termed
“ambients” [8,18]. For example, there are ambients for each airplane object and
for each section of the physical airspace. The computations of each ambient are
performed by (a collection of) computing nodes, and the physical motion of the
airplanes naturally leads to considerations of mobility in the simulation.

1.1 Current Programming Practice and Shortcomings

The class of applications in which we are interested is implemented using con-
currency, say in the form of threads, and some form of distributed programming.
For concreteness, we phrase the following discussion about current programming
practice in terms of the Java language; however, we note that the Java language
largely reflects current popular practice. Monitors guard shared memory between
threads, and these monitors cause additional indirect communication between
threads; threads can wait for access to a monitored region, yield control of the
monitor, and notify other threads waiting on the monitor. Threads are equipped
with priorities that facilitate scheduling of threads. Finally, the thread groups of
Java provide rudimentary structuring facilities for building collections of threads
that are controlled in unison. Java supports two different mechanisms for dis-
tribution: RMI (remote method invocation) is Java’s RPC (remote procedure
call) mechanism, integrated with Java’s object-oriented approach; the Servlet
API provides infrastructure for the special case of client-server programming,
especially when the communication (between client and server) is handled via
web-based infrastructure such as the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). These
approaches suffer from the following shortcomings.

– The model lacks support for a modularity notion of abstract behavior, which
in the systems of interest is essentially the interaction of the system with
its environment. For example, suppose one is given a computer model A of
an airplane that emits position readings, Pos(t) events, from time to time
(perhaps among others), and accepts Turn(dir) requests (perhaps among
others). Consider the task of implementing a controller for the plane, e.g.,
to accept Pos(t) events and emit Turn(dir) events when appropriate. Fur-
thermore, we would like to compose our controller with A to yield an activity
ControlledA that internalizes the Turn(dir) event.
For modularity reasons, we would like to design and implement the con-
troller knowing only the interface of A described above, without access to
the implementation fact that a behavior could be realized by one or more
threads, potentially based at several processors. The operations in Java, as
briefly described above, do not directly support this kind of software design.
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– The model fails to provide coherence between the concurrent and distributed
aspects. For instance, a user of a system cannot reason about system prop-
erties (such as safety specifications and deadlock behavior) independently of
the nature of distribution of the system (such as the location and communi-
cation of the individual planes A and the other components of the system).
We are not demanding uniformity of performance across different kinds of
distribution; we are merely demanding a uniform view of distribution that
does not violate the semantics of the concurrent aspects of the programming
language.
However, the operations in Java expose the programmer to the details of the
distribution of the program components. For instance, it is possible that a
Java program involving threads and RMI will be deadlock-free if the proces-
sors reside on the same file system, but will deadlock if the processors reside
on different file systems.

– Finally, the two different mechanisms for distribution in Java, namely RMI
and Servlets, are not presented in a unifying distributed programming model.
There is no direct support for parameterizing the basic program logic over
the mode of distribution. This in turn leads to duplication of effort/code and
serious problems in software maintenance.

1.2 Our Approach

In our prior work, we have explored declarative programming languages, inspired
by the constraint programming paradigm, targeted at some of these application
areas.

– Hybrid cc [26,25,24] is an executable specification/programming language
for hybrid systems in the concurrent constraint programming framework [41].
Hybrid cc can be viewed as a declarative high-level programming notation
for the appropriate operational model for this context, namely hybrid au-
tomata [2].

– Triveni [12,13,14] is a programming methodology for concurrent program-
ming with threads and events. Triveni has its operational basis in for-
malisms from concurrency theory, such as process algebras [37,31] and syn-
chronous programming languages [6,30,23,29,42]. The logical semantics of
Triveni permits viewing Triveni programs as formulas in a fragment of
linear-time temporal logic.

– Sisl (Several interfaces, single logic) [3] is a deterministic constraint lan-
guage [32] for the description of interactive services with multiple user in-
terfaces. Sisl utilizes its constraint programming foundations to allow users
considerable flexibility in the way they input their requests to such services.

In this paper, we present an architecture that combines these components
smoothly in a coherent framework for prototyping distributed applications of
the kind described earlier. This integration yields the following advantages with
respect to the current (pragmatic) state of the art.
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Concurrent composition as a first class primitive. Our approach takes the point
of view of formalisms from concurrency theory, such as process algebras and
concurrent constraint programming – these formalisms are designed from the
start around behaviors, termed processes. These paradigms then describe a al-
gebra of processes in which, for instance, the concurrent composition of two
processes yields a process. Extending the viewpoint of Triveni to distributed
situations, combinators in our framework operate on behaviors and the result
of the combinators are behaviors: the implementation yields the correct combi-
nation of behaviors. Thus, our framework enables concurrent composition to be
used freely for the modular decomposition of designs. The concurrent compo-
sition of programs yields programs that are indistinguishable from simple ones
(in much the same way that a complex function in functional programming has
the same status as a simple function). The correct dispatch of events sent by
concurrent components is done automatically by our framework, and thus, the
implementation of a program can closely reflect its design.

Parameterization over distribution. With regard to distribution issues, our archi-
tecture provides a framework to describe the essential features of the program
logic without specifying the distribution mechanism. Thus, in our framework,
we can informally think of a program P as the concurrent composition of its
logic Plogic and its distribution mode Pdist. Thus, the distribution becomes a
“pluggable” parameter to the program and enables the sharing of the program
logic across different distribution mechanisms. We re-emphasize that our aim is
not to ensure identical performance or even behavior across different distribution
mechanisms. Rather, our approach enables us to achieve:

– Reuse of the extensive work done in the protocols and frameworks for dis-
tributed communication, such as Ensemble [40], which provide the ability to
combine modularly basic protocol layers that implement simple properties.

– Parametric, with respect to distribution mode, reasoning about program
logic by providing a clear “slot” for assumptions about the guarantees (e.g.,
total order or causal broadcast) provided by the distribution model.

Enlarging domain of applicability of Hybrid cc. Hybrid cc is a synchronous
programming language that operates on a “global clock” assumption. This tunes
it for modeling systems of tightly coupled hybrid components where subcom-
ponents evolve at approximately similar rates. Thus, the following desiderata
remain.

– There is tremendous overhead in using the models constructed by Hybrid
cc as subcomponents in a general asynchronous environment. For example,
in our work on the model of the Sprint AERCam [1], the model is interfaced
with an animation interface to allow a user to interact with the model as
it evolves. This interaction was achieved by traditional concurrent program-
ming, and the synchronization code consumed almost half the total time
spent in implementation.
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– Secondly, we have observed (e.g., [1]) that the synchronous hypothesis of
Hybrid cc leads to inefficiencies when the model has several loosely cou-
pled hybrid sub-components. For instance, in the airport simulations, each
airplane mainly interacts with nearby airplanes, thus any discrete actions
it takes affect only nearby planes. However the synchronicity assumption
underlying Hybrid cc forces each such discrete action to cause a global syn-
chronization point involving all the objects in the simulation, including those
that are not affected by the action.

The framework of this paper provides a structured methodology to arrange the
interaction of Hybrid cc components in a general context of asynchrony and
distribution.

1.3 Rest of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review our ear-
lier work on Hybrid cc, Triveni and Sisl, and we present a comparison with
related work. In the following section, we describe the architecture and give an
overview of its current implementation. We illustrate the ideas in the context
of some concrete examples that have been realized using the framework: an n-
player variation of the board game Battleship (using two different distribution
mechanisms), as well as a multi-user instant messaging application.

2 Background

2.1 Hybrid cc

Hybrid cc is an executable specification/programming language for hybrid
Systems [26] in the concurrent constraint programming framework [41]. Hybrid
cc can be viewed as a high-level programming notation for hybrid automata [2],
much as synchronous programming languages are high level notation for discrete
automata1.

Hybrid cc incorporates two key ideas – (1) Continuous constraint systems
(ccs) and (2) extending (concurrent) constraint programming over (real) time.
We sketch these ideas here, referring the reader to [26] for a precise foundational
description. Intuitively, continuous constraint systems express the information
content of initial value problems in integration. Continuous constraint systems
support an integration operation,

∫ r
init(a) ∧ cont(b) which determines the

effect of b holding continuously in the interval (0, r), if a held at time 0. For
example,

∫ 7
init(x = 3) ∧ cont(x′ = 4) � x = 31. [26] describes a set of

axioms for continuous constraint systems – these include intuitive properties of
integration such as the monotonicity and continuity of integration, and some
computability axioms to enable finite description and implementation. We add
1 Functional Reactive ANimation [17], built on functional programming, has similar
goals.
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a single temporal control to the untimed (concurrent) constraint programming:
hence A. Declaratively, hence A imposes the constraints of A at every time
instant after the current one. [26] shows how hence can be combined in very
powerful ways with ask operations to yield rich patterns of temporal evolution,
e.g., do A watching P – execute A at every time point beyond the current one
until the first time instant at which P is true, assuming that there is, in fact, a
first time instant at which P is true.

While conceptually simple to understand, hence A requires the execution
of A at every subsequent real time instant. Hybrid cc is made computationally
realizable by exploiting the basic intuition we exploit is that, in general, physical
systems change slowly, with points of discontinuous change, followed by periods
of continuous evolution. Computation at a time point establishes the constraint
in effect at that instant, and sets up the program to execute subsequently. Com-
putation in the succeeding open interval determines the length of the interval r
and the constraint whose continuous evolution over (0, r) describes the state of
the system over (0, r). We recall:

– Hybrid cc is declarative [26] – programs can be understood as formulas that
place constraints on the (temporal) evolution of the system, with concurrent
composition regarded as conjunction.

– Hybrid cc is amenable to the tools developed for the verification of hy-
brid systems [24] – for any Hybrid cc program, there is a hybrid automa-
ton whose valid runs are precisely execution traces of the program; and for
any given safety property expressed in (real-time) temporal logic, there is a
Hybrid cc program that ”detects” if the property is violated.

– We have implemented Hybrid cc [9,25] and used this implementation for
several examples, e.g., an (executable) model of the paper path of a photo-
copier [27], an (executable) model and controller for a robotic camera of the
Space Shuttle [1].

2.2 Triveni

Triveni [12,13,14] is a programming methodology for concurrent programming
with threads and events. Triveni has its basis in formalisms from concurrency
theory, such as process algebras [37,31,38] and synchronous programming lan-
guages [6,28,30,42]. Communication is via broadcast of (labeled) events that
are abstractions of names of communication channels. In addition to the usual
process-algebraic combinators of event emission, concurrent composition and
waiting for events, Triveni supports exceptions via preemption combinators in
the style of synchronous programming languages.

The semantic study of Triveni [14] includes an operational semantics that
includes a precise formalization of the fairness assumptions of the current imple-
mentation, and a denotational semantics based on (fair) traces. Furthermore, the
logical semantics of Triveni proceeds via a compilation of the Triveni control
combinators as constructions on Buchi automata. In the light of the automata-
theoretic approach to temporal logic [44], this shows that Triveni programs
constitute a carefully chosen fragment of linear time (temporal) logic [35].
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The current implementation of Triveni (in Java) makes Triveni compatible
with existing threads standards such as P-threads and Java threads, and includes
an integrated specification-based testing environment that automates the testing
of safety properties. We have used this implementation to perform a case study
from telecommunication [13], to prototype a domain specific language for writing
flexible interactive services [3], and in the classroom as an environment and
tool for teaching the rudiments of designing, implementing, and reasoning about
concurrent programs [15].

2.3 Sisl

The context of Sisl is modern interactive services. It is now common for such ser-
vices to have more than one interface for accessing the same data, e.g., personal
banking services from an automated teller machine, a bank-by-phone interface,
or a web-based interface. Furthermore, telephone-based services are starting to
support automatic speech recognition and natural language understanding. In
this context, it is desirable for the programming methodology to provide the
following capabilities:

– allowing requests to be phrased in various ways (e.g., needed information
can be provided in any order),

– prompting for missing information,
– lookahead (to allow the user to speak several commands at once), and
– backtracking to earlier points in the service logic.

In Sisl, the service logic (i.e., the code that defines the essence of the service)
of an application is specified as a reactive constraint graph, which is a directed
acyclic graph with an enriched structure on the nodes. The traversal of reactive
constraint graphs is driven by the reception of events from the environment: these
events have an associated label (the event name) and may carry associated data.
In response, the graph traverses its nodes and executes actions; the reaction of
the graph ends when it needs to wait for the next event to be sent by the
environment.

The key kind of node is constraint(Pnext, 〈(φi, σφi , P
i
viol)〉i = 1 . . . n), where

the φi are predicates on events. Intuitively a constraint node is awaiting all the
events in ∪iσ(φi). These events can be sent to the constraint node in any order.
When control reaches the constraint node, the Sisl service logic automatically
sends out a prompt event for every event that is still needed in order to evaluate
some constraint. In addition, it automatically sends out a optional prompt for all
other events mentioned in the constraints – these correspond to information that
can still be corrected by the user. In every round of interaction, the constraint
node waits for the user to send any event that is mentioned in its associated
predicates. Each predicate associated with a constraint node is evaluated as
soon as all of its events have arrived. If an event is re-sent by the user interfaces
(i.e, information is corrected), all predicates with that event in their signature
are re-evaluated.
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Sisl is implemented as a library in Java and supports the development
of services that are shared by multiple user interfaces including automatic
speech recognition-based or text-based natural language understanding, tele-
phone voice access, web, and graphics-based interfaces. Sisl has been integrated
with VeriSoft [20], a systematic state-space exploration tool, and hence supports
automated and efficient testing of Sisl applications [21]. Sisl is currently be-
ing used to prototype a new generation of call-processing services for a Lucent
Technologies switching product.

2.4 Related Work

We have already referred to several pieces of work that have inspired and in-
fluenced this paper. [43] is an eminently readable survey of concurrent logic
programming languages. This line of work has now developed into extensive
work on temporal logic programming languages with perhaps some notions of
distribution (e.g., [7,4,5,39,36,22]). Our work differs from this literature in that
our approach has tended to emphasize the reuse of the extensive existing work in
the design, implementation and analysis of (concurrent) programming languages.
For example, the compatibility of our work with existing threads standards and
event models, such as P-threads and JavaBeans, has enabled us to easily use our
languages and framework in the context of concrete applications. More substan-
tially, our methodology is significantly influenced by ideas from process algebras
and synchronous programming languages. This is revealed in the explicit treat-
ment of operational notions such as fairness in our framework, and has permitted
our study to be compatible with the extensive analysis methodologies/tools de-
veloped for testing and verifying concurrent systems in this context, such as
computer-aided verification via model checking (e.g., [20,11,34,10] to name but
a few) and specification-based testing of temporal properties (e.g., [16]). Indeed,
both Triveni and Sisl support a systematic and efficient testing architecture
based on these methods.

3 Examples

In this section, we discuss two examples with respect to their hybrid, reactive,
and distributed characteristics. MyMessaging is an multi-user instant messaging
application. This system has has rich multi-modal reactive and distributed be-
havior. Battle, an n-player variation of the 2-player board game Battleship, is
a modified version of an example from [13]. This game has a significant hybrid
component to model the motion of the ships, in addition to the evident reactive
and distributed behavior. We have used both examples as projects in courses.

4 Architecture

This section describes the architecture of our framework and its use of multi-
ple interacting constraint-based paradigms. The framework exploits the capa-
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Contact List. Each user has a contact list (“buddy list”) of people with whom he or
she usually communicates. The contact list can be managed by adding or removing
users and organizing them by category. The contact list can be viewed in different
ways, including by current online status.
Online Status. Each user can change between different online statuses: online, do-
not-disturb, offline, etc.
Messaging. A user can send different types of messages to one or more users. Message
types include text messages, files or URLs, and chat invitations.

Fig. 1. Features of MyMessaging

bilities of each paradigm and decouples application-specific from application-
independent aspects.

Building upon existing implementations of Hybrid cc (21,000 lines of C code
and 1000 lines of Yacc code; used from within Java through the Java Native In-
terface (JNI)), Triveni (7,000 lines of Java code), and Sisl (5,000 lines of Java
code), the framework consists of about 1,900 lines of application-independent
Java code; this includes support for both RMI-based and servlet-based physical
distribution. The prototype implementation of Battle contains about 2,200 lines
of application-specific new code: 700 lines of Triveni code for the control logic,
1500 lines of Java code for user interface and animation, 100 lines of Hybrid cc
code for the physical model, and 400 lines of Java code for hooking the appli-
cation together with the servlet-based distribution architecture. The prototype
implementation of MyMessaging contains about 400 lines of application-specific
new Java code: 300 lines for the control logic and support classes, and 100 lines
for the user interface.

In the remainder of this section, the figures depicting the various aspects
of the architecture use shaded shapes for application-specific components and
unfilled shapes for application-independent components.

4.1 Logical Architecture

We first consider the logical architecture of a virtual simulation. A simulation
consists of zero or more scenes, zero or more dialogs, and a control logic. These
components coexist using Triveni’s concurrent composition combinator (||)
and communicate through logical events; the simulation system constitutes the
environment in which these events are visible.

Scene 1

|| ... ||

Simulation System

Scene k

Dialog 1

|| ... ||

Dialog n

Control Logic

events

|| ||

– A scene models a collection of closely interacting physical objects. A scene
occasionally emits events that describe the scene by providing information
such as the position, speed, direction, or other attributes of certain objects.
A scene responds to incoming events that control the objects in the scene.
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Loss. A player loses when all his/her ships are destroyed.
Oceans. Each player has a collection of ships on an individual ocean grid. The n
ocean grids are disjoint. Each player’s screen displays all n oceans, but a player can
see only his/her own ships. A player’s ships are confined to the player’s ocean. Each
ocean has a surface current that causes its ships to drift in the direction of the current.
Ships. Each ship occupies a rectangular sub-grid of the player’s ocean and sinks
after each point in its grid area has been hit. Ships can move on the surface of the
player’s ocean. Once set in motion, a ship moves along a straight line that factors in
the surface current. If a ship hits an edge of the ocean, it bounces back. If it collides
with another ship, the usual conservation of energy and momentum laws apply.
Moves. A player can move as fast as the user-interface/reflexes allow. Player i can
make 3 kinds of moves:
1. Fire a round of ammunition on a square of another player j’s ocean by clicking

on it. The ammunition may hit a previously unmarked point on one of player j’s
ships, in which case a mark is displayed at that point in player j’s ocean on all
players’ screens. No information is reported in case of a miss.

2. Impart a velocity to a battleship that lasts until it receives another velocity
command or until it collides with an edge or another battleship.

3. Raise a shield over his/her entire ocean for a game-specific interval of time, during
which player i’s ships are invulnerable. When a player raises an ocean-wide shield,
his/her ocean becomes dim on the screens of all players. Each player has a limited
supply of shields.

Fig. 2. Features of Battle

– A dialog provides interaction with outside systems such as users. A dialog
receives input from outside systems and emits corresponding events into
the simulation. A dialog receives response events from the simulation and
transmits the corresponding information back to the outside system.

– The control logic specifies how the scenes and dialogs of the simulation in-
teract.

Scene. A simulation scene has three interacting components. Concurrency and
communication between these components is again managed through Triveni:

– The application-independent simulator simulates a Hybrid cc program and
communicates with the other components via events and methods. The
Hybrid cc program provides the physical model for the objects in this scene.
The Hybrid cc simulator instance is wrapped inside a suitable Triveni
component and can be controlled as needed via the START, INTR, and
REWIND events. The ADD and UPLOAD events are used to make changes
to the Hybrid cc program; this capability is necessary for controlling the
physical model from the outside.
The simulator occasionally emits events that inform the other components
about the state of the simulation. SAMPLE is emitted whenever a data
sample from the simulation is available. STOPPED is emitted in response
to an incoming INTR event to indicate that the simulator has in fact stopped.
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– The controller is responsible for converting logical events to pieces of Hybrid
cc code that are uploaded to the simulator for controlling the scene.

– The animator is responsible for converting data samples into logically mean-
ingful events that describe the status of the scene.

Scene

HccSimulator

Animator

Controller

STOPPED
SAMPLE

START
INTR
REWINDADD(code)

UPLOAD(code)

control
events

descriptive
events

hcc code

Example 1. In Battle, the Hybrid cc program provides physical modeling of
the ships in a single ocean using Newtonian laws of motion in the form of dif-
ferential equations. For instance, the fragment that governs collisions between
ships and edges looks as follows:

Edges = () {
always forall Battleship(X) do {

if (X.px = hw || X.px = xMax - hw) then {
XEdgeCollision,
X.ChangeX, X.vx = - prev(X.vx)

},
if (X.py = hh || X.py = yMax - hh) then {

YEdgeCollision,
X.ChangeY, X.vy = - prev(X.vy)

}}}

The controller converts move events coming from the player to the corresponding
changes in the Hybrid cc program. The animator simply renders ships on the
screen using the Java 2d package.

Dialog. A dialog has two components:

– The application-independent pluggable external user interfaces that convert
back and forth between concrete input and output events and the corre-
sponding abstract dialog events. In a model-view-controller architecture [33],
these components can be viewed as the view/controller pairs of the interac-
tion.

– The application-specific Sisl code that describes the logical interaction with
an outside system. In a model-view-controller architecture, this component
can be viewed as the model of the interaction. The Sisl code is responsible
for mediating between abstract dialog events and logical simulation events.

Sisl provides the ability to switch between or combine multiple concrete user
interfaces without changing the abstract dialog. Examples of such interfaces
include graphical user interfaces, speech recognition and synthesis, web browsers
using applets or HTML, voice browsers using VoiceXML, and other XML-based
interfaces.
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Sisl Code

Dialog

VoxML
Interf.

HTML
Interf.||

GUI

Other
XML
Interf.

Speech
Interf.||

||

abstract
dialog
events

logical
input
events

logical
output
events

Example 2. In Battle, the player can interact with ships by clicking on or drag-
ging them with the mouse. Alternatively, the player can use speech to cause
ships to move or to shield his/her ocean.

Control Logic. The control logic mediates between the scenes and the dialogs
via events and is provided as a Triveni component.

Example 3. In Battle, the control logic is responsible for a number of tasks,
including enforcement of the rules of the game. The following code defines the
top-level logic for one player.

ReadyAbortButton
|| await Ready -> Shield(container, numOfShields, shieldDuration)
|| await Ready -> suspend Shield [playerOcean] resume Unshield
|| await Ready_0 -> OpponentOcean(0)

... (except this player’s ocean)
|| await Ready_n -> OpponentOcean(n = maxNumOfPlayers-1)

The following code fragment ensures that a player can use a shield only as long
as shields are still available.

Shield(numOfShields, shieldDuration) =
local OutOfShields in

do shieldBtn Watching OutOfShields
|| loop

await Shield -> if (--numOfShields == 0) emit OutOfShields
|| rename Start, Finish to Shield, Unshield in Act(Timer(duration))

4.2 Distribution – Logical and Physical

As stated above, the components of a simulation system communicate through
logical events. There are two conceptually different degrees of communication
coupling between components. Communication between components on a single
node is synchronizing, that is, components can wait until an emitted event has
been received by all other components in the sub-system – all communication
inside Hybrid cc and a significant portion of the communication inside Triveni
is of this kind. On the other hand, communication between components on two
distinct nodes is is better carried out asynchronously. Components that require
synchronizing communication logically belong to the same subsystem, whereas
components that do not require tight coupling logically belong to distinct sub-
systems. The logical distribution is a partitioning of scenes, dialogs, and control
logic into logical nodes and involves breaking the control logic up into suitable
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pieces – this process is facilitated by the explicit concurrent/parallel composition
combinator supported in our framework.

Consider now the physical architecture of a virtual simulation, which allows
distribution over (possibly) multiple physical nodes. In our architecture, com-
munication between nodes is provided in a way that is completely transparent
to the local simulations. This allows us to decouple the logical architecture of
the simulation system from its physical distribution architecture and topology.
Concretely, on each node, the local simulation system is paired with a commu-
nication component that is responsible for transmitting nonlocal events between
the local simulation and other nodes. The remote client hides the details of the
specific distribution mechanism used. The pairing between the simulation and
communication components occurs as concurrent composition at the Triveni
level. Thus, the physical distribution architecture becomes a pluggable parame-
ter of the former in the following two senses.

Simulation
System

Client Node

Socket
Client

Servlet
Client

RMI
Client||

– Firstly, it is possible to switch between distribution mechanisms without
making changes to the simulation system. For example, we support the fol-
lowing distribution architectures: applet/servlet, remote method invocation
(RMI), and sockets.

– Secondly, mechanisms that guarantee reliable communication over asyn-
chronous networks, particularly those based on protocol stacks such as En-
semble [40], are naturally incorporated in this architecture as layers around
the communication components.

Example 4. In Battle, each logical node consists of a single scene for model-
ing the player’s ocean, a single dialog for interaction with this player, and the
control logic. In the RMI-based implementation, the physical nodes use RMI
for communication and are arranged in a clique topology with a central server
for initial client registration. In the servlet-based implementation, the physical
nodes use HTTP and sockets for communication and are arranged in a star
topology around a central server for client registration and routing.
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Abstract. This paper proposes an algorithm for satisfying systems of
linear equality and inequality constraints with hierarchical strengths or
preferences. Basically, it is a numerical method that incrementally ob-
tains the LU decompositions of linear constraint systems. To realize this,
it introduces a novel technique for analyzing hierarchical systems of lin-
ear constraints. In addition, it improves performance by adopting tech-
niques that utilize the sparsity and disjointness of constraint systems.
Based on this algorithm, the HiRise constraint solver has been designed
and implemented for the use of constructing interactive graphical user
interfaces. This paper shows that HiRise is scalable up to thousands of
simultaneous constraints in real-time execution.

1 Introduction

Constraints have been widely recognized to be powerful in the construction of
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The main usage of constraints in GUIs is to
lay out graphical objects. Once a programmer defines the geometric relationship
of objects with constraints, a constraint solver will automatically maintain the
relationship afterward. Therefore, the programmer will be freed from the burden
of writing the code to manage the layout. It is effective especially when the layout
is too complex for the programmer to specify with a simple loop or recursion.
Apart from geometric layouts, constraints can be used, for example, to adjust the
sizes of graphical objects to internal data, and also to manage the relationships
between internal data.

A major subject of the research on constraints for GUIs is how to model
and solve various over-constrained real-world problems. For this purpose, con-
straint hierarchies [3] are often used as a theoretical framework. By definition,
a constraint hierarchy is a constraint system that consists of constraints with
hierarchical strengths, which can be regarded as the preferences or priorities of
the constraints. Intuitively, (optimal) solutions of constraint hierarchies are de-
termined so that they will satisfy as many strong constraints as possible, leaving
weaker inconsistent constraints unsatisfied.

Another issue of the study on constraints for GUIs is how to improve the
scalability of constraint satisfaction. For this purpose, incremental local propa-
gation algorithms have been extensively explored [6, 9, 14, 15]. However, since
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local propagation is basically limited to dataflow (or functional) equality con-
straints, the resulting algorithms inevitably impose restrictions on the kinds of
possible constraint problems. A typical hurdle is to solve arbitrary hierarchies of
linear equality and inequality constraints, although such constraint hierarchies
arise naturally in actual GUI applications.

To address these issues, this paper proposes an algorithm for satisfying hier-
archies of linear equality and inequality constraints. Its main contributions are
summarized as follows:

– By introducing a novel technique called hierarchical independence analysis , it
efficiently realizes the incremental satisfaction of hierarchies of linear equality
constraints based on LU decomposition.

– It provides a way of handling linear inequality constraints in combination
with quasi-linear optimization.

– It presents techniques for improving performance by utilizing the sparsity
and disjointness of constraint hierarchies.

Based on this algorithm, the HiRise1 constraint solver has been designed
and implemented for the use of constructing interactive GUIs. Particularly, it
is fitted to large-scale diagrams defined with numerous constraints. This paper
shows that HiRise is scalable up to thousands of simultaneous constraints in
real-time execution.

2 Related Work

There have been various algorithms proposed for solving constraint hierarchies.
Particularly, in the area of GUIs, local propagation algorithms for dataflow equal-
ity constraints have been extensively studied. DeltaBlue [6] is the first efficient
incremental algorithm in this category. SkyBlue [14], the successor of DeltaBlue,
copes with the multiple outputs and cyclic dependencies of constraints. Quick-
Plan [15] ensures that it can solve a constraint hierarchy by local propagation
if the hierarchy has at least one acyclic solution. The author proposed the DE-
TAIL algorithm [9], which accommodated local propagation to the least-squares
method as well as cyclic dependencies.

For the purpose of GUIs, there have been algorithms that deal with constraint
hierarchies including inequalities in limited ways. Indigo [2] efficiently handles hi-
erarchies with nonlinear inequality constraints by interval propagation, although
it does not cope with the cyclic dependencies of constraints. The algorithm us-
ing projection [7] statically compiles constraint hierarchies with inequalities into
program code.

The recent algorithms for solving constraint hierarchies with inequalities are
Cassowary [1, 4] and QOCA [4, 10]. Both of the algorithms solve hierarchies
of linear constraints by converting them into optimization problems. Cassowary
uses the simplex method to obtain solutions based on the weighted sums of
1 HiRise stands for ‘HieRarchical linear system engine.’
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constraint errors, while QOCA exploits linear complementary pivoting to find
least-squares solutions.2 Later, Section 8 provides further discussions about these
algorithms.

Linear constraint satisfaction has also been studied in the community of
constraint logic programming [13]. Its main issue is how to enhance the incre-
mental satisfaction of ordinary (non-hierarchical) systems of linear equality and
inequality constraints. By contrast, this paper primarily focuses on the incre-
mental maintenance of hierarchical systems of linear constraints.

3 The Basic Algorithm

This section presents the basic algorithm for HiRise to satisfy hierarchical sys-
tems of linear equality constraints.

3.1 Problem Formulation

The basic algorithm focuses on linear equality constraints only. Instead of ordi-
nary constraint hierarchies, it internally treats constraint systems formulated as
follows:

Definition 1 (constraint system). A constraint system is an ordered set of m
linear equations on n variables x1, x2, . . . , xn, where the i-th equation is repre-
sented as ai1x1 + ai2x2 + · · · + ainxn = ci. The coefficient vector of the i-th
equation is ai = (ai1 ai2 · · · ain), and the coefficient matrix A, variable vector
x, and constant vector c of the system are defined as follows:

A =




a1

a2

...
am


 =




a11 a12 · · · a1n

a21 a22 · · · a2n

...
...

...
am1 am2 · · · amn


 , x =




x1

x2

...
xm


 , c =




c1

c2

...
cm


 .

Intuitively, the first equation is the strongest, and the latter an equation, the
weaker it is. The notion of strength is similar to that of constraint hierarchies;
that is, an equation has absolute priority over latter ones in determining solu-
tions, which is strictly defined later.

For simplicity, the rest of this paper writes a constraint system as A x =
c. Also, for brevity, it obeys the following notation rules: it assumes that the

numbers of constraints and variables are m and n respectively; writing i and j, it
intends indices that range over 1 to m and over 1 to n respectively. It sometimes
attaches primes or subscripts to these symbols.

Solutions of constraint systems are defined using an ordering:
2 Precisely, the QOCA constraint solving toolkit also provides the Cassowary solver to

handle linear inequality constraints [10]. However, for convenience, this paper refers
to the algorithm based on linear complementary pivoting as QOCA.
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Definition 2 (solution). Given a constraint system A x = c, its solution set
is

S(A x = c) ≡ { v ∈ Rn | ∀ v′ ∈ Rn. |A v − c| ≤lex |A v′ − c|}
where ≤lex is the lexicographic ordering, i.e., |A v − c| ≤lex |A v′ − c| is

|A v − c| =lex |A v′ − c| ≡ ∀i. | ai v − ci| = | ai v′ − ci|
or |A v − c| <lex |A v′ − c| ≡ ∃i. ∀i′ < i. | ai′ v − ci′ | = | ai′ v′ − ci′ |

∧ | ai v − ci| < | ai v′ − ci| .
A solution set S(A x = c) means that a solution of A x = c is x1 = v1, x2 = v2,
. . . , xn = vn for v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn)T ∈ S(A x = c). This paper simply refers
to such a vector v as a solution.

Intuitively, ≤lex ‘hierarchically’ compares two error vectors, and the solution
set of the given constraint system is the set of all the variable value vectors that
result in the minimum error vectors in the sense of ≤lex. Therefore, constraint
systems may be regarded as holding preferential constraints in the total order.

Unlike constraint hierarchies, constraint systems by these definitions have no
levels that contain constraints with equal preferences. However, the author has
proved a theorem [8] that they have a close relationship with constraint hierar-
chies consisting of linear equations and solved with the locally-error-better (LEB,
also known as locally-metric-better) comparator [3]. Informally, LEB determines
the appropriateness of potential solutions based on how much each constraint is
satisfied (see Section 8 for the discussion on comparators). The proved theorem
means that the system obtained by ‘serializing’ (or putting in the total order)
the constraints in each level of a hierarchy will always yield a subset of the LEB
solution set of the original hierarchy. Thus, if all solutions are not necessary,
Definitions 1 and 2 substitute for constraint hierarchies. Such a situation is com-
mon in various applications including GUIs that usually need only one solution.
Therefore, the author believes that the notion of such constraint systems is useful
as an alternative method to handle constraint hierarchies.

3.2 Hierarchical Independence

This subsection presents the notion of hierarchical independence, a foundation
for analyzing hierarchical systems of linear constraints. It is the key technology
for the basic algorithm to achieve efficiency.

A row of a coefficient matrix is said to be hierarchically independent if and
only if it is linearly independent of all the upper (or stronger) ones:

Definition 3 (hierarchical independence). Given a constraint system
A x = c, the condition that the i-th row of A is hierarchically independent,
denoted as hindep(A, i), is defined as follows:

hindep(A, i) ≡ ¬∃α1∃α2 · · · ∃αi−1. ai = α1 a1 + α2 a2 + · · ·+ αi−1 ai−1 .

Also, a row that is not hierarchically independent is said to be hierarchically
dependent.
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The following theorem shows that solutions of constraint systems can be
obtained by collecting and satisfying all the constraints corresponding to hier-
archically independent rows:

Theorem 4. For any constraint system A x = c, v is its solution if and only
if

∀i. hindep(A, i)⇒ ai v = ci .

Proof. See [8] ��
Conversely, if an equation has a dependent coefficient vector, it exhibits either
inconsistency that must be discarded, or redundancy that may be ignored.

The rest of this paper says, for conciseness, that a constraint is active if
and only if its coefficient vector is hierarchically independent, and refers to non-
active constraints as inactive constraints. Also, for a constraint system A x = c,
it considers an ordinary linear system B x = d that contains all the active
constraints of A x = c in some arbitrary order. Obviously, the solution set of
A x = c is equal to that of B x = d. It calls such B and d an active coefficient
matrix and an active constant vector respectively.

3.3 Solving a Constraint System from Scratch

This subsection presents how the basic algorithm solves a constraint system
from scratch. For simplicity, the following description assumes that the given
constraint system has n active constraints; for any system, it can be realized
simply by adding to each variable a very weak default stay constraint that tries
to preserve its current value.

Generally, given a constraint system A x = c, the basic algorithm obtains
an LU decomposition in the following form:

BT1T2 · · ·Tt = L (1)

where B is an active coefficient matrix, each Tk is a transformation matrix
described later, and L is a lower triangular matrix:

B =




b1

b2

...
bn


 , L =




1
l21 1
...

. . .
. . .

ln1 ln2 1


 .

Intuitively, (1) means that a sequence T1T2 · · ·Tt transforms B into L.
Once the algorithm computes (1), it can solve B x = d for x efficiently.

First, it resolves L y = d by computing yj ← dj−
∑j−1

j′=1 ljj′yj′ , which is known
as forward substitution [12]. Then it obtains x by calculating x = T1T2 · · ·Tt y.

When the basic algorithm solves A x = c from scratch, it obtains an LU
decomposition in the form:

BP1U1P2U2 · · ·PnUn = L
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where each Pj and Uj is a permutation matrix and an upper triangular eta
matrix respectively:3

Pj =




Ej−1

0 1
Ej′−j−1

1 0
En−j′


 , Uj =




Ej−1

1
b′
jj

− b′j,j+1
b′
jj

· · · − b′jn

b′
jj

En−j


 . (2)

To determine which row to select as bj , the algorithm performs hierarchi-
cal independence analysis: until the j-th step, it has obtained a ‘partial’ LU
decomposition as




b1

b2

...
bj−1


P1U1P2U2 · · ·Pj−1Uj−1 =




1
l21 1
...

. . .
. . .

lj−1,1 · · · lj−1,j−2 1 0 · · · 0


 .

Then it picks up the uppermost unprocessed row ai from A, and multiplies it
by P1U1P2U2 · · · Pj−1Uj−1:

aiP1U1P2U2 · · ·Pj−1Uj−1 = (a′i1 a′i2 · · · a′i,j−1 a′ij · · · a′in).

If a′ij′ is not a zero for some j′ ≥ j, ai is a hierarchically independent row
of A; then the algorithm assigns ai to bj , and determines Pj and Uj with
(2). Otherwise, it moves to the next uppermost unprocessed row since ai is
hierarchically dependent. Intuitively, Pj swaps the j-th column for the j′-th so
that the resulting (j, j)-entry is not a zero. Then Uj changes the (j, j)-entry into
one, and also ‘eliminates’ all the (j, j′′)-entries for j′′ > j.

The algorithm may be easily understood when compared with Gaussian elim-
ination [12]: it transforms a matrix B into a lower triangular matrix L, while
Gaussian elimination transforms a matrix into an upper triangular matrix. Un-
like Gaussian elimination, it records its transformation process as a sequence
of Pj ’s and Uj’s.

In addition to ordinary linear equality constraints, the algorithm can handle
edit and stay constraints, which usually arise in GUI applications: an edit con-
straint for a variable attempts to change its value, while a stay constraint tries
to fix the value of the designated variable. The algorithm realizes an edit con-
straint by expressing it as x = c and calculating the necessary parts of L y = d
and x = T1T2 · · ·Tt y whenever it tries to alter the value of x. By contrast,
the algorithm implements a stay constraint simply by representing it as x = c
where c indicates the value of x immediately before it becomes active.

The time complexity for constructing an LU decomposition from scratch is
O(mn2). Also, the time complexity for calculating variable values using the LU
decomposition is O(n2).
3 In this paper, Ek represents the k × k identity matrix.
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3.4 Inserting a Constraint Incrementally

When a new constraint is inserted between constraints in the current system,
the basic algorithm takes one of the following actions:
– If it needs to activate the new constraint, it updates the current LU de-

composition. To do this, it first finds an appropriate ‘victim’ constraint that
should be deactivated instead. After eliminating the row for the victim and
appending the row for the new one, it revises the LU decomposition.

– Otherwise, it keeps the present LU decomposition unchanged.

The criterion for activating or deactivating a constraint is its hierarchical inde-
pendence in the new system. The victim is the constraint that has been active
in the previous system but becomes inactive in the new system because of the
stronger, inserted constraint. When a constraint is inserted, there will be at most
one victim because all the constraints are linear equations.

The technique for updating LU decompositions is inspired by Forrest-Tomlin
method [5], which was originally devised for linear programming. The technique
is as follows: assume that the new constraint a x = c should be activated, and
that the row for the victim is found to be the j-th one of the active coefficient
matrix B, which has been decomposed into (1). Let

B′ =




b1

...
bj−1

bj+1

...
bn




, Qj =

(
Ej−1

1
En−j

)

and then the following holds:

B′T1T2 · · ·TtQj =




1
...

. . .
lj−1,1 1
lj+1,1 · · · lj+1,j−1 1 lj+1,j

...
...

. . .
...

ln1 · · · ln,j−1 ln,j+1 1 lnj



.

Thus, all the entries at the rightmost column can be eliminated with appropriate
matrices U ′j, U

′
j+1, . . ., U ′n−1 in the form (2). Then, with U ′n such that

aT1T2 · · ·TtQjU
′
jU
′
j+1 · · ·U ′n−1U

′
n = (l1 l2 · · · ln−1 1)

the following new LU decomposition is obtained:


b1

...
bj−1

bj+1

...
bn

a




T1 · · ·TtQjU
′
j · · ·U ′n−1U

′
n =




1
...

. . .
lj−1,1 1
lj+1,1 · · · lj+1,j−1 1

...
...

. . .
ln1 · · · ln,j−1 ln,j+1 1
l1 · · · lj−1 lj ln−1 1



.
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To judge whether to activate the new constraint and (if necessary) which ac-
tive constraint to victimize, the algorithm carries out hierarchical independence
analysis: it finds the row index j for the first active constraint, in the descending
order of the index (or preference) i of the constraint, such that

aT1T2 · · ·TtQjU
′
jU
′
j+1 · · ·U ′n−1 = (a′1 a′2 · · · a′n−1 a′n)

where a′n �= 0 and U ′j , U
′
j+1, . . ., U ′n−1 are the ones obtained with the above tech-

nique. If such i is no smaller than the index where the new constraint is inserted,
the algorithm needs to revise the LU decomposition, and the i-th constraint is
the victim. Otherwise, it should not change the current decomposition.

The time complexity for inserting a constraint into a system is O(m′n2),
where m′ indicates the number of the constraints tested for a victim. Usually
m′ = 1 holds since the weakest active constraint tends to be the victim.

3.5 Deleting a Constraint Incrementally

When an existing constraint is deleted from the current constraint system, the
basic algorithm applies one of the following processes:

– If the deleted constraint is active in the present LU decomposition, it updates
the decomposition. To do this, it first eliminates the row for the deleted
one by the method described in the previous subsection. Then it detects a
proper alternative constraint that should be activated instead, and updates
the decomposition by attaching the row for the alternative.

– Otherwise, it preserves the current LU decomposition.

To decide which inactive constraint ai x = ci to activate alternatively, the
algorithm employs hierarchical independence analysis: assume that j is the row
index in B of the deleted constraint, and that U ′j , U

′
j+1, . . ., U

′
n−1 are obtained

with the elimination of the j-th row; then it searches for the index (or prefer-
ence) i of the first inactive constraint, in the ascending order of i, such that

aiT1T2 · · ·TtQjU
′
jU
′
j+1 · · ·U ′n−1 = (a′i1 a′i2 · · · a′i,n−1 a′in)

where a′in �= 0. With such an alternative constraint, the algorithm obtains the
new LU decomposition.

The time complexity for deleting a constraint from a system is O(m′n2),
where m′ represents the number of the constraints tried for an alternative. If the
system does not have many conflicting (or possibly redundant) constraints, m′

will be bounded by a small number.

4 Handling Inequalities

This section provides a functionally enhanced algorithm for handling inequal-
ity constraints. First, it solves a given constraint system in the same way as
the basic algorithm. Then it collects all the inactive constraints and resolves
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them with quasi-linear optimization, which is similar to the Cassowary con-
straint solver [1, 4]. Quasi-linear optimization finds a vector that satisfies a set
of linear equality and inequality constraints and also that minimizes an objective
function composed as a sum of absolute values of linear expressions.

The enhanced algorithm treats both equality constraints a x = c and in-
equality ones a x ≥ c. However, in the first step, it assumes that all the con-
straints were equations, and obtains an LU decomposition (1) in the same way
as the basic algorithm.

In the second step, it correctly adjusts the constraints by introducing what
are called ‘slack variables’ in the area of linear programming. It rewrites each
constraint into a x = c + σs where s ≥ 0, and σ = 0 if the constraint is an
equation, or σ = 1 if not. With the rewriting, the constraint system can be
expressed as A x = c + F s where s = (s1, s2, . . . , sm)T ≥ 0 and F is the
m×m diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-th entry is σi (= 0 or 1).

Next, the algorithm represents each inactive constraint ai x = c + σisi

with only s. To do this, it expresses x with s (more precisely, si’s for the
active constraints) by introducing an n×m matrix G that consists of the rows
of F corresponding to the active constraints. Then, solving L y = d + G s
and x = T1T2 · · ·Tt y, it obtains x = v + H s. Thus it rewrites the inactive
constraint into aiH s− σisi = ci − ai v.

Finally, to obtain the values of s, the algorithm creates a quasi-linear op-
timization problem and resolves it with the simplex method [12]. For the in-
dices i1, i2, . . ., im′ of the inactive constraints, it constructs the following problem
by introducing new non-negative variables δ+

ik
and δ−ik

for 1 ≤ k ≤ m′:

minimize
∑m′

k=1

{
wik

(δ+
ik

+ δ−ik
)
}

(3)

subject to aik
H s− σik

sik
= cik

− aik
v + δ+

ik
− δ−ik

(1 ≤ k ≤ m′)

where wik
indicates the weight corresponding to the preference of the ik-th con-

straint (e.g. 106, 103, and 1 for strong, medium, and weak constraints respec-
tively).4 Intuitively, each (δ+

ik
+ δ−ik

) indicates the error | aik
H s− σik

sik
− cik

+
aik

v| of the k-th inactive constraint, and the problem minimizes the sum of
the weighted errors of the inactive constraints.

To understand the enhanced algorithm, consider the constraint system con-
sisting of x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0,−x1 ≥ −2,−x2 ≥ −2, and x1+x2 = 5 in this order, and
also assume that their weights are 106, 106, 103, 103, and 1 respectively. First,
the algorithm selects x1 ≥ 0 and x2 ≥ 0 as the active constraints, and constructs
an LU decomposition for x1 = 0 and x2 = 0. Second, it introduces non-negative
variables s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5, and rewrites all the constraints into x1 = 0 + s1,
x2 = 0+s2, −x1 = −2+s3, −x2 = −2+s4, and x1 +x2 = 5+0 ·s5 respectively.
Next, using the LU decomposition, it expresses x1 and x2 as x1 = s1 and x2 = s2.
4 It should be noted that such real-valued weights might lead to incorrect solutions. In

fact, Cassowary avoids this problem by introducing ‘symbolic’ weights [1]. However,
HiRise is optimistic about the problem since it is assumed to handle a relatively
small number of inequality conflicting constraints (see Section 8).
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Then it rewrites the remaining inactive constraints into−s1−s3 = −2,−s2−s4 =
−2, and s1+s2−0·s5 = 5. Finally, it resolves the optimization problem that min-
imizes 103(δ+

3 +δ−3 )+103(δ+
4 +δ−4 )+(δ+

5 +δ−5 ) subject to −s1−s3 = −2+δ+
3 −δ−3 ,

−s2− s4 = −2+ δ+
4 − δ−4 , and s1 + s2−0 · s5 = 5+ δ+

5 − δ−5 . Any solution to this
problem must satisfy s1 = s2 = 2, s3 = s4 = δ+

3 = δ−3 = δ+
4 = δ−4 = δ+

5 = 0, and
δ−5 = 1 (s5 may be arbitrary). Thus the solution to the original system is x1 = 2
and x2 = 2. Note that the weakest constraint x1 +x2 = 5 is maximally satisfied.

Similar to the basic algorithm, the enhanced algorithm as a whole can be
regarded as handling the locally-error-better (LEB) comparator. It is because the
objective function (3) implements weighted-sum-better (WSB), which is more
strictly restrictive than LEB; that is, any WSB solution is also an LEB one [3].

If edit constraints try to change variable values, the algorithm updates cik
−

aik
v for each k (which also reflects stay constraints), and then incrementally

re-optimizes the problem in the same way as Cassowary. If inserted or deleted
constraints update the LU decomposition, it reconstructs a problem.

Usually, the algorithm can considerably reduce the sizes of optimization prob-
lems as follows:

– If the i-th constraint is equality (σi = 0), it may eliminate si. In the above
example, s5 could be deleted.

– If the k-th inactive constraint is inequality (σik
= 1), it can omit δ+

ik
. The

above example could remove δ+
3 and δ+

4 .

With these reductions, the numbers of variables and constraints in an optimiza-
tion problem become (m1 + m2 + m − n) and (m − n) respectively, where m1

and m2 indicate the numbers of the inequality constraints and inactive equality
ones respectively.5 Therefore, if the given system contains only small numbers
of inequality constraints and conflicting (or possibly redundant) constraints, the
algorithm can efficiently solve the optimization problem.

5 Performance Techniques

This section provides two techniques for improving the performance of the basic
algorithm. Both of them can be used together with the technique for handling
inequality constraints.

5.1 Utilizing Sparsity

In usual GUI applications, constraint systems are sparse, that is, most individual
constraints refer to only small numbers of variables even if entire systems are
large. Therefore, resulting coefficient matrices are also sparse ones where most
entries are zeros. From the viewpoint of efficiency, it is desirable for the algorithm
5 Note that the simplex method needs not to introduce artificial variables. For each

rewritten inactive constraint, it can always select one of δ+
ik

, δ−ik
, and sik as a basic

variable.
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to preserve the sparsity of the matrices. However, in transforming them into
lower triangular ones, it sometimes yields nonzero entries called ‘fill-ins’ [11] at
the positions where nonzero entries have been lain. Thus it may degrade the
sparsity of the original matrices.

This subsection describes a performance technique using the sparsity of con-
straint systems. It restrains the occurrences of fill-ins by adopting an ordering
method for sparse matrices [11]. Generally, ordering methods exchange rows and
columns of matrices to minimize the numbers of fill-ins.

To realize this, the proposed technique separates constraints in a system into
required and preferential ones, and applies an ordering method to the partial
matrix corresponding to required constraints. This process is possible because
there are no differences among the preferences of required constraints.

The technique performs kernel generation and Tewarson’s method [11] below
while the basic algorithm is computing an LU decomposition from scratch.

1. Generate a kernel in the following two steps:
(a) Seek a required constraint with only one variable. If such a constraint

is found, move its nonzero entry to the pivot position, transform it into
one, and repeat this operation (ignore the processed variable afterward).

(b) Search for a required constraint with a variable referred by no other
required ones. If such a constraint is detected, move the corresponding
entry to the pivot, alter it into one, eliminate the remaining entries, and
iterate this operation (disregard this constraint afterward).

2. Perform LU decomposition successively for the rest of the required con-
straints. Use Tewarson’s method in selecting variables and constraints for
pivoting; that is, by examining the partial lower triangular matrix obtained
by the current LU decomposition, minimize the product {(the number of the
unprocessed nonzero entries in the row corresponding to the constraint) −
1} × {(the number of the unprocessed nonzero entries in the column corre-
sponding to the variable)− 1}.
For some situations, handling the sparsity of preferential constraints might

be promising. The above technique is also applicable to the inside of each pref-
erential level of constraint hierarchies, although it has not been implemented.

5.2 Exploiting Disjointness

In many GUI applications, constraint systems have disjointness ; that is, large
systems may be divided into multiple smaller independent components. For ef-
ficiency, it is preferable for the algorithm to solve such disjoint components
separately.

This subsection explains a performance technique adopting the disjointness
of constraint systems. Basically, for each disjoint component of a system, it
maintains and solves a distinct subsystem.

It is necessary to integrate LU decompositions when added constraints merge
multiple components. For simplicity, suppose that two components need to be
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merged. Since they are disjoint, they do not share any variables. Therefore, even
if they are merged, the hierarchical independence of each constraint will not
change. Thus, with the active constraint sets B x = c and B′ x′ = c′ for these
components, the merged set can be expressed as follows:

(
B 0
0 B′

)(
x

x
′
)

=
(

c

c
′
)
. (4)

Now, let the LU decompositions of B and B′ be BT1T2 · · · Tt = L and B′T ′1T
′
2 · · ·

T ′t′ = L′ respectively. Then the following holds:
(

B 0
0 B′

)(
T1 0
0 E

)(
T2 0
0 E

)
· · ·
(

Tt 0
0 E

)(
E 0
0 T ′1

)(
E 0
0 T ′2

)
· · ·
(

E 0
0 T ′t′

)
=
(

L 0
0 L′

)
.

It can be regarded as an LU decomposition of the active coefficient matrix of (4)
in the form of (1). Thus multiple separately solved components can be efficiently
integrated.

It might be more fruitful to utilize the ‘partial’ disjointness of constraint
systems that consist of almost disjoint components. The current (perhaps un-
satisfactory) solution to this issue is to recursively apply the above disjointness
technique, which actually depends on the way of the construction of constraint
systems. Another more aggressive solution is an open problem.

6 The HiRise Constraint Solver

Based on the proposed algorithm, Java and C++ versions of the HiRise con-
straint solver have been developed. Mainly, HiRise was designed for the con-
struction of interactive GUIs. It allows programmers to create variables and
constraints as Java or C++ objects, and to insert/delete constraints into/from
the solver object. The supported kinds of constraints are linear equality, linear
inequality, stay, and edit. Currently, the Java version provides the full function-
ality of HiRise, whereas the C++ version implements only the basic algorithm.
The present Java implementation consists of approximately ten thousand lines
of code. Fig. 1 illustrates the screen snapshots of sample applications developed
in C++ for Microsoft Windows.

7 Experiments

This section provides the results of two experiments on the performance of the
HiRise constraint solver. Both of the experiments used an actual application
for editing a tree depicted in Fig. 2. In the application, the layout of a tree
is defined with constraints as follows: subtrees sharing the same parent nodes
are adjacent, and the intervals of neighboring leaves are equal. Also, it adds six
inequality constraints to a tree: four inequalities confine the tree in the window,
and the other two prevent it from getting reversed. The application automatically
generates a tree with an irregular structure using random numbers.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Sample applications of HiRise: (a) one that allows a user to edit a graph
by adding, moving, and staying nodes, and fixing edge directions, where each
inner node is constrained at the barycenter of its adjacent nodes; (b) another
that enables a user to operate a picture that approximates the fractal diagram
known as the Koch curve, which is realized with a finite number of vertices
constrained by linear equations

Fig. 2. An application for editing a tree

First, Experiment 1 compared the performance of HiRise with Cassowary [1,
4] and QOCA [4, 10] using medium-scale constraint systems. The used imple-
mentations of Cassowary and QOCA were version 0.55 in Java and version 1.0
beta 2 of LinIneqSolver in Java respectively, both of which were distributed by
the authors of the original papers. These programs were compiled and executed
with Java Development Kit 1.2.1 from Sun Microsystems. The execution envi-
ronment was a Sun Ultra 60 workstation with a single 296 MHz UltraSPARC-II
processor running Solaris 7.

The table below shows the results of Experiment 1. It gives the numbers
of inserted and deleted constraints, the total numbers of constraints, and the
times in milliseconds required for executing operations of editing a tree. In the
experiment, each solver was given a tree of the same shape generated with a
certain seed of random numbers.

Numbers of constraints Times for execution
Insert Delete Total HiRise Cassowary QOCA

Initial layout 512 4 508 1771 2289 4953
Start move 2 0 510 8 1316 34
Repeat move 0 0 510 1 2 3
Finish move 0 2 508 8 1485 1
Add node 6 2 512 28 117 741
Remove node 2 6 508 26 103 122

Overall, HiRise exhibited higher performance than Cassowary and QOCA.
In particular, its incremental constraint satisfaction is usually much faster than
them, which impresses the power of hierarchical independence analysis.
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Next, Experiment 2 measured the scalability of HiRise. The following table
illustrates the results of this experiment, where the numbers of constraints are
the ones immediately after the initial solutions were computed:

Numbers of constraints 508 1024 1524 2012 2536
Initial layout 1771 12777 38634 87161 170062
Start move 8 15 23 31 40
Repeat move 1 3 4 5 6
Finish move 8 13 21 28 35
Add node 28 148 265 452 694
Remove node 26 114 189 245 380

The results indicate that HiRise is sufficiently rapid even for a system of more
than two thousand constraints. The only problem is that it costs much times
to obtain initial solutions, which is O(mn2) in time complexity. However, the
author is attempting to alleviate this problem since the current implementation
for utilizing the sparsity of constraint systems is rather naive.

It should be noted that the performance of HiRise actually depends on vari-
ous aspects of its algorithm, that is, hierarchical independence analysis, the way
of inequality handling, and the performance techniques for sparsity and disjoint-
ness. A more thorough evaluation of how much each of them works for different
situations is one of the future work.

8 Discussion

As shown in the experimental results, HiRise is usually faster than Cassowary [1,
4] and QOCA [4, 10] for hundreds of constraints, and is further scalable up to
thousands of constraints. It is because HiRise performs hierarchical independence
analysis for fast handling preferential constraints, and also because it adopts
the performance techniques using the sparsity and disjointness of constraint
systems. Only, it may slow down as the number of inequalities grows, since it
must reconstructs an internal simplex tableau after updating the corresponding
LU decomposition.

To solve constraint hierarchies, HiRise uses the locally-error-better (LEB)
comparator, which is the same as Indigo [2]. By contrast, Cassowary adopts
weighted-sum-better, which is a little more restrictive than LEB, and QOCA
exploits least-squares-better (LSB), which is further more discriminative than
LEB. It is known that LSB is useful to applications with many conflicting pref-
erential constraints, because it relaxes the constraints by uniformly distributing
their errors and thus exhibits the ‘least-surprise’ behavior to users. Therefore,
QOCA is sometimes the most functionally advantageous among these solvers.

In summary, HiRise is suitable for massive constraint systems including rela-
tively small numbers of inequalities and not necessitating the uniform relaxation
of conflicts. Particularly, it is fitted to properly designed large-scale diagrams,
as proved in the previous section.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed an algorithm for satisfying systems of linear equality and
inequality constraints with hierarchical preferences. It also presented the HiRise
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constraint solver, which is based on the algorithm and is designed for user in-
terface construction, and it showed that HiRise is scalable up to thousands of
simultaneous constraints in real-time execution.

Using HiRise, the author is developing a Java-based constraint programming
language that allows programmers to specify constraints more easily. Also, the
author is planning to revise the C++ version of HiRise so that it will provide
the full functionality and also a further scalability.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a new rigidification method -using in-
terval constraint programming techniques- to solve geometric constraint
systems. Standard rigidification techniques are graph-constructive meth-
ods exploiting the degrees of freedom of geometric objects. They work in
two steps: a planning phase which identifies rigid clusters, and a solving
phase which computes the coordinates of the geometric objects in every
cluster. We propose here a new heuristic for the planning algorithm that
yields in general small systems of equations. We also show that inter-
val constraint techniques can be used not only to efficiently implement
the solving phase, but also generalize former ad-hoc solving techniques.
First experimental results show that this approach is more efficient than
systems based on equational decomposition techniques.

1 Introduction

Modeling by geometric constraints is a promising method in the CAD field. It
allows a user to build a shape by stating geometric constraints in a declarative
way. In practice, geometric systems contain numerous rigid subparts. Recur-
sive rigidification techniques [HLS97] allow a bottom-up computation of a rigid
system by discovering and aggregating rigid subsystems. We introduce a new
rigidification algorithm which is general enough to tackle systems in 2D or 3D.
This algorithm yields a decomposition of a rigid system into several subsystems
to be solved one by one. The paper aims at showing that this semantic-guided
approach proves to be efficient when every subsystem is solved by interval tech-
niques. Moreover, when the subsystems are small, the system may be tractable
by symbolic tools.

The paper is organized as follows. The next subsections introduce the prob-
lem and recursive rigidification. Section 2 describes the new planning phase we
have designed. Section 3 presents a solving phase based on interval techniques.
Section 4 provides first experimental results.
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1.1 Problem Description

The problem considered in this paper is the computation of all possible positions
and orientations of geometric objects satisfying constraints that make them rigid
relative to each other [FH97].

Definition 1 A geometric constraint problem is defined by a set of geo-
metric objects and a set of geometric constraints.

A geometric object is defined by a set of generalized coordinates in a refer-
ence system of given dimension such as the Euclidean plane or 3D-space. Gen-
eralized coordinates are parameters defining the position and the orientation
of an object.

A geometric constraint is a relation between geometric objects.

Examples of geometric objects are points, lines, circles in 2D, or points, lines,
spheres, cylinders in 3D space. Geometric constraints can state properties like
incidence, tangency, orthogonality, parallelism, distance or angle.

Although the algorithms described in the paper works in 3D space, our im-
plementation is restricted to the following entities in the Euclidean plane:

– Geometric objects: points, lines and circles,
– Geometric constraints: incidence, orthogonality, parallelism, distance and

angle.

We will also assume that:

– The geometric constraints are binary. This is not a strong limitation since
most of geometric constraints are binary. Moreover, no restriction holds on
the arity of the corresponding algebraic equations. For instance, a distance
constraint involves only two points but the corresponding equation involves
four generalized coordinates: the points coordinates.

– All objects are non-deformable, that is, the involved generalized coordinates
cannot be independent from the reference system. For example, a circle is
defined by the two coordinates of the center, but the radius must be constant.
Moreover, constraints can only define relations which involve coordinates of
objects. For instance, a distance constraint for which the distance parameter
is variable cannot be handled.

The second limitation is intrinsic to recursive rigidification which performs
rigid-body transformations [JASR99].

1.2 Recursive Rigidification

Recursive rigidification is based on a degree of freedom analysis performed on a
weighted geometric constraint graph [HLS97].

Definition 2 A weighted geometric constraint graph G = (O, C) is de-
fined as follows:
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– A vertex o ∈ O represents a geometric object. Its weight w(o) characterizes
the number of its degrees of freedom, i.e., the number of generalized co-
ordinates that must be determined to fix it. For example, a point and a line
1 have two degrees of freedom in the Euclidean plane.

– An edge c ∈ C represents a geometric constraint. Its weight w(c) gives the
number of parameters that are fixed by the constraint; usually the number of
corresponding equations. For example, a distance constraint fixes 1 parame-
ter, and then has weight 1.

So, the degree of freedom analysis exploits a structural property of the geo-
metric constraint graph, called structural rigidity2.

Definition 3 Let S be a geometric constraint problem, and let G = (O, C) be
the corresponding weighted geometric constraint graph. Let W be the function
which computes the difference between the sum of object weights and the sum of
constraint weights: W (G) =

∑
o∈O(w(o)) −∑c∈C(w(c)).

In dimension d, the system S is structurally rigid (in short s-rigid) iff:

– W (G) = d(d + 1)/2
– For every sub-graph G′ of G, W (G′) ≥ d(d + 1)/2

An s-rigid sub-graph of a geometric constraint graph will be called a cluster
in this paper. Intuitively, in 2D, a cluster has 3 degrees of freedom since it can
be translated and rotated.

The structural rigidity is similar to the property P defined in [LM98] and to
the density notion introduced in [HLS97].

Recursive rigidification creates iteratively a new cluster in the graph: a single
node replaces the objects in the created cluster, and arcs connecting several
objects in this cluster to one object outside the cluster are condensed into a
single arc labeled by the sum of the weights of the synthesized arcs. Figure 1
illustrates the above notions.

The planning phase aims at decomposing the whole system into a sequence
of small blocks of equations. It interleaves two steps called merge and extension
steps which produce clusters recursively:

– The merge step finds how to form a bigger cluster based on several clusters
or geometric objects.

– The extension step extends the obtained cluster by adding to it connected
objects one by one.

1 Roughly, the a and b of the corresponding equation: y = ax + b
2 The s-rigidity is a necessary condition to prove rigidity. However, it is not a suffi-
cient condition, except for distance constraints between points in 2D [Hen92]. Hence
it should only be considered as a heuristic to detect rigid subparts in a geomet-
ric constraint system. Several counterexamples in 2D and 3D show that redundant
constraints are the main cause of failure of the guess given by the s-rigidity [LM98].
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Fig. 1. Graphs associated to a geometric constraint problem.
(Left) All objects are points and distance constraints are posted between points.
All edges have weight 1 and all vertices have weight 2 (they are not labeled).
Every pair of connected points forms a cluster. Every triangle is also a cluster.
Points C, D, E do not form an s-rigid sub-graph since it has 4 degrees of free-
dom.
(Right) Another graph where triangles (A, B, C) and (D, E, F ) have been con-
densed in two clusters K1 and K2. The arc of weight 3 condenses the arcs (A, D),
(C, E) and (B, F )

Merge steps would be sufficient to perform a plan. However, a merge step can
traverse the whole constraint graph. So, an extension is more or less a heuristic to
perform an efficient merge step: one checks incrementally whether the s-rigidity
is maintained when only one object is added to the current cluster.

The solving phase, also called construction phase, follows the plan given by
the previous phase and computes the coordinates of the geometric objects in
every cluster.

1.3 Existing Work

Recursive rigidification techniques have been developed [VSR92,BFH+95,FH93]
[FH97,DMS98] to assemble points and lines in 2D systems constrained by dis-
tances and angles. [HV95] and [Kra92] describe first attempts to work in 3D. In
all these systems, a specific algorithm is used to merge two or three predefined
clusters. The possible construction ”patterns” appear in a library.

Hoffmann et al. [HLS97,HLS98] have introduced a flow-based algorithm to
perform the merge step. This algorithm finds a minimal dense sub-graph in
a weighted geometric constraint graph, that is, it computes an s-rigid cluster
of minimal size (i.e. which has no proper s-rigid sub-graph). Ad-hoc solving
methods are used to achieve the actual construction. The algorithm works in any
dimension, including 2D and 3D, and can be applied on any type of geometric
objects.

The main limitation of Hoffmann’s approach comes from the fact that no
general method is proposed to perform the solving phase. Symbolic tools could
also be considered but are generally not efficient enough to handle these prob-
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lems. Of course, ad-hoc solving methods can be used, but they must be defined
for every cluster the flow-based algorithm can generate.

1.4 Contribution

In this paper, we propose:

1. A new extension step’s heuristic for Hoffmann’s planning algorithm [HLS97].
The aim is to generate smaller subsystems of equations.

2. A new and general solving framework which is based on interval techniques.
Interval narrowing algorithms [Lho93,HMD97] manage floating intervals and
can solve a system of numeric equations by using filtering and domain split-
ting methods. They are used to compute solutions in every subsystem.
Using interval techniques to carry out a construction step of recursive rigid-
ification has two advantages: the approach is general and can replace ad-hoc
methods related to specific patterns, and, no solutions are lost.

2 The Planning Phase

The goal of the planning phase is to find an ordering which can solve the con-
straints in an incremental way. More precisely, the aim is to identify rigid sub-
parts, that can be solved independently (and then assembled).

Hoffmann et al. [HLS97] have introduced an algorithm which achieves such
a planning. The main limit of their algorithm comes from the fact that large
blocks of constraints have to be added in some cases. Thus the solving process
may become very costly. We introduce here a heuristic to limit the number of
constraints that are added at each step.

Next sub-section illustrates the principle and the limits of Hoffmann’s algo-
rithm on a short example. Afterwards, we detail the proposed heuristic.

2.1 Hoffmann’s Algorithm

Hoffmann’s planning algorithm builds a reverse tree of clusters called cluster
tree: the root is the final cluster covering the whole system; the leaves are the
geometric objects; there is an arc between a cluster K and all the clusters that
have been merged to yield K.

Roughly speaking, the algorithm builds clusters in sequence by interleaving
merge and extension steps. It stops as soon as the whole system has been rigid-
ified or when the system cannot be rigidified further. The algorithm updates
a geometric weighted graph Gm while achieving merge and extensions steps.
For instance, consider an example in 2D made of 15 points and 27 distance
constraints between them (see Figure 2 - G0

m).
The first merge step finds the sub-graph G =< A, B > of Gm. This clus-

ter is extended until a fix-point is reached. The set of adjacent points of this
cluster is {C, H, I}. Since < A, B, I > is s-rigid, I is added to G. The same
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of the graph Gm during the execution of Hoffmann’s planning
method, and resulting cluster tree

process is performed to add H , C and J to G. Now the set of adjacent points
is {D, G, N, K}. None of these points can be added by extension, so we have
reached the fix-point G =< A, B, I, H, C, J >. A new vertex K1 of weight 3 is
added and A, B, I, H, C, J are removed from Gm as well as all constraints among
them (see Figure 2 - G1

m). K1 is placed into the cluster tree and the next merge
step is performed. It identifies < M, N > as minimal s-rigid sub-graph of Gm.
This cluster is extended to K2 =< M, N, O, K, L > (see Figure 2 - G2

m). Note
that K2 could have been extended onto J if < M, N > were identified at the
beginning. Finally, G, F, D and E are merged into K3 (note again that C and L
could have been included in K3) (see Figure 2 - G3

m).
Since clusters do not share points, inter-cluster constraints (i.e., the distance con-
straints dist(J, K), dist(J, N), dist(G, C), dist(G, L), dist(F, L) and dist(C, D)
) are handled by the last merge step (see Figure 2 - G4

m), for which the solving
step can hence be expensive.

Therefore, we propose a new heuristic where clusters can share objects, the
aim being to maximize the extension capabilities, and thus, to reduce the number
of constraints which have to be handled during the merging steps. This heuristic
generalizes previous ad-hoc techniques [BFH+95].

2.2 The Proposed Heuristic

Like Hoffmann’s algorithm, Algorithm Rigidification interleaves merge and
extension steps. To facilitate object sharing it uses the following two graphs:

– The merge graph Gm which corresponds to the graph of clusters used in
Hoffmann’s algorithm. However, in our algorithm, Gm is used only for the
merge step.
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– The extension graph Ge which is specially maintained for the extension step.
It contains the shared objects as well as the objects which have not yet been
included in a cluster.

The algorithm performs three main steps iteratively (within the while loop):
a merge step, an extension step and an update step.

One merge step is achieved by the MinimalSRigid(Gm, d, Ge) function. This
function first computes G1, a minimal dense sub-graph of Gm, with the flow-
based algorithm described in [HLS97]. The dense sub-graph is then converted
into a sub-graph of Ge and returned. The empty set is returned if Gm contains
a single node or if no s-rigid sub-graph can be found.

One extension step extends the cluster G1 found by the merge step. The
repeat loop incrementally adds one object to G1. Objects are added as long as
the obtained graph remains s-rigid.

The last step updates the two graphs Gm and Ge.

Updating the Graph Gm

A new cluster K is created in Gm and replaces the included clusters and objects
(sub-graph G2). This is performed by the function Condense(G2, K, Gm) as
follows: (a) replace all vertices in G2, the sub-graph of Gm corresponding to G1,
by a single node K in Gm; (b) combine all arcs from one vertex v of Gm −G2

to vertices of G2 into one arc from v to K with a weight equal to the sum of the
combined arcs.

The newly created cluster K may contain shared variables which have been
previously included in other clusters. Coincidence constraints are thus added
in Gm to take them into account. Intuitively, coincidence constraints are added
to preserve the right number of degrees of freedom in Gm. They state that the
different occurrences of a shared object correspond in fact to a single object
(function AddCoincidences(K, Gm)).

Updating the Graph Ge

The nodes in the newly created cluster K are partitioned into two sets: the
interface objects that are connected to other objects in Ge and the internal
objects. Function RemoveVertices removes the internal objects since they are
s-rigid relative to each other (that results from the fact that they are included in
the same cluster K). In the opposite, interface objects remain in Ge since they
may potentially be shared by other clusters in further steps.

To maintain the right number of degrees of freedom, the interface objects
in Ge must be rigidified. The function Rigidify adds interface constraints be-
tween them in Ge as follows: if the cluster K contains two interface objects o1

and o2, a weighted arc (o1, o2) is added to make them s-rigid; if there are more
than two interface objects, every other object oi in K is rigidified by adding arcs
(oi, o1) and (oi, o2) (see for coming [JTNR00]).
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Algorithm Rigidification terminates since the number of objects in Gm

decreases at each step. The correction is ensured by the fact that the s-rigidity
property is preserved in Gm and Ge as long as the algorithm runs.

Algorithm 1 Rigidification (in G: Graph; in d: Integer; out CT : Clus-
terTree)

{G is the initial weighted geometric graph; d is the dimension of the problem (2D,
3D); CT is the plan (cluster tree) that is produced by the algorithm.}
CT ← ∅; Gm ← G; Ge ← G
G1 ← MinimalSRigid(Gm , d, Ge) {First merge step}
while G1 �= ∅ do
{Extension step}

repeat
for all o ∈ Ge|∃o1 ∈ G1 and edge (o, o1) ∈ Edges(Ge) do

if G1 ∪ {o} is s-rigid then
{Add o and corresponding edges to G1}

AddVertex(G1 , o, Ge)
end if

end for
until FixPoint {G1 is no more modified}
G2 ← Convert(G1, Gm) {G2 is a sub-graph of Gm corresponding to G1}
Condense(G2, K, Gm) {Replace G2 by a new vertex K in Gm}
AddCoincidences(K, Gm)
InsertCluster(K, CT ) {Insert K in the cluster tree}
Rigidify(InterfaceObjects(G1 )) {Add interface constraints of G1 in Ge}
RemoveVertices(InternalObjects(G1 ), Ge) {Remove from Ge internal objects
and connected arcs}
G1 ← MinimalSRigid(Gm , d, Ge) {Merge step}

end while

2.3 Example

Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of Algorithm Rigidification on the example
introduced in Figure 2.

The first merge and extension steps are similar to Hoffmann’s one and yield
a sub-graph G1 containing the points A, B, I, H , C, J . A new vertex K1 of
weight 3 replaces these points in Gm. The internal points A, B, H , I are removed
from Ge, along with the internal constraints, but an interface constraint is added
between J and C.

The cluster K2 is then created in the same way. It is condensed into Gm.
Since K2 includes the point J which also belongs to K1, a coincidence constraint
of weight 2 is added in Gm between K1 and K2.

The cluster K3 is finally created. It includes all the remaining points in Ge,
and in particular, the interface constraints. Then, the planning phase is finished.
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of the graphs Gm and Ge during the run of the algorithm,
and obtained cluster tree. Interface constraints are drawn in dotted lines

2.4 Comparing with Hoffmann’s Approach

Hoffmann’s algorithm uses a single graph to achieve merging steps and extension
steps whereas Algorithm Rigidification performs the extensions on a specific
graph that contains shared objects. Thus, Algorithm Rigidification may be
able to achieve more extensions. It is important to understand that one extension
implies the creation of a system of equations the size of which is not greater than
3 in 2D (6 in 3D), that is, the number of degrees of freedom of the added object.
Since this heuristic maximizes the number of extensions steps, it should reduce
the solving cost of the merge steps.

For instance, on the previous example, Hoffmann’s algorithm builds clus-
ters K1, K2 and K3 before merging them into K4 (see Figure 2). This corre-
sponds to 9 extension steps and 4 merge steps; the last one will have to merge 3
clusters with 6 distance constraints between them. On the same example, Algo-
rithm Rigidification achieves 13 extensions and only 3 merges. None of these
steps involve more than 2 distance constraints.

3 The Solving Phase

This section shows how to use interval constraint techniques for solving the tree
of clusters built in the planning phase.

Atomic steps of the planning phase generate subsystems of equations, called
blocks in the paper, that can be solved in sequence. Interval constraint tech-
niques solve every block and yield numeric solutions3. When a solution is found
3 A superset of the solutions is in fact obtained: eliminated parts of the search space
never contain any solution, but the remaining non-empty intervals might contain no
solution.
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in a block, the corresponding variables are replaced by their value in subsequent
blocks. When the resolution fails, a backtracking step occurs and another so-
lution is searched for in the previous block. The next subsections detail how
to generate the blocks of algebraic equations based on a cluster tree. Different
solving processes of the decomposed system are also described.

3.1 Generating the Equations

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) of blocks is created while the cluster tree is
built.

– A block contains a (sub)system of equations. It includes the equations cor-
responding to the arcs (geometric constraints) removed from Ge during one
merge step or one extension step;

– There is an arc from a block A to a block B if a variable to be instantiated
in A also occurs in an equation of B.

Note that interface constraints are considered in the same way as others in
this process. Figure 4 provides an example of such a DAG of blocks.

Xj   ,YjK1       K1 Xc   ,YcK1        K1 Xj   ,YjK2       K2 Xl   ,YlK2       K2

Xj   ,YjK3       K3

Xf  Yf  Xd

Yd

Xe,Ye Xg,Yg

Xc   ,YcK3        K3 Xl   ,YlK3       K3

K1 K2

K3

Fig. 4. DAG of blocks associated to the cluster tree of the example in Fig. 3.
Blocks are represented by small rectangles showing the computed variables. All
the blocks in K3 are shown. The block at the top of K3 is created by the merge
step (merging D and F ). Descendant blocks are created by extension. The last
block contains the two interface constraints added during the process

Now, let us detail how interface constraints are handled. Each block com-
putes its own set of variables. The variables corresponding to an interface object
are replicated in each cluster where the object occurs. Object J shared by clus-
ters K1, K2 and K3 leads to define variables xJK1

, yJK1
, xJK2

, yJK2
, xJK3

, yJK3
.
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Variables xJK1
, yJK1

(resp. xJK2
, yJK2

) are computed when solving clusters K1

(resp. K2). When solving cluster K3, the block computing xJK3
, yJK3

is made
of the 2 interface constraints dist(J3, L3) = dist(J2, L2) and dist(J3, C3) =
dist(J1, C1). In this block, the last one in cluster K3, all the variables ex-
cept xJK3

, yJK3
have already been computed in previous blocks.

Now we will describe the different solving processes based upon interval nar-
rowing techniques.

3.2 Domain Splitting and Filtering per Block

A first approach to solve a DAG of blocks has been described at the beginning
of this section. Standard filtering and domain splitting can compute a set of
solutions in every block and an inter-block backtracking process is performed
when an inconsistent combination of block solutions occurs.

Performing interval narrowing on a block is straightforward, the variables of
the entire block being subject to domain splitting and filtering. However, one
should pay attention to the inter-block process: the computed values, which will
be replaced in a subsequent block, are not floating numbers, but an interval of
floating points (even very small, e.g., 10−8 large). We could handle such constant
intervals by slightly modifying the LNAR function of Numerica [HMD97] 4. We
have chosen another process: the middle point of the reduced constant interval
replaces the variable in equations included in subsequent blocks. This middle
point heuristic is easy and general. It is correct if the set of intervals obtained at
the end is checked, by a filtering process, against all the equations in the entire
system. In practice, this final check is very fast since the intervals are really
small. Of course, this process does not guarantee to find all solutions but we did
never lose any solution in practice on the tested examples.

This approach is very efficient because replacing a variable by a constant
simplifies the system of equations.

3.3 Performing Propagation on the Whole System

Another algorithm could be applied that limits domain splitting in one block at
a time, but performs filtering by propagation on the whole system. There are
two different ways to implement propagation:

1. All the blocks are managed by a standard inter-block backtracking process,
just like the pure backtracking algorithm described in the previous subsec-
tion. Two systems of equations are thus handled by the interval constraint
solver: one system corresponding to the current block to be solved by filter-
ing and domain splitting, and another one which includes the equations in
the blocks not yet solved. The second system can be filtered by propagation
when an interval is reduced in the first one. This approach will be called
block solving with propagation in the rest of the paper.

4 The LNAR function, applied to a variable in an equation, replaces all the other
variables by a constant interval and searches for the left most zero.
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2. Another approach, where all the system is in a single block, is called global
solving in the following. It considers the given plan as a heuristic to select
the next variables for domain splitting with respect to the decomposition.
Their domains are split until the desired precision is reached. Filtering is
applied on the full system after each split.

The global solving algorithm is simpler to design than block solving with
propagation. However, global solving is less efficient for two reasons. First, all
blocks are checked for filtering anyway. Second, it cannot benefit from the middle
point heuristic.

Conceptually, it is possible to bring the inter-block backtracking process to-
gether with any solving algorithm that can yield several solutions for one block.
Symbolic algorithms can be used when no trigonometric equations are required
to model the system. Plugging such an algorithm in our inter-block process en-
sures completeness and could be considered for solving small blocks. On the
contrary, classical numerical algorithms should not be used in this decomposi-
tion scheme since they provide only one solution per block and those partial
solutions may not be combinable.

3.4 Unifying Reference Systems

Once the solving phase is finished, every object in the root cluster has been
placed in the final reference system. Only internal objects of clusters have not
yet been placed in this system. To do so, rigid-body transformations must be
done on the cluster tree. The cluster tree is traversed from the root to the leaves.
At each node, one performs a rigid body transformation, in the final reference
system, of the coordinates belonging to the internal objects of the cluster. More
precisely:

1. The coordinates of the interface objects are known in the final system, as the
tree is followed from the root to the leaves, and are used them to compute
the transformation coefficients.

2. The internal coordinates of the cluster are then recomputed in the final
reference system, based on the obtained transformation matrix.

By traversing the tree in reverse order of its construction, a coordinate of an
object is computed only once as an objects becomes internal only once.

4 Experimental Results

This section provides preliminary results on three examples (see Figure 5). Their
constraint systems contain points and distance constraints. Since we wanted
to compare the time spent for computing all solutions, we have adjusted the
distance values in order to obtain a limited number of solutions per problem
(128 for Ex1, 64 for Ex2 and 256 for Ex3).
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Fig. 5. From left to right, the three 2D examples we consider, made of points
and distance constraints: Triangles (Ex1), Diamonds (Ex2) and Hexagon (Ex3)

First, we compare the decomposition obtained by recursive rigidification with
a more general equational decomposition which works at the equation and vari-
able level and does not take into account the s-rigidity property of the geometric
system [AAJM93,BNT98]. This approach is based upon a structural analysis
of the graph of variables and equations, using a maximum matching algorithm
and a Dulmage and Mendelsohn decomposition. We also apply our solving tech-
niques on this equational decomposition. For the sake of simplicity, we will use
the following abbreviations:

– ED stands for the equational decomposition based on a maximum matching;
– SD1 denotes the decomposition based on shared objets we have introduced

in Section 2 (Algorithm Rigidification);
– SD2 denotes Hoffmann’s rigidification algorithm.

4.1 Maximal Block Size

We can see in Table 1 that the SD1 decomposition leads to smaller blocks than
SD2.

The first two examples are decomposed by SD1 into blocks made of 2 equa-
tions. With the SD2 decomposition, the maximum block size is 10 or 12. In fact,
these blocks of size 10 or 12 can further be decomposed by the equational de-
composition technique and the blocks finally solved have a maximum size of 6
in both cases (SD2+ED). For SD1, ED cannot further decompose the obtained
blocks. In the third example, a block of size 8 remains in both decompositions
and cannot be decomposed by ED anymore.

4.2 Solving with Interval Narrowing Techniques

We provide here the time spent to solve the examples for different decomposi-
tions: SD1+ED, SD2+ED, ED and ND. Times for solving with SD1 decompo-
sition are exactly the same as SD1+ED since the plan remains the same with
or without applying ED. Times for solving SD2+ED are necessarily better than
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Table 1. Size of the biggest equation block obtained by semantic decomposi-
tion with shared points (SD1) and without shared points (SD2), the semantic
decompositions followed by the equational decomposition (SD1+ED, SD2+ED),
equational decomposition on the whole system (ED), and no decomposition (ND,
which also represents the size of the complete system)

examples SD1 SD1+ED SD2 SD2+ED ED ND

Ex1 2 2 10 6 14 26
Ex2 2 2 12 6 10 20
Ex3 8 8 8 8 8 20

times for SD2 alone since SD2+ED provides a better decomposition. For the
decomposed systems, we run the 3 methods presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3:
the inter-block backtracking (M1), the inter-block backtracking with propaga-
tion (M2), and the global solving which uses the decomposition as a heuristic
for choosing the next domain to split (M3).

All experiments were performed on a Pentium III 500, using Ilog
Solver [ILO98], with the IlcNumerica library which implements domain filtering
by Box-Consistency [BAH94].

Table 2. Results in CPU time (in seconds) for the decompositions SD1+ED,
SD2+ED and ED with the solving methods M1, M2 et M3 and for a solving
without decomposition (ND)

Examples SD1+ED SD2+ED ED ND
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 -

Ex1 17 9 455 43 28 1322 58 29 385 5795
Ex2 1.4 11 77 9 13 178 56 117 467 6640
Ex3 0.9 3.4 289 2.6 12.2 1646 1.5 3.7 533 2744

4.3 Analysis

These results show that:

– Any decomposition is always fruitful: without decomposition, the solving
times may be 2 orders of magnitude higher.

– The semantic decomposition (SD1) based on rigidification yields in general
smaller blocks than equational decomposition (ED). The performances are
better when the maximal block size is smaller.

– Methods M1 and M2 give even better results than M3, which shows the
interest of the middle point heuristic.
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– The effect of the propagation depends on the problem itself: when many
inter-block backtracks occur, like in Ex1, the inter-block constraint propa-
gation (M2) does pay off.

5 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a complete framework for handling geometric con-
straints. It is composed of:

– A new heuristic for the planning algorithm which allows us to build small
subsystems of equations. This semantic-guided phase yields a better decom-
position of a rigid system than a syntactic one.

– A solving phase based on interval techniques. This approach is general and
does not lose any solution. It is a promising alternative to ad-hoc or classical
numeric approaches.

To validate this framework, further experiments have to be performed.
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Abstract. Most of complete search algorithms over Constraint Satis-
faction Problems (csp) are based on Standard Backtracking. Two main
enhancements of this basic scheme have been studied: first, to integrate
constraint propagation as mac which maintains arc consistency during
search; second, intelligent backtrackers which avoid repeatedly falling in
the same dead-ends by recording nogoods as Conflict-directed BackJump-
ing (cbj) or Dynamic Backtracking (dbt). Integrations of constraint
propagation within intelligent backtrackers have been done as mac-cbj

which maintains arc consistency in cbj. However, Bessière and Régin
have shown that mac-cbj was very rarely better than mac. However, the
inadequacy of mac-cbj is more related to the fact that cbj does not avoid
thrashing than to the cost of the management of nogoods.
This paper describes and evaluates mac-dbt which maintains arc-consis-
tency in dbt. Experiments show that mac-dbt is able to solve very large
problems and that it remains very stable as the size of the problems in-
creases. Moreover, mac-dbt outperforms mac on the structured problems
we have randomly generated.

1 Introduction

Most of complete search algorithms over Constraint Satisfaction Problems (csp)
are based on Standard Backtracking (sb): a depth-first search is performed using
chronological backtracking. Various intelligent backtrackers have been proposed:
Conflict-directed BackJumping (cbj) [16], Dynamic Backtracking (dbt) [10],
Partial order Dynamic Backtracking (pdb) [11], Generalized Dynamic Backtrack-
ing (gpb) [6], etc. In those algorithms, information (namely nogoods) is kept
when encountering inconsistencies so that the forthcoming search will not get
back to already known traps in the search space.

Constraint propagation has been included in sb leading to forward checking
fc and more recently to the Maintaining Arc-Consistency algorithm (mac) [18].
mac is nowadays considered as one of the best algorithms for solving csp [5].

Several attempts to integrate constraint propagation within intelligent back-
trackers have been done: for example, Prosser has proposed mac-cbjwhich main-
tains arc consistency in cbj [16]. But, Bessière and Régin [5] have stopped further
research in that field by showing that mac-cbj was very rarely better than mac.

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 249–261, 2000.
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They concluded that there was no need to spend time nor space for intelligent
backtracking because the brute force of mac simply does it more quickly.

From our point of view, the inadequacy of mac-cbj is more related to the fact
that cbj does not avoid thrashing1 than to the cost of the management of no-
goods. When backtracking occurs, cbj comes back to a relevant assignment, and
then forgets all the search space developed since this assignment has been per-
formed: as sb, cbj has a multiplicative behavior on independent sub-problems.
dbt does not only use nogoods to perform intelligent backtracking but also to
avoid thrashing and so becomes additive on independent sub-problems [10].

[5] had another point preventing the use of nogoods: it is always possible
to find an intelligent labeling heuristic so that a standard backtracking-based
algorithm will perform a search as efficiently as an intelligent backtracker. In our
experience, using a good heuristic reduces the number of problems on which the
algorithm thrashes but does not make it additive on independent subproblems:
there are still problems on which the heuristic cannot prevent thrashing.

Although many works have been done about dbt, nothing, as far as we
know, has ever been published on maintaining arc consistency in dbt. Even
Forward Checking and Dynamic Backtracking (fc+dbt) has never been fully
described [21].

The aim of this paper is to describe and evaluate mac-dbt which maintains
arc-consistency in dbt. We first recall the principles of dbt and then describe how
to integrate constraint propagation. Then we experiment mac-dbt and compare
it to dbt, fc-dbt and mac. These experiments show that mac-dbt is able to solve
very large problems and that it remains very stable as the size of the problems
arise. Furthermore, mac-dbt outperfoms mac on the structured problems we have
randomly generated.

2 Improving Standard Backtracking

To increase the search efficiency, intelligent backtrackers store for each dead-end
a nogood, namely a subset of assignments responsible of the dead-end. Record-
ing this information avoids falling repeatedly in the same dead-ends. Dependency
Directed Backtracking (ddb) [20] was the first algorithm to use this enhancement,
however it has an important drawback: its space complexity is exponential since
the number of nogoods it stores increases monotically.

To address this problem, algorithms such as cbj and dbt eliminate nogoods
that are no longer relevant to the current variable assignment. By doing so, the
space complexity remains polynomial.

1 A thrashing behavior consists in repeatedly performing the same search work due to
the backtrack mechanism.
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2.1 Nogoods and Eliminating Explanations

Let consider a csp (V, D, C). A nogood is a globally inconsistent partial assign-
ment of values ai to variables vi (no solution can contain a nogood)2:

C � ¬ (v1 = a1 ∧ ... ∧ vk = ak) (1)

For every nogood, a variable vj can be selected and the previous formula
rewritten as:

C �
∧

i∈[1..k]\j
(vi = ai)→ vj �= aj (2)

The left hand side of the implication constitutes an eliminating explanation
for the removal of value aj from the domain of variable vj (noted expl(vj �= aj)).

When the domain of variable vj becomes empty during filtering, a new no-
good is deduced from the eliminating explanations of all its removed values:

C � ¬

 ∧

a∈d(vj)

expl(vj �= a)


 (3)

There generally exist several eliminating explanations for a value removal.
One may want to record all of them as in ddb but as we saw this leads to an
exponential space complexity. Another way relies in forgetting (erasing) nogoods
that are no longer relevant3 to the current variable assignment. By doing so, the
space complexity remains polynomial. dbt (and its extensions pdb, gpb) therefore
records only one explanation at a time for a value removal. In the worst case,
the space required to manage nogoods is O(n2d) where n is the number of
variables and d the maximum size of the domains in the csp. Indeed, the size
of each eliminating explanation is at most (n − 1) and there are at most n× d
eliminating explanations: one for each value of each domain.

2.2 From Standard to Dynamic Backtracking

When a failure occurs, sb, cbj and dbt have to identify the assignment to be
reconsidered (suspected to be a culprit for the failure).

sb always considers the most recent assignment to be a culprit. This se-
lection may be completely irrelevant for the current failure leading to unuseful
exploration of parts of the search tree already known to be dead-ends.

cbj stores the nogoods but not like in dbt. In cbj a conflict set is associated to
each variable: CSvi (for the variable vi) contains the set of the assigned variables
whose value is in conflict with the value of vi. When identifying a dead-end while
assigning vi, cbj considers the most recent variable in CSvi to be a culprit. But

2 The nogood is a logical consequence of the set of constraints C.
3 A nogood is said to be relevant if all the assignments in it are still valid in the current

search state [3].
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as opposed to dbt, with cbj a backtrack occurs: the conflict sets and domains
of the future variables are reset to their original value. By doing so, cbj forgets
a lot of information that could have been useful. This leads to thrashing.

dbt, similarly to cbj, selects the most recent variable in the computed nogood
(the conflict set of cbj) in order to undo the assignment. However, thanks to the
eliminating explanations, dbt only removes related information that depends on
it and so avoids thrashing: useful information is kept. Indeed, there is no real
backtracking in dbt and like in a repair method, only the assignments that
caused the contradiction are undone.

Consequently, sb and cbj have both a multiplicative behavior on independent
sub-problems while dbt is additive.

Note that sb can also be considered as selecting the most recent assignment of
a nogood, namely the nogood that contains all the current variable assignments
(which fails to give really relevant information).

2.3 Dynamic Backtracking

In the remaining, domi is the initial domain of the variable i and Di is the current
domain of this variable. The algorithm Dynamic Backtracking is presented in
fig. 1.

Function dbt performs the main loop which tries to assign values to vari-
ables as long as a complete consistent assignment has not been found. V will
denote the set of variables to be assigned and I is the current instantiation.
Function dbt-giveValueAndCheck(I, V, i, a) determines if the new partial
assignment (including the new assignment i = a) is consistent; if not, this func-
tion returns a nogood explaining the failure. In order to restore a coherent state
of computation, the function dbt-handleContradiction jumps to another con-
sistent partial assignment. Domains and nogoods are restored thanks to the
eliminating explanations (see function dbt-updateDomains).

dbt-checkConstraintsBackwards checks backwards whether the con-
straints are verified for the new current partial assignment. If not, this function
returns such a failing constraint. From that constraint, dbt-giveValueAndCheck
computes a nogood (line 8). This nogood contains only the assignments involved
in the failure.

Function dbt-handleContradiction is the contradiction handling mecha-
nism. The assignment to be undone is determined on line 2 and backtracking
(or more exactly jumping) is achieved by removing irrelevant nogoods which is
performed by the dbt-updateDomains function.

In fact, dbt does not perform real backtracks. When a dead-end occurs,
it reconsiders only the most recent assignment that caused the contradiction.
Especially, all the assignments that not caused the dead-end remain unchanged.
This is why dbt has an additive behavior on independent sub-problems.
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function dbt()
1 I ← ∅;
2 while V �= ∅ do
3 (i, a)← chooseAssignment(V,D);
4 E ← dbt-giveV alueAndCheck(I,V, i, a);
5 if E is not a success then dbt-handleContradiction(E, I,V)
6 return I;

function dbt-giveV alueAndCheck(I,V, i, a)
1 Ci = constraint(i = a); C ← C ∪ {Ci} ;
2 Di ← {a} ;
3 foreach b ∈ Di s.t. b �= a do
4 expl(i �= b)← {Ci};
5 I ← I ∪ {(i, a)} ; V ← V\{i} ;
6 c← dbt-checkConstraintsBackwards(I);
7 if c is a success then return success
8 else return {Ci} ∪ {Ck|k ∈ vars(c)}

function dbt-checkConstraintsBackwards(I)
1 foreach c ∈ C s.t.(vars(c) ∩ V = ∅) do
2 if c is not verified then return c ;
3 return success;

function dbt-handleContradiction(E, I, V)
1 if E = ∅ then fail
2 Cj ← mostRecentCulprit(E); b← I[j];
3 dbt-updateDomains({(k, c)|Cj ∈ expl(k �= c)});
4 I ← I\(j, b)}; V ← V ∪ {j};
5 Dj ← Dj\{b}; expl(j �= b)← E\{Cj};
6 if Dj = ∅ then dbt-handleContradiction(

⋃
a∈domj

expl(j �= a), I,V);

function dbt-updateDomains(Back)
1 foreach (i, a) ∈ back do
2 expl(i �= a)← ∅; Di ← Di ∪ {a};

Fig. 1. Dynamic Backtracking

3 Integrating Constraint Propagation

Integrating constraint propagation in dbt is more complex than integrating for-
ward checking [19].

First, when a failure occurs, computing nogoods as before (the variable as-
signments in the failing constraint) will not even provide a nogood. Effects of
propagation (value removals) have to be taken into account: eliminating expla-
nations produced by the filtering algorithm need to be kept.

Second, another problem arises when undoing a variable assignment. Putting
back in the domains values with irrelevant explanations will not be sufficient since
there may exist another relevant explanation for the deleted value. Indeed, there
may exist several ways of removing a value through propagation and since only
one way is retained as an explanation, any value restoration need to be confirmed
by the propagation algorithm. This is similar to what is done for maintaining
arc-consistency in dynamic csps [4]. A proof of termination can be found in [12].
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function mac-dbt()
1 if (AC4() = false) then return ∅;
2 I ← ∅ ; Q← ∅ ;
3 while V �= ∅ do
4 (i, a)← chooseAssignment(V, D);
5 E ← mac-dbt-giveV alueAndCheck(I, V, i, a, Q);
6 if E is not a success then mac-dbt-handleContradiction(E, I, V, Q)
7 return I;

function mac-dbt-handleContradiction(E, I, V, Q)
1 if E = ∅ then fail
2 Cj ← mostRecentCulprit(E); b← I[j];
3 E′ ← mac-dbt-updateDomains({(k, c)|Cj ∈ expl(k �= c)}, Q);
4 I ← I\{(j, b)}; V ← V ∪ {j};
5 if E′ is not a success then mac-dbt-handleContradiction(E′, I, V, Q);
6 if (E\{Cj}) ⊆ C then
7 expl(j �= b)← E\{Cj}; Dj ← Dj\{b};
8 Q← Q ∪ {(j, b)};
9 E′ ← mac-dbt-propagSuppress(Q);
10 if E′ is not a success then mac-dbt-handleContradiction(E′, I, V, Q);

function mac-dbt-propagSuppress(Q)
1 while (Q �= ∅) do
2 (i, a)← dequeue(Q) ;
3 if expl(i �= a) ⊆ C then
4 foreach Cij ∈ C do
5 E ← mac-dbt-localArcConsExpl(Cij, i, a, Q) ;
6 if E is not a success then return E;
7 return success;

function mac-dbt-localArcConsExpl(Cij, i, a, Q)
1 foreach b ∈ Dj s.t. b ∈ supports(Cij , a) do
2 nbSupports(j, b)- -;
3 if nbSupports(j, b) = 0 then

4 Dj ← Dj\{b} ; expl(j �= b)←
⋃

a′∈supports(Cji,b)
expl(i �= a′);

5 Q← Q ∪ {(j, b)};
6 if Dj = ∅ then return

⋃
a′∈domj

expl(j �= a′);

7 return success

function mac-dbt-giveV alueAndCheck(I, V, i, a, Q)
1 Ci = constraint(i = a); C ← C ∪ {Ci} ;
2 Di ← {a} ;
3 foreach b ∈ Di s.t. b �= a do
4 expl(i �= b)← {Ci};
5 Q← Q ∪ {(i, b)};
6 E ← mac-dbt-propagSuppress(Q);
7 if E is a success then
8 I ← I ∪ {(i, a)}; V ← V\{i};
9 return E;

function mac-dbt-updateDomains(Back, Q)
1 foreach (i, a) ∈ back do
2 expl(i �= a)← ∅; Di ← Di ∪ {a};
3 foreach (i, a) ∈ back do
4 if ∃Cij ∈ C s.t. (i, a) has no support on Cij then Q← Q ∪ {(i, a)};
5 return mac-dbt-propagSuppress(Q);

Fig. 2. mac-dbt
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3.1 Implementing mac-dbt

First, we describe our proposal in the sight of the two previous problems. Then
we address an implementation issue and finally discuss complexity results.

Computing Nogoods during Filtering The main loop of the algorithm
remains unchanged (see function mac-dbt in fig. 2 compared to function dbt
in fig. 1) except for the call to the dbt-giveValueAndCheck and dbt-handle-
Contradiction functions which are replaced by a call to the mac-dbt-give-
ValueAndCheck and mac-dbt-handleContradiction functions. mac-dbt-give-
ValueAndCheck(I, V, i, a, Q) merely assigns the value a to the variable i by
removing all the other values from its domain and propagating those removals
thanks to the mac-dbt-propagSuppress function.

mac-dbt-propagSuppress constantly takes a value removal from the propa-
gation queue in order to propagate it on the related constraints. The key point is
that the propagation scheme for any constraint needs to explain (to give an elim-
inating explanation for) each of its value removal. Function mac-dbt-localArc-
ConsExpl shows how to do it for an ac4-like constraint propagation handling.
When the number of supports for a given value of a variable reaches zero, that
value needs to be removed. An explanation for that can be derived from the
explanation for the removal of each of the supports (line 4 of the function).

Undoing Past Computations without Real Backtracking The
dbt-update- Domains function needs to be modified to take into account the
complete arc-consistent state restoration after undoing a variable assignment.
This leads to the mac-dbt-updateDomains function.

The modifications (from dbt-updateDomains) starts at line 3 where value
restorations are tested against each constraint of the system in order to get back
to an arc-consistent state. If a value has been unduly reinserted, it is removed
and all those removals are then propagated thanks to mac-dbt-propagSuppress.

Handling New Contradiction Cases First of all undoing a variable assign-
ment as in lines 3–4 of mac-dbt-handleContradiction may not be as straight-
forward as in the original algorithm since that undoing may not be sufficient to
come back to a consistent state due to constraint propagation. That is why it
may be needed to handle a new contradiction: Henceforth the recursive call to
mac-dbt-handleContradiction at line 5.

Moreover, that contradiction handling may lead to variable unassignment
making irrelevant the would-be explanation for removing the original unassigned
value to the first-place failing variable. Hence, the test in line 6 before actually
removing the value which conversely may lead to a new contradiction that must
be handled.
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3.2 Complexity Issues

As stated above, the total space complexity needed to manage nogoods is in
the worst case O(n2d). Using local consistency algorithms provides very short
explanations since the assignments appearing in the explanations are more rel-
evant than in the explanations of dbt. In practice, the space required to store
the explanations is less important than the space needed to represent the prob-
lem O(ed2). Furthermore, mac-dbt does not store information to backtrack to a
previous state on a stack, which leads to lower space requirements compared to
traditional approaches. Finally, space requirement had never been a limitation
for our experiments, even on very large instances.

The time complexity involves a slight overhead comparing to the mac algo-
rithm to compute explanations but obviously this does not change the worst case
time complexity. This is a quite inexpensive additional task that allows avoiding
some thrashing and provides explanations for failures.

4 Discussion

4.1 Dynamic Arc-Consistency

There are similarities between mac-dbt and the techniques used to maintain arc-
consistency in dynamic csps [4,7] since they both use a deduction maintenance
system. However, there are real differences between the system of justifications
used by DnAC-4 (and DnAC-6) and the system of explanations used by mac-dbt.
Furthermore, the aim of the algorithms DnAC-* is to maintain arc consistency
in dynamic csps and not to solve static CSPs. Even if we consider an assignment
as a constraint restricting a domain, the ideas of DnAC-* cannot be used to solve
a static CSP without an important work (explain how to build the succession of
constraint additions/relaxations that have to be performed to solve the problem,
specify how to deduce the set of constraints responsible of a dead-end, tell which
of the assignments has to be reconsidered when a dead-end occurs, etc.).

4.2 Extensions

The key feature of mac-dbt relies on eliminating explanations which are associ-
ated to value removals. This could be extended to set of values: a first work on
using explanations for intervals has been done for numerical csp [14].

Any constraint solver able to provide explanations can be integrated in dbt
in the same way we previously described it for arc-consistency. It would be the
case for high level of stronger consistencies in binary csp (see [9,8] for high-level
consistencies) or for non-binary constraints.

mac-dbt can also be used for different kinds of problems, for example to
drastically improve the resolution of scheduling problems [13].
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5 Experiments

Our experiments have been performed with an implementation of mac-dbtwhere
constraints are handled à la ac6. dbt and fc-dbt were implemented using the
eliminating explanations developed for mac-dbt leading to comparable versions
of those algorithms.

5.1 dbt and fc-dbt versus mac-dbt

In our first set of experiments, we compare the three dynamic backtracking based
algorithms: dbt, fc-dbt and mac-dbt.

Figure 3 shows results obtained on randomly generated4 problems of 15 vari-
ables whose domain size is 10 with 45 constraints (a 43% density). The varying
parameter is the tightness of the considered constraints: from 10% to 90%.

The figure shows that the more constraint propagation is provided into the
dbt, the less time is required to get an answer. On those problems, the advantage
of mac-dbt is obvious.

5.2 mac-dbt versus mac

We compare now mac-dbt with the mac7ps [17] version of mac. Following [2] ex-
periments, we generated problems which have an inherent structure5: the phase
transition characteristics of regular problems is exploited to conveniently gener-
ate under-constrained instances containing a well-concealed small sub-problem
chosen closed to the phase transition. That structure cannot be identified using
a preprocessing phase and the problems need to be actually solved in order to
discover that particularity.

Our first experiments were conducted on large instances: a series of problems
consisting in 200 variables with domains of size 10 with 2500 constraints contain-
ing a small hard to solve instance of 15 variables and 43 constraints. Although
mac-dbt solved each of that instances in a matter of seconds, it appeared that,
for some of the instances, mac was unable to give any answer within several days
of computation.

We therefore tried to find problems for which mac and mac-dbt performances
were more similar. Figure 4 reports results obtained on a specific set of problems:
the structured csps we have generated involve from 20 to 26 variables, each
having 15 values in its domain. Each csp contains two subproblems of 8 variables
at .57 density and .76 tightness. Additional constraints of .05 tightness have
been added in order to connect any couple of variables that are not in the same
subproblem. Note that despite the artificial construction of those problems, they
are more likely to be encountered in real life than pure random problems.

4 D. Frost, C. Bessiere, R. Dechter, and J.C. Regin. Random uniform CSP Generators,
1996, http://www.ics.uci.edu/˜dfrost/csp/generator.html

5 As expected, average results on pure random csp present a slight overhead for
mac-dbt due to the explanations management that is of no benefit on that kind
of problems.
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We report in figure 4 the average and maximum cpu time in seconds to solve
series of 500 problems in each point for both mac-dbt and mac using the min
dom/deg and mindom variable dynamic ordering heuristic (resp. mdd mac and
md mac in figure 4). We can see that mac-dbt remains stable as the number
of variables arises meanwhile mac becomes prohibitive. Moreover, even if at the
beginning the average results for mac with the min dom/deg heuristic are better
than those of mac-dbt, note that for size 26, the average result of mac is even
worse than the worst case of mac-dbt on the same instances. No results are
given on larger problems because on some instances involving 27 variables mac
required more than 4 hours to provide answers.

6 Conclusion and Further Works

In this paper we have described the integration of arc-consistency in dbt, leading
to mac-dbt. mac-dbt is to dbt what mac is to sb. This integration relies mainly
on recording eliminating explanations.

mac-dbt shows very good results compared to dbt or fc-dbt: propagation
improves efficiency. Experiments have shown that mac-dbt was able to solve very
large problems and that it remains very stable as the size of the problems arises
and even outperforms mac on structured problems even if for particular cases
mac-dbt explores a greater part of the search tree than a standard backtracking
based version [1].

Our current works include adapting our ideas to other consistency techniques
such as quick [8] leading to quick-dbt. We deeply think that explanations, the
key feature of mac-dbt, can be very useful in the csp community. We have shown
here their use for developing new search techniques. Another new search tech-
nique using explanations has been presented in [15] showing very good results on
scheduling problems. Explanations could also be very useful in other fields such
as explaining inconsistencies when debugging constraint programs or enabling
constraint relaxation and so enhancing interactivity in solving over constrained
problems.
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Abstract. This paper evaluates the power of a new scheme that gen-
erates search heuristics mechanically. This approach was presented and
evaluated first in the context of optimization in belief networks. In this
paper we extend this work to Max-CSP. The approach involves extract-
ing heuristics from a parameterized approximation scheme called Mini-
Bucket elimination that allows controlled trade-off between computa-
tion and accuracy. The heuristics are used to guide Branch-and-Bound
and Best-First search, whose performance are compared on a number of
constraint problems. Our results demonstrate that both search schemes
exploit the heuristics effectively, permitting controlled trade-off between
preprocessing (for heuristic generation) and search. These algorithms are
compared with a state of the art complete algorithm as well as with the
stochastic local search anytime approach, demonstrating superiority in
some problem cases.

1 Introduction

In this paper we will present a general scheme of mechanically generating search
heuristics for solving combinatorial optimization problems, using either Branch
and Bound or Best First search. This heuristic generation scheme is based on
the Mini-Bucket technique; a class of parameterized approximation algorithms
for optimization tasks based on the bucket-elimination framework [1]. The mini-
bucket approximation uses a controlling parameter which allows adjustable levels
of accuracy and efficiency [3]. It was presented and analyzed for deterministic
and probabilistic tasks such as finding the most probable explanation (MPE),
belief updating, and finding the maximum a posteriori hypothesis. Encourag-
ing empirical results were reported on a variety of classes of optimization do-
mains, including medical-diagnosis networks and coding problems [5]. However,
as evident by the error bound produced by these algorithms, in some cases the
approximation is seriously suboptimal even when using the highest feasible ac-
curacy level. In such cases, augmenting the Mini-Bucket approximation with
search could be cost-effective.

Recently, we demonstrated how the mini-bucket scheme can be extended and
used for mechanically generating heuristic search algorithms that solve optimiza-
tion tasks, using the task of finding the Most Probable Explanation in a Bayesian
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network. We showed that the functions produced by the Mini-Bucket method
can serve as heuristic evaluation functions for search [7], [6]. These heuristics
provide an upper bound on the cost of the best extension of a given partial
assignment. Since the Mini-Bucket’s accuracy is controlled by a bounding pa-
rameter, it allows heuristics having varying degrees of accuracy and results in
a spectrum of search algorithms that can trade-off heuristic computation and
search, all controlled by an input parameter.

In this paper we extend this approach to Max-CSP; an optimization ver-
sion of Constraint Satisfaction. Instead of finding an assignment that satisfies
all constraints, a Max-CSP solution satisfies a maximum number of constraints.
We will use the Mini-Bucket approximation to generate a heuristic function that
computes a lower bound on the minimum number of constraints that are vio-
lated in the best extension of any partial assignment. We evaluate the power of
the generated heuristic within both Branch-and-Bound and Best-First search on
a variety of randomly generated constraint problems. Specifically, we evaluate
a Best-First algorithm with Mini-Bucket heuristics (BFMB) and a Branch-and-
Bound algorithm with Mini-Bucket heuristics (BBMB), and compared empiri-
cally against the full bucket elimination and its Mini-Bucket approximation over
randomly generated constraint satisfaction problems for solving the Max-CSP
problem. We also compare the algorithms to two state of the art algorithms -
PFC-MPRDAC [10] and a variant of Stochastic Local Search.

We show that both BBMB and BFMB exploit heuristics’ strength in a
similar manner: on all problem classes, the optimal trade-off point between
heuristic generation and search lies in an intermediate range of the heuristics’
strength. As problems become larger and harder, this optimal point gradually
increases towards the more computationally demanding heuristics. We show
that BBMB/BFMB outperform both SLS and PFC-MRDAC on some of the
problems, while on others SLS and PFC-MRDAC are better. Unlike our results
in [6], [7] here Branch-and-Bound clearly dominates Best-First search.

Section 2 provides preliminaries and background on the Mini-Bucket algo-
rithms. Section 3 describes the main idea of the heuristic function generation
which is built on top of the Mini-Bucket algorithm, proves its properties, and
embeds the heuristic within Best-First and Branch-and-Bound search. Sections
4-6 present empirical evaluations, while Section 7 provides conclusions.

2 Background

2.1 Notation and Definitions

Constraint Satisfaction is a framework for formulating real-world problems as a
set of constraints between variables. They are graphically represented by nodes
corresponding to variables and edges corresponding to constraints between vari-
ables.

Definition 1 (Graph Concepts). An undirected graph is a pair, G = {V, E},
where V = {X1, ..., Xn} is a set of variables, and E = {(Xi, Xj)|Xi, Xj ∈ V } is
the set of edges. The degree of a variable is the number of edges incident to it.
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Definition 2 (Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP)). A Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is defined by a set of variables X = {X1, ..., Xn},
associated with a set of discrete-valued domains, D = {D1, ..., Dn}, and a set of
constraints C = {C1, ..., Cm}. Each constraint Ci is a pair (Si, Ri), where Ri is
a relation Ri ⊆ Di1×...×Dik defined on a subset of variables Si = {Xi1, ..., Xik}
called the scope of Ci, consisting of all tuples of values for {Xi1, ..., Xik} which
are compatible with each other. For the max-CSP problem, we express the rela-
tion as a cost function Ci(Xi1 = xi1, ..., Xik = xik) = 0 if (xi1, ..., xik) ∈ Ri,
and 1 otherwise. A constraint network can be represented by a constraint graph
that contains a node for each variable, and an arc between two nodes iff the cor-
responding variables participate in the same constraint. A solution is an assign-
ment of values to variables x = (x1, ..., xn), xi ∈ Di, such that each constraint
is satisfied. A problem that has a solution is termed satisfiable or consistent. A
binary CSP is a one where each constraint involves at most two variables.

Many real-world problems are often over-constrained and don’t have a solu-
tion. In such cases, it is desirable to find an assignment that satisfies a maximum
number of constraints.

Definition 3 (Max-CSP). Given a CSP, the Max-CSP task is to find an as-
signment that satisfies the most constraints.

Although a Max-CSP problem is defined as a maximization problem, it can
be implemented as a minimization problem. Instead of maximizing the number
of constraints that are satisfied, we minimize the number of constraints that are
violated.

Definition 4 (Induced-width). An ordered graph is a pair (G, d) where G is
an undirected graph, and d = X1, ..., Xn is an ordering of the nodes. The width
of a node in an ordered graph is the number of its earlier neighbors. The width
of an ordering d, w(d), is the maximum width over all nodes. The induced width
of an ordered graph, w∗(d), is the width of the induced ordered graph obtained
by processing the nodes recursively, from last to first; when node X is processed,
all its earlier neighbors are connected.

Example 1. A graph coloring problem is a typical example of a CSP problem.
It is defined as a set of nodes and arcs between the nodes. The task is to assign
a color to each node such that adjacent nodes have different colors. An example
of a constraint graph of a graph coloring problem containing variables A, B, C,
D, and E, with each variable having 2 values (colors) is in Figure 1. The fact
that adjacent variables must have different colors is represented by an inequality
constraint. The problem in Figure 1 is inconsistent. When formulated as a Max-
CSP problem, its solution satisfies all but one constraint. Given the ordering
d = A, E, D, C, B of the graph, the width and induced-width of the ordered
graph is 3.
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Fig. 1. a) Constraint graph of a graph coloring problem, b) an ordered graph
along d = (A, E, D, C, B)

2.2 Bucket and Mini-Bucket Elimination Algorithms

Bucket elimination is a unifying algorithmic framework for dynamic-
programming algorithms applicable to probabilistic and deterministic reason-
ing [1]. In the following we will present its adaptation to solving the Max-CSP
problem.

The input to a bucket-elimination algorithm consists of a collection of func-
tions or relations (e.g., clauses for propositional satisfiability, constraints, or
conditional probability matrices for belief networks). Given a variable ordering,
the algorithm partitions the functions into buckets, each associated with a sin-
gle variable. A function is placed in the bucket of its argument that appears
latest in the ordering. The algorithm has two phases. During the first, top-down
phase, it processes each bucket, from the last variable to the first. Each bucket
is processed by a variable elimination procedure that computes a new function
which is placed in a lower bucket. For Max-CSP, this procedure computes the
sum of all constraint matrices and minimizes over the bucket’s variable. During
the second, bottom-up phase, the algorithm constructs a solution by assigning a
value to each variable along the ordering, consulting the functions created during
the top-down phase (for more details see [8]). It can be shown that

Theorem 1. [1] The time and space complexity of Elim-Max-CSP applied along
order d, are exponential in the induced width w∗(d) of the network’s ordered
moral graph along the ordering d. ✷

The main drawback of bucket elimination algorithms is that they require too
much time and, especially, too much space for storing intermediate functions.
Mini-Bucket elimination is an approximation scheme designed to avoid this space
and time complexity of full bucket elimination [3] by partitioning large buck-
ets into smaller subsets called mini-buckets which are processed independently.
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Here is the rationale. Let h1, ..., hj be the functions in bucketp. When Elim-
Max-CSP processes bucketp, it computes the function hp: hp = minXp

∑j
i=1 hi.

Instead, the Mini-Bucket algorithm creates a partitioning Q′ = {Q1, ..., Qr}
where the mini-bucket Ql contains the functions hl1 , ..., hlk and it processes each
mini-bucket (by taking the sum and minimizing) separately. It therefore com-
putes gp =

∑r
l=1 minXp

∑
li

hli . Clearly, hp ≥ gp. Therefore, the lower bound gp

computed in each bucket yields an overall lower bound on the number of con-
straints violated by the output assignment.

The quality of the lower bound depends on the degree of the partitioning
into mini-buckets. Given a bounding parameter i, the algorithm creates an i-
partitioning, where each mini-bucket includes no more than i variables. Algo-
rithm MB-Max-CSP(i), described in Figure 2, is parameterized by this i-bound.
The algorithm outputs not only a lower bound on the Max-CSP value and an
assignment whose number of violated constraints is an upper bound, but also
the collection of augmented buckets. By comparing the lower bound to the upper
bound, we can always have a bound on the error for the given instance.

Algorithm MB-Max-CSP(i)
Input: A constraint network P (X,D, C); an ordering of the variables d.
Each constraint is represented as a function Ci(Xi1 = xi1, ..., Xik = xik) = 0 if
(xi1, ..., xik) ∈ Ri, and 1 otherwise.
Output: An upper bound on the Max-CSP, an assignment, and the set of ordered
augmented buckets.
1. Initialize: Partition constraints into buckets. Let S1, ..., Sj be the scopes of
constraints in bucketp.
2. Backward For p← n down-to 1, do
• If bucketp contains an instantiation Xp = xp, assign Xp = xp to each
hi and put each in appropriate bucket.
• Else, for h1, h2, ..., hj in bucketp, generate an (i)-partitioning, Q

′
= {Q1, ..., Qr}.

For each Ql ∈ Q
′
containing hl1 , ...hlt generate function hl, hl = minXp

Pt
i=1 hli .

Add hl to the bucket of the largest-index variable in Ul ←
Sj

i=1 S(hli)− {Xp}.
3. Forward For p = 1 to n do, given x1, ..., xp−1 choose a value xp of Xp that
minimizes the sum of all the cost functions in Xp’s bucket.
4. Output the ordered set of augmented buckets, an upper bound and
a lower bound assignment.

Fig. 2. Algorithm MB-Max-CSP(i)

The algorithm’s complexity is time and space O(exp(i)) where i ≤ n. When
the bound, i, is large enough (i.e. when i ≥ w∗), the Mini-Bucket algorithm
coincides with the full bucket elimination. In summary,

Theorem 2. Algorithm MB-Max-CSP(i) generates a lower bound on the exact
Max-CSP value, and its time and space complexity is exponential in i. ✷
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Example 2. Figure 3 illustrates how algorithms Elim-Max-CSP and MB-Max-
CSP(i) for i = 3 process the network in Figure 1a along the ordering (A, E, D,
C, B). Algorithm Elim-Max-CSP records new functions hB(a, d, e), hC(a, e),
hD(a, e), and hE(a). Then, in the bucket of A, minah

E(a) equals the mini-
mum number of constraints that are violated. Subsequently, an assignment is
computed for each variable from A to B by selecting a value that minimizes
the sum of functions in the corresponding bucket, conditioned on the previously
assigned values. On the other hand, the approximation MB-Max-CSP(3) splits
bucket B into two mini-buckets, each containing no more than 3 variables, and
generates hB(e) and hB(d, a). A lower bound on the Max-CSP value is computed
by L = mina(hE(a) + hD(a)). Then, a suboptimal tuple is computed similarly
to the Max-CSP tuple by assigning a value to each variable that minimizes the
sum of functions in the corresponding bucket.

Σ

D(a,e)

h B(a,d,e)

B
min

h h (a,e)C

(a)Eh A
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D

C

Bbucket

bucket

bucket

bucket
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Max-CSP
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B(e)

E
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2

2

1
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B
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h

C(b,e) C(a,b)

C(a,c) 2

2

O ( exp(2) )

C(c,e)

C(a,d)

C(b,d)

(a) A trace of Elim-Max-CSP (b) A trace of MB-Max-CSP(2)

Fig. 3. Execution of Elim-Max-CSP and MB-Max-CSP(i)

3 Heuristic Search with Mini-Bucket Heuristics

3.1 The Heuristic Function

In the following, we will assume that a Mini-Bucket algorithm was applied to a
constraint network using a given variable ordering d = X1, ..., Xn, and that the
algorithm outputs an ordered set of augmented buckets bucket1, ..., bucketp, ...,
bucketn, containing both the input constraints and the newly generated func-
tions. Relative to such an ordered set of augmented buckets, we use the following
convention:

– hk
j stands for a function created by processing the j-th mini-bucket in

bucketk.
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– buckets(1..p) the union of all functions in the bucket of X1 through the
bucket of Xp.

We will now show that the functions recorded by the Mini-Bucket algorithm
can be used to lower bound the number of constraints violated by the best ex-
tension of any partial assignment, and therefore can serve as heuristic evaluation
functions in a Best-First or Branch-and-Bound search.

Definition 5 (Exact Evaluation Function). Given a variable ordering d =
X1, ..., Xn, let x̄p = (x1, ..., xp) be an assignment to the first p variables in d.
The number of constraints violated by the best extension of x̄p, denoted f∗(x̄p)
is defined by

f∗(x̄p) = minxp+1,...,xn

n∑
k=1

Ck

The above sum defining f∗ can be divided into two sums expressed by the
functions in the ordered augmented buckets. In the first sum all the arguments
are instantiated (belong to buckets 1, ..., p), and therefore the minimization op-
eration is applied to the second product only. Denoting

g(x̄p) =


 ∑

Ci∈ buckets(1..p)

Ci


 (x̄p)

and

h∗(x̄p) = min(xp+1,...,xn)


 ∑

Ci∈buckets(p+1..n)

Ci


 (x̄p, xp+1, ..., xn)

we get
f∗(x̄p) = g(x̄p) + h∗(x̄p).

During search, the g function can be evaluated over the partial assignment x̄p,
while h∗ can be estimated by a heuristic function h, derived from the functions
recorded by the Mini-Bucket algorithm, as defined next:

Definition 6. Given an ordered set of augmented buckets generated by the Mini-
Bucket algorithm, the heuristic function h(x̄p) is defined as the sum of all the hk

j

functions that satisfy the following two properties: 1) They are generated in
buckets p + 1 through n, and 2) They reside in buckets 1 through p. Namely,
h(x̄p) =

∑p
i=1

∑
hk

j∈bucketi
hk

j , where k > p.

Theorem 3 (Mini-Bucket Heuristic). For every partial assignment x̄p =
(x1, ..., xp), of the first p variables, the evaluation function f(x̄p) = g(x̄p)+h(x̄p)
is: 1) Admissible - it never overestimates the number of constraints violated by
the best extension of x̄p, and 2) Monotonic - namely f(x̄p+1)/f(x̄p) ≥ 1.
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Notice that monotonicity means better accuracy at deeper nodes in the search
tree. In the extreme case when each bucket p contains exactly one mini-bucket,
the heuristic function h equals h∗, and the full evaluation function f computes
the exact number of constraints violated by the best extension of the current
partial assignment.

3.2 Search with Mini-Bucket Heuristics

The tightness of the lower bound generated by the Mini-Bucket approximation
depends on its i-bound. Larger values of i generally yield better lower-bounds,
but require more computation. Since the Mini-Bucket algorithm is parameter-
ized by i, we get an entire class of Branch-and-Bound search and Best-First
search algorithms that are parameterized by i and which allow a controllable
trade-off between preprocessing and search, or between heuristic strength and
its overhead.

Both algorithms (BBMB(i) and BFMB(i)) are initialized by running the
Mini-Bucket algorithm that produces a set of ordered augmented buckets.
Branch-and-Bound with Mini-Bucket heuristics (BBMB(i)) traverses the space
of partial assignments in a depth-first manner, instantiating variables from
first to last, along ordering d. Throughout the search, the algorithm main-
tains an upper bound on the value of the Max-CSP assignment, which corre-
sponds to the number of constraints violated by the best full variable instan-
tiation found thus far. When the algorithm processes variable Xp, all the vari-
ables preceding Xp in the ordering are already instantiated, so it can compute
f(x̄p−1, Xp = v) = g(x̄p−1, v) + h(x̄p, v) for each extension Xp = v. The algo-
rithm prunes all values v whose heuristic estimate (lower bound) f(x̄p, Xp = v)
is greater than or equal to the current best upper bound, because such a par-
tial assignment (x1, . . . xp−1, v) cannot be extended to an improved full assign-
ment. The algorithm assigns the best value v to variable Xp and proceeds to
variable Xp+1, and when variable Xp has no values left, it backtracks to vari-
able Xp−1. Search terminates when it reaches a time-bound or when the first
variable has no values left. In the latter case, the algorithm has found an optimal
solution. The virtue of Branch-and-Bound is that it requires a limited amount of
memory and can be used as an anytime scheme; whenever interrupted, Branch-
and-Bound outputs the best solution found so far.

Algorithm Best-First with Mini-Bucket heuristics (BFMB(i)) starts by
adding a dummy node x0 to the list of open nodes. Each node in the search
space corresponds to a partial assignment x̄p and has an associated heuristic
value f(x̄p). Initially f(x0) = 0. The basic step of the algorithm consists of se-
lecting an assignment x̄p from the list of open nodes having the smallest heuristic
value f(x̄p), expanding it by computing all partial assignments (x̄p, v) for all val-
ues v of Xp+1, and adding them to the list of open nodes.

Since, as shown, the generated heuristics are admissible and monotonic, their
use within Best-First search yields A* type algorithms whose properties are
well understood. The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate with an optimal
solution. When provided with more powerful heuristics it explores a smaller
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search space, but otherwise it requires substantial space. It is known that Best-
First algorithms are optimal. Namely, when given the same heuristic information,
Best-First search is the most efficient algorithm in terms of the size of the search
space it explores [2]. In particular, Branch-and-Bound will expand any node
that is expanded by Best-First (up to tie breaking conditions), and in many
cases it explores a larger space. Still, Best-First may occasionally fail because
of its memory requirements, because it has to maintain a large subset of open
nodes during search, and because of tie breaking rules at the last frontier of
nodes having evaluation function value that equals the optimal solution. As we
will indeed observe in our experiments, Branch-and-Bound and Best-First search
have complementary properties, and both can be strengthen by the Mini-Bucket
heuristics.

4 Experimental Methodology

We tested the performance of BBMB(i) and BFMB(i) on set of random bi-
nary CSPs. Each problem in this class is characterized by four parameters:
< N, K, C, T >, where N is the number of variables, K is the domain size, C is
the number of constraints, and T is the tightness of each constraint, defined as
the number of tuples not allowed. Each problem is generated by randomly pick-
ing C constraints out of

(
N
2

)
total possible constraints, and picking T nogoods

out of K2 maximum possible for each constraint.
We used the min-degree heuristic for computing the ordering of variables. It

places a variable with the smallest degree at the end of the ordering, connects
all of its neighbors, removes the variable from the graph and repeats the whole
procedure.

In addition to MB(i), BBMB(i) and BFMB(i), we ran, for comparison, two
state of the art algorithms for solving Max-CSP : PFC-MPRDAC as defined
in [10] and a Stochastic Local Search (SLS) algorithm we developed for CSPs [9].

PFC-MPRDAC [10] is a Branch-and-Bound search algorithm. It uses a for-
ward checking step based on a partitioning of unassigned variables into disjoint
subsets of variables. This partitioning is used for computing a heuristic evalua-
tion function that is used for determining variable and value ordering.

As a measure of performance we used the accuracy ratio opt =
Falg/FMax−CSP between the value of the solution found by the test algorithm
(Falg) and the value of the optimal solution (FMax−CSP ), whenever FMax−CSP

is available. We also record the running time of each algorithm.
We recorded the distribution of the accuracy measure opt over five predefined

ranges : opt ≥ 0.95, opt ≥ 0.5, opt ≥ 0.2, opt ≥ 0.01 and opt < 0.01. However,
we only report the number of problems that fall in the range 0.95. Problems in
this range were solved optimally.

In addition, during the execution of both BBMB and BFMB we also stored
the current upper bound U at regular time intervals. This allows reporting the
accuracy of each algorithm as a function of time.
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Table 1. Search completion times for problems with 10 values. 100 instances

MB MB MB MB MB
BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB PFC-MRDAC

T BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB
i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6 #/time

#/time #/time #/time #/time #/time

N=10, K=10, C=45. Time bound 180 sec. dense network.

84 2/0.02 4/0.11 6/0.87 10/7.25 16/56.7
26/180 98/90.7 100/11.7 100/10.0 100/57.6 100/4.00
2/189 4/184 78/65.7 98/17.9 100/59.3

85 0/- 3/0.11 2/0.89 8/7.45 10/57.3
20/180 100/80.1 100/11.6 100/9.62 100/57.3 100/3.95
0/- 5/124 82/54.4 100/18.7 100/58.9

N=15, K=10, C=50. Time bound 180 sec. medium density.

84 0/- 0/- 3/0.96 6/8.77 14/78.3
10/180 60/161 90/50.1 100/26.2 100/86.2 100/13.5
0/- 0/- 21/70.5 65/49.8 97/89.7

85 1/0.02 2/0.13 3/0.95 7/8.12 17/71.0
20/180 68/164 98/79.0 100/28.7 100/74.9 100/13.2
1/190 5/184 16/82.0 63/59.6 97/82.8

N=25, K=10, C=37. Time bound 180 sec. sparse network.

84 0/- 7/0.10 30/0.60 84/3.41 99/9.74
36/114 99/4.42 100/0.77 100/3.70 100/9.93 100/4.16
3/56.9 94/8.67 100/1.28 100/3.77 100/9.93

85 0/- 10/0.10 34/0.60 79/3.20 99/9.36
31/88.6 100/7.55 100/0.75 100/3.31 100/9.58 100/7.51
9/51.1 89/17.1 100/1.34 100/3.34 100/9.59

5 Results

Here we evaluate performance of algorithms as complete ones. Tables 1-3 report
results of experiments with three classes of over-constrained binary CSPs with
domain sizes : K=10, K=5 and K=3. Tables 1 and 2 contain three blocks, each
corresponding to a set of CSPs with a fixed number of variables and constraints.
Within each block, there are two small blocks each corresponding to a different
constraint tightness, given in the first column. In columns 2 through 6 (Tables
1 and 3), and columns 2 through 7 (Table 2), we have results for MB, BBMB
and BFMB (in different rows) for different values of i-bound. In the last column
we have results for PFC-MRDAC. Each entry in the table gives a percentage of
the problems that were solved exactly within our time bound (fall in the 0.95
range), and the average CPU time for these problems.

For example, looking at the second block of the middle large block in Table 1
(corresponding to binary CSPs with N=15, K=10, C=70 and T=85) we see that
MB with i=2 (column 2) solved only only 1% of the problems exactly in 0.02
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Table 2. Search completion times for problems with 5 values. 100 instances

MB MB MB MB MB MB MB
BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB PFC-

T BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB MRDAC
i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6 i=7 i=8

#/time #/time #/time #/time #/time #/time #/time #/time

N=15, K=5, C=105. Time bound 180 sec. dense network.

18 0/- 0/- 0/- 12/0.56 13/2.27 31/11.7 34/49.7
10/180 32/180 64/148 96/81.4 100/33.4 100/21.9 100/52.5 100/9.61
0/- 0/- 0/- 13/111 59/64.5 88/47.4 100/58.1

19 0/- 0/- 0/- 0/- 5/2.78 12/14.6 40/60.3
16/180 40/180 77/155 100/76.8 100/29.7 100/22.8 100/60.9 100/7.69
0/- 0/- 2/188 3/182 42/54.0 88/39.2 100/61.9

N=20, K=5, C=100. Time bound 180 sec. medium density.

18 0/- 0/- 7/0.17 10/0.71 11/3.12 23/14.4 29/68.7
5/180 15/180 38/170 71/132 86/82.3 95/57.4 96/90.6 100/18.7
0/- 0/- 1/183 2/60.0 9/76.9 33/81.5 59/98.9

19 0/- 0/- 0/- 4/0.70 4/3.21 4/14.9 4/70.7
4/180 24/180 56/160 64/121 84/97.5 96/85.4 92/90.0 100/17.4
0/- 0/- 0/- 12/89.5 12/76.5 32/77.3 52/96.8

N=40, K=5, C=55. Time bound 180 sec. sparse network.

18 0/- 12/0.02 36/0.07 54/0.19 88/0.53 100/1.03 100/1.14
44/87.7 100/4.41 100/0.21 100/0.23 100/0.56 100/1.04 100/1.15 100/4.94
3/4.56 92/14.9 100/0.45 100/0.27 100/0.57 100/1.04 100/1.16

19 0/- 7/0.03 25/0.07 55/0.20 79/0.56 96/1.29 100/1.89
38/104 99/8.35 100/0.34 100/0.25 100/0.61 100/1.35 100/1.90 100/8.04
1/25.4 83/14.4 100/1.28 100/0.30 100/0.63 100/1.36 100/1.90

seconds of CPU time. On the same set of problems BBMB, using Mini-Bucket
heuristics, solved 20% of the problems optimally using 180 seconds of CPU time,
while BFMB solved 1% of the problems exactly in 190 seconds. When moving
to columns 3 through 6 in rows corresponding to the same set of problems, we
see a gradual change caused by a higher level of Mini-Bucket heuristic (higher
values of the i-bound). As expected, Mini-Bucket solves more problems, while
using more time. Focusing on BBMB, we see that it solved all problems when
the i-bound is 5 or 6, and its total running time as a function of time forms a
U-shaped curve. At first (i=2) it is high (180), then as i-bound increases the total
time decreases (when i=5 the total time is 28.7), but then as i-bound increases
further the total time starts to increase again. The same behavior is shown for
BFMB as well.

This demonstrates a trade-off between the amount of preprocessing per-
formed by MB and the amount of subsequent search using the heuristic cost func-
tion generated by MB. The optimal balance between preprocessing and search
corresponds to the value of i-bound at the bottom of the U-shaped curve. The
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Table 3. Search completion times for problems with 3 values. 10 instances

MB MB MB MB MB
BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB BBMB PFC-MRDAC

T BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB BFMB
i=2 i=4 i=6 i=8 i=10 #/time

#/time #/time #/time #/time #/time

N=100, K=3, C=200. Time bound 180 sec. sparse network.

1 70/0.03 90/0.06 100/0.32 100/2.15 100/15.1
90/12.5 100/0.07 100/0.33 100/2.16 100/15.1 100/0.08
80/0.03 100/0.07 100/0.33 100/2.15 100/15.1

2 0/- 0/- 10/0.34 10/2.03 40/15.7
0/- 0/- 40/38.0 80/19.6 100/22.6 100/757
0/- 0/- 20/0.76 70/19.8 100/33.2

3 0/- 0/- 0/- 0/- 10/16.2
0/- 0/- 60/72.4 70/27.7 100/24.5 100/2879
0/- 0/- 30/39.2 60/28.7 90/28.9

N=100, K=3, C=200. Time bound 600 sec. sparse network.

4 0/- 0/- 0/- 0/- 0/-
0/- 0/- 60/431 80/236 100/165 100/7320
0/- 0/- 0/- 20/243 20/165

added amount of search on top of MB can be estimated by tsearch = ttotal−tMB.
As i increases, the average search time tsearch decreases, and the overall accu-
racy of the search algorithm increases (more problems fall within higher ranges
of opt). However, as i increases, the time of MB preprocessing increases as well.

One crucial difference between BBMB and BFMB is that BBMB is an any-
time algorithm - it always outputs an assignment, and as time increases, the
solution improves. BFMB on the other hand only outputs a solution when it
finds an optimal solution. In our experiments, if BFMB did not finish within the
preset time bound, it returned the MB assignment.

From the data in the Tables we can see that the performance of BFMB is
consistently worse than that of BBMB. BFMB(i) solves fewer problems than
BBMB(i) and, on the average, takes longer on each problem. This is more pro-
nounced when non-trivial amount of search is required (lower i-bound values)
- when the heuristic is weaker. These results are in contrast to the behavior
we observed when using this scheme for optimization in belief networks [7]. We
speculate that this is because, for Max-CSP, there are large numbers of frontier
nodes with the same heuristic value.

Tables 1-3 also report results of PFC-MRDAC. When the constraint graph is
dense PFC-MRDAC is up to 2-3 times faster than the best performing BBMB.
When the constraint graph is sparse the best BBMB is up to two orders of
magnitude faster than PFC-MRDAC. The superiority of our approach is most
notable for larger problems (Table 3).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of search completion

In Figure 4 we provide an alternative view of the performance of BBMB(i)
and BFMB(i). Let FBBMB(i)(t) and FBFMB(i)(t) be the fraction of the prob-
lems solved completely by BBMB(i) and BFMB(i), respectively, by time t. Each
graph in Figure 4 plots FBBMB(i)(t) and FBFMB(i)(t) for several values of i.
These figures display trade-off between preprocessing and search in a clear man-
ner. Clearly, if FBBMB(i)(t) > FBBMB(j)(t) for all t, then BBMB(i) completely
dominates BBMB(j). For example, in Figure 4a BBMB(4) completely domi-
nates BBMB(2) (here BBMB(2) and BFMB(2) overlap). When FBBMB(i)(t)
and FBBMB(j)(t) intersect, they display a trade-off as a function of time. For
example, if we have less than 70 seconds, BBMB(4) is better than BBMB(6).
However, when sufficient time is allowed, BBMB(6) is superior.

6 Anytime Algorithms

Next we evaluate anytime performance of relevant algorithms - SLS, that is
inherently incomplete and can never guarantee an optimal solution for Max-
CSP, and BBMB, that returns a (suboptimal) solution any time during search.

A Stochastic Local Search (SLS) algorithm, such as GSAT [12], [15], starts
from a randomly chosen complete instantiation of all the variables, and moves
from one complete instantiation to the next. It is guided by a cost function
that is the number of unsatisfied constraints in the current assignment. At each
step, the value of the variable that leads to the greatest reduction of the cost
function is changed. The algorithm stops when either the cost is zero (a global
minimum), in which case the problem is solved, or when there is no way to
improve the current assignment by changing just one variable (a local minimum).
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Fig. 5. Distribution of anytime performance

A number of heuristics have been designed to overcome the problem of local
minima [11], [14], [13], [4]. In our implementation of SLS we use the basic greedy
scheme combined with the constraint re-weighting as introduced in [11]. In this
algorithm, each constraint has a weight and the cost function is the weighted sum
of unsatisfied constraints. Whenever the algorithm reaches a local minimum, it
increases the weights of unsatisfied constraints.

An SLS algorithm for CSPs can immediately be applied to a Max-CSP prob-
lem. When measuring the performance of SLS we treat it as an anytime algorithm
- we report the fraction of problems solved exactly by time t as a function of t.
To do that, we use the optimal cost found by BBMB.

In Figure 5 we present results comparing BBMB and SLS as anytime algo-
rithms. Figure 5a (5b) corresponds to one row in Table 1 (2). When the constraint
graph is dense (Figure 5a), SLS is substantially faster than BBMB. However,
when the constraint graph is sparse (Figure 5b), BBMB(4) and BBMB(6) are
faster than SLS. We should note that for most of the problem instances we ran
where the graph exceeds a certain sparseness threshold, SLS exhibits impressive
performance, arriving at an optimal solution within a few seconds.

7 Summary and Conclusion

The paper evaluates the power of a new scheme that generates search heuris-
tics mechanically for solving a variety of optimization tasks. The approach was
presented and evaluated for optimization queries over belief networks [7]. In this
paper we extend the approach to the Max-CSP task and evaluate its potential
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on a variety of randomly generated constraint satisfaction problems. The ba-
sic idea is to extract heuristics for search from the Mini-Bucket approximation
method which allows controlled trade-off between computation and accuracy.
Our experiments demonstrate again the potential of this scheme in improving
general search, showing that the Mini-Bucket heuristic’s accuracy can be con-
trolled to yield a trade-off between preprocessing and search. We demonstrate
this property in the context of both Branch-and-Bound and Best-First search.
Although the best threshold point cannot be predicted a priori, a preliminary
empirical analysis can be informative when given a class of problems that is not
too heterogeneous.

We show that this approach can be competitive with state of the art al-
gorithms for solving the Max-CSP problem. In particular, it outperformed a
complete algorithm developed specifically for MAX-CSP on sparse constraint
problems and is even competitive as anytime scheme against an SLS algorithm
when the problems are sparse. Although, overall SLS performance was impres-
sive on the classes of problems we experimented with, an SLS approach cannot
prove optimality and therefore its termination time is speculative.
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Abstract. Random Noise and RandomWalk algorithms are local search
strategies that have been used for the problem of satisfiability testing
(SAT). We present a Markov-chain based analysis of the performance of
these algorithms. The performance measures we consider are the proba-
bility of finding a satisfying assignment and the distribution of the best
solution observed on a given SAT instance. The analysis provides exact
statistics, but is restricted to small problems as it requires the storage
and use of knowledge about the entire search space. We examine the
effect of p, the probability of making non-greedy moves, on these algo-
rithms and provide a justification for the practice of choosing this value
empirically.

1 Introduction

Local search algorithms such as GSAT, RandomWalk and Random Noise search
have been shown to be good at solving CNF satisfiability (SAT) problems [4,13].
Such methods perform better than systematic search algorithms on large satis-
fiability problems involving thousands of variables. They may be used for the
problem of maximum satisfiability (finding a truth assignment that satisfies as
many clauses as possible) as well as complete satisfiability (satisfying all clauses).

However, due to the complex interactions between the problem instance and
algorithm implementation details, it is hard to predict the performance of these
algorithms. Researchers have, therefore, mainly relied upon empirical studies for
this purpose [5,14]. Although this approach provides very useful results, it is still
desirable to have some theoretical understanding of algorithm performance.

A large portion of the literature on theoretical analysis of local search algo-
rithms for other problems has been devoted to determining the convergence of
search algorithms to the global optimum using Markov models [2,3,7,8,9,11]. The
rates of convergence to the optimum have also been discussed assuming various
properties of cost functions and search spaces [15,16]. Some work in the area of
complexity theory has been focused on studying PLS (polynomial local search)
problems regarding the time required to locate local optima [6,10].
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In this paper, we show how the Random Walk and Random Noise algorithms
can be modeled using discrete Markov chains. We present a procedure to deter-
mine the probability of finding the global optimum as well as complete statistics
of the best solution observed in a given number of iterations. The former measure
of algorithm performance is most relevant to maximum satisfiability problems,
while the latter is the statistic of interest when considering complete satisfia-
bility. These measures are relevant because they tell us quantitatively how the
algorithm will perform on a given problem in limited computational time. This
in turn will help us to determine the best parameters for these search algorithms
to use.

The procedure presented requires the storage and use of complete knowl-
edge about the search space. Hence, it can only be carried out for small-scale
satisfiability problems. Still, this analysis provides some insights regarding the
performance of these algorithms on real world problems. Real world problems are
characterized by the existence of local minima which hinder the performance of
greedy local search. Both Random Noise and Random Walk algorithms provide
ways of escaping local minima, using the parameter p, the probability of mak-
ing random non-greedy moves. The value of p that provides optimum algorithm
performance is of great interest. We find theoretical support for the practice of
empirically choosing an optimal value for this parameter.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews the definitions
of the Random Noise and Random Walk algorithms. Section 3 shows how these
algorithms can be modeled as discrete Markov chains and presents a procedure
for determining the performance statistics for these algorithms. The method
of determining the one-step state transition matrix for these algorithms is de-
scribed in section 4. Section 5 presents and discusses results obtained using this
procedure. Concluding comments are presented in section 6.

2 Random Noise and Random Walk Algorithms for
Satisfiability

The Random Noise and Random Walk algorithms are both based on GSAT, a
greedy local search procedure for satisfiability which works as follows [12]:
Procedure GSAT
for i:= 1 to MAX-TRIES

T:= a randomly generated truth assignment
for j := 1 to MAX-FLIPS

if T satisfies expression then return T
Flip any variable in T that results in greatest decrease

(could even be 0) in the number of unsatisfied clauses
end for

end for
return "No satisfying assignment found"
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The success of GSAT depends on its ability to make either strictly improving
or “sideways” moves (moves to assignments with an equal number of unsatisfied
clauses). When the algorithm finds itself at a non-optimal point in the search
space where no further improvements are possible, it is essentially trapped in a
region which is a local minimum and needs to be restarted with a random new
assignment. Another mechanism for escaping such local minima that is widely
used is to permit the search to make uphill moves occasionally. Random Noise
and Random Walk algorithm are both closely related in the way they allow for
the possibility of uphill moves [13]:

Random Noise

With probability p, pick any variable at random
and flip its truth assignment.

With probability 1-p, follow the standard GSAT scheme,
i.e., make the best possible local move

Random Walk

With probability p, pick a variable occurring in some
unsatisfied clause and flip its truth assignment.

With probability 1-p, follow the standard GSAT scheme,
i.e., make the best possible local move

Experimental results comparing the basic GSAT algorithm, Simulated An-
nealing, Random Walk and Random Noise strategies on a test suite including
randomly-generated CNF problems and Boolean encodings of circuit synthesis,
planning and circuit diagnosis problems can be found in [13]. The authors of
this paper found that the Random Walk strategy significantly out-performed
the other algorithms on these problems.

3 Modeling and Analysis

If we look at the search process as a sequence of decisions for moving from
point to point in the search space, most local search algorithms can be called
“memoryless” in the sense that the process of selecting the next point depends
iteratively only on the current point. Therefore, the search process is a Markov
process with finite states (e.g. the points in the search space). Furthermore, the
search algorithms are performed at discrete steps/iterations and this allows us
to model them as Markov chains. Such models for two widely used local search
algorithms – Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithms, can be found in [1]
and [9] respectively. In the context of satisfiability problems, each point in the
search space corresponds to a unique truth assignment.

Theorem 1: The sequence of points visited by the Random Noise (also Random
Walk) algorithm forms a Homogeneous Markov Chain.
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Proof: To prove that this sequence forms a Markov chain, it suffices to show
that the point visited at the (k + 1)st iteration depends only upon which point
was visited at the kth iteration. This can be seen as follows: by the definition
of both these algorithms, the truth assignment at the (k + 1)st iteration differs
from the truth assignment at the kth iteration at exactly one variable. The set
of variables that may be flipped at the kth iteration depends only upon whether
we are considering the Random Noise or Random Walk algorithm and not the
points visited at any previous iteration. Finally, the probability of flipping each
variable in this set also depends only on the value of p and not the points visited
in the first (k − 1) iterations. The Markov chain will be homogeneous because
the state transition probabilities will only be a function of p which is assumed
to be constant for the duration of the search. Q.E.D.

In a SAT problem, ifN is the number of variables, the search spaceX consists
of a total of |X | = 2N possible truth assignments. Let x[j], 1 ≤ j ≤ |X | be a
point in the search space. The cost f(x[j]) is the number of unsatisfied clauses in
the corresponding truth assignment. For simplicity of analysis and description,
we assume that the points in the search space are sorted in non-decreasing order
of costs, i.e. j < k ⇒ f(x[j]) ≤ f(x[k]). The search space may contain two points
with the exact same cost function value. We represent the sorted list of costs
using a row vector −→f of size |X | such that the jth element −→f [j] = f(x[j]).

Let xi be the random variable describing which point the search is at during
iteration i. The probability mass function (pmf) of xi is represented by a row
vector −→π i of size |X | such that the mth element −→π i,[m] = P{xi = x[m]} . A
homogeneous Markov chain based local search algorithm can then be described
by a one-step state transition matrix P such that:

−→π i = −→π i−1P (1)

The performance statistics of interest (probability of finding the global opti-
mum within a given number of iterations, best solution observed to date) require
us to incorporate the search history as well. For this purpose, it is necessary to
fully describe the state that the search algorithm is in at a given iteration. This
description should include a) the pmf describing the probability that the search
algorithm is at any given point in the search space, and b) the conditional pmf’s
of the best (lowest) cost seen up to the current iteration given that the search is
currently at a certain point in the search space. Both these pmf’s can be itera-
tively calculated at each step as they depend on only the pmf’s of the previous
iteration and on the search algorithm being analyzed.

Let x∗i denote the point with the lowest cost function seen up to iteration i.
We can use a matrixD∗i to represent the conditional probability of the lowest cost
seen to date given the current search point, i.e. D∗i,[jk] = P{x∗i = j|xi = k}. Note
that D∗0 = I. For entries representing equal value points, it does not matter how
the weight is distributed among them as long as the total probability remains
the same.
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For the ith iteration, the distribution −→π i can be calculated from −→π i−1 using
equation (1). The following formulae1 can be used in sequence to calculate D∗i
from −→π i−1 and D∗i−1 :

B∗i = D∗i−1diag(−→π i−1)P (2)

C∗i,[jk] =




B∗i,[jk] j < k
|X|∑
l=j

B∗i,[lk] j = k

0 j > k

(3)

B∗i and C∗i are temporary matrices. The best-to-date point cannot be worse
than the current point at any time. An entry B∗i,[jk] in B∗i represents the prob-
ability of having j as the best observed point and k as the current search point
without this consideration. C∗i contains the corresponding probabilities after
considering this fact. Equation (4) normalizes C∗i to the desired conditional pmf
matrix 2:

D∗i = C∗i (diag(−→π i))−1 (4)

Thus, given the initial state distribution −→π 0 and the state transition ma-
trix P, we can derive D∗n – the conditional pmf’s of the lowest cost function
value seen to date, and −→π n – the distribution of costs at the nth iteration. It
is typically assumed that each point in the search space is equally likely to be
picked as the starting point (uniform initial distribution). Once D∗n and −→π n are
known, the expectation and variance of the best-to-date cost can then be readily
calculated by definition:

E[f(x∗n)] =
−→
f D∗n−→π T

n (5)

V AR[f(x∗n)] =
−→
f diag(−→f )D∗n−→π T

n − (−→f D∗n−→π T
n)

2 (6)

The expectation and variance of best-to-date cost are useful measures if we
are interested in the problem of maximum satisfiability. For complete satisfiabil-
ity, we would like to know the probability P [f(x∗n) = f∗] of achieving the global
optimum f∗ within n iterations. This can be calculated as follows:

P [f(x∗n) = f∗] = −→e D∗n−→π T
n (7)

where −→e = [1 0 0 0 . . . 0], consisting of a 1 followed by (|X | − 1) zeros.
We note here that the above procedure for calculating these statistics up

to iteration n, as outlined in equations (1) through (7), has a computational
1 In these formulae, diag(−→v ) represents the diagonal matrix derived from a vector −→v ;

B∗i and C∗i are temporary matrices used during this updating process.
2 Rigorously, the inverse of diag(−→π i)) does not exist if any of the elements of −→π i are 0
– although this only happens when using purely greedy search. However the notation
used in equation 4 is convenient and the difficulty can be overcome by treating these
0 elements as arbitrarily small values ε.
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complexity of O(|X |3n), where |X | = 2N is the size of the search space. The
exponential dependence on the number of variables renders this exact analysis
infeasible for larger problems.

4 Determining the State Transition Matrix

Table 1. Sample 3-SAT instance with 3 variables, 15 clauses

{ 3, 1,−2} {−1, 2,−3} {−3, 2, 1} { 2, 1,−3} { 1, 2, 3}
{ 3,−2,−1} {−2, 1,−3} { 1,−3,−2} { 3, 1, 2} { 1, 3, 2}
{−3, 2,−1} { 1, 3, 2} { 3, 1, 2} { 1, 3,−2} { 1,−2, 3}

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111
0

1

2

3

4

5

COST

Fig. 1. Neighborhood definition and cost values for a randomly generated 3SAT
instance with 3 variables and 15 clauses; 111 and 100 are satisfying assignments

We have shown how the performance statistics of interest may be obtained
once the state transition matrix P is known. This matrix depends upon both
the specific problem instance, as well as the algorithm used. We discuss here via
an example how the matrix can be obtained for Random Noise algorithms if the
satisfiability instance is known.

Table 1 shows a randomly generated 3-SAT instance with 3 variables and
15 clauses3. The cost for each truth assignment, i.e. the number of unsatisfied
clauses as well as the neighboring truth assignments are shown in figure 1. From
the figure, it is easy to see that the assignment 001 is a local minimum and that
the global minima 111 and 100 are satisfying assignments.

Given a problem instance, the one-step transition matrix P can be deter-
mined for the Random Noise algorithm as follows:
3 It may be seen that a number of these clauses are identical in this example, but this
is to due to the small number of variables used for illustration.
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– Determine the transition matrix Pgreedy for the GSAT algorithm (p = 0).
– Determine the transition matrix Prandom for the random noise algorithm
with p = 1.

– P = (1− p) Pgreedy + p Prandom

For the SAT instance presented in figure 1, the corresponding transition
matrices for the Random Noise algorithm: Pgreedy and Prandom are shown in
figure 2. The Prandom matrix is constructed by assigning equal transition prob-
abilities to each neighbor of a given truth assignment (elements corresponding
to non-Neighboring points are 0). The Pgreedy is constructed by assigning equal
transition probabilities from any given truth assignment to the neighbor(s) which
have the greatest decrease in cost (0 or more). The procedure is nearly identical
for obtaining the P for the Random Walk algorithm, with the only difference
being in the construction of Prandom. To construct Prandom for the Random
Walk algorithm, assign equal state transition probabilities to each neighbor of a
given truth assignment that can be obtained by flipping a variable involved in
unsatisfied clauses.

0  0  0  1  0  0  1  1
0  0  0  1  1  0  1  0
0  0  0  0  1  0  1  1
1  1  0  0  0  1  0  0
0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0
0  0  0  1  1  0  0  1
1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0
1  0  1  0  0  1  0  0

P
random

=   1
  3
___   1

  2
___P

greedy
=

2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0
0  2  0  0  0  0  0  0
0  0  2  0  0  0  0  0
1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0
0  2  0  0  0  0  0  0
0  0  0  2  0  0  0  0
1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0
2  0  0  0  0  0  0  0

Fig. 2. Constructing State Transition Probability Matrices

5 Results

Using the method of analysis presented in this paper, it is possible to investigate
the effect of p, the non-greedy move probability, on the performance of random
noise algorithms. One significant result is the following:
Theorem 2: E[f(x∗n)], the expected best cost seen by a random noise or random
walk algorithm after n iterations, is a polynomial in p of order at most n.
Proof: See appendix A.
Corollary 1: The variance of the best cost V AR[f(x∗n)] is a polynomial in p of
order at most 2n.
Corollary 2: P [f(x∗n) = f∗], the probability of having found the global best
assignment after n iterations, is a polynomial in p of order at most n.
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Fig. 3. Performance for Random Noise and Random Walk algorithms with re-
spect to p for a randomly generated 3-SAT instance with 7 variables. Figures
(a) and (c) show the curves for expectation of best-to-date costs for Random
Noise and Random Walk algorithms respectively. Figures (b) and (d) show the
curves for the probability of finding a satisfiable solution for Random Noise and
Random Walk algorithms respectively. In (b) and (d), the locus connecting the
peaks of the curves of the various iterations indicate the value of p for which this
probability is maximized. For the expectation figures (a) and (c), each succes-
sively lower curve represents an increasing iteration number, while the opposite
is true for the probability figures (b) and (d)

We applied the procedure described in equations (1) through (7) on randomly
generated 3-SAT instances to determine the performance of Random Walk and
Random Noise algorithms. Table 2, in appendix B, shows a typical instance
with 7 variables and 30 clauses. Figure 3 shows the effect of p on Random Noise
(3a,3b) and Random Walk (3c,3d) algorithms for this instance.

The data in figure 3 is for 21 values of p ranging from 0 to 1, with 0.05
increment, for the first 20 iterations of the algorithms. Figures 3a and 3c show
the expected best cost. The first line on top corresponds to iteration 0, the
starting point of the search. As the iteration number increases, the expected
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cost goes down at each step and is indicated by the successively lower curves.
Figure 3b and 3d show the probability of having found the global optimum (in
this case, a satisfying assignment with 0 cost). This probability increases with
iteration and is hence represented by successively higher curves. In all these
graphs, for any given iteration, there is some p = pbest for which the algorithm
achieves the best value. In figures 3b and 3d, the pbestpoints for each iteration
(subject to the resolution of the p values tested) are connected, forming a locus.

The performance statistics for the two algorithms are different, and this can
be seen more clearly in figure 4, where the probability of having found the global
minimum for both algorithms is compared for p = 0, 0.5, and 1. When p = 0, as
noted earlier, both algorithms are identical to the GSAT algorithm and hence
their performance is the same. For the other two values of p, it is seen that
Random Walk algorithm out-performs the Random Noise algorithm. We have
noticed this on other instances as well. This has also been observed empirically
on large-scale problems [13,14].

From figure 3, especially from the loci in figure 3b and 3d, we can see that pbest

can be different for each iteration. In practice, this implies that different p value
might be needed depending on how many iterations the search algorithm is to
run. However, as the iteration number increases, the change in pbest gets smaller.

0 5 10 15 20
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

iteration

P
[f(

x* n)=
f* ]

Random Walk 
Random Noise

p=0 

p=0.5 

p=1.0 

Fig. 4. Comparison of Random Noise and Random Walk algorithms

6 Conclusion

Local search algorithms can be modeled as Markov chains. We have shown how
the Random Noise and Random Walk algorithms for satisfiability testing can
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also be described using such a model. Based on this modeling, we are able to
derive the probability of finding a satisfying assignment, and the statistics of the
best solution observed within a given number of iterations. The former measure
of algorithm performance is useful when considering problems of complete satisfi-
ability, while the latter is more relevant to the problem of maximum satisfiability
and related optimization problems.

For real world problems, it is almost always the case that a value of p =
pbest ∈ (0, 1) offers the best performance on a given problem. The results ob-
tained for randomly generated 3-SAT instances using our analysis also show this
behavior. The value of pbest depends upon the specific problem instance, as well
as the iteration number. We observed that the performance measures vary slowly
with respect to p. Further, we have proved that these performance measures are
polynomial (hence continuous) functions of p, the probability of making non-
greedy moves. Therefore, for real world problems, if the value of p chosen via
experiments is close to pbest, it will result in near-optimal performance. In nearly
all the 3-SAT instances we tested, the Random Walk algorithm out-performed
the Random Noise algorithm. This merits further study.

The characteristics of a search space have a big impact on the algorithm
performance. Only a limited number of SAT problem instances are tested in
the experiments. Future research may include the study of effects of changes in
parameters such as the ratio of constraints to variables. This may reveal more
insights on how the structure of a problem and the search algorithms interact.
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Appendix A

Remark – Properties of the Transition Matrix: Since the sum of any row
of the transition matrix P is 1, P−→1 T = −→1 T , where −→1 is a 1× 2N vector of 1’s.
The elements of P are polynomials in p of degree either 0 or 1.
Definition: If a matrix A has elements that are polynomials in p, O(A) is
defined as the highest possible degree of these polynomials.
Theorem 2: For a given neighborhood, E[f(x∗n)], the expected best cost seen
by a random noise algorithm after n iterations, is a polynomial in p of order at
most n.
Proof: By substituting equation (4) into (5), we have:

E[f(x∗i )] =
−→
f C∗i (diag(−→π i))−1−→π T

i =
−→
f C∗i

−→1 T (8)

If the elements of C∗i be polynomials in p, then E[f(x∗i )] is also a polynomial
in p, and

O(E[f(x∗i )]) = O(C∗i
−→1 T ) (9)

Hence it suffices to show that the elements of C∗i are polynomials in p, and that
O(C∗i ) = i. This can be done inductively:

Base Case (n = 1)
From the fact thatD∗0 = I and equation (2), we get B∗1 = diag(−→π 0)P. Hence

the elements of B∗1 are polynomials in p and O(B∗1) = 1. All the rows of B
∗
1 add

up to one:

O(B∗1
−→1 T ) = O(diag(−→π 0)P

−→1 T ) = O(diag(−→π 0)
−→1 T ) = 0 (10)
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The operations in equation (3) consist of adding all elements of B∗1 that are
below the diagonal to the diagonal element in each column and then setting
these below-diagonal elements to 0. Thus C∗1 is an upper-triangular matrix such
that all its elements are also polynomials in p and O(C∗1) = O(B∗1) = 1. When
each row of C∗1 is summed, the order 1 terms will not necessarily cancel out, and
hence O(C∗1

−→1 T ) = 1.
Inductive Hypothesis

For any k > 1, the elements of B∗k−1 and C∗k−1 are polynomials in p. Further,
O(C∗k−1) = O(B∗k−1) = k − 1, O(B∗k−1

−→1 T ) = k − 2, and O(C∗k−1
−→1 T ) = k − 1.

Inductive Step

This is similar to the verification of the base case. From equations (2) and
(4), we get:

B∗i = C∗i−1(diag(−→π i−1))−1diag(−→π i−1)P = C∗i−1P (11)

By this equation, the elements of B∗k are polynomial in p, and O(B∗k) = O(C∗k−1)
+ O(P) = k. The operations in equation (3) ensure that C∗k is an upper-
triangular matrix and that all its elements are polynomials in p with O(C∗k) =
O(B∗k) = k. Also from equation (11),

O(B∗k
−→1 T ) = O(C∗k−1P

−→1 T ) = O(C∗k−1
−→1 T ) = k − 1 (12)

This means that when each row of B∗k is summed, any terms of degree k all
cancel out. After the below-diagonal elements of B∗k are moved to the diagonal
terms in equation 3, when the rows of C∗k are summed, the terms of degree k
will not necessarily cancel. Hence O(C∗k

−→1 T ) = k.
Therefore by induction, we have that the elements of C∗n are polynomials

in p and that O(C∗n
−→1 T ) = n, ∀n ≥ 1. Q. E. D.

Corollary 1: The variance of the best cost V AR[f(x∗n)] is a polynomial in p of
order at most 2n.

This follows immediately from the result of Theorem 1 and equation 6.
Corollary 2: P [f(x∗n) = f∗], the probability of having found the global best
assignment after n iterations, is a polynomial in p of order at most n.

To see this, compare equations (5) and (7). The properties of E[f(x∗n)] with
respect to p hold for P [f(x∗n) = f∗] as well.
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Appendix B

Table 2. sample 3-SAT instance with 7 variables, 30 clauses

{−4, 7, 2} {−3,−6,−4} {−6, 4,−2} {−4,−1, 7} { 5, 6,−7} {−6,−7, 4}
{−3, 7, 2} {−5, 2,−1} {−6,−5, 4} {−2,−1, 3} {−7, 1,−3} { 4, 6, 3}
{−7,−4, 5} {−7,−5,−3} {−1,−7,−5} {3, 5, 4} { 7,−6,−5} {−1, 4,−6}
{ 1, 3,−2} { 2,−4, 5} { 4,−5,−3} {−3,−2,−5} {−1, 5, 2} {−6,−1, 3}
{ 5,−2,−7} { 1,−5, 6} { 6,−1,−4} { 1, 6,−3} {−3,−6, 1} { 5, 6,−2}
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Abstract. Variable elimination is the basic step of Adaptive Consis-
tency [4]. It transforms the problem into an equivalent one, having one
less variable. Unfortunately, there are many classes of problems for which
it is infeasible, due to its exponential space and time complexity. How-
ever, by restricting variable elimination so that only low arity constraints
are processed and recorded, it can be effectively combined with search,
because the elimination of variables, reduces the search tree size.
In this paper we introduce VarElimSearch(S , k), a hybrid meta-
algorithm that combines search and variable elimination. The param-
eter S names the particular search procedure and k controls the tradeoff
between the two strategies. The algorithm is space exponential in k. Re-
garding time, we show that its complexity is bounded by k and a struc-
tural parameter from the constraint graph. We also provide experimental
evidence that the hybrid algorithm can outperform state-of-the-art algo-
rithms in binary sparse problems. Experiments cover the tasks of finding
one solution and the best solution (Max-CSP). Specially in the Max-CSP
case, the advantage of our approach can be overwhelming.

1 Introduction

Many problems arising in a variety of domains such as scheduling, design, di-
agnosis, temporal reasoning and default reasoning, can be naturally modeled as
constraint satisfaction problems. A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) con-
sists of a finite set of variables, each associated with a finite domain of values,
and a set of constraints. A solution is an assignment of a value to every variable
such that all constraints are satisfied.

Typical tasks of interest are to determine if there exists a solution, to find
one or all solutions and to find the best solution relative to a preference criterion.
All these tasks are NP-hard. Therefore, general algorithms are likely to require
exponential time in the worst-case.

Most algorithms for constraint satisfaction belong to one of the two following
schemes: search and consistency inference. Search algorithms can be complete
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or incomplete. In this paper we are concerned with complete ones. These algo-
rithms transform a problem into a set of subproblems by selecting a variable
and considering the assignment of each of its domain values. The subproblems
are solved in sequence applying recursively the same transformation rule, often
referred to as branching or conditioning. Each time a search algorithm assigns a
value to a variable it is, in a way, making a guess about the right value for that
variable. If the guess is not correct, the algorithm will eventually backtrack to
that point and a new guess for the same variable will have to be made. Incorrect
guesses at early levels of the search tree cause the algorithm to thrash. This is
the main drawback of these kind of algorithms. On the other hand, they have
the good property of having linear space complexity.

Consistency inference algorithms transform the original problem into an
equivalent one (i.e. having the same set of solutions) by inferring constraints
that are implicit in the original problem and adding them explicitly. Each time
a new constraint is added, there is more knowledge available about the relations
among variables and the problem becomes presumably simpler. Consistency in-
ference algorithms include incomplete methods which only enforce some form of
local consistency (such as arc-consistency) as well as complete methods which
enforce global consistency. In a globally consistent problem, a solution can be
computed in a backtrack-free manner.

Adaptive Consistency (AdCons) [4] is a complete consistency inference al-
gorithm which relies on the general schema of variable elimination[5]. This al-
gorithm proceeds by selecting one variable at a time and replacing it by a new
constraint which summarizes the effect of the chosen variable. The main draw-
back of AdCons is that constraints (either from the original problem, or added
by the algorithm) can have large arities (i.e. scopes). These constraints are expo-
nentially hard to process and require exponential space to store. The exponential
space complexity in particular limits severely the algorithm usefulness. However,
a nice property of adaptive consistency is that it never needs to make a guess.
Once a variable is replaced by the corresponding constraint, the process never
has to be reconsidered.

In this paper we propose a general solving scheme, VarElimSearch, which
combines search and variable elimination in an attempt to exploit the best of
each. The meta-algorithm selects a variable and attempts its elimination, but this
is only done when the elimination generates a small arity constraint. Otherwise, it
switches to search. Namely, branches on the variable and transforms the problem
into a set of smaller subproblems where the process is recursively repeated.
VarElimSearch has two parameters, S and k, where S names a specific search
algorithm and k controls the trade-off between variable elimination and search.

The idea of combining inference and search was presented earlier by Rish and
Dechter [12] within the satisfiability domain. They combined Directional Res-
olution, a variable elimination scheme for SAT, with the Davis-Putnam search
procedure. Different hybrids were considered. One of them, DCDR(i), has a di-
rect correspondence to VarElimSearch. The contributions of this paper beyond
this earlier work are: a) in extending this approach to general constraint satis-
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faction decision and optimization tasks, b) in providing a new worst-case time
bound based on refined graph parameters and c) in the empirical demonstration
that this can speed-up state-of-the-art algorithms.

Our approach is applicable to many search strategies and a variety of tasks.
In this paper, we report results of VarElimSearch with three search strategies:
forward checking FC [7], really full look-ahead RFLA [10] and partial forward
checking PFC [8]. We provide experimental results for the tasks of finding one
solution and the best solution (namely, violating the least number of constraints,
known as Max-CSP) in binary problems and fixed k = 2. In all cases, we show
empirically that the hybrid algorithms improve the performance of plain search
for sparse problems and has no worsening effect on dense problems. Higher levels
of k should be explored in the context of non-binary solvers, and are likely to
yield a tradeoff between inference and search that will be tied to the problem’s
structure, as was shown in [12]. This, however, is outside the scope of our current
investigation.

This paper is organized as follows: The next Section introduces notation
and necessary background. In Section 3 we describe the hybrid meta-algorithm
VarElimSearch. In Section 4 we discuss the algorithm complexity both in terms
of time and space. In Section 5 we provide experimental results supporting the
practical usefulness of our approach. Finally, Section 6 contains some conclusions
and directions of further research.

2 Preliminaries

A constraint satisfaction problem consists of a set of variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn},
domains D = {D1, . . . , Dn} and constraints C = {RS1 , . . . , RSt}. A constraint is
a pair (R, S) where S ⊆ X is its scope and R is a relation defined over S. Tuples
of R denote the legal combination of values. The pair (R, S) is also denoted RS .
We denote by n and d the number of variables and the size of the largest domain,
respectively. A solution for a CSP is a complete assignment that satisfies every
constraint. If the problem is over-constrained, it may be of interest to find a
complete assignment that satisfies the maximum number of constraints. This
problem is denoted Max-CSP [6].

A constraint graph associates each variable with a node and connects any
two nodes whose variables appear in the same scope. The degree of a variable,
degree(Xi), is its degree in the graph. The induced graph of G relative to the
ordering o, denoted G∗(o), is obtained by processing the nodes in reverse order
from last to first. For each node all its earlier neighbors are connected, while tak-
ing into account old and new edges created during the process. Given a graph and
an ordering of its nodes, the width of a node is the number of edges connecting
it to nodes lower in the ordering. The induced width of a graph, denoted w∗(o),
is the maximum width of nodes in the induced graph.

Join and projection are two operations over relations. The join of two rela-
tions RA and RB denoted RA ✶ RB is the set of tuples over A ∪ B satisfying
the two constraints RA and RB. Projecting a relation RA over a set B (B ⊂ A),
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive Consistency

AdCons((X ,D, C), o = X1, ..., Xn)

Input: a CSP and a variable ordering.

Output: a solution, if there is any.

for i = n downto 1 do
Let {(Ri1 , Si1), ..., (Riq , Siq )} be the set of constraints in C which contain Xi

in their scope and do not contain any higher indexed variable
A← Sq

j=1(Sij − {Xi})
RA ← RA ∩ΠA(✶q

j=1 Rij )
C ← C ∪ RA

if RA = ∅ then
the problem does not have solution

for i = 1 to n do
assign a value to Xi consistent with previous assignments and all constraints
in C whose scope is totally assigned

return the assignment to X1, . . . , Xn

written as ΠB(RA) removes from RA the columns associated with variables not
included in B and eliminates duplicate rows from the resulting relation.

Adaptive consistency (AdCons) [4] is a complete algorithm for solving con-
straint satisfaction problems (Algorithm 1). Given a variable ordering o, variables
are processed (or, eliminated) one by one from last to first. For each variable, the
algorithm infers a new constraint that summarizes the effect of the variable on
the rest of the problem. The variable is then replaced by the constraint. Let RA

be the constraint generated by the elimination of variable Xi. The scope A is the
set of neighbors of Xi in the remaining set of variables. The relation R, is the join
of all constraints involving Xi in the current subproblem, projected on A and
possibly intersected with any other existing constraint on A. If this process pro-
duces an empty constraint the problem does not have any solution. Otherwise,
after all variables have been processed, a solution is generated in a backtrack-
free manner. Variables are assigned from first to last. Variable Xi is assigned a
value consistent with previous assignments and with all constraints whose scope
is totally assigned. Note that the elimination of a variable Xi generates a new
constraint of arity degree(Xi) in the constraint graph of the remaining variables.

The complexity of AdCons along o is time O(n dw∗(o)+1) and space
O(n dw∗(o)). Finding the ordering o with minimum w∗(o) is an NP-complete
problem [2].
Example:
Consider a binary CSP with the constraint graph depicted in Figure 1.a (each
edge corresponds to a binary constraint) and the lexicographical ordering of
its variables. AdCons starts by eliminating X9 which causes the addition of a
new ternary constraint R{1,4,5} = Π{1,4,5}(R{1,9} ✶ R{4,9} ✶ R{5,9}). Next, the
elimination of X8 causes a new ternary constraint R{1,2,3} = Π{1,2,3}(R{1,8} ✶

R{2,8} ✶ R{3,8}). The process continues until every variable is eliminated.
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Fig. 1.

The induced graph G∗(o), whose width gives a bound for the space and time
complexity of AdCons, is obtained by adding two new edges (1, 4) and (2, 4). Its
width w∗(o) is 4. It indicates that AdCons computes and stores constraints of
arity up to 4.

3 Combining Search and Variable Elimination

In this section we introduce VarElimSearch(S, k), a meta-algorithm that com-
bines search and variable elimination. Let’s suppose that we have a problem
that we cannot solve with AdCons due to our limited space resources. We can
still use AdCons as an approximation algorithm and eliminate some variables.
It will transform the problem into an equivalent one having fewer variables.
Subsequently, we can solve the reduced problem with a search algorithm. The
recursive application of this idea is the basis of VarElimSearch. It is illustrated
in the following example.
Example:
Consider the binary CSP of Figure 1.a. We want to choose a variable for its
elimination. If our search algorithms are geared for binary CSPs, a natural
criterion is to choose those variables whose elimination adds unary or binary
constraints. That is, variables connected to at most two variables. In our ex-
ample, variable X7 is the only one that can be eliminated while maintain-
ing the problem binary. Its elimination modifies a constraint R{1,6} (it be-
comes R{1,6}∩Π{1,6}(R{1,7} ✶ R{6,7})). After the elimination, X6 has its degree
decreased to two, so it can also be eliminated. The constraint graph of the
current subproblem is depicted in Figure 1.b. At this point, every variable has
degree greater than two, so we switch to a search schema which selects a variable,
say X3, branches over its values and produces a set of subproblems, one for each
value of X3. All of them have the same constraint graph, depicted in Figure 1.c.
Now, it is possible to eliminate variable X8 and X4. After their elimination it is
possible to eliminate X2 and X9, and subsequently X5 and X1. At this point,
a solution can be computed in a back-track free manner. Only one branching
has been made. The elimination of variables has reduced the search space size
from d9 to d, where d is the size of the domains.
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Algorithm 2: Recursive description of VarElimSearch(S, k)

VES(S , k, (t, F, E, C))
if (F = ∅) then

compute solution from t, E and C then stop

else
Xi ← SelectV ar(F )
Let {(Ri1 , Si1), ..., (Riq , Siq )} be the set of constraints in C whose scope is
in F and includes Xi

if q ≤ k then
VarElim(S , k, Xi, t, F, E, C)

else
VarBranch(S , k, Xi, t, F, E, C)

Procedure VarElim(S , k, Xi, t, F, E, C)
A← Sq

j=1(Sij − {Xi})
RA ← RA ∩ΠA(✶q

j=1 Rij )
if RA = ∅ then

VES(S , k, P, F − {Xi}, E ∪ {Xi}, C ∪RA)

Procedure VarBranch(S , k, Xi, t, F, E, C)
foreach a ∈ Di do

LookAhead(S , Xi, a, F, C)
if (no empty domain) then

VES(S , k, t ✶ (i, a), F − {Xi}, E, C)

Observe that we have not made any assumption about the branching strategy.
The only condition is that after the assignment of a variable, the variable stops
being relevant in the corresponding subproblem. Most look-ahead algorithm sat-
isfy this condition, because they prune all future values that are inconsistent with
the assignment. Look-back search strategies may also be used but they may re-
quire some more elaborate integration. Therefore, VarElimSearch(S, k) has a
parameter S which instantiates the search strategy of choice.

In the example, we limited the arity of the new constraints to two. How-
ever, in general VarElimSearch(S, k) bounds the arity of the new constraints
to k. This parameter ranges from -1 to n− 1 and controls the tradeoff between
variable elimination and branching. Low values of k allow recording small arity
constraints which are efficiently computed and stored. However, they may allow
substantial search. On the other hand, high values of k allow recording high arity
constraints. It leads to substantial reduction of the search space, at the cost of
processing and recording high arity constraints.

In the extreme case that k is set to -1, the algorithm never eliminates any
variable and therefore performs plain search according to S. When k is set to
0, only variables disconnected from the problem are eliminated. If k is set to its
maximum value, n− 1, every variable elimination is permitted, so the algorithm
becomes AdCons.
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Algorithm VES (Algorithm 2) is a recursive description of
VarElimSearch(S, k), where context restoration and domain updating is
omitted for the sake of clarity. Each recursive call receives the search algo-
rithm S, the control parameter k and the current subproblem. The current
subproblem is defined by the current assignment t, the set of future F and
eliminated E variables, and the current set of constraints C. In the initial call
t = ∅, F = X , E = ∅.

If VES is called with an empty set of future variables, the problem has a
solution. It can be generated by processing variables in the opposite order in
which they were selected. Eliminated variables are assigned as they would with
AdCons, branched variables are assigned the obvious value.

If there are future variables, VES starts selecting one. This selection can be
done using any heuristic, either static or dynamic. Then, if the variable has less
than k neighbors in F , it is eliminated (VarElim). Else, the algorithm branches
on its values (VarBranch).

If VarElim receives a variable connected to zero neighbors, the scope of the
new constraint is empty, so there is no constraint to add and the variable is
just discarded. If the variable is connected to one neighbor, a unary constraint
is added which in practice means a domain pruning. Therefore, only when the
variable is connected to more than one variable there is a real addition of a
new constraint (or a tightening of a previously existing one). If the elimination
causes an empty constraint, the current subproblem does not have solution and
the algorithm backtracks. Otherwise, the eliminated variables is shifted from F
to E, the new constraint is added to C and a recursive call to VES is made.

VarBranch iterates over the set of feasible values of the current variable.
For each value, a call to LookAhead is made. The precise effect of LookAhead
depends on the actual search method S. In general, it prunes future values that
are inconsistent with the current assignment. If LookAhead causes an empty
domain, the next value is attempted. Otherwise, a recursive call is made in
which the current variable is removed from F and the current assignment is
extended to (i, a).

4 Complexity Analysis

VarElimSearch(S, k) stores constraints of arity at most k which require O(dk)
space. It only keeps constraints added in the current search path, so there are at
most n simultaneously stored constraints. Therefore, VarElimSearch(S, k) has
O(n dk) space complexity. Regarding time, the algorithm visits at most O(dn)
nodes, because in the worst-case it performs plain search on a tree of depth n
and branching factor d. The actual time complexity depends on the effort per
node of the search algorithm S and it is the product of the search tree size and
the computation per node. Clearly, this worst-case bound is loose since it ignores
the search space reduction caused by variable eliminations.

It is possible to obtain a more refined upper bound for the number of vis-
ited nodes and the time complexity, if we assumed that VarElimSearch(S, k) is
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Fig. 2. An ordered constraint graph G and its k-restricted induced
graphs G∗(o, k) for −1 ≤ k ≤ 4. Note that G = G∗(o,−1). Ordering o is lexico-
graphic

executed with a static variable ordering. The bound is based on the following
definition:
Definition:
Given a constraint graph G and an ordering o of its nodes, the k-restricted
induced graph of G relative to o, denoted G∗(o, k), is obtained by processing the
nodes in reverse order from last to first. For each node, if it has k or less earlier
neighbors (taking into account old and new edges), they are all connected, else
the node is ignored. The number of nodes in G∗(o, k) with width higher than k is
denoted z(o, k). The number of nodes in G∗(o, k) with width lower than or equal
to k is denoted e(o, k). Clearly, z(o, k)+e(o, k) = n. Note also that z(o, k) < n−k
because the first k nodes cannot have width higher than k.

In what follows, and for the sake of analysis, we assume that
VarElimSearch(S, k) is executed with a static variable ordering and that it se-
lects the variables from last to first. The k-restricted induced graph G∗(o, k) can
be used to synthesize the search space traversed by the algorithm. The nodes
in G∗(o, k) having width lower than or equal to k are exactly the variables
that VarElimSearch(S, k) eliminates. The edges added during the computation
of G∗(o, k) coincide with the constraints that the algorithm adds when it per-
forms variable elimination. The nodes that are ignored during the computation
of G∗(o, k) have width higher than k and thus correspond to the variables in
which VarElimSearch(S, k) branches.
Proposition:
VarElimSearch(S, k) with a static variable ordering o runs in time
O(dz(o,k) × (L(S) + e(o, k)dk+1)) where L(S) is the cost of the look-ahead in S.
Proof:
The algorithm branches in z(o, k) variables with a branching factor of d, so the
search space size is bounded by dz(o,k). At each node, the algorithm performs
the look-ahead, with cost L(S), and at most e(o, k) variable eliminations. Elimi-
nating a variable with up to k neighbors has cost dk+1. Therefore, the total cost
is O(L(S)+e(o, k) dk+1). Multiplying this by the total number of nodes, dz(o,k),
we obtain the total time complexity. ✷
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Fig. 3. A constraint graph and a subgraph after the elimination of grey variables
and branching on two black variables

This proposition shows that VarElimSearch(S, k) is exponential in k+z(o, k).
Increasing k, is likely to decrease z(o, k), which means that less search takes place
at the cost of having more expensive (in time and space) variable elimination.
Figure 2 illustrates this fact. Given an ordered constraint graph G (Figure 2
top left), we can see how G∗(o, k) changes as k varies from -1 to 4 (note that
G = G∗(o,−1) because no edge can be possibly be added). The value of k
appears at the right side of each graph, along with the corresponding z(o, k).
Grey nodes are those with width lower than or equal to k and correspond to the
variables that VarElimSearch(S, k) eliminates. Dotted edges are those added
during the computation of G∗(o, k). White nodes are those with width higher
than k and correspond to branching variables. For example, when k = 1, variable
6 is branched first, next variable 5 is branched, then variable 4 is eliminated, and
so on. The space requirements, search space size and effort per node as k varies
is depicted in the following table.

k z(o, k) space search space size effort per node

-1 6 0 d6 L(S)
0 4 6 d0 d4 L(S) + 2 d1

1 3 6 d1 d3 L(S) + 3 d2

2 2 6 d2 d2 L(S) + 4 d3

3 1 6 d3 d1 L(S) + 5 d4

4 0 6 d4 d0 6 d5

The time complexity of the algorithm suggests a class of problems for which
VarElimSearch(S, k) is likely to be effective. Namely, problems having a sub-
set of the variables highly connected while the rest have low connectivity. The
highly connected part renders AdCons infeasible. Similarly, a search procedure
may branch on the low connectivity variables causing the algorithm to thrash.
VarElimSearch(S, k) with a low k may efficiently eliminate the low-connectivity
variables and search on the dense subproblems.
Example:
Consider a problem having the constraint graphs of Figure 3.a. There is a clique
of size 5 (black nodes), which means that the complexity of AdCons is at least
O(nd4) and O(nd5) space and time, respectively. Search algorithms have, in
general, time complexity O(dnL(S)). However, VarElimSearch(S, k), with k =
2 if provided with the appropriate variable ordering eliminates all grey nodes
before any branching. Subsequently, it may branch on the two bottom nodes of
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the clique. The resulting subgraph of the remaining subproblems is depicted in
Figure 3.b. At this point, the problems can be completely solved with variable
elimination. Thus, the space complexity of the process was O(n d2), the search
space size O(d2) and the time complexity O(d2× (L(S)+(n−2)d3)). So we were
able to achieve time bounds similar to AdCons with a lower O(n d2) space.

A special class of constraint problems that received substantial attention
in the past two decades are binary CSPs. Many efficient algorithms that were
developed were geared particularly to this class of problems. Two well known
algorithms for binary problems are forward checking FC [7] and really full look-
ahead RFLA [10]. Both algorithms are worst-case exponential in n, but in prac-
tice demonstrate better performance. The following proposition provides the
time complexity of VarElimSearch(FC,2) and VarElimSearch(RFLA,2) (note
that parameter k cannot be set to values higher than 2 because it would add
non-binary constraints).
Proposition:
1.VarElimSearch(FC,2) has time complexity O(n dz(o,2)+3).
2.VarElimSearch(RFLA,2) has time complexity O(n2 dz(o,2)+3).

The proposition shows that the complexity of the algorithms depends on the
constraint graph topology. Since z(o, 2) < n − 2, both algorithms are, at most,
exponential in n.

5 Empirical Results

In this section we provide some empirical evaluation of the potential of our
approach. We restrict the experiments to binary constraint problems and we use
search algorithms geared for binary problems with parameter k equal to two.
The main reason for this restriction is that search algorithms are well defined,
well understood and widely available for the binary case. Clearly, the extention
of this empirical work to the general case and the evaluation of the effect of
larger values of k is a necessary future work.

The experiments were performed on Sun WorkStations. Although different
machines were used, competing algorithms were always executed on the same
machine. All implementations have been coded in C, and algorithms share code
and data structures whenever possible. In all the experiments VarElimSearch
algorithms select first variables that can be eliminated. If there are none that
qualify, the current domain size divided by the number of future constrained
variables is computed for each future variable and the variable with the lowest
ratio is selected for branching. Algorithms that do not eliminate variables, select
always the variable with the lowest ratio.

In our experiments we have used binary random CSPs as defined in [11] 1 .
A binary random CSP class is characterized by 〈n, d, p1, p2〉 where n is the num-
ber of variables, d the number of values per variable, p1 the graph connectivity
1 Our benchmarks are not affected by the result of [1] because, as we will show, problem

instances cannot be trivially solved with algorithms that enforce arc-consistency.
Therefore, they cannot have flawed variables.
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Fig. 4. Average search effort of four algorithms on the classes
〈50, 10, 75

1225 : 200
1225 , p∗2〉. Mean number of visited nodes and CPU time is

reported. Note that plot curves come in the same top-to-bottom order than
legend keys

defined as the ratio of existing constraints to maximum number of constraints,
and p2 is the constraint tightness defined as the ratio of forbidden value pairs.
The constrained variables and the forbidden value pairs are randomly selected.
Instances with a disconnected constraint graph are discarded. The average degree
in a random problem is dg = p1 × (n− 1).

We denote 〈n, d, p1 : p′1, p2〉 the consecutive classes of problems ranging from
〈n, d, p1, p2〉 to 〈n, d, p′1, p2〉 and making the smallest possible increments (that
is, each class has problems with one more constraint than the previous class). A
similar notation is used to denote sequences of problem classes with respect n, d
and p2. In all the experiments, samples have 50 instances.

5.1 Finding one Solution (CSP)

In our first set of experiments we consider the task of finding one solution
(CSP). We compare FC and RFLA versus VarElimSearch(FC,2) and VarE-
limSearch(RFLA,2) (VE-FC and VE-RFLA, for short). Our implementation of
RFLA is based on AC6 [3]. Since the overhead of AC6 cannot be fairly eval-
uated in terms of consistency checks, we consider the CPU time as the main
computational effort measure. We also report the number of visited nodes.

In our first experiment we ran the four algorithms on 〈50, 10, 75
1225 : 200

1225 , p∗2〉,
where p∗2 denotes the cross-over tightness (tightness that produces 50% satis-
fiable problems and 50% unsatisfiable) or the closest approximation. In these
set of problems dg increases with the connectivity. It ranges from 3 to 8. Fig-
ure 4 reports the average number of visited nodes and average CPU time for
each algorithm (note the log scale). We observe that VE-FC (resp. VE-RFLA)
clearly outperforms FC (resp. RFLA) both in terms of nodes and CPU time. The
maximum gain is observed in the most sparse problems where VE-FC (resp. VE-
RFLA) can be 2 or 3 times faster than FC (resp. RFLA). As a matter of fact,
in the most sparse problems variable elimination usually does most of the work
and search only takes place in a few variables. As problems become more con-
nected, the gain decreases. However, typical gains in problems with dg around
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5 (i.e. 125 constraints) are still significant (20% to 40%). As problems approach
dg = 8, it becomes less and less probable to find variables with degree lower than
or equal to 2. Therefore, the gain of VE-FC and VE-RFLA gracefully vanishes.
Interestingly, detecting that no variable elimination is possible can be done while
searching for the variable with the smallest domain, so in those problems where
no variables are eliminated, the overhead of variable elimination is negligible.

Next, we investigate how the algorithms scale up, while keeping the average
degree around 5. The four algorithms were executed in the classes 〈250, 5, 585

31125 :
650

31125 , p∗2〉 and 〈50, 20, 125, 250
400 : 300

400 〉. In the first set of problems, FC performed
very poorly compared to RFLA, in the second it was RFLA who performed
poorly compared to FC, so we report the results with the better algorithm for
each class only. Figure 5(top) reports the average results of executing RFLA and
VE-RFLA in the 250 variables problems. The superiority of VE-RFLA is again
apparent in this class of problems. VE-RFLA is always faster than RFLA and
the gain ratio varies from 1.2 to 3. Figure 5(bottom) reports the average results
of executing FC and VE-FC in the 〈50, 20, 125, 250

400 : 300
400 〉 problems. VE-FC is

also clearly faster than FC. At the complexity peak, VE-FC is 2.5 times faster
than FC.

5.2 Finding the Best Solution (Max-CSP)

In our second set of experiments we consider the task of finding a solution that
violates the least number of constraints in over-constrained problem instances.
This task is known as Max-CSP [6]. We experiment with Partial Forward Check-
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Fig. 6. Average search effort of PFC and VE-PFC on 〈25, 10, 37
300 , p2〉 and

〈40, 5, 55
780 , p2〉. Mean number of visited nodes and CPU time is reported

ing algorithms, which are the extension of forward checking to branch & bound.
Specifically, we consider PFC-MRDAC [8], a state-of-the-art algorithm that uses
arc-inconsistencies to improve the algorithm pruning capabilities. We compare
PFC-MRDAC with VarElimSearch(PFC-MRDAC,2) (PFC and VE-PFC, for
short).

The implementation of VE-PFC requires the adaptation of VarElimSearch
to optimization tasks. This requires to modify the search schema to branch and
bound and the variable elimination schema to Max-CSP. We interested reader
can find a precise description of it in a full version of this paper ([9]).

In our first experiment on Max-CSP we select the same class of sparse ran-
dom problems that was used in [8] to prove the superiority of PFC over other
competing algorithms. Namely, the classes 〈25, 10, 37

300 , p2〉 and 〈40, 5, 55
780 , p2〉.

Figure 6 reports the average results. As can be seen, the superiority of VE-PFC
over PFC is impressive both in terms of nodes and CPU time (note the log
scale). VE-PFC is sometimes 30 times faster than PFC and can visit 100 times
fewer nodes in the 25 variable problems. In the 45 variable problems, the gain
is even greater. VE-PFC is up to 130 times faster and visits nearly 300 times
fewer nodes than PFC in the hardest instances. As a matter of fact, VE-PFC
can solve the instances with lowest tightness without any search at all.

The problem classes of the previous experiment are very sparse (the average
degree is bellow 3). So the next experiment considers denser problems. The
two algorithms are executed in the three following sequences of classes: 〈10 :
39, 10, 1.5n, 85

100 〉, 〈10 : 27, 10, 2n, 85
100 〉 and 〈10 : 17, 10, 3n, 85

100 〉. In these problem
sets, we increase the number of variables and constraints proportionally, so the
average degree remains fixed (dg is 3, 4 and 6, respectively). Figure 7 reports
the search measures obtained in this experiment. Again, the superiority of VE-
PFC is crystal clear. However, as could be expected, the gain decreses as dg
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increases. In the problems with dg = 3, VE-PFC is up to 70 times faster and
visits up to 300 fewer nodes. In the problems with dg = 4, the gain ratio of the
hybrid algorithm is of about 9 times in terms of time and 18 times in terms
of visited nodes. In the problems with dg = 6, both algorithms are very close.
PFC is slightly faster in the smallest instances and VE-PFC is 30% faster in the
largest instances. Regarding visited nodes, the gain of VE-PFC ranges from 40%
in the smallest instances, to 250% in the largest. The plots also indicate that the
advantage of VE-PFC over PFC seems to increase with the size of the problems
if the average degree remains fixed.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Variable elimination is the basic step of Adaptive Consistency. It transforms the
problem into an equivalent one, having one less variable. Unfortunately, there are
many classes of problems for which it is infeasible, due to its exponential space
and time complexity. However, by restricting variable elimination so that only
low arity constraints are processed and recorded, it can be effectively combined
with search to reduce the search tree size.

In this paper, we have extended a previous work of [12] in the satisfiability
domain. We have introduced VarElimSearch, a hybrid meta-algorithm for con-
straint satisfaction that combines variable elimination and search. The tradeoff
between the two solving strategies is controlled by a parameter.

We have introduced a worst-case bound for the algorithm’s time complexity
that depends on the control parameter and on the constraint graph topology.
The bound can be used to find the best balance between search and variable
elimination for particular problem instances. So far, our analysis is restricted
to static variable orderings. However it can effectively bound also dynamic or-
derings, since those tend to always be superior. Further analysis on dynamic
ordering remains in our future research agenda.
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We have provided empirical evaluation on sparse binary random problems for
a fixed value of k = 2. The results show that augmenting search with variable
elimination is very effective for both decision and optimization constraint satis-
faction. In fact, they demonstrate a general method for boosting the behavior of
search procedures. The gains are very impressive (sometimes up to two orders of
magnitude). This results are even more encouraging than those reported in [12],
where the hybrid approach was sometimes counter-productive. Clearly, we need
to extend our evaluation to the non-binary case, since its practical importance
is more and more recognized in the constraints community.

Finally, we want to note that the idea behind our algorithm can be applied to
a variety of constraint satisfaction and automatic reasoning tasks, because vari-
able elimination and search are widely used in a variety of domains [5]. We have
demonstrated its usefulnes in decision and optimization constraint satisfaction
tasks. An ultimate goal of our research is to understand the synergy between
these two schemes within a general framework of automated reasoning.
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Abstract. We present narrowing algorithms for the sortedness and the
alldifferent constraint which achieve bound-consistency. The algorithm
for the sortedness constraint takes as input 2n intervals X1, . . . , Xn,
Y1, . . . , Yn from a linearly ordered set D. Let S denote the set of all
tuples t ∈ X1 × · · · × Xn × Y1 × · · · × Yn such that the last n compo-
nents of t are obtained by sorting the first n components. Our algorithm
determines whether S is non-empty and if so reduces the intervals to
bound-consistency. The running time of the algorithm is asymptotically
the same as for sorting the interval endpoints. In problems where this is
faster than O(n log n), this improves upon previous results.
The algorithm for the alldifferent constraint takes as input n integer
intervals Z1, . . . , Zn. Let T denote all tuples t ∈ Z1 × · · · × Zn where
all components are pairwise different. The algorithm checks whether T
is non-empty and if so reduces the ranges to bound-consistency. The
running time is also asymptotically the same as for sorting the interval
endpoints. When the constraint is for example a permutation constraint,
i.e. Zi ⊆ [1;n] for all i, the running time is linear. This also improves
upon previous results.

1 The Sortedness Constraint

1.1 Introduction

Let D be a non-empty linearly ordered set. An interval X in D consists of
all elements of D which lie between two given elements a and b of D, i.e.,
X = {d ∈ D ; a ≤ d ≤ b}. For a non-empty interval X we use X and X to
denote the smallest and largest element in X , respectively. The function sort
maps any n-tuple over D to its sorted version, i.e., if (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ Dn then
sort(d1, . . . , dn) = (e1, . . . , en) with e1 ≤ e2 ≤ . . . ≤ en and ei = df(i) for all i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, for some permutation f of [1;n].
Let X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yn be 2n non-empty intervals in D which we consider
fixed in this section. We use S to denote all 2n-tuples (d1, . . . , dn, e1, . . . , en)
with di ∈ Xi and ei ∈ Yi for all i and (e1, . . . , en) = sort(d1, . . . , dn). The task
of narrowing the sortedness constraint is to decide whether S is non-empty and,
if so, to compute the minimal and maximal element in each of its 2n compo-
nents. Bleuzen-Guernalec and Colmerauer [BGC97,BGC00] gave an O(n log n)

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 306–319, 2000.
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algorithm for narrowing the sortedness constraint. We relate the problem to
matching theory and derive an alternative algorithm. The new algorithm has
two advantages over the previous algorithms: it is simpler and its running time
is O(n) plus the time required to sort the interval endpoints of the x-ranges. In
particular, if the interval endpoints are from a integer range of size O(nk) for
some constant k the algorithm runs in linear time.

The last n components of any 2n-tuple in S are sorted in increasing order
and hence we may restrict our attention to normalized 2n-tuples (X1, . . . , Xn,
Y1, . . . , Yn) with Y i ≤ Y i+1 and Y i ≤ Y i+1 for all i with 1 ≤ i < n. Normal-
ization can be achieved algorithmically by setting Y i+1 to max(Y i, Y i+1) for i
from 1 to n− 1 and Y i−1 to min(Y i, Y i−1) for i from n to 2. We assume from
now on (assumption of normality) that our 2n-tuple (X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yn)
is normalized.

Example. We use the following running example in this section:

X1 = [1; 16] X2 = [5; 10] X3 = [7; 9] X4 = [12; 15] X5 = [1; 13]
Y1 = [2; 3] Y2 = [6; 7] Y3 = [8; 11] Y4 = [13; 16] Y5 = [14; 18]

1.2 A Connection to Matchings

We define a bipartite graph G which we call the intersection graph. The nodes
of G are {xi ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and {yj ; 1 ≤ j ≤ n} and there is an edge {xi, yj}
if Xi ∩ Yj �= ∅. Clearly, if (d1, . . . , dn, e1, . . . , en) ∈ S and f is a permutation
such that df(j) = ej for all j then the set

{{xf(j), yj} ; 1 ≤ j ≤ n
}

is a perfect
matching in G. The following lemma provides a partial converse and gives a first
indication of the relevance of the intersection graph. The lemma was stated as
property (4) in [BGC00].

Lemma 1 (Characterization of input ranges). Fix a perfect matching
M =

{{xi, yg(i)} ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n} in the intersection graph. For each i let di be an
arbitrary element in Xi ∩Yg(i). Then there is a tuple in S whose i-th component
is equal to di for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. Consider a tuple t = (d1, . . . , dn, e1, . . . , en) with di ∈ Xi ∩ Yg(i)

and eg(i) = di for all i. Thus ej ∈ Yj for all j. If e1 ≤ . . . ≤ en we
have t ∈ S and we are done. So assume that there is a j with ej > ej+1.
We know ej ∈ Yj and ej+1 ∈ Yj+1 and, by the assumption of normality,
Y j ≤ Y j+1 and Y j ≤ Y j+1. Thus ej ∈ Yj+1 and ej+1 ∈ Yj and hence we
may swap ej and ej+1 to obtain the tuple (d1, . . . , dn, e

′
1, . . . , e

′
n) with ei = e′i

for i /∈ {j, j + 1}, e′j = ej+1 and e′j+1 = ej . We have again e′j ∈ Yj for all j.
Continuing in this way we can construct a tuple in S. 
�

For a node v (either an x or a y) we use N(v) to denote its set of neighbors
in G and for a set V of nodes we use N(V ) = ∪v∈V N(v) to denote the set
of all neighbors of nodes in V . We use I(v) to denote the set of indices of
the nodes in N(v). The set of neighbors N(xi) of each xi forms an interval
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I(xi) = [min {j ; Xi ∩ Yj �= ∅} ; max {j ; Xi ∩ Yj �= ∅}] or simply Ii in the y’s.
Glover (see [Glo67] and [Law76, Section 6.6.6]) called graphs with this property
convex and gave a simple matching algorithm for them: f(1), f(2), . . . , f(n) are
defined in this order. Assume that f(1), . . . , f(j − 1) are already defined. Let
I = I(yj) \ {f(1), . . . , f(j − 1)} and set f(j) to i where i ∈ I is such that Ii is
minimal.

Example. In the following table we show how the algorithm would compute the
function f for our example (in the second column the x’s are sorted such that
the interval endpoints of their ranges are increasing):

yj N(yj) I(yj) \ {f(1), . . . , f(j − 1)} f(j)
y1 x5, x1 5, 1 5
y2 x3, x2, x5, x1 3, 2, 1 3
y3 x3, x2, x5, x1 2, 1 2
y4 x5, x4, x1 4, 1 4
y5 x4, x1 1 1

Lemma 2 (Glover). If the intersection graph has a perfect matching, the al-
gorithm above constructs one.

Proof. Assume that the intersection graph has a perfect matching π. We use
induction on k to show that there is a perfect matching πk which matches yj

with xf(j) for all j ≤ k. The claim holds for k = 0 with π0 = π. So assume k > 0.
If πk−1 matches yk with xf(k) we take πk = πk−1. Otherwise πk−1 matches yk

with xi and xf(k) with yl for some i and l. Then l > k and by definition of f(k)
we have Xi ≥ Xf(k) and hence yl ∈ N(xi). Thus we can switch the roles of xf(k)

and xi in πk−1 to obtain πk, i.e. we match yk with xf(k) and yl with xi. 
�
We are interested in the edges that belong to some perfect matching of the

intersection graph. These edges form the reduced intersection graph. They are
easy to characterize; this characterization was already used by Regin in his arc-
consistency algorithm for the alldifferent constraint [Reg94].

Lemma 3. Assume that M is a perfect matching in G. Let us construct the
oriented intersection graph G by orienting all edges in G from their x-endpoint
to their y-endpoint and adding the reverse edge for all edges in M . An edge
(xi, yj) belongs to some perfect matching iff it belongs to a strongly connected
component of G.

Proof. standard matching theory (see for example Section 7.6 in [MN99]) 
�
We next show how a perfect matching and the strongly connected compo-

nents of the intersection graph can be computed. We start by sorting the xi

according to both their lower interval endpoints Xi and their upper interval
endpoints Xi, i.e. we compute the sorting permutations.

The probably most suggesting implementation of Glover’s algorithm main-
tains a priority queue P . After iteration j − 1, the queue P contains all
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i ∈ I({y1, . . . , yj−1}) \ {f(1), . . . , f(j − 1)} ordered according to their upper in-
terval endpoint Xi. In iteration j we first add all i to P with Y j−1 < Xi ≤ Y j .
We then select the i with smallest X i from P . If P is empty or X i < Y j ,
we detect that there is no perfect matching. Otherwise we set f(j) = i. This
implementation has complexity O(n logn).

But as we have the sorting of the x’s according to both bounds of their ranges,
we can implement the algorithm in linear time. We reduce the problem to an
instance of the offline-min problem [AHU74, Chapter 4.8], which can be solved
in linear time using the union-find data structure of Gabow and Tarjan [GT83].
We show that we can construct the sequence of insert and extractmin operations
performed on the priority queue whithout knowing the results of the extract
operations. The construction is iterative. We start with an empty sequence, in
iteration j we append the following operations: insert(i) for all i with Y j−1 <
Xi ≤ Y j and then extractminj . The offline-min data structure determines, if
possible, for every insertion the corresponding extraction. If there is a matching
in the intersection graph, the algorithm will run to completion and find the same
matching as before. If there is no matching there are two ways to get stuck: The
result of extractminj is a value i with X i < Y j . Or the offline-min data structure
detects an insert operation for which there is no corresponding extract operation.
Since we have n insertions and n extractions in our sequence, this means that
there is an extraction which is performed on an empty priority queue.

We next show how to compute the strongly connected components of the
intersection graph. By construction, we have that for every j the edges (xf(j), yj)
and the reverse edge (yj , xf(j)) belong to G. Thus the two nodes always belong
to the same strongly connected component and we can imagine that the nodes
have been merged into a single node xyj . The incoming edges are the edges of yj

and the outgoing edges are the edges of xf(j). It helps to visualize the graph
with the nodes xy1, . . . , xyn drawn from left to right in that order. There are
many algorithms for computing strongly connected components, all based on
depth-first search. We use the algorithm of [CM96] as a basis and adapt it to the
special structure of our graph. We will show how to compute the components
in time O(n). This is not trivial since the intersection graph may have Ω(n2)
edges.

The algorithm is based on DFS. It maintains the strongly connected com-
ponents of Gcur, the graph consisting of all nodes and edges visited by DFS.
A component is completed if the call to DFS is completed for all nodes in
the component and uncompleted otherwise. The root of a component is the
node in the component with the smallest DFS-number. We maintain two stacks.
The stack S1 contains the nodes in uncompleted components in order of in-
creasing DFS-number. It was shown in [CM96] that each uncompleted compo-
nent forms a contiguous segment in S1 and that the roots of all uncompleted
components lie on a single tree path. The second stack S2 contains an item
〈root , rightmost ,maxX 〉 for every uncompleted component. The fields root and
rightmost denote the indices of the root (also leftmost) node and the rightmost
node of the component. The field maxX is the maximum upper interval endpoint
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of an x-node in the component, this determines the rightmost xyj that can be
reached from within the component. We still need to say how we scan the edges
out of a node. We scan from left to right, i.e., the edge (xyi, xyj) is scanned
before (xy i, xyk) iff j < k. We maintain the invariant that for a node xy in a
component 〈root , rightmost ,maxX 〉 all edges (xy , xyi) with i ≤ rightmost have
been scanned. Since the outgoing edges of a node xy form an interval and we
scan them from left to right, we have that DFS visits the nodes in the order
xy1, . . . , xyn, provided that top-level calls to DFS are always performed on the
unreached node xy with the smallest index. Thus tree edges are easy to recognize
if we maintain the index next of the unreached node with minimal index.

The algorithm proceeds like this. If the stack S2 of uncompleted compo-
nents is empty, we start a new component by pushing a corresponding item
on the stack. We also push xynext on the stack S1. This amounts to a top-
level call of DFS. Otherwise we consider the topmost uncompleted compo-
nent 〈root , rightmost ,maxX 〉 and determine whether it can reach xynext . This
is the case iff maxX ≥ Y next . Assume first that it can reach xynext . Then
xynext forms a new uncompleted component which extends the path of un-
completed components. In the algorithm of [CM96] we would push xynext

onto S1 and the item C = 〈xynext , xynext , Xf(next)〉 onto S2. Then we would
scan the outgoing edges from left to right. The leftward edges out of xynext

could cause merging of components: Consider the components C1, . . . , Ck on S2,
where Ck = C is the topmost component. Let j be minimal such that xynext can
reach a node in Cj , i.e. Y rightmostj

≥ Xf(next). Then the components Cj , . . . , Ck

would be merged into a single component, which is represented by the item
C′ = 〈root j ,next ,max(maxX j , . . . ,maxX k)〉. In order to avoid unnecessary
push and pop operations, our algorithm checks first whether components can
be merged before pushing C onto S2. If this is the case, it pops Ck−1, . . . , Cj ,
computes C′ and pushes it onto S2. Otherwise it pushes C onto S2. In either
case we push xynext onto S1.

We come to the case where the topmost component cannot reach xynext .
Then we have explored all edges out of that component and hence can declare
it completed. We pop all nodes between the root and the rightmost node from
the stack S1 of unfinished nodes and label them with their scc-number.

Example. We show a table of the states of our algorithm when it computes the
strongly connected components for our example:

next S1 S2 completed SCCs action
1 1 〈1, 1, 13〉 - start component
2 1,2 〈1, 1, 13〉, 〈2, 2, 9〉 - start component
3 1,2,3 〈1, 1, 13〉, 〈2, 3, 10〉 - merge
4 1 〈1, 1, 13〉 {xy2, xy3} complete component
4 1,4 〈1, 1, 13〉, 〈4, 4, 15〉 {xy2, xy3} start component
5 1,4,5 〈1, 5, 16〉 {xy2, xy3} merge
- - - {xy2, xy3}, {xy1, xy4, xy5} complete component
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Theorem 1. The asymptotic time complexity of constructing a matching M
and the strongly connected components of the intersection graph is O(n) plus the
time for sorting the endpoints of the x-ranges.

Proof. by the discussion above. 
�

1.3 Output Ranges

For j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we use Tj to denote the projection of S onto the yj-coordinate.
We show how to compute T j for all j. Assume that the intersection graph has
a perfect matching and that our algorithm computed the function f . For j =
1, . . . , n let τj = maxXf(j) ∩ Yj . We claim that T j = τj for all j. First we show
that τ1 ≤ . . . ≤ τn which implies (τf−1(1), . . . , τf−1(n), τ1, . . . , τn) ∈ S and hence
τj ≤ T j . Assume τj < τj−1 for some j; then Xf(j) < τj−1 = min(Xf(j−1), Y j−1).
Since Xf(j) < Xf(j−1) the value f(j) must have entered the priority queue in
iteration j and not earlier. Thus Y j−1 < Xf(j) ≤ Xf(j) < τj−1 ≤ Y j−1, a
contradiction.

Now we prove by induction that T j cannot be larger than τj . Assume we have
already established τh = Th for all h < j. Imagine that we restrict Yj to a single
value e ∈ [τj ;Y j ] and set Y h to min(e, Y h) for h < j and Y h to max(e, Y h) for
h > j. Note that this change preserves normality and does not restrict Y h below
Th for h < j. If we rerun our matching algorithm, it will construct the same
matching as before, until it tries to match yj . It will also extract f(j) from the
priority queue, but in case e > τj the algorithm will get stuck. Thus τj = T j .

Example. In our example we get (T 1, . . . , T 5) = (3, 7, 10, 15, 16).

The symmetric procedure computes the lower bounds. We start with a
function f ′ which is obtained in the following way: f ′(n), . . . , f ′(1) are de-
fined in that order. When f ′(n), . . . , f ′(j + 1) are already determined, we let
I = I(yj) \ {f ′(n), . . . , f ′(j + 1)} and set f ′(j) to i ∈ I such that Ii is maximal.
Then T j = minXf ′(j) ∩ Yj .

Note that we can compute the output ranges from any graph whose edge-set
is a superset of the reduced intersection graph and a subset of the intersection
graph. We can do it in linear time, provided that we have the sortings of the x’s.

1.4 Input Ranges

Given Lemmas 1 and 3, the narrowing of the input intervals becomes easy. For i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, we use Si to denote the projection of S onto the xi-coordinate.

Lemma 4. We have Si = Xi ∩ ∪yj∈N ′(xi)Yj, where N ′(xi) denote the set of
neighbors of xi in the reduced intersection graph. In particular, Si = minXi∩Yjl

and Si = maxXi∩Yjh
where yjl

and yjh
are the minimal and maximal elelements

in N ′(xi), respectively.

Proof. immediate. 
�
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We now show how to compute the minimal neighbors of the x’s, a symmet-
ric procedure can find the maximal neighbors. Recall that each node xy in an
scc C stands for a pair {xf(j), yj} of matched nodes. Assume that an scc C
consists of the nodes (xi1 , . . . , xik

) and (yj1 , . . . , yjk
) with X i1 ,≤ . . . ≤ X ik

and
j1 < . . . < jk. Because of the normalization of the y’s we have Y j1 ≤ . . . ≤ Y jk

.
We can determine the minimal neighbor of every x in C by merging the se-
quences; observe that the minimal neighbor of xis is yjt iff Y jt−1 < Xis

≤ Y jt .
The two sortings of the nodes can be computed as follows. The sorting of the y’s
is already determined by the scc-algorithm. The sorting of the x’s is obtained
by going through the sorted list of all x’s and partitioning it according to scc-
number. This bucket-sort step requires linear time and gives us the sorting of
the x-nodes for all components. This proves that we can narrow the input ranges
in time O(n).

Example. If we split up the xy-nodes in our example, we get the two compo-
nents C1 = {y2, x3, y3, x2} and C2 = {y1, x5, y4, x4, y5, x5}. By merging the
sequences (X2, X3) = (5, 7) and (Y 2, Y 3) = (7, 11), the algorithm discovers that
the minimal neighbor of x2 and x3 in the reduced intersection graph is y2 and
hence (S2, S3) = (6, 7). When the algorithm processes C2, it finds out that y1 is
the minimal neighbor of x5 and x1 and that y4 is the minimal neighbor of x4.
Thus it can compute (S5, S1, S4) = (2, 2, 13).

1.5 Summary of the Full Algorithm

The full algorithm is as follows:

1. Sort the x-ranges according to their lower and their upper endpoints.
2. Normalize the y-ranges.
3. Perform a down sweep to compute the matching M0 and the upper bounds

of the y-ranges and an up sweep to compute a matching M1 and the lower
bounds of the y-ranges.

4. Compute the strongly connected components.
5. Reduce the x-ranges.

Except for the first step, all steps take linear time. Thus the complexity of
the whole algorithm is asymptotically the same as for sorting the lower and
upper endpoints of the x-ranges. This is O(n log n) in general, but is O(n) if the
interval endpoints are drawn from a range of size O(nk) for some constant k.
As Bleuzen-Guernalec and Colmerauer have stated in [BGC00], every narrowing
algorithm for the sortedness constraint which achieves bound-consistency can be
used for sorting n elements of the set D in time O(n) plus the running time of
the algorithm. Thus the complexity of our algorithm is asymptotically optimal
in all models of sorting.

1.6 Implementation

We have a stand-alone implementation of the algorithm and we have also incor-
porated it in the constraint programming system MOZ [Moz]. The implementa-
tion can be obtained from the second author.
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2 Alldifferent Constraint

2.1 Introduction

Let X1, . . . , Xn be n non-empty intervals in the integers. We use S to denote
the set of all n-tuples (d1, . . . , dn) in X1 × · · · × Xn such that di �= dj for all
i < j. The task of narrowing the alldifferent constraint is to decide whether S
is non-empty and, if so, to compute the minimal and maximal element in each
of its n components. Puget [Pug98] gave an O(n log n) algorithm for this task.
The running time of our algorithm is O(n) plus the time required for sorting the
interval endpoints. In particular, if the endpoints are from a range of size O(nk)
for some constant k, the algorithm runs in linear time. This is for example the
case when X1, . . . , Xn encode a permutation, i.e. Xi ⊆ [1;n] for all i, or in the
alldifferent constraints used in [Pug98] to model the n-queens problem.

Example. In this section we use the following running example:

X1 = [3; 4], X2 = [7; 7], X3 = [2; 5], X4 = [2; 7], X5 = [1; 3], X6 = [3; 4]

2.2 A Connection to Matchings

As before we reduce the problem to determining the matchings in a bipartite
graph G. Let l = min1≤i≤n Xi and h = max1≤i≤n Xi. We assume that m = h−
l+1 ≥ n, otherwise we know that S is empty. The nodes ofG are {xi ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
and {yj ; l ≤ j ≤ h} and there is an edge {xi, yj} if j ∈ Xi. We have the following
one-to-one correspondence:

Lemma 5. Every Matching M =
{{xi, yg(i)} ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n} in G corresponds to

the tuple (g(1), . . . , g(n)) in S and vice versa.

Proof. by the definition of a matching. 
�
It is clear that G is convex. We use a slightly modified version of the algorithm

in section 1.2 to compute a matching M in G. We encode the matching by a
function f : [l;h] → [1;n] ∪ {free} which maps every y-node to its mate on
the x-side or indicates that that the node has no mate. We compute f(l), f(l +
1), . . . , f(h) in that order. Assume that f(l), . . . , f(j − 1) are already defined.
Let I = I(yj) \ {f(l), . . . , f(j − 1)} denote the set of all unmatched neighbors
of yj. If I is empty we set f(j) to free, otherwise we set f(j) to i such that Xi

is minimal.

Example. In our example we get the following function f :

j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f(j) 5 3 1 6 4 free 2

Lemma 6. If there is a matching of cardinality n in G, the algorithm above
constructs one.
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Proof. Consider the graph G′ which is obtained from G by adding the
nodes xn+1, . . . , xm to the x-side and connecting them to all nodes on the y-
side. Clearly G′ has a perfect matching. Thus the algorithm in section 1.2 will
construct a mapping f ′ encoding it. Assume that we have modified both algo-
rithms such that in case of multiple choices for f(j) or f ′(j) the smallest index i
(with maximal X i) is chosen. Then f(j) = f ′(j) if f ′(j) ≤ n, and f(j) = free
otherwise. 
�
The matching constructed by this algorithm has an interesting property which
we will use later:

Lemma 7. Let {xi, yj} be an edge in the matching M constructed by the algo-
rithm above. Then any yj′ with j′ < j and j′ ∈ Xi is matched in M .

Proof. Assume yj′ is free. At the time when the algorithm determined f(j′),
the node xi was not matched since yj had not been processed. This contradicts
f(j′) = free. 
�

How do we implement the algorithm? We have to take care of the fact that
we do not have a bound on m, i.e. the number of nodes on the y-side. We want
an algorithm whose time complexity does not depend on m. Let us first look
at a priority queue implementation: We sort the x-ranges according to their
lower interval endpoints. After iteration j − 1, our priority queue P contains
all i ∈ I({y1, . . . , yj−1} \ {f(1), . . . , f(j − 1)} ordered according to their upper
interval endpoint Xi. In iteration j we first add all i to P with Y j−1 < Xi ≤ Y j .
If P is empty, the node yj becomes a free node. And so will all his successors
until the next insertion into P . Since we know the index i0 of the unmatched x-
node with the smallest interval endpoint, we can advance directly to iteration
j′ = Xi0 . If P is non-empty, we select the i with the smallestXi from P and check
whether Xi < Y j . If so, we detect that there is no matching of cardinality n,
otherwise we set f(j) to i.
The sequence of insert and extractmin operations can be computed in advance.
When we construct that sequence we can also determine the free nodes. By
counting the number of insertions and extractions, we know when the priority
queue would become empty. This means that if we know the sorting of the x-
ranges according to lower and upper endpoint, we can compute the matching M
and the intervals of free nodes in time O(n) using an offline-min data structure.

We are interested in the edges that belong to some matching in G where all x-
nodes are matched. Therefore we construct the oriented graph G. We orient all
edges in G from their x-endpoint to their y-endpoint and add the reverse edge
for all edges in M . The following lemma was already used by Regin in [Reg94],
it characterizes the edges we are looking for:

Lemma 8. An edge (xi, yj) belongs to some matching of cardinality n in G iff
it belongs to a strongly connected component of G or lies on a path to a free
node.
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Proof. standard matching theory (see for example Section 7.6 in [MN99]) 
�
The computation of the strongly connected components can be carried out

as earlier because every single free node forms a component of its own. Thus we
only have to consider the n matched nodes on the y-side.

Now we show how to mark all matched y-nodes that can reach a free node in
time O(n). First we want to put down a few facts about the strongly connected
components of the graph G. Let C be a component of G and let root and
rightmost denote the minimal and maximal index of a y-node in C. We define
I(C) to be the interval [root ; rightmost ].

1. Let j ∈ I(C). Then there is a path from yroot to yj . If yj ∈ C there is noth-
ing to show. Otherwise consider a path yroot = yj1 , xi1 , yj2 , xi2 , . . . , yjk

=
yrightmost in C from the root to the rightmost node. Since j1 < j < jk
there must be a κ with 1 ≤ κ < k such that jκ < j < jκ+1. We
have Xiκ ⊇ [jκ; jκ+1] � j.

2. Let C be a non-trivial component, i.e. C does not consist of a single free
node. Then any yj with j ∈ I(C) is a matched node. Assume that yj is free.
Considering a path from yrightmost to yroot , one can show similarly as in fact
1) that there is a node yj′ ∈ C matched to some node xi′ with j′ > j and
j ∈ Xi′ . This is a contradiction to Lemma 7.

3. For two different strongly connected components C and C′ exactly one of
the following 3 statements holds:

i) I(C) ∩ I(C′) = ∅ ii) I(C) ⊂ I(C′) iii) I(C′) ⊂ I(C)

This follows directly from the fact 1). If statement iii) holds, we say that C′ is
nested in C. And we say that C′ is directly nested in C, if there is no strongly
connected component C′′ different from C and C′ such that I(C′) ⊂ I(C′′) ⊂
I(C).

4. Let C and C′ be two components such that C′ is nested in C. Let xi be
a node in C′ and let (xi, yj) be an edge in G. We claim that yj lies in a
component nested in C. Assume otherwise. By fact 1) there is a path from
the root of C to xi. Thus if yj ∈ C then C = C′, a contradiction. If j /∈ I(C),
i.e. yj lies to the left or to the right of C, then there is also an edge from xi

to the root or to the rightmost node of C since the set of neighbors of xi

forms an interval. Again we can conclude C = C′ and derive a contradiction.
We say that the edges of C′ cannot escape from C. They can only lie within
C′ or between C′ and an other component C′′ nested in C.

Consider the top-level components C1, . . . , Ck of G, i.e. all components which
are not nested in an other component. This also includes free nodes, which
form top-level components of their own by fact 2). We know that the intervals
I(C1), . . . I(Ck) are a partition of the set of indices of the y-nodes. Thus we can
assume that the components are numbered such that I(Ci) < I(Cj) for all i < j.

Imagine that we shrink each top-level component and its nested components
to a single node keeping only the edges between different top-level components.
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Then we get an acyclic graph Gs. To be precise, the nodes of Gs are C1, . . . , Ck

and there is an edge (Ci, Cj) iff there are u ∈ Ci and v ∈ Cj such that the
edge (u, v) is in G and i �= j. We call a node F of Gs free iff F consists of a
single free node of G. Let us consider a path in G from a node yj in a top-
level component C to a free node yf . This path cannot visit a node in a nested
component, because edges from nested components cannot escape from their
enclosing top-level component by fact 4). Thus the path corresponds to a path
in Gs from C to the free node F = {yf }.
Clearly, the converse is also true. If we have a path in Gs from a node C to a
free node F = {yf }, we can find a path in G from any node u ∈ C to yf . In
order to find all nodes of Gs that can reach a free node we exploit the following
property of Gs:

Lemma 9. Assume that the nodes of Gs are numbered as described above and
that there is a path from C to C′ in Gs. Then there is also a monotone path
from C to C′, which means a path C = Ci1 , Ci2 , . . . , Cik

= C′ with i1 < . . . < ik
or i1 > . . . > ik.

Proof. Consider any path C = Cl1 , Cl2 , . . . , Clk = C′ from C to C′ in Gs and
assume w.l.o.g. that l1 < l2. If the path is not monotone then there is a κ with
1 < κ < k such that lκ−1 < lκ > lκ+1. We distinguish two cases:

– lκ−1 < lκ+1 < lκ:
Since Gs contains the edge (Clκ−1 , Clκ) there must be an edge (xiκ−1 , yjκ)
in G with xiκ−1 ∈ Clκ−1 and yjκ ∈ Clκ . As xiκ−1 can reach a node in Clκ−1

(its mate) and a node in Clκ , we have that I(xiκ−1 ) ⊃ I(Clκ+1 ). Thus the
edge (Clκ−1 , Clκ+1) is in Gs and we can shorten the path.

– lκ+1 ≤ lκ−1 < lκ:
Since Gs contains the edge (Clκ , Clκ+1) there must be an edge (xiκ , yjκ+1) in
G with xiκ ∈ Clκ and yjκ+1 ∈ Clκ+1 . As the neighbors of xiκ form an interval
in the y-nodes, we have that there is an edge from xiκ to the rightmost node
of Clκ−1 , and hence the edge (Clκ , Clκ−1) is in Gs. This contradicts the fact
that this graph is acyclic.

This proves that we can shorten the path until it becomes monotone. 
�
The statement of Lemma 7 implies that no free node (either in G or Gs) has

an incoming edge from the right. And hence, we only have to consider monotone
paths from left to right in our search for nodes that can reach free nodes. Now
it is easy to design an algorithm that marks all matched y-nodes of G which
can reach a free y. We know by the facts 2) and 4) that these nodes can only
reside in non-trivial top-level components. We can easily modify the algorithm
which computes the strongly connected components such that it generates a
list L of these components, for the stack of uncompleted components represents
the nesting relation. Whenever a top-level component becomes completed, we
append the corresponding item 〈root , rightmost ,maxX ,nodes〉 to L, where nodes
is a list of the indices of all y-nodes in the component. The overhead of this is
only a constant factor.
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After we have finished the computation of the components we perform a
sweep over the non-trivial top-level components from right to left. We maintain
the index j� of the leftmost node that we have seen so far and that is either free
or marked. We know that all y-nodes outside the non-trivial components (and
their nested components) are free. So when the sweep moves from a non-trivial
component C′ to its immediate non-trivial successor C to the left, we advance j�

to I(C)+1 if there is a gap between the rightmost node of C and the root of C′,
i.e. I(C) < I(C′)−1. With the aid of the value maxX , we can determine whether
the node yj	 can be reached from C. If so, we mark all y-nodes in the component
and advance j� to the index of the root of C. The complexity of the sweep is
linear in the number of matched y-nodes in top-level components. Thus the
marking can be done in O(n) time.

Example. In our example, we have one nested component {y3, x1, y4, x6} and
three top-level components {y1, x5}, {y2, x3, y5, x4} and {y7, x2}. The sweep
from right to left will first mark y2 and y5 because the maxX -value for their
component is 7 and hence it can reach the free node y6. Then it will also mark y1
since its component can reach y2.

2.3 Narrowing of the Ranges

Let Si denote the projection of S onto the xi-coodinate for i = 1, . . . , n. Because
of Lemma 7, we do not have to consider free nodes when we determine the
lower bounds S1, . . . , Sn, and hence we can do it in the same way as the input
ranges for the sortedness-constraint (cf. section 1.4). Since no x-node in a nested
component can reach a free node, the computation of the upper bounds does
not change for these nodes either.

In order to compute Si for a node xi in a top-level component we must
determine two things:

1. We must compute the maximal neighbor ysi of xi which belongs to the same
strongly connected component as xi.

2. We have to find the maximal neighbor yti of xi that is either free or marked.
(If xi has no such neighbor, we make sure that ti ≤ si.)

We have Si = max(si, ti) by the Lemmas 5 and 8. The neighbor ysi can be found
as in section 1.4. The computation of yti is similar. First we generate the sequence
(U1, . . . , Uk) where U1, . . . , Uk are non-empty intervals that form a partition of
the set of unmarked matched y-nodes with the property U j−1 < U j − 1 for
1 < j ≤ k. Since every interval contains a matched node, we have k < n.
The sequence is easily constructed. Assume that our matching algorithm has
computed the sequence of matched nodes sorted by ascending index. We step
through this sequence, sort out the marked nodes and generate the intervals. In
linear time we can generate a sorting (i1, . . . , il) of the ranges of the x-nodes in
top-level components such that Xi1 ,≤ . . . ≤ X il

.
We determine ti1 , . . . , til

by merging the sequence (Xi1 , . . . Xil
) and the se-

quence (U1, U1, . . . , Uk, Uk). When an Xi does not lie within a U -interval, we
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set ti = Xi, because then the maximal neighbor of xi is free or marked. Oth-
erwise Xi ∈ Uj for some j, and we set ti = U j − 1. Note that yti is either the
maximal free or marked neighbor of xi or we have ti < Xi ≤ si.

Example. We want to look now at the x-nodes which belong to top-level com-
ponents. The sorted sequence of the upper interval endpoints of their ranges is
(X5, X3, X4, X2) = (3, 5, 7, 7). In our example the unmarked matched y-nodes
are partitioned in two intervals (U1, U2) = ([3; 4], [7; 7]). Thus the merging step
produces (t5, t3, t4, t2) = (2, 5, 6, 6). The indices of the maximal neighbors of
the x-nodes in their component are (s5, s3, s4, s2) = (1, 5, 5, 7). And hence the
narrowed upper bounds are (S5, S3, S4, S2) = (2, 5, 6, 7).

2.4 Summary of the Full Algorithm

The full algorithm looks like this:

1. Sort the ranges according to their upper and lower endpoints.
2. Perform a sweep to compute the initial matching M .
3. Compute the strongly connected components of G.
4. Mark all matched y-nodes that can reach a free node.
5. Narrow the ranges

Except for the first step, all steps take linear time, and hence the complexity
of the algorithm is asymptotically the same as for sorting endpoints of the ranges.
If we have a permutation constraint, the narrowing can be done in linear time.
In this case there are no free nodes and the forth step can be left out.

2.5 Implementation

We have not implemented the algorithm yet, but we expect that it will also show
good performance in pratice.

3 Conclusion

We have presented narrowing algorithms for the alldifferent and the sorted-
ness constraint which achieve bound-consistency. Our algorithms are competi-
tive with the best previously known algorithms. Under some circumstances our
algorithm have a better asymptotic running time. For example, we can narrow
instances of the alldifferent constraint in linear time when the variables encode
a permutation.

Bleuzen-Guernalec and Colmerauer [BGC97] have already noticed that a
bound-consistency narrowing algorithm for the sortedness constraint can be used
for narrowing permutation constraints. We feel that translating both constraints
to matching problems in bipartite graphs has made the relationship more ob-
vious, because the matching problems for both constraints are the same. The
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matching problems originating from general instances of the alldifferent con-
straint are more difficult, because one has to cope with free nodes. Thus we
think that matching theory has not only provided some efficient algorithms but
also some deeper insight into the structure of the sortedness and the alldifferent
constraint.
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Abstract. Combinatorial problems can be efficiently tackled with con-
straint programming systems. The main tasks of the development of a
constraint-based application are modeling the problem at hand and sub-
sequently implementing that model. Typically, erroneous behavior of a
constraint-based application is caused by either the model or the im-
plementation (or both of them). Current constraint programming sys-
tems provide limited debugging support for modeling and implementing
a problem.
This paper proposes the Constraint Investigator, an interactive tool for
debugging the model and the implementation of a constraint-based appli-
cation. In particular, the Investigator is targeted at problems like wrong,
void, or partial solutions. A graph metaphor is used to reflect the con-
straints in the solver and to present them to the user. The paper shows
that this metaphor is intuitive and proposes appraoches to deal with
real-life problem sizes.
The Investigator has been implemented in Mozart Oz and complements
other constraint programming tools as an interactive visual search en-
gine, forming the base for an integrated constraint debugging environ-
ment.

1 Introduction

The state of the art of solvers based on constraint propagation has made tremen-
dous progress [5,16,19,15], to the point where large combinatorial problems
can be tackled successfully. But developing such applications has only limited
support by debugging tools. This deficiency has been identified and dedicated
projects (as DiSCiPl [6]) have been set up.

The first step to be taken when solving a combinatorial problem is to design
a constraint model of the respective problem, i.e., to find a problem formulation
in terms of constraints. Next this model is implemented by some constraint
solver. Testing the implementation reveals quite frequently that no solution can
be found, the solution found is not correct, or the solution found still contains
undetermined variables. These situations suggest that the constraint model or
its implementation do not reflect the combinatorial problem to be solved. To
support the development process at this stage, the programmer needs adequate
interactive debugging tools which are currently not available.

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 320–336, 2000.
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Current constraint debugging tools focus on improving search behav-
ior [17,1,9], i.e., on finding search heuristics1 for exploring the search tree most
efficiently. There is a lack of intuitive interactive tools for debugging the cor-
rectness of constraint models and/or their implementations. In particular, large
problems need tools with a sophisticated presentation to handle the overwhelm-
ing amount of information. Hence, providing an appropriate metaphor to present
the data is crucial. The model of data presentation proposed in this paper 2 is
derived from graph-based visualization, as proposed by Carro and Hermengildo
in [2]. The graph metaphor was first formally introduced in constraint program-
ming by Montanari and Rossi [10].

The contribution of this work is the development of different graph-based
views for correctness debugging constraint programs and the proposal of de-
bugging methodologies based on these views for frequently occurring incorrect
behavior of constraint programs. Furthermore, we propose techniques for han-
dling large problems.

To prove the viability of our approach, we have designed and implemented an
interactive tool, the Constraint Investigator, that allows the user to investigate
the state of constraints and variables in a constraint solver by analyzing the
corresponding graph views. The Investigator is characterized by the following
points:

– It is not restricted to any specific constraint system.
– It relies on a propagation-based constraint solver (see Section 3).
– It provides intuitive data presentation and interaction, while affording de-

tailed insights about the solver.
– It is fully configurable by the user and requires no changes to the actual

constraint program.
– It is suitable for users at different levels of expertise.
– It reveals operational aspects of the solver by displaying the events that

trigger constraints.

The Constraint Investigator is implemented in Mozart Oz [11] and the visu-
alization of the graph views relies on daVinci [18]. The Investigator complements
the Oz Explorer [17], an interactive visual search engine, which does not take
into account the aspect of constraint propagation. Both tools form the base of
an integrated constraint debugging environment.

The Constraint Investigator can be also useful for performance debugging.
For example, its graph views can be aumented with execution costs of constraints
such that the program code causing these costs can be identified. Furthermore,
operational aspects of constraint execution (see Section 3 about events) are re-
vealed and can be used to improve execution performance.

Plan of the Paper Section 2 discusses issues of debugging constraint programs.
Section 3 introduces notions and concepts of propagation-based constraint solv-
ing. The model of the Constraint Investigator is discussed in Section 4. The
1 A search heuristics determines the policy of traversing the search space of a problem.
2 Note that [12] is a previous version of this paper.
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Investigator itself is explained by means of a prototypical debugging session in
Section 5. Section 5 proposes also techniques for handling large problems. The
paper closes with related work (Section 6) and concluding remarks (Section 7).

2 Debugging Constraints

Debugging an application focuses first on correctness and then on performance.
Approaches to debugging can be identified as experimental and analytic [9]. Ex-
perimental debugging, i.e., modifying the program text until it seems to work,
requires a large set of methods to experiment with. In contrast, analytic debug-
ging needs to obtain a detailed description of the state of the constraint solver.
Such a description has to be presented to the programmer by a debugging tool
in a way that supports program analysis in the best possible fashion.

After designing and implementing the constraint model of a given problem,
testing the implementation typically produces erroneous situations as:

– The solver fails immediately, i.e., the constraints are inconsistent. Either the
implementation of the constraint model is incorrect or the model itself is. It
is often the case that by accident the constraint model is over-constrained
though the combinatorial problem is not. For example, the model states an
equivalence where an implication is required. In such a case, if a solution is
available (perhaps manually derived), it is a promising strategy to debug this
situation by adding this solution to the constraint statements. The propa-
gator which is observed to fail is not necessarily the culprit for the bug in
the implementation but it helps to track down the problem in the constraint
model.

– Propagation is incomplete in the sense that some solution variables remain
undetermined. This is an indicator that the implementation or the model is
incomplete.

– The solution found is wrong. Either the constraint model is incorrect or if
this is not the case, the implementation of the model is incorrect.

The proposed debugging approach and the corresponding tool are aimed at
analytic correctness debugging, i.e., to spot bugs in the constraint model and its
implementation.

Analytic debugging requires an interactive tool that enables the programmer
to analyze the actual constraints in the solver. The amount of information, i.e.,
typically the number of variables and constraints, is huge. The way these data
are presented in analytic debugging is important since constraint programs are
data-driven and an appropriate presentation helps the programmer to draw the
right conclusions. Hence, data representation has to match the programmer’s
intuition of constraints in a constraint solver. Consequently, we choose a graph-
based metaphor for representation since it makes possible to emphasize different
aspects of the state of a constraint solver appropriately (see the different views
presented in Section 4) and to relate the program structure to the representation
(see Section 5.2).
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3 A Model for Propagation-Based Constraint Inference

Propagation-based constraint inference involves a constraint store, holding so-
called basic and non-basic constraints. A basic constraint is of the form x = v
(x is bound to a value v), x = y (x is equated to another variable y), or x ∈ B
(x takes its value in B).

Non-basic constraints, as for example “ �=”, are more expressive than basic
constraints and hence, require more computational effort. A non-basic constraint
is implemented by a propagator which is a concurrent computational agent ob-
serving the basic constraints of its parameters (which are variables in the con-
straint store). The purpose of a propagator is to infer new basic constraints for
its parameters and add them to the store. A propagator terminates if it is incon-
sistent with the constraint store (failed) or if it is explicitly represented by the
basic constraints in the store (entailed). A non-terminated propagator is either
sleeping or running. A so-called event triggers the transition from sleeping to
running. An event occurs when a basic constraint is added to the store. For ex-
ample, a propagator might wait for a parameter to be bound to a value, while
a different propagator has to be rerun as soon as an element is removed from a
basic constraint connected to one of its parameters.

The constraints of a problem instance can be regarded as a network of prop-
agators P , variables V , and events E. The variables in V are the parameters
of the propagators in P . The events in E denote the changes to the basic con-
straints that trigger propagator transitions from sleeping to running. A prop-
agator p(ve1∈Ep

1 , . . . , v
en∈Ep
n ) has a set of parameters Vp = {v1, . . . , vn} ⊆ V

and is triggered by the events Ep ⊆ E. The notation v
ei∈Ep

i means that the
propagator p is rerun as soon as event ei occurs at parameter vi. A variable
v(pe1∈Ev

1 , . . . , pem∈Ev
m ) is a parameter of the propagators Pv = {p1, . . . , pm} ⊆ P

and changes to the basic constraint at v can cause the events Ev ⊆ E. The
notation pei∈Ev

i means that the propagator pi is rerun as soon as event ei occurs
at the variable v.

4 Graph-Based Visualization of Constraints

In this section, we illustrate different graph views using a trivial schedul-
ing application. The problem is to serialize two tasks, such that they do not
overlap. The first (second) task starts at starting time T1 (T2 ) and has a
fixed duration of D1 (D2 ). The corresponding constraint model is the disjunc-
tion T1 + D1 ≤ T2 ∨ T2 + D2 ≤ T1 . The concrete implementation uses rei-
fied constraints to implement the disjunction. A reified constraint has an extra
boolean parameter that reflects the validity of the constraint, i.e., whether it
is entailed or failed. For example, B1 =(T1 + D1 ≤ T2 ) is the reified version
of T1 + D1 ≤ T2 and if this constraint is entailed (failed) B1 is bound to 1
(0). Conversely, in case B1 is bound to 1 (0) the constraint T1 + D1 ≤ T2
(T1 + D1 > T2 ) is stated. The (exclusive) disjunction of the constraints can be
implemented by stating that the sum of the boolean variables associated with
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the reified constraints is 1. The following Oz code implements the serialization
constraint for two tasks 3:

B1 =: (T1 + D1 =<: T2) % implemented by FD.reified.sumC
B2 =: (T2 + D2 =<: T1) % implemented by FD.reified.sumC
B1 + B2 =: 1 % implemented by FD.sumC

We present four different views of the above constraint program. The shape
of a node represents its kind: a propagator node is a rectangle, a variable node
is an ellipse, and an event node is a rhombus. A propagator node is annotated
with the name of the respective propagator and the location of the propagator
invocation in the source program, i.e., the file name and the line number. A
variable node is annotated with the name of the respective variable and if the
variable is constrained, the basic constraint connected to the variable is also
shown. Note that there are no variable nodes for D1 and D2 since they denote
integers.

The Propagator Graph View A propagator graph is the graphical representa-
tion of a propagator net, i.e., the prop-
agators are the nodes. Note that the
edges are not directed since data flow
between propagators is bidirectional.

FD.reified.sumC
opi.oz:258

FD.reified.sumC
opi.oz:259

FD.sumC
opi.oz:260

This, for example, is different for a constraint solver using indexicals [3] be-
cause an indexical is a function rather than a relation. For instance, the leftmost
node corresponds to the propagator FD.sumC which happens to occur at line 260
of file opi.oz (the location of FD.sumC when we did the example graph views).
This annotation depends on the concrete location of a propagator in a source
file. An edge between two nodes means that the propagators share at least one
variable parameter.

Using the sets P , V , and E defined in Section 3, a propagator graph pg(Ppg)
consists of nodes Npg = Ppg and edges Epg = {(pi, pj)|Vi ∩ Vj �= ∅ ∧ i < j}.
The Single Propagator Graph View A single propagator view presents a single
propagator and its parameters as a
tree. The parameters are grouped
by the events. Note a variable may
occur several times as parameter.
The single propagator graph view
of FD.reified.sumC shows that
the propagator waits for two events,

* T2{0#5}

* T1{0#5}

bounds

* B1{0#1}any

FD.reified.sumC
opi.oz:258

namely the bounds-event, i.e., the bounds of the domain are narrowed, and the
any-event, i.e., an arbitrary element is removed from the domain. Furthermore,
the view shows that a bounds event at the parameters T1 resp. T2 and an
any event at B1 cause a rerun of the propagator. A variable node is annotated,
as for example the node for T1: *T1{0#5}. This means that T1 takes a value
from {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The asterisk (’*’) denotes a variable passed directly by the
3 Note that D1 and D2 refer to integers and all other variables are finite domains. The
=-constraint is implemented by Oz’s finite domain operator =: (and ≤ by =<:).
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user to the Investigator in contrast to variables collected while traversing the
constraint network.

More formally, a single propagator graph spg(p) for a propagator p is
a tree with a root node Rspg = p, connected to the root node are event
nodes Espg = Ep and connected to the event nodes variable nodes Vspg = Vp.
An edge between an event node and a variable node is established if the events
of the event node and variable node are the same.

The Variable Graph View A variable graph view is dual to the propagator
graph view. The nodes represent the
variables. An edge between two vari-
able nodes indicates that the variables
are simultaneously constrained by one

* B1{0#1}

* B2{0#1}

* T1{0#5}* T2{0#5}

or more propagators. The information of what propagators are concerned is
available by a menu associated with the edge. The variable graph view shows
that in our example, all variables are connected with each other.

The formal description of a variable graph makes the duality to a propagator
graph obvious: a variable graph vg(Vvg) is composed by the nodes Nvg = Vvg

and the edges Evg = {(vi, vj)|Pi∩Pj �= ∅∧ i < j}. An edge between two variable
nodes is present if the respective variables share at least one propagator.

The Single Variable Graph View A single variable graph view represents a
constrained variable, events it can
cause and the propagators waiting for
these events to happen. One can see
that the two reified propagators wait
for the bounds event and no propagator
waits either for the any event nor for
the val event.

A single variable graph svg(v) of
any

FD.reified.sumC
opi.oz:258

FD.reified.sumC
opi.oz:259

bounds

val

* T1{0#5}

a variable v is a tree with a root node Rsvg = v. Event nodes Esvg = Ev are
connected to the root node. Furthermore, each event node of an event e is
connected to the propagator nodes P e

svg = {pe|pe ∈ Pv}, i.e., an edge between
an event node and a propagator node is established if the propagator waits for
this event to happen to this variable.

5 Correctness Debugging with the Constraint
Investigator

This section introduces the Constraint Investigator as an interactive tool for
debugging practical constraint problems. Using the Investigator does not require
any changes to the constraint program. The program has to be recompiled with
appropriate compiler switches.
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5.1 An Example Session with the Investigator

We start off with a deliberately buggy constraint model and program and demon-
strate how to track down two hidden bugs. Of course, the bugs are trivial to fix
for experienced programmers but the approaches demonstrated are suitable for
handling real-life situations.

The Problem Consider the following bin-packing problem: a given set of weight-
ed items I has to be assigned to three bins b1,2,3, without exceeding the maximum
capacity of each bin. All bins have the same maximum capacity c. Furthermore,
as soon as at least two items are put into a bin one extra unit of packaging
material must be added as protection. Moreover, the bins must be color-coded
to indicate the presence of a fragile item.

The Constraint Model The given problem is a set partitioning problem of three
sets with extra constraints. Each bin bn is modeled as set sn and each item i ∈ I
has a weight wi.

I = �sn (1) |sn| ≥ 2↔ packaging material ∈ sn (2)
Σ∀i∈snwi ≤ c (3) ifragile ∈ sn → color(sn) = red (4)

where n = 1, 2, 3.

Constraint (1) states a set partitioning and Constraint (2) adds extra pack-
aging if necessary. Furthermore, Constraint (3) enforces that the capacity of the
bins is not exceeded and takes also into account packaging material added by
Constraint (2). The coloring of the bins is modeled by Constraint (4). The model
is not quite correct as we will see later on.

The Implementation of the Constraint Model The implementation of the pre-
sented model is based on finite set constraints [8,14], i.e., a set value is approx-
imated by a lower bound set and a upper bound set. The constraint solver has
been implemented by the procedure BinPacking:

proc {BinPacking Weights Capacity Sol}

The argument Weights is a list of pairs Id#Weight. The variable Capacity
determines the maximum capacity of the bins. The solution is returned in Sol

and contains the colored bins with the assigned items.
The procedure starts with variable definitions: it declares the variables Red

and Green for the bin-coloring constraint for the fragile item defined by Fragile.
Next, it adds for the packaging material an extra item (Packaging=100) with
weight 1 to the list of all weighted items AllWeights. The list of Items is
extracted from the weight list (AllWeights).

Red = 0 Green = 1 Fragile = 1 Packaging = 100
WeightedPackaging = [Packaging#1]
AllWeights = {Append WeightedPackaging Weights}
Items = {Map AllWeights fun {$ E} E.1 end}

in
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The body of the procedure starts by creating the solution list Sol of
length 3. Each list element represents a bin as a record bin(items:S col-

or:C) where S is the set of items and C is the color of the bin. The ap-
plication of {FS.var.upperBound Items} constrains S to the set constraint
∅ ⊆ S ⊆ setof (Items).

Sol = {List.make 3}
{ForAll Sol
fun {$}

S = {FS.var.upperBound Items} C = {FD.int [Red Green]}
in bin(items: S color: C) end}

Next the partitioning constraint is stated (FS.partition). The Map function
extracts the sets that form the partition from the bin records. The variable
Items is converted to a set value by FS.value.make representing the set to be
partitioned.

% constraint (1): partitioning
{FS.partition
{Map Sol fun {$ S} S.items end} {FS.value.make Items}}

The weight restriction constraint maps the presence of elements to the list
of boolean variables BL by FS.reified.areIn. The constraint {FD.sumC ...

´=<:´ ...} enforces that the scalar product of the list of boolean variables
BL and the corresponding list of weights (produced by Map) does not exceed
Capacity.

% constraint (3): enforce weight restriction in bins
{ForAll Sol proc {$ S} BL in

{FS.reified.areIn Items S.items BL}
{FD.sumC {Map AllWeights fun {$ E} E.2 end}
BL ´=<:´ Capacity}

end}

The constraints for adding packaging material and assigning the bin color
close the procedure and use reified constraints. Reified propagators are used
to conditionally state constraints according to constraint (2) in the constraint
model. As soon as the cardinality of S.items is at least 2 the item Packaging

is added to S.items. This is caused by the connection through the boolean
variables of the reified constraints.

% constraint (2): add extra packaging material
{ForAll Sol proc {$ S}

({FS.card S.items} >=: 2) =:
{FS.reified.include Packaging S.items} end}

The constraint for coloring the bins also uses reified constraints and im-
plements the “→”–operator of constraint (4) by the implication constraint
FD.impl4.
4 This is a reified constraint such that the last parameter 1 is required.
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% constraint (4): assign colors to bins
{ForAll Sol proc {$ B} {FD.impl

{FS.reified.include Fragile
B.items}

(Red =: B.color) 1}
end}

end % BinPacking

The code for controlling search is omitted since it is not of interest here and
we assume an adequate search strategy. Now we submit our bin-packing solver
to a search engine, like the Oz Explorer (see Figure 8 in Section 5.3):

{ExploreOne {BinPacking [1#3 2#2 3#2 4#6 5#2 6#4 7#3 8#5] 10}}

This results in an immediately failed search tree. The Investigator is now
demonstrated in a prototypical debugging session.

The Implementation is not Faithful to the Constraint Model Invoking the In-
vestigator from the failed node switches the Investigator to the single propaga-
tor graph view (see Figure 1). The node representing the failed propagator is
colored red throughout the session.

Fig. 1. Single propagator view of the failed propagator FS.partition

The single propagator graph view in Figure 1 shows the partition propagator
with its parameters connected via the lowerbound event. The parameters are
set constraint variables and are represented by S{{100}..{1#8 100}}#{2#9}5.
This corresponds to the basic constraint {100} ⊆ S ⊆ {1, . . . , 8, 100}∧2 ≤ |S| ≤
9. We notice that all three parameters contain at least element 100. Hence, the
partitioning propagator must fail. This reveals an incorrectness but this is not
5 That all variables have the same name S does not mean that they are equal. The
name is derived from the source code of constraint (1), cf. {FS.partition {Map
Sol fun {$ S} S.items end} ...}.
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necessarily the actual bug. A single click on the propagator node highlights the
line of source code where the partitioning propagator is stated (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Associating the failed propagator to the source program

We see that the parameters concerned are the sets of items for each of the
bins in the solution Sol. Checking the program text suggests that only the im-
plementation of the packaging constraint (3) adds to all item fields of Sol the
element Packaging (which is 100). Verifying the code for adding extra packag-
ing material reveals the bug in the implementation: instead of using different
packaging material for each bin, the same material is used for all bins. This is
not the intention of the constraint model and hence an implementation bug. The
bug fix simply consists of using different packaging material items for each bin
and modifies the ForAll – loop to select for different bins different packaging
material.

% packaging material for every bin
WeightedPackaging =
[(Packaging+1)#1 (Packaging+2)#1 (Packaging+3)#1]

...
{List.forAllInd Sol
proc {$ I S} % ‘I’ counts from 1 to length of ‘Sol’

% select different packaging material by the index I
({FS.card S.items} >=: 2) =:

{FS.reified.include 100+I S.items} end}

After fixing the implementation bug, we obtain as solution

Sol = [bin(color:0 items:{1#3 5 101}#5)
bin(color:_{0#1} items:{4 7 102}#3)
bin(color:_{0#1} items:{6 8 103}#3)]

and we notice that not all variables are bound to a single value (observe the
color fields). The next section demonstrates how to track down the reason for
this problem.

Identification of Remaining Propagators A solution with unbound variables
suggests that there is a lack of propagation. The variable graph view shown in
Figure 3 is produced when starting the Investigator from the solution node of
the Explorer.
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Fig. 3. Initial view

The variable Sol is not displayed because it is bound to the solution list
and hence no variable anymore. We try to find remaining propagators starting
from one of the variable nodes. We decide to switch to the variable graph view
of all reachable variables (Figure 4(a)), to get an overview over all variables
left unbound. The menu associated with an edge between two variable nodes
(Figure 4(b)) offers to switch to a single propagator graph view of a propagator
being imposed upon two variables.

(a) Variable graph view of all
reachable variables

(b) Edge menu of the variable
graph view

Fig. 4. Variable graph view

Since we try to find remaining propagators, we switch to the offered single
variable graph view of a reified sum propagator (Figure 5).

A click on the propagator node immediately reveals the suspicious program
text: the assignment of the bin colors seems to be too weak whenever a fragile
item is not contained in a bin (implementation of constraint (4)). The problem
can be fixed by replacing the implication by an equivalence (FD.equi). The
correct constraint (4) in the constraint model is ∀n : ifragile ∈ sn ↔ color(sn) =
red. That means that the implementation was correct but the constraint model
had a flaw. After applying the fix the solver produces a proper solution.
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Fig. 5. Single propagator graph view

5.2 Approaches for Dealing with Realistic Applications

Realistic problems may have thousands of propagators and variables. It is impos-
sible and without any practical use to represent all at once. This section proposes
techniques for selecting problem-relevant fractions of propagators or variables.
This scheme allows for a user-controlled incremental exploration of the graphs
which is essential for the investigation of large problems.

A common approach of designing a constraint model is to decompose the
problem into subproblems and to decompose these subproblems until predefined
propagators can be used. Since procedures implement subproblems, it seems
reasonable to structure propagators, sub-procedures, and variables according to
the procedures which stated them. This requires the introduction of procedure
nodes to the graph views. A procedure node is depicted as circle.

Selection via the Tree of Execution Traces The tree representation of a
constraint program’s execution trace (see Figure) is used to select
propagators and variables. By clicking on a node, a possible
action is to select the propagators created by the corresponding
procedure invocation. Incremental expansion of the tree makes
possible to handle large collections of propagators and variables.
Different selection schemes, e.g., all propagators stated by a
procedure with respectively without their sub-procedures, extend
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the functionality.

Collapsing and Expanding Propagator and Procedure Nodes A
common technique for handling large collections of data represented by
graphs is to collapse and expand appropriate subsets of nodes to single nodes.
We propose for the propagator graph view to determine subsets of nodes
according to the procedures which created them. That means a collapsed node
represents a collection of propagators and sub-procedures. This is very close
to the model the programmer has in mind when structuring the problem and
hence, is very intuitive.
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A procedure node represents a collection of propagator nodes and sub-
procedure nodes. It takes as its parameters the union of the parameters of all
represented propagators and sub-procedures.
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(a) Fully collapsed procedure graph, i.e., all propagator nodes are collapsed
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(b) Partially collapsed propagator graph, i.e., a procedure’s node is ex-
panded to its propagator nodes

Fig. 6. Transition of a graph view by expanding a procedure node

Figure 6 shows the expansion of the marked procedure node to a collection
of propagator nodes. Expansion can be undone by collapsing propagator and
procedure nodes to a single procedure node.

Filtering Propagators and Variables Another interesting feature is the option of
displaying only those propagators resp. variables which meet a criterion specified
by the user. For example, it might be interesting to limit the investigation to
those propagators that are connected to boolean variables when symptoms of a
bug suggest that.
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5.3 Additional Features

This section discusses features of the Investigator not covered before but impor-
tant for effective use of the tool.
Navigating Through Graphs Navigation through the different graph views is
done by menus associated with nodes and edges of the respective views. Figure 7
shows possible transitions from one view to another one. A history mechanism is
also available, allowing to recall previous views by moving in the chain of views
produced so far.
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Propagator Graph View

Fig. 7. Navigation overview

To further improve navigation and to keep track of a certain node in dif-
ferent views, the Investigator is able to mark nodes in graph views which then
remain marked throughout all views.6 Additionally, the Investigator automati-
cally marks nodes of variables with which the session was initiated (Figure 3)
and in case there is a failed propagator, the node of this propagator (Figure 1).

Changing the Representation of Nodes The Investigator provides a plug-in
mechanism for changing the representation of variables and propagators. This
enables the user to produce a more obvious and intuitive representation. For
example, a propagator for a constraint in a scheduling application might be
represented as Gantt-chart, reflecting its role in the concrete application.

Interaction with the Oz Explorer The Oz Explorer [17] is a graphical search
6 For the purpose of this paper, a marked node is drawn with double lines. Other
schemes, for example using colors, might be more suitable in connection with color
displays.
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engine where the user can control
search. It visualizes the search tree
as search proceeds. The shape of a
node tells the user whether a node
denotes either a failure (square resp.
a triangle for a failed subtree), a so-
lution (rhombus), or a choice (circle).
By default, clicking an Explorer node
displays the basic constraints of the
corresponding constraint store. This
action can be modified by plugs-ins
as the Investigator is one (as demon- Fig. 8: The Oz Explorer

strated in Section 5.1).

6 Related Work

The tools discussed in this section focus on improving performance. Since our
approach is orthogonal, it can be used to supplement existing tools.

The Grace constraint debugger by Meier [9] supplements the Prolog-based
constraint programming system ECLiPSe [7] and is intended to support per-
formance debugging of finite domain constraint programming. The constraint
program has to be appropriately instrumented to be run under Grace. The de-
bugging model of Grace is based upon the Prolog-box-model. It is able to follow
individual propagation steps in the trace and to inspect the backtrack stack of
finite domain variables. Furthermore, Grace is highly configurable by assigning
user-written code to each propagation step.

The search tree debugger of Chip [1,4] is largely influenced by the Oz Ex-
plorer7. Its focus is performance debugging. It provides different types of views,
mostly in a compact matrix-like fashion, to provide the user with more detailed
information about search and constraint propagation. A nice feature is to analyze
the evolution of constraints and variables along a search path. This is certainly
most valuable for optimizing search heuristics.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach for correctness debugging constraint pro-
grams based on graph views. Based on this approach, we have implemented an
interactive tool, the Constraint Investigator. The use of the Investigator has been
demonstrated with an example derived from a realistic constraint programming
application. The Investigator has been tested with problems of medium size (500
propagators and 600 variables) and has helped to understand and to debug the
constraint-based implementation of a natural language parser. To our knowledge,
7 See in [1] Section 3 on related work.
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no other interactive constraint debugging tool uses a graph metaphor in the way
presented in this paper and that makes the Constraint Investigator unique.

Implementation The implementation of the Investigator is straightforward. It
traverses the network of constraints in the solver starting from the solution vari-
ables to collect all propagators and variables. Thereby the implementation takes
advantage of propagators being first-class values [13]. Every variable and prop-
agator is assigned a unique integer. That makes it possible to store relations
between variables and propagators in sets of integers. The computation of the
different graph views follows closely the definitions of the graph views in Sec-
tion 4. The complexity of the graph-generation algorithm is worst-case quadratic
and depends in practice on the degree of connectivity of the constraint network,
i.e., if the propagators can be stated in reasonable time then the corresponding
graph can be computed in reasonable time too.
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Abstract. The hybridisation of systematic and stochastic search is an
active research area with potential benefits for real-world combinatorial
problems. This paper shows that randomising the backtracking compo-
nent of a systematic backtracker can improve its scalability to equal
that of stochastic local search. The hybrid may be viewed as stochas-
tic local search in a constrained space, cleanly combining local search
with constraint programming techniques. The approach is applied to
two very different problems. Firstly a hybrid of local search and con-
straint propagation is applied to hard random 3-SAT problems, and is
the first constructive search algorithm to solve very large instances. Sec-
ondly a hybrid of local search and branch-and-bound is applied to low-
autocorrelation binary sequences (a notoriously difficult communications
engineering problem), and is the first stochastic search algorithm to find
optimal solutions. These results show that the approach is a promising
one for both constraint satisfaction and optimisation problems.

1 Introduction

The low-autocorrelation binary sequence (LABS) problem has many applications
to communications and electrical engineering, and a long history. The problem is
as follows. Consider a binary sequence S = (s1, . . . , sN ) where each si ∈ {1,−1}.
The off-peak autocorrelations of S are defined as:

Ck(S) =
N−k∑
i=1

sisi+k (k = 1 . . .N − 1)

and the energy of S is defined as:

E(S) =
N−1∑
k=1

C2
k(S)

The LABS problem is to assign values to the si such that E(S) is minimised.
A standard measure of sequence quality is the merit factor F = N2/2E. The-
oretical considerations [13] give an upper bound of F ≈ 12.32 for N � 1, and
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empirical curve fitting on known optimal sequences [23] yields an estimate of
F ≈ 9.3. LABS is of interest to the Constraints community because of its diffi-
culty; it is problem number 5 in the CSPLIB benchmark library [8], a web-based
collection of constraint problems. Since the 1970s researchers, many from the
Physics community, have applied various methods to the problem. Analytical
methods have been used to construct optimal sequences for certain values of N
using periodic boundary conditions (see [24] for example), but for the general
aperiodic case search is necessary. Two possibilities are systematic and stochas-
tic search. LABS is particularly challenging because it poses difficulties for both
search paradigms.

Systematic search often involves the enumeration of possibilities by back-
tracking, using whatever constraint programming techniques are available to
eliminate redundant parts of the search space. Golay [13] used exhaustive enu-
meration to find optimal sequences for N ≤ 32. Mertens [23] enumerated optimal
sequences for N ≤ 48 using systematic search augmented with two techniques to
reduce the size of the search space: branch-and-bound and symmetry breaking.
Branch-and-bound improves performance significantly: a systematic search for
sequences of length 44 took approximately 2 days, as opposed to an extrapolated
68 days for exhaustive enumeration. 1 Symmetry breaking exploits the fact that
sequences occur in equivalence classes of size 8. Gent & Smith [10] have also
successfully applied generic symmetry breaking techniques to LABS. However,
even with these enhancements, systematic search is unlikely to scale up to large
sequences. LABS provides little scope for constraint propagation, and it is con-
jectured [23] that for N > 100 progress will be made through mathematical
insight rather than computer power.

When systematic search breaks down, a standard approach for solving com-
binatorial problems is to resort to stochastic search: simulated annealing, evo-
lutionary algorithms, neural networks, ant colonies or hill climbers. Such algo-
rithms are often able to solve much larger instances. Unfortunately, they perform
quite poorly on some problems, and finding optimal LABS solutions seems to
be an example. This is despite decades of research effort using simulated anneal-
ing [3,13], evolutionary algorithms [6], analogies with molecular evolution [38]
and several other heuristic search algorithms [2]. The cause is considered to
be the search space normally used for LABS (the space of all sequences of a
given length) whose cost function E has a very irregular structure with isolated
minima [3].

A technique that may be used with both systematic and stochastic search is
sieves to restrict the search to a promising subspace. The most common sieve
is skew-symmetry: only sequences of length N = 2n − 1 satisfying sn+i =
(−1)isn−i (i = 1 . . . n − 1) are considered, roughly halving the number of in-
dependent variables in the problem and greatly reducing the search space size.
Skew-symmetric sequences have been enumerated for N ≤ 71 [6] and often have
rather good merit factors because Ck = 0 for all odd k. However, stochastic
search finds large skew-symmetric sequences with only F ≈ 6.
1 On a Sun UltraSparc I 170 workstation.
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Thus neither systematic nor stochastic search seems suitable for finding large
optimal sequences. This situation is mirrored in some other combinatorial prob-
lems, and though both systematic and stochastic search are highly successful,
neither is seen as adequate for all problems. Hence a recent trend in Artificial
Intelligence toward hybrid search, with the aim of combining advantages of both.
A variety of approaches have been described (see Section 5) but most allow con-
straint violations. The hybrid approach described in this paper is inspired by the
observation that systematic search is able to exploit constraint programming
techniques but sometimes scales poorly; perhaps by sacrificing systematicity,
scalability might be improved. Because a randomised backtracker can be viewed
as a stochastic local search algorithm, we call this hybrid approach Constrained
Local Search (CLS).

This paper is an expanded version of a technical report [28]. Previous papers
on CLS have dealt with graph colouring [29] and satisfiability [30]. The paper is
organised as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the CLS approach to constraint
problems. Section 3 cites previous work on CLS for SAT problems, and gives
new scaling results for hard random 3-SAT. Section 4 applies CLS to LABS.
Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions.

2 Constrained Local Search

CLS hybrid algorithms are constructed by randomising the backtracking com-
ponent of a systematic algorithm; that is, allowing backtracking to occur on
arbitrarily-chosen variables. The CLS schema is shown in Figure 1. A is the cur-
rent set of assigned variables, initialised to {}. U is the current set of unassigned
variables, initialised to the full set of variables {v1, . . . , vN}. B ≥ 1 is an integer
parameter called the noise level . The condition “assigning x to u is consistent”
means that assigning the value x to the variable u does not violate any constraints
after propagation, if constraint propagation is used. The algorithm proceeds by
selecting unassigned variables using a selection rule VAR, and assigns values to
them using a selection rule VAL. On reaching a dead-end (D = {}) it backtracks
on B variables selected by a rule BACK, which selects variables either randomly
or heuristically; in either case, no attempt is made to maintain completeness.
Termination is not guaranteed but occurs if all variables are assigned (U = {}).
The constraint propagation, the variable domains, the value of B, and the VAL,
VAR and BACK rules are problem-dependent. The unpropagation of constraints
is the hardest part of implementing a new CLS algorithm: the effects of an arbi-
trary variable on the constraint store must be undone. For details on the graph
colouring and SAT implementations see [29,30] respectively. Unpropagation is
easy for LABS, where the only constraint reasoning used is branch-and-bound
(see Section 4).

Why should randomised backtracking be expected to perform well? Intu-
itively, it appears inferior to intelligent backtracking schemes, and it has the
disadvantage that completeness is lost. The rationale is that randomised back-
tracking can be viewed as a stochastic local search algorithm. Local search ex-
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function CLS(B):
A = {}
U = {v1, . . . , vN}
while U �= {}

u = VAR(U)
D = {x ∈ domain(u) | assigning x to u is consistent}
if D = {}

for i=1 to min(B, |A|)
a = BACK(A)
unassign a and unpropagate
A = A− {a}
U = U ∪ {a}

else
assign VAL(D) to u and propagate
A = A ∪ {u}
U = U − {u}

return current assignments

Fig. 1. The CLS randomised backtracking schema

plores the neighbourhood of a point σ in a space by making local moves . The
neighbourhood consists of the set of points σ′ that can be reached by a single
local move. The aim is to minimise (or equivalently to maximise) some objective
function f(σ) on the space. A local move σ → σ′ can be classified as backward ,
forward or sideways , depending on whether f(σ′) − f(σ) is positive, negative
or zero. Local search may converge on a local minimum: a point that has lower
value than all its neighbours but is not a global minimum. The aim of backward
moves is to escape from local minima by providing noise, while sideways moves
are used to traverse function plateaus.

Local search is usually applied to optimisation problems (such as LABS) by
defining the search space as the total assignments (LABS sequences of a given
length), a local move as a change in the value of a single variable, and using
the given objective function (the LABS sequence energy). It is often applied to
constraint satisfaction problems (such as SAT) by searching the same space with
the same local moves, but using a measure of constraint violation as the objective
function. CLS can be viewed as a local search algorithm whose search space is
the consistent partial assignments; variable assignments are forward local moves,
backtracks are backward local moves, and the number of unassigned variables
is the objective function to be minimised. The crucial difference between CLS
and most other local search algorithms is that, like systematic backtracking, it
is constructive: it violates no constraints and can therefore exploit techniques
such as forward checking (for SAT [30]), branch-and-bound (for LABS) or both
(for graph colouring [29]).

It might be objected that all backtracking algorithms are local search algo-
rithms in the same sense as CLS: they search the same space and try to minimise
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the same function. However, systematic backtracking has so far failed to achieve
the scalability of local search. There seems to be a missing ingredient, though
there is currently no consensus on what the ingredient is. An obvious candi-
date is randomness, but research has shown that randomness is not a necessary
property for scalability [9,25]. Likely candidates are hill-climbing and freedom of
movement in the search space; see [7] for a debate on this issue. Whatever the
ingredient is, we aim to show that CLS has it.

3 CLS for SAT

The SAT problem is to determine whether a Boolean expression has a satisfy-
ing set of truth assignments. The problems are usually expressed in conjunctive
normal form: a conjunction of clauses C1 ∧ . . . ∧ Cm where each clause C is a
disjunction of literals l1 ∨ . . . ∨ ln and each literal l is either a Boolean vari-
able v or its negation ¬v. A Boolean variable can be labeled true or false. The
CLS implementation for the SAT problem described in [30] will be used, which
maintains consistency by forward checking. The noise level B is set to 1 for all
problems. CLS has previously been applied to several SAT benchmarks. Here we
evaluate it on a standard benchmark: hard random 3-SAT. The random 3-SAT
problem is the SAT problem where each clause contains three literals, each lit-
eral being negated with probability 1

2 . The hard problems are in the crossover
region where 50% of problems are satisfiable, which occurs when the ratio of
clauses c to variables v is approximately c/v = 4.258 + 58.26v−5/3 [5].

A note on experimental details. Throughout this paper, CLS is executed on
a 300 MHz DEC Alphaserver 1000A 5/300 under Unix. Times are in seconds,
and those from other papers are normalised to the Alphaserver using benchmark
timings from [18]. For readers wishing to normalise our execution times to other
platforms, the DIMACS 2 benchmark program dfmax r500.5 takes 46.2 seconds
on the Alphaserver.

First we consider published results by Parkes & Walser [26], who apply the
WSAT local search algorithm to these problems. They use a statistical tech-
nique called retrospective parameter variation to optimise a WSAT parameter.
Using between 103 and 104 runs they find the median number of flips (changes
to the truth value of a variable) necessary to find solutions to problems of var-
ious sizes. Solvable problems were generated using a systematic SAT algorithm
(TABLEAU [5]) then passed to WSAT. Results for CLS were generated dif-
ferently: it was applied to 103 problems of each size, and the 25th percentile
taken of the execution time to find a solution. Because 50% of problems from
the crossover region are satisfiable, the 25th percentile for all problems is the
median for the solvable problems. This is faster than using exhaustive search to
generate solvable problems. Figure 2 shows median results for CLS and WSAT,
counting WSAT flips and CLS backtracks required to find a solution. The re-
sults for CLS and WSAT are remarkably similar. Moreover, both curves show
2 ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/
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a less-than-exponential increase, in contrast to chronological backtrackers. How-
ever, the relationship is not a simple monomial because a log-log plot shows a
distinct upward curve. This property has also been noted by Gent & Walsh [9]
for variants of GSAT (an ancestor of WSAT).
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Fig. 2. Median steps on hard random 3-SAT problems

Next we consider published results by Selman, Kautz & Cohen [34] for GSAT
with random walk, and by Shang & Wah [35] for DLM [35] (a recent local
search algorithm based on Lagrange multipliers). Figure 3 compares mean times
for the three algorithms on instances with 600, 1000 and 2000 variables. It is
unclear whether these are precisely the same problem instances but the results
are nevertheless comparable. The times for CLS are averaged over 10 runs. CLS is
several times slower than both DLM and GSAT but it clearly has the scalability
of a local search algorithm. In contrast to local search, systematic algorithms
scale exponentially and cannot solve problems with more than approximately
400 variables [5]. An interesting experiment would be compare the scalability of
intelligent backtracking algorithms (such as RELSAT [1]). However, it has not
been claimed that intelligent backtracking can solve such large 3-SAT instances,
so we believe that such algorithms will also scale exponentially.

CLS backtracks are more expensive than WSAT, GSAT or DLM flips, as
shown in the second experiment. Parkes and Walser found that WSAT per-
formed approximately 70,000 down to 60,000 flips per second. CLS performed
31,716 down to 26,315 backtracks per second: a similarly small degradation but
a slower rate, especially given the different platforms. CLS backtracks are also
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problem GSAT+w DLM CLS

f600 7.0 3.6 8.4
f1000 219 27.2 96.1
f2000 651 389 2145

Fig. 3. Mean times on hard random 3-SAT problems

more expensive than systematic backtracks, because of the book-keeping neces-
sary to maintain consistency during randomised backtracking (though the cost of
sophisticated variable ordering heuristics may outweigh this expense). In spite of
this, on some large, structured SAT problems CLS out-performs both systematic
and pure local search [30].

4 CLS for LABS

The starting point for the hybrid LABS algorithm is a simplified variant of
Mertens’ systematic algorithm, retaining branch-and-bound but not symmetry
breaking (for reasons given below). Variables are initially unassigned : they have
no assigned values. The simplified systematic algorithm proceeds by assigning
either the value 1 or −1 to each variable in turn. A record Ebest is maintained,
which is the energy of the best solution found so far. Ebest may be initialised
to ∞ or some finite value above the known optimal energy, and on finding a
better solution it is updated. Whenever an assignment causes the constraint E <
Ebest to be violated (where E is the energy of the sequence under construction),
backtracking occurs. Selecting a value for a variable si is the branch part of
the algorithm, while the use of the constraint E < Ebest is the bound part. As
the search proceeds Ebest is refined, and more solutions are excluded from the
search. Branch-and-bound’s gain in efficiency comes from the fact that constraint
violation can sometimes be detected before all variables have been assigned.

Constraint violation is detected as follows. Call a product sisj computable
if si and sj are both assigned. Then a lower bound EL for the energy E is:

EL =
N−1∑
k=1

Lk

where Lk = max(bk, |Tk| − Uk)2, bk = (N − k) mod 2, Tk is the sum of its
computable products and Uk is the number of its non-computable products. 3

Constraint violation occurs if EL ≥ Ebest. The lower bound EL is incremen-
tally computed. On assigning a variable v the algorithm does the following for
each occurrence svsw in some Ck where sw is assigned: subtract Lk from EL,
decrement Uk, add svsw to Tk, recalculate Lk and add it to EL. Conversely,
3 This is a slightly different lower bound to that used in [23] but is based on similar
reasoning.
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on unassigning a variable v, it does the following for each occurrence svsw in
some Ck where sw is assigned: subtract Lk from EL, increment Uk, subtract svsw

from Tk, recalculate Lk and add it to EL. The occurrences of each variable v are
stored in a table, together with the numbers w and k.

To obtain a hybrid LABS algorithm CLS is used in place of chronological
backtracking, with the following heuristics:

– The noise level B is set to 1.
– The backtracking heuristic BACK selects random assigned variables.
– The dynamic variable ordering heuristic VAR usually selects the most re-
cently unassigned variable, but if no improvement has occurred (in the num-
ber of assigned variables) after N backtracks then VAR selects a random
unassigned variable. This produces a slowly-changing set of assigned vari-
ables.

– If D = {x} then the value ordering rule VAL(D) returns x, otherwise it
selects a value using a rule described below.

– A further heuristic is added: random restart. In case CLS becomes trapped
in a deep local minimum, it is restarted at regular intervals (retaining the
current Ebest value). The interval used is 1.5N backtracks.

Given a choice of values in D, VAL(D) selects as follows. It first tries to select
a different value than the previous assignment for the given variable (previous
assignments are stored in an array). On achieving this, future variables are as-
signed the same value as in their previous assignments, until backtracking next
occurs. Then it tries to assign different values to variables again. The purpose
of this heuristic is to reduce disruption to variable assignments as the set of
assigned variables changes, while avoiding null local moves.

Figure 3 shows the results for the hybrid LABS algorithm: the sequence
length N , the energy E, the merit factor F , the number of backtracks taken
to find the sequence, the CPU time taken and an example of a sequence found
by CLS. Ebest was initialised to the known optimal energy plus 1 in each case.
Mean times and backtracks were calculated over various numbers of runs: 106

(N=3–6), 105 (N=7–10), 104 (N=11–15), 103 (N=16–17), 102 (N=18–20), 10
(N=21–41) and 1 (N=42–48). Following convention, sequences are shown in run-
length notation: each number indicates the number of consecutive elements with
the same value. For example a sequence (1, 1,−1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1) would
be written 21141. For runs of length greater than 9, upper-case letters are
used with A=10, B=11 etc. Note that 21141 could also represent the sequence
(−1,−1, 1,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1). Sequences can have all their values inverted, or have
alternate values inverted, or be reversed, without changing E.

The table shows that CLS is indeed able to find optimal sequences forN ≤ 48,
and it is the first stochastic search algorithm to do so. To estimate its scalability,
execution times are plotted as a function of sequence length on a log-scale graph
in Figure 5. Taking a least-squares fit, the estimated time taken to find an opti-
mal solution is O(1.698N). Exhaustive search (without branch-and-bound) takes
O(2N) and Mertens’ algorithm takes O(1.85N) — that is to explore the entire
search space, not simply to find the first optimal solution. However, the CSPLIB
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N E F backtracks seconds sequence

3 1 4.50 0 0.000008 12
4 2 4.00 0 0.000013 31
5 2 6.25 0 0.000026 311
6 7 2.57 0 0.000025 1131
7 3 5.44 5 0.00015 3211
8 8 4.00 4 0.00015 32111
9 12 3.38 4 0.00016 121113
10 13 3.85 4 0.00018 421111
11 5 12.10 15 0.0006 112133
12 10 7.20 40 0.0016 225111
13 6 14.08 75 0.0031 5221111
14 19 5.16 22 0.0011 42221111
15 15 7.50 360 0.0178 11213133
16 24 5.33 48 0.0042 11312143
17 32 4.52 11 0.0118 4221211112
18 25 6.48 1824 0.079 441112221
19 29 6.22 891 0.058 2122411114
20 26 7.69 9810 0.646 22124141111
21 26 8.48 52533 3.85 27221111121
22 39 6.21 8427 0.74 232212111115
23 47 5.63 28247 2.21 212121111632
24 36 8.0 114551 9.55 237111121221
25 36 8.68 10610 1.72 122121111733
26 45 7.51 36928 3.12 1122121111733
27 37 9.85 373197 33.9 34313131211211
28 50 7.84 407254 37.2 21211213131343
29 62 6.78 306246 43.3 212112131313431
30 59 7.63 53415 25.3 132311111212155
31 67 7.17 1135539 117 1112111122122337
32 64 8.00 3030725 319 12212233111121117
33 64 8.51 4322170 482 742112111111122221
34 65 8.89 3747743 422 842112111111122221
35 73 8.39 6100331 709 7122122111121111332
36 82 7.90 12207068 981 3632311131212111211
37 86 7.96 16596532 2096 122221111112112448
38 87 8.30 13033938 1679 22229421121121111111
39 99 7.68 40745979 5300 23241171111141122121
40 108 7.41 109581034 14305 111211211343143131312
41 108 7.78 38301376 21224 343111111222281211211
42 101 8.73 33446785 4890 211211211343143131313
43 109 8.48 324452495 46168 1132432111117212112213
44 122 7.93 166769694 27422 121112111222111311313525
45 118 8.58 367926334 52920 11111112343213212112128
46 131 8.08 35017866 5184 234232137111212212111111
47 135 8.18 164787014 26280 13211111111243212112A212
48 140 8.23 78278179 12096 244223212113212111111811

Fig. 4. Results on known optimal sequences
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web site [8] contains a table of all optimal solutions for N = 17 . . . 50, and in
23 out of 34 cases there is only one optimal solution (modulo symmetry); nor
does the number of optimal solutions increase exponentially or even monotoni-
cally with N . We therefore expect Mertens’ algorithm also to take approximately
O(1.85N) to find a solution, though this remains to be tested. Hence it seems
that CLS scales better than the best systematic algorithm, as might be expected
from a local search procedure.
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Fig. 5. Least-squares fit on known optimal sequences

The least-squares fit was made on the assumption that the curve has the
form a.bN but this may not be the case. The graph has an interesting property:
most of the points above the line occur in the middle of the graph, while those
below the line occur mainly for low and high N . This systematic variation (to
use statistics terminology) seems to indicate that execution time is a less-than-
exponential function of N . If we estimate the scale factor based on N ≤ 25 we
obtain 1.887, for N ≤ 30 we obtain exactly Mertens’ factor of 1.850, and as we
add the figures for larger N we obtain progressively smaller scale factors. As
noted in Section 2, CLS and the local search algorithm WSAT exhibit similar
sub-exponential scaling on hard random 3-SAT problems. The data is too noisy
to draw a firm conclusion, but it would be remarkable if the same phenomenon
occurs in LABS.

To investigate whether the algorithm is significantly slower when started from
infinite energy, we repeated the experiment for N ≤ 30. The least-squares fit to
the formula a.bN gave a scale factor b = 1.846, which is very close to the factor
for our original data for N ≤ 30, and a coefficient a that is 2.29 times greater
than before. In other words, the only effect of starting from infinite energy is to
slow down the execution by a constant factor.

As a further experiment CLS was applied to sequences of length N = 61,
which is currently too large for systematic search. de Groot et al [6] found
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sequences up to F = 6.5 using evolutionary strategies. Bernasconi [3] found
F ≈ 6.8 using simulated annealing, though with worse average-case behaviour
over many runs. The best result obtained by CLS after 2 days of computation
was the sequence

1222122211111111B3236411211211

with F = 7.1 and E = 262. This is easily verified to be non-skew-symmetric and
is the best such sequence known. However, better skew-symmetric sequences
have been found [2,6], and in future skew-symmetry will be added to CLS.

A note on symmetry breaking. This technique was not used because it is likely
to be of little use for stochastic search. The reasoning is that stochastic search
explores only part of the search space, so it is the density and distribution of
solutions that are important. Symmetry breaking reduces the size of the search
space by some factor (up to 8 in the case of LABS) but it also reduces the
number of solutions by a similar factor, leaving the density unchanged. Symmetry
breaking may even have a harmful effect on stochastic search: if it applies extra
constraints, and if these constraints cannot be invoked until several variables are
assigned, then stochastic search may be lured into regions of the search space
whose solutions are forbidden by the extra constraints.

5 Related Work

CLS has much in common with Ginsberg’s Dynamic Backtracking (DB) algo-
rithm [11], both being able to backtrack to earlier variables without disrupting
those in between. However, DB’s completeness requirement restricts its choice
of backtracking variable. Ginsberg notes that this restriction cannot be lifted
without losing completeness. CLS ignores the restriction and is therefore incom-
plete, but this pays off in scalability. Another related algorithm is Ginsberg &
McAllester’s Partial-order Dynamic Backtracking (PDB) algorithm [12]. PDB is
a hybrid of the GSAT local search algorithm [34] and DB. It is complete and
has more freedom of movement than DB, though to achieve complete freedom
it requires exponential memory in the worst case.

Other non-systematic backtracking algorithms have been described. Lang-
ley’s Iterative Sampling [22] constructs a random consistent partial assignment
until reaching a dead-end, then restarts. This is essentially CLS with maximum
noise (B set to the number of variables) and randomised heuristics. Harvey’s
Bounded Backtrack Search [16] is a hybrid of Iterative Sampling and chrono-
logical backtracking, alternating a limited amount of chronological backtracking
with random restarts. Gomes, Selman and Kautz [15] periodically restart sys-
tematic SAT algorithms with slightly randomised heuristics, obtaining improved
scalability on some problems. Goldberg & Rivenburgh’s Restricted Backtrack-
ing [14] constructs maximum cliques using a trade-off between solution quality
and search completeness. Joslin & Clements’ Squeaky Wheel Optimization al-
gorithm [19] operates in two search spaces: a solution space and a prioritisation
space. Both searches influence each other: each solution is analysed and used to
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change the prioritisation, which guides the search strategy used to find the next
solution, found by restarting the search. Yokoo’s Weak Commitment Search [39]
(WCS) greedily constructs consistent partial assignments. On reaching a dead-
end it randomly restarts, and it uses learning to maintain completeness. Richards
& Richards [32] describe a SAT algorithm called learn-SAT based on WCS. None
of these algorithms performs random backtracks on a small number of variables,
and they therefore seem unlikely to behave as tunable stochastic local search
algorithms.

An alternative hybrid approach is to augment local search with constraint
propagation. Schaerf’s timetabling algorithm [33], extended to constraint sat-
isfaction problems, searches the space of all partial assignments (not only the
consistent ones) using an objective function that includes a measure of constraint
violation. Jussien & Lhomme’s Path-Repair Algorithm [20] is designed for con-
straint satisfaction problems and applied to open shop problems. It is described
as a generalisation of Schaerf’s method. Besides not being restricted to consis-
tent assignments it is different than CLS in detail: it uses learning (allowing
complete versions to be devised) and it has heuristics such as clause weighting,
a TABU list and greedy hill climbing. Pesant & Gendreau [27] apply systematic
branch-and-bound search to efficiently explore local search neighbourhoods for
scheduling and vehicle routing problems. Shaw [36] describes a vehicle routing
algorithm that uses systematic search to test the legality of local search moves.
Each of these algorithms permits constraint violation, implying (in the view of
this author) that constraints are being under-used, which may be a drawback
when solving structured problems.

There are several other hybrid approaches. Crawford [4] uses local search
to select the best branching variable for a complete SAT algorithm. The two-
phase algorithm of Zhang & Zhang [41] searches a space of partial variable
assignments, alternating backtracking search with stochastic local search on
the same data structure. It can be tuned to different problems by spending
more time in either phase. A notable difference is that it alternates between
constructive/systematic and non-constructive/non-systematic search, whereas
CLS is simultaneously constructive/non-systematic. Kautz, McAllester & Sel-
man’s Dagsat algorithm [21] uses a special SAT problem representation (di-
rected acyclic graphs) that makes variable dependencies explicit. Local search is
then applied to the independent variables. Verfaillie & Schiex’s Local Changes
algorithm [37] is a complete search strategy used to solve dynamic and static
constraint satisfaction problems. It extends a consistent partial assignment to a
larger one by unassigning variables that are inconsistent with a new assignment,
performing the new assignment then reassigning variables to the same values
where possible. Experience with CLS suggests that forcing a new assignment in
this way may be too disruptive for some problems.
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6 Conclusion

This paper described the randomisation of the backtracking component of a
systematic backtracker, with the aim of gaining scalability at the expense of
completeness. The resulting algorithms can be viewed as hybrids performing
stochastic local search in constrained spaces, and are therefore called Constrained
Local Search (CLS) algorithms. The approach was shown to improve scalability
on two very different classes of problem. A hybrid of local search and constraint
propagation for SAT is the first constructive search algorithm to solve hard ran-
dom 3-SAT problems with thousands of variables, and with almost identical
scalability to the WSAT local search algorithm. A hybrid of local search with
branch-and-bound for low-autocorrelation binary sequences (LABS) is the first
stochastic search algorithm to find optimal solutions, and with improved scala-
bility over the current best systematic backtracker. These results show that the
hybridisation approach can be used to derive algorithms combining some of the
best properties of stochastic and systematic search, and is applicable to both
constraint satisfaction and optimisation problems.

The LABS search space topology is known to be hard for stochastic search. No
stochastic algorithm has previously found optimal sequences (in the full aperiodic
search space), and it has been suggested [23] that stochastic algorithms should
be judged by the percentage of known optimal sequences they find. Because
the CLS local search strategy is less sophisticated than most of the stochastic
approaches used previously, its success on LABS is almost certainly due to the
change in search space and objective function. A possible explanation is that
the space of consistent partial sequences contains fewer local minima than the
usual space of total sequences. The detection and characterisation of search space
features detrimental to local search is a complex area of current interest (see for
example [17,40]) but is beyond the scope of this paper.

This work is part of a series of studies on CLS, which has also yielded good
results on graph colouring [29] and other SAT benchmarks [30]. The motivation
behind CLS is to solve problems that are hard for pure stochastic search yet
too large for systematic search. Its success in solving LABS problems is further
evidence of its applicability to such problems. Future work will include applying
CLS to skew-symmetric sequences and other combinatorial problems. Another
possibility is the replacement of simple local search by evolutionary search to
explore the space of partial solutions, an approach proposed in [31] for constraint
satisfaction and optimisation problems. An intriguing possibility 4 is to remove
the randomness from CLS in order to make it complete without losing scalability.
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Abstract. We perform a comprehensive theoretical and empirical study
of the benefits of singleton consistencies. Our theoretical results help
place singleton consistencies within the hierarchy of local consistencies.
To determine the practical value of these theoretical results, we mea-
sured the cost-effectiveness of pre-processing with singleton consistency
algorithms. Our experiments use both random and structured problems.
Whilst pre-processing with singleton consistencies is not in general ben-
eficial for random problems, it starts to pay off when randomness and
structure are combined, and it is very worthwhile with structured prob-
lems like Golomb rulers. On such problems, pre-processing with consis-
tency techniques as strong as singleton generalized arc-consistency (the
singleton extension of generalized arc-consistency) can reduce runtimes.
We also show that limiting algorithms that enforce singleton consisten-
cies to a single pass often gives a small reduction in the amount of prun-
ing and improves their cost-effectiveness. These experimental results also
demonstrate that conclusions from studies on random problems should
be treated with caution.

1 Introduction

Local consistency techniques lie close to the heart of constraint programming’s
success. They can prune values from the domain of variables, saving much fruit-
less exploration of the search tree. They can also terminate branches of the search
tree, again saving much fruitless exploration. But how do we balance effort be-
tween inference (enforcing some level of local consistency) and search (exploring
partial assignments)? If we maintain a local consistency technique at each node
in the search tree, then experience suggests that it must not be too expensive to
enforce. We may, however, be able to afford a (relatively expensive) local con-
sistency technique if it is only used for pre-processing or for the first few levels
of search. We are then faced with a large number of choices as a vast menagerie
of local consistencies have been defined over the last few years. Debruyne and
Bessiere identified singleton arc-consistency as one of the most promising can-
didates [DB97]. This paper therefore explores its usefulness in greater detail, as
well as that of other singleton consistencies.
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2 Formal Background

A constraint satisfaction problem (Csp) P is a triple (X, D, C). X is a set
of variables. For each xi ∈ X , Di is the domain of the variable. Each k-ary
constraint c ∈ C is defined over a set of variables (x1, . . . xk) by the sub-
set of the Cartesian product D1 × . . .Dk which are consistent values. Follow-
ing [DB97], we denote by P |Di={a} the CSP obtained by assigning value a to
variable xi. An all-different constraint over the variables (x1, . . . xk) allows the
values {(a1, . . . ak) | ai ∈ Di &∀u, v.au �= av}. A solution is an assignment of
values to variables that is consistent with all constraints.

Many lesser levels of consistency have been defined for binary constraint
satisfaction problems (see [DB97] for additional references). A problem is (i, j)-
consistent iff it has non-empty domains and any consistent instantiation of i
variables can be extended to a consistent instantiation involving j additional
variables [Fre85]. A problem is strong (i, j)-consistent iff it is (k, j)-consistent
for all k ≤ i. A problem is arc-consistent (AC) iff it is (1, 1)-consistent. A prob-
lem is path-consistent (PC) iff it is (2, 1)-consistent. A problem is strong path-
consistent iff it is strong (2, 1)-consistent. A problem is path inverse consistent
(PIC) iff it is (1, 2)-consistent. A problem is neighbourhood inverse consistent
(NIC) iff any value for a variable can be extended to a consistent instantiation
for its immediate neighbourhood [FE96]. A problem is restricted path-consistent
(RPC) iff it is arc-consistent and if a variable assigned to a value is consistent
with just a single value for an adjoining variable then for any other variable
there exists a value compatible with these instantiations. A problem is singleton
arc-consistent (SAC) iff it has non-empty domains and for any instantiation of
a variable, the resulting subproblem can be made arc-consistent.

Many of these definitions can be extended to non-binary constraints. For
example, a (non-binary) Csp is generalized arc-consistent (GAC) iff for any
variable in a constraint and value that it is assigned, there exist compatible
values for all the other variables in the constraint [MM88]. Regin gives an effi-
cient algorithm for enforcing generalized arc-consistency on a set of all-different
constraints [Reg94]. We can also maintain a level of consistency at every node
in a search tree. For example, the MAC algorithm for binary Csps maintains
arc-consistency at each node in the search tree [Gas79]. As a second example,
on a non-binary problem, we can maintain generalized arc-consistency (MGAC)
at every node in the search tree.

3 Singleton Consistencies

The notion of a singleton consistency is general, and can be applied to other
levels of local consistency than arc-consistency. For instance, a problem is sin-
gleton restricted path-consistent (SRPC) iff it has non-empty domains and for
any instantiation of a variable, the resulting subproblem can be made restricted
path-consistent [DB97]. As a second (and we believe previously undefined) ex-
ample, a non-binary problem is singleton generalized arc-consistent (SGAC) iff it
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has non-empty domains and for any instantiation of a variable, the resulting sub-
problem can be made generalized arc-consistent. As generalized arc-consistency
is itself a high level of consistency to achieve (see, for example, [SW99]), sin-
gleton generalized arc-consistency is a very high level of consistency to achieve.
However, as our experimental results demonstrate, it can be very worthwhile
enforcing it.

One advantage of singleton consistencies (which is shared with inverse con-
sistencies like path inverse consistency and neighbourhood inverse consistency,
as well as with restricted path-consistency) is that enforcing them only requires
values to be pruned from the domain of variables. Enforcing path-consistency, by
comparison, can change the constraint graph by adding new binary constraints.
Note that a singleton consistency can be achieved using any algorithm that
achieves the relevant local consistency. The definition of singleton consistency
only insists we can make the resulting subproblem locally consistent. We are
not interested in what values need to be pruned (or nogoods added) to make the
subproblem locally consistent. We can therefore use a lazy approach to enforcing
the local consistency. For example, we can use the lazy AC7 algorithm [SRGV96]
when achieving SAC.

In this paper, we have used the algorithm proposed in [DB97] to achieve SAC
and a simple generalization of this algorithm to n−ary CSPs to achieve SGAC.
To achieve SAC (SGAC) in a CSP P , this algorithm first achieves AC (GAC)
and then goes through each variable xi in P . For every value a in the domain
of xi it checks if the subproblem P |Di={a} is AC (GAC). If it is not then a is
removed from the domain of xi and AC (GAC) is enforced. Failure to do so
means that P is not SAC (SGAC). The process of going through the variables
in the CSP continues while new inconsistent values are detected and deleted. In
short, there is an inner loop that goes through the variables and an outer loop
that keeps this process going while new values are deleted.

The worst-case complexity of achieving SAC is O(en2d4), where e is the
number of constraints, n the number of variables, and d the domain size. For
non-binary constraints, if we assume that GAC-schema [BR97] is used to en-
force GAC then the worst case complexity of achieving SGAC is O(en2d2k),
where k is the arity of the constraints. For the specialized case of all-different
constraints, taking advantage of Regin’s algorithm means that SGAC can be
achieved with O(cn4d4) worst-case complexity, where c is the number of all-
different constraints.

We can reduce the average cost of the above algorithm by making just one
pass, i.e., going through the variables and deleting inconsistent values only once.
This deletes less values and thus achieves a lesser level of consistency than SAC
(SGAC), but as our experimental results show, is, in some cases, very cost-
effective. We call this algorithm restricted SAC (SGAC).
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4 Theoretical Results

Following [DB97], we call a consistency property A stronger than B (A ≥ B) iff
in any problem in which A holds then B holds, and strictly stronger (A > B)
iff it is stronger and there is at least one problem in which B holds but A does
not. We call a local consistency property A incomparable with B (A ∼ B) iff A
is not stronger than B nor vice versa. Finally, we call a local consistency prop-
erty A equivalent to B iff A implies B and vice versa. The following relationships
summarize the most important results from [DB97] and elsewhere: strong PC >
SAC > PIC > RPC > AC, NIC > PIC, NIC ∼ SAC, and NIC ∼ strong PC.

Our first result shows that a singleton consistency is stronger than the cor-
responding local consistency. A local consistency property A is monotonic iff
when a problem is A-consistent then any subproblem formed by instantiating a
variable is also A-consistent. Most local consistencies (e.g. all those introduced
so far) are monotonic.

Theorem 1. If A-consistency is monotonic then singleton A-consistency ≥ A-
consistency.

Proof. Immediate from the definitions of monotonic and singleton consistency.

Note that it is possible to construct (admittedly bizarre) local consistencies
which are not monotonic. For example, consider a weakened form of AC which is
equivalent to AC on every arc except the arc between variables x1 and x2 when
either are instantiated. If we take a problem in which the arc between x1 and x2

is not AC, then this weakened form of AC will detect the arc-inconsistency but
the singleton consistency will not. On this problem, the singleton consistency
is actually weaker than the corresponding local consistency. Note also that a
singleton consistency is not necessarily strictly stronger than the corresponding
monotonic local consistency. For example, on problems whose constraint graphs
are trees, SAC is only equivalent to AC (since arc-consistency is already enough
to guarantee global consistency).

Our next result allows us to map many previous results up to singleton con-
sistencies. For example, as RPC is stronger than AC, singleton RPC is stronger
than SAC.

Theorem 2. If A-consistency ≥ B-consistency then singleton A-consistency ≥
singleton B-consistency.

Proof. Consider a problem that is singleton A-consistent, and a subproblem
formed from instantiating a variable. Now this subproblem is A-consistent. As
A ≥ B, this subproblem is B-consistent. Hence the original problem is single-
ton B-consistent.

Note that we do not need A-consistency or B-consistency to be mono-
tonic for this proof to work. Debruyne and Bessiere prove that SAC is strictly
stronger than PIC [DB97]. We can generalize this proof to show that singleton
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(i, j)-consistency is strictly stronger than (i, j + 1)-consistency. Debruyne and
Bessiere’s result is then a special case for i = j = 1. In addition, [DB97] does
not give the proof of strictness, so for completeness we give it here for the case
i = j = 1.

Theorem 3. Singleton (i, j)-consistency > (i, j + 1)-consistency.

Proof. Consider a problem that is singleton (i, j)-consistent, and the subproblem
resulting from any possible instantiation. This subproblem is (i, j)-consistent.
Hence, for any consistent instantiation for i variables in the subproblem, we can
extend it to j other variables. That is, for any instantiation of i variables in the
original problem, we can extend it to j + 1 other variables. Hence the original
problem is (i, j + 1)-consistent. To show strictness, consider i = j = 1 and a
problem in four 0-1 variables with the constraints x1 �= x2, x2 �= x3, x2 �= x4,
x3 �= x4. This is path inverse consistent. However, enforcing SAC proves that
the problem is insoluble since if we instantiate x1 with either of its values, the
resulting subproblem cannot be made arc-consistent.

Debruyne and Bessiere also prove that strong PC is strictly stronger than
SAC [DB97]. We can also generalize this proof, showing that strong (i + 1, j)-
consistency is strictly stronger than singleton (i, j)-consistency. Debruyne and
Bessiere’s result is again a special case for i = j = 1. As before, [DB97] does
not give the proof of strictness, so for completeness we give it here for the case
i = j = 1.

Theorem 4. Strong (i + 1, j)-consistency > singleton (i, j)-consistency.

Proof. Consider a problem that is strongly (i + 1, j)-consistent. Any consistent
instantiation for i + 1 variables can be extended to j other variables. As the
original problem was strongly (i + 1, j)-consistent, it is (i, j)-consistent. Hence
a subproblem formed by instantiating one variable is (i, j)-consistent, and any
consistent instantiation of i variables can be extended to j other variables. Thus
the original problem is singleton (i, j)-consistent. To show strictness, consider
i = j = 1 and a problem in three 0-1 variables with x1 �= x2 and x1 �= x3.
The problem is SAC. But it is not path-consistent since the consistent partial
assignment x2 = 0 and x3 = 1 cannot be extended. Enforcing path-consistency
adds the constraint x2 = x3.

The last two results show that singleton (i, j)-consistency is sandwiched be-
tween strong (i + 1, j)-consistency and (i, j + 1)-consistency. Finally, we give
some results concerning SGAC. Whilst this is a very high level of consistency to
achieve in general, our experiments show that it can be very worthwhile provided
we have an efficient algorithm to achieve it (as we do for the all-different con-
straint). In [SW99], GAC was compared against binary consistencies (like SAC)
on decomposable non-binary constraints. These are non-binary constraints that
can be represented by binary constraints on the same set of variables [Dec90].
For example, an all-different constraint can be decomposed into a clique of not-
equals constraints. Decomposable constraints are a special case of non-binary
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constraints where comparisons between the binary and non-binary representa-
tions are very direct. Constraints which are not decomposable (like parity con-
straints) require us to introduce additional variables to represent them using
binary constraints. These additional variables make comparisons more compli-
cated.

Theorem 5. On decomposable non-binary constraints, singleton generalized
arc-consistency is strictly stronger than singleton arc-consistency on the binary
decomposition.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 1, and the result of [SW99]
that GAC is strictly stronger than AC on the binary decomposition. To show
strictness, consider three all-different constraints on {x1, x2, x3}, on {x1, x2, x4},
and on {x1, x3, x4}, in which all variables have the domain {1, 2, 3}. The bi-
nary decomposition is SAC. But enforcing SGAC proves that the problem is
unsatisfiable.

Though SGAC is a very high level of consistency to enforce, it is incomparable
in general to both strong PC and NIC on the binary decomposition.

Theorem 6. On decomposable non-binary constraints, singleton generalized
arc-consistency is incomparable to strong path-consistency and to neighbourhood
inverse consistency on the binary decomposition.

Proof. Consider a problem with six all-different constraints on {x1, x2, x3}, on
{x1, x3, x4}, on {x1, x4, x5}, on {x1, x2, x5}, on {x2, x3, x4}, and on {x3, x4, x5}.
All variables have the domain {1, 2, 3, 4}. This problem is SGAC because any
instantiation of a variable results in a problem that is GAC. Enforcing NIC,
however, shows that the problem is insoluble. Consider a problem with three
not-equals constraints, x1 �= x2, x1 �= x3, x2 �= x3 in which each variable has the
same domain of size two. This problem is SGAC but enforcing strong PC proves
that it is insoluble.

Consider the following 2-colouring problem. We have 5 variables, x1 to x5

arranged in a ring. Each variable has the same domain of size 2. Between each
pair of neighbouring variables in the binary decomposition, there is a not-equals
constraint. In the non-binary representation, we post a single constraint on all
5 variables. This problem is NIC, but enforcing SGAC on the non-binary repre-
sentation shows that the problem is insoluble. Finally, consider an all-different
constraint on 4 variables, each with the same domain of size 3. The binary rep-
resentation of the problem is strong PC but enforcing SGAC shows that it is
insoluble.

5 Random Problems

These theoretical results help place singleton consistencies within the hierarchy
of local consistencies. But how useful are singleton consistencies in practice? To
explore this issue, we ran experiments first with random problems, then with
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problems that combine structure and randomness, and afterwards with more
realistic structured problems. One of our intentions was to determine how well
results from random problems predicted behaviour on more realistic problems.
Our starting point is [DB97] which reports a set of experiments on random
problems with 20 variables and 10 values. These experiments identify how well
consistency techniques like SAC approximate global consistency, and give the
ratio of the number of values pruned to the CPU times at different points in
the phase space. Debruyne and Bessiere conclude that SAC is a very promising
local consistency technique, removing most of the strong path-inconsistent values
while requiring less time than path inverse consistency.

Debruyne and Bessiere’s experiments suffer from two limitations. First, their
experiments only measure the ability of singleton arc-consistency to approxi-
mate global consistency. They do not tell us if SAC is useful within complete
search procedures like MAC. For instance, does pre-processing with singleton
arc-consistency reduce MAC’s search enough to justify its cost? Can we afford
to maintain SAC within (a number of levels of) search? Second, their experiments
were restricted to random binary problems. Do results on random problems pre-
dict well behaviour on real problems? What about non-binary problems? Can it
pay to enforce the singleton version of non-binary consistencies like GAC? Our
experiments tackle both these issues.

5.1 SAC and AC as a Pre-process

Mackworth’s AC3 algorithm was encoded and used to implement the AC and
SAC pre-processes and the domain filtering within the FC and MAC search al-
gorithms. The reason AC3 was chosen is because it allows a standard measure
of comparison between algorithms, namely the consistency check. FC was imple-
mented as a crippled version of MAC, i.e. propagation within AC3 was disabled
beyond the constraints incident on the current variable.
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Fig. 1. SAC and AC pre-processing for 〈20, 10, 0.5〉: on the left (a) effort mea-
sured as mean consistency checks and on the right (b) values deleted
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Figure 1a shows the mean pre-processing cost measured in consistency checks
for AC and SAC over 〈20, 10, 0.5〉 model-B problems with a sample size of 500
(i.e. problems studied by Debruyne and Bessiere) at each value of constraint
tightness p2. Looking at the contours for SAC and AC we see that the two blend
together at the arc-consistency phase transition (p2 ≈ 0.65). This is expected
as the first phase of SAC is to make the problem arc-consistent. If this phase
detects arc-inconsistency the problem is also SAC inconsistent and there is no
more work to do.

Figure 1b shows the average number of values removed from the problem by
pre-processing. Again, we see the SAC and AC contours blend together at the
AC phase transition. About 80% of values are deleted in order to show SAC
insolubility (p2 ≈ 0.41), and about 70% for AC insolubility. The solubility phase
transition for this problem is round about p2 ≈ 0.37, and we see next to no values
being deleted by SAC until p2 ≈ 0.38. This does not bode well for reduction in
search effort for this problem.

5.2 Search after SAC
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Fig. 2. Search cost for MAC and FC over 〈20, 10, 0.5〉 with and without pre-
processing: on the left (a) effort measured as mean consistency checks and on
the right (b) effort measured as nodes visited

Figure 2a shows the total cost of determining if a 〈20, 10, 0.5〉 problem is
soluble using the MAC and FC algorithm with various pre-processing steps,
both algorithms using the MRV dvo heuristic. Constraint tightness p2 was in-
cremented in steps of 0.01, and at each value of p2 100 problems were analyzed.
Cost is measured as average consistency checks, which also directly corresponds
to cpu times. The cost of SAC pre-processing dominates search cost. SAC-MAC
and SAC-FC compare poorly with their AC and null pre-processing equivalents.
At the solubility phase transition, p2 ≈ 0.37, the average cost of SAC-MAC
is 605K checks whereas MAC without any pre-process costs 198K checks. The
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cost of SAC pre-processing from Figure 1 is 432K checks at p2 = 0.37. This
suggests that in these problems SAC is an uneconomical overhead. In fact we
see the solubility complexity peak dominated to such a degree that it appears
shifted right to the higher value of constrainedness associated with the SAC
phase transition. Around the solubility phase transition it was observed that
for all algorithms studied soluble problems were easier than insoluble problems.
This was most notable for SAC-FC, the reason being that SAC pre-processing
frequently detected insolubility, but this was at the cost of deleting many values
from variables, changing the problem and this in turn initiates more iterations
of the outermost loop of the SAC algorithm. As an aside it should be noted that
AC-FC exhibits a twin peaked complexity contour, the second (and lower) peak
due to the AC phase transition.

Figure 2b shows cost measured in median nodes visited. SAC pre-processing
makes no impact on the size of the search tree explored until it starts to delete
values. As noted in Figure 1a, this does not begin to occur until just after the
solubility phase transition. Consequently we see a reduction in nodes visited only
as we approach the SAC phase transition, i.e. values of p2 > 0.4.

5.3 Dense Problems and Large Sparse Problems

We investigated denser problems and large sparse problems. For the dense
〈20, 10, 1.0〉 problems search costs dominate pre-processing when problems are
hard. At the solubility complexity peak p2 = 0.21 the cost of SAC pre-processing
was about 680K checks whereas SAC-MAC took 1835K checks, MAC alone took
1163K checks, SAC-FC took 931K checks, and FC alone took 258K checks.
Therefore, although SAC pre-processing shows no advantage it is now substan-
tially less effort than the search process on hard problems.

In the sparse 〈50, 10, 0.1〉 problems MAC and FC compete with each other
over hard problems. Although the SAC pre-process continues to be uneconomic,
it is just beginning to break even. In particular, on 100 (hard) instances of
〈50, 10, 0.1, 0.55〉 of the 26 insoluble instances 22 were detected by the SAC pre-
process, and 23 of the 74 soluble instances were discovered without backtracking.
In total 43 of the soluble instances took less than 100 search nodes. A study
of 〈50, 10, 0.2〉 problems, i.e large but slightly denser, showed that SAC pre-
processing was again uneconomical.

These experiments suggest that SAC pre-processing may be worthwhile on
larger sparse problems with tight constraints, but uneconomical on dense prob-
lems with relatively loose constraints.

6 Small-World Problems

To test the efficiency of singleton consistency techniques on problems with struc-
ture, we first studied “small-world” problems. These are problems that com-
bine structure and randomness. In graphs with “small world” topology, nodes
are highly clustered, whilst the path length between them is small. Recently,
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Watts and Strogatz have shown such graphs occur in many biological, social
and man-made systems that are often neither completely regular nor completely
random [WS98]. Walsh has argued that such a topology can make search prob-
lems hard since local decisions quickly propagate globally [Wal99]. To construct
graphs with such a topology, we start from the constraint graph of a struc-
tured problem like a quasigroup. Note that a quasigroup can be modelled using
either all-different constraints for each row and column or cliques of binary “not-
equals” constraints. To introduce randomness, we add edges at random in the
binary representation. Small world problems created in this way quickly become
very hard when the order of the quasigroup is increased.

Figures 3a and 3b show the median number of branches explored and the cpu
time used when GAC and SGAC are used for preprocessing small-world problems
created by randomly adding edges to an order 6 quasigroup. GAC on the all-
different constraints is maintained during search. The x-axis gives the percentage
of added edges in the total number of edges left to turn the quasigroup into a
complete graph. 100 problems were generated at each data point. We do not
include SAC and AC preprocessing in Figures 3a and 3b because they have no
impact as they do no pruning at all. This is not surprising, because of the nature
of the constraints. AC on a binary “not-equals” constraint may delete a value
from one of the variables only if the other one has a singleton domain. Likewise,
when SAC reduces a variable x to a singleton value v then v is removed from the
domain of all variables constrained with x, but no more filtering can be made.
As a result, there can be no singleton arc-inconsistent values in problems with
domain size 6.
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Fig. 3. Search cost for GAC and SGAC. On the left (a) effort measured as
branches explored and on the right (b) effort measured as cpu time used (in
seconds)

Preprocessing with SGAC is very efficient especially at the solubility com-
plexity peak and in the insoluble region, where insolubility is detected without
search for most insoluble instances. SGAC preprocessing is also cost-effective for
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soluble instances, especially for hard ones near the complexity peak, as it cuts
down the number of branches explored significantly. CPU times are also reduced
despite the cost of preprocessing. The presence of structure in the problems
makes SGAC much more efficient than on purely random problems.

7 Problems of Distance

To test singleton consistency techniques on a class of structured, and non-binary
problems, we ran experiments on a variety of problems of distance. This general
class of problems is introduced in [SSW00], and models several challenging com-
binatorial problems including Golomb rulers and all-interval series. A problem
of distances is defined by a graph in which nodes are labelled with integers, the
edges are labelled by the difference between the node labels at either end of each
edge, and there are constraints that all edge labels are different. As in [SSW00],
we model such problems with variables for both the nodes and edges, ternary
constraints of the form dij = |xi − xj | that limit the values given to the edges,
and a single all-different constraint on the edges.

7.1 Golomb Rulers

Peter van Beek has proposed the Golomb ruler problem as a challenging con-
straint satisfaction problem for the CSPLib benchmark library (available as
prob006 at http://csplib.cs.strath.ac.uk).The problem specification given
there is:

“A Golomb ruler may be defined as a set of m integers 0 = x1 < x2 <
... < xm, such that the m(m−1)/2 differences xj−xi, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, are
distinct. Such a ruler is said to contain m marks and is of length xm. The
objective is to find optimal (minimum length) or near optimal rulers.”

Golomb rulers are problems of distance in which the underlying graph is com-
plete. To turn optimization into satisfaction, we build a sequence of decision
problems, reducing am until the problem becomes unsatisfiable. The longest
currently known optimal ruler has 21 marks and length 333. Peter van Beek
reports that even quite small problems (with fewer than fifteen marks) are very
difficult for complete methods such as backtracking search, and that their diffi-
culty lies both in proving optimality and in finding a solution, since the problems
have either a unique solution or just a handful of solutions.

Table 1 shows the search cost in branches and cpu time for algorithms that
preprocess with AC, SAC and restricted SAC, and maintain GAC during search.
Although preprocessing with SAC deletes considerably more values than prepro-
cessing with AC, this is not reflected in the search effort.

Table 2 shows the search effort for algorithms that preprocess with GAC,
SGAC, and restricted SGAC, and maintain GAC on the all-different constraint
during search. SGAC deletes a large number of values during preprocessing (more
than 60% in some cases) and that has a notable effect on search. The number
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Table 1. Branches explored and cpu time in seconds when trying to find a ruler
of optimal length (F) or prove that no shorter exists (P). Preprocessing was done
with AC, SAC and restricted SAC

Marks Branches CPU time

AC SAC restricted SAC AC SAC restricted SAC

7-F 10 10 10 0.15 1.27 0.63

7-P 87 65 65 0.20 1.25 0.83

8-F 26 26 26 0.22 2.98 1.564

8-P 506 461 461 1.55 3.52 2.26

9-F 309 282 282 1.28 8.00 4.04

9-P 2489 2318 2318 8.44 13.73 10.30

10-F 1703 1692 1692 6.05 27.45 13.41

10-P 11684 9658 9665 56.18 68.16 54.17

11-F 7007 6584 6584 26.98 87.74 48.72

11-P 202137 193419 193498 1240.90 1170.77 1151.70

of explored branches is cut down, especially when trying to prove optimality,
and despite the cost of preprocessing, there is a gain in cpu times for the harder
instances. Restricted SGAC seems a better option than full SGAC since it deletes
almost the same number of values and is more efficient in cpu times.

Given the good results obtained by preprocessing with SGAC, we investigated
whether maintaining such a high level of consistency during search is worthwhile.
Our results showed that maintaining SGAC even for depth 1 in search (i.e., at
the first variable) is too expensive. When trying to find an optimal ruler, we
enforced SGAC after instantiating the first variable. As a result, the number
of branches was cut down (though not significantly), but runtimes were higher.
When trying to prove optimality, we enforced SGAC after each value of the first
variable was tried. Again there was a gain in branches, but runtimes were much
higher than before.

7.2 2-d Golomb Rulers and All-Interval Series

A Golomb ruler is a problem of distance in which the underlying graph is com-
plete (i.e. a clique). Our results with random problems suggest that singleton
consistencies will show more promise on sparser problems. What happens then
with problems of distance in which the underlying graph (and hence the associ-
ated constraint graph) is sparser? For example, in a 2-d Golomb ruler we have
(2 or more) layers of cliques, with edges between node i in clique j and node i
in clique j + 1. A 2-d Golomb ruler with k layers has a constraint graph with
approximately 1/k the edges of that of a 1-d Golomb ruler of the same size.

Table 3 shows the search effort for algorithms that preprocess with GAC,
SGAC, and restricted SGAC, and maintain GAC on the all-different constraint
during search. SGAC preprocessing reduces the number of branches, and the
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Table 2. Branches explored and cpu time in seconds when preprocessing with
GAC, SGAC and restricted SGAC

Marks Branches CPU time

GAC SGAC restricted SGAC GAC SGAC restricted SGAC

7-F 10 5 6 0.15 1.06 0.58

7-P 87 0 0 0.18 0.34 0.32

8-F 26 22 22 0.21 2.49 1.29

8-P 506 265 339 1.57 3.21 1.55

9-F 309 261 262 1.30 5.14 2.90

9-P 2489 1844 1862 8.64 8.56 5.92

10-F 1703 1592 1592 6.16 14.61 9.15

10-P 11684 7823 7924 56.35 37.65 30.77

11-F 7007 6464 6464 27.04 65.53 37.96

11-P 202137 98967 99602 1239.81 491.58 442.96

Table 3. Branches explored, and cpu time in seconds when GAC, SGAC and
restricted SGAC are used for preprocessing 2-d Golmb rulers

Marks Branches CPU time

GAC SGAC restricted SGAC GAC SGAC restricted SGAC

3-F 1 0 0 0.051 0.120 0.068

3-P 6 0 0 0.048 0.052 0.050

4-F 32 26 26 0.27 0.693 0.407

4-P 210 74 191 0.389 1.228 0.598

5-F 1404 1276 1276 2.552 3.767 3.111

5-P 8177 7521 7521 14.764 14.389 13.554

6-F 133010 113723 113723 376.23 321.553 317.033

6-P 433087 357320 357320 1420.63 1071.82 1067.32

cpu times in the harder instances (rulers with 6 marks), but the effect is not as
significant as in the 1-d case.

An even sparser problem of distance is the all-interval series problem. This
problem was proposed by Holger Hoos as a challenging constraint satisfaction
problem for the CSPLib benchmark library (available as prob007 at
http://csplib.cs.strath.ac.uk). All-interval series are problems of distance
in which the underlying graph is a simple ring. They therefore have an asso-
ciated constraint graph which is very sparse compared to 1-d and 2-d Golomb
rulers. In the case of all-interval series, preprocessing with SAC and SGAC had
no effect as no values were pruned. Also, enforcing SAC (SGAC) at depth 1 had
very little impact on the number of branches explored and increased runtimes.
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8 Related Work

As mentioned briefly before, Debruyne and Bessiere compared the ability of a
variety of different local consistencies (e.g. AC, RPC, PIC, SAC, strong PC,
and NIC) at approximating global consistency on randomly generated binary
problems with 20 variables and 10 values. [DB97]. In addition, they computed
the ratio of CPU time to number of values pruned. They concluded that SAC
and RPC are both promising, the first having a good CPU time to number of
values pruned, and the second requiring little additional CPU time to AC but
pruning most of the values of path inverse consistency. Debruyne and Bessiere
also studied singleton restricted path-consistency (SRPC) but concluded that it
is too expensive despite its ability to prune many values.

Closely related inference techniques have shown promise in the neighbour-
ing field of propositional satisfiability (SAT). One of the best procedures to
solve the SAT problem is the Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure [DLL62]. The DP
procedure consists of three main rules: the empty rule (which fails and back-
tracks when an empty clause is generated), the unit propagation rule (which
deterministically assigns any unit literal), and the branching or split rule (which
non-deterministically assigns a truth value to a chosen variable). The effective-
ness of DP is in large part due to the power of unit propagation. Note that
the unit propagation rule is effectively the “singleton” empty rule. That is, if
we assign the complement of an unit clause, the empty rule will show that the
resulting problem is unsatisfiable; we can therefore delete this assignment. Other
“singleton” consistencies (specifically that provided by the “singleton” unit rule)
might therefore be of value. Indeed, some of the best current implementations
of DP already perform a limited amount of “singleton” unit reasoning, having
heuristics that choose between a set of literals to branch upon by the amount of
unit propagation that they cause [LA97].

Smith, Stergiou and Walsh performed an extensive theoretical and empirical
analysis of the use of auxiliary variables and implied constraints in models of
problems of distance [SSW00]. They identified a large number of different models,
both binary and non-binary, and compared theoretically the level of consistency
achieved by GAC on them. Their experiments on 1-d, 2-d and circular Golomb
rulers showed that the introduction of auxiliary variables and implied constraints
significantly reduces the size of the search space. For instance, their final models
reduced the time to find an optimal 10-mark Golomb ruler 50-fold.

9 Conclusions

We have performed a comprehensive theoretical and empirical study of the ben-
efits of singleton consistencies. For example, we proved that singleton (i, j)-
consistency is sandwiched between strong (i + 1, j)-consistency and (i, j + 1)-
consistency. We also proved that, on non-binary constraints, singleton gener-
alized arc-consistency (the singleton extension of generalized arc-consistency)
is strictly stronger than both generalized arc-consistency and singleton arc-
consistency (on the binary decomposition). Singleton generalized arc-consistency
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is, however, incomparable to neighbourhood inverse consistency and strong path-
consistency (on the binary decomposition). Singleton generalized arc-consistency
is a very high level of consistency to achieve. Nevertheless our experiments
showed that it can be worthwhile if we have an efficient algorithm (as we do
for all-different constraints). We ran experiments on both random and struc-
tured problems. On random problems, singleton arc-consistency was rarely cost-
effective as a pre-processing technique. However, it did best on sparse problems.
Results on problems with structure were quite different. On small-world prob-
lems, 1-d and 2-d Golomb rulers, singleton generalized arc-consistency was often
cost-effective as a pre-processing technique, especially on large and insoluble
problems. Unlike random problems, more benefits were seen on dense prob-
lems than on sparse problems. Our experiments also showed that restricting
algorithms that enforce singleton consistencies to one pass only gave a small
reduction in the amount of pruning.

What general lessons can be learned from this study? First, singleton consis-
tencies can be useful for pre-processing but can be too expensive for maintain-
ing, even during the initial parts of search only. Second, singleton consistencies
appear to be most beneficial on large, unsatisfiable and structured problems.
Third, limiting algorithms that enforce singleton consistencies to a single pass
makes a small dent on their ability to prune values, and can thus improve their
cost-effectiveness. Fourth, provided we have an efficient algorithm, it can pay
to enforce consistencies as high as singleton generalized arc-consistency. And
finally, random problems can be very misleading. Our experiments on random
problems suggested that pre-processing with singleton consistencies was rarely
cost-effective and that it was most beneficial on sparse problems. The results of
our experiments on structured problems could hardly be more contradictory.
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Abstract. Constraint programming offers a variety of modeling objects
such as logical and global constraints, that lead to concise and clear
models for expressing combinatorial optimization problems. We propose
a way to provide a linear formulation of such a model and detail, in par-
ticular, the transformation of some global constraints. An automatic pro-
cedure for producing and updating formulations has been implemented
and we illustrate it on combinatorial optimization problems.

Keywords: linear formulation, global constraints, hybrid solvers

1 Introduction

Constraint programming (CP) offers a variety of modeling facilities, such as log-
ical and global constraints, that lead to concise and clear models for expressing
combinatorial optimization problems. CP models contain useful structural infor-
mation permitting the development of dedicated and efficient domain reduction
algorithms for high-level constraints and the design of efficient ad hoc solution
search strategies. Industrial implementations (CHIP [4] and ILOG Solver [18],
for instance) have shown the effectiveness of CP for solving problems in different
areas.
Mixed integer programming (MIP) techniques are also an effective and widely

used method for solving combinatorial optimization problems. With MIP, the
model is limited to a set of linear constraints over binary, integer, or real vari-
ables. A MIP formulation is sometimes far from natural and contains little struc-
tural information. The emphasis is on having good linear relaxations of the prob-
lem. Consequently, MIP solvers maintain a relaxed optimal solution of the linear
relaxation and generate cutting planes to strengthen the relaxation [22].
In this paper, we propose a way to provide a MIP formulation of a CP model.

The aim of this transformation is threefold. First, it permits the use of a MIP
solver for solving a CP model. This is for solving models where MIP techniques
are effective, without having to give a linear formulation. Second, it permits the
use of constraint programming capabilities for designing search strategies on the
high level model together with linear relaxations. Solving the linear relaxation
provides a lower bound that prunes the search space, while the relaxed optimal
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solution guides the search towards optimal solutions [2,13]. Third, it facilitates
the use of hybrid solvers where domain reduction algorithms cooperate with
a linear relaxation solver. This last approach has been shown to be promising
(see [8,17,15,13]).
In the following we detail, in particular, the reformulation of the “all differ-

ent” constraint [14]; constraints over occurrences of values such as “atmost”,
“atleast”, and “among” [4]; constraints for variable indexing such as “ele-
ment” [19]; and the “cycle” constraint [4]. The formulations presented can be
viewed as an extension of the work done by Wallace et al. on the automatic trans-
formation of a constraint logic program (including alldifferent constraints) to a
MIP model [16] and of the work done on the transformation of logical formulas
to MIP models [21,11] which is closely related to the seminal work of Balas and
Jeroslow on disjunctive programming [3,10].
The linear formulation of a constraint is divided into two sets: the set of linear

constraints that are required for the linearization and the set of linear constraints
that are delayed. The latter are cutting planes that are added to the linear for-
mulation when they are violated by the relaxed optimal solution. Cutting plane
generation is embedded in the propagation process of the high-level constraint.
Thus a global constraint can propagate not only new domains but also arbitrary
constraints. Generating cutting planes from a global constraint by using the
structure of the constraints is a clean integration of integer programming tech-
niques into constraint programming which is related to the work of Bockmayer
et al. [5]. However, this approach does not address the problem of systematically
providing a linear formulation of models containing global constraints.
An automatic procedure for producing and updating formulations has been

implemented and we illustrate it on problems such as the asymmetric traveling
salesman problem, the facility location problem, and the quadratic assignment
problem. Interestingly, our general reformulation of a natural CP model of a
problem often gives a standard and even strong MIP formulation. Some experi-
mental results are also given to illustrate the effectiveness of this method.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives details about how

high-level constraints are reformulated in general. In Section 3 the reformulation
of some global constraints is given. In Section 4, three applications are presented,
and Section 5 concludes this article.

2 Constraint Reformulation

A constraint programming model is composed of variables and constraints. Con-
straints can be (1) domain constraints, (2) elementary constraints such as arith-
metic constraints, and (3) high-level constraints which can be logical [20] or
global constraints [4]. A linear formulation of these constraints needs to address
two important issues. The first is the strength of the formulation that determines
relevance of the linear relaxation; the second is maintaining this strength during
the search.
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2.1 Linear Reformulation

A linear reformulation of a set S of constraints over a set of variables V is a
set S′ of linear constraints over variables V ∪ V ′ such that both sets have the
same solutions on variables V .
A set of linear constraints defines a convex set. Let Q be the solutions set

of a high level constraint c. The strongest linear formulation of c represents the
smallest convex set containing the solutions of Q. This set is called the convex
hull of Q and the associated linear constraints represent a sharp formulation
of Q [21]. The closer a formulation to a sharp one, the stronger it is.
Various sharp formulations can represent the same solution set. Moreover,

in many cases the size of a strong formulation can be huge and it is desirable
to avoid considering the whole reformulation at the same time. Therefore, the
linear formulation F(c) of a constraint c is divided into two sets:

F(c) = L(c) ∪ D(c)
where L(c) is the set of linear constraints that are required in the reformulation
and D(c) is a set of linear constraints whose addition is delayed. Constraints
of D(c) are cutting planes that are not stored explicitly, but generated when
needed. They are added when violated by the relaxed optimal solution. In the
following, not specifying D(c) means that no constraint is delayed.
Constraints are not reformulated independently. Domain constraints are also

considered. That is if SD is the set of domain constraints of S, a formulation
of SD ∪ {c} is provided for c.
Since many logical conditions over linear constraints can be represented as

a disjunction of convex sets, research in this field has focused on the linear
representation of such disjunctions. A sharp formulation ofD = {Ax ≤ b∨A′x ≤
b′} can have an exponential number of constraints when expressed on variables x.
However, by introducing two new vectors of variables x1 and x2 and two binary
variables γ1 and γ2, a sharp formulation of D is given by the system:

L(D) =




Ax1 ≤ γ1b
A′x2 ≤ γ2b

′

x = x1 + x2

γ1 + γ2 = 1
γi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ {1, 2}

This fundamental result is known as the disjunctive formulation, which was
developed by Balas and Jeroslow [3,10]. This transformation is applied in the
following for constraints that can be restated as disjunctions of linear constraint
sets.

2.2 Maintaining Sharpness under Domain Reduction

An important property of a linear formulation that is used together with a
Branch and Bound search is hereditary sharpness, where the formulation re-
mains sharp when variables are fixed from a parent node to a child node of the
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search tree [21]. In constraint programming with hybrid solvers, we need to go
further. Since new domains are inferred when going down the search tree, we
must maintain the sharpness under domain reduction. In [13] a general principle
called tight cooperation is presented where linear formulations of high level struc-
tures are dynamically updated with variable fixing and cutting planes generation
when domains are reduced. This goes beyond the classical solvers cooperation
framework, where only bounds on variables are exchanged between the domain
reduction solver and the linear optimizer [2,17].
The same approach is applied herein. For each constraint, the formulation is

updated so that the modifications done during search on the (high-level) con-
straint programming model are reflected on the (low-level) linear formulation.
As an example, suppose that in the disjunctive formulation above, the alterna-
tive Ax ≤ b becomes unsolvable w.r.t. new domains on variables x at a node of
the search tree. Fixing the variable γ1 to 0 maintains the sharpness of the for-
mulation w.r.t to new domains. Conversely, if Ax ≤ b is entailed w.r.t domains
of x, the variable γ1 must be fixed to 1.

3 Reformulation of Constraint Programming Models

This section details the reformulation of domain constraints and some high-level
constraints, such as the alldifferent constraint, constraints over occurrences of
variables, variations of the element constraint, the cycle constraint, and unary
meta constraints.

3.1 Domain Constraint

A sharp linear formulation of a domain constraint x ∈ D is obtained by the dis-
junctive formulation of

∨
a∈D(x = a). For writing ease, let’s denote the variable

introduced for the alternative x = a by vx=a. It is assumed that vx=a = 0 when
a /∈ D. The linear formulation of a domain constraint is thus:

L(x ∈ D) =




∑
a∈D

vx=a = 1

0 ≤ vx=a ≤ 1 for a ∈ D
integer(vx=a) for a ∈ D

D(x ∈ D) =
{
x =

∑
a∈D

a× vx=a (1)

The addition of constraints linking the binary variables and the original vari-
able is delayed, because the linear formulation of high-level constraints often
concerns the binary variables only. This is the case for the constraints presented
below. Thus, delaying these constraints significantly reduces the size of the linear
problem solved in practice.
The impact of constraint propagation algorithms is reduced domains for vari-

ables. The linear formulation of a domain constraint can be updated when the
domain D is reduced to a new domain D′. To maintain the sharpness of the
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formulation, variables are fixed depending on the values removed, according to
the following propagation rules:

∀α ∈ D,α /∈ D′ ⇔ vx=α = 0
D′ = {α} ⇔ vx=α = 1

Conversely, if some variables of the reformulation are fixed with an integer pro-
gramming technique such as reduced cost fixing [22], the original domain is
updated. Observe that variable fixing ensures that the value of x in the relaxed
optimal solution stays between the lower and upper bound of its domain.
All linear formulations below reuse the variables introduced for the reformu-

lation of the domain constraint. Therefore, these rules are sufficient to maintain
sharpness of all global constraints presented in the following. Note also that,
in many cases, these updating rules are sufficient to ensure that the delayed
constraint is satisfied. Consequently, it may never be added.

3.2 Alldifferent Constraint

The constraint alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn) is satisfied if variables x1, . . . , xn have
different values. A sharp formulation of this constraint is well-known: it is that
of a bipartite matching [22].
Let K =

⋃n
i=1 Di be the union of domains. The linearization of this con-

straint formulates that each value of K can be given at most once to any of the
variables x1, . . . , xn. Hence we have

L(alldifferent(x1, . . . , xn)) =

{
n∑

i=1

vxi=j ≤ 1, j ∈ K

}

Example 1 Assuming that x1, x2, x3 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and γij = vxi=j we have

L(alldifferent(x1, x2, x3)) =




γ11 + γ21 + γ31 ≤ 1
γ12 + γ22 + γ32 ≤ 1
γ13 + γ22 + γ33 ≤ 1
γ14 + γ24 + γ34 ≤ 1




3.3 Constraint over Occurrences of Values

Many requirements in practical problems limit the number of values that a set
of variables can have in a solution. This is the case for the among [4] constraint
of CHIP and the distribute constraint of ILOG Solver [18].
The among constraint restricts the number of variables from a set having a

given value. The constraint

among(y, [x1, . . . , xn], [a1, . . . , ak])
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where xi and y are variables and ai are real numbers, is satisfied when exactly y
variables among x1, . . . , xn have their value in the set {a1, . . . , ak}. The formu-
lation of this constraint specifies that each of the values ai must be taken y times
by variables xi:

L(among(y, [x1, . . . , xn], [a1, . . . , ak])) =


y =

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

vxi=aj




Without going into details, this formulation is obviously sharp since the as-
sociated one line matrix is totally unimodular (see [22]).

Example 2 Assuming that x1, x2, x3 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and γij = vxi=j we have

L(among(y, [x1, x2, x3], [1, 3]) = {y = γ11 + γ21 + γ31 + γ13 + γ23 + γ33}
The ILOG Solver constraint distribute([x1 . . . , xn], [a1, . . . , ak], [y1, . . . , yk]) is

satisfied if the number of variables among x1, . . . , xn having the value ai is equal
to the variable yi. It has a sharp formulation when formulated as a conjunction of
among constraints: among(y1, [x1, . . . , xn], [a1]) ∧ . . .∧ among (yk, [x1, . . . , xn],
[ak])}.
Note that the cardinality constraint atmost(α, [x1, . . . , xn], β) and the

constraint atleast(α, [x1, . . . , xn], β) which require the number of variables
from x1, . . . , xn that take the value β to be respectively atmost or atleast α,
are also a special case of among constraints, and thus can be given a sharp
formulation the same way.

3.4 Element Constraint

The constraint element was probably one of the first global constraints intro-
duced in constraint logic programming systems [19]. The syntax is:

element(x, [a1, . . . , an], z)

where z is a variable, x is a variable whose domain Dx is a subset of {1, . . . , n},
and ai are real values. This constraint is satisfied if z is equal to the xth value of
the array [a1, . . . , an]. In [9], this constraint is formulated by inequalities over x
and z variables. Since we deal with domain constraints, we give a different for-
mulation that has the advantage of being efficiently updated when domains are
reduced.
Solutions of this constraint can also be represented by the disjunction∨n

i=1(x = i ∧ z = ai). Assuming that Dx = {1, . . . n}, its disjunctive formu-
lation gives the set: 



z = a1γ1 + · · ·+ anγn

x = γ1 + · · ·+ nγn

γ1 + · · ·+ γn = 1
0 ≤ γi ≤ 1 for i ∈ Dx

integer(γi) for i ∈ Dx
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Since all constraints, except the first one, formulate the domain constraint on x,
we have

L(element(x, [a1, . . . , an], z)) =

{
z =

∑
i∈Dx

aivx=i

}

Example 3

L
(
x ∈ {1, 2, 3}
element(x, [7, 8, 12], z)

)
=




x = γ1 + 2γ2 + 3γ3

γ1 + γ2 + γ3 = 1
z = 7γ1 + 8γ2 + 12γ3

0 ≤ γi ≤ 1 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
integer(γi) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}




Note that in this example, and in general, a compact reformulation is ob-
tained if the variable vx=i is used for the alternative y = ai. Consequently, the
linear formulation of this constraint does not require any variables in addition
to those that are introduced for domain constraints of x.
Element constraints can also be defined on higher dimensional arrays. Con-

sider an element constraint element(x, y, A, z) over an m× n matrix A where x
and y are variables having domainsDx ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} and Dy ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, which
is satisfied when z is equal to the element Ax,y. This constraint has the following
disjunctive formulation: ∨

i=1,...,m j=1,...,n

(x = i ∧ y = j ∧ z = Aij)

Thus a sharp formulation is:

L(element(x, y, A, z)) =


vx=i =

∑
j=1,...,n

(vz=Aij ) for i ∈ Dx

vy=j =
∑

i=1,...,m

(vz=Aij ) for j ∈ Dy

The variables γij can be reused for vz=Aij provided that the value Aij appears
only once in the matrix.
Example 4

L



x ∈ {1, 2}
y ∈ {1, 2, 3}
element(x, y,

[
7 8 4
3 1 2

]
, z)


 =




x = γ1 + 2γ2

γ1 + γ2 = 1
y = δ1 + 2δ2 + 3δ3
δ1 + δ2 + δ3 = 1
z = 7λ1 + 8λ2 + 4λ3 + 3λ4 + 1λ5 + 2λ6

λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4 + λ5 + λ6 = 1
γ1 = λ1 + λ2 + λ3

γ2 = λ4 + λ5 + λ6

δ1 = λ1 + λ4

δ2 = λ2 + λ5

δ3 = λ3 + λ6

0 ≤ γi ≤ 1, integer(γi) for i ∈ {1, 2}
0 ≤ δi ≤ 1, integer(δi) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
0 ≤ λi ≤ 1, integer(λi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}
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This formulation can be easily extended to the case of an array of arbitrary
dimensions.

3.5 Cycle Constraint

The constraint cycle(k, [x1, . . . , xn]), where k is a positive integer and xi are
variables having domains Di ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, is mainly used to solve routing prob-
lems [4]. This constraint is satisfied when the values of the variables define k
disjoint circuits in an directed graph such that each node is visited exactly once.
Initially, a variable xi is associated with the node i, the domainDi corresponding
to the set of possible nodes that can be visited from i.
A cycle in a set of variables {x1, . . . , xn} is a sequence of p indexes

C(1), ..., C(p) such that C(i + 1) ∈ DC(i) for i < p and C(p) ∈ DC(1). For
instance if we have x1 ∈ {2, 3}, x2 ∈ {1, 3}, x3 ∈ {2, 3} the sequence C(1) = 1,
C(2) = 3, C(3) = 2 is a cycle and thus the constraint cycle(1, [x1, x2, x3]) is
satisfied by the assignment x1 = 3, x2 = 1, x3 = 2.
The formulation of the cycle constraint requires that each node must belong

to a single circuit. This is equivalent to the formulation of an alldifferent con-
straint. To constrain the number of cycles to be at most k, the formulation also
enforces connectivity on a partition of k+1 subset of {1, . . . , n}. There must be
at least one variable having its index in one set and its value in another set. The
number of constraints enforcing this is exponential, thus their addition to the
linear model is delayed. To constrain the number of cycles to be atleast k, the
formulation enforces that for each set of k − 1 disjoint cycles covering all nodes
(called a k − 1 cycle-cover), one of the cycles must be broken.
L(cycle(k, [x1, . . . , xn])) = L(alldifferent([x1, . . . , xn]))
D(cycle(k, [x1, . . . , xn])) =


k+1∑
e=1

∑
i∈Se

∑
j∈P\Se

(vxi=j) ≥ 1
for all partition (S1, . . . , Sk+1) of {1, . . . , n}, Sp �= ∅

k−1∑
e=1

∑
i∈Ce

(vxCe(i)=Ce(i+1)) ≤ n− 1
for all k − 1 cycle-cover (C1, . . . , Ck−1) of {1, . . . , n}

Observe that when k = 1, the set of delayed constraints represents the family
of subtour elimination inequalities [22]. Consequently, this formulation is not
sharp in general but, as it will be shown in the section of experimental results, it
is strong enough to handle cycle constraints involving a few hundred variables.
Stronger formulations could be obtained by generalizing stronger cuts for the
case where k = 1; that is other strong cuts used to solve traveling salesman
problems.

3.6 Higher-Order Expressions

Higher order expressions are arithmetic constraints that appear as terms in a
constraint. For instance, (x + y ≤ 1) + (y = 5) = 1 contains two higher-order
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expressions. The linear formulation of such constraints can be obtained by using
the big-M formulation which introduces a binary variable for each constraint as
a term [11]. It has been used in [16] for reformulating constraint logic programs
as MIP models.
When using domain constraints, higher-order unary constraints must be han-

dled differently. For instance, the occurrence of an expression (x = 2) in a linear
constraint should be replaced by the variable vx=2 and not by the binary vari-
able of the big-M formulation. More generally, here is how to reformulate unary
higher order terms into linear terms in the general case.

L′((x = a)) = (vx=a)
L′((x �= a)) = (1 − vx=a)
L′((x ≥ a)) = (

∑
i∈Dx,i≥a

vx=i)

L′((x ≤ a)) = (
∑

i∈Dx,i≤a

vx=i)

The mapping L′ is an extension of the mapping L to the set of higher or-
der terms. Note that, here again, the formulation does not introduce any new
variables but reuses variables from the reformulation of the domain constraints.

4 Examples of Problem Solving Using Reformulation

A system has been implemented on the top of ILOG Planner/CPLEX [12] (for
handling linear formulation) and ILOG Solver [18] (for domain reduction). It
automatically reformulates a CP model into a MIP model. In this section, we
detail the modeling of three classes of problems. For each of them we study the
MIP formulation. To show the effectiveness of the method, some practical results
are also given. In the following, all computation times are given in seconds on a
Pentium II-300.

4.1 Facility Location Problem

This example illustrates the creation of a new global constraint. This is not
for developing an efficient domain reduction algorithm, as is usually done in
constraint programming, but to capture the structure of part of a model, whose
sharp formulation must be delayed.
The facility location problem is to assignm clients to n depots that deliver to

clients. A fixed cost fj is associated with the use of depot j and a transportation
cost cij if client i is delivered from depot j. A depot has a maximum number of
clients wj that it can serve. The problem is to decide which depots to open and
which depot serves each client so as to minimize the fixed and transportation
costs.
To model this problem, a binary variable yj is introduced for each depot. It

is equal to 1 if the depot j is open and to 0 otherwise. We also introduce for each
client i, a variable xi whose value corresponds to the depot that serves it. Thus
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Weak Model Strong Model

Problem Time Ch. Pts Time

cap101 > 1000 0 3.9

cap102 > 1000 1 6.7

cap111 > 1000 2 11.0

cap112 > 1000 7 15.6

cap113 > 1000 14 21.8

cap114 > 1000 21 33.5

cap131 > 1000 0 21.3

cap132 > 1000 0 18.5

cap133 > 1000 0 20.7

cap134 > 1000 0 22.0

Fig. 1. Results on Facility Location Problems

we have the constraint xi ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The whole problem can be formulated
in the following way:

min
n∑

j=1

fjyj +
m∑

i=1

zi

s.t.




yj ∈ {0, 1} for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (f1)
xi ∈ {1, . . . , n} for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (f2)
element(xi, [ci1, . . . , cin], zi) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (f3)
(x1 = j) + · · ·+ (xm = j) ≤ wjyj for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} (f4)

The constraint element associates a cost zi with a customer i, depending on
the warehouse xi that serves it. The last n higher-order constraints enforce that
not more than wj customers from x1, . . . , xm can be assigned to a depot j whose
decision variable is yj .
It is well known that this formulation can be strengthened by constraints

vxi=j ≤ yj, whose logical meaning is to force yj to be 1 if the jth depot serves
customer i (see [22]). In fact, these constraints define the convex hull of the solu-
tion set of each constraint (f4). Since there are n×m strengthening constraints
for a problem, it is efficient to delay their addition. To capture this structure, we
introduce a new global constraint serve(j, y, [x1, . . . , xm], w) where j is a depot
index, y is the binary variable associated with this depot, xi are the variables as-
sociated with clients, and w is the depot capacity. This constraint is introduced
in place of each constraint (f4). Its linear formulation is:

L(serve(j, y, [x1, . . . , xm], w)) =

{
n∑

i=1

vxi=j ≤ w × y

}

D(serve(j, y, [x1, . . . , xm], w)) = {vxi=j ≤ y for i = 1, . . . ,m}
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To illustrate the effect of this new formulation, experiments were made on a
list of problems from the OR Library1. The problems considered have from 25
to 50 facilities and 50 clients. Problems are solved using constraint programming
and linear relaxations only. That is we use ILOG Solver to program the search
over the linear optimizer ILOG Planner/CPLEX. The search strategy is based on
the relaxed optimal solution. It chooses the expression (xi = j) whose relaxed
solution is the closest to 0.5. This is to apply the first fail principle: these ex-
pressions are, a priori, the most difficult to instantiate. A binary choice point is
created to explore either the subproblem when stating xi = j or the one when
stating xi �= j. A solution is found when all variables have integer values.
The results are presented in figure 1. A comparison is made between solving

the model with the constraints (f4) (Weak Model) and the one with the global
constraint ”serve” (Strong Model). The Strong model is solved in less than a
minute for all instances considered, while no weak models were solved within
the time limit of 1000 seconds.

4.2 Traveling Salesman Problem

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is to visit a set of cities exactly once
while minimizing the sum of the costs cij of going from a city i to a city j. The
cost cij can be different from cji, in which case the problem is asymmetric. It can
be modeled very concisely in constraint programming with the constraint cycle.
For n cities to visit, n variables xi are introduced, whose domain is included
in {1, . . . , n} and that are assigned in a solution to the city to visit after i. A
constraint programming formulation uses element constraints to associate a cost
with each visit leaving a city and a cycle constraint for enforcing that visits must
be done in one tour. The term to minimize is the sum of each visiting cost.

min
n∑

i=1

zi

s.t.



element(xi, [ci1, . . . , cin], zi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
cycle(1, [x1, . . . , xn]).
xi ∈ Dxi , Dxi ⊂ {1, . . . , n} for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

The linear constraints in the required part of the reformulation of this model
define an assignment problem, which corresponds to the standard initial relax-
ation to solve this problem [22].
Two approaches to solve this model are compared. Some experimental results

are given on small instances of symmetric and asymmetric traveling salesman
problem (TSP) from the TSPLIB suite2.
The first approach (Propag. + cost) uses the domain reduction techniques of

ILOG Solver and, in addition, a constraint alldiff([x1, . . . , xn]) that takes into
account the objective function and performs pruning using an embedded assign-
ment problem solver [7,6]. This approach outperforms previous pure constraint
1 Problems are available at http://mscmga.ms.ic.ac.uk/jeb/orlib/capinfo.html
2 Problems are available at http://softlib.rice.edu/softlib/tsplib/
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Asymmetric TSP Symmetric TSP

Propag. + cost Linear Relax. Propag. + cost Linear Relax.

Problem Fails Time Ch. Pts Time Problem Fails Time Ch. Pts Time

br17 - - 9 0.3 gr17 646 0.7 0 0.3

ry48p 100000 248.0 40 12.2 gr21 31 0.1 0 0.2

ft53 6900 630.0 272 47.7 gr24 120 0.3 5 0.7

ft70 113 3.7 5 5.4 fri26 1600 2.9 1 0.7

ftv33 - - 2136 195.2 bays29 8800 13.7 8 1.5

ftv35 - - 5547 4137.2

ftv38 - - 36987 2697.3

ftv44 - - 841 116.1

ftv47 - - 27910 2730.6

kro124p 121000 1321.2 46 58.2

Fig. 2. Results on Traveling Salesman Problems

programming approaches and compares well with a dedicated approach. Several
search strategies have been used and we give for each problem the time and
number of fails obtained by the best approach. The results concern the proof
time only, that is the time spent after having found an optimal solution because
the method was not able to find rapidly optimal solutions. Entries are blank for
problems that have not been tried.
The second approach (Linear Relax.) uses the formulation above. It solves

the problem by using linear relaxations only. It uses ILOG Solver to program the
search over the linear optimizer ILOG Planner/CPLEX. The search strategy used
is the same as that used for the facility location problem. Here full computation
times are given, that is the time for finding an optimal solution plus the time
spent to prove optimality.
The results are presented in figure 2. The approach using linear relaxations

often gives better results on larger problems. This is not very surprising, since
the relaxation provided by the cutting planes added by the cycle constraint is
tighter than that of the assignment problem. More important is to observe that
the search strategy using the relaxed optimal solution allows us to find an op-
timal solution quickly. Appropriate choices are made for the variables, due to
the tightness of the relaxation. It is interesting to note that the cutting planes
are added locally to a node of the search tree and are removed when backtrack-
ing. This eliminates automatically irrelevant cuts, since those generated on one
branch are mostly useless on other branches at the same level. Note also that
many fewer choice points are needed to solve the problem. However, the time
spent per node is larger since cutting plane generation is more time consuming
than domain reduction.
Results obtained when using domain reduction in addition to linear relax-

ation are not presented here, because we uniformly obtained a slight reduction
of search space together with a slight slowdown.
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Propagation Linear Relax Cooperation

Problem Ch. Pts Time Ch. Pts Time Ch. Pts Time

7× 7 (1) 9207 3720.1 51 15.1 49 17.2

7× 7 (2) 11249 4261.2 37 13.3 32 12.1

8× 8 > 5000 184 109.2 154 90.3

9× 9 (1) > 5000 652 780.6 295 580.5

9× 9 (2) > 5000 1183 2280.7 621 1780.1

Fig. 3. Results on Quadratic Programming Problem Instances

4.3 Quadratic Assignment Problem

The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) problem consists of locating n facto-
ries in n cities. There is a flow Aij between factory i and factory j and there is
a cost dlk for each unit of flow transported from city l to city k. The problem is
to determine where to locate the factories while minimizing the flow transporta-
tion cost, that is, Aij × dloc(i)loc(j) where loc(i) is the location of factory i. This
problem is strongly NP-Hard and instances having n ≥ 15 are difficult to solve
in practice.
A constraint programming formulation is possible by way of element con-

straints on matrices. For each city, a variable xi ∈ {1, . . . , n} is introduced whose
value is the factory number that is build in this city. These variables are con-
strained to take different values. Also, n× n variables yij are introduced. Each
of them is assigned to the cost of transporting the flow from city i to city j. The
constraint programming formulation is thus

min
∑

i,j=1,...,n

dij × yij

s.t.




xi ∈ {1, . . . , n} for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
yij ∈ {Auv | u, v = 1, . . . , n} for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
alldifferent(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
element(xi, xj , A, yij) for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

where A is the matrix of flow between factories.
Interestingly, the reformulation of this problem gives the tight linear for-

mulation introduced recently by Adams and Jonhson [1]. Several lower bounds
introduced for solving QAP with a MIP solver can be considered as approxi-
mations of the lower bound given by this formulation. Unfortunately, the refor-
mulation introduces a large number of binary variables and constraints, which
create formulations having a large size for n ≥ 8.
Nevertheless, we have solved problems having with up to 9 cities with this

approach. The search strategy is the same as that used for previous examples.
Note that only variables x need to be instantianted, since fixing these variables
implies that variables y are also fixed. The results presented in figure 3 show
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the solving of the model with a pure CP approach (Propagation) using ILOG
Solver, an approach using linear relaxation in constraint programming (Linear
Relax.) and an approach using domain reduction together with linear relaxation
(Cooperation).
We can observe that the pure domain reduction approach cannot solve prob-

lems having a size greater than 7. The approach using linear relaxations only
finds optimal solutions rapidly thanks to the relaxed optimal solution. It is worth
observing that the cooperative approach is faster than any of the others. This
is mainly due to pertinent domain reduction done by global constraints that
tighten the linear relaxation.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a linear formulation for commonly used global constraints
like alldiff, atleast, among, element, cycle and meta constraints. Our lineariza-
tion provides a set of required linear constraints and a set of delayed linear
constraints added when violated. Specific formulations can also be defined to
capture problem substructures having a strong linear formulation.
The first advantage is that the problem statement is more concise and expres-

sive than in integer programming. Interestingly, formulations produced automat-
ically are often standard and tight for the problem considered. Moreover, linear
constraints and binary variables introduced can be fully ignored when designing
search strategies. Practical results on combinatorial optimization problems show
that this approach can be effective.
We believe that automatic reformulations will be a fundamental aspect of

modeling systems since this allows the use of linear relaxations while avoiding
the need to provide a linear formulation. Our current research is to experiment
with more problems that can benefit from this approach, to identify useful sub-
structures, and to provide a strong formulation for them.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a new method to prune the domains
of the variables in constrained optimization problems where the objective
function is defined by a sum y = Σxi, and where variables xi are subject
to difference constraints of the form xj − xi ≤ c. An important appli-
cation area where such problems occur is deterministic scheduling with
the mean flow time as optimality criteria. Classical approaches perform
a local consistency filtering after each reduction of the bound of y. The
drawback of these approaches comes from the fact that the constraints
are handled independently. We introduce here a global constraint that
enables to tackle simultaneously the whole constraint system, and thus,
yields a more effective pruning of the domains of the xi when the bounds
of y are reduced. An efficient algorithm, derived from Dikjstra’s short-
est path algorithm, is introduced to achieve interval consistency on this
global constraint.

1 Introduction

A great part of the success of constraint programming techniques in solving
combinatorial problems is due to the capabilities of filtering algorithms to prune
the search space. Roughly speaking, a filtering algorithm attempts to remove
values from the domains of all variables occurring in a constraint whenever the
domain of one of these variables is modified.

Arc consistency filtering algorithms on binary constraints are very popu-
lar but significant gains in performance have also been obtained during recent
years with filtering algorithms associated with more complex constraints [Sim96].
These new filtering algorithms work on so–called “global constraints”, e.g., cu-
mulative constraint [BC94], edge-finder algorithm [CP94,Nui94], all–diff con-
straint [Rég94], cardinality constraint [HD91,Rég96]. They take into account
the relations between the different occurrences of the same variable in a given
set of constraints.

In this paper, we introduce a new global constraint that can achieve signif-
icant domain pruning in constrained optimization problems where the objective
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function is defined by a sum y = Σxi, and where the variables xi are subject to
difference constraints of the form xj−xi ≤ c. Two important applications where
such constraint systems occur are minimizing mean flow time and minimizing
tardiness in deterministic scheduling problems. The following presentation of
these applications is adapted from [BESW93].

The mean flow time is defined by F = 1
n

∑n
j=1(Cj − rj) where Cj and rj

are respectively the completion time and the ready time of task Tj. Difference
constraints are due to the precedence constraints and the distances between
the tasks (and therefore between their completion times). The mean flow time
criterion is important from the user’s point of view since its minimization yields
a minimization of the mean response time and the mean in-process time of the
scheduled tasks set.
The mean tardiness is defined by D = 1

n

∑n
j=1(Dj) where Dj = max(Cj−dj , 0),

and where dj is the due date of task Tj. Minimizing this criteria is useful when
penalty functions are defined in accordance with due dates.
Both problems are NP -hard in most interesting cases [BESW93,DKD97].

Currently, in the constraint programming framework, such optimization
problems are tackled by solving a sequence of decision problems: the solution of
each decision problem must not only satisfy the initial constraint system but it
must also provide a better bound than the best-known solution. In other words,
each new decision problem must satisfy an additional constraint specifying that
the value of y is better than the current bound. To take advantage of this
additional constraint to cut the search space, and thus to avoid redoing almost
always the same work for each decision problem, we introduce here a new global
constraint.

In the remainder of this section we first detail the motivation of our approach
before showing how it works on a short example.

1.1 Motivation

We consider the constrained optimization problem:
Minimize f(x)
subject to pi(x) ≤ 0 (i = 1, . . . ,m)

qi(x) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , r)
where f is a scalar function of a vector x of n components, pi(x) and qi(x) are
functions which may be non-linear. We assume that an initial box D is given
(i.e., the domains of x are bounded) and we seek the global minimum of f(x)
in D. For the sake of simplicity, we also assume in the rest of the paper that f
is a sum of the form y = Σi=n

i=1 xi. Handling a sum of the form y = Σi=n
i=1 aixi is

straightforward as shown in Section 6.
Efficient filtering algorithms are available for sum constraints but in our

case these algorithms are weakened by the fact that variables xi involved in
the objective function also occur in many other constraints. Among all these
constraints, there is a subset of binary inequalities that only involve variables
occurring in the objective function. Such inequalities may correspond to distance
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constraints as well as to constraints which have been introduced to break down
symmetries of the problem to solve.

Note that the binary inequalities and the sum only model a sub–problem of
a real application. Additional constraints are required to capture all the restric-
tions and features. So, what is needed is an efficient filtering algorithm for the
conjunction of binary inequalities and the sum constraint.

Dechter et al [DMP91] have shown that shortest path algorithms can effi-
ciently tackle such systems of inequalities in temporal constraint networks prob-
lems. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new global constraint, named
IS, which handles as a single global constraint the sum constraint and a system
of binary inequalities. An efficient algorithm —using a shortest path algorithm
on a graph of reduced costs— is introduced to achieve interval consistency (see
definition 1) on this global constraint. Before going into the details, let us outline
the advantages of this approach on a short example.

1.2 An Illustrative Example

Consider the constraint network C = {C1 : x1 + x2 = y, C2 : (x1 ≤ x2 − 1)}
where D(x1) = [0, 6], D(x2) = [1, 7] and D(y) = [1, 13]. Interval [a, b] denotes
the set of integer S = {k : a ≤ k ∧ k ≤ b}.
Constraint network C is arc consistent. Now, suppose that min(y) is set to 6. Arc
consistency is unable to achieve any domain pruning. This is due to the fact that
arc consistent filtering handles the constraints one by one. Now, let us examine
what happens when constraints C1 and C2 are handled as a single constraint. To
satisfy constraint C2, the value of x1 must be strictly less than the value of x2,
and thus, constraint C1 cannot be satisfied when x2 takes its values in [1, 3]. So,
values [1, 3] in D(x2) can be deleted. On this example, a global handling of C1

and C2 drastically reduces the search space.

1.3 A Brief Summary of Our Framework

The filtering process on C1 and C2 is exactly what will be performed on global
constraint IS. More precisely, let:

– a sum constraint Sum defined by y = Σi=n
i=1 xi,

– a set of binary inequalities Ineq = {xi − xj ≤ cji, (i, j ∈ [1, n])},
– a set of domain constraints Dom = {li ≤ xi ≤ ui, (i ∈ [1, n])}.

The global constraint IS is defined by Ineq ∪ Dom ∪ {Sum}. Each time a
bound of y is modified, the filtering on IS starts by performing the following
operations:

1. Filtering {Ineq ∪ Dom} by interval consistency;
2. Filtering Sum by interval consistency;
3. Updating the bounds of every xi with respect to constraint set Ineq ∪Dom ∪
{Sum}.
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Step 1 can be achieved with a shortest path algorithm on the graph associated
with {Ineq ∪Dom}. (See Section 3.2.) Since the graph is likely to contain a neg-
ative cycle, this step can be achieved in O(mn) running time.
It is also easy to show that step 2 can be performed with a simple algorithm
that runs in O(n) where n is the number of variables. (See Section 3.1.)
The contribution of this paper is an efficient filtering algorithm for step 3.

Outline of the paper: Section 2 introduces the notation and recalls the
basics of CSP and of shortest paths that are needed in the rest of the paper.
Section 3 successively shows how interval consistency can be achieved on a sum
constraint and on binary inequalities. Section 4 defines interval consistency on
the global constraint IS while Section 5 details the algorithm for finding a min-
imum value of xi with respect to constraints Ineq ∪ Dom ∪ {Sum}.

2 Background

In order to make this paper self-contained, we now introduce the required back-
ground of CSP and of shortest paths.

2.1 Basics of CSP

A finite constraint network P = (X ,D, C) is defined by :

– a set of variables X = {x1, ..., xn};
– a set D = {D(x1), ..., D(xn)} of current domains where D(xi) is a finite set

of possible values for variable xi;
– a set C of constraints between the variables.

A total ordering ≺ can be defined on the domains without loss of generality.
We will denote by min(xi) and max(xi) the minimal and the maximal value of
D(xi) w.r.t. to ≺.
|C| denotes the number of constraints while |X | denotes the number of variables.
A constraint C on the ordered set of variables X(C) = (x1, ..., xr) is a subset
T (C) of the Cartesian product D(x1) × ... × D(xr) that specifies the allowed
combinations of values for the variables (x1, ..., xr). An element of D(x1)× ...×
D(xr) is called a tuple on X(C) and is noted τ . τ [k] is the kth value of τ . |X(C)|
is the arity of C.

A value a for x is often denoted by (x, a) while index(C, x) is the position
of x in X(C).
Let P = (X ,D, C) be a constraint network. The tuple τ = (v1, . . . , vn) is a
solution of P if the assignment ((x1, v1), . . . , (xn, vn)) satisfies all the constraints
of C. A value v is a feasible value for x if there exists a solution in which x = v.
Let C be a constraint of C. A tuple τ of X(C) is valid if ∀(x, a) ∈ τ, a ∈ D(x). A
value a ∈ D(x) is consistent with C, either if x �∈ X(C), or if there exists a valid
tuple τ ⊂ T (C) such that a = τ [index(C, x)]. A constraint is arc consistent iff
∀xi ∈ X(C), D(xi) �= ∅ and ∀a ∈ D(xi), a is consistent with C.
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Filtering by arc consistency is often too costly for non-binary constraints
and global constraints. Interval consistency [HSD98] can be achieved more
efficiently. Interval consistency is derived from an approximation of arc consis-
tency for continuous domains. It is based on an approximation of finite domains
by finite sets of successive integers. More precisely, if D is a domain, interval con-
sistency works on D∗ defined by the set {min(D), . . . ,max(D)} where min(D)
and max(D) denote respectively the minimum and maximum values in D. A con-
straint C is interval–consistent 1 if for all xi in X(C), min(D(xi)) ≤ max(D(xi))
and if both min(D(xi)) and max(D(xi)) are consistent with C.

2.2 Basics of Shortest Paths

We briefly recall here a few ideas about shortest paths that are needed in the
rest of the paper. Most of the definitions are due to Tarjan [Tar83].
Let G = (X,U) be a directed graph, where X is a set of nodes and U a set of
arcs. Each arc (i, j) is associated with an integer called the cost of the arc and
denoted cij . A path from node v1 to node vk in G is a list of nodes [v1, ..., vk]
such that (vi, vi+1) is an arc for i ∈ [1..k−1]. A path is simple if all its nodes are
distinct. A path is a cycle if k > 1 and v1 = vk. The length of a path p, denoted
by length(p), is the sum of the costs of the arcs contained in p. A shortest path
from a node s to a node t is a path from s to t whose length is minimum. A
cycle of negative length is called a negative cycle. There is a shortest path from s
to t iff no path from s to t contains a negative cycle. d(u, v) denotes the shortest
path distance from node u to node v in G while s denotes the source node.
Grc is the graph derived from G by replacing, for each arc (u, v), cuv with its
reduced cost rcuv = cuv+d(s, u)−d(s, v). The shortest path distance from node a
to node b in Grc is denoted by d0(a, b). The following properties [AMO93] hold
in Grc:

1. ∀(u, v) ∈ G: rcuv ≥ 0
2. d(a, b) = d0(a, b)− d(s, a) + d(s, b)

3 Interval Consistency Filtering

This section successively shows how interval consistency can be achieved on a
sum constraint and on binary inequalities.
1 For specific constraint systems, interval consistency and arc consistency are equiv-
alent. In particular, this is the case for constraints Ineq ∪ Dom ∪ Sum if the
initial domains are finite sets of successive of integers (i.e., if D∗0(xi) = D0(xi) for
all variables). However, for more complex constraints this property does not hold.
Consider for instance constraint x2 = 4 and D(x) = [−2, 2]. This constraint is
interval–consistent but not arc–consistent since (x, 0) is not consistent with this
constraint.
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3.1 Sum Constraint

We will consider the following definition of a sum constraint:

Definition 1 Let X = {x1, ..., xr} be a set of variables. Sum = SUM(X, y) is
a sum constraint defined by the set of tuples T (Sum):
T (Sum) = { τ such that τ is a tuple of X ∪ {y}, and

(
∑r

i=1 τ [i]) − τ [index(Sum, y)] = 0}

Proposition 1 Let X ∪ {y} be a set of variables and let Sum = SUM(X, y)
be a sum constraint. Sum is interval–consistent if and only if the following four
conditions hold:

(1) min(y) ≥∑
xi∈X

min(xi)

(2) max(y) ≤∑
xi∈X

max(xi)

(3) ∀xi ∈ X : min(xi) ≥ min(y)−∑
xj∈X−{xi}max(xj)

(4) ∀xi ∈ X : max(xi) ≤ max(y)−∑
xj∈X−{xi}min(xj)

These conditions directly result from the definition of interval consistency.
Interval consistency filtering of SUM(X, y) can be achieved efficiently in an
incremental way. The essential observation is that

∑
xj∈X−{xi}max(xj) is equal

to
∑

xj∈X max(xj) − max(xi). Since the sum over X can be computed only
once, the above conditions can be checked in O(n). Thus, the cost of updating
the intervals after a modification of bounds of several variables is in O(n). What
is instructive with this complexity is the fact that it does not depend on the size
of the domains of the variables.

3.2 Binary Inequalities

Arc consistency can be achieved on binary inequalities like Ineq by using specific
filtering algorithms such as AC-5 [VDT92]. However, the complexity of such
algorithms depends on the size of domains of the variables. Thus, they are rather
ineffective for detecting inconsistencies. Interval consistency can be achieved in
O(mn) where n is the number of variables and m = |Ineq|+ 2n. This is due to a
result of Dechter et al. [DMP91] on the “Simple Temporal Constraint Satisfaction
Problem”(STCSP). Roughly speaking, interval consistency can be achieved by
searching for shortest paths in a particular graphG = (N,E), called the distance
graph, where node set N represents the variables and arc set E stands for the
inequality constraints.
More formally, let P = (X ,D∗, C) be a CSP such that Ineq ⊂ C and where D∗
denotes a set of continuous domains. The distance graph G = (N,E) associated
with P is defined in the following way:

– The node set N contains:
• A special node s, named source, with a domain D(s) that is reduced to

a single value {0}.
• One node for each variable xi in X .
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– The arc set E contains:
• An arc (xj , xi) with cost cji for each inequality xi ≤ xj + cji.
• An arc (xi, s) with cost −min(xi) for each variable xi in X .
• An arc (s, xi) with cost max(xi) for each variable xi in X .

Arcs (xi, s) and arcs (s, xi) result from the definition of domain D∗(xi) =
{min(xi), ...,max(xi)} by the inequalities: 0 ≤ xi − min(xi) (so s ≤ xi −
min(xi)) and xi ≤ max(xi) (so xi ≤ s+ max(xi)).

This problem statement results from the following optimality condition of
shortest paths: d(s, xj) ≤ d(s, xi) + cij for all (xi, xj) ∈ N . This inequality
states that for every arc (xi, xj) in the network the length of the shortest path
to node xj is not greater than the length of the shortest path to node xi plus
the length of the arc (xi, xj). Dechter et al. have shown [DMP91] that :

a) Theorem 1 A STCSP is consistent iff its distance graph has no negative
directed cycles.

b) Theorem 2 Let G be the directed graph representation of a consistent
STCSP P = (X ,D, C) where C is a set of binary inequalities. The set of feasi-
ble values for xi is [−d(xi, s),+d(s, xi)], where d(xi, xj) denotes the shortest
path from node xi to node xj.

Theorem 1 states that the problem has no solution if G contains a nega-
tive cycle. Indeed, a negative cycle indicates that some of the inequalities are
contradictory. The following property results from Theorem 2:

Proposition 2 Let P = (X ,D, C) be a STCSP and let G = (N,E) be the
distance graph associated with P ∗ = (X ,D∗, C).
∀xi ∈ X : (D∗(xi) = {−d(xi, s), ...,+d(s, xi)})⇒ P is interval–consistent

Proof:
Assume that D∗(xi) = {−d(xi, s), ...,+d(s, xi)} and that G contains no negative
cycles. From Theorem 2 it results that −d(xi, s) and d(s, xi) are feasible values.
Thus, P is interval–consistent. �

According to Theorem 2, interval consistency can be achieved by computing
the shortest paths between s and the xi, when G does not contain any negative
cycle. Computing shortest paths when the problem graph is likely to contain
a negative cycle can be achieved in O(mn) running time [Tar83]. When the
graph contains no negative arcs, Dijkstra’s algorithm computes shortest paths
inO(m+n logn). Of course, Dijkstra’s algorithm can always be used on the graph
of reduced costs. A nice property of the distance graph G = (N,E) associated
with P ∗ = (X ,D∗, C) is that the reduced costs can be derived from the minimal
and maximal values of the domains.

Proposition 3 Let P = (X ,D, C) be a CSP and let G = (N,E) be the distance
graph associated with P ∗ = (X ,D∗, C).
∀xi, xj ∈ X : rcij = cij +max(xi)−max(xj)

∀xi, xj ∈ X : d(xi, xj) = d0(xi, xj)−max(xi) + max(xj)

These properties trivially result from the definition of the reduced costs.
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4 Global IS Constraint

Now, let us show how interval consistency of the global constraint IS can be
achieved. A global constraint IS represents the conjunction of a sum constraint
and a set of binary inequalities defined on variables involved in the sum con-
straint. More formally, we have:

Definition 2 Let SUM(X, y) be a sum constraint, and Ineq be a set of binary
inequalities defined on X = (x1, . . . , xr). Global constraint IS(X, y, Ineq) is de-
fined by the set of tuples T (IS):
T (IS) = { τ such that τ is a tuple of X(IS), and

(
∑r

i=1 τ [i])− τ [index(IS, y)] = 0, and
the values of τ satisfy Ineq }

Interval consistency for IS can be defined by extending inequalities of Propo-
sition 1 in order to take into account the binary inequalities between the variables
involved in the sum constraint.

Let us highlight this point by considering again the initial example. Now, the
constraint network is expressed with one global constraint IS:
IS({x1, x2}, y, {(x1 ≤ x2 − 1)}) where D(x1) = [0, 6], D(x2) = [1, 7] and D(y) =
[1, 13]. Suppose that min(y) is set to 6. Let us recall inequality (3) of Proposi-
tion 1: ∀xi ∈ X : min(xi) ≥ min(y)−∑xj∈X−{xi}max(xj). For x2, this inequal-
ity states that min(x2) ≥ 6 −max(x1). Since max(x1) = 6 this inequality holds
when min(x2) is equal to 1 although the constraint (x1 ≤ x2 − 1) is violated
for x2 = 1 and x1 = 6. Thus, inequality (3) must be modified in order to take
into account the constraint (x1 ≤ x2−1). More precisely, max(x1) must be com-
patible with the smallest value of D∗(x2) which is consistent with the constraint
(x1 ≤ x2 − 1).

Let min(xi←a)(xj) and max(xi←a)(xj) respectively be the minimum and the
maximum values of D∗(xj) which satisfy the binary inequalities Ineq when xi

is instantiated to a. Using this notation, inequality (3) can be rewritten in the
following form:

∀a ∈ D∗(xi) : a ≥ min(y)−∑j �=i max(xi←a)(xj)
This new inequality does not hold for x2 = 1 and x1 = 6. The smallest value
of D∗(x2) that satisfies this inequality is 4.

So, interval-consistency of IS can be defined in the following way :

Proposition 4 Let X ∪ {y} be a set variables and let IS(X, y, Ineq) be a global
sum constraint. IS is interval-consistent iff the following conditions hold:

(1b) min(y) ≥∑
xi∈X

min(xi)

(2b) max(y) ≤∑
xi∈X

max(xi)

(3b) ∀xi ∈ X : min(xi) ≥ min(y)−
∑

xj∈X−{xi}
max

(xi←min(xi))
(xj)
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(4b) ∀xi ∈ X : max(xi) ≤ max(y)−
∑

xj∈X−{xi}
min

(xi←max(xi))
(xj)

Proof:
From inequalities (1b) and (2b) it results that constraint SUM(X, y) holds
when y is set to min(y) and when y is set to max(y). Since y occurs only in
SUM(X, y), it follows that IS is interval-consistent for y. Inequality (3b) en-
sures that both constraint SUM(X, y) and the inequalities of Ineq hold when xi

is set to min(xi). This reasoning remains valid for inequality (4b).
Conversely, it is trivial to show that inequalities (1b), (2b), (3b), and (4b) hold
if IS is interval-consistent. �

The general interval consistency filtering algorithm of constraint IS is given
in Figure 1. This algorithm is started whenever bounds of variables in X ∪ {y}
are modified. Note that steps 1 and 2 are systematically performed when interval
consistency on IS is achieved for the first time.
In the rest of this paper, we will only detail the search process of the minimum
value of a variable (step 3 in Algorithm 1) since the same kind of reasoning holds
for searching maximum values (step 4 in Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Filtering IS by interval consistency

1. If a bounds of y have been modified, then interval consistency will be
achieved on SUM(X, y) with an algorithm derived from Proposition 1.

2. If a bound of some variable of X is modified, then interval consistency will
be achieved on the conjunction of binary inequalities Ineq ∪ Dom with a
shortest path algorithm.

3. For every variable x ∈ X, the minimum value of x satisfying inequality
(3b) will be computed;

4. For every variable x ∈ X, the maximum value of x satisfying inequality
(4b) will be computed.

5 Computing a New Minimum

The goal is to find the smallest value xi ∈ [min(xi),max(xi)] such that inequality
(3b) of Proposition 4 holds. It follows from inequality (3b) that

xi = min(y)−
∑

xj∈X−{xi}
max

(xi←xi)
(xj) (1)

The essential observation is that the value of max(xj) depends only on the
upper–bounds of the variables xk that belong to a shortest path from s to xj .
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So, if the fact of assigning a to xi—i.e., reducing the upper–bound of xi to a—
introduces xi in a shortest path from s to xj , then the length of this shortest path
(i.e., d(s, xj)) is the greatest value that is consistent with xi for the computation
of the sum y. So,

max
(xi←xi)

(xj) = min(d(s, xj), xi + d(xi, xj)) (2)

We are now in a position to prove the following nice property:

max
(xi←xi)

(xj) = xi + d(xi, xj) (3)

Proof:
First note that d(xi, xj) is always finite since there exists at least one path
from xi to xj which goes through s. So we can distinguish two cases :

1. xi will belong to a shortest path from s to xj when xi is set to the value of
xi we are searching for. Then, max(xi←xi)(xj) = xi + d(xi, xj);

2. xi will never belong to the shortest path from s to xj , even when xi is set
to xi. That is to say, max(xj) does not depend on xi. So xi = min(xi) =
−d(xi, s).
Since xi + d(xi, s) = 0 we can rewrite max(xi←xi)(xj) in the following way :
max(xi←xi)(xj) = d(s, xj) = xi + d(xi, s) + d(s, xj). It remains to show that
d(xi, s) + d(s, xj) = d(xi, xj), i.e., that s belongs to a shortest path from xi

to xj .
Since xi does not belong to a shortest path from s to xj , we have d(s, xj) <
d(s, xi) + d(xi, xj). Suppose now that there is no shortest from xi to xj

which contains s. Then d(xi, xj) < d(xi, s) + d(s, xj) and thus, d(s, xj) <
d(s, xi)+d(xi, s)+d(s, xj). However, when xi is set to xi, d(s, xi) = −d(xi, s)
yielding the following inconsistency d(s, xj) < d(s, xj).

�

Substituting equivalence 3 in Equation 1, yields the following linear equation
that gives the value of xi, i.e., the new lower bound of xi:

|X | ∗ xi = min(y)−
∑

xj∈X−{xi}
d(xi, xj) (4)

The point is that the greatest value of xj which is consistent with xi can be
determined by computing d(xi, xj) on the graph of reduced costs. No propaga-
tion step is required: when min(xi) is increased it is useless to reconsider min(xj)
if xj has been updated before xi during step 3 of the interval consistency filter-
ing algorithm. (See Figure 1.) This results from Theorem 2 which states that
−d(xi, s) is the lower bound of D∗(xi).

The shortest distance between xi to all xj can be computed with Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm on the graph of reduced costs in O(m+ n logn). Then,
the computation of xi can be achieved in O(n) time. So, the total complexity of
the algorithm is O(m+ n logn) ∗ n.
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In many cases, it is useless to compute all d(xi, xj) for checking property (3b).
Indeed, the process can be speeded up by checking whether min(xi) is greater
than the difference

∆ =
min(y)−∑xj∈X−{xi} d(xi, xj)

|X | (5)

“while” computing the d(xi, xj). To achieve such a check the essential point is the
approximation of the d(xi, xj) by their lower–bound. Since d(s, xj) ≤ d(s, xi) +
d(xi, xj) we have d(s, xj) − d(s, xi) ≤ d(xi, xj) and thus max(xj) −max(xi) ≤
d(xi, xj). So, an upper-bound of ∆ can be computed by replacing d(xi, xj) with
max(xj)−max(xi) in Equation 5. Then, each time a node is scanned in Dijkstra’s
shortest path algorithm, we have just to subtract

1
|X | (d(xi, xj)− (max(xj)−max(xi)))

from this upper bound. The shortest path algorithm can thus be stopped as soon
as inequality (3b) of Proposition 4 holds.

6 Discussion

It is also instructive to remark that our algorithm still works when the function
to be optimized is of the form y = Σi=n

i=1 αixi where the αi are a non-negative
real number. To capture the exact contribution of each xi in the sum when the
αi are different from the value 1, we need only introduce the coefficient of xi in
Equation 1:

xi =
1
αi


min(y)−

∑
xj∈X−{xi}

αj max
(xi←xi)

(xj)


 (6)

In Section 1, we defined Ineq as the subset of binary inequalities that involve
only variables occurring in the objective function f(x). However, Ineq could
be extended to the subset of binary inequalities that involve either variables
occurring in f(x) or variables connected to variables occurring in f(x). For
instance, assume that x1 and x2 occur in the objective and let {x1 ≤ y1 +c; y1 ≤
y2 + c′; z1 ≤ z2 + c′′} be the set of binary inequalities. Then, this extended set
of inequalities would contain {x1 ≤ y1 + c; y1 ≤ y2 + c′}.
Let Sx be the set of variables occurring in f(x). To capture this extension, we
need only to replace X by Sx in

∑
xj∈X−{xi} of Equations 1 and 3. Considering

this extended set of inequalities may entail a better pruning of the domains.

7 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a new global constraint which handles as a single
constraint a sum constraint and a system of binary linear inequalities. An efficient
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algorithm has been proposed to achieve an interval–consistent filtering of this
new global constraint. The cost of this algorithm is not higher than the cost of
a filtering algorithm which handles only the inequalities. A direct application
of this constraint concerns optimization problems where it introduces a kind of
“back” propagation process.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new data model called periodic
spatiotemporal objects (PSOs) databases. We show that relational alge-
bra can be extended to PSO databases and any fixed relational algebra
queries can be evaluated in PTIME in the size of any input database.
We also describe a database system implementation of the PSO model
and several sample queries.

1 Introduction

Many spatiotemporal objects change position or shape continuously and period-
ically. For example, suppose that a person A is swimming in a wavy sea. Figure 1
shows the positions of A at four different time instances.
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None of the existing spatiotemporal database models can represent continu-
ous acyclic periodic movements like that in Figure 1. Worboys’ spatiotemporal
data model [32] can represent neither continuous movement nor periodicity. Lin-
ear and polynomial constraint databases [20,25] and the spatiotemporal data
types of [14] can represent continuous change but not periodicity. Parametric
rectangles [8] can represent continuous change and some limited periodicity but
cannot represent acyclic periodic movements like that in Figure 1.

Much work in temporal databases aims to represent periodic time points, for
example the fact that a class meets every Monday at 10:00 am. Proposals include
periodicity constraints over the integers [4,30], linear repeating points [1,19], and
an extension of Datalog with the successor function [10,11]. These data models,
however, are not able to represent spatial dimensions or continuous movements
of objects.

In this paper, we propose a new data model, called periodic spatiotempo-
ral objects (PSOs), which is the first model that can represent the swimmer’s
movement in Figure 1.

In addition to a good representation, an easy and efficient way of querying
the database is also important. For example, suppose that swimmer A tries to
find another person B. Suppose also that they can see each other only when
they are both on the top of the waves and are within 20 meters of each other.
A possible query of the database is:

Q1: “Can A find B in 30 minutes?”

Suppose now that a ship moves toward some direction in that region and A
and B can be discovered if they get within 100 meters of the ship. A natural
query is:

Q2: “Can they be rescued by the ship?”

Another example from the area of physics is the following. Suppose that two
photons travel in a reflecting path through an optical fiber cable as shown in
Figure 2. A possible query is:

Q3: “Will the two photons collide and thereby cancel each other?”

As we show in this paper, all of the above sample queries can be expressed
in an extension of relational algebra, which is a common query language within
current database systems. Relational algebra contains the following basic oper-
ators: selection, projection, rename, intersection, union, difference and join. We
generalize these operators for databases that contain a set of PSOs.

As is well-known in databases, each fixed query of standard relational alge-
bra can be evaluated in polynomial time (PTIME) in the size of any variable
relational database1 This is an important result because in practice the size of
the database is typically huge compared with the query size.
1 Actually, it can be evaluated in LOGSPACE, which is included in PTIME.
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light path
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cover

Fig. 2. Photons Travel through Optical Fiber

In this paper, we show that our extended relational algebra queries can also be
evaluated in PTIME in the size of input databases with periodic spatiotemporal
objects.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the periodic spatiotem-
poral object data model and illustrates how to represent spatiotemporal objects
in this model. It also defines the query language by generalizing relational alge-
bra. Section 3 proves that the evaluation of queries is in PTIME in the size of
the database. Section 4 presents implementation results. Section 5 covers related
work. Finally, Section 6 lists some open problems.

2 Periodic Spatiotemporal Objects

By cyclic periodic movement, we mean that an object repeats its movement
from the same position and with the same velocity every period as shown in
Figure 3(a). Cyclic movement can be approximated by a function of time in the
form of a(t mod p) + b, where a is speed of the object in each period, p is the
period and b is the start position. Acyclic periodic movement is the composition
of cyclic periodic movement and linear movement as shown in Figure 3(b), which
can be represented by g(t) + h(t), where g(t) is a cyclic movement function and
h(t) is a linear function. Acyclic periodic movement is more general than cyclic
periodic movement.

A periodic spatiotemporal object (PSO) is a periodically moving and growing
or shrinking rectangle. The extent of a PSO in each dimension is represented
by an interval whose lower and upper bounds are periodic functions of time.
Figure 4 shows that the position and extent of a PSO in xi dimension change
over time. In (xi, t) space, the positions of the lower bound X

[
i at the start times

(or end times) of different periods are located on a line, which is called the lower
bound start (or end) line. The belt between the lower bound start and end lines
is called the lower bound belt. Similarly the positions of the upper bound X ]

i

at the start (or end) times of different periods are located on the upper bound
start (or end) line, and the belt between them is called the upper bound belt.
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(a) cyclic periodic movement (b) acyclic periodic movement

Fig. 3. Cyclic and Acyclic Periodic Movements
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upper bound end line
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x

lower bound start line
lower bound end line

i
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Fig. 4. The Projection of a PSO onto (xi, t) Space

Formally, let R denote the set of real numbers, R+ the set of non-negative
real numbers and Z the set of integers, N the set of non-negative integers and
N+ the set of positive integers.

Definition 1. A periodic spatiotemporal object o is a tuple of the form

〈X1, . . . , Xd, T, end〉

where for each i = 1, . . . , d, the attribute Xi is a closed, open or half-open
interval in the xi dimension such that the lower and the upper bounds of Xi,
denoted X [

i and X ]
i, are periodic functions (R+ → R) of time t, T is the union

of a set of time intervals whose lower and upper bounds are constant rational
numbers. The parameter end which represents the end time of the whole object
is some constant or infinity.

The semantics of o, denoted by sem(o) is a possibly infinite set of points
defined in the following:

sem(o) = { (a1, . . . , ad, t) | ∀ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, ai ∈ Xi(t), t ∈ T, t ≤ end}

where Xi(t) is the interval obtained by substituting the value of t into the lower
and the upper bound functions.
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In this paper, we are looking at periodic functions of the form:

a((t− from) mod p) + b+ c� t−from
p �

t ∈ T, T =
{
[from, to] if p =∞⋃

k∈N{[from+ kp, to+ kp]} otherwise
where mod is the modulus operator, p is the period p, from and to are the start
and the end times of the first period such that 0 ≤ (to − from) ≤ p, a is the
speed of the lower (or upper) bound in each period, b is the start position of
the bound at time t = from, and c is the change of the start positions of two
adjacent periods, we also call s = c

p the slope of the lower (or upper) bound start
line as shown in Figure 4. a, b, c, from and to are constant rational numbers, p
is a positive integer.

We call non-periodic those PSOs in which the period of each periodic function
is +∞. Non-periodic PSOs can be represented by parametric rectangles defined
in [8].

Example 1. Let us consider the swimmer example again. We represent the head
of the person A as one unit in the height (z) and the swimming direction (x).
We approximate A’s movement as shown in Figure 5 (1): in every period A first
moves right in x with a speed of 1 unit per minute for 2 minutes, then A goes
towards the top of the wave with a speed of 3 units per minute up in z and 1
unit per minute right in x, three minutes later A gets to the top, then A moves
right in x with a speed of 1 unit per minute for 2 minutes, finally he falls down
to the bottom with a speed of 3 units per minute down and 1 unit per minute
right. The movement of A can be decomposed into four periodic pieces as shown
in Figure 5 (2-5). Each piece can be represented as a PSO as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Represent Swimmer A by PSOs

X Z T end

[f1(t), f1(t) + 1] [0, 1] [0, 2]10 ∞
[f2(t), f2(t) + 1] [2(t− 2) mod 10, 2(t− 2) mod 10 + 1] [2, 6]10 ∞
[f3(t), f3(t) + 1] [9, 10] [6, 8]10 ∞
[f4(t), f4(t) + 1] [4((t− 8) mod 10), 4((t− 8) mod 10) + 1] [8, 10]10 ∞

where f1(t) = (t mod 10) + 10� t
10
�,

f2(t) =
1
2
((t− 2) mod 10) + 2 + 10� t−2

10
�,

f3(t) = ((t− 6) mod 10) + 10� t−6
10
�,

f4(t) = 2((t− 8) mod 10) + 10� t−8
10
�

[t1, t2]10 = {[t1, t2], [t1 + 10, t2 + 10], . . .}.

Each PSO can be attached with any number of attributes to express other
characteristics of the objects, which is called a PSO tuple. A PSO relation R is
a finite set of PSO tuples. The semantics of R is the union of the semantics of
each tuple in R. A PSO database is a finite set of PSO relations.
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Fig. 5. Approximate the Swimmer’s Movement as Four PSOs

Definition 2. LetR1 and R2 be two PSO relations over d dimensions x1, . . . , xd

and k attributes A1, . . . , Ak.

– projection (π̂Y ) Let Y ⊆ {x1, . . . , xd, A1, . . . , Ak}. The projection ofR1 on Y ,
denoted by π̂Y (R1), is a relation R over the attributes Y such that

R = {r : ∃r1 ∈ R1, ∀A ∈ Y, the values of A in r and r1 are equal}

– selection (σ̂) Let E be the conjunction of a set of atomic comparison predi-
cates in the form Aθ c or AθB, where c is a constant,
A,B ∈ {x1, . . . , xd, A1, . . . , Ak}, θ ∈ {=,≤,≥, >,<}
and each atomic comparison predicate contains at most one spatial dimen-
sion. The selection σ̂E(R1) is a relation R containing the PSO tuples in R1
whose attribute values satisfy E.

– rename (ρ̂) The rename operator, denoted by ρ̂R1′(R1), changes the relation
name and attribute names of R1 to that of R1′ with the same set of tuple
as R1 has.

– intersection (∩̂) The intersection of R1, R2, denoted by R1∩̂R2, is a rela-
tion R over attributes A1, . . . , Ak such that

sem(R) = sem(R1) ∩ sem(R2)
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– union (∪̂) The union of R1, R2, denoted by R1∪̂R2, is a relation R over
attributes A1, . . . , Ak that contains all tuples in R1 and R2.

sem(R) = sem(R1) ∪ sem(R2)

– difference (−̂) The difference of R1, R2, denoted by R1−̂R2, is a relation R
over attributes A1, . . . , Ak such that

sem(R) = sem(R1) \ sem(R2)

– complement (¬̂) Let R be a PSO relation over x1, . . . , xd dimensions. The
complement of R, denoted by ¬̂R is also a PSO relation R′ with the ✷

attribute, such that

sem(R′) = {(a1, . . . , ad, t) | (,1 , . . . , ad, t) �∈ sem(R)}
The unary operators have higher precedence than the binary operators. Inter-

section (∩̂) has higher precedence than union (∪̂) and difference (−̂). A relational
algebra expression over PSO databases is built up in the standard way, using the
operators in Definition 2.

Example 2. Let us continue the example of swimmers. Suppose that the height
of the wave is 8 meters. Let RegionA and RegionB be two PSO relations which
represent the the moving region within 10 meters of swimmer A and B, respec-
tively. Then the query Q1 in Section 1 can be expressed as follows:

σ̂z=8, t≤30 (RegionA ∩̂ RegionB)
Suppose also that the PSO relation Ship represents the region within 90 meters
of the ship, then query Q2 in Section 1 can be expressed as follows:

Ship ∩̂ (RegionA ∪̂ RegionB)

Example 3. Suppose that photons traveling in an optical fiber are represented by
a PSO relation Photons. We first select from Photons the photons with id = 1
and id = 2, then we check whether their intersection is empty. This query can
be expressed by the extended relation algebra as follows:

π̂x,y,t(σ̂id=1Photons) ∩̂ π̂x,y,t(σ̂id=2Photons)

3 Complexity of Relational Algebra Queries

Similarly to [30], we restrict the periods of the PSOs in a finite set K of natural
numbers such that for any k1, k2 ∈ K, the least common multiple of k1 and
k2, denoted by lcm(K ′), is also in K. We also restrict the slopes of both the
bound start lines and the bounds of the intervals in each period as follows: the
difference any two different slopes is at least m and at mostM , where m andM
are two constants.
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Lemma 1. In any dimension, the “width” of any bound belt of a periodic spa-
tiotemporal object o is at most a constant.

Proof: Given o = (X1, . . . , Xd, T, end). Without loss of generality, let us sup-
pose that T = [kp + from, kp + to] and X [

i = sp� t
p + a(tmodp) + b Then by

Definition 1, the functions of the lower bound start and end lines of Xi are

st+ b1 and st+ b2

where b1 = (a − s) · from + b and b2 = (a − s) · to + b. Since to − from ≤
period ≤ max(K), and |a − s| ≤ M , hence |b1 − b2| = |(a − s)(to − from)| is
at most some constant. Similarly, we can prove that the “width” of the upper
bound belt is at most some constant. ��
Lemma 2. In any dimension, if the bound belts of two PSOs intersect, then the
time duration (intersection of the temporal projection) of the crossing part is at
most some constant.

Proof: Given two PSOs o1 and o2. Suppose that the functions of the lower bound
start and end lines of o1 in the xi dimension is: (1) s1t+ b1 and (2) s1t+ b2. And
the functions of the lower bound start and end lines of o2 in the xi dimension
is: (3) s2t+ b3 and (4) s2t+ b4, where s1 �= s2.

Let ti,j be the intersection time of line (i) and line (j) where i and j do not
belong to the same PSO, we have :

ti,j =
bi − bj
s2 − s1

Then

max(ti,j)−min(ti,j) =

max
(∣∣∣∣ b4 − b3s2 − s1

∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣ b1 − b2s2 − s1

∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣(b1 − b2) + (b4 − b3)

s2 − s1

∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣ (b1 − b2) + (b3 − b4)

s2 − s1

∣∣∣∣
)

Since |s2 − s1| is at least some constant m > 0, and by Lemma 1, the nu-
merators are less than some constant, the time duration of the crossing part is
at most some constant. ��
Lemma 3. The union of two linear PSO relations can be evaluated in PTIME
in the size of the relations.

Proof: By Definition 2, the union of two linear PSO relations computed as
the regular set-union operation which can be done in PTIME in the size of the
relation. ��
Lemma 4. The intersection of two linear PSO relations can be evaluated in
PTIME in the size of the relations.
(Sketch of proof see Appendix A)
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Lemma 5. The selection operation can be evaluated in PTIME in the size of
the relations.
(Sketch of proof see Appendix A)

Lemma 6. The complement of a relation of PSOs can be evaluated in PTIME
in the size of the relation.

Lemma 7. The difference of two PSO relations can be evaluated in PTIME in
the size of the input PSO database.

Theorem 1. For any fixed d dimensions, any fixed relational algebra expression
can be evaluated in PTIME in the size of the input PSO database.

Proof: We prove by induction on the number of the operators in any relational
algebra expression E that it can be evaluated in PTIME.

If there is only one operator, by Definition 2, E can contain selection, pro-
jection, rename, union, intersection, complement and difference. It is easy to
see that projection and rename can be computed in PTIME. By Lemmas 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, selection, union, intersection, complement and difference can be evaluated
in PTIME in the size of the input relations.

Induction Hypothesis: Assume that any relational algebra expression with
equal or less than k ≥ 1 operators can be evaluated in PTIME in the size of the
input database and the result is a PSO relation.

Suppose now that E with k + 1 operators. Then

1. there is E′ with k operators such that E = σ̂CE
′ or E = π̂Y E

′ or E = ρ̂Y E
′

or E = ¬̂E′. Since E′ contains only k operators, by the induction hypothesis,
E′ can be evaluated in PTIME in size of the input database. Let R be the
result of E′. Since σ̂CR, π̂YR, E = ρ̂Y E

′ and ¬̂R can be evaluated in PTIME
in size of R. E can be evaluated in size of the input database.

2. there is E1 and E2 such that E = E1∪̂E2 or E = E1∩̂E2 or E = E1−̂E2.
Since E contain k+1 operators, the number of operators in E1 or E2 is less
than k. By the induction hypothesis, both E1 and E2 can be evaluated in
PTIME in size of the input database. And the result of E1 and E2 are two
relations R1 and R2. By Lemmas 3, 4, 7, R1∪̂R2, R1∩̂R2 and R1−̂R2 can
be evaluated in PTIME in size of R1 and R2. Therefore, E can be evaluated
in PTIME in size of the input database.

��

4 Implementation Results

We extended the PReSTO system [8] which is implemented in Windows NT
platform, to represent and query acyclic periodic spatiotemporal objects. Ta-
ble 2 shows the execution times for the evaluation of three different variants of
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the photon example in Section 2. In these variants, the number of possible inter-
sections that the query had to test ranged from 4 × 50 = 200 to 4 × 100 = 400
and 50 × 50 = 2500. That is, it increased 2 and 12.5 folds, while the running
time increased 2 and 6.4 folds respectively, hence the execution time seems to
be linear in the product of the sizes of the two input relations.

Table 2. Query Evaluation Times

No. Tuples No. Tuples Running Time for Photon Query
in Photon 1 in Photon 2 (seconds)

4 50 0.741

4 100 1.493

50 50 4.516

5 Related Work

Several proposals exist for representing continuous spatiotemporal objects. How-
ever, none of them can represent both cyclic and acyclic periodic movements.
Constraint databases with rational linear or real polynomial constraints can be
used to represent spatiotemporal objects with continuous change [20,25]. They
can be queried by relational algebra, which is quite powerful, although they
cannot express some queries like parity and transitive closure [3].

The parametric 2-spaghetti data model [12] generalizes the 2-spaghetti data
model [24] by allowing the corner vertices to be represented as linear functions
of time. The parametric 2-spaghetti data model cannot represent periodic spa-
tiotemporal objects and cannot be queried by relational algebra, because it is
not closed under intersection [12].

[13] represents spatiotemporal objects by a composition of a reference spatial
extent at some reference time and various types of transformation functions.
However, in some cases this model also may not be closed under intersection [13],
and the query complexity may be high.

[14] defines continuously moving points and regions and an extended SQL
query language on these objects. However, changing of object shape (shrinking
and growing).

[32] can only represent spatiotemporal objects with discrete change. This
model can be queried by an extended relational algebra. [17] proposes another
spatiotemporal data model based on constraints in which, like in [32], only dis-
crete change can be modeled. An SQL-based query language is also presented.

There are many data models to represent and query only temporal or only
spatial data. These models can be queried by either relational algebra or Data-
log. Some other purely temporal or purely spatial data models are reviewed in
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[24,29,33]. We also did not deal with issues like visual query languages [6], indefi-
nite information [23], query processing [7], nearest neighbor [22] and approximate
queries [31]. We are currently investigating extensions in these directions.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

The periodic spatiotemporal database data model has great application poten-
tial in modeling physical processes, which we are currently exploring in more
details. We are also developing additional operators to enhance the expressive
power of the query language. Indexing is an important issue when we have a huge
number of periodic spatiotemporal objects to be queried. Traditional stationary
spatial object index structures like R-trees [18] and R*-trees [2] are inefficient for
PSOs. Existing index structures for moving objects [21,26,28] are not efficient
either since they are based on the moving points model and do not take peri-
odicity into account. We are developing appropriate index structure for periodic
spatiotemporal databases.
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A Proofs

Proof of Lemma 4: Given two PSOs o1 and o2. For each dimension, there
are at most four crossings between the lower and the upper bound belts of o1
and those of o2, as shown in Figure 6, where solid lines are the bound start
and end lines of o1 and dashed lines are those of o2. There are O(d) bound belt
crossings for d dimensions. Projecting the crossings to the t-axis produces O(d)
time intervals. By Lemma 2, the size of each interval is at most some constant,
hence the sum of the sizes of these intervals is O(d). Since the period of o1 is at
least some constant min(K), where K is the set of all periods in the database,
there are O(d) periods of o1 falling in these intervals, which can be represented
by a set of O(d) non-periodic moving ractangles. Similarly, we represent o2 over
these intervals by a set of O(d) non-periodic PSOs. So the intersection of o1
and o2 over these intervals can be computed in O(d2) using the non-periodic
parametric rectangle intersection algorithm [8].

Now let us consider the O(d) gap intervals between two adjacent intervals
discussed above. First we define a function f1 as always “smaller” (or “greater”)
than another function f2 over some time interval I, denoted by f1 << f2 (or
f1 >> f2), if for any time t ∈ I, f1(t) ≤ f2(t) (or f1(t) ≥ f2(t)).

It is easy to see that within each gap interval [t1, t2] and in each dimension xi

the lower and the upper bound start lines of o1 and o2 do not intersect. Let f1 be
the “greater” function of the lower bound start lines of o1 and o2 over [t1, t2],
and f2 the “smaller” function of the upper bound start line of o1 and o2. If
f1 << f2, then the intersection of o1 and o2 can be represented by a set of
PSOs whose lower and upper bound start lines are f1 and f2 respectively, and
whose period p is the least common multiple of the periods of o1 and o2.

Consider the first period [t1, t1+ p]. There are at most p
p1 periods of o1 and

p
p2 periods of o2 falling in [t1, t1 + p]. Since p

p1 and p
p2 are at most max(K)

min(K) , we
can reduce R′ = o1 ∩̂ o2 over [t1, t1 + p] to the intersection of two set of O(1)
non-periodic PSOs which can be computed in O(d) time [8]. Each non-periodic
PSO r in R′ can be translated in O(d) time to a PSO (X1, . . . , Xd, T, t2) as
follows:
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Fig. 6. Projection of a Periodic Spatiotemporal Object on (xi, t) Space

For each dimension xi, let a1t+ b1 and a2t+ b2 be the bound function of r,

X
[
i = s1p�

t

p
�+ a1(t mod p) + b1, X ]

i = s2p�
t

p
�+ a2(t mod p) + b2

where s1 and s2 are the slopes of f1 and f2 respectively. And T = [from +
kp, to+ kp], where from and to are the lower and the upper bound of the time
interval of r.

Since there are O(d) gap intervals, o1 ∩̂ o2 over gap intervals can be computed
O(d2) time. The intersection of o1 and o2 is the union of their intersections in
all the intervals, which can be computed in O(d) time. So the intersection of o1
and o2 can be computed in O(d+ d2) = O(d2) time.

Let R1 and R2 be two sets of at most n PSOs, since

R1 ∩R2 =
⋂

o1∈R1, o2∈R2

o1 ∩ o2

the intersection can be evaluated in O(d2n2) time. ��

Proof of Lemma 5: Given σ̂CR, where R is a PSO relation with n tuples
over x1, . . . , xd dimensions and A1, . . . , Ak attributes, C is the selection condi-
tions. We first write C as C1 and C2 where C1 is the conjunction of all the
atomic constraints in C that contain one spatial dimension variable xi, and C2
is the conjunction of those constraints that do not contain any spatial dimen-
sion. It is easy to see that R′ = σ̂C2R can be evaluated in PTIME by checking
whether the tuples in R satisfy C2.

For each tuple oj in R′, we substitute the attributes in C1 with their values
in rj . For each dimension xi, let b1 be the maximum of the set B1 of constants
in all the constraints of the form xi ≥ c or xi = c in C1 if B1 is not empty,
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otherwise let b1 = −∞. And let b2 be the minimum of the set B2 of constants
in all the constraints of the form xi ≤ c or xi = c in C1 if B2 is not empty,
otherwise let b2 = +∞. Let o′j = (X1, . . . , Xd, T, +∞, A1, . . . , Ak) be a PSO

with period +∞ such that X [
i = b1 and X ]

i = b2, T = [−∞, ∞] and A1, . . . , Ak

are the same as oj . It is easy to see that

σ̂CR =
⋃

oj∈R′
oj ∩̂ o′j ,

and by Lemma 4, it can computed in PTIME. ��
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Abstract. Traditionally, local consistency is defined as a relaxation of
consistency which can be checked in polynomial time. It is accompanied
by a corresponding “filtering” or “enforcing” algorithm that computes
in polynomial time, and from any given CSP, an equivalent unique CSP
which satisfies the local consistency property.
The question whether the notion of local consistency can be extended
to soft constraint frameworks has been addressed by several papers, in
several settings [4, 14, 12]. The main positive conclusion of these works
is that the notion of local consistency can be extended to soft constraints
frameworks which rely on an idempotent violation combination operator.
However, the question whether this can be done for non idempotent
operators as eg, in the Max-CSP problem, is not clear and has lead to
several different notions of arc consistency [14, 16, 1, 11, 10]. Each of these
proposals lacks several of the original properties of local consistency.
In this paper, we show that using a small additional axiom, satisfied
by most existing soft constraints proposals (including Max-CSP), it is
possible to define a notion of arc consistency that keeps all the good
properties of classical arc consistency but the unicity of the arc consis-
tent closure. We show that this notion directly provides improved lower
bounds. Stronger alternative definitions, that allow partial inconsisten-
cies to propagate are also considered.

1 Introduction

Compared to other combinatorial optimisation frameworks, the CSP framework
is essentially characterised by the ubiquitous use of so-called local consistency
properties and enforcing algorithms among which arc consistency is certainly
the most preeminent one.

The notion of local consistency can be easily characterised by a set of desir-
able properties: local consistency is a relaxation of consistency: for any consistent
CSP, there is an equivalent non empty locally consistent CSP. Finding this equiv-
alent locally consistent CSP, which is unique, is achievable in polynomial time
by so-called enforcing or filtering algorithms. Several papers have tried to ex-
tend the classical notion of arc consistency to weighted constraint frameworks.
In such frameworks, the aim is to find an assignment that minimises combined
violations. The first work in this direction is probably [12] which defined arc
consistency filtering for fuzzy CSP.

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 411–425, 2000.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2000
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This extension was rather straightforward and one could think that this
would also be the case for other frameworks such as the Max-CSP framework,
introduced in [15, 9], where the aim is to find an assignment which minimises the
(weighted) number of violated constraints. This was not the case. Later works
tried to extend arc consistency in a systematic way using axiomatic frameworks
to characterise the properties of the operator used to combine violations:

the Semi-Ring CSP framework was introduced in [4, 5]. In this work, the
extension of arc consistency enforcing is induced by a generalisation of the
fundamental relational operators such as projection, intersection and join.
The essential conclusion of this work is that extended arc consistency works
as far as the operator used to combine violations is idempotent. This includes
the case of fuzzy CSP and also some other cases with partial orders. For
Max-CSP and other related cases, the algorithm may not terminate and
may also provide non equivalent CSP.
the Valued CSP framework was introduced in [14]. Here, the extension of the
arc consistency property is essentially based on the notion of relaxation. The
same conclusion as in the Semi-Ring CSP framework is reached for idempo-
tent operators. For other frameworks such as the Max-CSP framework, it
is shown that the problem of checking the extended arc consistency property
defines an NP-complete problem.

Parallel to these tentative extensions of arc consistency, several works such as [16,
1, 11, 10] tried to offer improved lower bounds for the Max-CSP. These works
abandon the idea of extending arc consistency in order to simply offer the most
important service i.e., the ability to detect that a CSP has no solution of cost
below a given threshold.

Globally, each of these proposals violates some of the desirable properties of
local consistency. In this paper we show that it is possible, by the addition to the
Valued CSP framework of a single axiom, to define an extended arc consistency
notion that has all the desirable properties of classical arc consistency but the
unicity of the arc consistent closure. It has also the nice property that in the
idempotent operator cases, it reduces to existing working definitions and unicity
is recovered. We show that a lower bound can easily be built from any of the
arc consistent closures and that this lower bound generalises and improves on
existing lower bounds [16, 1, 11, 10]. Finally, in the last section we consider
stronger enforcing algorithms that may further improve the lower bounds by
propagating partial inconsistencies and not only value deletions as in [11, 10].

2 Notations and Definitions

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a triple 〈X, D, C〉. X is a set of n
variables X = {1, . . . , n}. Each variable i ∈ X has a domain of values di ∈ D
and can be assigned any value a ∈ di, also noted (i, a). C is a set of constraints.
Each constraint c ∈ C is defined over a set of variables Xc ⊂ X by a subset of
the Cartesian product

∏
i∈Xc

di which defines all consistent tuples of values. The
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cardinality |Xc| is the arity of the constraint c. k will denote the largest arity
of a CSP. We assume, without loss of generality, that at most one constraint
is defined over a given set of variables. The set C is partitioned in two sets
C = C1 ∪ C+ where C1 contains all unary constraints. The unary constraint
on variable i will be denoted ci. The projection of a tuple of values t over a
set of variables V ⊂ X is denoted by t↓V . This is extended to constraints: the
projection c↓V of a constraint c on a set of variables V ⊂ Xc is the constraint
defined on V and equal to the set of the projections on V of all tuples in c. A
tuple t ∈ c such that t↓{i} = (a) is a support for value (i, a) on c. A tuple of
values t satisfies a constraint c if t↓Xc ∈ c. Finally, a tuple of values over X is a
solution iff it satisfies all the constraints of the CSP.

2.1 Valued CSP

Valued CSP (or VCSP) have been initially introduced in [14]. A valued CSP is
obtained by associating a mathematical object, called a valuation, to each con-
straint of an original CSP. The set E of all valuations is assumed to be completely
ordered and its maximum element is used for the most important constraints,
namely hard constraints. When an assignment violates a set of constraints, one
can compute its valuation by combining the valuations of all violated constraints
using a dedicated operator (noted ⊕). This operator must satisfy a set of prop-
erties that are captured by a set of axioms defining a so-called “valuation struc-
ture”.

Definition 1. A valuation structure is defined as a tuple 〈E,⊕, �〉 such that:

E is a set, whose elements are called valuations, which is totally ordered by
�, with a maximum element noted 
 and a minimum element noted ⊥;
⊕ is a commutative, associative closed binary operation on E that satisfies:
• Identity: ∀a ∈ E, a⊕⊥ = a;
• Monotonicity: ∀a, b, c ∈ E, (a � b)⇒ (

(a⊕ c) � (b⊕ c)
)
;

• Absorbing element: ∀a ∈ E, (a⊕
) = 
.

This structure of totally ordered commutative monoid with a monotonic op-
erator is also known in uncertain reasoning, E being restricted to [0, 1], as a
“triangular co-norm” [6]. In the rest of the paper, we assume that the computa-
tion of � and ⊕ are always polynomial in the size of their arguments. We also
assume E is countable.

It is now possible to define valued CSPs. For the sake of generality, rather
than considering that a valuation is associated with each constraint, as in [14],
we will consider that a valuation is associated with each tuple of each constraint.
As it is observed in [3], the two approaches are essentially equivalent.

Definition 2. A valued CSP is a tuple 〈X, D, C, S〉 where S = 〈E,⊕, �〉 is a
valuation structure, X is a set of n variables X = {1, . . . , n}. Each variable
i ∈ X has a set of possible values di ∈ D. C = C1 ∪ C+ is a set of constraints.
Each constraint c ∈ C is defined over a set of variables Xc ⊂ X as a function
from

∏
i∈Xc

di to E.
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An assignment A of values to some variables V ⊂ X can be simply evaluated
by combining, for all assigned constraints, the valuations of the tuple used:

Definition 3. In a VCSP P = 〈X, D, C, S〉, the valuation of an assignment t
over V ⊂ X is defined by:

VP(t) = ⊕
c∈C,Xc⊂V

[c(t↓Xc)]

The problem usually considered is to find a complete assignment with a mini-
mum valuation. Globally, the semantics of a VCSP is a distribution of valuations
over the assignments of X . The choice of axioms is quite natural and is usual in
the field of uncertain reasoning. The ordered set E simply allows various impact
of violations to be expressed. The commutativity and associativity guarantee
that the valuation of an assignment depends only on the set of the valuations
combined. The monotonicity of ⊕ guarantees that assignment valuations cannot
decrease when constraint violations increase. For a more detailed analysis and
justification of the VCSP axioms, we invite the reader to read [14, 10] which also
emphasise the difference between idempotent and strictly monotonic ⊕ opera-
tors.

Definition 4. An operator ⊕ is idempotent if ∀v ∈ E, (v⊕ v) = v. It is strictly
monotonic if ∀a, b, c ∈ E, s.t. (a � c) ∧ (b �= 
), we have (a⊕ b) � (c⊕ b)

As shown in [14], these two properties are incompatible as soon as |E| > 2. The
only valuation structures with an idempotent operator corresponds to classical
and fuzzy CSP, which use ⊕ = max as the combination operator. Other soft CSP
frameworks such as Max-CSP, lexicographic CSP or probabilistic CSP use a
strictly monotonic operator.

Arc consistency enforcing must yield an equivalent problem, the so-called arc-
consistent closure. Several notions of equivalence have been introduced in [14, 10]
that enable to compare pairs of VCSP with different valuations structure. In this
paper, the notion of equivalence will only be used to compare pairs of VCSP with
the same valuation structure and can be therefore simplified and strengthened.
Two VCSP will be said equivalent iff they define the same distribution over
complete assignments:

Definition 5. Two VCSP P = 〈X, D, C, S〉 and P ′ = 〈X, D, C′, S〉 are equiva-
lent iff for any complete assignment A, we have:

VP(A) = VP′(A)

3 Arc Consistency Revisited

In this section we first give a slightly unusual and very naive definition of clas-
sical arc consistency which will make the extension to soft constraints easier.
We consider that the final domains of the CSP are defined by the unary con-
straints ci ∈ C1.
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Definition 6. A classical CSP is arc consistent if for each constraint c ∈ C+

and for each variable i ∈ Xc, we have (ci ⊂ c↓{i}) and (ci ⊃ c↓{i}).

Traditionally, a CSP is said to be arc consistent simply when (ci ⊂ c↓{i}). Our
definition explicits the usual implicit assumption that tuples which use a deleted
value are removed from the constraints i.e. that (ci ⊃ c↓{i}) too. Except for the
fact that a CSP with empty domains may be arc consistent using this definition,
it is equivalent to the usual definition (we consider that the possible emptiness of
the arc consistent closure is a separate property). The first condition guarantees
that each value has a tuple supporting it while the second condition guarantees
that all tuples are made of viable values. So, globally, each value is supported
by a viable tuple.

A corresponding enforcing algorithm can be defined by the iterated applica-
tion, until quiescence, of two procedures, each enforcing one of the two conditions
above: Projection enforces the fact that (ci ⊂ c↓{i}) by deleting values with no
support. Extension enforces the fact that (ci ⊃ c↓{i}) by deleting tuples that con-
tain a deleted value. The unary constraints ci are used to mark deleted values.
Termination follows from the fact that each iteration of AC, but the last, removes
at least one value or tuple and there is only O(e.dk) of them. In the binary case,
since Projection and Extension are in O(d), each iteration of AC is in O(e.d2) and
this shows that our naive arc consistency enforcing algorithm is in O(e2.d4).

Algorithm 1 – Naive Arc Consistency enforcing

Projection(c, i, a);
m← 0;
if @t ∈ c s.t. t↓{i} = (a) then

Delete (a) from ci;
m← 1;

return m;

Extension(i, a, c);
m← 0;
if (a) �∈ ci then

foreach t ∈ c s.t. t↓{i} = (a) do
Delete t from c;
m← 1;

return m;

AC(X, D, C1 ∪ C+);
m← 1;
while (m) do

mc ← mi ← 0;
foreach c ∈ C+ do

foreach i ∈ Xc do
foreach a ∈ di do mc ← (mc∨ Projection(c, i, a));

foreach i ∈ X do
foreach c ∈ C+ s.t. i ∈ Xc do

foreach a ∈ di do mi = (mi∨ Extension(i, a, c));

m← mi ∨mc;
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AC returns a CSP which is equivalent to the original CSP since Projection and
Extension only remove values or tuples which cannot participate to a solution.
The final CSP is arc consistent since it is closed under both Projection and
Extension. The poor time complexity of this naive algorithm, compared to the
optimal O(e.d2) time complexity first achieved by AC-4 on binary CSP should be
considered as the consequence of its intended simplicity: the aim of this paper is
(only) to show that arc consistency can be extended to eg. Max-CSP. We have
chosen to describe an enforcing algorithm that will be easy to extend to VCSP.
To achieve this, we will mainly have to guarantee that the extended versions of
the elementary operations Projection and Extension preserve the semantics of the
problem.

3.1 Arc Consistency for Soft Constraints

We start with an introductory example. In the sequel of the paper, in order to
illustrate the notions introduced on concrete examples, we will consider binary
weighted Max-CSP which correspond to valued CSP using the strictly mono-
tonic valuation structure 〈N∪{+∞},+, >〉. To describe such problems, we use a
graph representation where vertices represent values and weighted edges connect
values from pairs of variables connected by a constraint. In this representation,
we omit all edges weighted by 0 (⊥) and all weights equal to +∞ (
). Unary
constraints (actual domains) are represented by weights associated with vertices,
weights equal to 0 being omitted.

Let us consider the weighted Max-CSP in figure 1(a). It has two variables
called 1 and 2, each with two values a and b and a single constraint. The con-
straint forbids pair ((1, b), (2, b)) with cost 1 and forbids pairs ((1, a), (2, a)) and
((1, b), (2, a)) completely (with cost +∞). The pair ((1, a), (2, b)) is authorised
and the corresponding edge is therefore omitted.

babababa

(a) (b) (c) (d)

a b a b a b ba

1

2

1 1

∞ ∞

1 1

Fig. 1. Four equivalent Max-CSP

If we assign the value b to variable 1, it is known for sure that a cost of 1
at least must be payed since the best support for (1, b) has cost 1. Projection
should make this explicit and induce a unary constraint on 1 that forbids (1, b)
with cost 1. However if we simply add this constraint to the Max-CSP, as
it has been proposed in [4] for those cases with an idempotent operator, the
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resulting CSP is not equivalent. The complete assignment ((1, b), (2, b)) which
has initially cost 1 would now have cost 2. In order to preserve equivalence, we
must “compensate” for the induced unary constraint. This can be done by simply
subtracting 1 from all the tuples that contain the value (1, b). The corresponding
equivalent CSP is described in figure 1(b): the edge ((1, b), (2, b)) of cost 1 has
disappeared (the associated weight is now 0) while the edge ((1, b), (2, a)) is
unaffected since it has an infinite cost. We can repeat this process for variable 2:
all the supports of value (2, a) have infinite cost. Thus we can add a unary
constraint that completely forbids value (2, a). In this specific case, and because
the valuation +∞ is such that ∀v ∈ E,+∞⊕v = +∞, we can either compensate
for this (figure 1(c)) or not (figure 1(d)). In both cases, an equivalent Max-CSP
is obtained. Actually, the weight associated with each of the edges connected to
value (2, a) cannot affect the semantics of the CSP since the value is completely
forbidden. CSP 1(c) is interesting because it is is completely solved. However,
we prefer the problem 1(d) because it makes the information explicit both at
the domain and constraint level.

3.2 A New Axiom for VCSP

To generalise this idea to other possible valuation structures, we have to be able
to “compensate” for the information added by projection. This is made possible
by the following additional axiom:

Definition 7. A valuation structure 〈E,⊕, �〉 is fair if for any pair of valua-
tions u, v ∈ E, v � u, there exist a valuation w ∈ E such that v⊕w = u. w will
be called a difference of u and v. The unique maximum difference of u and v will
be noted u� v.

This simple axiom is actually satisfied by most existing concrete frameworks,
including concrete with idempotent or strictly monotonic ⊕ operators.

classical CSP can be defined as VCSP using the valuation set E = {0, 1},
where 0 = ⊥ ≺ 1 = 
. The combination operator is max and we have
0� 0 = 0, 1� 0 = 1 and 1� 1 = 1. So � = max too. Note that 0 is another
difference between 1 and 1, but it is not the maximum one.
possibilistic CSP, which define a min-max problem dual to the classical max-
min problem of fuzzy CSP, can be defined using the valuation set N∪{+∞},
ordered as usual and using ⊕ = max. Here again, differences exist and one
can show that � = max.
weighted Max-CSP can be defined using the valuation set N ∪ {+∞}, or-
dered as usual and using ⊕ = +. Here again, differences exist and one can
show that u � v = u − v on finite valuations. Else, for all v ∈ E, we have
+∞� v = +∞.

Note that other concrete frameworks such as probabilistic CSP [7] or lexi-
cographic CSP [8] can be reduced to weighted Max-CSP as shown in [14] and
can therefore benefit from the results given in this paper. This is particularly
important for lexicographic CSP for which difference is not always defined.
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Theorem 1. Let S = 〈E,⊕, �〉 be a fair valuation structure. Then ∀u, v, w,∈
E, w � v, we have (v � w) � v and (u⊕ w)⊕ (v � w) = (u⊕ v).

Proof. By definition, (v �w)⊕ w = v. From the monotonicity of ⊕, this proves
that (v � w) � v (this inequality becomes strict if ⊕ is strictly monotonic and
v �= 
). The second property follows from the commutativity and associativity
of ⊕: we have (u⊕ w)⊕ (v � w) = u⊕ ((v � w) ⊕ w) = (u⊕ v). ��

3.3 Soft Arc Consistency Enforcing

It is now possible to define an extended version of the AC enforcing algorithm
presented before. Our aim is to define a generic algorithm that will consistently
work in all fair valuation structures. Remember that ci denotes the unary con-
straint on variable i in the current CSP. So, ci(a) is the valuation associated
with value (i, a) in the unary constraint. Similarly to value removals in classical
AC enforcing, we will also use statements such as c(t) ← v which means that
the valuation associated with the tuple t in c will be set to v. We also require
the following definitions:

Definition 8. Let v, w ∈ E, be two valuations. If v �= ⊥ and v � v = v, we say
that v is absorbing. If v ⊕ w �= w we say that v affects w.

We assume that these properties can be tested in constant time. This is the case
in all the concrete valuation structures considered. Note that 
 is absorbing in
all valuation structures. When ⊕ is idempotent, then all valuations but ⊥ are
absorbing. We are now ready to extend our elementary procedures Projection and
Extension.

Algorithm 2 – Extended procedures for Soft AC enforcing

Projection(c, i, a);
m← 0;
v ← �;
foreach t ∈ c s.t. t↓{i} = (a) do

v ← min(v, c(t));

if v affects ci(a) then
v′ ← Choose(v);
ci(a)← ci(a)⊕ v′;

m← 1;
foreach t ∈ c s.t. t↓{i} = (a) do

c(t)← c(t)� v′;

return m;

Extension(i, a, c);
m← 0;
v ← ci(a);
if v is absorbing then

v′ ← Choose(v);
foreach t ∈ c s.t. t↓{i} = (a) do

if v′ affects c(t) then
c(t)← c(t)⊕ v′;
m← 1;

1 ci(a)← ci(a)� v′;

return m;

Let analyse these procedures. Both use a function Choose(v) that takes a
valuation as argument and returns a valuation. Assume for now that Choose(v)
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is the identity function. In Projection, we first look for a cheapest support for the
value (i, a) on constraint c and we keep its valuation in v. If (i, a) is used in an
assignment, we will have to pay for this valuation at least. This gives a possible
new unary constraint. Before adding this constraint, we first check if this would
modify the CSP: we test if v affects the existing valuation ci(a) at the unary
constraint level. If it does, we add the induced unary constraint to the CSP,
we note that the CSP is modified and then we compensate for the addition by
subtracting v from the valuations of all the supports of (i, a). This can always
be done because the valuation structure is fair and by construction v is less than
or equal to all the valuations of the supports.

In Extension, we first check if the valuation v of the value a is absorbing. This
is needed for termination (see section 5). Then for each of the supports of (i, a)
on c, we check if v can affect the valuation of the support and if so, we modify
the tuple valuation. The line numbered 1 compensates for this at the unary level.
This line is actually useless since v is absorbing but it will be useful in a later
version of the procedure Extension where v may be non absorbing.

Theorem 2. Given any fair VCSP P = 〈X, D, C, S〉, i ∈ X, a ∈ di and c ∈ C
s.t. i ∈ Xc, the application of Projection(c, i, a) or Extension(i, a, c) to P yields
an equivalent VCSP.

Proof. Consider any complete assignment t. If t↓{i} �= (a) then the valuation of
the assignment is unaffected by the application of Projection or Extension since
these procedures only modify valuations of tuples containing value (i, a). If t↓{i} =
(a), we note α = ci(a) and β = c(t↓Xc). The initial valuation of t can be written
ω ⊕ α⊕ β where ω contains the combined valuations of all constraints except c
and ci. After the application of Projection, the valuation of t becomes ω ⊕ (α⊕
v)⊕ (β� v) = ω⊕α⊕β by theorem 1 and is therefore unaffected. Similarly, the
application of Extension yields a valuation of ω ⊕ (α� v)⊕ (β ⊕ v) = ω ⊕ α⊕ β
by theorem 1. ��
Consider our initial AC algorithm using the new Projection and Extension proce-
dures. If it terminates, it necessarily returns an equivalent problem. Termination
is still unproved in the general case, however it is easy to prove it in the most
important cases i.e. when ⊕ is either idempotent or strictly monotonic:

Idempotent case: ⊕ is equal to max (see [14]) and obviously � = max too.
The number of different valuations one may obtain by combining valuations
with max is finite and equal to the number of different valuations that exist
originally in the CSP. Then, each application of Projection or Extension may
only increase valuations in domains or constraints. Since they can only take
a finite number of values, the algorithm will stop.
Strictly monotonic case: the only absorbing value is 
. For all other valu-
ations v �= 
, we have v � x ≺ v for any x �= ⊥ (this follows from strict
monotonicity). If we consider valuations inside constraints, each call to Pro-
jection may only reduce valuations while each call to Extension can only set
constraint valuations to 
 which is the maximum element and as an ab-
sorbing value, cannot decrease. Globally, each iteration of the AC algorithm
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can either lower constraint valuations or set them to 
. In the first case,
the valuation cannot decrease below ⊥ and in the second case they can-
not be modified again. Termination is guaranteed because there is only a
finite number of tuples inside constraints. Note that this proof is still valid
if Choose returns any value which is smaller or equal to v and strictly larger
than ⊥.
So we now have an extended enforcing algorithm that terminates and yields

an equivalent problem for all fair valuation structures with either an idempotent
or strictly monotonic ⊕ operator. Note also that its specialisation to classical
CSP described as VCSP corresponds to our classical AC enforcing algorithm.
We can now define the corresponding arc consistency property as follows:

Definition 9. A fair VCSP is arc consistent if for each constraint c ∈ C+, for
each variable i ∈ Xc, for each value a ∈ di we have:

the minimum valuation of the supports of (i, a) on c does not affect ci(a).
if ci(a) is absorbing, then it does not affect any of the valuations of the
supports of (i, a) on c.

Our AC enforcing algorithm is correct by definition of the AC property which
precisely corresponds to the properties enforced by Projection and Extension re-
spectively. Note also that its specialisation to classical CSP described as VCSP
corresponds to our classical AC definition.

We still have to prove that the algorithm is polynomial time. We haven’t
built a generic proof and have instead decided to limit ourself to the most sig-
nificant case of binary weighted Max-CSP. In this case, Projection is in O(d)
and Extension in O(d) too. In AC each iteration performs O(ed) calls to these
procedures. Each iteration but the last either deletes a value, sets a tuple valu-
ation to 0 = ⊥ or to +∞ = 
. There are only e.d2 tuples and n.d values so this
naive AC enforcing algorithm is in O(e2.d4) and is effectively polynomial time.
Naturally, some work is needed to turn this theoretical result in a tuned time
and space efficient algorithm.

a b

ba

a b

ba

(a)

a b

2

1

ba

1
1

1 1 1(c)(b)

1

1

Fig. 2. A Max-CSP and two different equivalent arc consistent closure

Finally, we observe that confluence of arc consistency enforcing is lost. This
means that the arc consistent closure of a problem is not necessarily unique
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as the example of figure 2 shows. The Max-CSP considered is similar to the
problem of figure 1 except that non authorised tuples have all cost 1. If we start
enforcing arc consistency by variable 1, we detect that (1, b) has a minimum cost
support of cost 1 and we obtain the CSP 2(b). This CSP is arc consistent and
equivalent to the CSP 2(a). If we start by variable 2, we detect that (2, a) has a
minimum cost support of cost 1 and we obtain the CSP 2(c). This CSP is also
arc consistent and equivalent to CSP 2(a) but is different from the CSP 2(b).

4 Lower Bounds and Comparison

In the VCSP framework, as in the CSP framework, each variable must be as-
signed a value. So, the following valuation is always a lower bound on the cost
of an optimal solution:

� = ⊕
i∈X

[min
a∈di

ci(a)]

Computed after AC enforcing, this lower bound will be noted �ac. It depends on
the arc consistent closure found which depends on the order in which constraints
and variables are examined by AC enforcing. A CSP is said to be maximally
arc consistent if it is arc consistent and if �ac is maximum over all equivalent
arc consistent problems. The problem of enforcing maximum arc consistency is
certainly important, but there are reasons to think that it is an NP-hard problem
(see [13]). As an example, consider the CSP in figure 3. It has four variables with
two values each and contains four constraints. Enforcing arc consistency of this
problem yields the CSP on the right. The lower bound �ac is here equal to 4.

We now compare �ac to recent lower bounds for binary Max-CSP. The
first lower bound considered is the reversible directed arc consistency counts
based lower bound (RDAC [11, 10]). It is parameterised by booleans indicating
a direction per binary constraint. For each constraint c, and for each value a of
the variable i indicated by the direction selected, the counter wi,a is incremented
if the value has no support on the constraint. The induced lower bound is the
sum of the minimum of the wia per variable. If we enforce AC and if we examine
constraints in the same order as RDAC, always starting by the variable that
RDAC examines, it is quite obvious that Projection will discover exactly the
same counts as RDAC, as unary constraints. Additionally, it will examine the
other side of each constraint and possibly infer more unary constraints which
may lead to a strictly better lower bound. If we consider our example, exactly
one value in each domain has a support of cost 0. So, RDAC will only be able
to infer at most 4 counts of 1 for the eight values. Ideally, if the constraints are
correctly oriented (eg. 2 constraints directed towards variable 1 and the 2 others
towards variable 3), these 4 costs induce a lower bound of 2. However, a useless
lower bound of 0 can also be inferred if the constraints are poorly oriented eg. if
one constraint is oriented towards each variable.

The second lower bound considered is the weighted arc consistency counts
based lower bound (WAC [1]). It is parameterised by one real number between 0
and 1 per constraint. It has been shown in [2] that it is a generalisation of RDAC.
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Fig. 3. A Max-CSP, and its arc consistent closure

If α is the number associated with the constraint c, the counts inferred by WAC
will be α times the counts that RDAC would have inferred in one direction and
(1 − α) times the counts it would have inferred in the other direction. We can
parameterise AC enforcing by modifying the Choose procedure so that instead
of returning v it returns α.v on one side and (1 − α).v on the other side and
conclude that AC can always yield a lower bounds that is at least as good as
WAC: we start by applying Projection once on each constraint/variable with the
Choose procedure parameterised by the α. The CSP obtained exhibits the same
costs as WAC as unary constraints but may be non arc consistent. If we finish
enforcing arc consistency using the standard Choose procedure, we only increase
costs and therefore increase the lower bound. If we again consider the problem
of figure 3, WAC can ideally infer a lower bound of 2, as RDAC, using eg. α = 1

2
for all constraints.

So, our AC enforcing algorithm provides stronger lower bounds than recent
proposals. Furthermore, it preserves equivalence and is defined for non-binary
constraints.

5 Propagating Local Inconsistencies

In this section we consider the possibility, for procedure Extension, of processing
valuations that are not absorbing. The corresponding procedure is called Ex-
tension+ and is simply deduced from Extension by removing the test whether
v = ci(a) is absorbing (see algorithm 2). Propagation of non absorbing valua-
tions has been forbidden in the basic version in order to guarantee termination:
for non absorbing valuations, the use of Extension+(i, a, c) exactly cancels the
effect of a previous call to Projection(c, i, a) which my lead to infinite loops. How-
ever, termination can always be forced if it is not natural. We find agreeable, in
this section, to consider AC enforcing as a local search process in the space of
equivalent CSP. The criterion optimised is the lower bound �. A first neighbour-
hood can be defined by all possible applications of Projection and Extension. Its
use corresponds to the AC enforcing algorithm 2: a greedy local search process
always terminates and the locally optimal CSP reached is arc consistent.
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Fig. 4. Propagating non absorbing valuations may improve �ac

A second larger neighbourhood is defined by all possible applications of Pro-
jection and Extension+. It is particularly interesting in the context eg. of Max-
CSP where the propagation of non absorbing valuations may be the key to reach
a maximum arc consistent closure. Consider the first Max-CSP in figure 4. It
includes one binary constraint that forbids pair ((1, b)(2, b)) and two unary con-
straints that forbid values (1, a) and (2, a). The CSP is arc consistent and the
corresponding lower bound �ac equals 0. If we apply Extension+ on value (1, a)
we get the equivalent CSP 4(b) which is not arc consistent. We can apply Pro-
jection on value (2, b) and obtain the CSP 4(c) which is arc consistent with a
corresponding lower bound �ac = 1. The propagation of non absorbing valuations
may allow the transport of local unary constraints from variable to variable. For
some variables, this may be used to increase the minimum valuation ci(a) and
therefore the lower bound �ac. The question whether a maximum arc consistent
closure can always be reached from a given CSP using this second neighbourhood
is open but obviously the first neighbourhood does not suffice. Further work is
needed to determine if and how one could get similar results in an AC enforcing
algorithm that always terminates.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have defined an extended version of arc consistency that applies
to classical CSP, fuzzy CSP, weighted Max-CSP and others. It extends the
usual notion of equivalent arc consistent problem in a systematic way, including
frameworks for which the notion was not available and this in the general case
of non binary constraints. Several directions are still worth some attention. First
of all, some work is obviously needed to turn our naive arc consistency enforcing
algorithm in a tuned space and time efficient algorithm. This paper, combined
with the existing arc consistency technology of AC-{6,7} should do the trick. The
resulting algorithm should then be injected in tree-search algorithms for solving
Max-CSP such as PFC-MRDAC [11, 10]. More generally, the technique used in
this paper to extend arc consistency should also allow the extension of most (if
not all) existing local consistency properties of classical CSP to Max-CSP and
provide even stronger lower bounds.
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Abstract. In this paper we propose an optimal anytime version of con-
strained simulated annealing (CSA) for solving constrained nonlinear
programming problems (NLPs). One of the goals of the algorithm is
to generate feasible solutions of certain prescribed quality using an av-
erage time of the same order of magnitude as that spent by the original
CSA with an optimal cooling schedule in generating a solution of sim-
ilar quality. Here, an optimal cooling schedule is one that leads to the
shortest average total number of probes when the original CSA with the
optimal schedule is run multiple times until it finds a solution. Our sec-
ond goal is to design an anytime version of CSA that generates gradually
improving feasible solutions as more time is spent, eventually finding a
constrained global minimum (CGM). In our study, we have observed a
monotonically non-decreasing function relating the success probability
of obtaining a solution and the average completion time of CSA, and an
exponential function relating the objective target that CSA is looking
for and the average completion time. Based on these observations, we
have designed CSAAT−ID, the anytime CSA with iterative deepening
that schedules multiple runs of CSA using a set of increasing cooling
schedules and a set of improving objective targets. We then prove the
optimality of our schedules and demonstrate experimentally the results
on four continuous constrained NLPs. CSAAT−ID can be generalized
to solving discrete, continuous, and mixed-integer NLPs, since CSA is
applicable to solve problems in these three classes. Our approach can
also be generalized to other stochastic search algorithms, such as genetic
algorithms, and be used to determine the optimal time for each run of
such algorithms.

1 Introduction

A large variety of engineering applications can be formulated as constrained non-
linear programming problems (NLPs). Examples include production planning,
computer integrated manufacturing, chemical control processing, and structure
optimization. Some applications that are inherently constrained or have multiple

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 425–440, 2000.
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objectives may be formulated as unconstrained mathematical programs due to a
lack of good solution methods. Examples include applications in neural-network
learning, computer-aided design for VLSI, and digital signal processing. High-
quality solutions to these applications are important because they may lead to
lower implementation and maintenance costs.

By first transforming multi-objective NLPs into single-objective NLPs, all
constrained NLPs can be considered as single-objective NLPs. Without loss of
generality, we consider only minimization problems in this paper. A general
discrete constrained NLP is formulated as follows:

minimize f(x)
subject to g(x) ≤ 0 x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a vector (1)

h(x) = 0 of discrete variables,

where f(x) is a lower-bounded objective function, h(x) = [h1(x), · · · , hm(x)]T

is a set of m equality constraints, and all the discrete variables in x are finite.
Both f(x) and h(x) can be either linear or nonlinear, continuous or discrete
(i.e. discontinuous), and analytic in closed forms or procedural. In particular,
we are interested in application problems whose f(x), g(x), and h(x) are non-
differentiable. Our general formulation includes both equality and inequality
constraints, although it is shown later that inequality constraints can be trans-
formed into equality constraints. The search space (sometimes called solution
space) X is the finite set of all possible combinations of discrete variables in x
that may or may not satisfy the constraints. Such a space is usually limited by
some bounds on the range of variables.

To characterize the solutions sought in discrete space, we define for discrete
problems, N (x), the neighborhood [1] of point x in discrete space X , as a finite
user-defined set of points {x′ ∈ X} such that x′ is reachable from x in one step,
that x′ ∈ N (x) ⇐⇒ x ∈ N (x′), and that it is possible to reach every other x′′
starting from any x in one or more steps through neighboring points. Note that
neighboring points may be feasible or infeasible.

Point x ∈ X is called a discrete constrained local minimum (CLM) if it
satisfies two conditions: a) x is a feasible point, implying that x satisfies all the
constraints g(x) ≤ 0 and h(x) = 0, and b) f(x) ≤ f(x′), for all x′ ∈ N (x)
where x′ is feasible. A special case in which x is a CLM is when x is feasible and
all its neighboring points are infeasible.

Point x ∈ X is called a constrained global minimum (CGM) iff a) x is a
feasible point, and b) for every feasible point x′ ∈ X , f(x′) ≥ f(x). According
to our definitions, a CGM must also be a CLM.

In the next section we formulate the problem that we study in this paper.
This is followed by a summary of the constrained simulated annealing algorithm
(CSA) in Section 3 and a statistical model on the CSA procedure in Section 4.
Finally, we present our proposed anytime CSA with iterative deepening in Sec-
tion 5 and our experimental results in Section 6.
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2 Formulation of the Problem

Constrained simulated annealing (CSA) [14] (see Section 3) has been proposed
as a powerful global minimization algorithm that can guarantee asymptotic con-
vergence to a CGM with probability one when applied to solve (1).

One of the difficulties in using CSA, like conventional simulated annealing
(SA) [8], is to determine an annealing schedule, or the way that temperatures are
decreased in order to allow a solution of prescribed quality to be found quickly. In
general, the asymptotic convergence of CSA to a CGM with probability one was
proved with respect to a cooling schedule in which temperatures are decreased in
a logarithmic fashion [14], based on the original necessary and sufficient condition
of Hajek developed for SA [6]. It requires an infinitely long cooling schedule in
order to approach a CGM with probability one.

In practice, asymptotic convergence can never be exploited since any algo-
rithm must terminate in finite time. There are two ways to complete CSA in
finite time. The first approach uses an infinitely long logarithmically decreas-
ing cooling schedule but terminates CSA in finite time. This is not desirable
because CSA will most likely not have converged to any feasible solution when
terminated at high temperatures.

The second approach is to design a cooling schedule that can complete in pre-
scribed finite time. In this paper we use the following geometric cooling schedule
with cooling rate α:

Tj+1 = α× Tj , j = 0, · · · , Nα − 1, (2)

where α < 1, j measures the number of probes in CSA (assuming one probe is
made at each temperature and all probes are independent), and Nα is the total
number of probes in the schedule. A probe here is a neighboring point examined
by CSA, independent of whether CSA accepts it or not. We use the number of
probes expended to measure overhead because it is closely related to execution
time. Given T0 > TNα > 0 and α, we can determine Nα, the length of a cooling
schedule, as:

Nα = logα
TNα

T0
. (3)

Note that the actual number of probes in a successful run may be less than Nα,
as a run is terminated as soon as a desirable solution is found. However, it should
be very close to Nα, as solutions are generally found when temperatures are low.

The effect of using a finite α is that CSA will converge to a CGM with
probability less than one. When CSA uses a finite cooling schedule Nα, we are
interested in its reachability probability PR(Nα), or the probability that it will
find a CGM in any of its previous probes when it stops. Let pj be the probability
that CSA finds a CGM in its jth probe, then PR(Nα) when it stops is:

PR(Nα) = 1−
Nα∏
j=1

(1− pj). (4)
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Table 1. An example illustrating trade-offs between the expected total number
of probes in multiple runs of CSA to find a CGM, the cooling rate used in
each run, and the probability of success in each run. The optimal cooling rate
at α = 0.574 leads to the minimum average total number of probes to find a
CGM. Note that the probability of success is not the highest in one run using
the optimal cooling rate. (The problem solved is defined in (6). Each cooling
schedule is run 200 times using f ′ = 200.)

α cooling rate in one run 0.139 0.281 0.429 0.574 0.701 0.862 0.961 0.990

Nα avg. cooling schedule 99.8 148.0 207.5 296.0 434.5 798.0 2414.0 6963.5
Tα avg. CPU time per run 0.026 0.036 0.050 0.074 0.11 0.18 0.54 1.58

PR(Nα) succ. prob. of one run 1% 10% 25% 40% 55% 70% 85% 95%
1

PR(Nα)
avg. runs to find sol’n 100 10 4 2.5 1.82 1.43 1.18 1.05

Nα
PR(Nα)

avg. probes to find sol’n 9980 1480 830 740 790 1140 2840 7330
Tα

PR(Nα)
avg. time to find sol’n 2.6 0.36 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.25 0.64 1.7

Reachability can be maintained by keeping the best solution found at any time
and by reporting the best solution when CSA stops.

Although the exact value of PR(Nα) is hard to estimate and control, we can
always improve the chance of hitting a CGM by running CSA multiple times,
each using a finite cooling schedule. Given PR(Nα) for each run of CSA and
that all runs are independent, the expected number of runs to find a solution is

1
PR(Nα) and the expected total number of probes is:

Expected total number of
probes to find a CGM =

∞∑
j=1

PR(Nα)(1 − PR(Nα))j−1Nαj =
Nα

PR(Nα)
(5)

Table 1 illustrates trade-offs betweenNα and PR(Nα) in solving a constrained
NLP with a 10-dimensional Rastrigin function as its objective:

minimize f(x) = F

(
10n+

n∑
i=1

(x2
i − 10cos(2πxi)), 200

)
(6)

subject to |(xi − 4.2)(xi + 3.2)| ≤ 0.1 for n = 10,

where F is the transformation function defined later in (11). A run of CSA is
successful if it finds a feasible point with objective value less than or equal to 200
in this run, and the probability to hit a CGM is calculated by the percentage of
successful runs over 200 independent runs.

Table 1 shows that PR(Nα) increases towards one when α is increased. A
long cooling schedule is generally undesirable because the expected number of
probes in (5) is large, even though the success probability in one run of CSA
approaches one. On the other hand, if the schedule is too short, then the success
probability in one run of CSA is low, leading to a large expected number of
probes in (5). An optimal schedule is one in which CSA is run multiple times
and the expected total number of problems in (5) is the smallest.
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Definition 1. An optimal cooling schedule is one that leads to the smallest av-
erage total number of probes of multiple runs of CSA in order to find a solution
of prescribed quality.

Table 1 shows that Nα

PR(Nα) is a convex function with a minimum at α = 0.574.
That is, the average total number of probes of multiple runs of CSA to find a
CGM first decreases and then increases, leading to an optimal cooling rate of
0.574 and an average of 2.5 runs of CSA to find a CGM.

This paper aims at determining an optimal cooling schedule that allows a
solution of prescribed quality to be found in the shortest average amount of time.
In order to find the optimal cooling schedule, users generally have to experiment
by trial and error until a suitable schedule is found. Such tuning is obviously
not practical in solving large complex problems. In that case, one is interested
in running a single version of the algorithm that can adjust its cooling schedule
dynamically in order to find a schedule close to the optimal one. Moreover,
one is interested in obtaining improved solutions as more time is spent on the
algorithm. Such an algorithm is an anytime algorithm because it always reports
the best solution found if the search were stopped at any time.

The goals of this paper are two folds. First, we like to design cooling schedules
for CSA in such a ways that the average time spent in generating a solution of
certain quality is of the same order of magnitude as that of multiple run of the
original CSA with an optimal cooling schedule. In other words, the new CSA is
optimal in terms of average completion time up to an order of magnitude with
respect to that of the original CSA with the best cooling schedule. Second, we
like to design a set of objective targets that allow an anytime-CSA to generate
improved solutions as more time is spent, eventually finding a CGM.

The approach we take in this paper is to first study statistically the per-
formance of CSA. Based on the statistics collected, we propose an exponential
model relating the value of objective targets sought by CSA and the average
execution time, and a monotonically non-decreasing model relating the success
probability of obtaining a solution and the average execution time. These models
lead to the design of CSAAT−ID, the anytime CSA with iterative deepening,
that schedules multiple runs of CSA using a set of increasing cooling schedules
that exploit the convexity of (5) and a set of improving objective targets.

Let Topt(fi) be the average time taken by the original CSA with an optimal
cooling schedule to find a CLM of value fi or better, and TAT−ID(fi) be the
average time taken by CSAAT−ID to find a CLM of similar quality. Based on
the principle of iterative deepening [9], we prove the optimality of CSAAT−ID

by showing:

TAT−ID(fi) = O (Topt(fi)) where i = 0, 1, 2, · · · (7)

Further, CSAAT−ID returns solutions of values f0 > · · · > f∗ that are gradually
improving with time.

There were many past studies on annealing schedules in SA. Schedules stud-
ied include logarithmic annealing schedules [6] that are necessary and sufficient
for asymptotic convergence, schedules inversely proportional to annealing steps
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in FSA [13] that are slow when the annealing step is large, simulated quenching
scheduling in ASA [7] that is not efficient when the number of variables is large,
proportional (or geometric) cooling schedules [8] using a cooling rate between
0.8-0.99 or a rate computed from the initial and final temperatures [11], constant
annealing [3], arithmetic annealing [12], polynomial-time cooling [2] adaptive
temperature scheduling based on the acceptance ratio of bad moves [16], and
non-equilibrium SA (NESA) [4] that operates at a non-equilibrium condition
and that reduces temperatures as soon as improved solutions are found.

All the past studies aimed at designing annealing schedules that allow one
run of SA to succeed in getting a desirable solution. There was no prior studies
that examine trade-offs between multiple runs of SA using different schedules
and the improved probability of getting a solution. Our approach in this paper
is based on multiple runs of CSA, whose execution times increase in a geometric
fashion and whose last run finds a solution to the application problem. Based on
iterative deepening [9], the total time of all the runs will be dominated by the
last run and will only be a constant factor of the time taken in the last run.

3 Constrained Simulated Annealing

In this section, we summarize our Lagrange-multiplier theory for solving discrete
constrained NLPs and the adaptation of SA to look for discrete saddle points.

Consider a discrete equality-constrained NLP:

minimizex f(x) (8)
subject to h(x) = 0,

where x = (x1, . . . , xn) is a vector of discrete variables, and f(x) and h(x)
are analytic in closed forms (but not necessarily differentiable) or procedural.
An inequality constraint like gj(x) ≤ 0 can be transformed into an equivalent
equality constraint max(gj(x), 0) = 0. Hence, without loss of generality, our
theory only considers application problems with equality constraints.

A generalized discrete Lagrangian function of (8) is defined as follows:

Ld(x, λ) = f(x) + λTH (h(x)) , (9)

where H is a continuous transformation function satisfying H(y) = 0 iff y = 0.
We define a discrete saddle point (x∗, λ∗) with the following property:

Ld(x∗, λ) ≤ Ld(x∗, λ∗) ≤ Ld(x, λ∗) (10)

for all x ∈ N (x∗) and all λ ∈ R. Essentially, a saddle point is one in
which Ld(x∗, λ) is at a local maximum in the λ subspace and at a local mini-
mum in the x subspace. The concept of saddle points is very important in discrete
problems because, starting from them, we can derive the first-order necessary
and sufficient condition for CLM that lead to global minimization procedures.
This is stated formally in the following theorem [15]:
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1. procedure CSA
2. set initial x = (x, λ) by randomly generating x and by setting λ← 0;
3. initialize temperature T0 to be large enough and cooling rate 0 < α < 1
4. set NT (number of probes per temperature);
5. while stopping condition is not satisfied do
6. for n← 1 to NT do
7. generate x′ from N (x) using G(x,x′);
8. accept x′ with probability AT (x,x′)
9. end for
10. reduce temperature by T ← α× T ;
11. end while
12. end procedure

Fig. 1. CSA: Constrained simulated annealing [15]

Theorem 1. First-order necessary and sufficient condition for CLM. A point
in the variable space of (8) is a CLM if and only if it satisfies the saddle-point
condition (10).

Figure 1 describes CSA [14] that looks for saddle points with the minimum
objective value. By carrying out probabilistic ascents in the λ subspace with a
probability of acceptance governed by a temperature, it looks for local maxima in
that subspace. Likewise, by carrying out probabilistic descents in the x subspace,
it looks for local minima in that subspace. It can be shown that the point where
the algorithm stops is a saddle point in the Lagrangian space.

CSA differs from traditional SA that only has probabilistic descents in the x
space, and the point where SA stops is a local minimum of the objective function
of an unconstrained optimization. By extending the search to saddle points in a
Lagrangian space, CSA allows constrained optimization problems to be solved
in a similar way as SA in solving unconstrained optimization problems.

Using distribution G(x,x′) to generate trial point x′ in neighborhoodN (x), a
Metropolis acceptance probability AT (x,x′), and a logarithmic cooling schedule,
CSA has been proven to have asymptotic convergence with probability one to a
CGM. This is stated in the following theorem without proof [14].

Theorem 2. Asymptotic convergence of CSA. The Markov chain modeling
CSA converges to a CGM with probability one.

Although Theorems 1 and 2 were derived for discrete constrained NLPs, it is
applicable to continuous and mixed-integer constrained NLPs if all continuous
variables were first discretized. Discretization is acceptable in practice because
numerical evaluations of continuous variables using digital computers can be
considered as discrete approximation of the original variables up to a computer’s
precision. Intuitively, if discretization is fine enough, the solutions found are fairly
good approximations to the original solutions. Due to space limitations, we do
not discuss the accuracy of solutions found in discretized problems [17]. In the
rest of this paper, we apply CSA to solve constrained NLPs, assuming that
continuous variables in continuous and mixed-integer NLPs are first discretized.
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4 Performance Modeling of CSA

The performance of a CSA procedure to solve a given application problem from
a random starting point can be measured by the probability that it will find a
solution of a prescribed quality when it stops and the average time it takes to
find the solution. There are many parameters that will affect how CSA performs,
such as neighborhood size, generation probability, probability of accepting a
point generated, initial temperature, cooling schedule, and relaxation of objective
function. In this section, we focus on the relationship among objective targets,
cooling schedules, and probabilities of finding a desirable solution.

4.1 Relaxation of Objective Target

One way to improve the chance of finding a solution by CSA is to look for
CLM instead of CGM. An approach to achieve this is stop CSA whenever it
finds a CLM of a prescribed quality. This approach is not desirable in general
because CSA may only find a CLM when its temperatures are low, leading to
little difference in times between finding CLM and CGM. Further, it is necessary
to prove the asymptotic convergence of the relaxed CSA procedure.

A second approach that we adopt in this paper is to modify the constrained
NLP in such a way that a CLM of value smaller than f ′ in the original NLP is
considered a CGM in the relaxed NLP. Since the CSA procedure is unchanged, its
asymptotic convergence behavior remains the same. The relaxed NLP is obtained
by transforming the objective target of the original NLP:

F (f(x), f ′) =
{
f ′ if f(x) ≤ f ′

f(x) if f(x) > f ′ . (11)

Assuming that f∗ is the value of the CGM in the original NLP, it follows that
the value of the CGM of the relaxed NLP is f∗ if f ′ ≤ f∗ and is f ′ if f ′ > f∗.
Moreover, since the relaxed problem is a valid NLP solvable by CSA, CSA will
converge asymptotically to a CGM of the relaxed NLP with probability one.

As a relaxed objective function leads to a possibly larger pool of solution
points, we expect CSA to have a higher chance of hitting one of these points
during its search. This property will be exploited in CSAAT−ID in Section 5.2.

4.2 Exponential Model Relating f ′ and Nα for Fixed PR(Nα)

In order to develop CSAAT−ID that dynamically controls its objective targets,
we need to know the relationship between f ′, the degree of objective relaxation,
and Nα, the number of probes in one run of CSA, for a fixed PR(Nα). In this
section we find this relationship by studying the statistical behavior in evaluating
four continuous NLPs by CSA.

Figure 2 shows a 3-D graph relating the parameters in solving (6), in
which PR(Nα) was obtained by running CSA 200 times for each combination
of Nα and f ′. It shows an exponentially decreasing relationship between f ′
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Fig. 2. A 3-D graph showing an exponentially decreasing relationship between f ′

and Nα and a monotonically non-decreasing relationship between PR(Nα)
and Nα when CSA is applied to solve (6). The dotted line shows the trace
taken in a run of CSAAT−ID

Table 2. The averages and standard deviations of coefficient of determination
R2 on linear fits of f ′ and log2(Nα) for fixed PR(Nα)

Benchmark Mean(R2) Std. Dev.(R2)

G1 [10] 0.9389 0.0384
G2 [10] 0.9532 0.0091
Rastrigin 0.9474 0.0397

Problem 5.2 [5] 0.9461 0.0342

and Nα at fixed PR(Nα) and a monotonically non-decreasing relationship be-
tween PR(Nα) and Nα at fixed f ′. These observations lead to the following
exponential model:

Nα = ke−af ′
for fixed PR(Nα) and positive real constants a and k. (12)

To verify statistically our proposed model, we performed experiments on
several benchmarks of different complexities: G1, G2 [10], Rastrigin (6), and
Floudas and Pardalos’ Problem 5.2 [5]. For each problem, we collected statistics
on f ′ and Nα at various PR(Nα), regressed a linear function on f ′ and log2(Nα)
to find a best fit, and calculated the coefficient of determination R2 of the fit.
Table 2 summarizes the average and standard deviation of R2 of the linear fit
for each test problem, where R2 very close to 1 shows a good fit. Since R2 has
averages very close to one and has small standard deviations, f ′ is verified to be
exponential with respect to Nα at fixed PR(Nα).

4.3 Sufficient Conditions for the Existence of Nαopt

In order for Nαopt to exist at fixed f ′, Nα

PR(Nα) in (5) must have an absolute
minimum in (0,∞). Such a minimum exists if PR(Nα) satisfies the following
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when CSA was applied to solve (6) with f ′ = 180. (Nαopt ≈ 2000)

sufficient conditions: a) PR(0) = 0 and limNα→∞ PR(Nα) = 1, and b) P
′′
R(0) > 0.

We do not show the proof of these conditions due to space limitation.
We collected statistics on PR(Nα) and Nα at various f ′ for each of the four

test problems studied in Section 4.2. The results indicate that PR(Nα) satisfies
the two sufficient conditions, implying that Nα

PR(Nα) has an absolute minimum
in (0,∞). In other words, each of these problems has an optimal cooling sched-
ule Nαopt that minimizes

Nα

PR(Nα) at fixed f ′. Figure 3 illustrates the existence
of such an optimal schedule in applying CSA to solve (6) with f ′ = 180. The
experimental results also show that PR(Nα) is monotonically nondecreasing.

Note that there is an exponential relationship between PR(Nα) and Nα in
part of the range of PR(Nα) (say between 0.2 and 0.8) in the problems tested.
We do not exploit this relationship because it is not required by the iterative
deepening strategy studied in the next section. Further, the relationship is not
satisfied when PR(Nα) approaches 0 or 1.

It is interesting to point out that the second sufficient condition is not satisfied
when searching with random probing. In this case, PR(Nα) = 1 − (1 − 1

S )
Nα ,

and P
′′
R(0) = −ln2(1 − 1

S ) < 0, where S is the number of states in the search
space. Hence, Nα

PR(Nα) at fixed f ′ does not have an absolute minimum of Nα in
(0,∞).

5 Anytime CSA with Iterative Deepening

We propose in this section CSAAT−ID with two components. In the first com-
ponent discussed in Section 5.1, we design a set of cooling schedules for multiple
runs of the original CSA so that (7) is satisfied; that is, the average total number
of probes to find a CLM of value f ′ or better is of the same order of magnitude
as Topt(f ′). In the second component presented in Section 5.2, we design a sched-
ule to decrease objective target f ′ in CSAAT−ID that allows it to find f∗ using
an average total number of probes of the same order of magnitude as Topt(f∗).
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1. procedure anytime-CSA
2. set initial target of solution quality at f ′ =∞;
3. set initial cooling rate α = α0;
4. set K = number of CSA runs at fixed α and f (typically K = 3);
5. repeat /* Lines 5-15 are for gradually improving solutions of value f ′ */
6. repeat /* Lines 6-12 are for generating a solution of quality f ′ */
7. for i← 1 to K do
8. evaluate CSA with transformed objective F (f(x), f ′) and α;
9. if CSA succeeded then goto 13; end if
10. end for
11. increase cooling schedule Nα ← ρ×Nα (typically ρ = 2);
12. until number of probes in target f ′ exceeded 10 times

the number of probes in previous target level;
13. if (f ′ ==∞) then f ′ = f0; end if /* f0 is first fesasible solution found */
14. reduce target level f ′ ← f ′ − c;
15. until no better solution was found in two successive decreases of f ′;
16. end procedure

Fig. 4. CSAAT−ID: Anytime-CSA procedure with iterative deepening. The only
problem-dependent run-time information used is f0.

CSAAT−ID in Figure 4 first finds low-quality feasible solutions in relatively
small amounts of time. It then tightens its requirement gradually, tries to find a
solution at each quality level, and outputs the best solution when it stops.

It is important to point out that CSAAT−ID does not use regression at
run time in order to find the values of parameters of (12). One reason is that
these problem-dependent parameters are hard to estimate. Rather, CSAAT−ID

exploits the exponential relationship between f ′ and Nα and the monotonically
nondecreasing relationship between PR(Nα) and Nα in order to derive a set
of CSA runs with different parameters. The only run-time information used in
CSAAT−ID is f0, the value of the first feasible solution found with an initial
objective target of f ′ =∞.

5.1 Finding a Solution Using Increasing Cooling Schedules

Lines 6-12 in Figure 4 are used to evaluate CSA using a set of cooling schedules,
each involving multiple runs of CSA, in order to carry out iterative deepening [9]
and to achieve geometric growth in the number of probes in successive schedules.
By choosing an appropriate number of runs under each cooling schedule, we like
to show that the total average overhead over all the schedules is dominated by
that of the last schedule and is of the same order of magnitude as the average
overhead of multiple run of the original CSA with the best cooling schedule.

Our approach in Lines 6-12 of Figure 4 starts with an objective target f ′ =∞
and a cooling rate α = α0, corresponding to a fast cooling schedule N0 = Nα0 .
We propose to use a set of geometrically increasing cooling schedules:

Ni = ρiN0, i = 0, 1, . . . (13)
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where N0 is the (fast) initial cooling schedule. Under each cooling schedule, CSA
is run multiple times for a maximum of K times but stops immediately when a
solution is found. For iterative deepening to work, ρ > 1.

Let PR(Ni) be the reachability probabilities of one run of CSA under cool-
ing schedule Ni. Let β(f ′) be the expected total number of probes taken by
Lines 6-12 in Figure 4 to find a solution with objective target f ′ starting from
schedule N0, and Bopt(f ′) be the expected total number of probes taken by the
original CSA with optimal Nαopt to find a solution of similar quality. According
to (5),

Bopt(f ′) =
Nαopt

PR(Nαopt)
(14)

The following theorem shows the sufficient conditions in order for β(f ′) to
be of the same order of magnitude as Bopt(f ′). Due to space limitation, we do
not show the proof here.

Theorem 3. β(f ′) = O(Bopt(f ′)) if

a) PR(Nα) is monotonically non-decreasing for Nα in (0,∞);
b) PR(0) = 0, and limNα→∞ PR(Nα) = 1;
c) P

′′
R(0) > 0; and

d) (1− PR(Nαopt))Kρ < 1.

The proof is not shown due to space limitations. Typically, ρ = 2, and in
all the benchmarks tested, PR(Nαopt) ≥ 0.25. Substituting these values into the
last condition in Theorem 3 yields K > 2.4. In our experiments, we have used
K = 3. Since a maximum of three runs of CSA are done under each cooling
schedule, Bopt(f ′) is of the same order of magnitude as one run of CSA with the
optimal cooling schedule.

5.2 Anytime Search Using Decreasing Objective Targets

After finding a solution of quality f ′ using Lines 6-12 in Figure 4, Line 14 ad-
justs f ′ to a new objective target so that better solutions will be found if more
time is allowed. (If this were the first time that a feasible solution was found,
then Line 13 updates f ′ to f0, the value of first feasible solution with an initial
objective target of f ′ = ∞.) Based on the exponential model in (12) and the
principle of iterative deepening [9], the average number of probes to find a solu-
tion of value f ′ grows geometrically if f ′ is decreased using the following linear
schedule:

fj+1 = fj − c, where c is a positive constant. (15)

In our experiments, we estimate c to be 10% of f0.
Let γ(fn) be the expected total number of probes CSAAT−ID takes to

find fn, using objective targets f0, f1, . . . , fn. The following theorem proves the
relative complexities of γ(fn) and Bopt(fn).
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Table 3. Comparison between TAT−ID and TCSA in solving four constrained
NLPs with transformed objective F (f(x), f ′). Nαsucc is the average length of
the cooling schedule when a desirable solution was found using Lines 6-12 of
CSAAT−ID. Nαopt is the length of the optimal cooling schedule for the target
objective

Problem
f∗

Target CSAAT−ID CSA T AT−ID

T CSAID f ′ N0 Nαsucc T AT−ID Nαopt PR(Nαopt) T CSA

G2 -0.8036 -0.803 220 4640 9.176 5800 0.56 7.375 1.244
Rastrigin 162.6630 163.0 200 4560 3.964 3400 0.43 2.010 1.972

5.2 1.5670 1.7 2310 108100 595.662 136400 0.55 208.211 2.861
7.3 0.9705 1.3 450 515840 1105.948 829440 0.60 555.916 1.989

Theorem 4. γ(fn) = O(Bopt(fn)).

Proof. According to (12), and (14),

Bopt(fi) =
Nαopt

PR(Nαopt)
= Θ(e−afi). (16)

Hence, using the result in Theorem 3,

γ(fn) =
n∑

i=0

β(fi) =
n∑

i=0

O(Bopt(fi)) =
n∑

i=0

O(e−afi)

=
n∑

i=0

O(e−a(f0−ic)) = O(e−a(f0−nc)) = O(Bopt(fn)) (17)

The theorem shows that, despite finding solutions of intermediate quality
defined by a linear sequence of improving objective targets, the overall complex-
ity is dominated by that in finding solutions to the last objective target fn. In
particular, we have established (7) by showing that TAT−ID(f∗) = O(Topt(f∗)).

6 Experimental Results

We tested CSAAT−ID on four continuous constrained NLPs of different sizes
and degrees of difficulty. G2 [10] and Rastrigin (6) are relatively easy NLPs
with multiple feasible regions. In particular, (6) is characterized by a large num-
ber of deep infeasible local minima in the objective function. Finally, Floudas
and Pardalos’ Problems 5.2 and 7.3 [5] are large and difficult NLPs with many
equality constraints. Although our experiments were on continuous NLPs, simi-
lar performance is expected for discrete and mixed-integer constrained NLPs.

Table 3 compares T̄AT−ID, the average time taken by Lines 6-12 in Fig-
ure 4 to obtain a CGM to the four benchmark NLPs with transformed objective
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of CSAAT−ID and CSA in solving four con-
tinuous constrained minimization NLPs. CPU times were measured on Pentium
500-MHz computers running Solaris 2.7. α is the cooling rate of the original CSA
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F (f(x), f ′), and T̄CSA, the average time of CSA with an optimal cooling sched-
ule Nαopt for the objective target. The results verify the analysis in Section 5.1
and show that the two averages are related by a (small) constant factor.

Figure 5 compares the anytime behavior of CSAAT−ID and the original
CSA in terms of solution quality and execution time. The anytime performance
of the original CSA was found by running CSA using the same cooling schedule
multiple times until a CGM was found. Without knowing its optimal schedule,
we tried two geometric schedules with α = 0.3 and α = 0.8, respectively. CSA
and CSAAT−ID were each ran from three random starting points.

In general, the results show that CSAAT−ID performs substantially better
than the original CSA as an anytime algorithm. When compared against a given
amount of time, CSAAT−ID found much better suboptimal solutions than CSA.
When compared against solutions of the same quality, CSAAT−ID took between
one to two orders less CPU time than CSA.
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Abstract. We perform a comprehensive study of mappings between
constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) and propositional satisfiability
(SAT). We analyse four different mappings of SAT problems into CSPs,
and two of CSPs into SAT problems. For each mapping, we compare the
impact of achieving arc-consistency on the CSP with unit propagation
on the SAT problem. We then extend these results to CSP algorithms
that maintain (some level of) arc-consistency during search like FC and
MAC, and to the Davis-Putnam procedure (which performs unit prop-
agation at each search node). Because of differences in the branching
structure of their search, a result showing the dominance of achieving
arc-consistency on the CSP over unit propagation on the SAT problem
does not necessarily translate to the dominance of MAC over the Davis-
Putnam procedure. These results provide insight into the relationship
between propositional satisfiability and constraint satisfaction.

1 Introduction

Despite their proximity, there has been little direct comparison between propo-
sitional satisfiability and constraint satisfaction. One of the most immediate dif-
ferences is that propositional satisfiability (SAT) problems have binary domains
and non-binary constraints whilst constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) typi-
cally have binary constraints and non-binary domains. However, a more intimate
understanding of the similarities and differences between the two problem do-
mains would aid research in both areas. For example, are local search procedures
developed for SAT like WalkSAT and Novelty useful for CSPs?

One method for exploring the relationship between SAT problems and CSPs
is to study mappings between them. As each problem class is NP-complete, we
can reduce one into the other in polynomial time. However, the details of such
reductions and the properties preserved can, as we show here, be very informa-
tive. Bennaceur previously looked at encoding SAT problems as CSPs [Ben96],
whilst Génisson and Jégou looked at encoding CSPs as SAT problems [GJ96].
However, both these studies were limited to a single mapping. It is therefore
instructive to study the range of mappings possible between SAT problems and
CSPs. A more complete picture of the relationship between propositional satis-
fiability and constraint satisfaction then starts to emerge.
� The author is supported by an EPSRC advanced research fellowship. The author
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2 Formal Background

A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables, each with
a domain of values, and a set of constraints (relations) on the allowed values
for specified subsets of the variables. A binary CSP has only binary constraints.
A binary CSP is arc-consistent (AC) iff it has non-empty domains and every
binary constraint is arc-consistent. A binary constraint is arc-consistent iff any
assignment to one of the variables in the constraint can be extended to a con-
sistent assignment for the other variable. A (non-binary) CSP is generalized
arc-consistent (GAC) iff for any variable in a constraint and value that it is
assigned, there exist compatible values for all the other variables in the con-
straint [MM88]. Algorithms for solving CSPs typically maintain some level of
consistency at every node in their search tree. For example, the MAC algo-
rithm for binary CSPs maintains arc-consistency at each node in the search
tree [Gas79]. The FC algorithm (forward checking) for binary CSPs maintains
arc-consistency only on those constraints involving the most recently instanti-
ated variable and those that are uninstantiated. Finally, for non-binary CSPs,
the nFC0 algorithm maintains generalized arc-consistency on those constraints
involving one uninstantiated variable, whilst the nFC1 algorithm maintains gen-
eralized arc-consistency on those constraints and constraint projections involving
one uninstantiated variable [BMFL99].

Given a propositional formula, the satisfiability (SAT) problem is to deter-
mine if there is an assignment of truth values to the variables that makes the
whole formula true One of the best procedures to solve the SAT problem is the
so-called Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure (though it is actually due to Davis, Lo-
gemann and Loveland [DLL62]). The DP procedure consists of three main rules:
the empty rule (which fails and backtracks when an empty clause is generated),
the unit propagation rule (which deterministically assigns any unit literal), and
the branching or split rule (which non-deterministically assigns a truth value to
a variable). As is often the case in implementations of DP, we will ignore the pure
literal and tautology rules as neither are needed for completeness or soundness,
nor usually for efficiency.

3 Encoding SAT into CSPs

There are several different ways that a SAT problem can be encoded as a binary
or non-binary CSP.

Dual encoding: We associate a dual variable, Di with each clause ci. The
domain of Di consists of those tuples of truth values which satisfy the clause ci.
For example, associated with the clause x1∨x3 is a dual variable D1 with domain
{〈T , F 〉, 〈F , T 〉, 〈T , T 〉}. These are the assignments for x1 and x3 which satisfy
the clause x1 ∨ x3. Binary constraints are posted between dual variables which
are associated with clauses that share propositional variables in common. For
example, between the dual variable D1 associated with the clause x1 ∨ x3 and
the dual variable D2 associated with the clause x2 ∨ ¬x3 is a binary constraint
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that the second element of the tuple assigned to D1 must be the complement of
the second element of the tuple assigned to D2.

Hidden variable encoding: We again associate a dual variable, Di with each
clause ci, the domain of which consists of those tuples of truth values which
satisfy the clause. However, we also have (propositional) variables xi with do-
mains {T , F}. A binary constraint is posted between a propositional variable
and a dual variable if its associated clause mentions the propositional variable.
For example, between the dual variable D2 associated with the clause x2 ∨ ¬x3

and the variable x3 is a binary constraint. This constrains the second element
of the tuple assigned to D2 to be the complement of the value assigned to x3.
There are no direct constraints between dual variables.

Literal encoding: We associate a variable, Di with each clause ci. The domain
of Di consists of those literals which satisfy the clause ci. For example, associated
with the clause x1∨x3 is a dual variable D1 with domain {x1, x3}, and associated
with the clause x2 ∨ ¬x3 is a dual variable D2 with domain {x2,¬x3}. Binary
constraints are posted between Di and Dj iff the associated clause ci contains a
literal whose complement is contained in the associated clause cj . For example,
there is a constraint between D1 and D2 as the clause c1 contains the literal x3

whilst the clause c2 contains the complement ¬x3. This constraint rules out
incompatible (partial) assignments. For instance, between D1 and D2 is the
constraint that allows D1 = x1 and D2 = x2, or D1 = x1 and D2 = ¬x3,
or D1 = x3 and D2 = x2. However, the assignment D1 = x3 and D2 = ¬x3 is
ruled out as a nogood. Note that the literal encoding uses variables with smaller
domains than the dual or hidden variable encodings. The dual variables have
domains of size O(2k) where k is the clause length, whilst the variables in the
literal encoding have domains of size just O(k). This could have a significant
impact on runtimes.

Non-binary encoding: The CSP has variables xi with domains {T, F}. A non-
binary constraint is posted between those variables that occurring together in
a clause. This constraint has as nogoods those partial assignments that fail to
satisfy the clause. For example, associated with the clause x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3 is a
non-binary constraint on x1, x2 and x3 that has a single nogood 〈F , F , T 〉.

4 Theoretical Comparison

We now compare the performance of the Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure against
some popular CSP algorithms like FC and MAC on these different encodings.
Our analysis divides into two parts. We first compare the effect of unit propa-
gation on the SAT problem and enforcing arc-consistency on the encoding. We
then use this result to compare DP (which performs unit propagation at each
node in its search tree) with MAC (which enforces arc-consistency at each node)
and FC (which enforces a limited form of arc-consistency). When comparing two
algorithms that are applied to (possibly) different representations of a problem,
we say that algorithm A dominates algorithm B iff algorithm A visits no more
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branches than algorithm B assuming “equivalent” branching heuristics (we will
discuss what we mean by “equivalent” in the proofs of such results as the exact
details depend on the two representations). We say that algorithm A strictly
dominates algorithm B iff it dominates and there exists one problem on which
algorithm A visits strictly fewer branches.

4.1 Dual Encoding

We first prove that enforcing arc-consistency on the dual encoding does more
work than unit propagation on the original SAT problem. That is, if unit prop-
agation identifies unsatisfiability then enforcing arc-consistency on the dual en-
coding also does (but there are problems which enforcing arc-consistency will
show are insoluble that unit propagation will not). In addition, if unit propaga-
tion commits to particular truth assignments then enforcing arc-consistency on
the dual encoding eliminates all contradictory values. To be more precise, if unit
propagation assigns true (false) to some variable xi, enforcing arc-consistency
on the dual encoding removes those values from the domains of dual variables
which correspond to assigning false (true) to xi. When we come to assign these
dual variables, the value chosen will correspond to assigning true (false) to xi.

Theorem 1.

1. If unit propagation commits to particular truth assignments, then enforcing
arc-consistency on the dual encoding eliminates all contradictory values.

2. If unit propagation generates the empty clause then enforcing arc-consistency
on the dual encoding causes a domain wipeout (but the reverse does not
necessarily hold).

Proof. 1. Suppose unit propagation makes a sequence of assignments: l1, l2,
. . . lj. The proof uses induction on j. Consider the final assignment lj. Unit
propagation makes this assignment because lj occurs in a clause l′1 ∨ . . . l′k in
which all the other literals l′i (�= lj) have been assigned to false. Consider the
dual variable associated with this clause. By the induction hypothesis, enforcing
arc-consistency eliminates all values which assign any of the l′i (�= lj) to true.
Hence, the only value left in the domain of this dual variable assigns l′i (�= lj)
to false, and lj to true. Enforcing arc-consistency on the dual encoding thus
eliminates all contradictory values.

2. Unit propagation generates an empty clause if there is a clause, l1∨. . . lk in
which unit propagation assigns each literal li to false. Consider the dual variable
associated with this clause. By the first result, enforcing arc-consistency on the
dual encoding eliminates all contradictory values. Hence this dual variable has a
domain wipeout. To show that the reverse may not hold, consider all possible 2-
SAT clauses in 2 variables: x1 ∨x2, ¬x1 ∨x2, x1 ∨¬x2, ¬x1 ∨¬x2. This problem
does not contain any unit clauses so unit propagation does nothing. However,
enforcing arc-consistency on the dual encoding causes a domain wipeout.
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There are difficulties in extending this result to algorithms that maintain
(some form of) arc-consistency at each node of their search tree (like FC and
MAC) and those that perform unit propagation at each node (like DP). One
complication is that branching in DP can instantiate variables in any order,
but branching on the dual encoding must follow the order of variables in the
clauses. In addition, branching on the dual encoding effectively instantiates all
the variables in a clause at once. In DP, by comparison, we can instantiate a
strict subset of the variables that occur in a clause. Consider, for example, the
two clauses x1 ∨ . . . xk and y1 ∨ . . . yk. DP can instantiate the xi and yj in
any order. By comparison, branching on the dual encoding either instantiates
all the xi before the yj or vice versa. Similar observations hold for the literal
encodings. In the following results, therefore, we start from a branching heuristic
for the dual encoding and construct an “equivalent” branching heuristic for DP.
It is not always possible to perform the reverse (i.e. start from a DP heuristic
and construct an equivalent heuristic for the dual encoding).

Theorem 2. Given equivalent branching heuristics, DP strictly dominates FC
applied to the dual encoding.

Proof. We show how to take the search tree explored by FC and map it onto
a proof tree for DP with no more branches. The proof proceeds by induction
on the number of branching points in the tree. Consider the root. Assume FC
branches on the variable Di associated with the SAT clause l1∨l2∨. . .∨lk. There
are 2k − 1 children. We can build a corresponding proof subtree for DP with at
most 2k−1 branches. In this subtree, we branch left at the root assigning l1, and
right assigning ¬l1. On both children, we branch left again assigning l2 and right
assigning ¬l2 unless l2 is assigned by unit propagation (in which case, we move
on to l3). And so on through the li until either we reach lk or unit propagation
constructs an empty clause. Note that we do not need to split on lk as unit
propagation on the clause l1∨ l2∨ . . .∨ lk forces this instantiation automatically.
In the induction step, we perform the same transformation except some of the
instantiations in the DP proof tree may have been performed higher up and so
can be ignored. FC on the dual encoding removes some values from the domains
of future variables, but unit propagation in DP also effectively makes the same
assignments. The result is a DP proof tree which has no more branches than
the tree explored by FC. To show strictness, consider a 2-SAT problem with all
possible clauses in two variables: e.g. x1 ∨ x2, ¬x1 ∨ x2, x1 ∨ ¬x2, ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2.
DP explores 2 branches showing that this problem is unsatisfiable, irrespective
of the branching heuristic. FC, on the other hand, explores 3 branches, again
irrespective of the branching heuristic.

Theorem 2 shows that DP, in a slightly restricted sense, dominates FC applied
to the dual encoding. What happens if we maintain a higher level of consistency
in the dual encoding than that maintained by FC? Theorem 1 shows that enforc-
ing arc-consistency on the dual encoding does more work than unit propagation.
This would suggest that MAC (which enforces arc-consistency at each node)
might outperform DP (which performs unit propagation at each node). DP’s
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branching can, however, be more effective than MAC’s. As a consequence, there
are problems on which DP outperforms MAC, and problems on which MAC
outperforms DP, in both cases irrespective of the branching heuristics used.

Theorem 3. MAC applied to the dual encoding is incomparable to DP.

Proof. Consider a k-SAT problem with all 2k possible clauses: x1 ∨x2 ∨ . . .∨xk,
¬x1∨x2∨. . .∨xk, x1∨¬x2∨. . .∨xk, ¬x1∨¬x2∨. . .∨xk, . . .¬x1∨¬x2∨. . .∨¬¬xk.
DP explores 2k−1 branches showing that this problem is unsatisfiable irrespective
of the branching heuristic. If k = 2, MAC proves that the problem is unsatisfiable
without search. Hence, MAC can outperform DP. If k > 2, MAC branches on
the first variable (whose domain is of size 2k − 1) and backtracks immediately.
Hence MAC takes 2k − 1 branches, and is outperformed by DP.

4.2 Hidden Variable Encoding

We first prove that enforcing arc-consistency on the hidden variable encoding
does the same work as unit propagation on the original SAT problem. In par-
ticular, unit propagation identifies unsatisfiability if and only if enforcing arc-
consistency also does, whilst unit propagation commits to particular truth as-
signments if and only if enforcing arc-consistency on the hidden variable encoding
eliminates all contradictory values.

Theorem 4.

1. Unit propagation commits to a particular truth assignment if and only if en-
forcing arc-consistency on the hidden variable encoding eliminates all con-
tradictory values.

2. Unit propagation generates the empty clause if and only if enforcing arc-
consistency on the hidden variable encoding causes a domain wipeout.

Proof. 1. Suppose unit propagation makes a sequence of assignments: l1, l2,
. . . lj. The proof uses induction on j. Consider the final assignment lj. Unit
propagation makes this assignment because lj occurs in a clause l′1 ∨ . . . l′k in
which all the other literals l′i (�= lj) have been assigned to false. Consider the
hidden variable encoding. By the induction hypothesis, enforcing arc-consistency
reduces the domain of each l′i (�= lj) to false. Enforcing arc-consistency there-
fore removes any value from the domain of the dual variable associated with
the clause l′1 ∨ . . . l′k which assigns l′i (�= lj) to true. Hence, the only value left
in the domain of this dual variable assigns l′i (�= lj) to false, and lj to true.
Enforcing arc-consistency on the constraint between this dual variable and lj
reduces the domain of lj to true. Hence, enforcing arc-consistency on the hidden
variable encoding eliminates all contradictory values. The proof reverses in a
straightforward manner.

2. Unit propagation generates an empty clause if there is a clause, l1∨. . . lk in
which unit propagation assigns each literal li to false. Consider the dual variable
associated with this clause. By the first result, enforcing arc-consistency on the
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hidden variable encoding reduces the propositional variable associated with each
literal li to the appropriate singleton domain. Hence enforcing arc-consistency
between these propositional variables and the dual variable in the hidden variable
encoding causes a domain wipeout for the dual variable. The proof again reverses
in a straightforward manner.

This result can be extended to algorithms that maintain (some level of) arc-
consistency during search, provided we restrict ourselves to branching heuristics
that instantiate propositional variables before the associated dual variables. It
is then unproblematic to branch in an identical fashion in the hidden variable
encoding and in the SAT problem.

Theorem 5. Given equivalent branching heuristics, MAC applied to the hidden
variable encoding explores the same number of branches as DP.

Proof. We show how to take the search tree explored by DP and map it onto
a proof tree for MAC with the same number of branches (and vice versa). The
proof proceeds by induction on the number of propositional variables. In the step
case, consider the first variable branched upon by DP or MAC. The proof di-
vides into two cases. Either the first branch leads to a solution. Or we backtrack
and try both truth values. In either case, as unit propagation and enforcing
arc-consistency reduce both problems equivalently, we have “equivalent” sub-
problems. As these subproblems have one fewer variable, we can appeal to the
induction hypothesis.

What happens if we maintain a lower level of consistency in the hidden
variable encoding that that maintained by MAC? For example, what about the
FC algorithm which enforces only a limited form of arc-consistency at each node?
Due to the topology of the constraint graph of a hidden variable encoding, with
equivalent branching heuristic, FC can be made to explore the same number of
branches as MAC.

Theorem 6. Given equivalent branching heuristics, FC applied to the hidden
variable encoding explores the same number of branches as MAC.

Proof. In FC, we need a branching heuristic which chooses first any propositional
variable with a singleton domain. This makes the same commitments as unit
propagation, without introducing any branching points. By Theorem 4, unit
propagation is equivalent to enforcing arc-consistency on the hidden variable
encoding. Hence, FC explores a tree with the same number of branches as MAC.

4.3 Literal Encoding

As with the hidden variable encoding, enforcing arc-consistency on the literal
encoding does the same work as unit propagation on the original SAT problem. In
particular, unit propagation identifies unsatisfiability if and only if enforcing arc-
consistency on the literal encoding also does, whilst unit propagation commits
to a particular (partial) truth assignment if and only if enforcing arc-consistency
on the literal encoding eliminates all contradictory values.
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Theorem 7.
1. Unit propagation commits to particular truth assignments if and only if en-

forcing arc-consistency on the literal encoding eliminates all contradictory
values.

2. Unit propagation generates the empty clause if and only if enforcing arc-
consistency on the literal encoding causes a domain wipeout.

Proof. 1. Suppose unit propagation makes a sequence of assignments: l1, l2,
. . . lj. The proof uses induction on j. Consider the final assignment lj. Unit
propagation makes this assignment because lj occurs in a clause l′1 ∨ . . . l′k in
which all the other literals l′i (�= lj) have been assigned to false. Consider the lit-
eral encoding. By the induction hypothesis, enforcing arc-consistency removes l′i
(�= lj) from the domain of the variables Di associated with the clause l′1 ∨ . . . l′k.
Di therefore has the singleton domain {lj}. Enforcing arc-consistency with any
constraint between this dual variable and another that contains ¬lj removes ¬lj
from the domain. Hence, enforcing arc-consistency on the literal encoding elim-
inates all contradictory values. The proof reverses in a straightforward manner.

2. Unit propagation generates an empty clause if there is a clause, l1∨. . . lk in
which unit propagation assigns each literal li to false. Consider the variable Di

associated with this clause. By the first result, enforcing arc-consistency on the
literal encoding eliminates each literal from its domain. This causes a domain
wipeout. The proof again reverses in a straightforward manner.

When we consider algorithms that maintain arc-consistency at each node, we
discover that DP can branch more effectively than MAC on the literal encoding
(as we discovered with the dual encoding). Since unit propagation in the SAT
problem is equivalent to enforcing arc-consistency on the literal encoding, DP
dominates MAC applied to the literal encoding.

Theorem 8. Given equivalent branching heuristic, DP strictly dominates MAC
applied to the literal encoding.

Proof. We show how to take the search tree explored by MAC and map it onto
a proof tree for DP with no more branches. The proof proceeds by induction on
the number of branching points in the tree. Consider the root. Assume MAC
branches on the variable Di associated with the SAT clause l1 ∨ l2 ∨ . . . ∨ lk.
There are k children, the ith child corresponding to the value li assigned to Di.
We can build a corresponding proof subtree for DP with k branches. In this
subtree, we branch left at the root assigning l1, and right assigning ¬l1. On the
right child, we branch left again assigning l2 and right assigning ¬l2. And so on
through the li until we reach lk. However, we do not need to split on lk as unit
propagation on the clause l1∨ l2∨ . . .∨ lk forces this instantiation automatically.
Schematically, this transformation is as follows:

node(l1, l2, . . . , lk) ⇒ node(l1, node(l2, . . . node(lk−1, lk) . . .)).

In the induction step, we perform the same transformation except: (a) some
of the instantiations in the DP proof tree may have been performed higher up
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and so can be ignored, and (b) the complement of some of the instantiations
may have been performed higher up and so we can close this branch by unit
propagation. The result is a DP proof tree which has no more branches than
the tree explored by MAC. To prove strictness, consider a k-SAT problem with
all 2k possible clauses where k > 2. DP explores 2k−1 branches showing that this
problem is unsatisfiable irrespective of the branching heuristic. However, MAC
takes k! branches whatever variable and value ordering we use.

4.4 Non-binary Encoding

If the SAT problem contains clauses with more than two literals, the non-binary
encoding contains non-binary constraints. Hence, we compare unit propagation
on the SAT problem with enforcing generalized arc-consistency on the non-
binary encoding. Not surprisingly, generalized arc-consistency on the non-binary
encoding dominates unit propagation.

Theorem 9.

1. If unit propagation commits to particular truth assignments then enforcing
generalized arc-consistency on the non-binary encoding eliminates all con-
tradictory truth values.

2. If unit propagation generates the empty clause then enforcing generalized
arc-consistency on the non-binary encoding causes a domain wipeout (but
the reverse does not necessarily hold).

Proof. 1. Suppose unit propagation makes a sequence of assignments: l1, l2,
. . . lj. The proof uses induction on j. Consider the final assignment lj. Unit
propagation makes this assignment because lj occurs in a clause l′1 ∨ . . . l′k in
which all the other literals l′i (�= lj) have been assigned to false. Consider the
non-binary encoding. By the induction hypothesis, enforcing generalized arc-
consistency removes those values which assign l′i (�= lj) to false. Enforcing gen-
eralized arc-consistency on the non-binary constraint involving l′i eliminates the
truth value that assigns false to lj. Hence, enforcing generalized arc-consistency
on the non-binary encoding eliminates all contradictory values.

2. Unit propagation generates an empty clause if there is a clause, l1 ∨ . . . lk
in which unit propagation assigns each literal li to false. By the first result,
enforcing generalized arc-consistency on the non-binary encoding eliminates each
truth value which assigns li to true. Consider the non-binary associated with this
clause. Enforcing generalized arc-consistency on this constraint causes a domain
wipeout. To show that the proof does not reverse even if we are in a polynomial
subclass of SAT, consider a 2-SAT problem with all possible clauses in two
variables: e.g. x1 ∨ x2, ¬x1 ∨ x2, x1 ∨ ¬x2, ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2. Enforcing (generalized)
arc-consistency shows that this problem is insoluble, whilst unit propagation
does nothing.

With equivalent branching heuristics, DP explores the same size search tree
as nFC0, the weakest non-binary version of the forward checking algorithm. DP
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is, however, dominated by nFC1 (the next stronger non-binary version of forward
checking) and thus an algorithm that maintains generalized arc-consistency at
each node.

Theorem 10. Given equivalent branching heuristics, DP explores the same
number of branches as nFC0 applied to the non-binary encoding.

Proof. We show how to take the proof tree explored by DP and map it onto a
search tree for nFC0 with the same number of branches. The proof proceeds by
induction on the number of propositional variables. In the step case, consider
the first variable branched upon by DP. The proof divides into two cases. Either
this is a branching point (and we try both possible truth values). Or this is not a
branching point (and unit propagation makes this assignment). In the first case,
we can branch in the same way in nFC0. In the second case, forward checking
in nFC0 will have reduced the domain of this variable to a singleton, and we
can also branch in the same way in nFC0. We now have a subproblem with one
fewer variable, and appeal to the induction hypothesis. The proof reverses in a
straightforward manner.

Theorem 11. Given equivalent branching heuristics, nFC1 applied to the non-
binary encoding strictly dominates DP.

Proof. Trivially nFC1 dominates nFC0. To show strictness, consider a 3-SAT
problem with all possible clauses in 3 variables: x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3, ¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3,
x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3, ¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ x3, x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3, ¬x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x3, x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3,
¬x1 ∨ ¬x2 ∨ ¬x3. DP takes 4 branches to prove this problem is unsatisfiable
whatever branching heuristic is used. nFC1 by comparison takes just 2 branches.
Suppose we branch on x1. The binary projection of the non-binary constraints
on x1, x2 and x3 onto x1 and x2 is the empty (unsatisfiable) constraint. Hence,
forward checking causes a domain wipeout.

5 Encoding CSPs into SAT

We now consider mappings in the reverse direction. There are two common ways
to encode a (binary) CSP as a SAT problem.

Direct encoding: We associate a propositional variable, xij with each value j
that can be assigned to the CSP variable Xi. We have clauses that ensures
each CSP variable is given a value: for each i, xi1 ∨ . . . xim. We optionally have
clauses that ensure each variable takes no more than one values: for each i, j, k
with j �= k, ¬xij ∨ ¬xik. Finally, we have (binary) clauses that rule out any
(binary) nogoods. For example, if X1 = 2 and X3 = 1 is not allowed then we
have the clause ¬x12 ∨ ¬x31.

Log encoding: We have n
log2(m)� propositional variables. The propositional
variable xij is set iff the CSP variable Xi is assigned a value in which the j-th
bit is set. We have a clause for each (binary) nogood. For example, if X1 = 2
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and X3 = 1 is not allowed, and each CSP variable has the domain {0, 1, 2, 3} then
we have the clause x10∨¬x11∨x20∨¬x21 (which is logically equivalent to (¬x10∧
x11)→ ¬(¬x20∧x21)). Note that we do not need clauses to ensure that each CSP
variable is given a value, nor to ensure that each CSP variable is given only one
value (any complete assignment for the propositional variables corresponds to an
assignment of a single value to each CSP variable). If 
log2(m)� > log2(m) then
we also have clauses that rule out (spurious) values at the top of each domain.
For example, if variable Xi has only 3 values, then we have a clause ¬x30 ∨¬x31

which prohibits us assigning a fourth value to X3.

5.1 Direct Encoding

We first prove that enforcing arc-consistency on the original problem does more
work than unit propagation on the direct encoding.

Theorem 12.
1. If unit propagation commits to particular truth assignments on the direct

encoding, then enforcing arc-consistency on the original problem eliminates
all contradictory values.

2. If unit propagation generates the empty clause in the direct encoding then
enforcing arc-consistency on the original problem causes a domain wipeout
(but the reverse does not necessarily hold).

Proof. 1. Suppose unit propagation makes a sequence of assignments: l1, l2,
. . . lj . The proof uses induction on j. Consider the final assignment l. Unit
propagation makes this assignment because l occurs in a clause in which all the
other literals have been assigned to false. The proof divides into three cases. If
the clause is of the form xi1∨. . . xim then, by the induction hypothesis, enforcing
arc-consistency eliminates from the domain of Xi all but the value assigned by l.
Hence all contradictory values have been eliminated for Xi. If the clause is of the
form ¬xij ∨¬xpq and (without loss of generality) l = ¬xij then, by the induction
hypothesis, enforcing arc-consistency eliminates the value q from the domain
of Xp. Hence, enforcing arc-consistency on the constraint associated with the
clause ¬xij ∨ ¬xpq eliminates j from the domain of Xi. Hence all contradictory
values have been eliminated for Xi. Finally, if the clause is of the form ¬xij∨¬xik

where j �= k and (without loss of generality) l = ¬xij then Xi has been assigned
the value k (and so cannot be assigned the contradictory value j).

2. Unit propagation generates an empty clause if there is a clause, l1 ∨ . . . lk
in the direct encoding in which unit propagation assigns each literal li to false.
The proof divides into three cases. If the clause is of the form xi1 ∨ . . . xim then,
by the first result, enforcing arc-consistency on the direct encoding eliminates all
contradictory values. Hence Xi has a domain wipeout. The other two cases are
similar. To show that the reverse may not hold, consider a CSP in two variables
and two values in which there is a binary constraint ruling out every possible as-
signment. The direct encoding of this problem does not contain any unit clauses
so unit propagation does nothing. However, enforcing arc-consistency causes a
domain wipeout.
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With equivalent branching heuristics, DP applied to the direct encoding ex-
plores the same size search tree as the forward checking algorithm FC applied
to the original problem. DP is, however, dominated by MAC. Given equivalent
branching heuristics, DP applied to the direct encoding also explores the same
size search tree as the nFC0 algorithm applied to a non-binary problem. DP is
again dominated by nFC1.

Theorem 13. Given equivalent branching heuristics, DP applied to the direct
encoding explores the same number of branches as FC applied to the original
problem.

Proof. We show how to take the proof tree explored by DP and map it onto a
search tree for FC with the same number of branches. The proof proceeds by
induction on the number of propositional variables. In the step case, consider
the first variable branched upon by DP. The proof divides into two cases. Either
this is a branching point (and we try both possible truth values). Or this is
not a branching point (and unit propagation makes this assignment). In the
first case, we can branch in the same way in FC. In the second case, forward
checking in FC will have reduced the domain of this variable to a singleton, and
we can also branch in the same way in FC. We now have a subproblem with one
fewer variable, and appeal to the induction hypothesis. The proof reverses in a
straightforward manner.

Theorem 14. Given equivalent branching heuristics, MAC applied to the orig-
inal problem strictly dominates DP applied to the direct encoding.

Proof. MAC trivially dominates DP applied to the direct encoding since MAC
dominates FC which itself dominates DP applied to the direct encoding. To show
strictness, consider again the CSP in two variables and two values in which each
possible assignment is ruled out. MAC solves this without search whilst DP takes
two branches on the direct encoding.

5.2 Log Encoding

We first prove that unit propagation on the log encoding is less effective than
unit propagation on the direct encoding. As enforcing arc-consistency on the
original problem is more effective than unit propagation on the direct encoding,
it follows by transitivity that enforcing arc-consistency on the original problem
is more effective than unit propagation on the log encoding.

Theorem 15.

1. If unit propagation commits to particular truth assignments on the log en-
coding, then unit propagation commits to the same truth assignments on the
direct encoding.

2. If unit propagation generates the empty clause in the log encoding then unit
propagation generates the empty clause in the direct encoding then (but the
reverse does not necessarily hold).
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Proof. 1. Suppose unit propagation makes a sequence of assignments in the
log encoding: l1, l2, . . . lj . The proof uses induction on j. Consider the final
assignment l. Unit propagation makes this assignment because l occurs in a
clause in which all the other literals have been assigned to false. By construction,
this will assign 
log2(m)� (i.e. all) bits associated with one CSP variable and

log2(m)�−1 (i.e. all but one) bits associated with another. That is, one variable
will have a value assigned, By the induction hypothesis, unit propagation will
have assigned the propositional variable associated with this value to true. Hence,
unit propagation on the clause associated with this nogood will set the other
variable (and thus its last bit).

2. Unit propagation generates an empty clause in the log encoding if there is
a clause, l1 ∨ . . . lk in which unit propagation assigns each literal li to false. This
means that two CSP variables are effectively assigned values which contradict the
nogood associated with this clause. By the first result, enforcing arc-consistency
on the direct encoding makes the same assignments. Hence unit propagation on
the direct encoding also generates an empty clause. To show that the reverse may
not hold, consider a CSP in two variables, the first with one value, the second
with four values, all o incompatible with the first value. Then unit propagation
on the direct encoding generates the empty clause, but not on the log encoding.

With equivalent branching heuristics, the forward checking algorithm FC ap-
plied to the original problem strictly dominates DP applied to the log encoding.
To simplify the proof, we assume that the branching heuristic in FC enumerates
values in (numerical) order. The ability of FC to assign values in any order gives
it an even greater edge over DP applied to the log encoding.

Theorem 16. Given equivalent branching heuristics, FC applied to the original
problem strictly dominates DP applied to the log encoding.

Proof. We map the search tree explored by FC onto a proof tree for DP with at
least as many branches. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of CSP
variables. In the step case, consider the first variable x1 branched upon by FC.
We assume FC orders the values for this variable numerically. We branch in DP
on xi0 then xi1, . . . xi�log2(m)�. We now have a CSP subproblem with one fewer
variable, and appeal to the induction hypothesis. To show strictness, consider a
CSP in two variables, both with 3 values, in which all pairs of assignments are
nogood. FC will take 3 branches to show that the problem is insoluble. DP on
the log encoding will take 8 branches since both bits for one variable and one
bit for the second variable must be set before we generate the empty clause.

6 Related Work

Bennaceur studied the literal encoding for encoding SAT problems as
CSPs [Ben96]. He proved that enforcing arc-consistency on the literal encod-
ing is equivalent to unit propagation. We re-prove this result and extend it to
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arc-inconsistency. Bennaceur also proved that a CSP is arc-consistent iff its lit-
eral encoding has no unit clauses, and strong path-consistent iff it has no unit
or binary clauses. The direct encoding of a CSP into a SAT problem appears
in [dK89]. Génisson and Jégou proved that, with suitable branching heuristics,
DP is equivalent to FC applied to the direct encoding [GJ96].

Apt has also looked at propagation rules for Boolean constraints [A99].
He proves an equivalence between Boolean constraint propagation and unit
propagation, and between Boolean constraint propagation and generalized arc-
consistency. Our results complete the triangle, characterizing the relationship
between generalized arc-consistency and unit propagation.

Frisch and Peugniez studied the performance of local search procedures like
WalkSAT on encodings of non-Boolean formulae into propositional satisfiabil-
ity [FP99]. The unary and binary encodings studied there are closely related to
the direct and log encodings of CSPs into SAT problems studied here.

Bacchus and van Beek present a study of encodings of non-binary CSPs into
binary CSPs [BvB98]. The dual and hidden variable encodings studied here can
be constructed by composing the non-binary encoding of SAT problems into
non-binary CSPs, with the dual and hidden variable encodings of non-binary
CSPs into binary CSPs. Bacchus and van Beek’s work is limited to the FC
algorithm and a simple extension called FC+. Stergiou and Walsh look at the
maintenance of higher levels of consistency, in particular arc-consistency within
these encodings [SW99]. They prove that arc-consistency on the dual encoding
is strictly stronger than arc-consistency on the hidden variable, and this itself is
equivalent to generalized arc-consistency on the original non-binary CSP.

7 Conclusions

We have performed a comprehensive study of mappings between constraint satis-
faction problems (CSPs) and propositional satisfiability (SAT). We analysed four
different mappings of SAT problems into CSPs: the dual, hidden variable, literal
and non-binary encodings. We proved that achieving arc-consistency on the dual
encoding does more work than unit propagation on the original SAT problem,
whilst achieving arc-consistency on the hidden variable and literal encodings
does essentially the same work. We then extended these results to algorithms
that maintain some level of arc-consistency during search like FC and MAC, and
DP which performs unit propagation at each search node. DP strictly dominates
FC applied to the dual encoding, is incomparable to MAC applied to the dual
encoding, explores the same number of branches as MAC applied to the hidden
variable encoding, and strictly dominates MAC applied to the literal encoding.
We also analysed two different mappings of CSPs into SAT problems: the di-
rect and log encodings. We proved that unit propagation on the direct encoding
does less work than achieving arc-consistency on the original problem, but more
work than unit propagation on the log encoding. DP on the direct encoding
explores the same size search tree as FC applied to the original problem, but is
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strictly dominated by MAC. By comparison, DP on the log encoding is strictly
dominated by both FC and MAC applied to the original problem.

What general lessons can be learned from this study? First, the choice of
encoding can have a large impact on the level of consistency achieved. For in-
stance, the dual encoding allows us to achieve higher levels of consistency than
the literal encoding. Second, the choice of encoding also has a large impact on
the branching structure of our search trees. In particular, the dual and literal
encodings require us to branch using a variable ordering based upon the clauses.
DP applied to the original SAT problem can therefore sometimes beat MAC
applied to the dual encoding. Fourth, whilst a clearer picture of the relationship
between SAT problems and CSPs is starting to emerge, there are several ques-
tions that remain unanswered. For example, how do local search methods like
GSAT and Min-Conflicts compare on these different encodings?
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Abstract. In this paper, We propose a faster algorithm for the follow-
ing instruction scheduling problem: Given a set of UET (Unit Execu-
tion Time) instructions with precedence constraints in the form of a
DAG(Directed Acyclic Graph), latency constraints where latencies be-
tween any two instructions are restricted to be either 0 or 1, timing
constraints in the form of individual integer release times and dead-
lines and a single RISC processor, find a feasible schedule which satisfies
all constraints. The time complexity of our algorithm is O(n2 log n) +
min{O(ne), O(n2.376)}, where n is the number of instructions and e is
the number of edges in the precedence graph. Our algorithm is faster than
the existing algorithm which runs in O(n3α(n)) time, where α(n) is the
inverse of Ackermann function. In addition, our algorithm can be used
to solve the maximum lateness minimization problem in O(n2 log2 n +
min{ne, n2.376}) time.

1 Introduction

Scheduling instructions in a basic block [8] on RISC processors is a classic prob-
lem in compiler optimization. A basic block consists of a set of instructions with
precedence constraints, where precedence between two instructions denotes their
data dependency. On RISC processors, an instruction is issued every machine
cycle. However, there are often delays between instructions. These delays are
called inter-instructional latencies, or latencies for short. They arise primarily
because of off-chip communication and pipelining in the architecture. If the la-
tency between instruction Ii and instruction Ij is k, then instruction Ij can be
executed only after k time units has elapsed since Ii finishes. Throughout this
paper, we assume that the time unit is one machine cycle. In the normal compu-
tation where no timing constraint exists, the objective of instruction scheduling
is to find the shortest schedule. Even on a single processor with an arbitrary max-
imum latency, the problem of finding the shortest schedule for a basic block is
hard. Hennessy and Gross [8] showed that finding the shortest schedule for a ba-
sic block on a single RISC processor with a maximum latency of m− 1(m ≥ 2)
is at least as hard as finding the shortest schedule on m identical processors
without latency. If m is a part of the problem instance, then the problem is
NP-complete [8,7,2]; for any fixed m ≥ 3 the time complexity of finding the
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shortest schedule is still open. However, finding the shortest schedule on a single
processor with a maximum latency of 1 can be solved in polynomial time. If all
latencies are 1, then this single processor scheduling problem can be solved by
Coffman and Graham’s two processor scheduling algorithm [6,5,7]; if each la-
tency is either 0 or 1, then this problem can be solved by the modified Coffman
and Graham’s algorithm [5]. Since Coffman and Graham’s algorithm works on
transitively closed or transitively reduced DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) and it
takes O(min(en, n2.376)) time to compute the transitive closure [18,16], where n
is the number of instructions and e is the number of edges in the precedence
graph, these algorithms runs in O(min(en, n2.376)) time.

Recently, RISC processors are being used more and more in embedded sys-
tems such as automobile brake systems. In embedded systems, computation is
subject to timing constraints. Typical timing constraints are in the form of in-
dividual release times and deadlines. The release time of an instruction specifies
the earliest time at which the instruction can start. The deadline of an instruc-
tion specifies the latest time by which the instruction must finish. In the presence
of timing constraints, the objective of instruction scheduling is to find a feasi-
ble schedule which satisfies all constraints. In the case that no feasible schedule
exists, the scheduling objective is to minimize the maximum lateness of all in-
structions over all schedules σ, i.e. minimize max{σ(Ik) − dk}, where dk is the
preassigned deadline of instruction Ik and σ(Ik) is the start time of instruc-
tion Ik in schedule σ. Palem and Simon proposed an approximation algorithm
for scheduling instructions with deadline constraints in a basic block on multiple
RISC processors [2]. The time complexity of their algorithm is O(ne + e′ logn),
where e′ is the number of edges in the transitively closed precedence graph. Their
algorithm can find a feasible schedule whenever one exists in the case of a single
processor with a maximum latency of 1. Bruno et al [6] proposed an O(n3) algo-
rithm for scheduling instructions with precedence constraints, individual integer
release times and deadlines on a single pipelined processor with two stages(all
latencies are 1). Leung, Palem and Pnueli [1] studied instruction scheduling in a
basic block with both release time constraints and deadline constraints on mul-
tiple RISC processors. They proposed an approximation algorithm with time
complexity of O(n3α(n)), where α(n) is the functional inverse of Ackermann
function. Their algorithm can find a feasible schedule whenever one exists in the
case of a single processor with a maximum latency of 1.

In this paper, we propose a faster algorithm for scheduling instructions with
arbitrary precedence constraints, 0/1 latencies, individual integer release times
and deadlines on a single RISC processor. The time complexity of our algorithm
is O(min(ne, n2.376)+n2 logn). Our algorithm is based on computing successor-
tree-consistent deadline for each instruction. The successor-tree-consistent dead-
line of each instruction is tighter than its preassigned deadline. We show that
by using successor-tree-consistent deadline of each instruction as its priority, list
scheduling [19] will find a feasible schedule whenever one exists. To make the
computation of successor-tree-consistent deadlines faster, our algorithm uses a
number of techniques such as forward scheduling, backward scheduling and binary
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search. Our algorithm can be used to solve the maximum lateness minimization
problem in O(n2 log2 n + min{ne, n2.376}) time by using binary search.

2 Model and Definitions

The instruction scheduling problem studied in this paper is described as follows.
Given a problem instance P : a set V = {I1, I2, · · · , In} of UET(Unit Execution
Time) instructions, a set of precedence constraints in the form of a DAG G =
(V,E), where E = {(Ii, Ij) : Ij can start only after Ii completes }, a set L =
{lij : lij ∈ {0, 1} and (Ii, Ij) ∈ E and instruction Ij can be executed only
after lij time units has elapsed since Ii finishes} of latency constraints, a set
RT = {ri : ri is a non-negative integer and Ii cannot start earlier than ri} of
release time constraints and a set D = {di : di is a natural number and Ii must
finish before di} of deadline constraints, compute a feasible schedule on a single
RISC processor whenever one exists. A schedule σ : V → {0, 1, 2, · · ·} on a single
processor is called a valid schedule if it satisfies both constraints C1 and C2.

C1 Resource constraint: ∀t ∈ [0,∞)(|{Ii ∈ V : σ(Ii) ≤ t < σ(Ii) + 1}| ≤ 1), i.e.
at most one instruction can be executed at any time.

C2 Precedence and latency constraints: ∀(Ii, Ij) ∈ E(σ(Ii) + 1 + lij ≤ σ(Ij)).
C3 Release time and deadline constraints: ∀Ii ∈ V (ri ≤ σ(Ii) < di)

σ is called a feasible schedule if C3 is also satisfied.
Given a DAG G and two instructions Ii and Ij in V , if there is a directed

path from Ii to Ij , then Ii is a predecessor of Ij and Ij is a successor of Ii.
Especially, if (Ii, Ij) ∈ E, then Ii is an immediate predecessor of Ij and Ij is an
immediate successor of Ii. If instruction Ii has no immediate successor, then Ii is
a sink instruction; if Ii has no immediate predecessor, Ii is a source instruction.
A successor Ij of Ii is called 1-successor if (i) Ij is an immediate successor
of Ii and lij = 1; or (ii) Ij is a successor of some immediate successor of Ii.
Throughout this paper, the set of all successors of instruction Ii is denoted by
Succ(Ii). The number of elements in a set U is denoted by |U |.
Definition 1. Given a problem instance P , a set D of deadlines of all in-
structions is called edge consistent if dj ≥ di + 1 + lij holds for each edge
(Ii, Ij) ∈ E; a set RT of release times of all instructions is called edge con-
sistent if rj ≥ ri + 1 + lij holds for each edge (Ii, Ij) ∈ E.

Definition 2. Given a DAG G=(V,E) and an instruction Ii ∈ V , the successor
tree of Ii is a directed tree G(Ii) = (V,E(Ii)), where E(Ii) = {(Ii, Ij) : Ij ∈
Succ(Ii) in G}.

The key idea of our algorithm is to compute the successor-tree-consistent
deadline for each instruction. Given a problem instance P and an instruction Ii,
its successor-tree-consistent deadline is an upper bound on the latest completion
time of Ii in any feasible schedule for a relaxed problem instance P ′(i). One
of the key differences between P ′(i) and P is that in P ′(i) the new precedence
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constraints are the successor tree G(i) instead of G in P . The complete definitions
of the successor-tree-consistent deadline and P ′(i) will be given in Section 4. The
successor-tree-consistent deadline of an instruction is tighter than its preassigned
deadline. It is also tighter than the edge the consistent deadline.

To compute the successor-tree-consistent deadlines faster, our algorithm uses
binary search. However, binary search is not applicable in a straightforward way.
The preprocessing which involves forbidden regions must be performed before
the binary search can be done.

Definition 3. Given a feasible schedule σ for a problem instance P , an instruc-
tion Ii is called σ-rigid if σ(Ii) = di− 1 or the instruction scheduled in time slot
[σ(Ii) + 1, σ(Ii) + 2) is σ-rigid.

Intuitively, if an instruction Ii is σ-rigid, it cannot be moved to any time slot after
σ(Ii) so that the resulting schedule is still feasible. When our algorithm computes
the successor-tree-consistent deadline of an instruction Ii, σ-rigid instructions are
used to determine all time slots in which Ii cannot be scheduled in any feasible
schedule. If a time slot [t, t + 1) cannot be used to schedule instruction Ii in
any feasible schedule, it is called forbidden slot . In a schedule σ for P , a time
interval [t1, t2) is called a forbidden region if (i) all time slots [t1, t1+1), [t1+1, t1+
2), · · · , [t2 − 1, t2) are forbidden slots, and (ii) neither [t1 − 1, t1) nor [t2, t2 + 1)
is a forbidden slot. In a schedule σ for P , a time interval [t1, t2) is called a hole
if 1) for each time slot [t1, t1 + 1), [t1 + 1, t1 + 2), · · · , [t2 − 1, t2), no instruction
is scheduled in it, and 2) there is an instruction scheduled in each of time slots
[t1 − 1, t1) and [t2, t2 + 1).

3 Forward Scheduling and Backward Scheduling

In our algorithm, both forward scheduling and backward scheduling are used to
compute the successor-tree-consistent deadline of each non-sink instruction. In
both forward scheduling and backward scheduling, both precedence constraints
and latency constraints are ignored. The forward scheduling is a greedy schedul-
ing technique where each instruction is scheduled as early as possible. In contrast
to forward scheduling, backward scheduling schedules each instruction as late as
possible. Forward scheduling is performed in the increasing direction of time,
while the backward scheduling is done in the decreasing direction of time. In
forward scheduling, an instruction Ii is ready at time t if t ≥ ri. Whereas, an
instruction Ii is ready at time t in backward scheduling if t ≤ di − 1. In for-
ward scheduling, we use Earliest Deadline First (EDF) strategy, i.e. among all
ready instructions the instruction that has the earliest deadline will be sched-
uled. In backward scheduling, we ignore the release times. The reasons why we
ignore the release times are that backward scheduling is used only to compute
the successor-tree-consistent deadlines and ignoring release times will make it
faster to compute the successor-tree-consistent deadlines. In backward schedul-
ing, we use Latest Deadline First (LDF) strategy, i.e. whenever a processor is
idle, the instruction which has the largest deadline among all ready instructions
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is scheduled. Ties are broken arbitrarily if there are multiple instructions whose
deadlines are equal. The schedule generated by backward (forward) scheduling
is called backward schedule (forward schedule).

The forward scheduling can be constructed in O(n log n) time by using a stan-
dard priority queue or in O(n log logn) time by using a stratified binary tree [17].
However, if we keep two sorted arrays L≤r and L≤d of n instructions: L≤r is sorted
in non-decreasing order of release times and L≤d is sorted in non-decreasing order
of deadlines, then forward scheduling can done in O(n) time by using Gabow and
Tarjan’s static tree union-find algorithm [12]. Since an O(n log n) algorithm for
computing the forward schedule suffices for the time complexity of our schedul-
ing algorithm, the forward scheduling algorithm with time complexity of O(n)
is omitted in this paper.

For backward scheduling, since all release times are ignored, the backward
scheduling can be trivially done in O(n) time if we have a sorted array in non-
increasing order of deadlines. It is easy to show that forward scheduling and
backward scheduling have the following properties.

Property 1. Given a set V of independent instructions with individual integer
deadlines, backward scheduling will find a feasible schedule iff one exists. Fur-
thermore, given a backward schedule σb for V , tσb

min = max{tσmin : σ is a feasible
schedule for V } holds, where tσmin = min{σ(Ii) : Ii ∈ V }.
Property 2. Given a set V of independent instructions with individual integer
release times and deadlines, forward scheduling will find a feasible schedule iff
one exists. Furthermore, given a forward schedule σf for V , tσf

max = min{tσmax : σ
is a feasible schedule for V } holds, where tσmax = max{σ(Ii) : Ii ∈ V }.

4 Scheduling Algorithm

The input of our algorithm is a problem instance P defined in Section 2. The
output of our algorithm is a feasible schedule σ for P whenever one exists, or
”No feasible schedule exists.” if no feasible schedule exists. In our algorithm, the
successor-tree-consistent deadlines of all instructions are computed backwards.
For each sink instruction, its successor-tree-consistent deadline is equal to its
edge consistent deadline. When computing successor-tree-consistent deadlines,
we use the following rules to choose an instruction Ii: (i) The successor-tree-
consistent deadlines of all successors of Ii have been computed, and (ii) among
all instructions whose successors’ successor-tree-consistent deadlines have been
computed, Ii has the largest edge consistent release time. Ties are broken in
arbitrary order. To follow these two rules, we sort all non-sink instructions in
non-ascending order of their edge consistent release times. Our algorithm uses
four arrays L≤d , L≥d , L≥r and L≤r , where L≤d , L≥d and L≤r contain all instructions
in V , and L≥r contains all non-sink instructions in V . L≤d and L≤r are used in
forward scheduling, L≥d is used in backward scheduling and L≥r is used to choose
an instruction to compute its successor-tree-consistent deadline. Our algorithm
consists of the following three main steps.
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1. Preprocessing. It consist of the following computation:
(a) Modify the release times and deadlines of all instructions so that they

are edge consistent.
(b) Sort L≤d in non-decreasing order of edge consistent deadlines.
(c) Sort L≥d in non-ascending order of edge consistent deadlines.
(d) Sort L≥r in non-ascending order of edge consistent release times.
(e) Sort L≤r in non-decreasing order of edge consistent release times.

2. Computing successor-tree-consistent deadlines for all non-sink instructions.
For each non-sink instruction L≤r [i](i = 0, 1, · · · , n− 1), do the following.
(a) Compute the successor-tree-consistent deadline of instruction L≤r [i].
(b) Sort L≥d in non-ascending order of deadlines.
(c) Sort L≤d in non-decreasing order of deadlines.

3. Construct a schedule σ by using list scheduling. If σ is not a feasible schedule,
then no feasible schedule exists.

In list scheduling, priority of each instruction is its successor-tree-consistent
deadline. List scheduling is greedy. Whenever a processor is idle, among all
ready instructions, the one with the smallest successor-tree-consistent deadline
is scheduled. An instruction Ii is ready at time t if 1) for each of its imme-
diate predecessor Ij , Ij has finished before t − lji, and 2) t ≥ ri. Computing
the successor-tree-consistent deadline for each non-sink instruction is the core of
our scheduling algorithm. Next, we describe how to compute the successor-tree-
consistent deadline for each non-sink instruction. In the rest of the paper, the
successor-tree-consistent deadline of an instruction Ii is denoted by d′i.

Assume that currently the successor-tree-consistent deadline of Ii is com-
puted. To compute the successor-tree-consistent deadline of Ii in P , we first
compute the latest completion time of Ii in all feasible schedules for the relaxed
problem instance P (i) of P : the same set V ={T1, T2, · · · , Tn} of instructions
as in P , subject to precedence constraints in the form of the successor tree
G(i) = (V,E(Ii)), release time constraints RT ′ = {rj : rj is the edge consistent
release time of Ij

1} and deadline constraints D′ = {dj : dj is the edge con-
sistent deadline dj of Ij if Ij ’s successor-tree-consistent deadline has not been
computed, or its successor-tree-consistent deadline d′j otherwise }. In this relaxed
problem P (i), all latencies and precedence constraints specified in the original
problem instance P are ignored, and new precedence constraints in the form of
the successor tree G(i) are introduced.

Let σf
i be a forward schedule for V −{Ii}−Succ(Ii), σb0

i a backward schedule
for Succ(Ii), t′min = min{σb0

i (Ik) : Ik ∈ Succ(Ii)} and tmax
i = min{di−1, t′min−

1}. Note that

1. Ii cannot be scheduled at any time before ri, and
2. Ii cannot be scheduled at any time after tmax

i

1 di and ri will denote the edge consistent deadline and the edge consistent release
time of Ii respectively in the rest of this paper unless their meanings are explicitly
specified.
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The possible start time for Ii in any feasible schedule must be within the time
interval [ri, t

max
i ]. However, not every time slot can be used to schedule Ii. Specif-

ically, for each time slot [t, t + 1) in [ri, t
max
i + 1), if the instruction scheduled

in this time slot is a σf
i -rigid, then by Property 3.2 it is a forbidden slot. As a

result, Ii cannot be scheduled in [t, t + 1). Otherwise, Ii could be scheduled in
[t, t + 1) because the non-σf

i -rigid instruction in it can be scheduled at a later
time slot.

By the greediness of forward scheduling, if Ii is scheduled at a time t, then all
instructions which are scheduled no earlier than t in the forward schedule σf

i must
be scheduled after Ii. Let Ut = {Ij : σf

i [Ij ] ≥ t and Ij ∈ V − {Ii} − Succ(Ii)} ∪
Succ(Ii), σb

i be a backward schedule for Ut and tmin = min{σb
i (Ij) : Ij ∈ Ut}.

To compute the latest completion time of Ii in all feasible schedules for P (i), we
have to find the latest time t such that t ≤ tmin. Next, we describe how to find
the latest completion time of Ii in all feasible schedules for P (i) in O(n log n)
time by using binary search.

Before the binary search is carried out, a preprocessing must be performed
as follows. Let A[1], A[2], · · · , A[p] be all instructions scheduled in time interval
[ri, t

max
i + 1) in forward schedule σf

i satisfying σf
i (A[j]) < σf

i (A[j + 1])(j =
1, 2, · · · p− 1). For each instruction A[j](j = 1, 2, · · · , p), if it is σf

i -rigid, then Ii

cannot be scheduled in time slot [σf
i (A[j]), σf

i (A[j]) + 1). Otherwise, it could be
scheduled in time slot [σf

i (A[j]), σf
i (A[j])+1). Furthermore, in order not to miss

out any feasible schedule, for each hole [tj1 , tj2) in forward schedule σf
i which is

fully or partially embedded in time interval [ri, t
max
i + 1), we have to create an

unique empty instruction 2 I ′j such that σf
i (I ′j) = tj1 . We construct an array B

for the binary search as follows:

1. Let r = 1. If there is a hole [t1, σ
f
i (A[1])) in forward schedule σf

i which is
fully or partially embedded in [ri, t

max
i + 1), then create an unique empty

instruction I ′k, set σf
i (I ′k) = ri, B[r] = I ′k and r = r + 1.

2. For each instruction A[j](j = 1, 2, · · · , p), do the following: 1) If it is not a σf
i -

rigid instruction, set B[r] = A[j] and r = r+1; 2) if there is a hole [σf
i (A[j])+

1, t2) which is fully or partially embedded in time interval [ri, t
max
i +1), then

create an unique empty instruction I ′s, set σf
i (I ′s) = σf

i (A[j]) + 1, B[r] = I ′s
and r = r + 1.

Obviously, the number of holes is less than n − 2. Therefore, the number of
instructions in array B is less than 2(n−2). Once we have obtained array B, our
task is to find the maximum index m to B such that Umin(i) = {B[m]} ∪ {Ij :
Ij ∈ V − {Ii} − Succ(Ii) and σf

i (Ij) > σf
i (B[m])} satisfies constraint C4.

σf
i (B[m]) ≤ min{σb

i (Ij) : Ij ∈ Umin(i) ∪ Succ(Ii)} (C4)

Where σb
i is a backward schedule for Umin(i)∪Succ(Ii). Given an instruction

B[j], we can trivially show that
2 Empty instructions are used only to simplify the description of our algorithm and
will be ignored in backward scheduling.
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– if Umin(i) = {B[j]} ∪ {Ir : Ir ∈ V − {Ii} − Succ(Ii) and σf
i (Ir) > σf

i (B[j])}
satisfies constraint C4, then for each natural number k with k < j, Umin(i) =
{B[k]}∪ {Ir : Ir ∈ V −{Ii}−Succ(Ii) and σf

i (Ir) > σf
i (B[k])} also satisfies

constraint C4.
– if Umin(i) = {B[j]} ∪ {Ir : Ir ∈ V − {Ii} − Succ(Ii) and σf

i (Ir) > σf
i (B[j])}

does not satisfy constraint C4, then for each natural number k with k >
j, Umin(i) = {B[k]}∪{Ir : Ir ∈ V −{Ii}−Succ(Ii) and σf

i (Ir) > σf
i (B[k])}

does not satisfy constraint C4 either.

Therefore, binary search can be applied on array B to compute the maximum
index m. The procedure for computing the latest completion time tmin of Ii in
all feasible schedules for P (i) by binary search on B is as follows.

1. Let l = 1 and r = the number of instructions in B.
2. While l + 1 < r do the following.

– Let m = (l+r)/2� and Umin(i) = {B[m]}∪{Ij : Ij ∈ V −{Ii}−Succ(Ii)
and σf

i (Ij) > σf
i (B[m])}. Compute a backward schedule σb

i for Umin(i)∪
Succ(Ii). If constraint C4 is satisfied, then let l = m; otherwise let r = m.

3. Let Umin(i) = {B[r]}∪{Ij : Ij ∈ V −{Ii}−Succ(Ii) and σf
i (Ij) > σf

i (B[r])}
and compute a backward schedule σb

i for Umin(i) ∪ Succ(Ii). Consider the
following cases.
(a) Constraint C4 is satisfied. Then, tmin = min{σb

i (Ik) : Ik ∈ Succ(Ii) ∪
Umin(i)}.

(b) Constraint C4 is not satisfied. If l = r, then no feasible schedule exists for
P (i); otherwise, let Umin(i) = {B[l]}∪{Ij : Ij ∈ V −{Ii}−Succ(Ii) and
σf

i (Ij) > σf
i (B[l])} and compute a backward schedule σb

i for Umin(i) ∪
Succ(Ii). If the constraint C4 is satisfied, then tmin = min{σb

i (Ik) : Ik ∈
Succ(Ii) ∪ Umin(i)}; otherwise, no feasible schedule exists for P (i).

When the above procedure terminates, either no feasible schedule exists for P (i)
or the latest completion time tmin of Ii in all feasible schedules for P (i) is found.
Note that P (i) is the relaxed problem instances of P . Hence, if there is no feasible
schedule for P (i), then there is no feasible schedule for P either.

Next, we compute the latest completion time in all feasible schedules for a
stronger problem instance P ′(i) of P (i). P ′(i) consists of P (i) and the following
latency constraints:

lij =
{

1 if Ij is a 1-successor of Ii in P
0 otherwise

Let t′min(i) be the latest completion time of Ii in all feasible schedules for P ′(i)
and Umin(i) be the one which leads to tmin in the procedure for computing
the latest completion time of Ii in all feasible schedules for P (i). Consider the
following cases.

1. For each immediate successor Ij of Ii, the latency between Ii and Ij is 0. In
this case P ′(i) is equivalent to P (i). Therefore, t′min(i) = tmin.
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Fig. 2. A feasible schedule for P constructed by our algorithm

2. There is at least one immediate successor Ij of Ii such that lij = 1. Let
S(i) = {Ij : Ij ∈ S0(i) and rj ≤ tmin} and Ik be the instruction in S(i)
satisfying ∀Ij ∈ S(i)(dk ≤ dj), where S0(i) = {Ij : Ij ∈ Umin(i)} ∪ {Ij : Ij

is an immediate successor of Ii in P and lij = 0}. If S(i) = ∅, then one of
the 1-successors of Ii must start no later than tmin in any feasible schedule
for P ′(i). Therefore, t′min(i) = tmin− 1.3 In the case that S(i) �= ∅, compute
a backward schedule σb for Umin(i) ∪ Succ(Ii)− {Ik}. Let t = min{σb(Ij) :
Ij ∈ Umin(i) ∪ Succ(Ii)− {Ik}}. There are only two possibilities.
(a) tmin = t − 1. Since instruction Ik can be scheduled at time tmin and

all instructions in Umin ∪ Succ(Ii) − {Ik} can be scheduled no earlier
than tmin + 1, t′min(i) = tmin;

(b) tmin = t. In this case, in any feasible schedule for P ′(i), there must
be a 1-successor Ij of Ii such that Ij must start no later than tmin.
Therefore, t′min(i) = tmin − 1.

Since P ′(i) is the relaxed problem instance of P , Ii must finish before t′min(i) in
any feasible schedule for P . Therefore, d′i = t′min(i). If d′i ≤ ri, then no feasible
schedule exists for P .

Example Given a problem instance P : A set V = {Ii : i = 1, 2, · · · , 8}
of 8 instructions with precedence and latency constraints shown in figure 1,
release times r1 = r2 = 0, r3 = r4 = r5 = 1, r7 = 4 and r6 = r8 = 6, and
3 In the case that t′min(i) = tmin − 1, the latest completion time of Ii in all feasible
schedules for P ′(i) could be less than tmin − 1 due to the forbidden slots caused by
σf

i -rigid instructions. However, tmin − 1 is sufficient for the optimality.
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deadlines d1 = d2 = 3, d3 = d4 = 7, d5 = 6 and d6 = d7 = d8 = 8, the successor-
tree-consistent deadlines computed by our algorithm are d′1 = 2, d′2 = 1, d′3 =
5, d′4 = d′5 = 4, d′6 = d′7 = d′8 = 8. By using list scheduling, where the priority of
each instruction is its successor-tree-consistent deadline, a feasible schedule on
a single processor computed by our algorithm is shown in figure 2.

5 Correctness Proof and Complexity Analysis

From the description of our algorithm in the previous section, we can prove the
following lemma.

Lemma 1. Given a problem instance P , for each non-sink instruction, it must
finish before its successor-tree-consistent deadline in any feasible schedule for P
on a single processor.

Theorem 1. Given a problem instance P , our algorithm computes a feasible
schedule whenever one exists.

Proof Suppose that there is a feasible schedule σ for P and schedule σ′ com-
puted by our algorithm has at least one late instruction. Let Ik be the first late
instruction and t be the earliest time which satisfies the following two constraints.

– There is no idle slot in time interval [t, σ′(Ik)).
– The successor-tree-consistent deadlines of all instructions scheduled in [t,

σ′(Ik)) are less than or equal to d′k.

Let S = {Ik} ∪ {Ij : t ≤ σ′(Ij) < σ′(Ik)} and Ii be the instruction scheduled in
time slot [t− 2, t− 1). Consider all possible cases.

1. t = 0. By the pigeon hole principle, there must be a late instruction in any
schedule for P , which contradicts the assumption.

2. No instruction is scheduled in time slot [t − 2, t − 1) or d′i > d′k. In this
case, by the greediness of list scheduling, the release times of all instructions
in S must be greater than or equal to t. Therefore, by pigeon hole principle,
at least one instruction must be late in any feasible schedule for P , which
contradicts the assumption.

3. d′i ≤ d′k. Consider the two possible cases.
(a) The release times of all instructions in S is greater than or equal to t.

By pigeon hole principle, there must be at least one late instruction in
any feasible schedule for P , which contradicts the assumption.

(b) There is at least one instruction whose release time is less than or equal
to t− 1. By our algorithm for computing successor-tree-consistent dead-
lines, the successor-tree-consistent deadlines of all instructions in S must
have been computed when the successor-tree-consistent deadline of Ii

is computed. Let S′ = {Ij : d′j ≤ d′k and (Ij is a successor of Ii

or rj ≥ t)}, then S ⊆ S′ must hold. Consider the case when Ii’s
successor-tree-consistent deadline t′min(i) is computed by our algorithm.
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There are two possibilities: either t′min(i) = tmin or t′min(i) = tmin − 1.
If t′min(i) = tmin, then all instructions in S′ can be scheduled no earlier
than tmin + 1 in the backward schedule. Therefore, d′i ≤ d′k − |S′| − 1
must hold. If t′min(i) = tmin − 1, then in any feasible schedule for P ′(i),
there must be a 1-successor Ij of Ii such that Ij must start no later
than tmin. Therefore, d′i ≤ d′k − |S′| − 1 also holds. Furthermore, we
have d′i ≤ d′k − |S′| − 1 ≤ d′k − |S| − 1 ≤ σ′(Ik) − |S| − 1 = σ′(Ii).
Therefore, Ii is also late in σ′, which contradicts the assumption that Ik

is the first late instruction.

Therefore, σ′ has no late instruction and the theorem holds.

Theorem 2. The space complexity of our algorithm is O(n2) and the time com-
plexity of our algorithm is O(n2 logn) if the transitive closure of the precedence
graph is known, or O(n2 logn) +min{O(ne), O(n2.376)} if the transitive closure
is not known.

Proof Obviously, the space complexity of our algorithm is O(n2). Next we
analyze the time complexity of our algorithm. Our algorithm consists of three
main parts: preprocessing, successor-tree-consistent deadline computation and
constructing a schedule for P by using list scheduling. The time complexities of
these three parts are analyzed as follows.

1. Preprocessing. Release time modifications can be done in O(e) time by us-
ing forward breadth-first processing, where e is the number of edges in the
precedence graph. Similarly, deadline modifications can be done in O(e) time
by backward breadth-first processing. In addition, sorting all arrays needs
O(n log n) time. Therefore, preprocessing takes O(e + n logn) time.

2. Computing the successor-tree-consistent deadline of each non-sink instruc-
tion. It consists of the following two steps:
– Determining the search domain for the binary search. This step is com-

posed of following computation: 1) computing the forward schedule σf
i

for V − {Ii} − Succ(Ii), which takes O(n log n) time by using priority
queue or O(n) time by using Gabow and Tarjan’s static tree union-find
algorithm [12]; 2) computing the backward schedule σb

i for Succ(Ii),
which takes O(n) time; 3) determining if each instruction scheduled is
σf

i -rigid, which takes O(n) time if there is an array 4 of instructions
sorted either in ascending order or in decreasing order of their start times
in forward schedule σf

i ; and 4) constructing array B for binary search,
which takes O(n) time. Therefore, this step takes at most O(n log n)
time.

– Binary search. Since the time complexity for each backward scheduling
is O(n) and there are at most 2(n−2) instructions in array B, the binary
search takes O(n log n) time.

4 This sorted array can be obtained in the forward scheduling without affecting its
time complexity.
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After computing the successor-tree-consistent deadline of a non-sink instruc-
tion, our algorithm will sort L≥d in non-ascending order of deadlines and
sort L≤d in non-decreasing order of deadlines. Since only one instruction’s
deadline is changed to it successor-tree-consistent deadline at a time, both
sortings can be done in O(n) time. Therefore, the time complexity for com-
puting the successor-tree-consistent deadlines of all non-sink instructions is
O(n2 logn).

3. Constructing the final schedule by using list scheduling. This step takes
O(n2) time [3].

Therefore, if the transitive closure of the precedence graph is known, the time
complexity of our algorithm is O(n2 log n). The transitive closure can be com-
puted in O(ne) time by n depth-first searches. Alternatively, it can be reduced
to matrix multiplication [18], which takes O(n2.376) time [16]. Therefore, the
time complexity of our algorithm is O(n2 logn) + min{O(ne), O(n2.376)} if the
transitive closure is not known.

6 Conclusion

We propose a faster algorithm for scheduling instructions in a basic block with
both release time constraints and deadline constraints on a single RISC proces-
sor with a maximum latency of one machine cycle. The key idea of our algorithm
is to compute successor-tree-consistent deadlines. The successor-tree-consistent
deadline of each instruction Ii is the upper bound on the latest completion time
of Ii in any feasible schedule for the relaxed problem instance P ′(i). A number of
techniques such as forward scheduling, backward scheduling and binary search
are used to make it faster to compute the successor-tree-consistent deadlines.
Our algorithm can find a feasible schedule whenever one exists.

Using our algorithm as a procedure, we can use binary search as in [3] to solve
the maximum lateness minimization problem in O(n2 log2 n + min{ne, n2.376})
time. In addition, our algorithm can be generalized to be an approximation al-
gorithm for the general case of multiple processors and arbitrary latencies.

An interesting open problem is in the case that the processing times of all
instruction are equal to an arbitrary natural number, is there a polynomial algo-
rithm for scheduling instructions with arbitrary precedence constraints, integer
release times and deadlines on a single RICS processor with a maximum latency
of one cycle?
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Abstract. Many problems and applications can be naturally modelled
and solved using constraints with more than two variables. Such n-ary
constraints, in particular, arithmetic constraints are provided by many
finite domain constraint programming systems. The best known worst
case time complexity of existing algorithms (GAC-schema) for enforcing
arc consistency on general CSPs is O(edn) where d is the size of do-
main, e is the number of constraints and n is the maximum number of
variables in a single constraint. We address the question of efficient con-
sistency enforcing for n-ary constraints. An observation here is that even
with a restriction of n-ary constraints to linear constraints, arc consis-
tency enforcing is NP-complete. We identify a general class of monotonic
n-ary constraints (which includes linear inequalities as a special case).
Such monotonic constraints can be made arc consistent in time O(en3d).
The special case of linear inequalities can be made arc consistent in time
O(en2d) using bounds-consistency which exploits special properties of
the projection function.

1 Introduction

Arc Consistency (AC) is an important technique for solving Constraint Satis-
faction Problems (CSPs) [17]. A large part of the literature is thus on efficient
algorithms for enforcing arc consistency on CSPs. The focus is usually on binary
CSP where each constraint involves at most two variables. The well-known algo-
rithms for arc consistency in binary CSPs include Waltz’s filtering algorithm [30],
AC-3 [17], AC-6 [4], AC-5 [28] and many others.

Constraint programming has shown that consistency techniques, in particu-
lar, AC-based methods are effective and useful for solving practical problems [27].
However, many real-life problems can be modelled naturally as a non-binary CSP
where a constraint involves more than two variables. We call a constraint which
involves an arbitrary number of variables an n-ary constraint. An n-ary CSP is
then one where the maximum number of variables in constraints is at most n.
Some typical examples of n-ary constraints include the all different constraint,
the cardinality constraint [24] and linear arithmetic constraints. Such n-ary con-
straints are provided by many constraint programming languages and libraries.
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There are two main approaches to deal with n-ary CSPs. The first approach
is to avoid altogether the question of an n-ary CSP. This is achievable since it
is always possible to translate an n-ary CSP into a different binary CSP [10,25].
The standard techniques in binary CSP can be used to solve the transformed
CSP thus solving the original n-ary CSP also. A recent paper [1] is a detailed
examination of the translation approach.

The second approach is to develop consistency techniques directly applicable
to n-ary constraints. One direction is to extend techniques developed in the bi-
nary case for general n-ary CSPs. The other is to develop specialised techniques
which can exploit the semantics of the particular n-ary constraints. Some repre-
sentatives of first direction are as follows. Mackworth [18] generalized AC-3 to
NC to deal with n-ary constraints. This is improved by GAC-4 [19] which is a
generalization of AC-4. GAC-4 improves the complexity of NC, at the cost of a
higher space complexity and a bad average time complexity. The time complex-
ity of GAC-4 is O(edn) where e is the number of constraints and d is the size of
the domain. We see that in contrast to their binary CSP AC versions, NC and
GAC-4 may not be practical due to their high time complexity. A more efficient
approach is the GAC-schema [5] based on single support and multidirectionality
but it has the same worst case time complexity as GAC-4. The second direc-
tion is consistency algorithms for particular classes of constraints which can lead
to more efficient algorithms, for example the global all different constraint and
cardinality constraint [24].

The main contributions of this paper are the following. We address the prob-
lem of efficient consistency enforcing for n-ary constraints. An observation here
is that even with a restriction of n-ary constraints to linear constraints, arc
consistency enforcing becomes intractable. We identify a general class of mono-
tonic n-ary constraints (which includes linear inequalities as a special case). Such
monotonic constraints can be made arc consistent in time O(en3d). The special
case of linear inequalities can be made arc consistent using bounds-consistency
which exploits special properties of the projection function in time O(en2d).

This paper is organized as follows. First, we present some background ma-
terial for n-ary CSP and the generalization of AC used here. We then formalize
bounds based propagation as bounds-consistency for linear constraints. We give
an efficient bounds-consistency algorithm for linear constraints. In Section 4, we
look at arc consistency for linear inequalities and define a new class of mono-
tonic constraints which is tractable. We then examine arc consistency for linear
equations. Finally, we discuss related work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we will give some definitions and notation for general
n-ary CSPs [17,19].

Definition 1. An n-ary Constraint Satisfaction Problem (N, D, C) consists of
a finite set of variables N = {1, · · · ,m}, a set of domains D = {D1, · · · , Dm},
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where Di is a finite set of values that i can take, and a finite set of constraints
C = {cX | X ⊆ N}, where each constraint cX is a relation on variables of set X
and thus cX is a subset of Di1 × Di2 × · · · ×Dil

where ik ∈ X, k ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
The arity of the CSP is defined as n =Max{|X | | cX ∈ C}.

Throughout this paper, the number of variables is denoted by m, the maxi-
mum arity of constraints in the n-ary CSP is n, the size of largest domain is d,
and the number of constraints is e. Thus, a binary CSP is simply a 2-ary CSP.

A constraint in an n-ary CSP may be defined and represented in a number
of ways. It can be represented explicitly as a set of tuples (either allowed or
disallowed), a conjunctive constraint, implicitly as an arithmetic expression, or
by any predicate whose semantics is defined by a particular definition/program
code. In this paper, we will use the notation cX to represent both the form of a
constraint and the set of tuples that satisfy the constraint.

Definition 2. Given a CSP (N,D,C) and a constraint cX ∈ C. We define a
solution of constraint cX to be any tuple 〈vi1 , · · · , vin〉 ∈ cX . If cX is empty, we
say that there is no solution for cX .

We are now in a position to define arc consistency for n-ary CSPs. The
following definition from Mackworth [17] is one natural generalization of arc
consistency.

Definition 3. Given an n-ary CSP (N,D,C), a constraint cX ∈ C is arc con-
sistent with respect to D iff ∀i ∈ X and ∀v ∈ Di, v is a component of a solution
of cX in which case v is said to be valid with respect to cX . A CSP (N,D,C) is
arc consistent iff all cX ∈ C are arc consistent.

In this paper, we will employ this particular definition of arc consistency for
n-ary CSPS which is sometimes also called hyper-arc consistency. We remark
that our definition of arc consistency is similar to relational arc consistency [26].
Enforcing higher consistency such relational path consistency on the n-ary CSPs
is NP-complete in general (see Section 5).

The task of an arc consistency algorithm is then to remove those invalid val-
ues from the n variables in each constraint. In a binary CSP, the representation
of a constraint may not be so important for this process. In the n-ary CSP case,
the precise representation may fundamentally affect the efficiency of the arc con-
sistency algorithm. For example, the all different constraint can be represented
in a number of ways. Suppose that we represent the all different constraint using
an explicit tuple representation as in GAC-4, the set of allowed tuples could be
huge which may be impractical in terms of space and time. The GAC-schema
of [5] is proposed to partly address this problem. However, GAC-schema is a
general framework and does not address how to deal with special constraints
such as linear arithmetic constraints efficiently.

3 Bounds Consistency on Linear Constraints

The first part of this section introduces the specialization of n-ary CSPs to linear
arithmetic constraints and defines bounds-consistency on them. The second part
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presents bounds-consistency algorithms and their associated complexity analysis.
We denote the set of integers by Z.

3.1 Linear Constraint and Bounds-Consistency

Definition 4. A linear arithmetic constraint c{x1,···,xn} is of the form

a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn✸ b

ai, b ∈ Z ✸ ∈ {=,≤}.
where vars(c) and |c| is used to denote the set and the number of variables that
occur in c respectively. A linear constraint system representing a n-ary CSP is
one where all constraints are linear arithmetic constraint and all domains contain
only integers. Other linear arithmetic constraints with (<,>,≥) can be rewritten
in the above form.

Essentially, the problem of enforcing n-ary arc consistency is related to that
of finding all solutions satisfying the given linear constraint. This may be quite
expensive. One well known way to reduce this cost is to relax domains of the
variables so that they form a continuous real interval bounded by the maximum
and minimum values of the corresponding domains. Since variables can now
take real values and are no longer discrete, it is easy to make the constraint arc
consistent. We now make this precise. First, we introduce some basic interval
arithmetic operations [20] which will simplify our presentation.

Assume that each variable x is associated with an interval [l, u]. We use [x]
and 〈x〉 to denote two kinds different kinds of operations: an interval operation;
and a literal operation on x respectively. Let l, u denote the interval associated
with x, we use the following notation:

[x] = [l, u] 〈x〉 =
(
l
u

)

Given [x] = [l1, u1] and [y] = [l2, u2], the interval operations are defined in
the usual fashion:

[x] + [y] = [l1 + l2, u1 + u2],

[x]− [y] = [l1 − u2, u1 − l2],
[x]− a = [l1 − a, u1 − a],

a[x] =
{
[al1, au1], a > 0
[au1, al1], a < 0,

[x] ∩ [y] = [max(l1, l2),min(u1, u2)
]
.

The literal operations unlike the interval operations are defined as a pairwise
tuple operation, which differs in subtraction from the interval counterpart:

〈x〉 ± 〈y〉 =
(
l1 ± l2
u1 ± u2

)
.
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We will for convenience also overload the [ ] and 〈 〉 notation. We use 〈[x]〉
to mean a substitution of the literal operation for the interval operation.

The following example is now used to motivate the use of interval reasoning
for consistency,

3x− 4y = 0, [x] = [y] = [1, 10].

Clearly, y cannot take the value 10 no matter what value x takes. More precisely,
given any value of x in [1,10], y can only take a value in [3/4, 30/4]. So the set of
valid values of y with respect to the above constraint is [3/4, 30/4] ∩ [1,10]=[3/4,
30/4]. The above process to remove invalid values can be formalized as follows.

Definition 5. The projection function πi of a constraint c on xi is

πi(c) =
−1
ai
(a1x1 + · · ·+ ai−1xi−1 + ai+1xi+1 + · · ·+ anxn − b).

Given intervals on all the variables, we can define the interval version of the
projection of c on xi as:

Πi(c) =
−1
ai
[a1[x1] + · · ·+ an[xn]− b].

We call Πi(c) the natural interval extension of πi(c).

We now define the function Proji(c) as follows:

Proji(c) =



Πi(c) if ✸′ is =
[−∞, Ub(Πi(c))] if ✸′ is ≤
[Lb(Πi(c)),+∞] if ✸′ is ≥

where

✸′ =
{≥ if ai is negative and ✸ is ≤

✸ otherwise

and Ub([l, u]) = u, Lb([l, u]) = l.
As a consequence of the intermediate value theorem from calculus, we have

the following property.

Property 1. Given a constraint c with initial domains ([x1], · · · , [xn]), the
constraint c is arc consistent with respect to the new domain ([x1] ∩
Proj1(c), · · · , [xn] ∩ Projn(c)).

The relaxation of the domain of a variable from discrete to a continuous real
interval allows efficient arc consistency enforcement for a single linear constraint
in the time needed for computing n operations of Proji(c). However for a system
of constraints, this process may not terminate [13].

We now define bounds-consistency. Instead of using the real interval re-
laxation, we restrict the interval to the Z-interval whose upper bound and
lower bound are integers. The Z-interval representation of a set S ⊂ R is
✷S = [�u�, �v�] where u and v is the minimum and maximum real values in S
respectively.
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Definition 6. A constraint c is bounds-consistent with respect to
(✷Dx1 , · · · ,✷Dxn) iff ∀xi ∈ vars(c) ✷Dx1 ⊆ ✷Proji(ci). A linear con-
straint system (N, D, C) is bounds-consistent with respect to (✷D1, · · · ,✷Dm)
iff every ci ∈ C is bounds-consistent.

3.2 Bounds Consistency Algorithm and Its Complexity

Although the definition of bounds-consistency holds for n-ary linear constraints,
it fits well in an AC-3 style computation framework which is normally only used
for binary constraints. We now describe a AC-3 like algorithm to achieve bounds-
consistency on a system of linear constraints. We chose this presentation for two
reasons. It is a simple and natural algorithm and for that reason would be similar
to general propagation and filtering based algorithms as well. Unlike AC-3, the
basic unit of manipulation here is a single constraint. A queue is employed to
hold those constraints needing update when the domain of some of its variables
is changed. The algorithm BC is listed in figure 1. The difference between BC
and AC-3 is that the REVISE procedure is specialized for bounds-consistency
and linear constraints.

Algorithm BC
begin

Q← {ci|ci ∈ C};
while (Q not empty)
begin

select and delete ci from Q;
REVISE(ci, Q);

end
end
procedure REVISE(cj , Q)
begin

for each xi ∈ vars (cj)
begin

if [xi] �⊆ ✷Proji(cj)
begin

1. [xi]← [xi] ∩✷Proji(cj);
2. Q← {ck ∈ C | xi ∈ vars (ck)}

end
end

end

Fig. 1. Algorithm BC

We point out that the operation in line 1 of BC is different from the narrow-
ing operation [3] in that the Z-interval representation performs inward rounding
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while for continuous intervals represented by floating point numbers it an out-
ward rounding operation. Note that the narrowing operation on cj defined by
REVISE is no longer idempotent given inward rounding.

Lemma 1. Given a linear constraint system (N,D,C), the worst case time com-
plexity of algorithm BC is O(en3d)

Proof. The worst case complexity of BC depends on the number of constraints
ever entering the Queue Q. A constraint c enters Q iff some value in some
domain involved in c is deleted. For each variable xi ∈ N , assume it appears
in ki constraints. In total, we have md values in the system where m is the
number of variables in C. Thus the number of constraints ever entering Q is
at most

∑m
i=1 d · ki. Let α be

∑m
i=1 ki. A loose estimate of ki can be simply e

which means the variable can appear in any constraint in the system. However, a
relatively tighter estimation for α is as follows. Consider the bipartite graphGm,e

with vertices sets N and C. There is an edge between xi ∈ N and cj ∈ C iff xi

appears in cj . α is exactly the number of edges of Gm,e. Since the degree of cj
is not more than n we have that the number of edges in Gm,e is less than ne,
that is α ≤ ne. The complexity of procedure REVISE is at most n2. Therefore
the complexity of BC is O(en3d). ✷

The naive algorithm can be improved by making REVISE more efficient using
the following result.

Proposition 1. Given an n-ary linear arithmetic constraint system (N,D,C),
bounds-consistency can be achieved in time O(en2d)

Proof. To improve the efficiency of BC, one way is to make REVISE faster. Let
constraint cj be

aj1x1 + aj2x2 + · · ·+ ajnxn ✸ bj .

Let
fj = aj1x1 + aj2x2 + · · ·+ ajnxn − bj

Let Fj be the natural interval extension of fj . Now, for any xi ∈ cj

Πi(cj) = − 1
aji

[〈Fj〉 − 〈aji [xi]〉].

since we have that

〈Fj〉 − 〈aji [xi]〉 = 〈[aj1 [x1] + · · · aji [xi] + · · · ajn [xn]− bj〉 − 〈aji [xi]〉
= aj1 [x1] + · · ·+ aji−1 [xi−1] + aji+1 [xi+1] + · · ·+ ajn [xn]− bj

Note the fj is not a projection function and the use of the literal 〈〉 operations in
Πi(cj). According to the definition of Proji(cj), REVISE can be implemented in
linear time of n. So, the BC algorithm can be implemented in time of O(en2d).
✷
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4 Linear Inequalities and Monotonic Constraint

We will now consider a system of linear inequalities. For a system of linear
inequalities, we have the following result without any relaxation of the Z domain
to Z-intervals.

Proposition 2. Given an n-ary CSP (N,D,C) which consists only of linear
inequalities, it will be arc consistent after bounds-consistency is enforced on it.

Proof. Assume CSP (N,D,C) is bounds-consistent. Now we show that any
constraint cj is arc consistent with respect to D. Consider any variable xi, xi ∈
vars(cj), and any value v, v ∈ Di. Let l and g be the least and greatest integers
in Di. Without loss of generality, assume that ai > 0, we have xi ≤ πi. Because
the system is bounds-consistent, we have [l, g] ⊆ ✷Proji(cj), which means that
v ≤ g ≤ Ub(Proji(cj)) where Ub(Proji(cj)) is obtained by letting xk = vk, k :
1 . . . n, k �= i where vk is either the lower bounds or the upper bounds of Dk

depending on the interval operation. So, (v1, · · · , vi−1, v, vi+1, · · · , vn) satisfies cj .
Similarly, when ai < 0, we can prove v is part of a solution of cj .

It follows immediately that a system of linear inequalities can be made arc
consistent in worst case time complexity of O(en2d).

This result can be generalized to a bigger class of n-ary constraints, the
n-ary monotonic constraints.We begin by recalling the definition of binary mono-
tonic constraint in [28]. From now on, we assume that all the domains Di are
finite and have a total ordering.

Definition 7. [28] Given a binary CSP (N,D,C), a constraint c ∈ C is mono-
tonic with respect to domain TD = ∪m

i=1Di iff there exists a total ordering on
TD such that for all values v, w ∈ TD and c(v, w) implies c(v′, w′) for all v′ ≤ v
and w′ ≥ w.

An example of an arithmetic constraint which is monotonic under this def-
inition is x ≤ y, [x] = [y] = [1, 10]. However, with this definition, the linear
inequality x+y ≤ 10, [x] = [y] = [1, 10] is not a monotonic constraint. For exam-
ple, consider x = 5, y = 5 as an a valid pair, then x′ = 5, y′ = 6 is not consistent
using the natural ordering. There is no total ordering on TD which makes this
constraint monotonic.

However applying algorithm BC, a binary system of both kinds of constraints
can be made arc consistent in time O(ed). Thus we see that this definition of
monotonicity is stronger than necessary and does not fully exploit the special
properties of inequalities which give more efficient arc consistency algorithms.
We now give the following generalization of binary monotonic constraint which
remedies this problem by relaxing the total ordering requirement on the union
of all the domains.

Definition 8. Given a binary CSP (N,D,C), a constraint c{i,j} ∈ C is mono-
tonic iff there exists a total ordering on Di and Dj respectively such that
∀v ∈ Di, ∀w ∈ Dj c(v, w) implies c(v′, w′) for all v′ ≤ v and w′ ≥ w.
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Consider again the example, x + y ≤ 10, [x] = [y] = [1, 10]. This is now
monotonic. A possible ordering is the natural one on x, and on y we have the
reverse ordering. Now we have a natural extension of monotonicity to n-ary
general constraints.

Definition 9. Given an n-ary CSP (N,D,C), a constraint cX ∈ C is mono-
tonic with respect to variable i ∈ X iff there exists a total ordering on D1 to Dn

respectively such that ∀v ∈ Di, ∀vj ∈ Dj cX(v1, · · · , vi−1, v, vi+1, · · · , vn) implies
c(v′1, · · · , v′i−1, v

′, v′i+1, · · · , v′n) for all v′ ≤ v and v′j ≥ vj for j ∈ X, j �= i. A
constraint cX ∈ C is monotonic iff cX is monotonic with respect to all variables
of X.

It is easy to verify that any n-ary linear arithmetic inequality is monotonic.
Another example of a monotonic constraint is, x ∗ y ≤ z,Dx = Dy = Dz =
{1, . . . , 100}. For finite domain constraints, our definition of monotonic con-
straints is more general than the monotonic functions defined in [11].

In order to achieve arc consistency on monotonic constraints, the REVISE
in algorithm BC should be modified as in Figure 2. It is important to note that
in the new algorithm, an explicit projection function is not required. At the
initialization phase of BC, for any constraint c and i ∈ vars(c), we explicitly
store the particular ordering of each domain involved which makes c monotonic
with respect to i.

Procedure REVISE(cj , Q)
begin

for each xi ∈ vars (cj)
begin
∀j, vj ← the greatest value in Dj wrt xi

DELETE = 0;
1. while (not c(v1, · · · , vn))

begin
remove vi from Di;
DELETE = 1;
vi ← the greatest value in Di

end
if DELETE

Q← {ck ∈ C | xi ∈ vars (ck)}
end

end

Fig. 2. REVISE for monotonic constraint

Proposition 3. Given a CSP (N,D,C) which contains only monotonic con-
straints, it can be made arc consistent in time complexity of O(en3d) if the
complexity of evaluating c(v1, · · · , vn) is O(n).
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The sketch of the proof is as follows. In a similar fashion to Proposition 2, we
can show that arc consistency can be achieved on monotonic constraints. The
complexity of the algorithm depends on the execution times of line 1 in the
REVISE of Figure 2. If we expand one execution of the algorithm according to
line 1, executions of line 1 can be separated into two groups. One group contains
executions without any value removed and the other group contains executions
with at least one value removed. Because REVISE can be executed at most n2ed
times, the complexity of executions of the first group is n3ed according to the
linear time evaluation of c. As for the second group, we cluster the computation
around variables. Now the total computation is

m∑
i=1

n · (di,1 + · · ·+ di,k) ≤
m∑

i=1

n · d ≤ mnd

where di,l(l : 1..k) denotes the number of elements removed from Di in some
execution of the while loop in line 1 on i. Because m ≤ ne, the complexity of
the second group will be smaller than the first group and thus the complexity of
the algorithm is O(en3d). ✷

We remark that, as in proposition 1, by using the special semantics of mono-
tonic constraint, it may be possible to decrease the complexity of the arc con-
sistency algorithm by a factor n.

We now would like to briefly discuss how to embed the monotonic arc con-
sistency algorithm into a general algorithm. AC-5 [28] does not discuss how this
is to be done and leaves it as an implementation detail. The AC-6 algorithm is a
suitable candidate for this. To simplify the discussion, we will illustrate the idea
using a binary monotonic c{x,y} given in Figure 3.

In the initialization phase of AC-6 for c{x,y}, we only need the least value in x
and greatest value in y. The ordering used here gives a as the least value in x
and g as the greatest value in y. In the implementation, we can easily associate
the values a and g with the revision process for c{x,y}. Now, any deletion of values
of b, c, e, or f by other constraints will not invoke the revision of constraint c{x,y}.
Only when a (or g) is removed will monotonic constraint revision be invoked.
After the monotonic revision process finishes, it will associate the revision process
again to the new least (or greatest) values left. This approach conforms to the
lazy principle behind AC-6.

5 Linear Equations

We now consider n-ary CSPs where the constraints are linear equations. The
importance of this section is that the complexity results are very different from
the ≤ case. In the equation case when the domains are considered to be discrete,
bounds-consistency does not imply arc consistency. It is only if we relax the
domains to be Z-intervals that bounds-consistency implies arc consistency.

Unfortunately, the problem of enforcing arc consistency on a single linear
equation is a very hard problem. Recall that arc consistency in the n-ary case
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Fig. 3. A monotonic constraints embedded in AC-6

means that we need to show that single constraints are satisfiable by themselves.
Consider the one-line integer programming problem: Is there a 0-1 n-vector x
such that

a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn = b

where b, a1, · · · , an are given positive integers? The above problem is NP-
complete [23]. Obviously, enforcing arc consistency on a system of linear equa-
tions is also NP-complete. It is also immediate that enforcing arc consistency on
any single arbitrary n-ary constraint is NP-complete in the worst case.

This observation highlights the computational difficulty with n-ary con-
straints and arc consistency. Arc consistency on linear inequalities (also mono-
tonic constraints) is tractable, however generalizing to arbitrary linear con-
straints such as linear equations makes arc consistency intractable. This dis-
tinction can also be viewed as the difference in arc consistency between different
representations. One can choose to represent linear equations as two inequali-
ties per equation, eg. exp = b as exp ≤ b, exp ≥ b. In the continuous case, arc
consistency on the original and double inequality representation gives the same
resulting domains in the same time complexity. In the discrete case, the two
inequality representation can be made arc consistent as in Section 4. It does not
however make the original equations arc consistent since arc consistency treats
each inequality separately.

Now consider relational consistency as defined in [26]. On a system of lin-
ear inequalities, relational arc consistency can be achieved in polynomial time,
however enforcing relational path consistency is NP-complete.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

We now discuss the relationship of our work with that in the continuous domain.
A substantial body of work in n-ary constraints comes from the continuous do-
main rather than the discrete domain. The early work [11,22] focused mainly
on issues of correctness, convergence, searching strategy, etc. In more recent
work the emphasis is on using numerical methods such as Newton methods [2]
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and Aitken acceleration [15] to speedup convergence. Our definition of bounds-
consistency is similar to arc B consistency [16] and interval consistency [2,9] but
differs in that bound-consistency uses an inward rounding operation. The time
complexity of filtering algorithms in the continuous domain, on the other hand,
is usually not treated for the following reasons. Firstly for real/rational intervals,
the interval Waltz filtering algorithm may not terminate given arbitrary linear
constraints [8]. Secondly for floating point intervals, the domain is huge and thus
the worst case time complexity may not be of practical relevance and efficiency
is gained not so much by reducing the time complexity, but by faster conver-
gence using numerical methods. In [16], existing complexity results from general
discrete arc consistency algorithm are used to bound their filtering algorithms.
Thus, the work in the continuous case does not directly help in getting more
efficient algorithms and their resulting time complexity analysis in the discrete
case.

n-ary discrete constraints, including integer linear constraints [21], are widely
used for modelling and solving many problems in systems for constraint program-
ming using finite domain solvers [7,12,27]. Such solvers use various techniques
based on the propagation of bounds for arithmetic constraints [14]. The use of
bounds based propagation techniques is not new and originates as early as in
1978 [14]. However, the efficiency and level of consistency of such techniques is
not studied and described in detail. In this paper, we address the question of what
level of consistency can be achieved efficiently on n-ary linear constraints. The
observation from Section 5 shows that arc consistency on n-ary linear equations
is not tractable. We carefully introduce and formalize the notions of bounds-
consistency in the context of discrete CSP. It is shown that arc consistency for
linear inequalities system can be achieved with a simple AC-like algorithm in
time complexity O(en3d). Where an efficient implementation of REVISE is pos-
sible as is the case with the projection of linear inequalities, the time complexity
is improved to O(en2d).

Given that arc consistency on a single n-ary constraint can be NP-complete,
we identify a general class of monotonic constraints (which need not be linear)
for which arc consistency can be efficiently enforced. Monotonic constraints are
actually a special case of row convex constraints [26]. [26] presents an algorithm
achieving relational path consistency for row convex constraints but it behaves
exponentially even for a system of two n-ary monotonic constraints (since it is
an NP-complete problem).

The work in this paper also extends the results in [28] and complements the
GAC-schema [5].

Some open questions suggested by the results here are the following. What
are other general classes of n-ary constraints for which enforcing arc consistency
is efficient. What is the optimal time complexity for arc consistency on linear
inequalities and monotonic constraints?
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1 Introduction

Representing and reasoning about time has for a long time been acknowledged
as one of the core areas of artificial intelligence and a large number of formalisms
for temporal constraint reasoning (TCR) have been proposed in the literature.
Important examples are the time point algebra [16], Allen’s algebra [1], simple
temporal constraints [5] and the qualitative algebra [12]. These formalisms are
almost exclusively dealing with the relative positions of time points (qualita-
tive information) and/or the absolute position of time points on the time line
(quantitative or metric information).

Recently, the TCR community has shown an increasing interest in reasoning
about the distance between time points on the time line. For example, suppose
one wants to put a bound c on the distance between two time points x and y
whose order is possibly unknown. This can be accomplished by imposing the
constraint abs(x− y) ≤ c (where abs denotes the absolute value function). First
studied in Dechter, Meiri & Pearl [5], recent examples of formalisms that can
handle such constraints can be found in Navarrete & Marin [13], Wetprasit &
Sattar [17] and Pujari & Sattar [15]. The full formalisms are NP-hard in all cases
but the authors have also identified nontrivial tractable subclasses.

An interesting variation on reasoning about distances is reasoning about du-
rations, i.e., reasoning about the length of intervals, see Cheng & Smith [3].
Such problems occur naturally in, e.g., scheduling applications. In an (abstract)
scheduling problem, we are given a collection of tasks of known durations and
constraints on their relative order, say, in the form of limited resources and/or
precedence relations, and the question is whether the tasks can be completed
within a given time frame. As has been observed by Anger & Rodriguez [2]1,
many problems of this type can conveniently be expressed within an extended
version of Allen’s interval algebra. Anger & Rodriguez also presents two algo-
rithms for solving this scheduling problem. The first solves the problem exactly
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and in polynomial time when the only allowed relations are the basic relations
of Allen’s algebra. The second algorithm is a heuristic algorithm for the general
case. Clearly, the second algorithm cannot run in polynomial time since even the
satisfiability problem is NP-complete when arbitrary relations are allowed.

In this paper we study complexity issues in Allen’s algebra extended for
handling metric durations. 15 of the 18 known maximal tractable subclasses
are shown to become intractable when metric durations are added, leaving only
three for which the corresponding satisfiability problem is tractable. We also
extend previous results regarding the scheduling problem and show that the
only maximal tractable subclass of Allen’s algebra for which this problem is
tractable is the ORD-Horn subalgebra, denoted H.

See http://www.ida.liu.se/~olaan/publications.html for a full version
of this paper with complete proofs and a more extensive discussion.

2 Metric Duration Information in Allen’s Algebra

We extend Allen’s algebra to handle metric durations and the problem is formu-
lated as:

Definition 1 (D-Isat). For an interval I ∈ V , we let d(I) denote the duration
of I, i.e., I+−I−. An instance of the problem of interval satisfiability with metric
duration information for a set I of interval relations, denoted D-Isat(I), is a
tuple Q = 〈V, E, X〉 where X is a set of duration relations, expressed as Horn
DLRs on d(I).

There are currently 18 known maximal tractable subclasses of Allen’s alge-
bra [14,6,8]. Three of them (H [14], S(	) and E(≺) [6]) can be extended with
metric constraints on durations without sacrificing tractability of the satisfia-
bility problem while the remaining 15 subclasses become NP-complete even if
the only allowed duration information is the assignment of fixed lengths to the
intervals.
H can easily be extended to handle durations. To see this, we note that ORD-

Horn is a subset of Horn DLRs and it is possible to add an arbitrary number
of constraints of the form I+ − I− = dI , where I+ and I− are end points of
an interval I ∈ V and dI is the required duration of this interval, and still only
deal with Horn DLRs. The problem of satisifiability for Horn DLRs is tractable,
see Koubarakis [11] (or Jonsson & Bäckström [10].) We denote this algorithm
Alg-hornDLRsat.

That the subclasses S(	) and E(≺) can be extended to handle metric du-
ration information and still remain tractable follows from the correctness of
the algorithm Alg-D-IsatS(�) in figure 1. (The algorithm for E(≺) is gained
by exchanging starting and ending points.) For details on the subroutine Alg-
IsatS(�) see Drakengren & Jonsson [6].

Theorem 1. H, S(	) and E(≺) are the only known maximal tractable sub-
classes of Allen’s algebra for which the D-Isat problem is tractable.
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Algorithm: Alg-D-IsatS(�)

input: Instance Q = 〈V, E, X〉 of D-Isat(S(�))
1 if not Alg-IsatS(�)(〈V, E〉) then
2 reject
3 K := ∅
4 for each 〈I, r, J〉 ∈ E do
5 if not Alg-IsatS(�)(〈V,E ∪ {I¬{s, s-1}J}〉) then
6 K := K ∪ {d(I) �= d(J)}
7 if not Alg-IsatS(�)(〈V,E ∪ {I¬{≡, s}J}〉) then
8 K := K ∪ {d(I) ≤ d(J)}
9 if not Alg-IsatS(�)(〈V,E ∪ {I¬{≡, s-1}J}〉) then
10 K := K ∪ {d(I) ≥ d(J)}
11 end for
12 X ′ := X ∪ {d(I) > 0 | I ∈ V }
13 if not Alg-hornDLRsat(X ′ ∪K) then
14 reject
15 accept

Fig. 1. The Alg-D-IsatS(�) algorithm

Proof (Sketch). That the D-Isat problem is tractable for H,S(	) and E(≺)
follows from the previous discussion, and it can be shown that the problem
becomes NP-complete for each of the remaining 15 classes.

3 The Scheduling Problem

We define the computational problem Sched(S) as follows:

Instance: An instance Θ of ISAT(S) with variable set V together with

1. a duration d(I) ∈ Z
+ for each I ∈ V ; and

2. a schedule length K ∈ Z
+.

Question: Is there a model M of Θ such that

1. M(I+)−M(I−) = d(I) for all I ∈ V ; and
2. K ≥ (maxI∈V M(I+))− (minI∈V M(I−)).

Theorem 2. H is the only known maximal subclass of Allen’s algebra for which
the scheduling problem is tractable.

Proof (Sketch). The following shows that H really is tractable, while the in-
tractability of S(	) and E(≺) can be shown using polynomial-time reduction
from the 3-Colorability problem.

Let Θ be an instance of Sched(H) with schedule length K, variable set V
and constraint set E. Let ν = {I+ − I− = d(I) | I ∈ V } where d(I) is the
duration of interval I. Consider the relation r = (≡ s f d) ∈ H. This relation
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has the property that given J0rJ1, J−0 ≥ J−1 and J+
0 ≤ J+

1 , i.e., r expresses the
fact that J0 is inside J1. Now add a fresh interval variable J together with the
constraint J+− J− = K to ν, and for each I ∈ V add the constraint IrJ . ν ∪E
give us an instance Θ′ of D-Isat(H), which is tractable by the previous section.

Since the D-Isat-problem is intractable for the remaining 15 subclasses, it
follows that this also holds for the scheduling problem.

Thus H is the only known maximal subclass such that the scheduling problem is
tractable. This results extends Anger and Rodriguez’s [2] previously mentioned
tractability result in at least two ways: (1) we allow far more temporal relations;
and (2) we allow intervals with uncertain durations.

4 Summary

Table 1. The 18 known subclasses of Allen’s algebra. A ◦ marks a tractable
problem. Ar,b denotes the set of all A(r, b) subclasses of Allen’s algebra

Subclass Isat D-Isat Sched

H ◦ ◦ ◦
S(�) ◦ ◦
S(d) ◦
S(o-1) ◦
E(≺) ◦ ◦
E(d) ◦
E(o) ◦
S∗ ◦
E∗ ◦
A≡ ◦
Ar,b ◦

The results in this paper are summarized in table 1. For definitions of the
respective classes, see Nebel & Bürckert [14] and Drakengren & Jonsson [6,8].

5 Conclusion

While a complete classification of the subclasses of Allen’s algebra is yet to be
made, we know much about the ’undiscovered’ classes. It was shown in [7] that
S(	) and E(≺) are the only possible maximal tractable subclasses containing
the relation (≺ 	) and thus can express sequentiality, which is considered an
important notion in many AI contexts, e.g., planning. In the same paper it was
shown that a new tractable subclass can contain at most the basic relations (≡),
(b) and (b-1), where b ∈ {d, o, s, f}. This quells most hope of finding a subclass
more expressive than any known today while still retaining tractability.
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It is important to note that while we have shown intractability of the schedul-
ing problem for all but one of the known maximal tractable subclasses of Allen’s
algebra, this does not rule out the existence of interesting subclasses which are
not maximal.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the interaction between randomization,
with restart strategies, and learning, an often crucial technique for prov-
ing unsatisfiability. We use instances of SAT from the hardware veri-
fication domain to provide evidence that randomization can indeed be
essential in solving real-world satisfiable instances of SAT. More inter-
estingly, our results indicate that randomized restarts and learning may
cooperate in proving both satisfiability and unsatisfiability. Finally, we
utilize and expand the idea of algorithm portfolio design to propose an
alternative approach for solving hard unsatisfiable instances of SAT.

1 Introduction

Recent work on the Satisfiability Problem (SAT) has provided experimental and
theoretical evidence that randomization and restart strategies can be quite ef-
fective at solving hard satisfiable instances of SAT [4]. Indeed, backtrack search
algorithms, randomized and run with restarts, were shown to perform signifi-
cantly better on specific problem instances. Recent work has also demonstrated
the usefulness of learning in solving hard instances of SAT [2,6,8]. Learning, in
the form of clause (nogood) recording, is the underlying mechanism by which non-
chronological backtracking, relevance-based learning, and other search pruning
techniques, can be implemented.

In this paper we propose to conduct a preliminary study of the interaction be-
tween randomization and learning in solving real-world hard satisfiable instances
of SAT. Moreover, we propose a new problem solving strategy for solving hard
unsatisfiable instances of SAT. Throughout the paper we focus on real-world
instances of SAT from the hardware verification domain, namely superscalar
processor verification [7]1. These instances can either be satisfiable or unsatisfi-
able and are in general extremely hard for state of the art SAT solvers.

2 Randomization and Learning

A complete backtrack search SAT algorithm is randomized by introducing a fixed
or variable amount of randomness in the branching heuristic [4]. The amount
1 The superscalar processor verification instances can be obtained from the URL
http://www.ece.cmu.edu/˜mvelev.
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of randomness may affect the value of the selected variable, which variable is
selected from the set of variables with the highest heuristic metric, or even which
variable is selected from a set of variables within x% of the highest value of the
heuristic metric. Morever, a restart strategy consists of defining a cutoff value
in the number of backtracks, and repeatedly running a randomized complete
SAT algorithm, each time limiting the maximum number of backtracks to the
imposed cutoff value.

If randomized restarts are used with a fixed cutoff value, then the resulting
algorithm is not complete. Even though the resulting algorithm has a non-zero
probability of solving every satisfiable instance, it may not be able to prove
instances unsatisfable. One simple solution to this limitation, that allows solving
unsatisfiable instances, is to implement a policy for increasing the cutoff value.
For example, after each restart the backtrack cutoff value can be increased by
a constant amount. The resulting algorithm is complete, and thus able to prove
unsatisfiability.

Clause (nogood) recording (i.e. learning) techniques are currently the founda-
tion upon which modern backtrack search algorithms [2,6,8] build to implement
different search pruning techniques, including non-chronological backtracking,
relevance-based learning, among others. If an algorithm implements branching
randomization and a restart strategy, then each time the cutoff limit on the
number of backtracks is reached, new clauses are expected to have been iden-
tified. These clauses may either be discarded or kept for subsequent restarts of
the algorithm. Clearly, one can limit the size of the clauses that are to be kept
in between restarts. Below, we study how useful the different aspects of learning
are when randomization with a restart strategy is used.

Next we compare GRASP [6] and SATZ [5] with randomization and restarts
(results without restarts that involve these and other algorithms, as well as
additional results with restarts, are analyzed in [1])2. For each instance and
for each algorithm the number of runs was limited to 10. A significantly larger
number would have required excessive run times.

Table 1 contains the results of running GRASP with chronological back-
tracking enabled (C), and with no clauses being recorded, and the results for the
randomized version of SATZ [4,5]. For SATZ the cutoff values used were 20000,
1000 and 100 backtracks. For GRASP, the two inital cutoff and increment values
considered were 100/0 and 500/250. As can be concluded, SATZ is only able to
solve two instances for any of the cutoff values considered, and for these two
instances, the CPU times decrease with smaller cutoff values. In addition, SATZ
exceeds the allowed CPU time for all the other instances and for the different
cutoff values considered. The results for GRASP depend on the cutoff initial and
increment values. The utilization of the combination 100/0 is clearly better for
2 The results were obtained on a P-II 400 MHz Linux machine with 256 MByte of
physical memory. The CPU time limit was set to 3,000 seconds. Column Time denotes
the CPU time and column X denotes the number of times, out of the total number
of runs, the algorithm was not able to solve the given instance.
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Table 1. Results for Grasp with Restarts and without Learning and for SATZ

Instance Grp 0/0C 100/0 Grp 0/0C 500/250 Satz 20000 Satz 1000 Satz 100

Time X Time X Time X Time X Time X

2dlx cc bug1 790.0 1 2464.7 8 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

2dlx cc bug105 7.3 0 120.2 0 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

2dlx cc bug11 172.1 0 1702.4 4 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

2dlx cc bug38 166.4 0 2121.8 6 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

2dlx cc bug54 1322.2 3 2859.9 9 1208 2 359.0 1 142.2 0

2dlx cc bug80 397.5 0 1665.4 5 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

dlx2 cc a bug5 1652.6 3 3000.0 10 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

dlx2 cc a bug59 278.3 0 2099.0 6 657 0 79.4 0 41.4 0

dlx2 cc bug02 1140.1 2 2768.2 8 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

dlx2 cc bug08 426.3 0 2852.8 9 3000 10 3000 10 3000 10

Table 2. Results with Restarts and Learning (cutoff/increment = 500/250)

Instance Grasp 0/0 Grasp 0/10 Grasp 0/20 Grasp 10/20 Grasp 20/20

Time X Time X Time X Time X Time X

2dlx cc bug1 57.0 0 67.0 0 105.9 0 66.3 0 196.2 0

2dlx cc bug105 19.6 0 22.2 0 25.5 0 33.7 0 51.4 0

2dlx cc bug11 240.4 0 338.8 0 399.1 0 168.5 0 226.9 0

2dlx cc bug38 44.4 0 54.4 0 50.3 0 73.6 0 100.4 0

2dlx cc bug54 252.6 0 228.1 0 198.1 0 166.8 0 143.3 0

2dlx cc bug80 127.3 0 54.7 0 50.5 0 41.5 0 59.8 0

dlx2 cc a bug5 133.9 0 121.9 0 206.1 0 151.0 0 204.4 0

dlx2 cc a bug59 33.2 0 14.2 0 24.3 0 17.8 0 17.3 0

dlx2 cc bug02 147.6 0 49.9 0 47.0 0 42.9 0 91.9 0

dlx2 cc bug08 48.8 0 27.0 0 19.8 0 25.7 0 29.8 0

these problem instances. Nevertheless, the algorithm quits in a few cases and for
some runs.

Table 2 contains the results of running GRASP with non-chronological back-
tracking enabled, using randomization and restarts, and with different clause
recording arrangements. Each column is identified by two values ws/g, denot-
ing the largest clause size that is kept in between restarts (ws), and the largest
clause size that GRASP records during the search (g). For this experiment the
initial cutoff value was set to 500, and the increment set to 250. The conclu-
sions are clear. Branching randomization with a restart strategy allows solving
all problem instances for all runs, provided learning is enabled. Moreover, and in
most of the examples, recording clauses both during the search and in between
restarts, can contribute to reducing the CPU times.
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3 Algorithm Portfolio Design

Recent work on algorithm portfolio design [3] has shown that a portfolio ap-
proach for solving hard instances of SAT can lead to significant performance
gains. Basically, a set of algorithms is selected which is then used for solving
each problem instance on different processors, or interleaving the execution of
several algorithms in one or more processors. In this section we explore this idea
with the objective of solving hard unsatisfiable instances of SAT. As before, the
problem instances studied were obtained from hardware verification problems [7].

Our portfolio approach is somewhat different than what was proposed in [3],
and targets proving unsatisfiability for hard instances of SAT. Instead of hav-
ing fundamentally different algorithms, or several copies of the same algorithm
running on different processors, our approach is to utilize randomization with
a restart strategy, and each time the search is restart, a different algorithm is
selected from a set of k different algorithms {A1, . . . , Ak}. Each algorithm {Ai}
has a given probability pi of being selected.

The key aspects that characterize our portfolio approach are that the restart
strategy used is to iteratively increase the cutoff limit, thus guaranteeing com-
pleteness of the algorithm, and that learning between restarts is used, thus re-
using information from previously searched portions of the search tree to avoid
subsequently searching equivalent portions.

In our current solution, instead of using significantly different search algo-
rithms, we utilize instead significantly different configurations of the same al-
gorithm, GRASP. Different configurations of GRASP basically allow different
branching heuristics, different amounts of randomization in the branching heuris-
tics, different learning bounds during the search, and different learning bounds
in between restarts.

For the results presented below, the portfolio of configurations considered
was the following:

– Four different configurations with similar probabilities are used.
– The limit on recorded clauses during search ranges from 30 to 40.
– Relevance-based learning ranges from 4 to 5.
– Recorded clauses in between restarts range from 10 to 15.
– The amount of randomization is fixed for all configurations.
– Three well-known and widely used branching heuristics are used (see [1]).

The experimental results for the unsatisfiable hardware verification in-
stances [7] are shown in Table 3. For this experiment, we evaluated two portfolio
organizations, i.e. pf1 and pf2, that differ in the initial cutoff and increment
values. For pf1 the values were set to 500/250, and for pf2 the values were set
to 100/50.

The results for the default GRASP algorithm results are shown in column
Grasp, the results for the restart strategy in column Grasp (rst), and the re-
sults for the portfolio approach in columns Grasp (pf1) and Grasp (pf2). In
addition, the results for rel sat, SATZ and randomized SATZ (Satz (rst)) are
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Table 3. Results on Unsatisfiable Instances

File Grasp Grasp (rst) Grasp (pf1) Grasp (pf2) Relsat Satz Satz (rst)

Time X Time X Time X Time X Time X Time X Time X

dlx1 c 1.9 0 2.2 0 3.6 0 3.7 0 7.0 0 7918.7 0 10000 10

dlx2 aa 1.8 0 2.7 0 17.5 0 9.5 0 23.7 0 10000 1 10000 10

dlx2 ca 2686.7 0 3006.1 0 631.3 0 758.2 0 10000 1 10000 1 10000 10

dlx2 cc 100000 1 10000 10 2032.1 0 2401.6 0 10000 1 10000 1 10000 10

dlx2 cl 100000 1 10000 10 1076.4 0 1077.9 0 10000 1 10000 1 10000 10

dlx2 cs 9598.1 0 8970.4 6 987.0 0 1263.3 0 10000 1 10000 1 10000 10

dlx2 la 6259.2 0 9617.4 7 307.7 0 382.0 0 10000 1 10000 1 10000 10

dlx2 sa 12.0 0 7.6 0 34.2 0 29.0 0 295.6 0 10000 1 10000 10

also shown. In all cases the CPU time limit was 10,000 seconds, with the excep-
tion of the default GRASP algorithm for which 100,000 seconds were allowed.
Finally, and as in the previous section, the total number of runs was 10 for the
algorithms using randomization with restarts.

As can be concluded, the portfolio approach, built on top of branching ran-
domization with restarts, allows solving all instances with much smaller run
times (for the harder instances more than 1 order magnitude faster). Of the
two organizations evaluated, the best results were obtained with the initial cut-
off and increment values set to 500/250, since on average this choice of values
allows solving the harder instances faster. We should note that, to our best
knowledge, no other SAT algorithm is capable of solving the harder instances,
dlx2 cc and dlx2 cl, thus suggesting that an approach based on a portfolio
of configurations may be crucial for proving unsatisfiability for some classes of
instances.

4 Conclusions

This paper studies the interaction between randomization and learning in back-
track search SAT algorithms when solving real-world hard instances of SAT.
Preliminary results indicate that both randomization and learning (in the form
of non-chronological backtracking ability and recorded clauses) can be essential
for solving the satisfiable problem instances studied. Moreover, and for unsat-
isfiable instances, we have provided empirical evidence that randomization and
learning, when utilizing a portfolio of algorithm configurations, may solve prob-
lem instances that, to our best knowledge, no known SAT algorithm is otherwise
able to solve. Finally, the experimental results obtained indicate that significantly
different organizations (in terms of the initial cutoff and increment values) may
be required for proving either satisfiability or unsatisfiability. Future work will
necessarily address developing unified organizations for proving both satisfiabil-
ity and unsatisfiability in classes of problem instances.
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Abstract. A minimal unsatisfiable subformula (MUS) of a given CNF
is a set of clauses which is unsatisfiable, but becomes satisfiable as soon
as we remove any of its clauses. In practical scenarios it is often useful
to know, in addition to the unsolvability of an instance, which parts of
the instance cause the unsolvability. An approach is here proposed to the
problem of automatic detection of such a subformula, with the double
aim of finding quickly a small-sized one. We make use of an adaptive
technique in order to rapidly select an unsatisfiable subformula which
is a good approximation of a MUS. Hard unsatisfiable instances can be
reduced to remarkably smaller problems, and hence efficiently solved,
through this approach.

1 Introduction

We call minimal unsatisfiable subformula (MUS) of a logic CNF formula a set
of clauses which is unsatisfiable, but becomes satisfiable removing any of its
clauses (see sec. 2). An approach is here proposed to the problem of automatic
detection of a MUS, with the double aim of finding it small, and of proving
unsatisfiability faster. As for the first point, in fact, in practical scenarios it is
often useful to know, in addition to the unsolvability of an instance, which parts
of the instance cause the unsolvability. This expecially holds when the logic
formula is obtained form the encoding of some other problem, and should be
satisfiable. As for the second point, the task of proving unsatisfiability usually
turns out to be computationally harder than proving satisfiability. Techniques
to prove unsatisfiability by performing a fast complete enumeration are widely
proposed in literature. Here, on the contrary, a technique is presented to reduce
the set that enumeration works on.

We can, roughly speaking, classify the solution methods for the Satisfiability
problem in exact and heuristic ones. The proposed procedure is a complete one.
Most of complete methods are branching procedures based on case splitting.
On the contrary, we use a new branching scheme, whose branching rule consists
in trying to satisfy at first the hardest clauses while visiting a clause-based
branching tree [1] (see sec. 3). Moreover, we use an Adaptive Core Search in order
to rapidly select an unsatisfiable subformula, which is a good approximation of a
MUS (see sec. 4). Small but hard unsatisfiable instances can be efficiently solved
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through this approach. More important, unsatisfiable subformulae are detected
in all problems solved. Their size is often remarkably smaller than the original
formulae. The proposed procedure is tested on a set of unsatisfiable artificially
generated hard problems from the Dimacs collection.

2 Minimal Unsatisfiable Subformulae

Let A be the ground set of the literals ai. Define ¬al = an+l and ¬an+l = al.
A ≡ {ai : ai = αi for i = 1, . . . , n ; ai = ¬αi−n for i = n+1, . . . , 2n} Every

clause is a set Cj = {ai : i ∈ Ij ⊆ I ≡ {1, . . . , 2n}}. A CNF formula is collection
F of sets Cj over A: F = {Cj : j = 1, . . . , m}.

A truth assignment for the logical variable is a set S = {ai : ai ∈ S ⇒ ¬ai 	∈
S}. It is partial if | S | < n, i.e. some variables are not assigned, and complete
if | S | = n. Given a partial truth assignment S, the set of possible completion
is C(S) = {ai : ai 	∈ S ∧ ¬ai 	∈ S}. S satisfies C if and only if S ∩ C 	= φ. S
falsifies C if and only if C(S) ∩ C = φ.

A minimal unsatisfiable subformula (MUS) is a collection G ⊆ F of clauses
of the original instance having the following properties:

1. ∀S, ∃Cj ∈ G such that S ∩ Cj = φ (unsatisfiable)
2. ∀H ⊂ G, ∃S such that ∀ Cj ∈ H, S ∩ Cj 	= φ (every subset is sat.)

Of course, if any subformula is unsatisfiable, the whole problem is. On the
other hand, an unsatisfiable formula always contains a MUS.

There are procedures that, given a set of clauses, recognize whether it is
a MUS or not in polynomial time [3]. The key point is how to select a MUS.
We propose a procedure to rapidly select a good approximation of a MUS, that
means an unsatisfiable set of clauses having almost as few clauses as the smallest
MUS.

3 The Branching Scheme

In order to reduce backtracks, it’s clearly better to start assignment satisfying
the more difficult clauses [1], i.e. those which have the fewest satisfying truth
assignments, or, in other words, represent the more constraining relations. The
point is how to find hardest clauses. An a priori parameter is the length: unit
clauses are universally recognized to be hard, and the procedure of unit propa-
gation, universally performed, satisfies them at first. Since hardness is due both
to the clause itself and to the rest of the instance, a merely a priori evaluation
is not easy to carry on.

Our evaluation of clause hardness is based on the history of the search, and
keeps improving throughout the computation. We say that a clause Cj is visited
when we make a truth assignment aimed at satisfying Cj , and that Cj cause a
failure either when an empty clause is generated due to truth assignment made
on Cj , or when Cj itself becomes empty. Visiting Cj many times shows that Cj
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is difficult, and failing on it shows even more clearly that Cj is difficult. Counting
visits and failures requires a very little overhead.

Therefore, we use the following branching rule:

1. Perform all unit resolutions.
2. When no unit clauses are present, make a truth assignment satisfying the

clause Cmax which maximizes our clause hardness measure ϕ (vj is the num-
ber of visits, fj the number of failures, p a parameter giving the penalty
considered for failures, and lj the length of the clause).

ϕ(Cj) = (vj + pfj) / lj

To satisfy Cmax, we add to the partial solution S a literal al ∈ C(S) such
that al ∈ Cmax. If we need to backtrack, the next assignment is not just ¬al,
because it does not satisfy Cmax. Instead, we add another literal ak ∈ Cmax ∩
C(S) [1]. If Cmax ∩ C(S) becomes empty, we obviously backtrack again to

Fig. 1. Example of Cmax with the consistent branching possibilities

the truth assignments made to satisfy the previous clause, until we have another
choice. This is a complete scheme, because, if a satisfying truth assignment exists,
it will be reached, and, if the search tree is completely explored, the instance is
unsatisfiable.

4 Adaptive Core Search

By applying the above branching scheme, and ϕ to evaluate clauses hardness,
we develop the following procedure of Adaptive Core Search.

0. (Preprocessing) Perform p branching iterations using just shortest clause
rule (This gives initial values to ϕ). If instance is already solved, Stop.

1. (Base) Select an initial collection of hardest clauses whose cardinality is
proportional to cardinality of F :
C1 = {Cj : Cj ∈ F , ϕ(Cj) ≥ ϕ(Ck) ∀Ck ∈ F , |C| = c|F|, c < 1}
This is our first core, i.e. candidate to be a MUS. Remaining clauses form
another collection O1 = F \ C1.
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k. (Iteration) Perform h branching iteration on Ck, ignoring Ok. Obtain one of
the following:
– Ck is unsatisfiable ⇒ F is unsatisfiable, then Stop.
– no answer after h iteration ⇒ Re-start from (Base) selecting a new set

of hardest clauses (allowed only a finite number t of times, in order to
ensure termination: after t times, h is increased).

– Ck is satisfied by solution Sk ⇒ Test Sk on Ok. One of the following:
- ∀ Cj ∈ Ok, Sk ∩Cj 	= φ⇒ F is satisfied, then Stop.
- ∃ Cj ∈ Ok, | C(Sk) ∩ Cj = φ. Call this collection of falsified clauses
Nk. Add them to the core, obtaining Ck+1 = Ck ∪ Nk, delete the
partial solution Sk, and apply again (Iteration).

- ∃ Cj ∈ Ok, | Sk ∩ Cj = φ and 	 ∃ Cj ∈ Ok, | C(Sk) ∩ Cj = φ Try
to extend the partial solution Sk to F putting Ck+1 = F and apply
again (Iteration).

The main idea is that we select the clauses that resulted hard during the
branching phase, and try to solve them as if they were our entire instance. If
they really are an unsatisfiable instance, we have done. If, after h branching
iterations we cannot solve them, this means that our instance is still too big,
and it must be reduced more. Finally, if we find a satisfying solution for the core,
we try to extend it to the rest of the clauses. If some clauses are falsified, they
are difficult (together with the clauses of the core), and therefore they should be
added to the core.

The above algorithm is a complete one, and solves, in average case, smaller
subproblems at the nodes of the search tree, hence operations performed, such
like unit propagation, work only on current core Ck.

5 Computational Results

Columns labeled n, m and sol show respectively number of variables, number
of clauses and solution of the Satisfiability problem. Columns labeled ’branch’,
’ACS sel’, ’ACS sol’, ’ACS tot’ respectively are the running times for the branch-
ing procedure only (without Adaptive core Search), core selection, core solving,
and total times of Adaptive Core Search. ncore and mcore are the number of
variables and clauses appearing in the unsatisfiable subformula selected. Times
are in CPU seconds.

The test problems (all unsatisfiable) are from the DIMACS. Four of them
were used in the test set of the Second DIMACS Implementation Challenge
[2]. Our running times on them are compared with those of the four faster
complete algorithms of that challenge (C-sat , 2cl , TabuS and BRR ). Times
are normalized according to the DIMACS benchmark dfmax, in order to compare
them in a machine-independent way.
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6 Conclusions

An approach is here proposed to the problem of automatic detection of a MUS,
with the double aim of finding a small-sized one, and of proving unsatisfiability
faster. In particular, we present a clause based tree search paradigm for Satis-
fiability testing, a new heuristic to identify hard clauses, that are the clauses
most likely to appear in a MUS, and the complete algorithm for approximating
a Minimal Unsatisfiable Subformula.

Smaller unsatisfiable subformulae are detected in all the solved unsatisfiable
instances. These can be remarkably smaller then the original formula, and give
an approximation of a MUS in extremely short times.

Table 1. Results of C-SAT, 2cl(limited resolution), DPL with Tabu Search,
B-reduction and ACS on the aim series: 3-SAT artificially generated problems.
Times are normalized according to dfmax results, as if they were obtained on
our same machine

C sat 2cl Tabu BRR br. ACS ACS ACS
Problem n m sol S sel sol tot ncore mcore

aim-100-1 6-no-1 100 160 U 1.09 0.17 0.03 0.20 43 48
aim-100-1 6-no-2 100 160 U 0.67 0.54 0.39 0.93 46 54
aim-100-1 6-no-3 100 160 U 3.91 0.62 0.73 1.35 51 57
aim-100-1 6-no-4 100 160 U 0.52 0.61 0.35 0.96 43 48
aim-100-2 0-no-1 100 200 U 52.19 19.77 409.50 5.78 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.04 18 19
aim-100-2 0-no-2 100 200 U 14.63 11.00 258.58 0.57 0.38 0.05 0.04 0.09 37 40
aim-100-2 0-no-3 100 200 U 56.21 6.53 201.15 2.95 0.12 0.04 0.01 0.05 25 27
aim-100-2 0-no-4 100 200 U 0.05 11.66 392.23 4.80 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.05 26 32

Average (on last 4) 30.82 12.50 320.15 3.52 0.16 0.04 0.02 0.06

Problem n m literals sol branch ACS sel ACS sol ACS tot ncore mcore

aim-200-1 6-no-1 200 320 959 U 5.02 0.12 0.09 0.21 52 55
aim-200-1 6-no-2 200 320 959 U >600 14.04 32.31 46.35 76 87
aim-200-1 6-no-3 200 320 958 U >600 10.80 35.87 46.67 73 86
aim-200-1 6-no-4 200 320 960 U 5.81 0.09 0.10 0.19 45 48
aim-200-2 0-no-1 200 400 1199 U 15.53 0.20 0.27 0.47 49 55
aim-200-2 0-no-2 200 400 1199 U 3.87 0.17 0.18 0.35 46 50
aim-200-2 0-no-3 200 400 1198 U 1.04 0.05 0.12 0.17 35 37
aim-200-2 0-no-4 200 400 1197 U 0.70 0.16 0.02 0.18 36 42
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Abstract. Many applications of CSPs require partial solutions to be
found before all the information about the problem is available. We ex-
amine the case where the future is partially known, and where it is im-
portant to make decisions in the present that will be robust in the light
of future events. We introduce the branching CSP to model these situ-
ations, incorporating some elements of decision theory, and describe an
algorithm for its solution that combines forward checking with branch
and bound search. We also examine a simple thresholding method which
can be used in conjunction with the forward checking algorithm, and we
show the trade-off between time and solution quality.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the problem of a solver that periodically receives
additions to an existing problem, and must make a decision for each addition
as it is received. We assume that there is a simple model of what additions
are likely to occur. We believe that this knowledge can enable the solver to
make decisions that will be robust under future events. The approach used here
involves extending the framework of constraint satisfaction to include the model
of future events to give a new form of CSP, called a branching CSP (BCSP). A
detailed presentation can be found in [FB00].

As an illustration, consider a scheduling problem in which new tasks arrive
during the process. The aim is to schedule as many tasks before their due date
as possible. There are two identical resources that the tasks may use. The tasks
for this problem are described in Fig. 1. We start with tasks A and B. We know
that one of the other tasks will arrive at time 1. It will be C with probability
0.6, and D with probability 0.4. A final restriction (future work will look at how
to overcome this) is that tasks A and B must be scheduled before it is known
which of tasks C or D arrives next. How should we schedule tasks A and B?

There are three reasonable possibilities, shown in Fig. 2. Solution (a) allows
C to be scheduled, but not D, whereas (b) allows D but not C. (c) allows both C
and D to be scheduled, at the price of omitting B. Which is best depends on the
probabilities and utilities. For this example, the expected utilities are (a) 3.8,
(b) 5.2, and (c) 6.0. So it is best to schedule task A at time 0, omit B, and then
schedule C at time 1 or D at time 2, depending on which arrives.

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 500–504, 2000.
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Task   Duration   #Resources  Due  Utility

  A           2                 1          4         1
  B           2                 1          4         1
  C           3                 1          4         3
  D           1                 2          4         8

Fig. 1. Tasks for Example Problem
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Fig. 2. Three Possible Solutions

2 Branching CSPs

The initial definition of a BCSP involves variables, constraints, and a state tree.
The variables and constraints are as in standard CSPs, with the difference that
each variable has an associated non-negative utility, which is gained if the vari-
able has a value assigned to it. Variables can be left unassigned, in which case
the utility gained from that variable is 0.

The state tree represents the possible development paths of the dynamic
problem. Each edge in the tree is directed, and is labelled with a transition
probability. Each node Si has an associated variable XSi , with the restriction
that a variable can appear at most once in any path from the root to a leaf node.
There are transition probabilities pij labelling the edge (if it exists) between Si

and Sj . For any path through the tree from root to leaf node, a series of con-
straint satisfaction problems is produced, involving all variables that have been
encountered at each node in the path so far. If a constraint involves variables
that are all assigned values, then those values must satisfy the constraint.

A solution to a BCSP is a decision for each variable at each node in the
state tree, so that on each path all relevant constraints (those that involve only
variables that have been assigned values in the path) are satisfied. A solution
is a plan for each possible sequence of variable additions, and we have assumed
that the total utility of the solution can be found by summing the utilities of the
assigned variables in the path that actually occurs. However, we must try to find
a solution before we know which path will occur, and so we define the optimal
solution to be the one with the highest expected total utility. For a solution,
the expected utility from a node can be defined recursively as follows. The E.U.
from a leaf node Si is the utility of XSi if it is assigned a value, otherwise 0. For
a nonleaf node Si, the E.U. is the utility of XSi (or zero if it is unassigned) plus∑

j pijEUj , where the sum is over all the child nodes of Si.

3 Solution Algorithms

Two complete algorithms have been implemented to solve BCSPs involving bi-
nary constraints on finite domains. These are: a straightforward branch and
bound algorithm that examines each node in the state tree in a depth first or-
der, and finds the value for the variable that maximises the expected utility
from that node; and a forward checking algorithm that uses the constraints to
prune the domains of variables lower down in the tree. As well as reducing the
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number of values that need to be examined, the propagation is used to calculate
an upper bound on the expected utility from the current node. If this value is
less than that of the best solution found so far, the effects of propagation can be
undone, and the next value tried for the current variable immediately. Experi-
ments show that FC is much faster than the basic branch and bound algorithm,
so we concentrate on FC for the rest of this paper.

To test FC, we generated random problems as follows. The number of vari-
ables, n, was fixed at 10. Each variable had a domain with m = 10 values, and a
utility which was an integer selected at random uniformly from the range [1,50].
The state tree was produced by the following branching process. For each node
the probability of no children was 0.05, for one child 0.5, for 2 children 0.25,
and for 3 children 0.2. The transition probabilities for each child node were then
selected so that they summed to 1.0. We varied the density of the constraint
graph p1 and the tightness of constraints p2. p1 was varied from 0.1 to 1.0 in
steps of 0.1, and p2 from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.02. 100 problems were generated
for each combination of p1 and p2, and the median number of constraint checks
recorded. The results are shown in Fig. 3.

It is interesting to compare the hardness of BCSPs with that of static CSPs,
where all variables must be assigned values (if this is possible). In Fig. 3 we have
shown the curve for p1 = 0.6 (other values of p1 show similar behaviour). The
static CSP also has n = 10 and m = 10.
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4 Thresholding

The algorithms presented above are complete, but may not have explored impor-
tant branches by the time the first decision is required. In real world applications
we usually prefer a slightly inferior result before a deadline has been reached,
than an optimal result afterwards. It is also useful to be able to generate results
that improve over time, instead of a single result at the end of the computation.
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Thresholding is a simple method that can be used to implement either of the
above. The idea is to ignore branches of the state tree that can not give a utility
higher than a threshold value. For high thresholds, large sections of the tree will
be pruned, giving a problem that can be solved much more quickly. For very low
values the tree will be pruned only slightly, and for a threshold of 0 there will
be no pruning at all.

The algorithm was tested on random problems generated as before. For each
problem, the initial threshold was taken as an upper bound on the total expected
utility, calculated by assuming that all variables could be assigned values. The
threshold was reduced to zero in 50 evenly spaced steps, with the problem being
solved with FC for each threshold. The last step (with the threshold equal to
zero) corresponds to the full original problem. p1 was fixed at 0.7, and three
values of p2 chosen to give underconstrained (p2 = 0.3), hard (p2 = 0.6), and
overconstrained (p2 = 0.9) problems. 100 problems were generated in each run.
Fig. 4 shows how the expected utility increases with the number of constraint
checks. For the hard problems, almost 80% of the achievable utility can be gained
with 20% of the constraint checks needed to find the optimal solution. The
overconstrained problems give similar results; for underconstrained problems
the performance is poorer, but the time for solving these is not significant.

5 Related Work

Dynamic Constraint Satisfaction [DD88] models a changing environment as a
series of CSPs. The emphasis in DCSPs has been on minimising the work needed
to repair a solution when a change occurs. There is typically no model of the
future, and thus no concept of solutions which are themselves robust to changes.
Wallace and Freuder [WF97] do consider future events in their recurrent CSPs,
and aim to find robust solutions, but they concentrate on changes which are
temporary and frequently recurring. Supermodels [GPR98] are solutions which
can be repaired in a limited number of moves, given a limited change to the
original problem. This approach does not consider the likelihood of changes, nor
does it take account of a sequence of changes. Fargier et al. [FLS96] proposemixed
CSPs, in which possible future changes are modelled by uncontrollable variables.
They search for conditional solutions, dependent on the eventual value of these
variables, and thus the solutions are robust. However, they do not deal with
sequences of events, but assume all changes occur at the same time. As a result,
there is not necessarily any similarity between the different individual solutions
derived from the conditional ones. Finally, it must be mentioned that the model
of likely future events will occasionally be insufficient, and an unexpected event
will occur. A practical solver will have to be able to fall back to existing DCSP
methods in this case.

In addition to modelling changes, we also develop partial solutions to overcon-
strained problems. We choose to leave variables unassigned, and insist on all con-
straints being satisfied. Most work on partial CSPs, for example [FW92, BMR95],
concentrates on finding solutions which violate the fewest constraints. Freuder
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and Wallace’s [FW92] general scheme for solving PCSPs searches for variations
on the problem which would allow complete solutions. It is possible to recast the
unassigned variable approach in that scheme by creating new problems which
retract exactly those constraints which involve the variables we leave unassigned.
Our algorithms could be considered to be doing exactly that; however, we believe
explicitly designating variables as being unassigned is a more natural represen-
tation for many applications.

6 Future Work

For the example problem of section 1, it can be seen that it would be better to
schedule A, and delay a decision on B until we see whether C or D arrives. The
expected utility is then 7.0. We have implemented an algorithm which allows
such delays, but have yet to produce experimental results. At present, we can
only postpone a variable until the next variable arrives; future work may consider
how to relax this restriction. We intend to continue developing our understanding
of the current model by more experimentation with the existing algorithms, de-
veloping the algorithms to include more propagation during search, and finding
better anytime algorithms. We aim to extend the model to include explicit times
for events, and to allow constraint violations as well as unassigned variables. We
have started to compare our algorithms with CSPs that use 0/1 variables to
signify that variables are unassigned. Early results indicate that our methods
allow for both easier formulation of problems and more efficient solution. Fi-
nally we will compare our algorithms with existing methods of scheduling under
uncertainty - for example, MDPs and Just-In-Case scheduling [DBS94].
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1 Introduction

Constraint propagation [10,7,5] (CP) is a cornerstone algorithm of constraint
programming, mainly devoted to the computation of local consistency properties
of constraint satisfaction problems. The abstract formulation of CP is the com-
bination of a set of reduction functions (black-box solvers) on a domain [8,9,2,1].
Intuitively, there is a dependence relation between functions and domains, such
that a function must be applied if a domain it depends on is reduced. The essen-
tial property of CP is confluence or strategy-independence. In other words, the
order solvers are applied does not influence the output characterized in terms
of a common fixed-point of the solvers. Owing to this remark, several strate-
gies based on heuristics, data structures, or knowledge of the solvers have been
implemented.

Since there is no alternative between abstract models and ad hoc strate-
gies, the design of a new strategy requires the program to be developed from
top to bottom and to be proved confluent and terminating. We therefore de-
sign a generic algorithm called SCP3 (Strategies for CP, and 3 to recall it is an
AC3-like algorithm) embracing a family of CP strategies. A set of specialized
algorithms verifying some minimal properties can be plugged in SCP3. These soft-
ware components must respectively implement the selection of a set of functions,
application of these functions, a propagation method based on the dependence
relation, and a stopping criterion. This software engineering approach to CP pro-
vides modularity, flexibility, re-use, easy prototyping, and efficiency. This results
from the dissociation of the selection phase implemented by reasoning processes
(based on some knowledge and heuristics), from the more basic application phase
of the functions.

We illustrate this framework with a new strategy based on a strongness
property of functions [6] combined with a CP fixed-point algorithm using the
selection-intensification heuristics proposed in [3] (i.e., an adaptation of the
heuristics of [4] for parallelism). Beside its design exposed here, its efficiency
� This research was carried out while Eric Monfroy was visiting IRIN.
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has been proved in processing interval constraints by box consistency (but a
lack of space does not allow to describe it here).

2 Constraint Propagation Strategies

2.1 Framework

We now present the main lines of the framework of finite chaotic iterations [1]
(CI) on a partial order. Let us consider a set D, and an �-po (D,�) satisfying
the finite chain property (every sequence d1 � d2 � · · · � di � · · · is such that
there exists j � 1 such that dj+1 = dj).

Let n be a natural, and let us write Dn as D(1) × · · · × D(n), where each
dimension is labelled by a natural. A narrowing function is an inflationary and
monotonic function f : D(i1) × · · · × D(ik) → D(i1) × · · · × D(ik), i.e., for all
x, y ∈ D(i1) × · · · × D(ik), we have x � f(x) and x � y ⇒ f(x) � f(y).
Moreover, f is said to depend on each i1, . . . , ik (this means the application of f
could possibly modify a corresponding domain). Given d = d1, . . . , dn ∈ Dn,
let f+(d) denote d′1, . . . , d

′
n where d′j = f(di1 , . . . , dik

)j if j ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}, and
d′j = dj otherwise.

The main result is confluence of CI. Given d ∈ Dn and a set {f1, . . . , fm} of
narrowing functions, every fair iteration (every function appears in it infinitely
often) stabilizes and computes in d the least common fixed-point of f+

1 , . . . , f+
m.

In other words, the order of application of the functions does not influence the
output; this order and the mechanisms achieving it are called the strategy.

Several strategies have been proposed, most of them in the framework of
constraint satisfaction by local consistency. In the next section, we propose a
high-level algorithm representing a family of strategies parameterized by some
component algorithms.

2.2 Between Abstract Models and Concrete Strategies

The SCP3 algorithm presented in Table 1 embraces a family of CP strategies
parameterized by four component algorithms. More precisely, a CP strategy
is given by a tuple of algorithms (SEL, CP, WAKE, STOP) such that each of them
verifies some minimal properties to guarantee termination and confluence of the
SCP3 algorithm. Those properties are the following:

– SEL (selection phase) outputs a non-empty subset S′ of a set S of narrowing
functions;

– CP (application phase) applies at least once all the narrowing functions in S′

over the domains;
– WAKE (propagation phase) generates a new set S containing at least all the

narrowing functions in F that modify the new domain d′;
– STOP succeeds if f(d) = d for every f in S.

Proposition 1 describes the invariant of the SCP3 algorithm.
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Table1. Component-based software architecture for CP

SCP3(F : set of narrowing functions, d : Dn) : Dn

begin

S := F
repeat

S′ := SEL(S, d)
d′ := CP(S′, d)
if d′ �= d then

S := WAKE(F, S, S′, d, d′)
d := d′

else

S := S \ S′

endif

until d1 × · · · × dn = ? or STOP(F, S, d)
return d

end

Proposition 1. At the end of each step of the repeat loop in SCP3, every
narrowing function f in F \ S is such that f(d) = d.

The confluence property of SCP3 trivially follows from Proposition 1 and the
required property for the STOP algorithm. The termination property is addressed
by Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. The SCP3 algorithm terminates in finite time if so are its com-
ponent algorithms SEL, CP, WAKE, and STOP.

The classical CP strategy can obviously be described in this model. It suffices
that SEL chooses only one narrowing function f in S, CP applies f on d, WAKE adds
in S all the functions in F depending on a reduced domain and removes f from S
if it is idempotent, and STOP checks if S is empty. Notice that WAKE depends on
the CP algorithm, and in particular the set S′ can be removed from S in the case
CP implements a fixed-point strategy.

The design of SCP3 is quite trivial (only four instructions of standard algo-
rithms are replaced with four algorithms), but the advantages with respect to
the classical CP approach are significant. To sum up, we identify the following
points:

– generality: SCP3 unifies several existing CP strategies, for instance, some
strategies which only differ in using a stack or a queue [1];

– re-use, modularity: the component programs can be re-used by any strategy.
This makes the framework very nice to quickly prototype new strategies;

– flexibility: each component program can be adapted to a specific computa-
tional model in order to gain in efficiency;

– efficiency: updating propagation structures after a long step of computation
(and not after each application of a narrowing function) reduces the updating
costs, as remarked in [4].
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Table2. Intensification-based CP algorithm

ICP(F : set of narrowing functions, d : Dn) : Dn

begin

S := F
fixed-point := false

repeat

(S′, d′) := SELBEST(S, d)
if d′ = d then

fixed-point := true

else

d′′ := INTENSIFY(S′, d′)
S := {f ∈ F | f depends on some i s.t. di �= d′′i }
d := d′′

endif

until fixed-point
return d

end

2.3 An Example

The SCP3 algorithm is used here to design a new CP strategy which exploits
a static partial order on narrowing functions with respect to their estimated
reduction power, i.e., their strongness [6]. A narrowing function f is said to
be stronger than a narrowing function g if for all d ∈ Dn, g+(d) � f+(d).
Considering the classical version of WAKE (every function depending on a modified
domain is added in S), the following are possible implementations of STOP and
SEL:

– The STOP algorithm succeeds if either S = ∅ or for all f ∈ S, there exists
g ∈ F \S such that g is stronger than f , i.e., it is not worth applying f since
there exists a stronger function that does not need to be applied.

– For convergence speed reasons, the SEL algorithm may select the narrowing
functions from the weakest ones (which are generally the cheapest to apply)
to the strongest ones. For instance, a possible strategy is to select only once
each narrowing function such that there exists a stronger function in F . For
this purpose, only a set of selected functions has to be stored and maintained
in SEL.

Once a set of narrowing functions is selected, their application is managed
by the CP algorithm. The ICP (see Table 2) algorithm is a possible efficient
implementation of CP which iterates a selection phase (Algorithm SELBEST) of
the most contracting narrowing functions, followed by an application phase (Al-
gorithm INTENSIFY), until the fixed-point is reached. This algorithm has more
“inherent parallelism” than the classical CP algorithm since SELBEST indepen-
dently applies all the narrowing functions on the initial domain. Moreover, the
INTENSIFY algorithm does not have to compute a fixed-point. This property
permits the use of a large variety of algorithms.
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3 Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper proposes a generic CP algorithm that is more general than the clas-
sical one but closer to practical requirements (re-use, prototyping, . . . ). A CP
strategy is given by a set of four algorithms that are seen as black-boxes specified
by some minimal properties to ensure termination and confluence. This frame-
work is well-suited for the design of a CP library in which the components can be
plugged in any new algorithm. Let us remark that in the framework of constraint
satisfaction, the SCP3 algorithm can implement the AC1 and AC3 algorithms for
arc consistency, and the BC3 algorithm for box consistency; nevertheless, the
ACn (with n > 3) algorithms use particular data structures and then cannot be
realized (except in the meaningless case where CP implements ACn).

The research reported in this paper may be extended in many ways, such as:
design of new component algorithms, design of a CP library and its interface
(specification of inputs and outputs of algorithms), implementation of new effi-
cient strategies for particular classes of problems (it has already been done for
interval constraints), and similar work for branch-and-prune algorithms.
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Abstract. Many recent systems tackling Distributed Constraint Satis-
faction Problems (DCSPs) lack a theoretically founded specification and
safety or liveness property proofs. This may be due to the difficulty of
modeling and verifying concurrently running threads and their interac-
tion. In this article we will briefly sketch an approach to the modeling
and verification of concurrent algorithms tailored to DCSP solving and
based on algebraic Petri nets. We will present a realistic case study on
distributed agreement finding and state according termination and con-
sistency properties.

1 Introduction

Algorithms for solving DCSPs are mostly presented filling several pages of pseudo
code. Unfortunately, this kind of representation is not very intuitive and error-
prone. Therefore, we propose an approach to the modeling and verification of
concurrent algorithms specialized to DCSP solving and based on the suggestive
means of algebraic Petri nets.

Authors of DCSP algorithms often use sequential calculi, derivatives of the
Hoare calculus, to prove important properties of their algorithms, like (partial)
correctness, termination, and completeness. Yokoo et al. [5] prove the complete-
ness of their algorithms by more or less verbal argumentation chains. Nguyen
and Deville [2] prove certain static assertions of single threads and combine them
to prove the overall system behavior. All these proofs run quite well since the
underlying algorithms contain some sequential aspects. The same holds for the
algorithms in [4]. Things are getting harder when one is trying to analyze the
behavior of fully detached concurrent threads. Zhang and Mackworth [6] for ex-
ample describe a distributed algorithm with an endless loop but do not detail
on stabilization properties. The problem with using sequential proof methods
for concurrent algorithms is that in general the behavior of a system of threads
does not only depend on the behavior of the single threads but also on matters
like synchronization, interaction and so on. This is why we will briefly sketch an
alternative proof method tailored to concurrent DCSP algorithms.
� An extention of this paper can be found in [1]. Many thanks to Wolfgang Reisig,
Armin Wolf and Ulrich Geske for fruitful discussions on this paper.
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In the following, we will only consider decentralized variable-based algorithms
on a shared search space using asynchronous message-passing. We will build upon
a DCSP definition that is slightly more general than the classical one of Yokoo
et al. [5]. It allows for complex constraints and additionally extends the notion
of distribution to the constraints also.

Definition 1 (Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem). A dis-
tributed constraint satisfaction problem is specified by Π = (X,D,C,A, φ).

– X = {x1, . . . , xn} is a set of domain variables xi each ranging over its do-
main Di from the set D = {D1, . . . , Dn}.

– A labeling λ : X −→ D1 ∪ . . . ∪ Dn, λ = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ D1 × . . . × Dn

assigns a value vi ∈ Di to each domain variable xi. A partial labeling λ′ :
({xλ′

1
, . . . , xλ′

l
} = X ′ ⊆ X) −→ (Dλ′

1
∪. . .∪Dλ′

l
= D′) assigns a value vi ∈ Di

to each domain variable xi ∈ X ′.
– C = {C1, . . . , Cm} is a set of constraints Ci ⊆ Di1 × . . . × Dik

, each of
which is a relation of type 2Di1×...×Dik restricting the set of feasible (partial)
labelings.

– A = {(a1, κ1), . . . , (ap, κp)} is a set of agents each possessing a local con-
sistency predicate κi : (X ′ −→ D′) × 2C −→ {true, false} over partial
labelings and sets of contraints.

– φ : X ∪ C −→ A assigns an agent to each domain variable and each con-
straint. φ−1

X (a) = {x ∈ X |φ (x) = a}. φ−1
C (a) = {c ∈ C |φ (c) = a}.

Given this specification, the problem is to find a labeling λ ∈ Λ(C) =
{(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ D1 × . . . × Dn|∀Ci ∈ C : (vi1 , . . . , vik

) ∈ Ci} from the solution
space Λ defined by C.

2 Modeling Concurrent DCSP Algorithms

Algebraic Petri nets satisfy the demand for an intuitive representation of con-
current control, a natural way to specify asynchronous behavior and so on. Ad-
ditionally, they use a quite suggestive and nevertheless formally sound graphical
notation. We cannot give a detailed introduction to algebraic Petri nets (refer
to [3]). We will rather present a brief case study that consists of a simplified,
yet realistic algorithm for finding agreement on the labeling of several variables
among several agents. The result of the whole protocol is that if a variable x is
labeled with a certain value v, then all neighbors (N(x)) have agreed on that
labeling and have stored that information.

t

x X

Y

x

y

t

X

y Y

x

y

Fig. 1: Sample

In Petri nets local states are represented by places (ellipses)
and tokens on these places (within ellipses). Atomic actions
are represented by transitions (rectangles). Arcs connect places
with transitions and model control and data flow. Under en-
actment, transition t consumes x from X and puts y on Y like

shown by Fig. 1.
We will follow exactly one instance of our protocol to exemplify the agree-

ment protocol given by the Petri net model Σaf in Fig. 2. The variable agent a
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Fig. 2. Petri net model Σaf of the labeling phase

selects a certain value v out of D to label x (D has to be non-empty for this) and
sends request messages (set R = {(a, b, x, v)|(b, ·) ∈ N(x)}) to all neighboring
constraint agents via the transition request. Based on the received request, its
constraints C and its maximum set of already committed labelings Lb = {(b, ·, ·)}
each constraint agent b can decide to agree to the labeling or to refuse it by
evaluating its consistency predicate κ = κb(Lb ∪ {(b, x, v)}, φ−1

C (b)). In case of
agreement the constraint agent adds the labeling (b, x, v) to its set of commit-
ted labelings Lb and sends an agree message. Otherwise, the set of committed
labelings remains unchanged, a refuse message is sent to a and b returns to its
idle state.

Agent a is blocked until all neighbors have answered. It can only update
the requested variable (a, x,D, v) to the state Labeled Variables when all
neighbors have sent agree messages. This full demanded set of agree mes-
sages is denoted by N = {(b, a, x, v)|(b, ·) ∈ N(x)}. The according incom-
ing arc of the update transition ensures the desired behavior. A single refus-
ing neighbor is enough to hinder firing of the update transition. But even if
their is already a refusal, a will have to wait for all responds of its neigh-
bors to inform the agreed neighbors on the failure of the agreement. This
is realized by the transition retract. This transition can fire iff there is a
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set Nr = {(b, a, x, v)|(b, ·) ∈ Nr(x) ⊂ N(x)} = ∅ of refusal messages from some
neighbors and exactly the complementary set of agreement messages N \Nr

from the other neighbors. The transition retract deletes v from the domain
of x and starts a new protocol instance. Additionally, all neighbors that have
already agreed on the labeling v are informed by according cancellation mes-
sages (set CM = {(a, b, x, v)|(b, ·) ∈ N(x)\Nr(x)}) to free them from their given
commitments via the transition clear.

3 Verifying Concurrent DCSP Algorithms
Though desirable properties of concurrent algorithms for solving DCSPs are
manifold, we will concentrate on two, namely safety and liveness. Safety prop-
erties are strongly related to assertions in sequential proof methods. A typical
safety property is consistency. An algorithm represented by Σ preserves how-ever
defined consistency iff in each reachable state of Σ the global state is consistent.
We will use the following notion.

Definition 2 (φ-Consistency of a Partial Labeling). Given a DCSP Π =
(X,D,C,A, φ). A partial labeling λ′ : X ′ ⊆ X −→ D′ is called φ-consistent, iff
∀(a, κ) ∈ A : κ (λ′, φ−1

C ((a, κ))).

Techniques to verify safety properties include place invariants. In Petri nets,
a set of places P defines a place invariant if any arbitrary enactment of any
connected transition does not change the (local) system state represented by P
and its tokens. In Fig. 2, places RV , RM , REQ, AM and REF define such
a place invariant. The sum of all tokens on RM , REQ, AM and REF equals
the sum of tokens on RV times |N(x)|. This can be formalized by introducing a
special addition operation defined on multisets, counting instances in this case
and stating linear equations. Such, the invariant is given by RM +REQ+AM +
REF = |N(x)| ·RV . Fig. 2 contains further such invariants.

Unfortunately, there is no way to guarantee that an algorithm “does some-
thing reasonable” only by asserting safety properties. This is why we need the
second class of properties, namely liveness. Termination and completeness be-
long to this second category. In [3] a concurrent temporal logic operator, called
causes and denoted by ↪→, is introduced to prove liveness. Σ |= p ↪→ q (“in Σ
holds p causes q”) means that in Σ each reachable state in which p holds is
always followed by a reachable state in which q holds. Pick-up patterns are used
to derive liveness properties directly from the static structure of an algebraic
Petri net.

A

a

b

B

C

x

x

f(x)

g(x)

Fig. 3: Pattern 1

The pattern shown by Fig. 3 covers alternative for-
ward branching while preserving any context α.
Transitions a and b are in conflict for the tokens on A.
Given that place A exactly hosts set U of tokens
(A = U), these transitions can non-deterministically

and concurrently consume a token x from A and produce f(x) or g(x), re-
spectively. The final result of firing a and b as often as possible is that A is
empty and the transformed tokens have been placed on B or C, respectively.
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The set of tokens V consumed by a unified with the set of tokens W consumed
by b again equals U . Hence, we can formally state α ∧ A = U ↪→ α ∧ A =
0 ∧B.f(V ) ∧ C.g(W ) ∧ U = V ∪W .

Theorem 1. Given a DCSP Π = (X,D,C,A, φ). Then, each possible run of
Σaf is finite and will finally produce a φ-consistent partial labeling λ′ : X ′ ⊆
X −→ D′ potentially trying each domain value of each variable x ∈ X.

The essence of this theorem can be formalized by this causes proposition:

Σaf |= PV.(a, x,D) ∧ CL = L ↪→ (1)
(LV.(a, x,D, v) ∧ CL = L + {(b, x, v)|(b, ·) ∈ N(x)} ∧ CM = 0) ∨ (2)
(UV.(a, x, ∅) ∧ CL = L ∧ CM = 0). (3)

In words this proposition means that given a pending variable (a, x,D) under
an existing partial labeling represent by L (1), every possible run of the protocol
causes either that (a, x,D, v) has been successfully labeled and every neighbor
has committed to it (2) or the domain of x has been traversed without success,
(a, x, ∅) is in state Unlabeled Variables and not a single neighbor is committed
to the related requested labeling (3). This proposition can be proven using four
place invariants and three pick-up patterns of the type presented above [1].

4 Conclusions
The purpose of this article has been to show how successful one can use al-
gebraic Petri nets and according concepts, such as place invariants and causes
deductions, as formal but suggestive means to model and verify concurrent al-
gorithms for DCSPs. The algorithm presented in this paper does not guarantee
completeness. Hence, it is part of our future work to augment it with concurrent
backtracking facilities, model them appropriately and prove their validness using
the proposed methods.
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1 Introduction

For solving a distributed CSP by a distributed constraint satisfaction algorithm,
since agents usually have intra-agent constraints (constraints which are defined
over variables of one agent) and inter-agent constraints (constraints which are
defined over variables of multiple agents), they have not only to perform local
computation to satisfy their intra- and inter-agent constraints, but also to com-
municate with other agents to satisfy their inter-agent constraints. The efficiency
of a distributed constraint satisfaction algorithm depends on its communication
cost and computation cost, and both can vary with the numbers of intra- and
inter-agents constraints. Therefore, it is important to know how the numbers
of intra- and inter-agent constraints affect the communication and computation
costs of a distributed constraint satisfaction algorithm because such an infor-
mation may give us a hint to develop a more efficient distributed constraint
satisfaction algorithm.

This paper presents first experimental results on the communication and
computation costs of a distributed constraint satisfaction algorithm when we
vary the numbers of intra- and inter-agent constraints for distributed graph 3-
coloring problems. As we will show, both costs show an interesting pattern on
the x-y plane (where the x-axis is the number of intra-agent constraints and
the y-axis is the number of inter-agent constraints), and its pattern is closely
related to the phase transition in the ratio of soluble problems. Since the pattern
seems to be independent of algorithms and problem generation methods, we can
expect that our first results can be the basis of theoretical analyses.

2 Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem

A distributed CSP[2] is a CSP where variables and constraints are distributed
among multiple agents. It consists of:

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 515–519, 2000.
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Fig. 1. Distributed graph coloring problem

– a set of agents, 1, 2, . . . , k
– a set of CSPs, P1, P2, . . . , Pk, such that Pi belongs to agent i (i = 1, . . . , k)

A solution to a distributed CSP is a set of solutions to CSPs of all agents.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of distributed CSP, a distributed graph col-

oring problem. A distributed graph coloring problem is a graph coloring prob-
lem where nodes and links of a graph are distributed among agents such that
each agent has some nodes and all links that are connected to the nodes. In
figure 1, there are three agents, A, B and C, and each of which has nodes in
the corresponding ellipse and links that are connected to the nodes. For exam-
ple, agent A has the nodes, n1 and n2, and the links, l12, l13 and l26. In other
words, agent A has a CSP with the variables, n1 and n2, and the constraints,
such as not equal(n1, n2), not equal(n1, n3) and not equal(n2, n6). Note that
there are 7 links (constraints) in this figure and among these constraints three
are inter-agent constraints, l13, l34 and l26, and the other four are intra-agent
constraints, l12, l45, l46 and l56.

3 Experiments

3.1 Algorithm & Problem Generation

We used a simple backtracking type of algorithm in our experiments. It is basi-
cally the same one as the asynchronous backtracking algorithm[2] except that it is
extended so that it can handle a situation where an agent has multiple local vari-
ables. We implemented this algorithm on a simulator of synchronous distributed
system, which was implemented in C and ran on an Intel Celeron 333MHz pro-
cessor, and measured the following as its communication and computation costs
using this simulator.

Cycle : the number of cycles consumed until agents find one solution to a dis-
tributed CSP or the fact that no solution exists. This corresponds to the
communication cost of an algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Ratio of soluble problems (5 agents, 20 nodes each)

Maxcck : the total sum of the maximum number of consistency checks at each
cycle until agents find one solution to a distributed CSP or the fact that no
solution exists. This corresponds to the computation cost of an algorithm.

For generating a distributed graph 3-coloring problem, we used the following
method.

1. Distribute 100 nodes among k agents (k ∈ {2, 5} in our experiments) such
that these agents have nodes as equally as possible.

2. Randomly define each of x intra-agent constraints and y inter-agent con-
straints.

3. Accept the graph if it is connected. If it is not connected, delete all the links
and go to 2.

3.2 Results

We generated 500 problems at every combination of the number of intra-agent
constraints, intra ∈ {80, 90, . . . , 180}, and the number of inter-agent constraints,
inter ∈ {100, 110, . . . , 160}, and plotted the ratio of soluble problems among 500
problems at each data point. Figure 2 shows the ratio of soluble problems for 5
agents with 20 nodes each on the x-y plane (the x-axis is the number of intra-
agent constraints and the y-axis is the number of inter-agent constraints). We
should point out that the same pattern can be observed for 2 agents with 50
nodes each (the figure is omitted for lack of space). This figure clearly shows
that when increasing the numbers of intra- and inter-agent constraints, we can
observe a rapid drop from near one to zero in the ratio of soluble problems. The
phase transition region where such a rapid drop is located lies around 210 ≤
intra + inter ≤ 240 on the x-y plane.
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Fig. 3. Median cycle (5 agents, 20 nodes each)

We measured cycle and maxcck for each of 500 problems at every combination
of intra and inter, and plotted the median cycle and maxcck of 500 problems
at each data point. Figure 3 shows the median cycle for 5 agents with 20 nodes
each. We should note that the similar patterns can be observed for other cases
(the figures are omitted for lack of space). We can observe the following from
these results.

– Both the median cycle and maxcck in the phase transition region are higher
than those in the other regions. For this figure, we can see that there is a
“ridge” along the phase transition region and the top of the ridge lies around
230 ≤ intra + inter ≤ 240 on the x-y plane, which corresponds the region
where the ratios of soluble problems are about between 0.3 and 0.

– When the number of intra-agent constraints decreases and the number of
inter-agent constraints increases, the top of the ridge becomes higher.

– The top of the ridge has a steeper slope for 5 agents with 20 nodes each than
for 2 agents with 50 nodes each. As a result, the case of 5 agents with 20
nodes each has a higher peak.

According to [1], for randomly generated (centralized) graph 3-coloring prob-
lems, the median computation cost of depth-first backtracking search with the
Brelaz heuristic rises to the peak when the ratio of the number of links to the
number of nodes is 2.3, and the location of the peak coincides with the point at
which the ratio of soluble problems is 0.5. In our experiments, we can observe
a basically similar result, where the top of the ridge of the median cost appears
when the ratio of the number of links (intra + inter) to the number of nodes
(100) is about 2.3 or 2.4. On the other hand, we should point out that its location
does not coincide with the region where the ratio of soluble problems is 0.5.

We conjecture the reason why the top of the ridge becomes higher when
the number of intra-agent constraints decreases and the number of inter-agent
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constraints increases as follows. When solving a distributed graph 3-coloring
problem with a small number of intra-agent constraints and a large number
of inter-agent constraints, an agent is likely to select a misleading color for its
node. Once an agent (especially a higher priority agent) selects such a misleading
color, other agents have to perform a lot of search to make the agent change that
misleading color, and thus the communication and computation costs can be high
for that kind of problems.

Although we are not able to show all the figures in this paper, the top of the
ridge has a steeper slope for 5 agents with 20 nodes each than for 2 agents with
50 nodes each. For example, for 5 agents with 20 nodes each, the maximum and
minimum cycles on the top of the ridge are 680 (at intra = 80 and inter = 160)
and 232 (at intra = 130 and inter = 100), respectively, and for 2 agents with 50
nodes each, those are 200 (at intra = 80 and inter = 150) and 170 (at intra =
130 and inter = 100), respectively. We conjecture the reason is that a misleading
color mentioned above can have a great impact on the entire performance if the
number of agents increases or the number of nodes per agent decreases.

To confirm the generality of our findings, we should make more experiments
using other problems and other distributed constraint satisfaction algorithms.
For a preliminary report, we made experiments for the following combination of
problems and an algorithm: 1) soluble distributed graph 3-coloring problems and
the algorithm in section 3.1 and 2) soluble distributed graph 3-coloring problems
and the multi-AWC [3]. Surprisingly, for each case, although there is no phase
transition region because all problems are soluble, we can find a ridge almost at
the same region as in figure 3, and its qualitative characteristics are consistent
with our findings.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we examine the communication and computation costs of a dis-
tributed constraint satisfaction algorithm when varying the numbers of intra-
and inter-agent constraints for distributed graph 3-coloring problems.

From these results, we may say that a really hard distributed CSP is a prob-
lem in the phase transition region in which each agent has limited amount of
knowledge about the problem, i.e., a small number of intra-agent constraints and
a small number of variables per agent.
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Abstract. We propose a general scheme for the cooperation of differ-
ent constraint solvers. On top of a uniform interface for constraint we
stepwise develop reduction systems which describe the behaviour of an
overall combined system. The modularity of our definitions of reduction
relations at different levels allows the definition of cooperation strate-
gies for the solvers according to the current requirements such that our
overall system forms a general framework for cooperating solvers.

1 Constraint Systems and Constraint Solvers

The combination of several constraint solving techniques enables to solve prob-
lems that none of the single solvers can handle alone (for examples see [2,4,5]).
Thus, we developed an open and very flexible combination mechanism.

A signature Σ = (S, F,R; ar) is defined by a set S of sorts, a set F of function
symbols, a set R of predicate symbols, and an arity function ar : F ∪ R→ S�.
A Σ-structure D = ({Ds | s ∈ S}, {fD | f ∈ F}, {rD | r ∈ R}) consists of
1. an S-sorted family of nonempty carrier sets Ds, 2. a family of functions fD,
and 3. a family of predicates rD , appropriate to F and R. X =

⋃
s∈S X

s is
a many sorted set of variables. A constraint system is a tuple ζ = 〈Σ,D〉,
a constraint over Σ is a string of the form r t1 . . . tm where r ∈ Rs1×...×sm

and ti ∈ T (F,X)si (, i.e. ti is a term over F of sort si with variables from X).
The set of constraints over Σ is denoted by Cons(Σ). Let ∀ψ resp. ∃ψ denote
the universal closure and the existential closure, respectively. ∃ Ỹ ψ denotes the
existential closure of formula ψ except for the variables occurring in the sequence
Ỹ of variables. Let D be a Σ-structure, and let Φ be a constraint conjunction
over Σ. Let var(Φ) denote the set of variables of Φ. A solution of Φ in D is a
valuation σ : V → ⋃

s∈S Ds of a finite set V of variables, var(Φ) ⊆ V , such that
(D, σ) � ∀Φ holds. Solving Φ means finding out whether there exists a solution
for Φ or not. A constraint solver consists of a collection of operations which can
be used to solve and to transform constraints of a constraint system. A solver
works on a constraint store C ∈ CStore which, in the following, consists of a
disjunction of constraint conjunctions. C has the property that it is satisfiable
in the corresponding structure D, i.e. D � ∃C holds.

2 A Uniform Interface for Constraint Solvers

To enable a cooperation of constraint solvers to solve a given problem, the solvers
need to exchange information. We want to enable them to communicate in such
a way that a very tight cooperation is possible.

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 520–525, 2000.
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Let L be the set of indices of constraint systems, µ, ν ∈ L. Let to each
constraint system a constraint solver be assigned. The following functions built
our uniform interface for constraint solvers:
1. tell: Cons(Σν)× CStoreν−→ {truechanged, trueredundant, false} × CStoreν

2. proj: P(X)× CStoreν −→ CStoreν

3. projν→µ: P(X)× CStoreν −→ CStoreµ

1. The (partial) function tell is due to constraint satisfaction, i.e. an operation
which is usually offered by constraint solvers. tell adds a constraint c ∈ Cons(Σν)
to a constraint store C ∈ CStoreν if the conjunction of c and C is satisfiable,
i.e. if D � ∃(C ∧ c) holds. We require tell to be defined as follows:

if tell(c, C) = (trueredundant, C), then D � ∀(C −→ c),
if tell(c, C) = (truechanged, C

′), where D � ∀((C ∧ c)←→ C′),
then D � ∃(C ∧ c),

if tell(c, C) = (false, C) then D �� ∃(C ∧ c).
2. The function proj is due to the operation constraint projection of constraint
solvers. Usually, the aim of projecting a constraint store C ∈ CStoreν wrt a se-
quence Ỹ (with Y ⊆ X) of variables which occur in C is to find a disjunction C′

of conjunctions of constraints which is equivalent to ∃−Ỹ C and where the vari-
ables which do occur in C but not in Ỹ are eliminated: Dν � ∀(∃−Ỹ C ←→ C′).
However, since sometimes it is not possible to compute C′ or it is not possible
to compute it efficiently, we require proj to be defined as follows:

proj(Y,C) = C′, where Y ⊆ X and Dν � ∀(∃−Ỹ C −→ C′).

3. Since we want to use projections for information exchange between the differ-
ent constraint solvers, we need a function which projects a constraint store Cν

wrt another constraint system ζµ, µ ∈ L\{ν}. projν→µ can be defined by means
of proj and a conversion function. Thus each single constraint solver can be
regarded as black box solver equipped with a projection function which allows
the projection of the constraint store wrt a set of variables. These black box
solvers are extended by functions for converting projections wrt other constraint
systems.

Example 1. Consider a solver CSrat for arithmetic constraints over rational
numbers, and a solver CSFD of a finite domain constraint system ζFD.
The projection functions proj and projFD→rat of CSFD could work as follows:
proj(x,CFD) = x ∈FD {4, 5, 6}, and
projFD→rat(x,CFD) = ((x ≥ 4) ∧ (x ≤ 6)), where
CFD = ((y = 3) ∧ (x > y) ∧ (x ∈FD {2, 3, 4, 5, 6})).

The function tell of CSrat could yield the following results:
tell((x = 4), C) = (truechanged, C

′), where C = true and C′ = (x = 4),
tell((x > 3), C′) = (trueredundant, C

′), and tell((x < 3), C′) = (false, C′). ✷

Clearly, the projection functions proj and projν→µ, ν, µ ∈ L, must be defined
in such a way that, first, projecting a constraint store wrt another constraint
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the overall system

system, no solutions of the constraints of the store are lost and, second, that a
projection of a constraint store implies previous projections of this (at a previ-
ous time less restricted) store. We call these required properties soundness and
monotonicity, a formal description is left out because of space limitations. We
require the functions tell, proj, and projν→µ, ν, µ ∈ L, to be computable.

3 Combination of Constraint Solvers

The Architecture. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our overall system for co-
operating constraint solvers. To every individual solverCSν a constraint store Cν

is assigned. The meta constraint solver coordinates the work of the different in-
dividual solvers. The meta solver manages the constraint pool. Initially, the con-
straint pool contains the constraints of the constraint conjunction Φ which we
want to solve. The meta constraint solver takes constraints from the constraint
pool and passes them to the constraint solvers of the corresponding constraint
domains (step 1). Each of the individual constraint solvers is able to handle a
subset of the set of constraints of the constraint pool independently of the other
solvers, the individual solvers propagate the received constraints to their stores
by tell (step 2). The meta constraint solver manages the exchange of information
between the individual solvers. It forces them to extract information from their
constraint stores by projν→µ. This information is added by the meta constraint
solver to the constraint pool (step 3). The procedure of steps 1-3 is repeated
until the pool contains either the constraint false or the constraint true only.
If the constraint pool contains false only, then the initially given conjunction
Φ of constraints is unsatisfiable. If the pool contains true only, then the system
could not find a contradiction. Solutions of Φ can be retrieved from the current
constraint stores. Using the described mechanisms, each individual solver deals
with more information than only that of its associated constraints of Φ.
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Syntax. To allow to solve a conjunction of constraints, where every constraint
may contain function symbols and predicate symbols of different constraint sys-
tems, it is necessary to detect overloaded symbols by analysis and to convert the
constraint conjunction into a conjunction such that every constraint is defined
by symbols of exactly one constraint system (by flattening as usually).
Operational Semantics. We describe the operational semantics of our system
by means of a reduction relation for overall configurations. An overall configura-
tion H consists of a formal disjunction

∨̇
i∈{1,...,m}Gi of configurations Gi. Formal

disjunction ∨̇ is commutative. A configuration G = P � ∧ν∈L C
ν corresponds

to the architecture of the overall system (Fig.1). It consists of the constraint
pool P which is a set of constraints which we want to solve and the conjunction∧

ν∈L C
ν of constraint stores.

We lift the application of the functions tell resp. projν→µ to the level of
overall configurations and define the two basic relations prop resp. put proj which
are the basis of the stepwise definition of the operational semantics. We define
strategies for cooperating constraint solvers, i.e. reduction systems for overall
configurations using these basic relations. In general, in one derivation step one
or more configurations Gi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, are rewritten by a formal disjunction
HGi of configurations:
OConf1 = H1 ∨̇ G1 ∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hi ∨̇ Gi ∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hm ∨̇ Gm ∨̇ Hm+1 =⇒
OConf2 = H1 ∨̇ HG1∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hi ∨̇ HGi∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hm ∨̇ HGm∨̇ Hm+1

Thus, first, we define a derivation relation for configurations and, based on
this, we define a derivation relation for overall configurations.

Step 1. Definition of a derivation relation for configurations (production
level). The simplest possibility to define a derivation step Gi → HGi is to chose
(nondeterministically) exactly one constraint c ∈ Cons(Σν), ν ∈ L, from the
constraint pool of Gi and to propagate it to its associated constraint store Cν

building a new configuration G′i (using the basic relation prop). This is followed
by projections of the newly built constraint store C′ν wrt other constraint sys-
tems building the new overall configuration HGi (using put proj).

There are many other possibilities to define a strategy for the production
level. We are able to let the solvers work in parallel as well as to fix the order
of the constraint systems or constraints itself which are propagated next which
enables to regard choice heuristics, for example to delay particular constraints,
as for naive solving nonlinear constraints.

Step 2. Defining a derivation relation for overall configurations (application
level). A derivation step OConf1 =⇒ OConf2 for overall configurations is de-
fined on the basis of the derivation relation for configurations (at production
level). There are as well many possibilities: for example, we may define a deriva-
tion step such that the derivation of exactly one configuration or the derivation
of several configurations in parallel or concurrently is allowed.

Using this two-step frame different reduction systems which realize different
derivation strategies for the derivation of an initial overall configuration to nor-
mal form can be described. An initial overall configuration is a configuration
G0 = PΦ �

∧
ν∈L C

ν
0 , where the constraint pool PΦ contains the constraints of
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the conjunction Φ which we want to solve and all constraint stores Cν
0 , ν ∈ L,

are empty, i.e. they contain the constraint true only.

4 Conclusion and Related Work

We shortly presented a general scheme for cooperating constraint solvers. A uni-
form interface for the solvers allows to formally specify the information exchange
between them. Because of this information exchange the overall combined sys-
tem is able to solve constraint conjunctions which the single solvers are not able
to handle. The modularity of our definitions of the basic relations and of the
derivation relations at production level as well as at application level allows the
definition of derivation strategies for cooperating solvers according to the cur-
rent requirements, like properties of the particular constraint solvers as well as
properties of the underlying software and hardware. Since our approach allows
the integration of constraint solvers of very different constraint systems it is
possible to integrate different host languages into the system by treating them
as constraint solvers. In [1] we have shown the integration of a functional logic
language. This new point of view on the host language of such a system and
the possibility to define tight cooperation strategies according to the current re-
quirements allow to specify a wide range of systems of cooperating solvers such
that our overall system forms a general framework for cooperating solvers.

Cooperating solvers have been investigated from different points of
view [2,3,4,5,6]. Usually this are very specialized approaches and their coop-
eration strategies are fixed. Our approach allows the definition of similar strate-
gies and even a finer grained definition of strategies according to the current
requirements. As far as for the mentioned approaches the form of constraints ex-
changed between the solvers is given, we are able to express this as well by means
of our interface functions. For example, the main idea behind the combination
approach in [6] is a mechanism which controls variable equality sharing which is
an instance of information exchange by projections as done in our approach.
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Abstract. We report on an empirical evaluation of a new probabilistic
heuristic for constructive search in constraint satisfaction problems. The
heuristic is based on the estimation of solution probability. We show em-
pirically that this heuristic is more accurate than related heuristics, and
reduces the number of consistency checks and backtracks in constructive
search by up to several orders of magnitude. Our results also show that
the time required to estimate solution probabilities is less than the time
required for search using other well-known heuristics as the problem size
increases.

1 Introduction

The challenge in a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is to determine an
assignment of values to variables that satisfies each of a given set of constraints,
or otherwise, to conclude correctly that no such assignment exits. In a systematic
constructive search process, it is well known that the order in which the variables
are assigned can have a significant impact on the cost of the search.

In this paper we present a summary of our experiments using a heuristic
for constructive search based on solution probability, i.e., the frequency with
which each value is used in all solutions to the CSP. Solution probabilities for
a CSP can answer such questions as “Which assignment appears most often
in all solutions?” Solution probabilities can therefore provide an ordering to
unassigned variables, as well as an ordering for the values for each variable.

We have developed a method for approximating solution probabilities for
binary CSPs. We have shown elsewhere [6] that our method is a generalization
of the arc consistency algorithm AC-3 [7] for general constraint graphs. We
have also shown (op. cit.) that it is a specialization of probabilistic reasoning
in Bayesian networks [9]. For this reason, we call our method probabilistic arc
consistency (pAC).

Our method can compute exact solution probabilities for binary CSPs with
tree-structured constraint graphs in time linear in the number of variables. Prob-
abilistic arc consistency can also be used iteratively to provide a good approxi-
mation for CSPs of more general structure.

Probabilistic arc consistency is an extension of the techniques expressed in
several previous proposals. Work by Dechter and Pearl [2], Meisels et al. [8],
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and Vernooy and Havens [13] is equivalent to pAC when the CSP’s constraint
graph is tree-structured. These proposals differ in their approach to more gen-
eral CSPs. Peleg [10] developed a probabilistic relaxation method very similar
to pAC that was intended to find a satisfying assignment to the variables in a
CSP. The algorithm given by Shazeer et al. [12] on estimating posterior proba-
bility distributions over constraint problems is essentially the same as the pAC
algorithm.

2 Probabilistic Arc Consistency

We briefly present the pAC algorithm which we use to compute or approximate
the solution probabilities for every variable in a CSP. The formulation provided
below is specific to binary CSPs with finite discrete domains. It is easily extended
to deal with k-ary constraints. The claims in this section are stated without proof;
proofs can be found in [5].

Let < V, B > be a binary constraint satisfaction problem with variables V ,
and binary constraints B, such that the constraint graph G =< V, B > is
tree-structured. For every X ∈ V , let DX be the domain of X , i.e., DX =
{x1, . . . , xm}. For every pair of variables (X, Y ) such that there is a binary con-
straint CXY ∈ B, define the following:

CXY (i, j) =
{
1 if (xi, yj) ∈ CXY

0 otherwise

S(k)
XY (i) =

m∑
j=1

CXY (i, j)M
(k)
XY (j)

M(0)
Y X(i) = 1; M(k+1)

Y X (i) =




F(k)
X (i)

S(k)
XY (i)

if S(k)
XY (i) > 0

0 otherwise

F(k)
X (i) = α

∏
{Y |(X,Y )∈B}

S(k)
XY (i) where α is such that

m∑
i=1

F(k)
X (i) = 1

These formulae define the pAC method. Each binary constraint in B is expressed
numerically in CXY . The value F

(k)
X (i) represents the kth iterative approxima-

tion to the solution probability for xi ∈ DX . The value S
(k)
XY (i) represents the kth

approximation to the expected number of times value xi ∈ DX is used consis-
tently with values of neighbour Y ; informally, it can understood as the support
of X from Y . The value M(k)

Y X(i) represents the kth estimate of the solution
probability for xi ∈ DX , factoring out all effects of neighbour Y ; informally, it
can be understood as a “message” sent from X to Y , from which Y computes
its support from X . This message is carefully constructed so that Y does not
“double count” information it previously sent to X .
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Theorem 1. Let G =< V, B > be a CSP such that the constraint graph for G is
tree-structured, with diameter d. For any variable X ∈ V , the relative frequency
that value xi ∈ DX is used in all solutions of G is F(d)

X (i).

For correctness, the computations described above require arbitrary preci-
sion floating point numbers. In our implementation, we use 64-bit floating point
numbers, at the risk of a non-trivial loss of precision when the CSPs get very
large.

When applied to CSPs with arbitrary topology, the theorem no longer ap-
plies. However, in many cases, pAC converges to a reasonable approximation
of the solution probabilities. The accuracy depends on the degree to which the
given CSP satisfies the assumption of independence of sub-graphs. This result
is further explored in the next section. It is not too surprising in light of other
recent results, wherein an algorithm for belief propagation in singly-connected
Bayesian networks [9], has been shown to produce good results as an approx-
imation method for probabilistic reasoning in networks of arbitrary topology
(e.g., [3]). Elsewhere, we have shown that pAC is a special case of belief prop-
agation in singly-connected Bayesian networks, and also a generalization of arc
consistency [7].

We have no theoretical guarantees regarding convergence of our method.
To limit computation, we use two parameters, ε and MaxIter; iteration contin-
ues while both of the following conditions are true: ε < maxX

∑
i(F

(k+1)
X (i) −

F(k)
X (i))2 and MaxIter > k. When the change in solution probability is less than a
given ε, the process is declared to have converged; when the number of iterations
exceeds MaxIter, the process is halted without convergence.

3 Empirical Results

We performed three sets of experiments. The first examined the quality of the
approximate probabilities that pAC returns, and showed that pAC performed
very well as an approximation on many problems. Second experiment showed
that pAC can reduce search compared to other heuristics for counting solutions
(e.g., [2, 8, 13, 10]). The third experiment compared the use of pAC as a dynamic
variable ordering heuristic against the variable ordering heuristics reported in
the literature. We show that pAC reduced the number of consistency checks and
backtracks by several orders of magnitude.

3.1 The Accuracy of pAC as an Approximation Method

To judge the accuracy of the approximate solution probabilities, we compared the
distributions pAC determines against an exact frequency distribution, for a set
of relatively small problems. We used a straightforward correlation computation
to compare probability distributions.

We created three sets of 1000 random binary CSPs, with 20 variables with
10 values each. The p1 values for these problems sets were 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 re-
spectively. In our three sets of problems, we create 10 CSPs each for 100 values
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of p2 starting at 0.01 and increasing by 0.01. We applied pAC to each problem
using ε = 0.00001, and MaxIter = 1001 iterations.

The approximate solution probabilities were strongly correlated with the ex-
act distributions; the average correlation over the problem sets was determined
to be 0.833, 0.771 and 0.788 resp., with standard deviations 0.16, 0.21 and 0.18.
Many of the over-constrained problems were correctly identified as such: 75%,
95% and 96%, resp.

3.2 Using pAC as a Static Value Ordering Heuristic

We applied a constructive search algorithm to three sets of 2000 problems, each
set having the same properties as in the previous experiment. The approximate
solution probabilities were precomputed for each problem, and this static infor-
mation was used to order values by decreasing solution probability. The variables
were ordered lexicographically.

We compared the results of using pAC directly to the methods and results
presented by Vernooy and Havens [13]. This also provided a basis for a com-
parison to Dechter and Pearl’s method [2], Meisel et al.’s method [8]. We also
implemented Peleg’s method (Peleg) [10] for comparison. Using pAC as a static
variable ordering heuristic substantially reduced the search cost in terms of the
number of backtracks, compared to the other methods. We observed an order
of magnitude improvement or higher in 80% of the problems for each of the
problem sets.

3.3 Using pAC as a Dynamic Variable and Value Ordering Heuristic

The pAC method can be used as a dynamic variable ordering heuristic. After
each assignment of a value to a variable, the pAC algorithm is run again, taking
into account this assignment, and new heuristic information is computed. The
approximate solution probabilities determined by pAC are used to order the
variables as well as the values. While several choices are available, we ordered
the (unassigned) variables so that the search proceed with the most certain
assignments first.

In this experiment, hundreds of random problems were created, each with
20 to 70 variables, with 10, 20 or 30 values each. Each problem was created to
be close to the phase transition region for its problem size. We compared the
pAC heuristic to several well studied variable ordering heuristics Brelaz, FF,
FFdeg, [1, 4] as well as a random selection criterion. The constructive search
procedure was a highly optimized forward-checking back-jumping search algo-
rithm [11], and each of the heuristics was employed using this search procedure.

We observed that the pAC heuristic required one to three orders of magni-
tude fewer consistency checks and backtracks than any of the other heuristics.
This was uniformly observed across all problem sets. Computing the approxi-
mate solution probabilities can be very expensive, and for some problem sets,
constructive search using pAC requires one to two orders of magnitude more
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time to find solutions, as compared to the other heuristics used in our exper-
iment. However, as the problem size increased, we observed a decrease in the
difference in time required to solve the problems. For the largest of the problem
sets solved in our experiment, the median solution time using pAC was actually
less than the median time for the other heuristics.

4 Discussion and Future Work

Our experiments have demonstrated that pAC is a valuable heuristic for solving
CSPs by search. If the process converges, it usually converges to a good ap-
proximation to the relative frequency distribution of values in solutions to the
CSP. When used as a dynamic variable ordering heuristic, failure to converge is
not a serious issue: at worst, a search procedure will have to backtrack over an
assignment made based on unreliable information returned when pAC is halted
without convergence. We have found that since pAC identifies over-constrained
problems quickly, the cost of the unreliable information is small. The approxi-
mations returned by pAC need not be accurate, as inaccurate results can still
provide reliable value-ordering information.

We have shown that pAC can reduce search costs by orders of magnitude, de-
pending on the difficulty of the problem, as compared to the heuristics found in
the literature. However, when the problem is small enough, the cost of computa-
tion for pAC outweighs the benefit of reducing search costs. For larger problems,
pAC’s runtime is competitive or superior to the other heuristics used for com-
parison in this experiment.

We are currently investigating methods for reducing the computation costs
of pAC. We are studying the effects of reducing the ε and MaxIter parameters,
as well as the effects of limiting propagation to a subset of the CSP. We are
also exploring the use of local propagation techniques in CSPs which have an
optimization component, and how it might be used as a heuristic for local search.
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Abstract. In [Walsh and Stergiou, 1999] enforcing arc consistency (AC)
in the dual encoding was shown to strictly dominate enforcing AC on the
hidden or GAC on the original problem. We introduce a dual encoding
that requires only a small subset of the original constraints to be stored
in extension, while the remaining constraints can be stored intensionally.
In this paper we present a theoretical comparison between the pruning
achieved by enforcing AC on this dual encoding, versus enforcing GAC
and dual arc consistency on the standard encoding. We show how the
covering based encoding retains the dominance over enforcing GAC on
the original problem, while using less space than the existing dual en-
coding.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present a new dual encoding that is based on the construction
of constraint coverings from the original CSP. We show how this covering based
dual encoding can be used to address the space complexity issue of the dual
encodings, while still retaining the soundness and completeness of the solution
procedures. A new form of local consistency based on this dual encoding called
covering arc consistency (CAC), is defined. The amount of pruning achieved by
enforcing CAC on the new encoding is compared theoretically to GAC on the
original problem, AC on the hidden encoding, and AC on the standard dual
encoding.

2 Preliminary Definitions

Given below are a few definitions. Let 〈V, D, C〉 be a CSP where V is the set
of variables, D are their domains, and C is the set of constraints. Further-
more, we can assume that each constraint Ci = 〈Vi, Si〉 ∈ C consists of a
list of variables Vi = (vi1, . . . , vik) ⊆ V and a predicate on these variables,
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Si ⊆ Dvi1 × · · · × Dvik
. A binary CSP is one in which all the constraints

are defined over pairs of variables. Associated with every binary CSP is a con-
straint graph with a node for every variable and an edge between two nodes if
their variables share a constraint [2,3].

Definition 1. Given a binary CSP, the primal constraint graph associated
with it is a labeled constraint graph, where N=V , (vi, vj) ∈ A iff ∃Cij ∈ C |
Vij = {vi, vj}. Also the label on arc (vi, vj) is Cij . Given an arbitrary CSP ,
the dual constraint graph associated with it is a labeled graph, where N=C,
(Ci, Cj) ∈ A iff Vi ∩ Vj �= ∅. Also the label on arc (Ci, Cj) is Vi ∩ Vj.

Definition 2. If Vi and Vj are sets of variables, let Si be an instantiation of the
variables in Vi. Si[Vj ] is the tuple consisting of only the components of Si that
correspond to the variables in Vj. This is also called the projection of tuple Si

on the variables in Vj . Let Ci, Cj be two constraints ∈ C. The join of Ci, Cj,
denoted by Ci ✶ Cj = Cij , is the set {t | t ∈ Sij ∧ (t[Vi] ∈ Si) ∧ (t[Vj ] ∈ Sj)}.
Definition 3. Consider a tuple ti as a consistent instantiation of variables
in Vti . An extension of ti to variables in Vti ∪ Vtj is a tuple tij where tij
is an instantiation to variables in Vti ∪ Vtj . The two tuples ti and tj are com-
patible if ti[Vti ∩ Vtj ]=tj [Vti ∩ Vtj ], i.e., the two tuples agree on values for all
common variables.1 The tuple tij = ti ✶ tj is a consistent extension of ti iff
ti and tj are compatible and ∀Ci such that Vi ⊆ Vtij , tij [Vi] ∈ Si.

Definition 4. Given a constraint Cij , the value b in Dj, is called a support
for value a in Dj, if the pair (a, b) ∈ Sij. A value a for a variable i is viable
iff for every variable j such that a constraint Cij exists, a has a support in Dj.
The domain D of a constraint network, is arc consistent if for every variable i
in the network, all the values in di are viable.

Definition 5. [5] A tuple t on (vi1 , . . . , viq ) is valid iff t ∈ D(vi1 )X . . . XD(viq).
A CSP is said to be generalised arc consistent (GAC) if ∀vi ∈ V , ∀vali ∈
D(vi), ∀Cj ∈ C, ∃t ∈ Sj such that t is valid and t[vi] = vali. A CSP is said to be
pair-wise consistent, iff ∀Ci, Cj , Si[Ci ∪ Cj ]=Sj [Ci ∪ Cj ] and ∀Si, Si �= ∅ [4].
The notion of arc consistency can be defined for tuples and dual variables in the
dual encoding as follows.

Definition 6. Given two constraints Ci and Cj, the tuple tj ∈ Sj is called a
support for tuple ti ∈ Si, if ti[Vi∩Vj ]= tj [Vi∩Vj ]. A tuple ti in a constraint Ci

is viable iff for every constraint Cj, tuple ti has support in Cj. A constraint
network is dual arc consistent, if for every constraint Ci, all the tuples in Si

are viable.

Definition 7. Let Ccover = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm}. Also Ccover ⊆ C. Each Ci ∈
Ccover is given as 〈Vi, Si〉, where Vi ⊆ V . Ccover covers V iff

⋃m
i=1 Vi=V . Ccover

is a constraint cover of V . As well, Ccover is a minimal constraint cover
of V if it is a constraint cover of V and no proper subset of Ccover is a constraint
cover of V . If Ccover is a minimal constraint cover, |Ccover | ≤ |V |.
1 If Vti ∩ Vtj = ∅, ti and tj are automatically compatible.
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3 Covering Arc Consistency

Consider a dual encoding of a CSP, where the nodes of the dual encoding are the
constraints in a constraint cover of the given CSP. We now define a new form of
arc consistency based on this dual encoding known as Covering Arc Consistency,
which is defined on constraints in a cover.

Definition 8. Let Ccover = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm}. Given two constraints Ci ∈
Ccover and Cj ∈ Ccover, the tuple tj ∈ Sj is called a covering arc sup-
port for tuple ti ∈ Si, if ti[vi ∩ vj ]=tj [vi ∩ vj ] and ∀Cx ∈ {C-{Ci, Cj}},
(ti ✶ tj)[vij ∩ vx] ∈ Sx[vij ∩ vx]. A tuple ti ∈ Ci ∈ Ccover is viable iff for
every constraint Cj ∈ Ccover, tuple ti has covering arc support in Cj . A con-
straint network is covering arc consistent (CAC) w.r.t a covering Ccover, if
∀Ci ∈ Ccover, all the tuples in Si are viable.

An arc consistency algorithm removes all arc inconsistent values from the
domains of the variables of the encoding. The following theorems are proven
in [6].

Theorem 1. Achieving AC on the hidden variable encoding is equivalent to
achieving GAC on the variables in the original problem.

Theorem 2. Achieving AC on the dual encoding is strictly stronger than achiev-
ing GAC on the original problem.

Theorem 3. Achieving AC on the dual encoding is strictly stronger than achiev-
ing AC on the hidden variable encoding.

In the following we perform a similar theoretical comparison between enforcing
covering arc consistency (CAC), GAC and dual arc consistency. Consider the
following example taken from [1]. This CSP is already GAC, while enforcing
Dual AC removes some values from the domains. Enforcing CAC, reduces the
domains to singleton domains.

a     a     a
a     a     b
b     b     b
b     b     c
c     c     a
c     c     b

a     a     a
a     a     b
b     b     b
b     b     c
c     c     a
c     c     b

C123:

a      c
b      a
b      b
c      a
c      b
c      c

V1 V2 V3 V2 V3 V4 V1 V4

C234: C14:

V1 V2 V3 V4

C123 C234

C14

Fig. 1. Non-Binary CSP: An example
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Theorem 4. Achieving CAC on the constraint covering based dual encoding is
strictly stronger than achieving GAC on the original problem.

Proof. If GAC on the original encoding removes a value vali from the domain of
variable vi then there exists some constraint Ci that mentions variable vi, and
the assignment of vali to vi cannot be extended to a consistent assignment to
the rest of the variables in Ci. Consider a covering based dual encoding. Either
the cover contains the previously mentioned constraint Ci, or Ci ∈ {C-Ccover}.
If Ci ∈ Ccover, then we can derive the nogood that removes vali from vi (since no
tuple in Ci assigns vali to vi). Otherwise, if Ci �∈ Ccover , then there is some other
constraint Cj ∈ Ccover that mentions vi (since Ccover must cover all variables).
If Cj contains no tuple that assigns vali to vi, then we can derive the same
nogood. If Cj contains some tuples that assign vali to vi, then these tuples will
all be discarded when a consistent extension is verified against the constraint
projection of Ci (since Ci ∈ C-Ccover). Hence we can derive the nogood that
vali cannot be assigned to vi. To show strictness we can consider the example
previously given in Figure 1. ✷

Theorem 5. Achieving CAC on the constraint covering based dual encoding is
strictly stronger than achieving AC on the hidden variable encoding.

Proof. From Theorem 1, enforcing GAC on the original problem and enforcing
AC on the hidden encoding are equivalent. Using this and Theorem 4, if follows
that enforcing CAC on the covering based dual encoding is strictly stronger than
enforcing AC on the hidden variable encoding. ✷

Theorem 6. Achieving CAC on the constraint covering based dual encoding is
is incomparable to achieving AC on the standard dual encoding.

Proof. To show that enforcing CAC on the covering based dual encoding and
enforcing AC on the standard encoding are incomparable, all that is required is
to show a) a problem where enforcing CAC on the covering based dual encoding
prunes more than AC on the standard dual encoding, and b) another problem
where AC on the standard dual encoding prunes more than CAC on the covering
based dual encoding. To show a) we can consider the example in Figure 1. For
b) consider a CSP with 6 variables with binary domains. The 6 constraints are
Ca,b={(0, 0)}, Cb,c={(0, 0)}, Cd,e={(0, 1)}, Ce,f={(1, 0)}
Ca,b,c,d,e={(0, 0, 0, 0, 1)}, Ca,b,c,d,f={(0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)}
Consider a constraint covering Ccover= {Ca,b, Cb,c, Cd,e, Ce,f}. This CSP is cov-
ering arc consistent w.r.t the covering Ccover. But enforcing AC on the standard
dual encoding, will prove that the problem is insoluble since pair-wise consistency
between Ca,b,c,d,e and Ca,b,c,d,f will fail. ✷

Theorem 7. When |Ccover|=|C|, CAC on the covering based encoding prunes
at least as much as AC on the dual encoding.

Proof. When Ccover=C, CAC on the covering based encoding enforces pair-
wise consistency between all the constraints in the cover, and then verifies that
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the relational join of all pairs of consistent constraints, satisfy all the other
constraints, on all common variables, by projection. Hence the pruning achieved
is at least as much as pair-wise consistency or dual AC. ✷

Theorem 8. If ∀Ci �∈ Ccover, ∃Cp, Cq ∈ Ccover such that Vi ⊆ (Vp ∪ Vq), pair-
wise consistency prunes at most as much as CAC on the covering based dual
encoding w.r.t Ccover.

Proof. Pair-wise consistency find inconsistencies between pairs of constraints.
CAC performs pair-wise consistency on all the pairs of constraints in the cover-
ing. Given a constraint covering Ccover, if ∀Ci �∈ Ccover, ∃Cp, Cq ∈ Ccover such
that Vi ⊆ (Vp∪Vq), the algorithm enforcing CAC will find all inconsistent tuples
in all Ci �∈ Ccover by projection. Hence under this condition, pair-wise consis-
tency prunes at most as much as CAC on the covering based dual encoding w.r.t
a given Ccover. ✷

Theorem 9. If ∀Ci, Cj �∈ Ccover, such that ∃Cp, Cq ∈ Ccover, (Vi ∩ Vj) ⊆ (Vp ∪
Vq), CAC on the covering based dual encoding w.r.t Ccover prunes at least as
much as pair-wise consistency.

Proof. From the example in part b) of Theorem 6 it is clear that there exists
a problem that satisfies this condition where pruning using AC on the dual
encoding prunes more than CAC on the covering based dual encoding w.r.t
a given Ccover . To show that is precisely the condition when dual AC prunes
more than CAC w.r.t a Ccover, can be done as follows. If it is the case that
∀Ci, Cj �∈ Ccover if ∃Cp, Cq ∈ Ccover, (Vi∩Vj) ⊆ (Vp∪Vq), then CAC .w.r.t Ccover

derives all pair-wise inconsistent tuples that AC on the dual encoding would
derive. Hence this is precisely the condition when CAC w.r.t a cover is no worse
than dual AC. ✷

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a new dual encodings for CSPs based on constraint coverings.
We introduce a new form local consistency that is defined on this dual encoding
called covering arc consistency (CAC). It is shown that enforcing CAC dominates
GAC and hidden variable AC, and is incomparable to standard Dual AC. We
also present a precise characterisation of conditions under which the pruning
achieved by CAC is comparable to the pruning achieved by dual AC.
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Abstract. The ability to reduce either the number of variables or clauses
in instances of the Satisfiability problem (SAT) impacts the expected
computational effort of solving a given instance. This ability can actu-
ally be essential for specific and hard classes of instances. The objective
of this paper is to propose new simplification techniques for Conjunctive
Normal Form (CNF) formulas. Experimental results, obtained on rep-
resentative problem instances, indicate that large simplifications can be
observed.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the proposal of several effective algorithms for solving
Propositional Satisfiability (SAT), that include, among others, local search and
variations, backtrack search improved with different search pruning techniques,
backtrack search with randomization and restarts, continuous formulations and
algebraic manipulation. (These different algorithms are further described and
cited in [3].) Moreover, these algorithms have allowed efficiently solving different
classes of instances of SAT. It is generally accepted that whereas most algo-
rithms for solving SAT can be competitive in proving satisfiability for different
classes of instances, backtrack search is preferred when the objective is to prove
unsatisfiability. Nevertheless, algebraic simplification solutions are also known
to be competitive for proving unsatisfiability in specific contexts [2].

The main goal of this paper is to propose and categorize new simplification
techniques, and illustrate the effectiveness of algebraic simplification as a pre-
processing tool for SAT algorithms. Moreover, we illustrate the application of
the proposed simplification techniques in real-world instances of SAT.

The paper is organized as follows. We start with a few definitions in Section 2.
Next we address algebraic simplification, namely the techniques in this paper.
Section 4 provides experimental results on applying the proposed simplification
techniques on real-world instances of SAT. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Definitions

This section introduces the notational framework used throughout the paper.
Propositional variables are denoted x1, . . . , xn, and can be assigned truth values 0

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 537–542, 2000.
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(or F ) or 1 (or T ). In addition to letter x, and whenever necessary, we will use
letters y, w and z to denote variables. To denote specific variables we may also
use xi, xj , xk, . . .. A literal l is either a variable xi (i.e. a positive literal) or its
complement ¬xi (i.e. a negative literal). A clause ω is a disjunction of literals and
a CNF formula ϕ is a conjunction of clauses. When referring to specific clauses
we will utilize subscripts a, b, . . ., and when referring to sub-formulas of a CNF
formula we will utilize subscripts r, s, . . .. Disjunctions of literals, not necessarily
representing clauses will be represented as α, β, γ, δ, ε.

3 Algebraic Simplification

Different formula simplification techniques have been proposed over the years.
A detailed account of these techniques if provided in [3]. In this section we
concentrate on two new techniques, namely support-set variable equivalence and
inference of binary clauses.

3.1 Support Set Variable Equivalence

In many practical situations, a sub-formula ϕs of a CNF formula ϕ actually
describes a Boolean function xi = f(y1, . . . , yk). For example, the sub-formula
ϕa = (y1 ∨ ¬x) ∧ (y2 ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ ¬y2 ∨ x) describes the Boolean function
x = y1 ∧ y2. More interestingly, if we have two sub-formulas ϕa = (y1 ∨ ¬x) ∧
(y2 ∨¬x)∧ (¬y1 ∨¬y2 ∨x) and ϕb = (y1 ∨¬z)∧ (y2 ∨¬z)∧ (¬y1 ∨¬y2 ∨ z), then
we can conclude that x = y1 ∧ y2 and z = y1 ∧ y2. Hence, x and z are indeed
equivalent and we can replace z with x and vice-versa. Observe that, by suitable
resolution operations, we could easily derive the clauses (x ∨ ¬z) ∧ (¬x ∨ z),
obtaining the same conclusion.

The previous example suggests a pattern-matching approach for identifying
a set E of variables that can be expressed as a Boolean function f of some other
set S of variables (i.e., the support set) and thus replace the variables in set E
by a single variable. This approach is simply too time consuming for sets S of
arbitrary size, and so we restrict S to be of size 2, i.e. we only consider Boolean
functions of two variables.

If the support set S is restricted to be of size 2, it becomes feasible to enumer-
ate all possible Boolean functions of 2 variables, and determine the irredundant
CNF formulas associated with each Boolean function. This information is shown
in Table 1. (Observe that the missing six boolean functions are either constant 0
or 1, the actual function of a single variable or of its complement.) We can now
apply a straightforward pattern matching algorithm to a CNF formula, and iden-
tify sets E of variables with a common two-variable support set. These variables
can then be replaced by a single variable. Clearly, after variable replacement we
can apply well-known formula simplification techniques [3].

Other researchers [1] have observed the existence of variable equivalences
based on support sets, but on arbitrary instances of SAT (i.e. not in CNF for-
mat). Moreover, the underlying approach of [1,4] is significantly more time con-
suming (indeed exponential in the worst-case) than the one proposed above.
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Table 1. Two-variable CNF formulas

Boolean function CNF formula

x ≡ f1(a, b) = a ∧ b (a ∨ ¬x) ∧ (b ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ x)

x ≡ f2(a, b) = a ∨ b (¬a ∨ x) ∧ (¬b ∨ x) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ ¬x)

x ≡ f3(a, b) = a↔ b (a ∨ b ∨ x) ∧ (a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ x) ∧ (¬a ∨ b ∨ ¬x)

x ≡ f4(a, b) = ¬a ∧ b (¬a ∨ ¬x) ∧ (b ∨ ¬x) ∧ (a ∨ ¬b ∨ x)

x ≡ f5(a, b) = a ∧ ¬b (a ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬a ∨ b ∨ x)

x ≡ f6(a, b) = ¬(a ∧ b) (a ∨ x) ∧ (b ∨ x) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬x)

x ≡ f7(a, b) = ¬(a ∨ b) (¬a ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬b ∨ ¬x) ∧ (a ∨ b ∨ x)

x ≡ f8(a, b) = ¬(a↔ b) (a ∨ b ∨ ¬x) ∧ (a ∨ ¬b ∨ x) ∧ (¬a ∨ b ∨ x) ∧ (¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬x)

x ≡ f9(a, b) = a ∨ ¬b (¬a ∨ x) ∧ (b ∨ x) ∧ (a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬x)

x ≡ f10(a, b) = ¬a ∨ b (a ∨ x) ∧ (¬b ∨ x) ∧ (¬a ∨ b ∨ ¬x)

Another interesting result, is that the equivalence reasoning conditions proposed
by C.-M. Li in [2] are also superseded by support set equivalences and selective
resolution (see [1,3] for a definition). We should observe, in particular, that the
utilization of function f3 on two variables x = (a ↔ b) and y = (a ↔ b), for
deriving the equivalence between x and y, corresponds to Li’s inference rule
(5) [2], the other rules being superseded by selective resolution, unit-clause rule
and two-variable equivalence.

Despite the potential interest of identifying support sets of variables in a CNF
formula, in the next section a further generalization is proposed, that subsumes
variable equivalences based on two-variable support sets.

3.2 Generalized Inference of Binary Clauses

In this section we propose to study subsets of clauses for inferring binary clauses,
which not only identify support set equivalences, but also provide more general
conditions for deriving binary clauses. In what follows, all proposed conditions
can be explained by resorting to resolution. However, it is in general extremely
hard to decide to which clauses the resolution operation should be applied to,
being computationally infeasible to apply the resolution operation to all possible
pairs of clauses. The objective of studying sets of clauses is to indirectly select
to which sets of clauses the resolution operation should be applied to.

Moreover, the reasoning technique to be described below is categorized in
terms of how many binary clauses and ternary clauses are involved. Clearly,
the size and number of k-ary clauses involved could be made arbitrary, but
the computational overhead could become prohibitive. In general each proposed
condition is classified as being of the form mB/nT, meaning that m binary
clauses and n ternary clauses are involved.

Let us start by considering an illustrative example. Let ϕc = (y1 ∨ ¬x) ∧
(y2 ∨ ¬x) ∧ (¬y1 ∨ ¬y2 ∨ z) be a sub-formula. The application of the resolution
operation between the three clauses allows deriving (¬x ∨ z). Similarly, for the
sub-formula ϕd = (y1∨¬z)∧(y2∨¬z)∧(¬y1 ∨¬y2∨x), the resolution operation
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Table 2. Rules for Inferring Binary/Unit Clauses

Clause Pattern Inferred Clause(s)

(l1 ∨ ¬l2) ∧ (l1 ∨ ¬l3) ∧ (l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4) (l1 ∨ l4)

(l4 ∨ ¬l2) ∧ (l1 ∨ ¬l3) ∧ (l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4) (¬l3 ∨ l4), (l1 ∨ l4)

(l1 ∨ l2 ∨ l3) ∧ (¬l1 ∨ ¬l2 ∨ l3) ∧ (l1 ∨ ¬l2 ∨ l4) ∧ (¬l1 ∨ l2 ∨ l4) (l3 ∨ l4)

(l1 ∨ l2 ∨ ¬l3) ∧ (l1 ∨ l2 ∨ ¬l4) ∧ (l1 ∨ l2 ∨ ¬l5) ∧ (l3 ∨ l4 ∨ l5) (l1 ∨ l2)

(l1 ∨ l2) ∧ (¬l1 ∨ l2 ∨ l3) (l2 ∨ l3)

(l1 ∨ ¬l2) ∧ (l1 ∨ ¬l3) ∧ (l1 ∨ ¬l4) ∧ (l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4) (l1)

(l1 ∨ l2 ∨ ¬l3) ∧ (l1 ∨ l2 ∨ ¬l4) ∧ (l3 ∨ l4) (l1 ∨ l2)

(l1 ∨ l2) ∧ (¬l1 ∨ l3 ∨ l4) ∧ (l2 ∨ l3 ∨ ¬l4) (l2 ∨ l3)

allows deriving the clause (x∨¬z). It is interesting to observe that we have just
illustrated a different approach for proving x equivalent to z for the first example
of the previous section.

In general, let us consider a sub-formula of the form ϕs = (l1 ∨ ¬l2) ∧ (l1 ∨
¬l3)∧ (l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4), where l1, . . . , l4 are any literals. The application of resolution
allows deriving the binary clause (l1 ∨ l4). Since 2 binary clauses and 1 ternary
clause are involved in deriving the resulting binary clause, we say that 2B/1T
reasoning was applied. The other form of 2B/1T reasoning is the following. Let
the sub-formula be ϕt = (l4 ∨ ¬l2) ∧ (l1 ∨ ¬l3) ∧ (l2 ∨ l3 ∨ l4). Then, application
of resolution allows deriving the binary clauses (l3 ∨ l4) and (l1 ∨ l4).

Additional forms of mB/nT reasoning can be established. Due to efficiency
concerns, our analysis will be restricted to 2B/1T, 1B/1T, 1B/2T, 3B/1T and
0B/4T. The resulting set of unit/binary clause inference rules is summarized in
Table 2. Moreover, and from the previous examples and claims, we can readily
conclude that support set variable equivalence (described in the previous section)
is superseded by 2B/1T and 0B/4T reasoning.

4 Experimental Results

This section evaluates the practical application of the algebraic simplification
techniques described in this paper. These techniques can be evaluated according
to two main metrics:

– The ability to effectively simplify the original formula.
– The effective reduction in the amount of search, when using formula simpli-
fication techniques within a preprocessing engine for backtrack search SAT
algorithms.

In this paper we concentrate on the ability to simplify the original formula.
The reduction in the amount of search is analyzed in [3]. Moreover, the problem
instances used in this section are also described in [3]

Table 3 shows the results, namely the number of variables and clauses before
and after applying the simplification techniques. As can be concluded, for most of
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Table 3. Formula Simplification

Instance Initial Formula Final Formula

Variables Clauses Variables Clauses

bf1355-075 2180 6778 722 3075

bf2670-001 1393 3434 411 1252

ssa2670-130 1359 3321 440 1295

ssa2670-141 986 2315 283 883

barrel6 2306 8931 519 2209

barrel7 3523 13765 805 3467

longmult5 2397 7431 1483 5180

longmult6 2848 8853 1824 6376

queueinvar12 1112 7335 1049 9884

queueinvar16 1168 6496 1088 7114

c1908 1917 5096 658 2248

c1908 bug 1919 5100 659 2250

c2670 2703 6756 1220 3725

c2670 bug 2708 6696 1162 3553

dlx2 cc bug02 1515 12808 1486 13965

dlx2 cc bug08 1515 12808 1486 13890

the instances considered, large reductions in the number of variables and clauses
can be achieved. In some cases (e.g. barrel6 and barrel7) the final number of
variables is one fourth of the original number. Similar reductions can be observed
in the number of clauses. Nevertheless, for some instances (e.g. queueinvar16
and dlx2 cc bug08) the amount of simplification in the number of variables is
negligible. In these cases, it is interesting to observe an increase in the number
of clauses, due to the application of clause inference techniques (see Section 3.2).

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes new techniques for the algebraic simplification of proposi-
tional formulas. These techniques have been incorporated into a preprocessing
system to be used with any SAT algorithm. Preliminary experimental results,
obtained on real-world instances of SAT, clearly demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed techniques, allowing significant reductions in the sizes of the
resulting CNF formulas.

Despite the promising results obtained, and given the amount of simplifica-
tion achieved on most problem instances, the next natural step is to incorporate
the same algebraic simplification techniques into backtrack search SAT algo-
rithms, to be applied during the search.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a new framework for over con-
strained problems. We suggest to define an over-constrained network as
a global constraint. We introduce two new lower bounds of the number
of violations, without making any assumption on the arity of constraints.

1 Introduction

Encoding real-world problems often leads to define over constrained networks,
which do not have any solution that satisfies all the constraints. In this situation
the goal is to find the best compromise. One of the most well-known theoretical
frameworks for over constrained problems is the Maximal Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (Max-CSP). In a Max-CSP, the goal is to minimize the number of
constraint violations. Best algorithms for solving Max-CSP [4,5] are based on
computation of lower bounds of the number of violations. All these algorihms
are related to binary constraint networks. On the other hand, solving real-life
problems requires the use of non binary constraints [6].

In this paper we present a new framework for over constrained problems.
No hypothesis is made on the arity of constraints. We introduce two new lower
bounds of the number of violations. The first one is a generalization of the
previous studies for binary Max-CSP to the non binary case, through a variable-
based partitioning of the constraint set. The second one is an original lower
bound based on computation of disjoint conflict sets. Moreover, one advantage
of our framework is that filtering algorithms associated with constraints can be
used in a way similar to classical CSPs.
� The work of ILOG authors was partially supported by the IST Programme of the

Commission of the European Union through the ECSPLAIN project (IST-1999-
11969).
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2 Background

A constraint network N is defined as a set of n variables X = {x1, . . . , xn}, a
set of domains D = {D(x1), . . . , D(xn)} where D(xi) is the finite set of possible
values for variable xi, and a set C of constraints between variables. A constraint C
on the ordered set of variables X(C) = (xi1 , . . . , xir ) is a subset T (C) of the
Cartesian product D(xi1)× · · · ×D(xir ) that specifies the allowed combinations
of values for the variables xi1 , . . . , xir . An element of D(xi1 ) × · · · × D(xir ) is
called a tuple on X(C). |X(C)| is the arity of C. A value a for a variable x is
often denoted by (x, a). A tuple τ on X(C) is valid if ∀(x, a) ∈ τ, a ∈ D(x). C is
consistent iff there exists a tuple τ of T (C) which is valid. A value a ∈ D(x) is
consistent with C iff x �∈ X(C) or there exists a valid tuple τ of T (C) in which a
is the value assigned to x.

Definition 1 Let x be a variable, a be a value of D(x), C be a set of constraints,

#inc((x, a), C) = |{C ∈ C s.t. (x, a) is not consistent with C}|.

3 Satisfiability Sum Constraint

Let N = (X,D, C) be a constraint network. We suggest to integrate C into a
single constraint, called the Satisfiability Sum Constraint (ssc):

Definition 2 Let C = {Ci, i ∈ {1, . . . , m}} be a set of constraints, and S[C] = {si, i ∈
{1, . . . , m}} be a set of variables and unsat be a variable, such that a one-to-one map-
ping is defined between C and S[C]. A Satisfiability Sum Constraint is the constraint
ssc(C, S[C], unsat) defined by:

[unsat =

m∑
si=1

si] ∧
m∧

i=1

[(Ci ∧ (si = 0)) ∨ (¬Ci ∧ (si = 1))]

Notation 1 Given a ssc(C, S[C], unsat), a variable x, a value a ∈ D(x) and K ⊆ C:
max(D(unsat)) is the highest value of “current” domain of unsat;

minUnsat(C, S[C]) is the minimum value of unsat consistent with ssc(C, S[C], unsat);

minUnsat((x, a),C, S[C]) is equal to minUnsat(C, S[C]) when x = a;

S[K] is the subset of S[C] equals to the projection of variables S[C] on K;

X(C) is the union of X(Ci), Ci ∈ C.

The variables S[C] are used to express which constraints of C must be vio-
lated or satisfied: a null value assigned to s ∈ S[C] expresses that its attached
constraint C is satisfied, whereas 1 expresses that C is violated1. The variable
unsat represents the objective, that is, the number of violations in C, equal to
the number of variables of S[C] whose value is 1.

Through this formulation, a solution of a Max-CSP is an assignment that
satisfies the ssc with the minimal possible value of unsat. A lower bound of
1 The extension to valued CSPs [1] can easily be performed by defining larger domains

for variables in S[C].
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the objective of a Max-CSP corresponds to a necessary consistency condition
of the ssc. The different domain reduction algorithms established for Max-CSP
correspond to specific filtering algorithms associated with the ssc. This point of
view has some advantages in regards to the previous studies:
1. Any search algorithm can be used. Since we propose to define a constraint we
can easily integrate our framework into existing solvers.
2. In all this paper, no hypothesis is made on the arity of constraints C.
3. When a value is assigned to si ∈ S[C], a filtering algorithm associated
with Ci ∈ C (resp. ¬Ci) can be used in a way similar to classical CSPs.

4 Variable Based Lower Bound

The results presented in this section are a generalization to non binary con-
straints of previous works for Max-CSP [2,7,4].

4.1 Necessary Condition of Consistency

If minUnsat(C, S[C]) > max(D(unsat)) then ssc(C, S[C], unsat) is not consis-
tent. Therefore, a lower bound of minUnsat(C, S[C]) provides a necessary con-
dition of consistency of a ssc. A possible way for computing it is to perform a
sum of independant lower bounds, one per variable:

Definition 3 Given a variable x a constraint set K,

#inc(x,K) = mina∈D(x)(#inc((x, a),K)).

The sum of these minima with K = C cannot lead to a lower bound of the
total number of violations, because some constraints can be taken into account
more than once. For instance, given a constraint C and two variables x and y
involved in C, C can be counted in #inc(x, C) and also in #inc(y, C). In this case,
the lower bound can be overestimated, and an inconsistency could be detected
while the ssc is consistent. Consequently, for each variable, an independent set
of constraints must be considered. In the binary case, the constraint graph2 has
been used in order to guarantee this independence [4]. Each edge is oriented
and for each variable x only the constraints out-going x are taken into account.
This idea can be generalized to the non binary case, by associating with each
constraint one and only one variable involved in the constraint: the constraints
are partionned w.r.t the variables that are associated with.

Definition 4 Given a set of constraints C, a var-partition of C is a partition P(C) =

{P (x1), ...P (xk)} of C in |X(C)| sets such that ∀P (xi) ∈ P(C) : ∀C ∈ P (xi), xi ∈ X(C).

Given a var partition P(C), the sum of all #inc(xi, P (xi)) is a lower bound of the
total number of violations, because all the sets belonging to P(C) are disjoint:
Definition 5 LB(P(C)) =

∑
xi∈X(C) #inc(xi, P (xi)), P (xi) ∈ P(C)

2 The vertex set of the constraint graph is the variable set and there is an edge between
two vertices when there is a constraint involving these two variables.
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Property 1 ∀P(C) a var-partition of C. LB(P(C)) ≤ minUnsat(C, S[C])

Corollary 1 If LB(P(C)) > max(D(unsat)) then ssc(C, S[C], unsat) is not consis-

tent.

4.2 Filtering Algorithm

From definition of minUnsat((x, a), C, S[C]) we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 ∀x ∈ X(C),∀a ∈ D(x): if minUnsat((x, a), C, S[C]) > max(D(unsat))

then (x, a) is not consistent with ssc(C, S[C], unsat).

Therefore, any lower bound of minUnsat((x, a), C, S[C]) can be used in order to
check the consistency of (x, a). A first lower bound is #inc((x, a), C):
Property 2 #inc((x, a), C) ≤ minUnsat((x, a), C, S[C])
This property leads to a first filtering algorithm. However, it can be improved by
including the lower bound of Property 1. We suggest to split C into two disjoint
sets P (x) and C−P (x), where P (x) is the subset of constraints associated with x
in a var-partition P (C) of C. Consider the following corollary of Theorem 1:

Corollary 2 Let P (C) be a var-partition of C, x a variable and a ∈ D(x),

if minUnsat((x, a), P (x), S[P (x)])

+ minUnsat((x, a), C − P (x), S[C − P (x)]) > max(D(unsat))

then (x, a) is not consistent with ssc(C, S[C], unsat).

Note that minUnsat(C−P (x), S[P (x)]) ≤ minUnsat((x, a), C−P (x), S[P (x)]).
From this remark and Properties 1 and 2 we deduce the theorem:

Theorem 2 ∀P(C) a var-partition of C,∀x ∈ X(C),∀a ∈ D(x), if

#inc((x, a), P (x)) + LB(P(C − P (x))) > max(D(unsat)) then a can be removed from

its domain.

5 Constraint Based Lower Bound

An original lower bound of the number of violations in C, corresponding to a
lower bound of minUnsat(C, S[C]), can be obtained by successive computations
of disjoint conflict sets of C.
Definition 6 A conflict set is a subset K of C which satisfies: minUnsat(K, S[K])>0.

We know that a conflict set leads to at least one violation in C. Consequently,
if we are able to compute q disjoint conflict sets in C then q is a lower bound
of minUnsat(C, S[C]). They must be disjoint to guarantee that all violations
taken into account are independent. For each Ci ∈ C such that D(si) = 1, the
set {Ci} is a conflict set. Moreover, constraints Ci of C with D(si) = 0 are not
interesting in the determination of conflict sets. Hence we will focus on the set
of constraints Ci of C with D(si) = {0, 1}, denoted by C?.
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Consider any ordering ≺ on C?. De Siqueira N. and Puget have shown that
a conflict set of C? can be simply computed by temporarily setting the variables
of S[C?] to 0 w.r.t. ≺ until a failure occurs. When a variable of S[C?] attached
to C ∈ C? is set to 0 then values from domains of variables X(C) that are not
consistent with C are removed. When a failure occurs, then all the constraints C
for which s has been set to 0 form a conflict set. Given a set of constraints Q, we
call computeConflictSet(Q) the function which implements this algorithm.

A set of disjoint conflict sets can be easily computed by calling function
computeConflictSet(Q) with Q = C? and by iteratively calling it with Q←
Q−K each time a conflict set K is found. The algorithm stops when Q is empty
or when no conflict set is detected in Q. The lower bound depends on the number
of conflict sets, and, since they are disjoint, on the size of the conflicts sets.

Definition 7 Let Q be a set of constraint. A minimal conflict set w.r.t. compute-

ConflictSet is a subset K of Q such that ∀C ∈ K, computeConflictSet(K−{C})
detects no conflict set.

De Siqueira N. and Puget have suggested a simple algorithm for finding minimal
conflict set from a conflict set K [3]. This algorithm calls at most |K| times
the computeConflictSet function. computeMinimalConflictSet(K) de-
notes the function that returns a minimal conflict set of K. We can now propose
an original algorithm for computing a lower bound LB of minUnsat(C, S[C]):

Step 1: Let LB ← |{Ci ∈ C s.t. si = 1}| and Q← C;
Step 2: K ←computeConflictSet(Q);

if K = ∅ then return LB else Kmin ←computeMinimalConflictSet(K);

Step 3: LB ← LB + 1; Q← Q−Kmin; goto Step 2.

Corollary 3 If LB > max(D(unsat)) xthen ssc(C, S[C], unsat) is not consistent.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a new framework for over constrained problems, which can
be directly integrated into existing solvers. New lower bounds of number of
violations are introduced without making any assumption on the constraints.
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1 Introduction

Auctions on the Internet have become especially popular in Electronic Com-
merce. Among the various studies on the Internet auctions, those on combina-
torial auctions have lately attracted considerable attention. Combinatorial auc-
tions simultaneously sell multiple items with interdependent values and allow
the bidders to bid on any combination of items. Therefore, they tend to increase
the buyers’ utilities and the seller’s revenue.

On the other hand, determining winners in combinatorial auctions intended
to maximize the sum of the bids with disjoint sets of items is a complicated
constraint optimization problem and shown to be NP-complete [4]. This prob-
lem has recently attracted the interest of the AI community as an application
of search techniques [1,5]. Although the previous methods have significantly im-
proved the efficiency of the optimal winner determination algorithms, to solve
large-scale problems, we eventually need to give up the idea of achieving the
optimality of the obtained allocation and try to find a semi-optimal solution
within a reasonable amount of time.

In this paper, we introduce limited discrepancy search (LDS) techniques [2]
to limit the search efforts to the part where good solutions are likely to exist.
Experimental evaluations using various problem settings show that our algorithm
finds the allocations that are very close to the optimal solutions (better than
95%) very quickly (in about 1% of the running time) and can be extended to
large-scale problem instances.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Winner Determination Problem

A winner determination problem can be formulated as follows [4,5]. Let G =
{1, 2, · · · , m} be the set of items to be auctioned and A be a set of bidders.

Suppose a bidder i ∈ A can submit any bid bi(S) for any combination of
items S ⊆ G. Let b̄(S) be the the maximal bid for the bundle S, that is, b̄(S) =

R. Dechter (Ed.): CP 2000, LNCS 1894, pp. 549–553, 2000.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2000
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Fig. 1. Search Tree
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Fig. 2. Discrepancies of Nodes

maxi∈A bi(S), and χ be the set of possible allocations, that is, χ = {S ⊆ G|S ∩
S′ = ∅ for every S, S′ ∈ χ}. Then, the goal is to find an allocation χ such that

argmax
χ

∑
S∈χ

b̄(S). (1)

2.2 Problem Formalization as Search Problem

We basically follow the problem formalization used in [5]. An example of a search
tree is presented in Figure 1. Each node is associated with a bid, and a path
from the root node to any other node represents one (partial) allocation, which
consists of a sequence of disjoint bids. The child nodes of each node are limited
to the nodes that include the item with the smallest index among the items that
are not yet on the path but that do not include items that are already on the
path. In [5], a search algorithm called IDA* [3] is used for searching this tree.

We introduce a special data structure called bins [1] to find quickly the
children of each nodes. More specifically, we sort bids into bins, where a bin Bj

contains all bids where j is the smallest index among the items in a bid.
The following heuristic function h is used to estimate the possible maximal

revenue for the items not yet allocated on the path in [5].

h =
∑

k∈{unallocated items}
r(k) ,where r(k) = max

{S;k∈S}
b̄(S)
|S| (2)

If we re-calculate h in IDA* whenever a bid is appended to the path, h
becomes more accurate, but this re-calculation requires significant overhead. We
found that this re-calculation is necessary in IDA* to decrease the number of
visited nodes. On the other hand, we can avoid this re-calculation since LDS is
less sensitive to the accuracy of heuristic evaluations.

We use an evaluation function f(n) = g(n) + h(n) to estimate the best
(highest) price of the solutions obtained from node n. g(n) is calculated as the
sum of the bids on the path appended to n. h(n) is a heuristic function defined
as (2). We use f(n) used for ordering sibling nodes and for pruning.
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1. If stack is empty, then terminate the algorithm, otherwise, pop list from stack.
2. If list is empty, go to 1, otherwise, set nc to the first node in list, and remove nc.
3. If dis(nc) > Dmax, then go to 1.
4. If f(nc) ≤ fmax, then go to 1.
5. If nc is a leaf node, then record the current path as a best solution, set fmax to

f(nc), set nc to the first node in list, remove nc from list, and go to 3.
6. Expand nc. push list to stack, set nc to the best child, and set list to the rest of

the children sorted by f , go to 3.

Fig. 3. Pseudo Code of LDS Algorithm

2.3 Limited Discrepancy Search (LDS)

The original LDS algorithm was developed for searching a binary tree. As shown
in [2], there are several alternative ways to modify LDS for a non-binary search
tree. We define the discrepancy of node n (represented as dis(n)) as follows.
The rank of node n (represented as rank(n)) is defined as the order among its
siblings, i.e., the rank of the best child node is 0, the second-best node is 1, and so
on. By representing the parent node as np, dis(n) is defined as dis(np)+rank(n),
where the discrepancy of the root node dis(root) = 0.

Figure 2 shows the discrepancies of nodes of a search tree in Figure 1. Figure 3
shows the pseudo code of the LDS algorithm. We store a list of nodes, which are
siblings sorted by f , into stack. fmax represents the highest price of the solutions
found so far, and Dmax is the maximal number of allowed discrepancies. Initially,
the stack contains a list of the root node, and fmax is 0.

3 Experiments

We ran a series of experiments for several problem settings used in previous
works [1,5] on a workstation (333 MHz Sun UltraSparc IIi with 512 MB) with a
program written in C++. Due to space limitations, we only show the graphs of
experiments on the following two distributions used in [5]. Let M be the number
of items and N be the number of bids, where bids are different from one another.
The trends of the obtained results on other problem settings used in [1] were
also similar to the results described here.

Random Distribution The number of items in each bid is randomly chosen
from [1, M ], and items included in a bid are also randomly chosen. The price
is randomly chosen from [0, 1].

Uniform Distribution The number of items is set to a constant k (we set
k = 3). The items and the price are chosen in the same manner as above.

We generated 10 problem instances and calculated the average of them. To
compare the results of LDS without re-calculation and the result of IDA* with
re-calculation, we present (1) quality of obtained solution, i.e., the ratio of the
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sum of the winning bids in LDS to the sum in IDA*, (2) running time, (3)
number of visited nodes, and (4) social surplus, i.e., the sum of the winning
bids, while varying the number of submitted bids, where we limit the maximal
discrepancy to i ∈ [0, 2] (represented as Di) in LDS.

Random (Figures 4): As a comparison, we also show the results of IDA*
without re-calculation. Figures 4 show the running time and the number of
visited nodes of IDA* increase exponentially (note that the y-axis is log-
scaled) , while those of LDS increase rather slowly. LDS with D2 remains
better than 95% even for lage-scale problem instances.
LDS can be considered an anytime algorithm. This property is desirable
for winner determination problems. We illustrate (5) a comparison of the
average anytime performance of LDS without re-calculation and with re-
calculation. We generated 10 instances where M = 400 and N = 1500 and
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gradually increased the maximal discrepancy (one-by-one from D0). This
result shows, if we do not have enough time, it is reasonable to use the LDS
algorithm without re-calculation to obtain a semi-optimal solution.

Uniform (Figures 5): Figures 5 show the results where we set M = 100. IDA*
can solve only problem instances where the number of bids is small within a
reasonable amount of time. On the other hand, since LDS restricts the search
space according to the maximal discrepancy, LDS can find about 95% of the
optimal solution very quickly.

4 Conclusions

Determining the winners in combinatorial auctions is a complicated constraint
optimization problem. We have presented an approximate algorithm that is
based on the LDS technique. Experimental evaluations performed on various
problem sets showed that the LDS algorithm can find a semi-optimal solution
(better than 95%) with a small amount of search effort (in about 1% of the
running time) compared with the existing optimal algorithm.
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